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PREFACE

The present study grew out of the Catalogue Project of the Yale Babylonian Collection,

which was funded by the National Endowment for the Humanities and Yale University

from 1988 until 1996. During that period I was responsible for cataloguing all the Yale

texts dated after ca. 1500 B.C., a very large number of which turned out to belong

to the Neo-Babylonian archive of the Eanna temple in Uruk. The importance of this

material for the religious history of Babylonia in the first millennium is obvious. As
I was then experiencing a growing interest in the religion of Ancient Mesopotamia,

I decided to focus my attention on the religious and cultic aspects of the Eanna

temple archive; the present volume is the first major result of this research. It must

be emphasized that without my participation in the Catalogue Project and the financial

support of the NEH, which allowed me to cull and investigate large amounts of data

from a vast archive of unpublished texts, the present study would not have been

possible.

Research cannot be initiated and carried out outside a favorable human and intellec-

tual environment. My gratitude therefore extends to Profs. William W. Hallo, Benjamin

R. Foster, and Gary Beckman, my former teachers and then colleagues at Yale, for

continuous support of my work and for many years of fruitful discussions and learn-

ing. Moreover, I am deeply indebted to Ulla Kasten, whose sense of organization and

congenial spirit did so much to facilitate my research and indeed to make it at all

possible.

The following individuals and institutions must also be thanked for their help:

Prof. John A. Brinkman of the Oriental Institute of the University of Chicago, who
relinquished his prior rights to YBC 1 1390, an important text which describes the tiara

of the goddess Usur-amassu.

Prof. Karlheinz Kessler of the University of Erlangen, Germany, who kindly allowed

me to quote from unpublished texts preserved in the Princeton Theological Seminary

which he is preparing for publication, in particular the important inventory ofjewelry

PTS 2950.

Prof. David B. Weisberg of Hebrew Union College, Cincinnati, for his kind permis-

sion to quote from texts in the collections of the Oriental Institute of the University of

Chicago to be published by him.

Drs. Karen Nemet-Nejat and Laurie Pearce, who allowed me to quote unpublished

texts from Yale assigned to them for publication in Yale Oriental Series—Babylonian

Texts.

Dr. Joachim Marzahn of the Vorderasiatisches Museum in Berlin, for welcoming

me to the Museum and facilitating my collation of cuneiform tablets preserved in its

collections.

The Rev. William O. Harris, Librarian for Archives and Special Collections at the

Princeton Theological Seminary; Mr. William Lang, Head of the Rare Book Depart-

ment, Free Library of Philadelphia; and Mr. Joel Sartorius, Reference Librarian in the

Rare Book Department, Free Library of Philadelphia, for facilitating my work on the

cuneiform tablets preserved in their collections.
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Profs. Ake Sjoberg, Erie Leichty, and Steve Tinney of the University ofPennsylvania,

who facilitated my work on the tablets ofthe Princeton Theological Seminary when they

were on loan to the University Museum in Philadelphia.

Prof. Piotr Steinkeller ofHarvard University, Prof. Tzvi Abusch of Brandeis Univer-

sity, and Dr. Beate Pongratz-Leisten of Princeton, who read portions of my manuscript

and commented on several points.

Prof. Tzvi Abusch of Brandeis University and Prof. F.A.M. Wiggermann of the

Free University of Amsterdam, who both suggested that I submit my manuscript for

publication in the series Cuneiform Monographs.

Harvard University which, through the Clark and Cooke Funds, enabled me to spend

substantial periods of time collating texts in the Yale Babylonian Collection in order to

bring this study to conclusion.

The Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton, New Jersey, whose generous support

during my sabbatical year in 2000-2001 allowed me to put the finishing touches to this

work.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Subject of this Study

The study ofMesopotamian religion has until recently focused mainly on the rich corpora

of literary and scholarly texts found in ancient libraries. Hymns, prayers, incantations,

lists of gods, rituals, and myths have provided the backbone around which scholars have

gradually fleshed out our knowledge of the complex belief systems of the Sumerians,

Assyrians, and Babylonians. These, however, for all their importance, make up only

a small percentage of the overall corpus of cuneiform texts retrieved by the spade of

the archaeologist. The evidence from economic and administrative documents, which

belong to the general category of "archival texts," has been used only parsimoniously for

the study of religion, and mostly as auxiliary data to confirm the finds based on literary

and scholarly texts, not as an autonomous source which might potentially shed light on

the religion of ancient Mesopotamia from a different angle.

A number of recent studies have effectively reversed this tendency. In his work Der

kultische Kalender der Ur IH-Zeit, published in 1993, Sallaberger has made extensive

use of the numerous administrative records of the 3rd dynasty of Ur and reconstructed

many aspects of the official cult in the cities of the empire's core. This has resulted

in a considerable expansion of our knowledge of the local pantheons of southern

Mesopotamia at the end of the 3rd millennium. A similar study concentrating on the

cults and pantheons of central and southern Babylonia during the Old Babylonian

period is Richter's Untersuchungen zu den lokalen Panthea Slid- und Mittelbabyloniens

in altbabylonischer Zeit, published in 1999. In addition to studying the archival data,

Richter also considers the evidence from god lists and other scholarly texts. Other works

have concentrated on a single archive and reconstructed the pantheons of important city

states ofthe third millennium. These are Mander, llpantheon diAbu-Salabikh, published

in 1986; Selz, Untersuchungen zur Gotterwelt des altsumerischen Stadtstaates Lagos',

published in 1995; and Pomponio and Xella, Les dieux d'Ebla: Etude analytique des

divinites eblattes a I'epoque des archives royales du IIIe millenaire, published in 1997.

These recent books are largely based on the evidence gleaned from the archival records

found in official archives, and their authors have all emphasized the investigation of the

pantheon as an organic whole, thereby signalling a departure from an earlier trend which

favored the study of a single god diachronically.

'

The present monograph is very much in line with this new approach which privileges

the local history of religion, but shifts the focus to first millennium Babylonia, taking as

its subject the pantheon of the city of Uruk during the Neo-Babylonian period, and as

its main source material the archive of the Eanna temple, the sanctuary of the goddess

IStar, which was the focal point of Uruk's civic and religious life for most of the city's

history. The earliest dated documents from the Eanna archive come from the reign of

1 For example, Von Weiher 1971 on Nergal, Pomponio 1978 on Nabfl, Galter 1981 on Ea, Sommerfeld
1982 on Marduk, and Hall 1985 on Sin.
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Merodach-Baladan II at the end of the 8th century, and the latest ones from the latter

part of the reign of Darius I, during the first decade of the 5th century. The bulk of

the material dates to the period of the Neo-Babylonian dynasty (626-539 B.C) and the

first two decades of Persian rule (539-520 B.C.)- Additional data can be gleaned from

the archives found in private houses, from the inscriptions of Assyrian and Babylonian

kings who ruled between the 9th and 6th centuries, and from scattered allusions found in

literary and scholarly texts. This information, albeit crucial in some respects, amounts

to a trickle compared with that derived from the Eanna archive.

The chronological span ofour source material means that the term 'Neo-Babylonian'

must be understood here in its broader sense, one reflecting cultural rather than dynastic

history In terms of cultural history the Neo-Babylonian period begins as early as the

9th century B.C., when Babylonia emerged from the period of decline which followed

the fall of the Second Dynasty of Isin in the latter part of the 1 1th century. The 9th

century revival was essentially the accomplishment of two kings, Nabu-apla-iddina

and Marduk-zakir-sumi I, and not surprisingly the earliest first millennium sources

documenting the cultic activities of the Eanna temple are dated to their reigns.2 This

provides a chronological starting point for the present investigation. At the other end of

our time range the accession of Xerxes (485-465 B.C.) to the throne seems an almost

obligatory terminus, as many of the large temple and private archives accumulated

since the 8th and 7th centuries almost entirely disappear around that time, depriving

assyriologists of most of their source material. When we consider the particular case

of Uruk, the 5th century appears even more as a turning point. Anu then replaced IStar

as the city's patron deity, and the local pantheon underwent extensive reorganization.

Although the paucity of sources prevents us from following this evolution in detail, the

study of onomastic indicates that by the second half of the 5th century Anu had firmly

established his preeminence. 3 Therefore a study of the pantheon of Uruk during the

Neo-Babylonian period must, taking into consideration both the availability of sources

and the cohesiveness of the subject, end with the early part of the 5th century. While

the present study concentrates on the Neo-Babylonian period, careful consideration has

been given to the earlier and later source material from Uruk, insofar as it provides an

essential background for understanding certain aspects of the pantheon and cults of the

city during the period under discussion.

1.2. The Eanna Archive

Texts from the Eanna archive first came to light a century ago as the result of illicit

digs conducted at the site of Warka. The many tablets that were then unearthed were

sold on the antiquities market in Europe and the United States and came into the

possession of various private and institutional collectors. The Babylonian Collection

2 These sources are: a (ablet dated to the reign of Nabu-apla-iddina, but available in the form of a much
later copy, listing (he entitlements to a share in the sacrificial offerings of ISlnr and Nanaya (new copy
and edition by McEwan 1983); and the kudurru of Ibni-ISlar, dated to the reign of Marduk-zakir-Sumi I

(Thureau-Dangin 1919).
3 See for example (he texts published by Stolper 1990, in which we see for the first time a predominance
of Anu names in the onomastic of Uruk.
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of Yale University acquired the largest share, some 4,700 tablets. The collection of

the Princeton Theological Seminary contains nearly 1 ,500 tablets. Other institutions,

such as the Oriental Institute of the University of Chicago, the Musee du Louvre in

Paris, and the Vorderasiatisches Museum in Berlin, hold groups ranging from about one

hundred to a few hundred tablets, while even smaller groups are scattered throughout

museums and libraries around the world. Starting in 1912-13, and then from 1928-29

until now, with a few years of interruption during the Second World War, the Deutsche

Orient-Gesellschaft has conducted regular excavations at the site of Warka, which have

resulted in the discovery of 4,000 tablets and fragments from the Eanna archive, almost

all of them found during the 12th and 13th campaigns. 4 After joins are made between

all the fragments, however, this figure will be substantially reduced. These tablets are

partly in the care of the Iraq Museum in Baghdad, while others are preserved in Berlin

and Heidelberg. A rough, and probably conservative estimate of the total number of

surviving texts from the Eanna archive, excluding unjoined and isolated fragments,

would be well over 8,000.

This book is based on all the texts preserved at Yale, whether published or unpub-

lished, on the tablets in the collection of the Princeton Theological Seminary, which are

still almost entirely unpublished, and on the published material from other institutions.

All previously published texts from Yale have been collated, but this has not been the

case for published texts preserved in other institutions, with only a few exceptions that

will be pointed out in the course of the discussion. The sources examined in this book

represent the overwhelming majority of the surviving Eanna archive. As new texts are

discovered and published more data will inevitably come to light, but it is unlikely that

this additional information will substantially modify the conclusions ofthe present study

The importance of a temple archive of this size for the study of the local pantheon

of Uruk need hardly be stressed, especially considering that a meaningful portion of the

texts deals with the cultic activities taking place daily in the Eanna temple and the other

sanctuaries which depended on it. At the same time the limitations ofour source material

must be emphasized. Nearly all our data must be gathered from administrative and legal

texts which represent only a very small fraction of the original Eanna archive. This

means that our evidence is fragmentary, disconnected, and, above all, non explanatory

Archival texts yield only tidbits of information and are sometimes difficult to place in

an overall context. We are sorely missing rituals and topographical texts such as are

available for Nippur, Babylon, and Seleucid Uruk. Such documents would provide us

with a background against which to evaluate the significance of the archival material.

Consequently, we are poorly informed on the order of ceremonies and rituals in Eanna,

the sacred landscape of the city, and the residential location of each god. With the

exception of one fragmentary ritual (LKU 51) and an occasional allusion to a deity in

historical-literary texts and royal inscriptions, all this must be reconstructed from terse

archival notes. A further limitation of the source material is that our texts reflect only

those aspects of the cultic activities in the temple which the scribes were required to

record for accountability. All other aspects fall outside our purview.

4 A discussion of these finds and of the actual number of tablets and fragments which were discovered in

Uruk can be found in Auwe 5, pp. 6-8. In Auwe 5 and 1 1 Gehlken has published 239 texts and fragments

from these excavations.
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In spite of these drawbacks, the amount of firsthand information which can be

gleaned from these texts is truly remarkable. They afford a detailed reconstruction of

the hierarchy of the local pantheon, even revealing changes which occurred during the

time of the Neo-BabyIonian empire, such as the alleged reestablishment of the cult of

I§tar-of-Uruk in its proper, ancient form, and the increased presence and importance

of Marduk, Nabu, and the other gods favored by the Neo-Babylonian monarchs. More
importantly, they illuminate aspects of the "civil religion" which other types of sources,

such as the official inscriptions of the kings and the corpus of literary, religious,

and scholarly literature transmitted by the scribal tradition, often ignore, or document

only marginally. The clothing of gods, their paraphernalia, headdress, and jewelry, the

offerings presented to them, the activities of prebendaries, the myriads of details of all

sorts that were meticulously recorded by the scribes, day after day, all contribute to create

a kaleidoscopic view of the daily routine of the Eanna temple. Moreover, archival texts

possess a measure of truth and immediacy which other types of sources, because they

are ideologically mediated and framed within literary genres adhering to rigid canons,

do not possess.

1.3. Organization of this Study

The material analyzed in this study is presented in the following order. Chapter 2 is

devoted to the offering lists, namely lists of sacrificial animals (Groups A and B) and

lists of foodstuffs. Group A includes 12 previously unknown offering lists which rank the

most important gods of Uruk in hierarchical order. The significance of this ranking for

understanding the structure of the pantheon is assessed, and the possibility that changes

occurred during the reign of Nebuchadnezzar II in the relative amounts of sacrificial

offerings presented to each god is then considered. The chapter concludes with a brief

discussion of the lists in which the gods are not systematically classified according to

hierarchical order, namely lists of sacrificial animals belonging to Group B and lists of

foodstuffs.

Chapters 3, 4, and 5 are devoted to the study of each goddess and god appearing

in Group A of offering lists. The source material is presented in the following topical

order for each deity: general considerations (name, spellings, identification, previous

history at Uruk), the paraphernalia ofthe deity (insignias, furnishings, cultic vessels), the

ornaments ofthe cult statue (tiara, crown, breast ornaments, jewelry), the clothing (tunic,

scarf, turban, decorated garments), the offerings presented to the deity (unprocessed and

processed food and drink, sacrificial animals), the cultic locales, the prebends, the

personnel serving the deity, the religious ceremonies, and finally the toponyms named
in honor of the deity.

IStar, the patron goddess ofUruk, is the subject of chapter 3. Special attention is paid

to the relation between this goddess and the city ofUruk since the inception ofwriting at

the end of the 4th millennium until the Neo-Babylonian period, as well as her relation to

the god Anu and the Eanna temple. This chapter also includes an analysis of the sources

describing the return of the goddess I5tar to Uruk during the reign of Nebuchadnezzar

II and the reestablishment of her cult in its appropriate form. The goddesses Nanaya,

Beltu-§a-Re§, Usur-amassu, and UrkayTtu are the subject of chapter 4; the relation of

**m*m?fr* £S+£X1,TJ.1~
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Nanaya to Uruk since the time of the 3rd dynasty of Ur and her position in the pantheon

are investigated in detail. The remaining "great gods of Uruk" included in Group A are

discussed in chapter 5.

Chapters 6 to 8 are devoted to the deities not appearing in Group A of offering

lists, and therefore labeled "minor gods and goddesses." Goddesses are discussed in

chapter 6, gods in chapter 7, while chapter 8 is devoted to the two classes of non-

anthropomorphic deities residing in the Eanna temple: deified insignias, and deified

Mischwesen. Appendices, bibliography, and indexes conclude the study. The remainder

of chapter 1, which follows herewith, consists of a synthetic analysis of the sources

relating to the material aspects of the cult in the Eanna temple and other temples of

Uruk, addressing issues ofa more general nature which are not treated in chapters 2 to 8.

1.4. The Cult Statue

The worship of deities in the form of cult statues is one of the dominant aspects of

Mesopotamian civilization. Although gods were believed to exist on a transcendental

plane, they were also substantially manifest in their images which, after elaborate rituals

of consecration, were literally brought to life and became repositories of the divine

presence. 5 The statue thus acquired a divine substance which well surpassed the mere

sacredness of an icon. Jacobsen has summarized as follows the relationship between the

deity and its image: 6

We must think in term of a purely mystic unity, the statue mystically becoming what it repre-

sents, the god, without, however, in any way limiting the god, who remains transcendent. In so

'becoming,' the statue ceases to be mere earthly wood, precious metal and stones, ceases to be

the work of human hands. It becomes transubstantiated, a divine being, the god it represents.

Cult statues were indeed worshiped as if they were the animated bodies of the gods.

They were fed, dressed, adorned, taken in procession to other sanctuaries, and acted

as full participants in various rituals.7 The unceasing flurry of activities surrounding

divine images was modeled on palatial, courtly life. City gods were worshiped as local

rulers, often lauded with such epithets as "lady" "lord," "king," and "queen" of their

home city. A host of minor deities with their own chapels, rituals, cultic personnel, and

paraphernalia, served the divine city rulers in various roles. The god list An=Anum
represents the most accomplished expression of this ideology, classifying gods into

separate courtly hierarchies, each one ofthem presided over by a major deity surrounded

by the numerous members of its extended family, and commanding a retinue of viziers,

ministers, messengers, doorkeepers, and various other servants. Most of the textual

evidence treated in this study documents the bustle surrounding the divine images,

and the fact that it is precisely this aspect of Mesopotamian religion which became

emblematic of Babylon in Judeo-Christian consciousness is surely no coincidence. The

i SeeBERLEJUNG 1998, Dick I999,Boden 1999, and Walker, Dick 2001.
6 Jacobsen 1987a, pp. 22-23.
7 This is whal Openiieim 1977, pp. 183-198, aptly called "the care and feeding of the gods.'
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relentless attacks waged by the prophets of Israel against Babylonian 'idol worship,' as

well as the detailed accounts found in such later compositions as 'Bel and the Dragon' and

the 'Letter of Jeremiah,' both of which display firsthand knowledge of the daily routine

of a Mesopotamian sanctuary, have left an indelible imprint on the Western view of

Babylonian religion. In the present study, the meticulously recorded cuneiform archives

accumulated in one of the most important Babylonian temples of the 1st millennium

B.C. will allow the gods and their worshipers to speak to us, as it were, directly, rather

than through the mirroir deformant of the Jewish and Christian scriptural traditions.

1.5. Cultic Paraphernalia

Sections dealing with paraphernalia include all cultic objects specifically connected

with a deity, such as basic components of the shrine, ceremonial vehicles, furniture,

insignias, and cultic vessels. In the course of time some items of paraphernalia had been
deified and become the object of a separate cult. These are the Divine Chariot; tfutdru,

the Divine Staff; ISpatu, the Divine Quiver; Kakkabtu, the Divine Star-Shaped Branding

Iron; Urigallu and Zaqiptu, the Divine Standards. Items of cultic paraphernalia could be

loaned from one deity to the other. PTS 3256, for instance, records that a group of cultic

implements were taken to Larsa with the god Samag (1. u-de-e KUBABBAR&i it-t[i]

2. dUTU a-na UD/UNUG^i [Su-bu-lu] "Silver implements which [were taken] to Larsa

with the god SamaS"), including a silver water sprinkler belonging to the goddess Usur-

amassu(12. 1 M sa-la-mu KUBABBAR 13..ta dlJRI-[INIM]-sw). In fact it is likely that

many such cultic vessels were not the property ofany particular god, but shared by all the

residents ofa temple, and could even be loaned to other sanctuaries. The following pieces

ofcultic paraphernalia are mentioned in connection with individual deities in the archive:

1. Components of the shrine and cella

alman fyurasi "golden shrine (i.e. shrine with gold plated walls)" (IStar)

gidlu "door curtain" (Igtar, Nanaya, Usur-amassu, Gula, dIGI.DU)

kigallu "pedestal" (UrkayTtu)

labbu "lion (sculpture)" (Igtar)

suppu "braided curtain" (
dIGI.DU)

Samu "canopy" (Beltu-ga-ReS)

Siddu "dividing curtain" (Nanaya, Usur-amassu)

Subtu "altar, cultic socle, cultic seat" (IStar, Nanaya, symbol of Bel, symbol of NabO)
tallu "balustrade" (Igtar, Nanaya, Usur-amassu, UrkayTtu)

zaratu "tent" (Nanaya)

2. Ceremonial Vehicles

attaru "wagon" (Usur-amassu)

narkabtu "chariot" (Marduk, perhaps dIGI.DU of Udannu)

3. Furniture

adaru "stand (for the dannu vat)" (Gula)

erSu "bed" (Beltu-Sa-Reg)
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kankannu "potstand" (IStar, Nanaya, Usur-amassu, Gula)

nignakku "censer" (Gula-of-the-Courtyard)

kiSukku "grate" (Nanaya, Belet-balati)

paSSiiru "offering table" (Nanaya, Beltu-ga-ReS, Sin-of-Heaven)

piSannu "chest" (Igtar, Nanaya, Usur-amassu, Belet-Eanna of Udannu)

siddatu "stand for a container" (IStar, Usur-amassu)

4. Insignias

depu a weapon (Beltu-Sa-ReS, Usur-amassu)

iS/ltufybu "whip" (perhaps Beltu-Sa-ReS)

5. Cultic Vessels

dannu "vat" (Igtar, Nanaya, Usur-amassu, Gula, Belet-balati)

fyussu a type of vessel (Usur-amassu)

luttu "storage jar" (Marduk)

kallu "bowl" (IStar, Nanaya, Gula, Belet-balati)

libbu "heart-shaped vessel" (Gula, Usur-amassu)

makkassu "bowl" (Igtar, Gula)

malitu "bowl" (Gula, Usur-amassu)

maqqu "libation bowl" (UrkayTtu, Ninurta, Belet-balati)

masabbu "basket" (Gula)

masabbu karu "basket on a stand" (Usur-amassu)

maSqu "drinking vessel" (Belet-balati)

me-qalT "water basin" (Igtar, Nanaya, Usur-amassu, Gula)

muSabbinu "kettle" (
dIGI.DU of Udannu)

namfyaru "vat" (Usur-amassu)

namzitu "fermenting vat" (Usur-amassu)

naSappu a container (Usur-amassu)

qabutu "bowl" (
dBE)

ruqqu "bowl" (Usur-amassu, Ninurta-of-the-Courtyard)

Sappalu a container (Belet-balati)

Sappu a container (IStar, Nanaya, perhaps KilTlu)

Sappu karu "Sappu container on a stand" (Gula)

Sa-sala'-me "water sprinkler" (Usur-amassu, Gula)

hdapu an ornament (Usur-amassu, Gula)

Sulpu a vessel (Belet-balati)

Sussullu "fish-box" (IStar)

tapfyu "kettle" (Igtar, Nanaya)

6. Textiles

kitinnu "linen towel" (Igtar, Nanaya)

paruktu "canvas" (KurunnTtu)

sunu a cloth (Usur-amassu)

tafyapSu "blanket" (Usur-amassu, UrkayTtu)

riTtMllH TT y.T
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1.6. Ornaments

Texts from the Eanna archive provide us with a wealth of surprisingly detailed informa-

tion on the elaborate jewelry which adorned the main cult statues of Uruk. 8 Information

on these ornaments can be collected from two types of texts: inventories, usually in-

troduced by the word sukuttu "jewelry" and administrative memoranda recording the

handling of these ornaments for various purposes such as cleaning and repair. Important
inventories of sacred jewelry from other sites and periods have previously been pub-
lished. The most elaborate to date are four inventories found at Qatna and dated to the

14th century. 9 Among Old Babylonian inventories the most detailed are those describ-

ing the jewelry of the goddess IStar ofLagaba. 10 Several Neo-Babylonian inventories of
ornaments belonging to the gods of Sippar have recently been studied by Joannes. 11

Jewelry is also often listed in administrative texts which record the delivery of
individual ornaments to the jewelers {kabSarru) and goldsmiths {kutimmu) for cleaning

{mesu) and repair {batqu\ or allocations of unworked material for fashioning (epe&u)

new jewelry. Items ofjewelry could be loaned from one deity to another on the occasion
of a specific ritual. FLP 1564, for example, lists a large number of ornaments belonging
to the chest of Usur-amassu and put on the god Dumuzi, probably on the occasion of the

ritual celebration of his death (§4.4.2.4; § 7.10). Items ofjewelry could also be removed
from the statue of a deity to be smelted and used to repair the jewelry of another deity,

or to fashion new ornaments. NBC 4510 mentions an allocation of gold taken from the

breast ornament and clothing ornaments of Nanaya to make jewelry for the goddess
KurunnTtu; NCBT 380 records that a quantity of gold was removed from the offering

table of Beltu-Sa-ReS and the framed ornaments of UrkayTtu to repair or fashion the

breastplate of Usur-amassu; and YBC 9039 records a withdrawal of red gold from the

repair container of Usur-amassu to make a suspension wire for the cylinder-seal-shaped

beads of IStar, which were probably strung on her necklace:

YBC 9039

1.
r
l/2

1 MA. rNA 1 5(GfN)KO.GISA5 TA
2. maci-du Sa bat-qu Sa £ dORI-INIM-W
3. a-na gu-(jal-su Sa n*»Kl5lB.M[E§]

4. &H15

1/2 mina and 5 (shekels) of red gold, from the repair container of the temple of Usur-amassu,
(to make) a suspension wire for the cylinder-seal-shaped beads of IStar.

8 On the attire of statues in general during the late periods, see Matsusnima 1993, with extensive
bibliography on (he subject.
9 Bottero 1949. They date to the 14th century and list the jewelry of the goddess Betel ekallim and or the
"god of the king." Two inventories from Emar are published by Westenholz 2000, pp. 63-68, nos. 25 and
26; they describe the jewelry of the god Saggar (^30), and of the goddesses A5lar-ha§i and dNIN.KUR.RA.
° Leemans 1952. For Old Babylonian Me-Turan (Tell Haddad) see the inventory published by Al-Rawi,
Black 1983.
11 Joannes 1992.
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Some texts specify that the jewelry to be smelted is "old" {lablru), which is to say,

worn, chipped, or broken. This is the case for NCBT 333, which records that a quantity

of gold needed for the breast ornament of Nanaya was obtained from old figurines

of scorpion-men (2. GIR.TAB.LU.Uig.LU la-bir-u-tu) removed from the statue of the

goddess Usur-amassu. 12

The dates of three jewelry inventories {sukuttu Sa DN) can be correlated with the

calendar of the clothing ceremony {lubuStu). YOS 17, 246, which is dated to the 1st day

of the month Abu in the 8th year of Nebuchadnezzar II and lists the jewelry removed

{sukuttu arittu) from the statue of Nanaya, must obviously be related to the clothing

ceremony of the goddess Nanaya and other deities on the 1st day of the month Abu

(§ 1.12.1). The same must be true of FLP 1564, dated one or two days earlier according

to its incipit: "Necklaces from the chest ofUsur-amassu (which) went on Dumuzi. Month

Duzu, 29th day, 5th year of Nabonidus, king of Babylon." The clothing ceremony of

the 1st day of Abu coincided with a string of ritual activities related to the cyclical

death and burial of Dumuzi (§7.10). PTS 2950, which concludes with the following

subscription: "Complete list of the jewelry of Usur-amassu (which), in the month Ayaru,

on the 14th day, in the 2nd year of Neriglissar, king of Babylon, was selected and went

on Usur-amassu," can be correlated with the clothing ceremony of the 14th day of the

month Ayaru (§1.12.1).

1.6.1. Headgear

The headdress of the cult statue is mentioned in several texts. The most spectacular

document in this regard is YBC 1 1390, which contains an elaborate description of the

tiara of the goddess Usur-amassu (§4.4.2.1). Unfortunately the vocabulary encountered

in this text is largely made up of obscure technical words, some of them previously

unknown. The tiaras of IStar, Nanaya, and Usur-amassu were decorated with "quills"

{gappu\ allowing us to identify them as the feathered cylindrical headdress worn by

kings and deities in late iconography. 13 Another frequently encountered ornament is the

"frontal rosette" {ayaru panu\ which was affixed to the front part of the tiara or crown

and also occurs several times in iconographic representations of deities. Here follow the

principal words describing the headdress and its decorative components:

1

.

Headdress

agu "tiara" (IStar, Nanaya, Usur-amassu, UrkayTtu, perhaps Zababa)

kululu "crown" (perhaps IStar, Nanaya, Usur-amassu, UrkayTtu, KurunnTtu, the God-

desses)

2. Ornaments of Headdress

arzallu a jewel (for the tiara) (Usur-amassu, perhaps Zababa)

ayaru "rosette (for the tiara)" (Usur-amassu)

12 See also Fales, Postgate 1992, p. 79, lines 9 and IT, for a similar occurrence in the Neo-Assyrian

period.

13 Examples are illustrated in Boehmer 1980-1983, nos. 55, 56, and 106.
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ayaru panu "frontal rosette (for the crown and tiara)" (Istar, Nanaya, Beltu-sa-Res,

Usur-amassu, the Goddesses)

erimmatu "egg-shaped ornament (for the tiara)" (Usur-amassu)

gappu "quill, feather (for the tiara)" (IStar, Nanaya, Usur-amassu)

inbu "fruit-shaped ornament (for the crown)" (Urkayltu)

samtu "carnelian bead (for the crown)" (Nanaya, Urkayltu)

sibittu "ornament in the shape of the &'#///w-plant(?) (for the tiara)" (Urkayltu)

tarktsu an ornament (for the crown) (perhaps IStar, Usur-amassu)

1.6.2. Breast Ornaments

The ornament named irtu "breast ornament" was an elaborate piece ofjewelry worn on
the chest. I4 There is no doubt that in many cases the irtu was a breastplate consisting of a
gold plaque of varied shape (e.g. Sa uskari "crescent-shaped"), which could be enhanced
with an engraved, embossed, or repousse design (e.g. Sa apsasi "with a representation

of a sphinx;" Sa neSi "with a representation of a lion"). Some texts, on the other hand,
describe irtus made of jewels, beads, and stones strung on gold wires. These irtus

probably formed webs of necklaces which covered the chest of the deity and thus

substantially differed in appearance from a real breastplate. A recently published tablet

from the archive mentions an allocation of 4 pomegranate-shaped beads of gold for a
breast ornament (irtu) and bears on the reverse an incised drawing of a wide collar-

shaped necklace composed of large jewels. 15 This indicates that in some cases there was
little difference between necklace (kiSadu) and breast ornament (irtu), the latter being
just a more elaborate piece ofjewelry. In fact, the words kiSadu "neck, necklace" and
irtu "chest, breastplate, breast ornament" did not refer to a particular type of ornament,
but to size and function, the former covering only the neck, and the latter the chest or
both neck and chest. This is illustrated by an inscription of Esarhaddon in which the

ornaments of the deity are divided into two groups, those adorning the neck and those
adorning the breast. '<> The following designations for various breast ornaments occur in

the archive:

irtu "breast ornament" (Nanaya, Beltu-Sa-ReS, Usur-amassu, Gula, Kurunnltu)
irat frurasi "breast ornament of gold" (IStar, Nanaya, Beltu-Sa-ReS, Urkayltu)
irat fyurasi ebbi "breast ornament of pure gold" (Nanaya)
irtu Sa uskari "crescent-shaped breastplate" (IStar, Nanaya, Beltu-Sa-ReS)
irtu Sa bint qati "breast ornament set between the hands" (Nanaya, Usur-amassu)
irat fjurasiSa bint qatT "breast ornament of gold set between the hands" (Nanaya)
irtu afyamt frurasi "winged(?) breastplate of gold" (Usur-amassu)
irtu Sa apsasi "breastplate with a representation of a sphinx" (Nanaya)
irat jjurasi Sa apsasi "breastplate of gold with a representation of a sphinx" (Nanaya)
irat frurasiSa neSi "breastplate of gold with a representation of a lion" (IStar, Nanaya)

14 On breaslplales see Maxwell-Hyslop 1971, pp. 216-222.
IJ Jursa 1997, no. 15, who also mentions an unpublished text from the British Museum with a similar
drawing.
16 See Walker, Dick 200

1 , p. 26, line 37, and n. 90.
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irtu Sa seri tebi "breastplate with a representation of a rising snake" (Usur-amassu)

irat Sa seri tebi fjurasi "breastplate of gold with a representation of a rising snake"

(Usur-amassu)

irat fyurasi sefjertu Sa seri tebi "small breastplate of gold with a representation of a rising

snake" (Nanaya)

1.6.3. Jewelry

Many other items of jewelry and small precious objects are mentioned in the archive.

They can be divided into the following categories: 1. necklaces, chains, pins, and rings;

2. composite jewels; 3. articles of beauty; 4. figurines; 5. door-locking mechanisms.

Excluded from the following list are the various words denoting attachments and catches

which entered in the manufacture of these precious objects, as well as a number of still

obscure terms. 17 Decorative gold sequins sown to the garments of IStar, Nanaya, and

Beltu-Sa-ReS are discussed below in a separate section (§ 1.4.2). The generic term for

jewelry is Sukuttu, and it is attested in the archive in connection with the jewelry of IStar,

Nanaya, Beltu-Sa-ReS, Usur-amassu, and KurunnTtu.

1. Necklaces, Chains, Rings, and Pins

dudittu "fibula" (IStar, Nanaya, Beltu-Sa-ReS, Usur-amassu)

fyarfyaru "chain" (Nanaya, Beltu-Sa-ReS)

insabtu (also ansabtu) "ring, earring" (IStar, Nanaya)

kiSadu "necklace" (made ofgufralsu "wires" and turru "strings") (IStar, Nanaya, Usur-

amassu, Belet-Eanna of Udannu)

qudaSu "ring" (Nanaya)

semeru "bracelet" (IStar, Nanaya, Sarrat-Kullab)

semeru aspu "cleft bracelet" (IStar, Usur-amassu)

semeru ullu aspu "cleft neck-ring (i.e. torque)" (IStar)

unqu "finger-ring" (IStar, Nanaya, Usur-amassu)

2. Jewels

arzalhi a piece ofjewelry (IStar, Nanaya, Gula)

ayaru "rosette" (IStar, Nanaya, Usur-amassu, Urkayltu)

ayaru Sa tamle "inlaid rosette" (IStar, Nanaya)

diglu "gem" (IStar, Nanaya)

elirimmatu "egg-shaped ornament" (IStar, Nanaya)

inbu "fruit-shaped ornament" (IStar, Nanaya, Usur-amassu, KurunnTtu)

In seri "snake-eye ornament" (IStar)

kilTlu "circlet" (IStar, Nanaya)

kumaru "frame, framed ornament" (IStar, Nanaya, Usur-amassu, Urkayltu)

maknaktu "seal" (IStar, Nanaya)

sipru "ornamental trim" (IStar, Nanaya)

"7 The following words are still obscure: agurru (Usur-amassu); ellitu (IStar, Nanaya); (jubus/Su (Nanaya);

ibbitu (Nanaya); karpiht (Usur-amassu); kirTtu (IStar); la-asii (IStar, Nanaya); milfju (Usur-amassu); milm

(IStar, Nanaya); mqqalii (Nanaya, Usur-amassu); SuburOdu (Nanaya); Su-ri (IStar, Nanaya).
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samsu "sun-disk ornament" (IStar, Nanaya, Beltu-sa-Res, Usur-amassu)

sanduppu an ornament (Nanaya)

tarkisu an ornament (IStar, Nanaya, AblamayTtu)

3. Articles of Beauty

muslltu "comb" (IStar, Nanaya)

musalu "cosmetic jar" (IStar, Nanaya)

muttabiltu a recipient, perhaps for cosmetics (IStar, Nanaya)
namaru "mirror" (IStar, Nanaya)

4. Figurines

girtablulu "scorpion-man" (Usur-amassu)

issuru "bird" (IStar, Nanaya)

kaltappu "footstool" (IStar)

kasusu "falcon" (IStar)

neSu "lion" (IStar)

pazuzu "Pazuzu head" (IStar, Nanaya)

sabitu "gazelle" (perhaps Usur-amassu)

5. Door-Locking Mechanisms

bandQjju a part of the lock (IStar, Nanaya, Beltu-Sa-ReS, KilTlu and BarirTtu, Adapa)
bargullu "lock" (IStar, Nanaya, Beltu-Sa-ReS, KilTlu and BarirTtu, Adapa)
pingu "knob" (IStar, Nanaya, Beltu-Sa-ReS, Antu, Bel-aliya, Mar-bTti, KilTlu and BarirTtu,

Adapa)

sanjju "ring" (IStar, Nanaya, KilTlu)

tarkullu a part of the lock (Antu, Bel-aliya, Mar-bTti)

1 .6.4. Beads and Stones

The identification of stones mentioned in cuneiform texts is highly problematic. 18 One
to one equivalences between an ancient name and the modern scientific designation of a

stone classified according to laboratory analysis are almost impossible, The limitations of
the written evidence are compounded by the wide use ofartificial stones in Antiquity, and
the fact that the scribes generally fail to discriminate between genuine and imitation. 19

Thus a necklace said to be of "lapis lazuli" (
na4ZA.GlN=w^A7w) may well have been

entirely made of frit imitating the color and texture of lapis.20 Confirmation of this

18 The queslion is addressed by Moorey 1999, pp. 78-79. Mesopotamia!! taxonomy of stones is also
discussed by Postgate 1997.
19 There are exceptions to this, however. Oppenheim 1970, pp. 10-1 1 and 14-15, noted that the designations
kiln "of the kiln" and Sade "ofthe mountain" after the names of certain stones in Middle Assyrian and Middle
Babylonian texts refer, the former to their being glass imitations, the latter to their being genuine. The question
of imitation lapis is also discussed by Moorey 1999, p. 90. In a text from Mari, ARM XXI, 249, a necklace
is said to be made of imitation {tSqatu) ofpappardilu "banded agate" (discussion by Durand, pp. 229-230).
20 Oppenheim 1967 discusses two texts rrom the Eanna archive, YOS 6, 168 and TCL 12, 84, which give
the price of 55 minas of lapis-lazuli (uqnti) imported from the West as 36 2/3 shekels of silver. This price
is much too low for genuine lapis-lazuli, which was generally imported from the northeast. Therefore the
substance in queslion must be a glass imitation, possibly produced in Phoenicia or Syria.
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was provided by Sollberger some years ago in his publication of an inscribed bead

which names the stone it is made of as pappardil{dit)u. 2X The stone is, at first glance,

banded agate, but laboratory analysis revealed that it was in fact chert or chalcedony,

treated in Antiquity to look like banded agate. Thus pappardilu could mean, in the first

millennium, banded agate or any imitation thereof, and probably also any other genuine

stone that resembled it.
22

Contrary to ours, Mesopotamian taxonomy of stones was primarily concerned with

appearance, not geological composition, hence such ancient names we translate as

"lapis" and "carnelian" may include any stone of similar color and texture. 23 One

presumes than only real stones entered in the manufacture of sacred jewelry, especially

amulets and other ornaments incorporating stones believed to possess magical and

prophylactic properties, but this cannot be proven. Beads were often mounted with caps

(&7 manditi) made of gold. The following stones and beads occur in the present corpus,

almost always with the determinative NA4:

1

.

According to Substance, Color, or Appearance

aban jjurasi "gold bead" (IStar, Nanaya, Usur-amassu, the Goddesses)

aban kaspi "silver bead" (Usur-amassu)

aban lamassi "lamassu stone" (Usur-amassu)

abnu "stone, bead" (IStar, Nanaya, Usur-amassu, Belet-Eanna of Udannu)

algameliSu "steatite" (Beltu-Sa-ReS)

arzallu a stone (IStar, Nanaya, Usur-amassu)

a&giku "turquoise" (IStar, Nanaya, Usur-amassu)

muSSaru a stone (Nanaya, Usur-amassu)

pappardilu "banded agate" (IStar, Nanaya, Beltu-Sa-ReS, Usur-amassu)

saggilmud a stone (IStar, Nanaya, Usur-amassu)

samtu "carnelian" (IStar, Nanaya, Usur-amassu, KurunnTtu, the Goddesses)

tarkisu a stone or bead (IStar, Nanaya)

uqnu "lapis lazuli" (IStar, Nanaya, Usur-amassu, UrkayTtu, the Goddesses)

zakuku "glass" (Nanaya)

2. According to Shape

biriitu "fish-roe-shaped beads" (IStar, Nanaya)

elirimmatu "egg-shaped bead" (IStar, UrkayTtu)

Tnu "eye-stone" (IStar, Nanaya, UrkayTtu)

kunukku "cylinder-seal-shaped bead" (IStar, Nanaya, Belru-Sa-ReS, Usur-amassu, Urka-

yTtu)

2 > Sollberger 1987. The name of the stone is written n<"*BABBAR.DIL.DIL, but it is not entirely cer-

tain whether the second DIL belongs to the word. The two words na4BABBAR.DIL {pappardilu) and

na4BABBAR,DlL.DIL {pappardildilu) possibly refer to variants of the same stone. The theory that this

stone is agate, in addition to any stone which looks like agate, is proven by the inscription on the bead.

Further discussion by Frahm 1997, pp. 147-148, who argues that pappardilu and papparminu both refer to

any stone patterned with dark ("black") and pale ("white") stripes.

22 See Dubin 1987, pp. 52-53, pi. 42, for manufacture of artificial banded agates in Antiquity. According to

Dubin "banded agates were imitated so perfectly by ancient glass makers that it is often difficult to determine

if a bead is stone or glass," unless it is submitted to chemical analysis.

23 Concurring remarks are made by Steinkeller 1987b.
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nurmu "pomegranate-shaped bead" (IStar, Nanaya, Divine Chariot)

sipirtu a shape of precious stones (Usur-amassu)

sibirtu "unworked stone" (IStar)

tldubklqatu a stone or bead (Nanaya)

tukpitu "kidney-shaped bead" (IStar, Nanaya, Usur-amassu)

zer qissi "melon-seed-shaped bead" (Nanaya, Beltu-Sa-ReS)

1.6.5. Gold

The terminology for gold in ancient Mesopotamia presents a number of difficulties. The
identification of terms denoting varieties of gold and gold alloys is far from secure,

and analysis of gold objects which have been retrieved in excavations has not been

conducted on a systematic basis.24 In texts from the Eanna archive gold occurs in

two main varieties: gold proper (fyurasu), probably to be identified as yellow gold,

and "red gold" (Jjurdsu samu), presumably the variety of gold which owes its reddish

appearance to a higher content in copper. 25 Other varieties of gold and gold alloys

mentioned in the archive are ebbu "pure," naltar (meaning unknown), andsddu (meaning

unknown).

1 .6.6. Correlations Between Words and Artefacts

Stones, beads, and pieces ofjewelry described in ancient inventories should ideally be

matched with objects found in excavations. For Neo-Babylonian Uruk this task has been

facilitated by the recent publication of all the finds ofjewelry since the inception of the

German excavations in 1912 until the 1985 campaign. 26 However, the number of objects

found in Neo-Babylonian archaeological context is limited, and on a more general level

the descriptions found in inventories and the vocabulary describing individual pieces

of jewelry are still too imprecise to allow for secure identifications. Therefore only

the following correlations can at present be confidently established. The object named
pa-zu-zu which occurs in NBC 4894: 65 obviously refers to a pendant in the shape of

the head of the demon Pazuzu, two examples of which were found in Neo-Babylonian

context at Uruk. 27 In addition, the numerous occurrences of the cylinder-seal-shaped

bead (kunukku) in texts are matched by the large number of surviving examples of

cylindrical, biconic, and barrel-shaped beads used in jewelry, all of which were probably

included under the designation kunukku; many examples of such beads were also found

in Neo-Babylonian Uruk.28

24 On gold in ancient Mesopotamia see Moorey 1999, pp. 217-232, and Leemans 1957-1971.
25 Although this has been questioned by Waetzoldt 1985, it still remains the most likely identification.
26 Limper 1988.
27 Limper 1988, p. 45, nos. F 480 and 481, with photographs on pi. 34, nos. 207 and 208.
28 Limper 1988, pis. 28 to 34 for photographs of these Neo-Babylonian beads.
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1.7. Clothing

A large number of texts from the Neo-Babylonian archives of Uruk and Sippar provide

us with detailed information on the ceremonial clothing ofthe deities (lubuStu). 29 In texts

from Uruk we find data on the raw materials, textiles, and finished garments allocated

for the main deities of the Eanna temple as well as occasionally for gods and goddesses

residing in other temples and even in other cities, such as Larsa and Udannu.

1.7.1. Garments

The following articles ofclothing are often summed up in lists of textiles under the word
mifysu "woven cloth," which seems to function as a generic term for garments, clothing,

and fabrics.

1. Articles of Clothing

adTlu "tassel(?)" (IStar, Nanaya, Usur-amassu, Nabfl, the Divine Urdimmus)
eru "headband" (IStar, Nanaya, Beltu-Sa-ReS)

gufjalsu "scarf, braids" (IStar, Nanaya)

fjullanu "blanket, wrap" (IStar, Nanaya, Beltu-Sa-ReS, Usur-amassu, Urkayltu, Gula,
dIGI.DU, and the Goddesses)

Jjusannu "sash, belt" (IStar, Nanaya, Beltu-Sa-ReS, Usur-amassu, UrkayTtu, Gula, dIGI.-

DU, AblamayTtu, the Divine Urdimmus, the Goddesses)

iSfjelanabe a garment (IStar, Beltu-Sa-ReS)

kusitu a garment (IStar, Nanaya, Gula, AblamayTtu, Antu)

lubdru a garment (IStar, Beltu-Sa-ReS, Usur-amassu, UrkayTtu, Gula, dIGI.DU, the

Goddesses)

lubdru kululu "head scarf" (IStar, Nanaya)

lubdru metu a garment (IStar, Beltu-Sa-ReS)

mezefyu "scarf" (IStar)

musiptu a garment (perhaps Nanaya)

na()laptu "wrap, outer garment" (IStar, Nanaya, Beltu-Sa-ReS, Usur-amassu, UrkayTtu,

Gula, dIGI.DU, dIGI.DU of Udannu, AblamayTtu, the Goddesses)

nasbatu a garment (Nanaya, Usur-amassu, Nabfl)

nebebu "belt" (IStar)

par&Tgu "turban" (IStar, Nanaya, Beltu-Sa-ReS, Usur-amassu, UrkayTtu, Gula, dIGI.DU,

the Divine Urigallu Standard of IStar, the Divine Uriga/lu Standard of Usur-amassu,
the Goddesses)

sunu "loincloth" (perhaps dIGI.DU, Dumuzi, the Goddesses)

sabu "dyed garment" (Nanaya)

sibtu a garment (IStar, Nanaya, Beltu-Sa-ReS, Usur-amassu, UrkayTtu, Gula, dIGI.DU of
Udannu, the Goddesses)

subdtu Sa sddi "gold-colored garment" (IStar)

29 On the clothing of deities at Sippar see Matsushima 1994 and 1995a, and Giovinazzo 1981. On
garments used by deities in general see Waetzoldt 1980- 1983a.
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saliju a cloth (IStar, Nanaya, Beltu-Sa-Res, Usur-amassu, UrkayTtu, Gula, Adad, the

Goddesses)

$en(u) kaspi "silver shoe(s)" (Nabu)

siriam "jacket" (perhaps the Divine Urdimmus)

talbustu a garment (tfutaru the Divine Staff)

TUG.BABBAR.RA sa qabli "light-colored waistband" (the Divine Urdimmus)

TUG.KUR.RA a garment (perhaps the Divine Urdimmus)

uzaru a garment (the Divine Urdimmus)

2. Materials and Dyes30

argamannu "red purple wool" (Nanaya, Nabu)

fjaSfjuru (also batfruru) "apple-colored dye for wool" (IStar, UrkayTtu)

fjuratu a red-colored dye (IStar, dIGI.DU, Dumuzi, tfutani the Divine Staff, the Divine

Urdimmus)

inzafjuretu a red-colored dye (IStar, the Goddesses, Beltu-5a-ReS, Usur-amassu, Urka-

yTtu, Gula, dIGI.DU, the Divine Urigallu Standard of IStar, the Divine Urigallu

Standard of Usur-amassu)

mifjsu "woven cloth, fabric" (IStar, the Goddesses, Nanaya, Beltu-Sa-ReS, Usur-amassu,

UrkayTtu, Gula, dIGI.DU, dIGI.DU ofUdannu, Dumuzi, Uutaru the Divine Staff, the

Divine Urigallu Standard of IStar, the Divine Urigallu Standard of Usur-amassu, the

Divine Urdimmus)

nabasu "red-colored wool" (
dIGI.DU of Udannu)

sadu "gold-colored fabric" (IStar)

STpu a type of wool (the Divine Urdimmus)

tabarru "red-colored wool" (IStar, the Goddesses, Nanaya, Beltu-5a-ReS, Usur-amassu,

UrkayTtu, Gula, dIGI.DU, dIGI.DU of Udannu, AJ)lamayTtu, Adad, Dumuzi, ffutaru

the Divine Staff, the Divine Urigallu Standard of IStar, the Divine Urigallu Standard

of Usur-amassu, the Divine Urdimmus)

takiltu "blue-colored wool" (IStar, Nanaya, Usur-amassu, UrkayTtu, Gula, Belet-Eanna

of Udannu, Adad, Dumuzi, the Divine Urdimmus)

timu "thread" (IStar, Usur-amassu, UrkayTtu, dIGI.DU, A^lamayTtu, Dumuzi)

tumannu "linen, linen cloth" (Gula, dIGI.DU of Udannu, the Divine Urdimmus)

uqndtu "blue-colored wool" (ljutaru the Divine Staff, the Divine Urdimmus)

3. Qualities

da 'mu "dark-colored (fabric)" (IStar, Nanaya)

kabbaru "thick (thread)" (Usur-amassu, UrkayTtu)

pesu "pale, bright, white-colored (fabric)" (IStar, the Goddesses, Nanaya, Belru-Sa-ReS,

Usur-amassu, UrkayTtu, Gula, dIGI.DU, Dumuzi, the Divine Urdimmus)

ruqqu "thin (woven fabric)" Qju{aru the Divine Staff, the Divine Urdimmus)

Sapu "thick (woven fabric)" (ffutaru the Divine Staff, the Divine Urdimmus)

30 Leichty 1979 publishes a Neo-Babylonian text from Sippar which contains recipes for making dyes and

for dyeing wool. Some of the dyes and wools listed here are mentioned in this text.
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Texts recording administrative operations on textiles and clothing fall within the

categories of "allotment" (nadin), "withdrawal" (naSu), "receipt" (maher), and delivery

"at the disposal" ofcraftsmen (inapani). Most ofthe operations involve weavers (isparu),

and in one case a weaver of colored fabrics (iSpar birmi). The balance of the texts

involves cleaners (aSlaku or pusayu)^ as well as craftsmen identified only by their

names, without professional title. The purposes of the operations are only occasionally

recorded in the texts, but when they are, the clothing ceremony (ana lubusti) is the one
most frequently mentioned,32 while one single text mentions the cleaning (ana zikitti)^

The work performed by the craftsmen involved the cleaning and mending ofthe clothing

worn by the divine images, but the frequent mention of allocations of cloths of various
fabrics and colors also indicates that new garments were made periodically for the deities

of the Eanna temple, possibly for each clothing ceremony.

The annual calendar of the ceremonial clothing of the divine images (lubuStu) can be
reconstructed from a number of sources (§ 1. 12.1). Not surprisingly, the dates of almost
all the texts recording operations involving divine garments coincide with the calendar

of the clothing ceremony. In point of fact, as already observed, a few texts recording

allocations ofgarments or fabrics for the gods specifically mention that these operations

were carried out in connection with the clothing ceremony. Table 1 lists all the relevant

texts with their dates, as well as the operations recorded and the correlations which
can be proposed with the calendar of the lubuStu ceremony. The texts are ordered in

progressive order of month and day throughout the year. In many cases the date of a

specific clothing ceremony is documented for only one or two deities, while the texts

recording allocations of garments mention a much larger number of divine participants.

This only highlights the fragmentary character ofthe evidence, and we can safely assume
that most clothing ceremonies involved several deities, while it appears that a few of
them applied to almost every divine resident of the Eanna temple.

Table I. Administrative Operations on Sacred Garments and Correlations with the

lubuStu Ceremony

Text

GCCI 2, 365 xx.05.02.07

Date Operations and Deities Mentioned, and Correlations with

lubuStu Ceremonies

woven fabric and thread received by PN, a weaver, to make
garments for UrkayTtu, the Goddesses, and dIGI.DU.

Correlation: lubuStu ceremony of dIGI.DU of month 2, day 8.

NBC 4750 NBK2.31.02.14 list of woven fabric and garments belonging to the Lady-of-

Uruk.

Correlation: probable lubuStu ceremony of IStar of month 2,

day 14.

31 According to CAD A/II, pp. 445-447, s.v. aSiaku, the reading of the logogram '"TUG.UD in the Neo-
Babylonian period is more likely to beptlsayu than aildku since we have no syllabic spellings of the latter.
32 The word lubu&u can mean "clothing" as well as "clothing allowance" and "clothing ceremony," as noted
byMATSUsniMA 1994, p. 178.

" AHw, p. 1 592, "SchluOnachlrage/* s.v. ziktltii, proposes the meaning "Reinigung" and quotes YOS 17,251:
1

. 5 wWal-bu™ o-na 2. zi-ku-tu. See also NCBT 667; 4. I (GUR) 3 PI (of dates) Sa zi-ku-M So lu-bu-
1
uS-tuJ

.
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Text

YBC9510

PTS 3257

Date

NBK2.1 1.02.14

NBN.00.04.28

GCCI2, 108 CAM.07.04.29

YOS 19,270 NBN. 14.04.30

NCBT377 NPL.01.05.02

YOS 17, 301 NBK2.01.06.15

YOS 17,305 NBK2.03.07.05*

NCBT200 AM.0 1.07.07

/. Introduction

Operations and Deities Mentioned, and Correlations with

lubustu Ceremonies

withdrawal ofwool and cloth by PN, a weaver, to make

garments for the lubustu ceremony of month 2, day 14, for

the Lady-of-Uruk.

woven cloth and thread received by PN, a weaver, to make

garments for the lubuStu ceremony of month 5, day 1 ; the

text mentions that the garments are for the Lady-of-Uruk,

Nanaya, and Dumuzi.

woven fabric and thread received by PN, a weaver, for

Dumuzi.

Correlation: probable lubuStu ceremony of Dumuzi of month

5, day 1.

woven cloth and thread received by PNs, the weavers, to

make garments for the Lady-of-Uruk, Nanaya, Beltu-§a~Re§,

and Usur-amassu.

Correlation: lubuStu ceremony of unspecified gods of month

5, day 1, and probable lubuStu ceremony of IStar, Nanaya,

and Dumuzi on the same day.

garments at disposal of PN, the man in charge of the bit-j)ilsi,

for the bit-bilsi of Nabu and Nanaya, and the bTt-fjilsi of

Usur-amassu.

Correlation: this is probably related to the same string of

cultic activities as the lubuStu ceremony of month 5, day 1.

woven cloth and thread received by PNs, the weavers, to

make garments for the Lady-of-Uruk, Nanaya, B6ltu-Sa-ReS,

Usur-amassu, and Gula.

Correlation: lubuStu ceremony of unspecified gods of month

6, day 16; and lubuStu ceremony of Urkayltu on the same

day.

wool and alum at disposal of PNs, the weavers, to make

garments for the lubuStu ceremony of month 7, day 8; the

garments are for Nanaya.

woven fabric at disposal of the cleaners for washing; the

garments belong to the Lady-of-Uruk, Nanaya, Belru-Sa-ReS,

Usur-am5ssu, Gula, and the bTt-fjilsi.

Correlation: lubuStu ceremony of unspecified gods, and

probable lubuStu of Nanaya, of month 7, day 8.
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Text Date

PTS 2094 NBN.04.08.23

1.7. Clothing

Operations and Deities Mentioned, and Correlations with

lubuStu Ceremonies

allotment of woven cloth and garments to the cleaners for

the lubuStu ceremony of month 9; the garments belong to

the Lady-of-Uruk, Nanaya, Beltu-§a-Re§, Usur-amassu,

Urkayltu, the Goddesses, Gula, and dIGI.DU.

Correlation: presumably the lubuStu ceremony of Usur-

amassu and Urkayltu of month 9, day 3; and of IStar, Nanaya,

and Beltu-sa-Reg of month 9, day 6.

woven cloth and thread received by PN, a weaver, to make
garments for Urkayltu and the Goddesses.

Correlation: perhaps the lubuStu ceremony of Usur-amassu

and Urkayltu of month 9, day 3; and of IStar, Nanaya, and

Beltu-§a-Re$ of month 9, day 6.

Cincinnati 20 NBK2.20.09.05 allotment of silver for garments for the Divine Urdimmus.

Correlation: lubuStu ceremony of IStar, Nanaya, and Beltu-

§a-Re§ of month 9, day 6.

Totten32 CYR.02.09.01

GCCI 2, 105 CAM.05.09.27 woven fabric and thread received by PN, the weaver, for

dIGI.DU.

Correlation: lubuStu ceremony of dIGI.DU of month 9, day

28.

YOS 19, 277 NBN. 14.09.28 account of thread for DIGI.DU.

UCP9/2.31 NER.0 1.09.29

YOS 19, 290 NBN.03. 10.03

YOS 17,252 NBK2.05.10.19

PTS 3471 NBK2.23. 10.27

GCCI 2, 121 CAM.06. 11.24

Correlation: lubuStu ceremony of dIGI.DU of month 9, day

28.

receipt by PN, a fuller, of woven cloth and thread for the

garments of dIGI.DU.

Correlation: lubuStu ceremony of dIGI.DU of month 9, day

28.

wool at disposal of PN, probably for a garment for Belet-

Eanna of Udannu.

dye at disposal of PN, a weaver, to make garments for

Urkayltu.

wool at disposal of PN, a weaver, to make garments for the

Lady-of-Uruk and Nanaya.

woven fabric and thread received by PN, a weaver, to make
garments for UrkayTtu, the Goddesses, and dlGI.DU.

Correlation: lubuStu ceremony of UrkayTtu and dIGI.DU of

month 1 1, day 26.
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Text Date

PTS2282 NBN. 13. 11.25

PTS2881 NBN.14.11.25

Y0S7, 183 CAM.06. 11.25

PTS3230 NBN.OO. 11.26

YOS 17,307 xx.03. 11.27

PTS3190 NBK2.35. 11.29

YBC9431 NBK2.23. 11.29

YBC7436 DAR1.00. 12.01

1. Introduction

Operations and Deities Mentioned, and Correlations with

lubustu Ceremonies

woven fabric, thread, and garments (especially turbans)

received by PN, a weaver, for the Goddesses, the Lady-of-

Uruk, Beltu-sa-Res, the Divine Urigallu Standard of the

Lady-of-Uruk, Usur-amassu, Urkayltu, Gula, dIGI.DU, and

the Divine Urigallu Standard of Usur-amassu.

Correlation: lubustu ceremony of Urkayltu and dIGl.DU of

month 11, day 26.

woven cloth and thread received by PN, a weaver, to make

garments for the Lady-of-Uruk, Nanaya, and Ahlamayltu.

Correlation: lubustu ceremony of Urkayltu and dIGl.DU of

month 1 1 , day 26.

woven cloth and thread received by PN, a weaver, to make

garments for the Lady-of-Uruk, Nanaya, Beltu-Sa-Res,

Usur-amassu, Gula, the Divine Urigallu Standard of the

Lady-of-Uruk, and the Divine Urigallu Standard of Usur-

amassu.

Correlation: lubuStu ceremony of Urkayltu and dIGI.DU of

month 1 1, day 26.

woven cloth received by PNs to make garments for the

Divine Urdimmus and the Divine Staff (tfu(aru).

Correlation: lubuStu ceremony of Urkayltu and dIGI.DU of

month 11, day 26.

woven cloth and garments received by PNs, the cleaners,

allotted for dIGI.DU of Udannu.

Correlation: lubuStu ceremony of dIGl.DU (of Uruk) of

month 11, day 26.

cloth at disposal of PNs, the cleaners, for the spare clothing

(tend) of the Lady-of-Uruk, Nanaya, and Bellu-Sa-ReS.

Correlation: probable lubuStu ceremony of Gula of month

12, day 1 . Might also relate to the lubuStu ceremony of

month 1 1 , day 26.

woven cloth at disposal of PN, a weaver, to make garments

for the Lady-of-Uruk.

Correlation: probable lubuStu ceremony of Gula of month

12, day 1.

receipt of woven cloth by PN, a weaver of colored fabrics, to

make garments for the Divine Urdimmus.

Correlation: probable lubuStu ceremony of Gula of month

12, day I.

I

Text Date

FLP 1613 xx.09.12.xx

GCCI 1,388 NBN.03.xx.xx

IBK8, 165 CYR.01.xx.xx

TCL12, 107 NBN.13.xx.06

YBC 9030 no date

YOS 19, 271 NBN.14.xx.15

1.7.2. Decorated Garments

1.7. Clothing

Operations and Deities Mentioned, and Correlations with

lubuStu Ceremonies

allocation of linen cloth for the lubustu ceremony of dIGI.DU

of Udannu.

linen allotted to weavers for lubuStu ceremonies of month

5, day 1; month 6, days 1 and 16; and month 7, day 8. Usur-

amassu and Urkayltu are mentioned in the text, but not

explicitly in connection with these ceremonies.

general account of fabrics over 3 years for Istar, Beltu-sa-

Re§, Usur-amassu, Urkayltu, dIGI.DU, and Ahlamayltu.

account of woven cloth and thread to make garments for the

Lady-of-Uruk, Nanaya, and Usur-amassu.

ledger account of woven cloth and garments belonging to the

Lady-of-Uruk, IStar, Beltu-sa-Re§, dIGI.DU, and Ahlamayltu.

woven cloth and thread received by PN to make garments for

the Lady-of-Uruk, Nanaya, Beltu-sa-Res, Usur-amassu, and

Gula.

Gold sequins sown to the ceremonial garments of gods and kings were studied by Op-
penheim, who proposed several correlations between texts and iconography. 34 However,

only a handful of textual references from Uruk were known to him. The texts now
available number no fewer than 25 and range from the 9th year of Kandalanu to the 8th

year of Nabonidus. Only three goddesses wore garments decorated with sequins: IStar,

Nanaya, and Beltu-Sa-ReS. The following sequins are attested: the lion (ne$u
t
rcibu and

sefjru "large and small"), the star (kakkabu), the (ja$u (meaning unknown), the rosette

(ayaru), and the tenSu (meaning unknown). The garments decorated with them were the

kitsitu garment,35 the lubaru metu garment, and the belt (nebejju). Gold sequins usually

occur in large numbers—more than 1,400 of them could be sown to a single kusitu

garment—which indicates that their size was small.

The kusitu garment of IStar was decorated with stars {kakkabu) and (jaSus, and

the kusitu garment of Nanaya with rosettes (ayaru) and tenSiis. The only exception to

this pattern is NBC 4577, which records that on one occasion IStar borrowed part of

Nanaya 's decoration (§ 3.6.2). Lions (neSu) decorated the belt (nebefju) of IStar and the

lubaru metu garment of Beltu-Sa-ReS. The lion was the emblematic animal of IStar, and

therefore an appropriate ornament for the vestments worn by that goddess. The star was

also a fitting symbol for IStar, who was worshiped as the planet Venus, the "morning

and evening star," and is often represented in Neo-Assyrian glyptic amidst a nimbus of

stars.

iA Oppeniieim 1949.
35 The kusitu is attested only for IStar and Nanaya, and it was borrowed from the Eanna temple on one

occasion for the goddess Antu according to the letter YOS 3, 62 (§ 6.2).
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Periodically these ornaments were entrusted to craftsmen, usually goldsmiths {ku-

timmu\ either for repair {ana batqu) (BIN 2, 125: 4-7; NCBT 1008: 6; and YBC 9240:

14-15) or for polishing and cleaning (a«a mesf) (YOS 6, 117: 7-8; YOS 17,248: 10-11;

and YOS 19, 269: 10). Two texts record receipts of such ornaments by the cleaners

(aslaku orpusayu) (NCBT 577: 12; and PTS 2927: 6). One text records that the sequins

were removed from a statue in order to be broken into pieces (GCCI 2, 69: 9. a-na

\}u-up-pi-i Su-ru-du-nu). Presumably these were worn beyond repair and set aside to

be recast to make new ornaments. Such an operation is involved in NBC 4510, which

records that rosettes and tensus were removed from the statue of Nanaya (3. [ul]-tu

mufy-fyi ^na-na-a u-ri-du-nu) to make new pieces ofjewelry for the goddess KurunnTtu

(5. a-na Su-kut KUGI.MES 6. Sa dKA$.DIN.NAM-z-//).

Of the 19 texts (out of25) which have date formulas in which both month and day are

preserved, no less than 14 can be correlated with the calendar of the lubuStu ceremony.

The fact that no such correlation can be proposed for the 5 remaining texts could mean
either that our data on the days of the clothing ceremony is incomplete, or else that the

affixing and removal of these ornaments did not always necessarily follow the calendar

of the lubuStu. A case in point is AUWE 1 1, 162 and YBC 9395, both dated to the 12th

day of the month DQzu, and GCCI 2, 69, dated to the 22nd day of that same month.

These dates do not apparently coincide with the calendar of the lubuStu ceremony, but

the ritual LKU 5 1 informs us that special ceremonies involving the goddess Nanaya took

place during the month DGzu, although the text does not specify the days on which these

ceremonies were conducted (Appendix 2). Be that as it may, these is a strong possibility

that the decorated vestments ofNanaya were displayed on those occasions.

Table 2 lists all the texts recording operations involving decorated garments, their

dates, and the correlations which can be proposed with the lubuStu ceremony. The texts

are arranged by progressive order of month and day to highlight their correspondences

with that ceremony throughout the year.

Table 2. Administrative Operations on Decorated Garments and Correlations with the

lubuStu Ceremony

Text Date Operation Involved, and Correlation with lubuStu

Ceremonies,

NCBT 1 008 NBK2.38.02. 1 4 gold stars and haStis belonging to the kusitu garment of

the Lady-of-Uruk, some in the storage container, some

delivered to craftsmen for repair; gold rosettes and tenSiis

belonging to the kusitu garment of Nanaya, in storage

container.

Correlation: lubuStu ceremony of unspecified gods of

month 2, day 14, and probable lubuStu ceremony of I§tar

on the same day.
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Text Date Operation Involved, and Correlation with lubuStu

Ceremonies.

YBC 3438 NBK2.31.02.14 account of gold stars and fjaSiis, and gold rosettes and

tenSiis, which are on the kusitu garments of [the Lady-of-

Uruk] and Nanaya.

Correlation: lubuStu ceremony of unspecified gods of

month 2, day 14, and probable lubuStu ceremony of IStar

on the same day.

gold stars and haSus, and gold rosettes and tenSiis,

belonging to the kusitu garments of the Lady-of-Uruk

and Nanaya, allotted to the goldsmiths for cleaning.

gold rosettes and tenSth belonging to the kusitu garment

of Nanaya at disposal of PNs, the goldsmiths.

gold rosettes and tenSiis belonging to the kusitu garment

of Nanaya, at disposal of PNs.

weighing ofmttsTptu garment and gold rosettes which

are put on Nanaya; gold rosettes and tenSiis removed for

recasting.

gold rosettes and tenSiis weighed together with the

musJptu garment; large and small gold lions weighed.

Correlation: lubuStu ceremony of unspecified gods of

month 5, day 1, and probable lubuStu ceremony of IStar,

Nanaya, and Dumuzi on the same day.

GCCI 2, 367 KAN.09.05.0 1 gold rosettes and tenSiis weighed together with the

muslptu garment; large and small gold lions weighed.

Correlation: lubuStu ceremony of unspecified gods of

month 5, day 1 , and probable lubuStu ceremony of IStar,

Nanaya, and Dumuzi on the same day.

YBC 344

1

NBK.2.33.05.01 account of gold rosettes and tenSiis removed from the

kusitu garment of Nanaya, some put in storage container.

Correlation: lubuStu ceremony of unspecified gods of

month 5, day 1, and probable lubuStu ceremony of IStar,

Nanaya, and Dumuzi on the same day.

NBC 4510 NPL.08.05 .03 gold rosettes and tenSiis removed from Nanaya to make

gold jewelry for KurunnTtu, at disposal of PNs.

Correlation: lubuStu ceremony of unspecified gods of

month 5, day 1, and probable lubuStu ceremony of IStar,

Nanaya, and Dumuzi on the same day.

YOS 17,248

AUWE 11, 162

YBC 9395

GCCI 2, 69

GCCI 2, 133

NBK2.21.02.26

NPL?. 14.04. 12

NPL.10.04.12

NPL.08.04.22

KAN.17.05.01
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Text Date Operation Involved, and Correlation with lubu5tu

Ceremonies.

PTS 3067 NBK2.22.05.30 account of gold stars and fastis, and gold rosettes and

tenSus, which are on the kusltu garments of the Lady-of-

Uruk and Nanaya.

Correlation: lubustu ceremony of unspecified gods

of month 6, day 1 , and probable lubuStu ceremony of

UrkayTtu on the same day.

NBC 4504 AM.O 1 . 1 0.08 gold stars and fyaSus, and gold rosettes and tenSus,

removed from the kusltu garments of the Lady-of-Uruk

and Nanaya, and put in the storage container.

BIN 2, 125 NBK2.32. 1 1 .24 gold stars from the kusTtu garment of the Lady-of-Uruk

at the disposal of PNs, the goldsmiths, for repair.

Correlation: lubuStu ceremony of UrkayTtu and dIGI.DU
of month II, day 26.

YOS 6, 1 1

7

NBN.08. 1 1 .24 gold stars and fjaSiis, and gold rosettes and tenSus,

belonging to the kusTtu garments of the Lady-of-Uruk

and Nanaya, at disposal of PN, a goldsmith, for cleaning.

Correlation: lubuStu ceremony of UrkayTtu and dIGI.DU
of month 11, day 26.

NCBT 1 25

1

AM.00. 1 1 .26 gold stars and faSTis belonging to the kusTtu garment
of the Lady-of-Uruk, and gold lions belonging to the

lubaru me(u garment of Beltu-sa-ReS, received by PNs,

the goldsmiths, for repair.

Correlation: lubuStu ceremony of UrkayTtu and dIGI.DU
of month II, day 26.

PTS 292736 NPL. 1 9?. 1 1 .27 gold rosettes and tenSus; gold lions for the lubaru me[u
garment; gold lions belonging to the belt of ISlar; gold

lions belonging to the lubaru metu garment of Beltu-sa-

Re§; all received by PNs, the cleaners.

Correlation: lubuStu ceremony of UrkayTtu and dIGI.DU
of month II, day 26.

YBC 9240 NBK2.25. 1 1 .27 gold stars and froStis, and gold rosettes and tenSus,

belonging to the kusTtu garments of the Lady-of-Uruk

and Nanaya, at disposal of goldsmiths for repair; some
are stored in container, others are broken.

Correlation: lubuStu ceremony of UrkayTtu and dIGI.DU
of month 1 1, day 26.

36 The year number could also be 9.
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Text Date Operation Involved, and Correlation with lubustu

Ceremonies.

NBC 4577 AM.xx. 12.01 account of gold stars and fjasus, and gold rosettes and

tenSus, which are on the kusTtu garments of the Lady-of-

Uruk and Nanaya.

Correlation: probable lubuStu ceremony of Gula of

month 12, day 1.

PTS 2674 NBN.04. 12.01 account of gold stars and frasus, and gold rosettes and

tenSus, which are on the kusTtu garments of the Lady-

of-Uruk and Nanaya, with 1 1 of them put in storage

container.

Correlation: probable lubuStu ceremony of Gula of

month 12, day 1.

YBC 7383 DARl.xx. 13.06? allocation of gold to make or repair jewelry for the

Lady-of-Uruk and Nanaya, including gold stars, fyaSus,

rosettes, and tenSus for their kusTtu garments.

NCBT 55737 NPL.00.02.xx gold rosettes and tenSus weighed with the musTptu

garment; gold lions, large and small, belonging to the

lubaru me[u garments of Beltiya (IStar) and Beltu-Sa-

ReS, received by cleaner.

PTS 2539 NBN.00.xx.xx account of gold stars and IjaSTis, and gold rosettes and

tenSus, which are on the kusTtu garments of the Lady-

of-Uruk and Nanaya, with two of them put in storage

container.

YBC 903

1

xx.00.xx.08 gold at disposal of PNs, the goldsmiths, to repair gold

[Ho]ns for the lubaru me\u garment of B6ltu-Sa-Re5.

YBC 9638 NBK2.36.xx.+4 gold stars and fjaSus, and gold rosettes and tenSus,

belonging to the kusTtu garments of the Lady-of-Uruk

and Nanaya [o o o].

YOS 1 9, 269 NBN.00.xx.xx gold stars and (jaSus, and gold rosettes and tenSus,

belonging to the kusTtu garments of the Lady-of-Uruk

and Nanaya, allotted to the goldsmiths for cleaning.

1.8. Offerings

Both processed and unprocessed food was presented to the deities for the sacred meals.

These offerings fall into two broad classes: regular offerings (gww), which occurred on

a daily basis and are by far the most frequently encountered in the texts, and occasional

offerings (guqqu). It is often impossible to determine whether the foodstuffs mentioned in

« The royal name is «iNA-A-[o o]. which 1 presume to be Nabopolassar. The only other possibility would

be NabO-apla-iddina, who reigned in Hie early pari of the 9th century, but this seems far less likely, as the

earliest surviving administrative texts from the Eanna archive are dated to the reign of Merodacli-baladan II

at (he end of the 8lh century.
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an offering list were intended as raw offerings or as ingredients to prepare more elaborate

cuisine. Food was ritually presented to the deities every day during a ceremony called the

naptanu "sacred meal, banquet," after which it was redistributed among the prebendaries

of the temple.38 According to first millennium texts from various Babylonian sites four
such meals were prepared each day: the main meal of the morning (rabu Sa Seri), the
second meal of the morning (tardennu Sa Seri\ the main meal of the evening {rabu Sa
Iildti), and the second meal of the evening (tardennu Sa lilati). The evening meals were
sometimes designated as the rabu and tardennu Sa kTsi. 39 Rituals from Uruk dated to

the Seleucid period still mention four daily meals in the Re§ temple.40 Neo-Babylonian
evidence from Uruk also suggests that the practice of two morning and two evening
meals was observed in the Eanna temple, although only the two morning meals are
explicitly mentioned in the archive. YBC 9155 mentions the two meals of the morning
offered to IStar: 17. al-la 18. ina mu^-fri ra-bi-i Sa Se-e-ri 3 BAN 19. u ina mufj-fyi
tar-den-nu Sa Se-e-ri 1 BAN 20. tak-ka-su-u "only 3 satus of takkasu confections for
the main meal of the morning (and) one sutu of takkasu confections for the second
meal of the morning."41 The following letter order also mentions the second meal of the
morning:

PTS 2509 (plate 1)

i. iudu.n1tataudu.n1ta
2. tar-den-ne-e

3. a-ncflKASKAL.GfDw4-/ww

4. 3 UDU.NfTA GAL.MES
5

.

a-na gi-ne-e Sd Se-e-ru Sa U, 4-KAM
6. [a-na-£,-Su

7. it
lri-mut

8. U-bu-ku-u-nu

Let Ana-bTtigu and RJmut bring 1 sheep, from the sheep (allocated for) the second meal (of
the morning), at the first (double)-hour of the day, (and) 3 large sheep for the regular offerings
of the morning for the 4th day.

Redistribution of food among prebendaries followed strict rules. The right to a specific
food income is occasionally mentioned in sales of prebendary offices, but this data is

insufficient to form an idea about the entire system. A large tablet probably composed
during the reign of Nabu-apla-iddina (reigned early 9th century) or shortly after, and
available in the form ofa later copy, lists the individuals entitled to a share (kurummatu) in

the sacrificial sheep offered daily to IStar and Nanaya « The recipients include the king,

« Onnaptanusee Van Driel 1969, Glassner 1987- 1 990, and George 2000, p. 288, note to lines 17-18.
39 See CAD K, p. 445, s.v. kfsu, and MacGinnis 1994, who publishes a fragmentary text from the Neo-
Babylonian Ebabbar temple archive listing the following four meals: the rabxi Sa SSri

t the tardennu Sa SSri
the rabu Sa kTsi and the tardennu Sa kTsi.
40 TIiureau-Dangin 1921.

* Discussed below in § 3. 1 1 . 1 . The text records failure by a prebendary to provide for these meals. Further
reference in AUWE 8, 68: obv. 9*. nap-la-nu f

tai
A-de-na-a-tu [o o], but in a broken context.

« OECT 1, pis. 20-21
, republished by McEwan 1983. A fragment of a similar tablet was published as VS
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Plate 1. PTS 2509

the high priest (SeSgallu), the Satammu, all the erib-bttis, and a variety of prebendaries

officiating in the temple such as cooks (mubannu\ brewers (siraSu), bakers (nubatimmu),

musicians (naru\ and others. GCCI 1, 238, dated to the 26th year of Nebuchadnezzar II,

records the shipment to the king of his share in the offerings (kurummat Sarri), and lists

the same cuts of the sacrificial sheep that are prescribed for the king in the Nabu-apla-

iddina tablet, and in the exact same order.« This suggests that some of the prescriptions

listed in this tablet were still in force in the 6th century. There probably existed similar

provisions governing the entire redistribution of sacred food in Eanna, not only meat

cuts.44 Conflicts over the redistribution of food must have erupted occasionally. Such

an instance is recorded in YBC 9280, which relates that a lawless prebendary had

appropriated for himself, from the offerings of the goddess Usur-amassu, the income

of a rib cage which was allegedly the rightful property of the Satammu of the temple

(§4.4.4.8). The evidence from this text is at variance with the Nabu-apla-iddina tablet,

which prescribes the leg of the animal (»™\JR=pemu) as the share of the Satammu (lines

7,31,56).

« For a discussion of this text see Beaulieu 1990a. The cuts in question are the shoulder cut («««ZAG.LU =

imittu), the rump (™GlS.K\JN= rapaStu), and the rib (™Tl=selu) t which occur in the same order on lines 2,

26, and 51 of the Nabu-apla-iddina tablet. Both texts qualify these perquisites as kurummat Sarri "the food

allowance of the king."

« See also the important fragment AUWE 1 1, 179, which records the allotment of meat cuts and hides to

various prebendaries, some of which are offered to Usur-amflssu and UrkayTtu.
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The following animals and foodstuffs are attested in the archive as offering material.

1 . Sacrificial Animals

alpu "ox"45 (Istar, Nanaya, Beltu-Sa-ReS, Usur-amassu, Urkayltu, Marduk Gula dIGI -

DU, Nabu)

immeru "sheep" (IStar, Nanaya, Beltu-Sa-ReS, Usur-amassu, Urkayltu, symbol of Bel,
symbol of Nabu, Marduk, Gula, dIGI.DU, dIGI.DU and Belet-Eanna of Udannu,'
Nergal, Ninurta, Nusku, Belet-balati, KurunnTtu, Kakkabtu the Divine Star-Shaped
Branding Iron, the Divine Urigallu Standard of Usur-amassu, the Divine Urdimmus)

immeru fjadiru a variety of sheep (Marduk)
kalumu "lamb" (Istar)

kurku "goose" (IStar, Nanaya, Beltu-Sa-ReS, Usur-amassu, Urkayltu, symbol of Bel,
symbol of Nabu, Marduk, Gula, dIGI.DU, Nergal, Ninurta, Nusku)

nunu "fish" (IStar, possibly Nanaya, Sin of Ur)
paspasu "duck" (IStar, Nanaya, Beltu-Sa-ReS, Usur-amassu, Urkayltu, symbol of Bel,

symbol of Nabu, Marduk, Gula, dIGI.DU, dIGI.DU and Belet-Eanna of Udannu,'
Nergal, Ninurta, Nusku)

pufjadu "lamb" (IStar, Nanaya, Beltu-Sa-ReS, Usur-amassu, Urkayltu, symbol of Bel,
symbol of Nabu, Marduk, Gula, dIGI.DU, dIGI.DU and Belet-Eanna of Udannu,'
Nergal, Ninurta, Nusku)

sukanninu "turtledove" (IStar, Nanaya, Beltu-Sa-ReS, Usur-amassu, Urkayltu, symbol of
Bel, symbol ofNabu, Marduk, Gula, dIGI.DU, dIGI.DU and Belet-Eanna of Udannu,
Nergal, Ninurta, Nusku)

unspecified animals (Sin, Gula-of-the-Courtyard, BanTtu, Adad, Adapa, Anu, dBE, Lu-
galirra, Madanu, Ninurta-of-the-Courtyard, Sin-of-Heaven, Dais of SamaS, Zababa,
the Divine Zaqiptu Standards)

2. Unprocessed Food and Drink, Fresh and Dried Fruit, and Varied Ingredients
asnu "Telmun dates" (IStar, Nanaya, Beltu-Sa-ReS, Usur-amassu, Sin, Ninurta, Nusku)
diSpu "honey" (IStar, Ninurta)

frmetu "butter" (IStar, Ninurta)

kunaSu "emmer" (IStar, Nanaya, Beltu-Sa-ReS, Usur-amassu, perhaps Urkayltu, Sin,
Ninurta, Gula-of-the-Courtyard)

muzlqu "raisins" (IStar, Ninurta, Nusku)
nurmu "pomegranates" (IStar)

pelu "eggs"46 (probably IStar)

qemu "flour" (IStar, Nanaya, Beltu-Sa-ReS, Nergal, Nusku)

The term "ox" is understood throughoul this book as a generic term for adult male bovines, not as a specific
word for castrated bulls. Under the denomination GU4 were also included bTru "young cattle" (GIL NlNDA)
and btln, "calf" (AMAR, GU4.AMAR), the latter sometimes further qualified as (Sa) Sizbi "suckling" The
only ottering list which specifically makes provisions for the sacrifice of juvenile cattle is YOS 17 346
which enumerates bints for Eanna, SamaS (of Larsa), Gula, DIGI.DU, the Divine Chariot, and the temple of
Marduk. '

46

,

F
?^°

Stl

i
ch and duck eegs see TCL ' 2 *

'

23: 5
-
7 NUNUZ /M-w/--«tf 1 8 NUNUZ UZ.TUR (also lines 8 26

and 32). They are also attested in the Seleucid period at Uruk (Thureau-Dangin 1921, AO 6451 rev 17*

for the second meal of the morning, together with various meats). See also Finet 1982, p. 74, for offerings
of ostrich eggs at Uruk. On eggs as offerings to the gods see Beaulieu 1991a.
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suluppu "dates" (IStar, Nanaya, Beltu-sa-ReS, Usur-amassu, Urkayltu, Marduk, Sin,

Gula, dIGI.DU, Ninurta, Nusku, KilTlu, Enlil, Sin-of-Heaven)

samaSSamu "sesame" (IStar, Usur-amassu, Urkayltu, Sin, Ninurta, Nusku)

samnu "sesame oil, oil" (Usur-amassu, dIGI.DU, the Divine Urdimmus)

Sizbu "milk" (IStar)

tabtu "salt"47 (IStar, Nanaya, Beltu-Sa-ReS, Usur-amassu, Urkayltu, Marduk, Sin, Gula,

dIGI.DU, Nergal, Ninurta, Nusku, the Divine Urdimmus)

uliltu "dried figs" (IStar, Ninurta)

uttaletu "barley" (IStar, Nanaya, Beltu-Sa-ReS, Usur-amassu, Urkayltu, Marduk, Sin,

Gula, dIGI.DU, dIGI.DU and Belet-Eanna of Udannu, Nergal, Ninurta, Nusku,

Belet-balati, Gula-of-the-Courtyard, Adad, Anu, ASSur, Dumuzi, Ea, Enlil, dBE, Lu-

galbanda, Lugalirra, Ninurta-of-the-Courtyard, Sin-of-Heaven, Zababa, the Divine

Zaqiptu Standards, the Divine Urdimmus)

3. Processed Food and Drink

akalu "bread" (IStar, Nanaya, Usur-amassu, Urkayltu, Gula, dIGI.DU, Kanisurra, Anu,

Enlil, Sin-of-the-Courtyard)

billatu a type of beer (Sin, Gula, Ilu-Sa-mat-tamti)

kamanu a sweetened cake (Dumuzi)

makkasu a preparation with dates, or a specific type of dates (IStar, Urkayltu, dIGI.DU,

Marduk, Sin, Ninurta, Nusku, Sin-of-Heaven)

mersu a cake (IStar, Nanaya, Beltu-Sa-ReS, Bel-aliya)

muttaqu "pastry, sweetcake" (Nusku)

siltu a food or preparation used as offerings (Urkayltu)

Sikaru "beer" (Nanaya, Usur-amassu, Urkayltu, Gula, dIGI.DU and Belet-Eanna of

Udannu, Kanisurra, Anu, Enlil, Marduk-of-the-Courtyard, Sin-of-the-Courtyard)

takkasu a confection (IStar, Usur-amassu, Urkayltu, Gula, dIGI.DU, Ninurta, Nusku,

ASSur, Dumuzi, Ilu-5a-mat-tamti)

1.9. Temples

Two texts from Uruk datable to the late Achaemenid or Seleucid period contain lists of

shrines and cultic locales. The first one is SpTU I 1 36, edited by George under the rubric

"The Uruk Shrine List."48 It lists the "seats" (Subtu) and "daises" (parakku) of IStar,

Nanaya, and other deities associated with Uruk and the Eanna temple. However, none of

these cultic locations is mentioned in the Eanna archive. The other text is SpTU IV 220,

which gives dimensions of various parts of a temple complex which includes chapels of

such gods as Ninurta, Nabu, UraS, and Beltiya. Since Beltiya is a name for IStar-of-Uruk

attested in 8 texts from Uruk dated between the 8th year of Merodach-Baladan II and

the 7th year of Nabopolassar (§3.2.6 and §3.2.8), one could argue that SpTU IV 220

is a description of a portion the Eanna temple. However, Beltiya is essentially a name

« On the use of salt in ancient Mesopotamia see Porrs 1984; Butz 1984; Durand 1987 and 1990b. For

the use of salt in rituals at Uruk see the commentary to AUWE 5, 87.

« George 1992, pp. 198-201.
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for Zarpanltu in the late periods, which means, as proposed by George, that the text

might also be a description of Esagil in Babylon.49 His identification is indeed strongly
supported by the mention in the text of the gate Ka-lamma-rabi, which is documented
by other sources as a gate in the Esagil temple.50 Be that as it may, the late date of
these texts reduces their relevance for the cultic topography of Neo-Babylonian Uruk.
The same is true of the evidence gleaned from the records dated to the Seleucid period,
which was studied in detail by Falkenstein in his Topographie von UruL published in

1941.

In the absence of a systematic directory, the cultic geography of Uruk must be
reconstructed from the data yielded by archival texts, which mention a number of
cultic locales occupied by specific deities. These cultic locales fall by and large within
four categories: 1. those with ceremonial names; 2. those with descriptive names; 3.

the chapels of the Courtyard; 4. the bitus. Only four sanctuaries are known by their
ceremonial names: the Enirgalanna, the Ehilianna, the Eanna of Uruk, and the Eanna of
Udannu. 51 The sanctuaries with descriptive names are the temple of the akftu festival

(bit-akiti), the bit-^ilsi (meaning unknown), and the inner cella (papafru), each followed
by the name of the resident deity (e.g. papafru Sa DN). Four deities, namely Gula,
Marduk, Ninurta, and Sin, were known as gods "of the Courtyard" (Sa kisalli). The
designation Sa kisalli in such cases refers to the deity, not its sanctuary, as we often find
Sa kisalli appended only to a divine name (DN Sa kisalli). Therefore the interpretation
of the compound E DN Sa kisalli as "temple/chapel of DN with a courtyard" must be
excluded. This indicates, as suggested by George, that the designation Sa kisalli after
the name of a deity or a temple (bitu) in first millennium sources probably denotes a
chapel immediately accessible from the courtyard of a large temple, in contrast to the
more secluded cultic cellas preceded by a suite of antechambers and where the more
important gods of a temple resided.52 Finally the last category of cultic locales, and
by far the largest, consists of sanctuaries referred to by the very simple designation &
DN (e.g. £ 4en-lil

t & ^gu-la), which carries some ambiguity since it can mean either an
entirely separate temple or a chapel in a larger cultic compound.

The following gods are explicitly mentioned in the archive as residents of these four
categories of sanctuaries.

bit-akTti (IStar, Usur-amassu)

bit-fyilsi (Usur-amassu, Nabu and Nanaya)

49 As argued by George 1995.
*> The possibility thai the text is a description of a portion of (lie Ezida temple in Borsippa has recently
been advocated by Allinger-Csollich 1998, pp. 21 1-230, section 5.3. "Der Ziegel-Texl SpTU IV Nr 220
Beschreibt das Ezida."
51 A list of mentions of these sanctuaries in cuneiform literature and inscriptions is provided by George
1 993, nos. 75, 459, and 90 1 .

There is no entry for the Eanna ofUdannu, which is known only from a damaged
passage of the Nabonidus Chronicle and a letter from the Eanna archive (§5.6.5).
» George 1992, pp. 399-400, concerning such chapels located in Esagil. A document from Mari states
that the width of the kisallu of a temple in the town of Rabat is equal to the length of ihe papajftt, on which
basis Charpin has proposed the meaning "antecella, antechamber" for the word kisallu, but the meaning of
the word may have changed in the course of time (Charpin 1982, pp. 142-143). The kisallu of the Eanna
temple was restored by Sargon II (Frame 1995, B.6.22.4).
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bitu (in the compound E DN) "temple, chapel" (Usur-amassu, Marduk, Sin, Gula,
dIGI.DU, dIGI.DU of Udannu, Divine Chariot, Nergal, Ninurta, Nusku, Gula of BTt-

Gula, Adad, Amurru, Anu, ASSur, Bel-SA-nasru, Ea, Enlil, dBE, GaSru, Lugalbanda,

Lugalirra, Nabu, Zababa)

bitu (in the compound E DN sa kisalli) (Marduk-of-the-Courtyard, Ninurta-of-the-

Courtyard, Sin-of-the-Courtyard)

Eanna (E.AN.NA of Uruk) (IStar-of-Uruk, Nanaya, Beltu-sa-ReS)

Eanna (E.AN.NA of Udannu) (probably Belet-Eanna of Udannu)

Ehilianna (E.yi.LI.AN.NA=/?o/?o#w sa Nanaya, papa fy Nanaya) (Nanaya)

Enirgalanna (E.NIR.GAL.AN.NA=/?a/?a/jtf Sa IStar, papal) IStar) (IStar)

papdfyu "inner cella, inner sanctum, sanctuary" (IStar, Nanaya, Usur-amassu, Gula,
dIGI.DU)

The most difficult question is to determine which cultic locations were located inside the

Eanna temple complex, and which were located elsewhere in Uruk and its vicinity. The

main problem is posed by the bitus, which could be either independent sanctuaries or

chapels in the Eanna temple. Significant steps towards a solution of this question can be

made with the help of the administrative texts published in 1971 by Freydank in SWU.
These texts consist of deliveries of foodstuffs for the offerings to the gods worshiped

in the Eanna temple and a number of sanctuaries designated as £ DN. In addition the

SWU texts mention the following cultic locations which are not associated with specific

deities but to which offerings are also directed:

bit-akTti "the temple of the akJtu festival"

ehuratu "the (small) sanctuaries"

blt-jjilsi (meaning unknown)

Eigbalanki (£.IG.BAL.AN.KI)»

Eun1rO6.UR4.UR4; kMf2S.UR4.UR4; fi.SiG.UR4.UR4) 54

kisallu "the (sanctuaries of the) courtyard"

papafyanu "the inner cellas"

ziqqwratu "the ziggurat"

1\vo of these sanctuaries have ceremonial names (Eurur and Eigbalanki), three of them

are known by descriptive names (bit-akTti, bTt-fyilsi, and the ziggurat), while the remaining

terms do not refer to individual buildings but to categories of sanctuaries (ekurratu,

kisallu, and papdfjanu). The existence of this latter group indicates that the SWU texts

are partly organized along the principle of a tripartite division of sanctuaries: ekurratu

refers to the independent temples located in Uruk and its vicinity,55 papafyanu denotes the

inner cellas of the main deities worshiped in the Eanna temple, and kisallu is a collective

designation for the small chapels directly accessible from the courtyard of Eanna.

51 On this sanctuary see Ggorge 1993, no. 513.

54 Possibly the same as E.ME.UR4.UR4, a sanctuary of Nanaya at Uruk during the Old Babylonian period.

Sec George 1993, no. 793.
55 The same word is attested in the contemporary texts from Sippar to designate the small independent

sanctuaries which were not located within the Ebabbar temple complex: see Bongenaar 1997, chapter 5,

pp. 229-260.
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Table 3 synthesizes the evidence from the SWU texts and all other texts from the

Eanna archive regarding cultic locations occupied by specific gods. Columns 2 and 3

include the evidence from the SWU texts. These texts sometimes specify that offerings

are directed to the gods themselves (column 2), at other times to their bTtus (column

3). Some gods are listed in both columns, as the terminology used in the SWU texts is

simply not always consistent. Columns 4, 5, 6, and 7 list the following cultic locations

which appear in all other texts from the Eanna archive: chapel or temple (bitu), inner

cella (papafju), bit-akfti, and bit-fjilsi.

Table 3. Cultic Locations of Uruk Associated with Specific Gods

SWU Texts All Other Texts from the Eanna Archive

Deity DN only bxiu bitu papafju bit-akui bit-fjihi

IStar X Eanna Enirgalanna,

papafju Sa DN
X

Nanaya X Eanna Ehilianna,

papafju Sa DN
X

Beltu-Sa-ReS X (Eanna)

Usur-amassu (+ UrkayTtu) X X papafju sa DN X X

Marduk X X

Sin X X X

Gula X X papafju Sa DN
"IGI.DU X X papafju Sa DN
Belet-Eanna of Udannu X (Eanna)

dIGI.DUofUdannu X X

Divine Chariot X X?

Nergal X X

Ninurta X X X

Nusku X X X

GulaofBTt-Gula X

Adad X X

Amurru X

Anu X X

AS§ur X X

Bel-SA-nasru X

Ea X X

Enlil X

<"BE X X

Lugalbanda X X

Lugalirra X X

Marduk-of-the-Courtyard X X

NabQ X X X X

NingiSzida X

Ninurta-of-lhe-Courlyard X X

Sin-of-the-Courlyard X

Zababa X X
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The textual evidence to be discussed in chapters 2 to 5 will amply demonstrate that

I§tar, Nanaya, Beltu-§a-Res, Usur-amassu, UrkayTtu, Gula, and dIGI.DU were the main

divine residents of the Eanna temple and the main focus of its cultic activities. This

order of importance is reflected in Table 3, which indicates that the only five deities

associated with a papafju "inner cella" in the archive are I§tar, Nanaya, Usur-amassu,

Gula, and dIGI.DU (column 5). The papafju of Beltu-§a-Re§ does not occur so far in

the archive, but this is probably accidental. Similarly, our sources never mention the

papafju of UrkayTtu, but this can be easily explained by the fact that this goddess very

probably resided in the papafju of Usur-amassu, with whom she is often paired in the

administrative texts (§4.5 passim).

If we now compare the terminology of the SWU texts with that used in other texts

of the archive, we notice that the five deities who reside in a papafju according to

the latter texts are among the few who are not assigned to a bitu in the SWU texts

(column 3), although their sanctuaries are designated by the word bitu elsewhere in the

archive (column 4). This suggests that the designations papafju and bitu were mutually

exclusive within the narrow confines of the SWU texts, while they were compatible

with one another, or even synonymous, in other contexts. As already seen, however,

the plural word papafjanu does occur in the SWU texts as one of the three groups

of collectively designated sanctuaries alongside ekurratu and kisallu. Therefore the

mutual exclusiveness ofpapafju and bitu in the SWU texts must reflect another division

between papafjanu on the one hand and the two groups ekurratu and kisallu on the

other. Following this reasoning the gods assigned to a bitu in the SWU texts should

be the residents of the ekurratu and kisallu. This is easy to prove for the latter group,

since two gods of the kisallu, Marduk-of-the-Courtyard and Ninurta-of-the-Courtyard,

are indeed assigned to a bitu in the SWU texts. Most of the other bTtus listed in

column 3 must therefore have belonged to the group ekurratu, the small sanctuaries

located in Uruk and its vicinity which depended on the administration of the Eanna

temple for their offerings. The operative distinction made by the SWU texts thus

emerges clearly, the basic opposition being between the main gods of Uruk residing

in the inner cellas of the Eanna temple (papafjanu) and the lesser gods residing in

the independent sanctuaries (ekurratu). The fact that the word bitu denoted mostly

the ekurratu in the SWU texts prevented the scribes from using it in reference to

the papafjanu. In other texts of the archive, however, the word bitu is sometimes

encountered in reference to the main gods residing in the papafjanu. In these cases

the word bitu refers probably to the "temple within a temple," the suite of rooms,

storerooms, and chapels which made up the sanctuary of each major god in the Eanna

temple, and which included the papafju "inner cella, inner sanctum" as its central

feature.

The ekurratu appear individually as bTtus in the SWU texts in connection with the

following deities: Marduk, Sin, Nergal, Ninurta, Nusku, Adad, Anu, ASSur, Ea, Enlil,

Lugalbanda, Lugalirra, Nabu, and Zababa. There is additional, independent evidence in

other texts of the archive that some of these sanctuaries were indeed separate buildings

located outside the Eanna temple. The evidence is discussed in the sections devoted to

these gods in chapters 5 and 7.

As already mentioned only Marduk-of-the-Courtyard and Ninurta-of-the-Courtyard

occur as kisallu deities in the SWU texts, both with their own chapel (bitu). The chapel
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of STn-of-the-Courtyard is mentioned only in the 9th century kudurru of Ibni-Istar, and

there is a possibility that it no longer existed by the time of the Neo-Babylonian empire.

Since no chapel of Gula-of-the-Courtyard is mentioned in the archive it is possible that

she resided in the chapel of Ninurta-of-the-Courtyard.

Eight deities listed above do not fall within any of the three major groups recognized

by theSWU texts (the papajjanu, ekurratu, and kisallu deities), but are otherwise known

to have possessed their own sanctuaries. These are Belet-Eanna and dIGI.DU ofUdannu,

Bel-SA-nasru, the Divine Chariot, Gula of BTt-Gula, Amurru, dBE, and NingiSzida. The

first two gods resided in temples located in the town of Udannu (the Eanna of Udannu

and the bit dIGI.DU). Bel-SA-nasru could be identical with dIGI.DU of Uruk, or be the

consort of Gula of BTt-Gula, or a completely separate god residing in his own temple

with his consort Gula. The Divine Chariot may have had its own temple, although the

evidence is inconclusive. The goddess Gula of BTt-Gula is probably a different goddess

from the one worshiped in Eanna, and she probably resided in a temple located in a town

named BTt-Gula. The temple of Amurru was located in a town of the Sealand province.

The identity of dBE (Ea or Enlil, or alternatively both) is uncertain. NingiSzida is known

only from an inscription of Merodach-Baladan II in which he claims to have restored

the bttu ofNingiSzida in the Eanna temple. All this evidence is discussed in the sections

devoted to these deities.

Many other gods are mentioned in the Eanna archive without being associated with

any specific cultic locale. In most cases these were minor deities worshiped in the Eanna

temple. Gods residing in other cities are also occasionally mentioned in the archive,

although their association with Uruk is often unclear, and probably coincidental in some

cases. A synoptic table of all the gods mentioned in the archive and their residential

locations is found in Appendix 1.

1.10. Prebends

The following prebends are attested in connection with Uruk deities:

atutu (of bit-akiti) "prebend of doorkeeper of the bit-akitr (IStar)

erib-bJtiitu "prebend of officiant admitted to the sanctuary" (IStar, Kanisurra)

kalamajjutu (or galmajjutu) "prebend of chief cultic singer" (the Goddesses)

mar-re'' ut Sizbi "prebend of dairyman" (I§tar)

nubatimmutu "baker's prebend" (IStar, Nanaya, Beltu-§a-ReS, Usur-amassu, Kanisurra)

rab-bamVu meaning uncertain (IStar, Nanaya, Beltu-Sa-ReS)

sarrarutu meaning uncertain (IStar, Nanaya)

siraSCitu "brewer's prebend" (IStar, Nanaya, Beltu-Sa-ReS, Usur-amassu)

Sangutu "prebend of pontiff" (Nergal and EreSkigal)

tabifyiitu "meat carver's prebend" (Usur-amassu, UrkayTtu)
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1.11. Cultic Personnel

The cultic functions associated with specific deities in the archive are:

erib-blti "officiant admitted to the sanctuary" (IStar, Nanaya, Usur-amassu, UrkayTtu,
dIGI.DU, dIGI.DU of Udannu, Kanisurra)

kalu "cultic singer" (IStar, Nanaya)

kalamafru (or galmafyu) "chief cultic singer" (IStar, the Goddesses)

kirns'tulkinaltu "collective priesthood (of lower rank)" (IStar)

nufyatimmu "baker" (IStar)

rab-bani meaning uncertain (ASSur)

siraSu "brewer" (IStar, Beltu-Sa-ReS, ASSur)

sangu "pontiff" (Usur-amassu, Nergal, Ninurta, Nusku, AnunTtu, Amurru, Zababa)

Sapir SiraSe "overseer of the brewers" (IStar)

tabifju "meat carver" (ASSur)

1.12. Ceremonies

Disbursements of commodities for a number of religious ceremonies are mentioned in

the archive. The following ceremonies are specifically connected with individual deities.

fyaru a religious festival (Nabu)

kintlnu a ritual involving the kinunu stove (Usur-amassu, Gula, dIGI.DU, dIGI.DU and

Belet-Eanna of Udannu; LKU 51 mentions the kiniinu of the Lady-of-Uruk, Usur-

amassu, UrkayTtu, and of "all the gods")

lubuStu "clothing ceremony" (see below § 1 . 12.
1

)

naptanu "sacred meal" (IStar, Nanaya, Beltu-Sa-ReS, Usur-amassu, UrkayTtu, Gula,
dIGI.DU, dIGI.DU.MES of Udannu, dBE)

nalu a ritual (Belet-balati, KurunnTtu)

rikis lilissi "preparation of the kettledrum" (Ninurta)

saraqu "flour sprinkling ritual"56 (dIGI.DU)

siclTtu a ritual involving the journey of the deity57 (Beltu-Sa-ReS)

Mam bJti "ritual of the greeting of the temple"58 (Usur-amassu, dIGI.DU)

Sukuttu a ritual involving the jewelry of the deity (Usur-amassu and UrkayTtu)

tardennu "second sacred meal" (IStar, Nanaya, Beltu-Sa-Re§, Usur-amassu)

iebii "(religious) procession" (UrkayTtu)

Texts of the archive mention some religious ceremonies which are not connected with

specific deities. The SWU texts frequently record expenditures of foodstuffs for the

bayatu "night vigil," the monthly eSSeSu festival, the rikis lilissi "preparation of the

56 On the use of (lour in connection wilh rituals see Milano 1993-1997, p. 31.
57 The word siditu means "travel provisions," and the skill DN could therefore be a ceremony involving the

equipment of the god and its retinue for a trip to another sanctuary or city.

58 On this ceremony in Neo-Babylonian Sippar see Bonoenaar 1997, pp. 120-123.
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kettledrum," and the siditu "divine journey."59 Thepi7 babani "opening of the gates," the

esseSu festival, the night vigil, and the clothing ceremony are mentioned in a large tablet

which records allocations of sacrificial oxen over the entire year, YBC 3927: 1. GU4
SU.DU7.ME sd ina lib-bi U4.ES.ES.ME ba-a-a-ta-nu 2. pit KA-<z-/w lu-bu-se-e-ti 3.

'"NA.GADA.ME i-nam-di-nu MU.NE "Unblemished oxen which the herdsmen allocate

for the essesu festivals, the night vigils, the ceremonies of the opening of the gates, and

the clothing ceremonies; itemized." A number of ceremonies are described in the ritual

LKU 5 1 , edited in Appendix 2.

1.12.1. The Clothing Ceremony

The clothing ceremony is denoted by the word lubuStu. In some texts the word is spelled

syllabically, while other texts use the logogram '"gNiG.LAM, which has the readings

lamafjuSSu and lubusu. In these cases it is obvious that the logogram doesn't refer to a

specific garment or clothing allowance, but to the ritual clothing of the divine images

and must therefore be read either lubuSu, or preferably lubuStu, and understood to mean

"clothing ceremony." It is difficult to assess the frequency of the clothing ceremony

in the cultic calendar. Contemporary evidence from Sippar indicates that it occurred

only six times a year,60 but texts from Uruk suggest a more frequent ceremony than at

Sippar. Mentions of the lubuStu in sources from Uruk are as follows (month in roman

numerals—day in Arabic numerals):

1. According to rituals.

LKU 51: V-l (obv. 32); VII-8 (rev. 8).

2. According to various archival texts, with no deity specified.

IV to VII, unspecified days; GCCI 1, 242: 2. 5 lu-bu-uS-Se-e-ti 3. TA ITI Su a-di ITI

DU6 "5 clothing ceremonies from the month Duzu to the month Ta§ritu."

V-l, VI-1*, VI-16, and VII-8; GCCI 1, 388: 4. tfgNiG.LAM.& ITI NE U4 1-KAM "the

clothing ceremony of the 1st day of the month Abu;" 7. Sd U4 1*-KAM Sd ITI KIN
U4 16-KAM Sd ITI KIN 8. Sd 2-ta *8NfG.LAM.MES "for the first day of the month

Uliilu (and) the 16th day of the month Ululu, for two clothing ceremonies;" W.Sd

2-ta '"kNIG.lAm.MES Sd ITI KIN "for the two clothing ceremonies of the month

Ululu;" 15. rtBNiG.LAM Sd ITI DU6 U4 8-KAM "the clothing ceremony of the 8th

day of the month TasYTtu."

VI, unspecified days; YBC 9486: 2. Sd 2 '«8 rNiG.LAM 1.MES Sd
r\lV KIN "the two

clothing ceremonies of the month Ululu."

VI-1 and VI- 16; NCBT 91:3. lu-bu-uS-tu4 Sd ITI KIN 4. U4 1-KAM U4 16-KAM "the

clothing ceremonies of the 1st and 16th days of the month Ululu."

11-14 and XII-1; YBC 3927: 4. 3 GU4 NtNDA.ME KUME U4 1-KAM Sd ITI §E

'"sNiG.LAM; 24. 4 (GU4 ) U4 14-KAM Sd ITI GU4 t«gNiG.LAM "3 unblemished

calves for the clothing ceremony of the 1st day of the month Addaru; 4 oxen for the

clothing ceremony of the 14th day of the month Ayaru."

59 Freydank 1971, pp. 148-153, q.v.

60 Bongenaar 1997, pp. 305-307. On (he tubuHu ceremony at Sippar see also Matsushima 1994.
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V-l, VI, VII, IX, and XII; NBC 4674: 4. 5!(4) ^lu-'bu-se'-e-ti 5. sd ITI NE U4 1-KAM
sd ITI KIN ITI DU6 ITI GAN 6. u ITI SE "5! clothing ceremonies, namely those of

the 1st day of the month Abu, of the month Ululu, of the month Tasrltu, of the month
Kisllmu, and of the month Addaru."

3. According to various archival texts, with deity specified. The texts are fully quoted in

the sections devoted to individual deities.

IStar: probably 11-14 (YBC 9510: 5-6); probably V-l (PTS 3257: 11); VIII-6 (NBC
4769: 5); IX-6 (PTS 2783: 1-6).

Nanaya: probably V-I (PTS 3257: 1 1); probably VII-8 (YOS 17, 305: 5-6); VIII-6 (NBC
4769: 5); IX-6 (PTS 2783: 1-6).

Beltu-Sa-ReS: IX-6 (PTS 2783: 1-6).

Usur-amassu: IX-3 (PTS 2783: 3^1).

UrkayTtu: VI (day unspecified: YBC 9486: 3); VI-1 and VI-16 (BIN 1, 152: 19-20);

IX-3 (PTS 2783: 3^1); XI-26 (NCBT 1 132: rev. 9').

Gula: VI (day unspecified: YBC 9486: 4); VIII-24 (NCBT 1 132: rev. 4>-5'); VIII-25

(NBC 4769: 3^1); probably XII-1 (NCBT 1 132: rev. 14').

dIGI.DU: II-8 (NCBT 1 1 32 : obv. 4-5); IV- 1 7 (NCBT 1 1 32: obv. 1 0); VI (day unspecified:

YBC 9486: 4); IX-28 (NCBT 1 132: rev. 7'; and NCBT 1233: 14-17); XI-26 (NCBT
1132: rev. 11 '-12').

Dumuzi: probably V-l (PTS 3257: 1 1).

The evidence is plotted on Table 4. Clothing ceremonies which took place during a

specified month but unknown days are marked with (x). Dates between parentheses

can be deduced with certainty from the texts, only falling short of clearly stating that

the allocations of garments are for the clothing ceremony of a particularly deity on a

specified date.

Table 4. Calendar of the Clothing Ceremony

Month I II III IV V VI VII VIII IX X XI XII

x,l

LKU5\
Unspecified 14

ISlar (14)

Nanaya

Bellu-Sa-Re$

Usur-amassu

Uikayllu

Gula
dIGI.DU 8

Dumuzi

1 8

I x, 1, 16 x, 8 x

(1) 6 6

(1) (8) 6 6

6

3

x, 1,16 3 26

x 24,25 (1)

17 x 28 26

(1)

As mentioned earlier a large number of texts recording administrative operations on

jewelry and garments for the gods can be correlated with these dates (§ 1.6; § 1.7.1;

§ 1.7.2). They often provide a more complete picture of the clothing ceremonies than

that obtained from the texts listed above, showing that many ofthe lubuStu dates involved
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all the prominent deities worshiped in the Eanna temple, not just one or two of them.

This data can be synthesized as follows. First the month and day ofeach known clothing

ceremony are listed, then between parentheses the deities specifically involved in these

ceremonies, and finally the correlations proposed earlier with administrative operations

on sacred jewelry and garments, which often included additional deities not mentioned

in the lubuSlu texts.

II-8 (
dIGI.DU): garments for Urkayltu, the Goddesses, and dIGI.DU

11-14 (unspecified gods, Igtar): garments for IStar; jewelry for Usur-amassu; decorated

garments for IStar and Nanaya.

IV- 17 (
dIGI.DU).

V-l (unspecified gods, Igtar, Nanaya, Dumuzi): garments for Igtar, Nanaya, Beltu-ga-

Reg, Usur-amassu, Dumuzi; garments for the bit-jjilsi of UrkayTtu and the bit-l)ilsi of

Nabu and Nanaya on day 2; jewelry for Nanaya; jewelry of Usur-amassu for Dumuzi

on IV-29; decorated garments for Nanaya and unspecified deities (probably Igtar

and/or Beltu-ga-Reg).

VI- 1 (unspecified gods, UrkayTtu; + Gula and dIGI.DU in same month): decorated

garments for I§tar and Nanaya.

VI- 16 (unspecified gods, UrkayTtu; +Gula and dIGI.DU in same month): garments for

Igtar, Nanaya, Beltu-ga-Reg, Usur-amassu, Gula.

VII-8 (unspecified gods, Nanaya): garments for Igtar, Nanaya, Beltu-ga-Reg, Usur-

amassu, Gula, the bTt-fyilsi.

VIII-6 (Igtar, Nanaya).

VIII-24/25 (Gula).

IX-3 (Usur-amassu, UrkayTtu): garments for IStar, Nanaya, Beltu-ga-Reg, Usur-amassu,

UrkayTtu, the Goddesses, Gula, dIGI.DU, for the month KislTmu.

IX-6 (Igtar, Nanaya, Beltu-ga-Reg): garments for Igtar, Nanaya, Beltu-ga-Reg, Usur-

amassu, UrkayTtu, the Goddesses, Gula, and dIGI.DU, for the month KislTmu;

garments for the Divine Urdimmus on day 6.

IX-28 (
dIGI.DU): garments for dIGI.DU.

XI-26 (UrkayTtu, diGI.DU): garments for Igtar, Nanaya, Beltu-ga-Reg, Usur-amassu,

UrkayTtu, Gula, dIGI.DU, AblamayTtu, the Goddesses, the Divine Urigallu Standard

of Igtar, the Divine Urigallu Standard of Usur-amassu, the Divine Urdimmus, the

Divine StafT(#w/a/'w), and dlGI.DU ofUdannu; decorated garments for Igtar, Nanaya,

and Beltu-ga-Reg.

XII- 1 (unspecified gods, Gula): garments for Igtar, Nanaya, Beltu-ga-Reg, and the Divine

Urdimmus\ decorated garments for Igtar and Nanaya.

The general picture which emerges from our sources is that some of these clothing

ceremonies may have involved only one or two gods, while others applied "across the

board" An example of the "one god" ceremony is the lubuSlu of dIGI.DU of the 28th

day of KislTmu, which is documented by no less than five texts: two of them record

allocations of sesame oil and sacrificial sheep for the lubuSlu ceremony of dIGI.DU on

that day (NCBT 1 132 and 1233), while the other three record administrative operations

involving the sacred vestments of dIGI.DU on that same day or on the preceding and

following days (GCCI 2, 105; UCP 9/2, 31; and YOS 19, 277). By contrast, no source
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hints at the existence of ceremonies involving any other god on this particular cultic

date. At the other end of the spectrum we have the clothing ceremony of the 26th day of

Sabatu, which involved not only all the major deities worshiped in the Eanna temple but

also a number of minor numinous beings such as the Divine Urigallu Standard of Igtar

and the Divine Urdimmus guarding the gates of the Eanna temple. In Neo-Babylonian

Sippar the same contrast can be observed between "general" clothing ceremonies and

specific ones involving a single deity. 61

Comparison with the Sippar material shows that the lubustu dates there rarely

coincided with those of Uruk. This is suggestive of the strength of local, very old

cultic traditions. It must be emphasized that lubustu dates at Uruk tend to coincide

with the phases of the moon, although obviously not all phases of the moon throughout

the year were the occasion of a lubuSlu. The importance of lunar phases for the cultic

calendar, and for the lubuSlu in particular, is demonstrated by the letter NCBT 58, which

indicates that the date of the clothing ceremony could be moved one day earlier to

readjust it with a calendar that probably fell out of synchronization with lunar phases

because of errors in the determination of the beginning of the month.62

61 Bongbnaar 1997, p. 307, for the "cxlra" clothing ceremony of AnunTtu on the 15th day of the month

DOzu.
« Published and discussed in Beaulieu 1993c, pp. 77-78.
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2. THE OFFERING LISTS

Offering lists from the Eanna archive fall into two broad types: 1. lists of sacrificial

animals; 2. lists of deliveries of unprocessed foodstuffs, such as barley and dates, to the

prebend holders or their deputies in connection with their duties before various deities.

2.1. The Lists of Sacrificial Animals: Group A

The Neo-Babylonian archive of the Ebabbar temple of Sippar contains a large number of

offering lists detailing the number of sacrificial animals to which each deity was entitled

on a given day. The first section of this chapter is devoted to a study of 12 similar lists

from Uruk, all previously unpublished. These lists share formal characteristics which

set them apart from the other offering lists of the Eanna archive. They are therefore

designated here as Group A. Each list is introduced by the word pardsu, which is a

substantivized infinitive of the root PRS in the meaning "to select, to set apart" It refers

to the ritual inspection of animals brought to the temple to be sacrificed. The purpose

of these inspections was to ensure that the animals in question were ritually fit, that is to

say, without any bodily defects or other marks or characteristics that would make them

unacceptable to the gods.

Each text lists the respective number of sacrificial animals offered to various deities

of Uruk and neighboring communities on one particular day. As many as 5 different

animals can be included in one text (NBC 4801; YBC 9135), but the accounting may

also be limited to one animal only (YBC 9238). The optimal list usually contains oxen,

sheep, birds, lambs, and turtledoves. PTS 2942 and NCBT 670 depart slightly from this

terminology, listing ducks and lambs. PTS 3210 lists geese and ducks, allocating only

one of either bird to each deity. Thus it is probable that the general category "birds" in

the other lists includes both geese and ducks, but not turtledoves, which make up the

5th category.
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n ^

Plate 2. PTS 2942
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2.1. The Lists ofSacrificial Animals: Group A

PTS 2942 (plate 2)

1. [ITI] DU6 U4 8-KAM
2. [M]U11-K[AM]
3. [UZ.TU]R™sen UDU SILA4.ME
4. pa-ra-su U4 8-KAM
5. 5 5 0rtflE.AN.NA

6. 2 2 ana E ^URI-INIM^w

7. 2 2 ana£ dgu-la

8. 1 1 ana E<"AMAR.UD
9. 1 1 ana E l}i-il-su

10. PAP 11 11 pa-ra-su

11. &i ITI DU6 U4 8-KAM
12. MU 11-KAMdPA-NfG.DU-PAP

13. LUGAL TIN.TIR"

1

.

[Month] TaSrltu, 8th day,

2. llth[ye]ar.

3. [Du]cks, lambs,

4. selection of the 8th day:

5. 5 5 for Eanna

6. 2 2 for the temple of Usur-amassu

7. 2 2 for the temple of Gula

8. 1 1 for the temple of Marduk

9. 1 1 for the bit-fjilsi

10. Total: 11, 11, selection

1 1

.

of the month TaSrltu, 8th day,

12. 1 1th year of Nebuchadnezzar,

13. king of Baby Ion.
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2. The Offering Lists

T f'

Plate 3. PTS 3242
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2. 1. The Lists ofSacrificial Animals: Group A

PTS 3242 (plate 3)

1

.

1TI AB U4 1 6-KAM MU 12-KAM
2. dNA-NfG.DU-PAP LUGAL TIN.TIR"

3. GU4.ME UDU.NITA.ME MUSEN.tfA.ME KUD-as sa
rU4 ^-KAM Sa

rHV AB

4. 2 3 5 a-na E.AN.NA

5. 1 2 a-na <HJRI-INIM-.sm

6. 1 1 a-wHUTU
7. 1 a-na dgu-la

8. 1 a-na dIGI.
rDlT

9. 1 a-na E bi-'il-su
1

10. 1 a-wHMAS
1 1

.

PAP 2 GU4.ME 5 UDU.NiTA.ME
12. 12MUSEN.yAU4 16-KAM id ITI AB
13. TAR-su

1. Month Tebetu, 16th day, 12th year

2. of Nebuchadnezzar, king of Babylon.

3. Oxen, sheep, birds, selection of the 16th day of the month Tebetu.

4. 2 3 5 forEanna

5. 1 2 for Usur-amassu

6. 1 1 forSamaS

7. 1 for Gula

8. 1 foHIGI.DU

9. 1 for the bTt-(jilsl

10. 1 forNinurta

11. Total: 2 oxen, 5 sheep,

12. 12 birds, (which on) the 16th day of the month Tebetu,

13. were selected.
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2. The Offering Lists

T

T

T

M

Plate 4. YBC 9135 (obverse)
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2. 7. The Lists ofSacrificial Animals: Group A

T \
rcA->W

Li-

,#?W^/^^

^/

Plale 5. YBC 9135 (reverse)
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2. The Offering Lists

YBC 9135 (plate 4, 5)

1

.

GU4 UDU MUSEN SILA4 TUKUR^uSen [KUD-a]*

2. sa ITI KIN U4 I6-KAM [MU 15-KAM]

3. dNA-NfG.DU-URI LUGAL TIN.[TIR«]

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

11111
1 1

I[GI BisTUKUL] dEN

H
rd'[GA§A]N^UNUGki

IGI s^TUKUL dNA
u Ana-na-a

IGI <«GASAN sa SAG
IGI <«URI-INIM-sw

IGI *W\JGK-a-a-tu

IGI Agu-la

IGI dIGI.DU
r
iGi ^gaSan 1 E.AN.NA
u PIGI.DU]

Sa [
umu-dan]-nu

I[GI 000]
IG[I 000]
IGH rUTU n

u Va-a1

PAP KVD-as Sa ITI KIN U4 16-[KA]M

MU 15-KAM

1 1

1 1

1 1

[0] 1 1

1

1

1

1

1. Oxen, sheep, birds, lambs, turtledoves; [selection

2. of the month Ululu, 1 6th day, [ 1 5th year]

3. of Nebuchadnezzar, king of Baby[Ion]

4. I 1 1 1 1 be[fore the symbol of] Bel

5. and (before) the [Lad]y-of-Uruk

6. 1 1 1 1 before the symbol of Nabfl

7. and (before) Nanaya

8. 1 1 1 1 before Beltu-Sa-ReS

9. 1 1 1 1 1 before Usur-amassu

10. 1 1 1 1 before UrkayTtu

11. 1 [0] 1 1 before Gula

12. 1 before <>IGI.DU

13. 1 before Belet Eanna

14. 1 and [dlGI.DU]

15. of [Udan]nu

16. be[fore 000]
17. befo[re 000]
18. 1 1 3 before SamaS

19. and Aya

20. Total: selection of the month Ululu, 16th day,

21. 15th year.
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2. 1. The Lists ofSacrificial Animals: Group A

r

I

\

•r

T \ T

t^ft^

1 =\ \ *,
r Jjr >H? <£?

Plate 6. NCBT 862 (obverse)
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2. The Offering Lists

"y-

TT ^•m M

Plate 7. NCBT 862 (reverse)

NCBT 862 (plate 6, 7)

1

.

rGU4 UDLP.NtTA! SILA4 TUKUR4muScn KUD- r
<w

n

2. &i ITI DU6 U4 8-KAM MU r
1 5-KAM 1

3. iiNA-NfG/DU-URI 1 LUGAL TIN/TIR1^)

4. 1 2 2 1 IGIKI. rTU§<<EN n

5. « dGASAN&JUNUGW
6. 1 2 2 1 IGI

rKr.TU§iNA
7. it

dna-na-a

8. 1 1 IGI ^GASAN 1
Sd SAG

9. 1 1 IGI d rURr-rNIM-j?«

10. 1

11. 1

i i

1 IGI «"UNUG«-i-/i
r T IGI ^gwVfl

12. 1

rIGr «"IGI.DU

13. IGI s»GIGIR

14. IGHGA§AN^ r6.AN.NA

15. IGI 6 r
x x x x

1

16. IGI ^x 1
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2.1. The Lists ofSacrificial Animals: Group A

17. 1 1
rxxxx'

18. Ill IGHUTU
19. u*a-a

20. 'V GU4 NfNDA.ME§ KUME
21. ana ru-uff-fyu

22. Sa u&V-LVGAL-a-ni

23. A mA-Sa-a

24. 1 KU ana ru-ufy-fyu

25. Sa iNtG.DU A ^u-ma-a

26. 2 AB r
x x

1

1

.

Oxen, sheep, lambs, turtledoves; selection

2. of the month Tasrltu, 8th day, 1 5th year

3. of Nebuchadnezzar, king of Babylon.

4. 1 2 2 1 before the altar of Bel

5. and (before) the Lady-of-Uruk

6. 1 2 2 1 before the altar of Nabfl,

7. and (before) Nanaya

8. 1 1 1 before Belru-Sa-Reg

9. 1 1 1 before Usur-amassu

10. 1 1 1 before UrkayTtu

11. 1 1

r r before Gula

12. 1 1 before dIGI.DU

13. before the (Divine) Chariot

14. before Beltu-sa-Eanna

15. before the temple of
r
x x x x

1

16. before
r
x

1

17. 1

r
x X x x

n

18. 1 i before SamaS

19. and Aya

20. 2 unblemished calves,

21. for insemination,

22. for Marduk-Sarrani,

23. sorloflqTSa;

24. 1 unblemished (ca If),for insemination,

25. forKudurru, sonc>f5uma;

26. 2 cows

'

x x
1

.
l

1 The reading of these signs is uncertain, mainly because the reverse of the tablet seems to have been partly

erased in Antiquity.
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2. The Offering Lists l

j;
:>=m^

Plate 8. PTS 3003 (obverse)

Ĥ^^p^A\^4*

H

Plate 9. PTS 3003 (reverse)
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2. 7. 7Vie Lists ofSacrificial Animals: Group A

PTS 3003 (plate 8, 9)

1

.

GU4 UDU KVD-as Sd ITI BARA U4 6-KAM

2. 1 1 IGI KI.TUS dEN m <i
rGASAN & 1 UNUGW

3. 1 1 IGI KI.TUS <WA u *na-na-a

4. 1 1 IGI <K3ASAN .& SAG
5. 1 1 IGI dTJRI-INIM-j«

6. 1 1 IGHUNUGki-/-//

7. 1 1 IGI *gu-la

8. PAP KUD-as Sa ITI BARA U4 6-KAM MU 1 8-KAM
9. ina lib-bi 3 GU4 5a u-re-e

1 0. 2 GU, AMAR Si-zib $a 'DIM1

5

11. A ^U.GUR-MU-DU 1

12. 1 AMAR^-z/^^unA-LUGAL-URI
13. ^taS-US

14. MU 18-KAM JNA-NfG.DU-URI

15. LUGAL TIN.TIRki

1 . Oxen, sheep, selection of the month Nisannu, 6th day.

1 1 before the altar of Bel, and the Lady-of-Uruk

before the altar of Nabfl, and Nanaya

before Beltu-Sa-Re§

before Usur-amassu

before Urkayltu

before Gula

Total selection of the month Nisannu, 6th day, 18th year,

including 3 oxen from the stables,

10. 2 male suckling calves belonging to Ibni-I§tar,

11. son of Nergal-Sum-ibni,

12. 1 suckling calf belonging to Nabil-Sar-usur,

13. the "third man."

14. 18th year of Nebuchadnezzar,

15. king of Babylon.
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2. The Offering Lists

M*0
I

T

r

T

r

r 4r

Plate 10. YBC 9238 (obverse)

YBC 9238 (plate 10, 11)

1

.

'SILA^.MES KUD-as 5a ITI SIG4

2. U4 20-KAM MU 23-KAM
3. JNA-NlG.DU-URI LUGAL TIN/TIRW 1

4. 1 IGI 8»KI.TU§ dEN
5. 1 ighgaSan^unugw
6. 1 IGI giiKI.TUS dNA
7. 1 IGI VntT-na-a

8. 1 IGI dGA$AN 5a SAG
9. 1 IGI

rEn <<AMAR.U[D]

10. 1 IGI dURI-I[NIM-5M]

11. 1 IGI r«iUNUGul
-[i-//]

12. 1

r
IGI

n
[o o o]

13. 1 [o o o o o o]

14. 1 [o o o]

15. 1 IGI ^[o ooo]
16. 1 IGI d[o o o o o]

17. 1 IGI E #- r

//M*M]

18. PAP 14 UDU/SILA^.MES KUD-as
19. 5a ITI SIO.U4 20-KAM
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2.1. The Lists ofSacrificial Animals: Group A

Plate 11. YBC 9238 (reverse)

1

.

Lambs, selection of the month Simanu,

2. 20th day, 23 rd year

3

.

of Nebuchadnezzar, king of Babylon

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15. 1

16. 1

17. 1

before the altar of Bel

before the Lady-of-Uruk

before the altar of Nabfi

before Nanaya

before Beltu-sa-ReS

before the temple of Mard[uk]

before Usur-a[massu]

before Urkay[TUi]

before [o o o]

[o o o o o o]

[oooooo]
before [o o o o]

before [o o o o o]

before the bft-fjil[si]

18. Total: 14 lambs, selection

19. of the month SimHnu, 20th day.
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2. The Offering Lists

A- Atf»W
4r ^-^S)

Plate 12. NCBT 1213 (obverse)
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2. 7. The Lists ofSacrificial Animals: Group A

Plate 13. NCBT 1213 (reverse)

NCBT 1213 (plate 12,13)

1

.

[GU4.ME UDU].NlTA MU$EN UDU/SILA4 1
pa-ras Sa I[TI 0]

2. [U, x-KA]M MU 27-KAM <iNA-NfG.DU-[URI 0000]

rp

3. [0] t 2 2

4.

5. [0]

6. [0]

7. [0]

8. [0]

9.

10. [0]

11. [o]

1 1 1

1 1 1

IGI Su-[bat <IEN]

« ^A^N [Sa UNUGU]
IGI Su-bat dNA [u Ana-na-a]

IGI ««GA§AN [Sa SAG]

IGI £ 'qAMAR.UD]
IGI <HJRI-[INIM-™]

it <«UNUGW-[/-//]

IGI <£«-/«

IGI JIGI.DU
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2. The Offering Lists

12. [o] 1 1 1 IGIWHGIR
13. [o] 1 1 1 \G\E bi-il-su

14. [o] 1 1 1 IGIEdU.GLfR

15. [o] 1 1 1 IGHMAS
16. [o] 1 1 1 IGHNUSKU
17. [o]

r
2

n r
a-na vm\J

18. [o o o o o]V inapi-qid

19. [Mmapa-niU]U.GUR-Gl
20. [o o o o G]U4.NtNDA.ME§ KU.ME
21. [oooo] r

x
n
£e/w/w

22. [ooo UDU?.SI]LA4?.ME§ M ^nA-SeS.ME-GI
23. [oooo ']<"U.GUR-GI par-su

24. [oooo] ul-tu IGI ^bi-be-e-a

25. [o o o o] ul-tu ME
1 [ooo]

26. [oooo] ina lib-bi 2 [o o o]

1

.

[Oxen, sh]eep, birds, lambs; selection of the m[onth o]

2. [xth day], 27th year of Nebuchadne[zzar, king of Babylon]

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

[o]
r T 2 2 before the al[tar of Bel]

and (before) the Lady-[of-Uruk]

before the altar of NabO [and (before) Nanaya]

before B6ltu-[Sa-ReS]

before the temple of [Marduk]

before Usur-amassu

and Urkayptu]

before Gula

before dIGI.DU

before the Divine Chariot

before the bTt-frilsi

before the temple of Nergal

before Ninurta

before Nusku

to §ama§

[o o o o o] V from the commission

[which is at the disposal of] Nergal-uSallim,

[oooo] unblemished calves,

[o o o o o] V branded,

[ooo la]mbs(?) belonging to Nab0-abb5-u3allim,

[oooo] Nergal-uSallim, selected,

[oooo] from before Bibea,

[oooo] from the house of [o o o]

[oooo] from it, 2 [o o o]

[o]

[o]

[o]

[o]

[o]

[o]

[o]

[o]

[o]

[o]

[o]

[o]

rji

rr

1

1

1

1

1

1
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2.1. The Lists ofSacrificial Animals: Group A

Plate 14. NBC 4801 (obverse)
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2. The Offering Lists

T T \ T^W
I T r r^W-
r I r

r<^^fe

I

Plate 15. NBC 4801 (reverse)

NBC 4801 (plate 14, 15)

1

.

GU4.ME UDU.NiTA MU§EN.yA SILA4 TU.KUR4ntuScn.m0

2. pa-ra-su Sa ITI KIN U4 16-KAM MU 36-KAM
3. ^NA-NiG.DU-URILUGALTIN.TIRki

4. 1 2 2 2 2 \G\&u-bat*m
5. u d!GA§AN $6 UNUG"
6. 1 2 2 2 2 \G\Su-bat*Hk
7. u dna~na-a

8. 1111 IGHGASAN &i SAG
9. 1111 IGI £ JAMAR.UD
10. 1 2 2 2 2 IGHORI-INIM-jw
11. M«iUNUG"«i-i-/i
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2.1. The Lists ofSacrificial Animals: Group A

12. 1 1 1 1 IGI dgu-la

13. 1 1 1 IGI dIGI.DU

14. 1 1 1 IGI igiSGIGIR

15. [0] 1 1 1 1 IGI E 0i'-
r
/r-[$i]

16. 1 1 1 IGlfc^UGUR1

17. 1 I 1 IGI E <»MAS

18. 1 1 [ 1 IGI dNUSKU
19.

rr a-na <OJTU

20. PAP 3 GU4.ME TA t u-re-e 25 UDU.NiTA
2 1

.

ul-tu pa-ni '"SIPA SA.DU 1

1

22. a-di 15 UDU.SILA4.ME

23. 7 ul-tu UGU u-re-e Sd ]bi-be-e-a

24. 'PAP" pa-ra-su Sa ITI KIN U4 16-KAM
25. GU, ul-tu E.BABBAR.RA
26. a-na AUT\J pa-ri-is

27. GU, ul qe-ru-ub

1

.

Oxen, sheep, birds, lambs, turtledoves;

2. selection of the month Ululu, 16th day, 36th year

3. of Nebuchadnezzar, king of Babylon.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

1 1 1

before the altar of Bel

and (before) the Lady-of-Uruk

before the altar of Nabu

and (before) Nanaya

before Beltu-Sa-Res

before the temple of Marduk

before Usur-amassu

and Urkayltu

before Gula

before <>IGI.DU

before the Divine Chariot

before the bit-f}il[si]

before the temple of Nergal

before the temple of Ninurta

before Nusku

to Samag

Total: 3 oxen from the stables, 25 sheep

from the shepherds of offerings,

together with 15 lambs,

(of which) 7 are from the stables of Bibea.

Total (of the) selection of the month Ululu, 16th day.

An ox from Ebabbar

was selected for Samag,

(but the) ox was not offered.

1 1

[0] 1 1

1 1

1 1 1 11111
rp
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2. The Offering Lists

Plate 16. YBC 9445 (obverse)

62

2.1. The Lists ofSacrificial Animals: Group A

c
T

y

T \
T

T T r

T \ \

TT

Plate 17. YBC 9445 (reverse)

YBC 9445 (plate 16, 17)

1. [GU,].ME UDU.NlTA MU§EN.yA SlLA4 pa-ra-su

2. W ITI [o]U4 16-KAMMU36-KAM
3. JNA-NiG.DU-URI LUGAL TlN.TIR ,ki,

4. 1 2 2 2 IGI <Su-bat JEN 1

5.
r
w dGASAN 1

&z UNUG k

6. 1 2 2 2 IGI Su-bat Wk
7. (/

dna-na-[a]

8. 1 1 1 IGI JGA§AN &i SAG
9. 1 1 1 IGIE'^AMARJ/UD 1

10. 1 2 2 2 IGI «J[OrI-INIM-jm]

11. u '•"'[UNUG^-/-//]

12. 1 1

rr [o o o]

13. 1 1 [o] [o o o]

14. 1 1 [o] [o o o]
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2. The Offering Lists

15. 1 1 1 [oo oo]

16. Ill I[GIooo]
17. Ill I[GIooo]
18. Ill IG[Iooo]
19. 2 a-n[a*m\J]

20. PAP 3 GU4 17 UDUNiTA 15 MU§EN.rjA 15 S[ILA4 ]

21.5 "uNUNUZ ina l\b-bi 3 GU4
r
x x

n

22. 14
rUDU\NlTA 'So

1 VbC-be-e-a

23.
TSF ina 'pp-qid&a Hna IGI 1 mnA-SUR

24. A 'GI-dAMAR.UD 15 SILA4.ME

25. Sd MUGUR-GI A *ba-bi-ia

1

.

[0xe]n, sheep, birds, lambs; selection

2. of the month [o], 1 6th day, 36th year

3

.

of Nebuchadnezzar, king of Babylon

4. 1 2 2 2 before the altar of Bel

5. and (before) the Lady-of-Uruk

6. 1 2 2 2 before the altar of NabQ

7. and (before) Nanaya,

8. 1 1 1 before Beltu-Sa-ReS

9. 1 1 1 before the temple of [Mar]duk

10. 1 2 2 2 before [Usur-amassu]

11. and [Urkayltu]

12. 1 1
rr [0000]

13. 1 1 [0] [0000]
14. 1 1 [0] [0000]
15. 1 1 1 [0000]
16. 1 1 1 be[fore 000]
17. 1 1 1 be[fore 000]
18. 1 1 1 befofre 000]
19. 2 t[o SamaS]

20. Total: 3 oxen, 17 sheep, 15 birds, 15 l[ambs],

21. 5 eggs(?) , from it C i oxen
r
x x 1

,

22. 14 sheep belonging to Bibea,

23. from the commission owed by Nabu-etir,

24. son of MuSallim-Marduk; 1 5 lambs

25. belonging to 1^ergal-uSallim, son of Babiya.
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2. I. The Lists ofSacrificial Animals: Group A

T

T[ II \\ 4?nxm

T T TV^
T t x ^t-mm

T \

I I*-

Plate 18. PTS 2042 (obverse)
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2. The Offering Lists

pzA^m
Plate 19. PTS 2042 (reverse)

PTS 2042 (plate 18, 19)

1

.

rGU„ UDU.NlTA MUSEN SILA4 KUD-as
1

2. ^ITmNU^^-KAMMU^-KAM 1

3. ^NA^NiG.DU^URI 1 LUGALTIN/TIRfi 1

4. 1 2 2 2 IGI dKI.
rTU5 dEN n

5. u dGASAN Sa 'UNUG 1 *

6. 1 2 2 2 IGI
rKI.TU§ dNA n

7. u Ana-na-a

8. IGI dGASAN Sa SAG
9. IGI E rdAMAR.UD n

10. 1 IGI dURI-'INIM^// 1

11.
r M 1 IGI ddS-

r
ka- '-r-lu

12.
r V r r 1 IGI *gu-

r
la"
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2.1. The Lists ofSacrificial Animals: Group A

13. 1 1

14. [o]
r r r r

is. [o]
r r r r

16. [oo oo] rr
17. [ooooo o]

18. [o ooooo]
19. [oooooooo

IGI oiGI/DU 1

IGI dGIGIR
IGI E fri-il-si

IGI dMA§
IGI dUGUR
IGI rdNUSKU n

IGI dUTU
20. [PAP] r

7 15 15
1 KUD-as

2l.
r
$a IW (KIN) U4 16-KAM MU r38-KAM n

22. ^NA'-NiG.DU-URI LUGAL TIN.TIRki

23. 4 GU4 NiNDA.ME ina lib-bi 3 KU.ME
24. Sa 'dU.GUR-GI A ^ba'-bi-id

25. ITIKINU4 16-K[AM]

1

.

Oxen, sheep, birds, lambs, selection

2. of the month Ululu, 16th day, 38th year

3. of Nebuchadnezzar, king of Babylon.

4. 1 2 2 2 before the Divine Altar of Bel,

5. and the Lady-of-Uruk

6. 1 2 2 2 before the altar of NabO,

7.

8. 1 1 1

and Nanaya

before Beltu-ga-Reg

9.

10. 1

1 1

1 1

1

1

before the temple of Marduk

before Usur-amassu

11.

12.
r r

r r 1

r r 1

1

1

before UrkayTtu

before Gula

13. 1 1 1 before dIGI.DU

14. [o]
rp rp

1 before the Divine Chariot

is. [o]
r r r r

16. [oo oo] r r
1

1

before the bit-f}ilsi

before Ninurta

17. [ooooo] 1

18. [ooooo o] 1

19. [oooooooo]

before Nergal

before Nusku

before §ama§

20. [Total]: 7, 15 15, selection

21. of the month (Ululu), 16th day, 38th year

22. of Nebuchadnezzar, king of Babylon.

23. 4 calves, including 3 unblemished ones,

24. belonging to Nergal-uSallim, son of Babiya.

25. Month Ululu, 16th day.
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2. The Offering Lists

Plate 20. PTS 3210
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2.1. The Lists ofSacrificial Animals: Group A

PTS 3210 (plate 20)

1

.

KUR.GImuSen rUZ.TURn™Sen KUD-^S 1

2. Sa ITI BARA U4 1-KAM MU 8-KAM
3

.

mA-Nf.TUK LUGAL TIN.TIRki

4. 1 IGI dGA§AN Sa 'UNUG" 1

5. 1 IGI dna-na-a

6. 1 IGHGASAN&jSAG
7. I IGI d30

8. I IGI iURI- rINIM-5Hn

9. I IGI W-ka-'-tu

10. [ IGI tgu-'Ia 1

11. I IGI dIGI.DU

12. I IGI "NUSKU

1

.

Geese, ducks, selection

2. of the month Nisannu, 1st day, 8th year

3

.

of Nabonidus, king of Babylon.

4. 1 before the Lady-of-Uruk

5. 1 before Nanaya

6. 1 before B5ltu-Sa-ReS

7. before Sin

8. before Usur-amassu

9. before UrkayTtu

10. before Gula

11. before dIGI.DU

12. before Nusku
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Plate 21. NCBT 670 (obverse)
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I

T

If

T

T

T

krtf^Tl

T

Plate 22. NCBT 670 (reverse)

NCBT 670 (plate 21, 22)

1 . UZ. rTURn>ufcn1 [o ooo SI]LA4 pa-[ra-su o o o]

IGI [Su-bat "EN]
rIGr[dGA§ANJdUNUGki]
IGI Su-

T
bat WA 1

IGI ^na-na'-ia]

IGI«igaSAN&[SAG]
IGI £ ^AMAR.UD 1

IGI ^URI-INIM 1-™

IGI *d£-ka-i-ti

IGI dgn-!a

IGI dlGI.DU

IGI 'd'GASAN 6.AN.NA
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2. 1 2

3. 2

4. 1 2

5.

6. 1 1

7.

8. 1 1

9.

10.

11.

12.
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13. 1 1 IGI dlGI.DU

14. sd u-dan-ni

15. 1 1 IGI eiJGIGIR

16. 1 1 IGIE#/-/7->1

17. 1 1 IGI JNUSKU
18. PAP 12 UZ.TURmuSen r

x x x x
1

19. PAP 13 UDU.SILA4.MES sd "'UGUR-GI 1

20. A lba-bi-ia

21. pa-va-su Sd ITI §E U4 2-[KAM]

22.
rrrr §[Eooo o] v [o o]

23. Dl3[oooooo] V[oo]

1. Duck[s o o o lam]bs, selection of o o o]

2. 1 1 2 before [the altar of Bel]

3. 1 2 before [the Lady-of-Uruk]

4. 1 1 2 before the altar ofNabu

5. 1 1 before Nana[ya]

6. 1 1 1 before Beltu-Sa-[Re§]

7. 1 1 before the temple of Marduk

8. 1 1 1 before Usur-amassu

9. 1 1 before UrkayTtu

10. 1 1 before Gula

11. 1 1 before dIGI.DU

12. 1 1 before Belet Eanna

13. 1 1 before <<IGI.DU

14. of Udannu

15. 1 1 before the (Divine) Chariot

16. 1 1 before the bTl-fyilsi

17. 1 1 before Nusku

18. Total: 12 ducks, 'xxxx1

19. Total: 13 lambs belonging to Nergal-uSallim,

20. sonofBabiya.

21. Selection of the month Addaru, 2nd day.

22. Month Ad[daru o o o o] V [o o]

23. x [oooooo] V [oo]
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2.1.1. Hierarchy ofDeities in Group A

The offering lists of Group A adhere to a common format in which deities are listed

according to a fixed hierarchical order. There are only five exceptions to this. Three texts

invert the order in which two deities should be listed: in NCBT 862 the Divine Chariot is

placed before Belet-Eanna of Udannu; in PTS 2942 the temple of Marduk occurs after

Usur-amassu and Gula; and PTS 2042 lists Ninurta before Nergal. In PTS 3242 the god

SamaS, normally in last position, occurs between Usur-amassu and Gula. Finally PTS
3210 inserts the god Sin between Beltu-§a-Re§ and Usur-amassu, which is the place

reserved for Marduk in the other lists. 2 The fact that in these texts the deities are listed

according to a fixed order suggests that it reflects their relative theological importance

in the local pantheon. This hierarchy can be reconstructed as follows:

The Symbol of Bel, and I§tar-of-Uruk

The Symbol of Nabu, and Nanaya

Beltu-§a-Re§

The Temple of Marduk (Sin in one case)

Usur-amassu, and UrkayTtu

Gula

dIGI.DU

Belet-Eanna and dIGI.DU of Udannu

The Divine Chariot

The bit-l)ilsi

Nergal (or the Temple of Nergal)

Ninurta (or the Temple of Ninurta)

Nusku

5ama§ and Aya (of Larsa)

Four of these gods were not residents of Uruk: §ama§ and Aya, the patron gods of Larsa,

and Belet Eanna and dIGI.DU, the patron gods of Udannu. Marduk, Sin, Nergal, Ninurta,

Nusku, and probably the Divine Chariot, resided in the small sanctuaries of Uruk, which

are summed up under the term ekurratu in the SWU texts. IStar, Nanaya, Beltu-Sa-Re§,

Usur-amassu, UrkayTtu, Gula, dIGI.DU, and the symbols of Bel and Nabu, all resided

in the Eanna temple. They are included under the general designation papafjanu in the

SWU texts. The location of the bTt-fyilsi is probably to be sought in the Eanna temple,

although this cannot be proven at present. A host of additional minor deities, entitled

only to an occasional offering of a sheep or a bird, appear only in Group B of offering

lists, edited below (§2.2). There is no doubt that the deities listed in Group A were

considered the most important gods of Uruk, as they received the lion's share of the

offerings.

The offering lists provide evidence that a single administration supervised the

distribution of offerings in the Eanna temple, to the small sanctuaries located in Uruk

and its vicinity, and even to temples located in other towns (Larsa and Udannu). The

2 The offering list SWU 161, edited below (§ 2.2), inserts the temples of Marduk and Sin between B6lfu-§a-

R6S and Usur-amSssu.
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same phenomenon ofa common management ofsanctuaries has been observed for Neo-

Babylonian Sippar,3 while in Nippur the centralization of the offering system, evident

in late texts, appears to have already been in place during the Old Babylonian period.4

A frequent result of such centralization was the concentration of prebendary offices

connected with different temples in the hands of the same families. During the Neo-

Babylonian period these tendencies reached a peak at Larsa, where the majority of the

offerings days connected with the prebends of baker and brewer before the god $ama§

were held by a few residents of Uruk. 5

The leading deities of Uruk during the Old Babylonian period were An, Inanna,

and Nanaya. By the Neo-BabyIonian period, however, Anu's role had become much

diminished. He is conspicuously absent from the offering lists of Group A, and other

sources reveal that he did not even reside in the Eanna temple in that period, but in his

own ekurru. IStar and Nanaya are now accompanied by a third goddess named Belru-

Sa-ReS with whom they form a triad presiding over the local pantheon. The importance

of this triad is reflected in the fact that the earliest two offering lists of Group A, PTS

2942 and 3242, simply refer to the three goddesses as "Eanna," first listing animals

intended for "Eanna," then those directed to Usur-amassu, Gula, dIGI.DU, and the other

temples. Similar classification occurs in the following texts; ARRIM 7, 47 lists 12 items

for "Eanna" and then 2 for Usur-amassu and Urkayltu (lines 1-3); YBC 9452 records

withdrawals of salt for "Eanna" (lines 1-3), and then for Usur-amassu and Gula (lines

4-7); PTS 31 12 records withdrawals of salt for the regular offerings {ginu) of "Eanna"

(lines 1 -3), then for Gula and DIGI.DU (lines 4-5), and finally for Nusku (line 6); YOS 1 7,

194 also records withdrawals of salt for "Eanna" (lines 1-5), and then for Usur-amassu

(lines 6-8);6 and NCBT 779 records withdrawals of salt for the ginu of Eanna (lines

1-4 and 18-19), and then for [
dIGI.DU] and Gula, Nusku and the Divine Urdimmus,

Usur-amassu and Urkayltu, the bit-failsi, the blt-akiti, and Nergal. In all these texts the

term "Eanna" functions as a collective designation for IStar, Nanaya, and Beltu-Sa-ReS.

The temple of Marduk usually occurs just after the triad IStar/Nanaya/Beltu-Sa-Re§

in the offering lists of Group A. This is also the case in PTS 2097, which records a

revision of the offering system of Uruk ordered by Nabonidus in the first year of his

reign. After listing the new amounts of foodstuffs to be delivered for the daily offerings

of IStar, Nanaya, Beltu-Sa-ReS, and Usur-amassu, the text continues as follows: 26. 46

5/6-w ma-Si-bu Sd ITI U4.MES 27. Sat ^AMAR.UD u £.KUR.ME$ SE.GlS.l gi-nu-u

u gu-uq-qu-ii 28. mut-ta-qa clan-nu nam-faa-ru u mim-ma M &.AN.NA 29. a-ki-i Sd

ina pa-ni ldNA-NfG.DU-URI na-ad-nu li-in-na-di-nu "46 5/6 maSJfjus every month

for the offering days in the temple of Marduk and the small sanctuaries (ekurratu),

sesame (for) the regular and occasional offerings, sweet cakes, danmi vats, namjjaru

vats, and whatever else pertains to Eanna, may it be allotted as it was in the time of

Nebuchadnezzar"7 Since the offering lists of Group A and PTS 2097 both consistently

list the temple of Marduk just after the main deities of Uruk residing in the Eanna

J Bongenaar 1997, pp. 229-260.
* Bgaulieu 1995.
5 Beaulieu 1993b.
6 YOS 17, 194 is transliterated and translated in §3.7.1.

7 Publication, edition, and discussion of this text by Frame 1991, pp. 38-41
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temple, one must conclude that it was the second most important sanctuary ofUruk, the

first one in rank of the ekurratu.

The dyad composed of Usur-amassu and Urkayltu occurs just after the temple of

Marduk in the lists. These two goddesses are often paired in the ritual LKU 51 as well

as in a number of administrative documents recording allocations of offerings to them. 8

Urkayltu was probably a resident of the inner cella ofUsur-amassu in the Eanna temple.

2.1.2. Pairing oflstar-of-Uruk and Nanaya with Marduk and Nabu

According to the offering lists of Group A the goddesses IStar and Nanaya were

worshiped in conjunction with the seats (Subtu) of Bel and Nabu. Since the word "seat"

is replaced by "symbol" (kakku) in YBC 9135, it is evident that the lists refer to small

altars on which the symbols of the two gods were placed as objects of worship. These

symbols, the spade (marru) ofMarduk and the reed stylus (qan tuppi) of Nabu, are often

depicted in first millennium Babylonian glyptic, including seal impressions on texts of

the Eanna archive.9 Their earliest mention occurs in the offering list YBC 9135, dated

to the 15th year of Nebuchadnezzar II (§5.1).

There is every reason to believe that the cultic association of IStar with the symbol of

Marduk was influenced by the theology of Babylon, where two goddesses filled the roles

ofwife and mistress ofMarduk: ZarpanTtu, worshiped with Marduk in the Esagil temple,

and the local manifestation of IStar residing in the temple Eturkalamma and known as

IStar-of-Babylon or Lady-of-Babylon, 10 the two appellations being equivalent." Late

theological texts often syncretize these two goddesses, but one aspect of this syncretism

seems particularly relevant for the present discussion. In the first millennium the local

pantheons of Babylonia usually included two goddesses known as the lady (beltu) and

the queen (Sarrafu) of their home city, and such appellations occur both as names

of these goddesses and as epithets. At Nippur, for instance, IStar resided in the temple

Ebaradurgarra as the goddess Queen-of-Nippur (Sarrat-Nippur) and also bore the epithet

Sarrat Nippur,* 2 while Gula was worshiped in ESumeSa with the title "lady of Nippur"

(belet Nippur). A similar situation prevailed at Uruk, where IStar was worshiped as

the goddess Lady-of-Uruk (Beltu-Sa-Uruk) with the epithet belet Uruk, and Nanaya

8 See also PTS 236 1 , which lists a large number of PNs, possibly prebendaries, selected to perform service for

Usur-amassu and Urkayltu for a specific period of lime: I . [o o o o oIV-Zm Sa ^URl-a-mat-su u ^aS-ka-i-tm.
9 Ehrenberg 1999, pp. 17-25.
10 In the discussion which follows a sharp distinction must be made between regular epithets and those which

are in fact divine names. The latter have initial capital letters and are hyphenated (e.g. Lady-of-Babylon), the

former are not and are written without initial capital letters (e.g. lady of Babylon).
11 On this goddess see Lambert 1975a. The last mention of IStar-of-Babylon is in a text from the archive of

Rahimcsu dated to the Parthian period; edition by Van der Spek 1998, p. 245, no. 35, 6. JINNIN TIN.T[lR k1
].

For IStar-or-Dabylon = Lady-of-Babylon see George 1 992, p. 58, Tin.Tir IV, 8. E.TUR.KALAM.MA = E *be-

/e/-TIN.TlR kl
, with variants in other manuscripts having dMU§ instead of d/W<?/, and see commentary on

p. 307.
12 Frame 1995, B.6.3I.1I, inscription found at Nippur commemorating the restoration of the temple

Ebaradurgarra for the goddess Sanwt-Nippur. In this inscription (he goddess is called both JUN.GAL-
EN.LlD' 1 as a divine name, and Sar-rat EN.LfL 1'' as an epithet (3. Sar-mt EN.LfL 1" a-Si-bai E.BARA.DUR.-
GAR.RA). The goddess is further called 'Vulcr ofUzumua

,

Hl. JUN.GAL-EN.LiLki/»rt-rt/-W/UZU.MU.A'<'),

a learned name for Nippur.
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as "queen of Uruk" (sarrat Uruk)™ At Babylon, however, the situation seems more

complicated. IStar was worshiped as the goddess Lady-of-Babylon (Belet-Babili), yet

she bore the title of "queen of Babylon" (sarrat Babili)M The goddess Zarpanltu, on

the other hand, was "lady of Babylon" (belet Babili) 15 and queen of Esagil" (Sarrat

Esagil), 16 while there is some evidence that IStar was revered as "lady of Esagil" (belet

Esagit). {1 Evidently there was intentional confusion in the titles and epithets chosen

to characterize the two goddesses, and the purpose of this was probably to express the

notion that IStar-of-Babylon and Zarpanltu were not only syncretized theologically, but

also thought to be absolutely identical with one another. 18

One further step would have been to identify Zarpanltu with I§tar-of-Uruk, and

indeed there is evidence that such identification was officially promoted in the course

of the 8th and 7th centuries. In a number of texts from the Eanna archive dating from

the reign of Merodach-Baladan II until the 7th year of Nabopolassar the divine name

Beltiya, usually strictly reserved for Zarpanltu, occurs as a substitute designation for

I§tar-of-Uruk (§3.2.8). This also seems to be echoed in an inscription of Sargon II

commemorating the restoration of the Eanna temple which praises IStar as naramti bel

///""beloved of the lord of the gods" that is to say, Marduk.'" This theology apparently

originated in the reign of Nabu-§uma-i§kun in the middle of the 8th century. A number

of sources claim that I§tar-of-Uruk was expelled from the Eanna temple during his

reign and replaced by an improper image of the goddess, and returned to her rightful

place of worship only during the reign of Nebuchadnezzar II, almost two centuries

after her expulsion (§3.3). The goddess inducted in the Eanna temple at the time of

3 The late bilingual hymn in praise of Nanaya edited by Reiner 1974 informs us that in many cult centers

that goddess rilled the role of "queen." On Nanaya as the "queen of Uruk" see below § 4.2.

h Lambert 1975b (edition of Love Lyrics), p. 122: 18. at-ti um-me-e dMU$ TIN.TIR" 19. DU-// Sar-rat

TIN.TIRklmcJ ; a variant for line 19 in LKA 92 has tin.tir^' -ke4 , and another one in 81-2-4, 294 has Sar-rat

MU§ TIN.TI[Rki o o]. Discussion of the Love Lyrics by Edzard 1987. See also George 1992, p. 227, BM
38293: 6'. ^-/e-eMtA.DINGIR.RA" S[ar-rai o o].

»* Seux 1976, pp. 329-331, hymn to [ZarpanTjtu, queen of Esagil and lady of Babylon; original publication

in King 1896, no. 9 (pi. 20): rev. 32. [S\ar-rat E.SAG.lL E.GAL DINGIR.MES Sd-clu-[u KUR.MES] 33.

[b]e-let YJi.DlNG\R.RAu ^u-litlma-[ta-a-ti]. In the syncretistic hymn to Nanaya published by Reiner 1974,

that goddess is hailed as GASAN Babili: strophe IX, 27. [o o o ma-rat ba-b]i-H GASAN ba-bi-li kal-lat

ba-bi-li "[daughter of Bab]ylon, GASAN of Babylon, daughter-in-law of Babylon" but il is unclear whether

GASAN must be read Sarrat or belet. In that hymn she assumes the personality of Zarpanltu, the consort or

Marduk (26. *zar-pa-ni-tu4 DAM "[AMAR.UD]), and also that oflStar (25. GASAN ^MUS).

!<> Reiner 1958, p. 17, Tablet II, 152. *zar-pa-m-tu4 Iip-(tir Sar-rat E.SAG.lL "May Zarpanltu release, the

queen of Esagil" (additional duplicate in SpTU II 13, IV, 16). The same epithet occurs in Assurbanipal's

acrostic hymn to Marduk and Zarpanltu, Livingstone 1989, p. 10, line 18. Sar-rat E.SAG.lL.

I' Reiner 1958, p. 39, Tablet VIII: 10. EN E.SAG.lL Sa-qu-u ra-dS-bu ma-b[a-zu el-lu o o] 11. be-let

E.SAG.lL Sar-rat E.SAG.lL [o o o] 12. be-let TIN.TIR" Sar-rat TIN.TIR"' [o o o] 13. ul-mu Su-la-fri IM

NIM.GfR Sd <i[$ID KI.MIN] "Incantation. The high, awesome Esagil, the [holy] ci[ty o o o]; the lady of

Esagil, the queen of Esagil [o o o]; the lady of Babylon, the queen of Babylon [o o o]; the double weapon,

the wind (and) lightning of [Marduk may release you, may absolve you]."

" 8 For examples of possible additional confusion in the tradition see the god list An = Anum, Litke 1998,

p. 41, note to line 184, for Suzianna as Lady-of-Babylon in the manuseripl CT 25, 49: 1. See also the

inscription of Tiglathpileser III edited in Tadmor 1994, pp. 124-125, lines 15-16, where Zarpanltu and

"Nanaya the lady of Babylon" ^na-na-a be-let kA.DINGIR.RAW) appear side by side in a list of gods; one

could also understand the passage as "Nanaya (and) the (goddess) Lady-of-Babylon," however, as in the same

list ASSur and Bel (Marduk) are written without the DINGIR determinative.

»• Frame 1995, B.6.22.3, col. II, 20. JINNIN na-ram-ti EN DINGIR.MES "IStar, beloved of the lord of the

gods."
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Nabu-§uma-i§kun was probably a form of Istar-of-Babylon syncretized with Zarpanltu,

for this seems the only possible explanation for the adoption of the name Beltiya to

designate the goddess of Uruk in the administrative texts of the Eanna temple dated

to the 7th century. Similarly, the presence of the symbol of Bel in the cella of the

goddess probably also reflects this attempt to impose the Babylonian cult in the Eanna
temple. In this case, however, the matter is further complicated by the fact that the

symbol of Bel was still worshiped in the Eanna temple even after Nebuchadnezzar

II returned I§tar-of-Uruk to her rightful abode at the beginning of the 6th century.

Therefore two scenarios seem plausible. One is that the symbol was introduced in the

Eanna temple in the 8th century together with the Babylonian IStar, but that it remained

there after the return of I§tar-of-Uruk at the beginning of the 6th century, while the other

possibility is that it was introduced by Nebuchadnezzar when he returned I§tar-of-Uruk

to the Eanna temple in order to emphasize the dominance of Babylon over Uruk in

the newly centralized Babylonian kingdom. This might seem more plausible in view

of the fact that the symbol of Bel is not mentioned in the Eanna archive before the

1 5th year of that king, although this could also be due to the fragmentary character

of the sources. At any rate, the sources indicate that even after the expulsion of the

Babylonian IStar from the Eanna temple, the theological notion of associating the patron

goddess of Uruk with the god Marduk had become too deeply rooted to be completely

excised.

The other symbol introduced in the Eanna temple and paired with the goddess

Nanaya was the symbol of Nabu. Nabu was closely associated with Nanaya in his home
city of Borsippa, and the two deities mirrored the pair composed of Marduk and IStar-

of-Babylon, Nanaya being the mistress of Nabu, and Tasmetu his wife. 20 Divine Love

Lyrics were composed for Nabu which were very similar in tone to those celebrating the

union of Marduk with IStar-of-Babylon, with the exception that Tasmetu, not Nanaya,

appears in them as the god's consort. 21 As a result of this manage a trois the goddesses

Nanaya and Tasmetu were syncretized with one another.22 Both Tasmetu and Nanaya
were known as "queen ofBorsippa" (Sarrat Barsippd)F> and one text hails Nanaya as the

goddess who is "queen in the Ezida temple in Borsippa" (ina Barsipa ina Ezida Nanaya
Sarrat).24 The deliberate confusion of titles and epithets observed for I§tar-of-Babylon

20 The close association between Marduk and IStar-of-Babylon in the first millennium is discussed by
George 1987, pp. 37-39, with some references to the association between NabO and Nanaya.
21 See Matsushima 1987.
22 See the Nanaya Hymn of Sargon II ( Seux 1976, pp. 107-109; and Livingstone 1989, pp. 13-16), in

which the goddess is assimilated to IStar and TasmSlu, and glorified as the spouse of Nabu.
23 Seux 1976, pp. 33 1-334, prayer to Tasmetu, daughter-in-law of Esagil, queen of Borsippa. This prayer

was published in King 1896, no. 33 (pis. 54-55): obv. 8. 'NUMUN 1 E.ZI.DA E Si-
T
kin ntf-piS-ti Sa

DINGIR.MES GAL.MES 9. [Sa]r-rat BARA.SIPA"' ba-'-lat cla-dd-me 10. WtaS-me-tu4 be-el-tm Sa qi-bi-sa

ga$-r[at] "Offspring of Ezida, the temple given life by (he great gods, queen of Borsippa, mistress of the

inhabited regions, Tasmetu, lady whose command is mighty." For Nanaya as "queen of Borsippa" see the

Su'ilta from Nimrud recently published in CTN IV, 168, col. IV, 34. [Sar-ra]t BAR.SIPA" tukul-ti E.ZI.DA;
according to (he transliteration and the photograph what is preserved before BAR looks like ME, but it could
also be (he end of the sign RAT.
2A In Reiner 1974, the hymn to Nanaya, the goddess is Sarratu in Ezida, but the text does not specifically

say (hat Nanaya is queen of Borsippa: strophe X, 29. [ina B]ARA.SIPA ki ina E.ZI.DA *na-
r
na-a Sar*-[rat].

She is also hailed as spouse of Nabu: 30. fr-rat ^NA.
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and Zarpanltu did not apply to Nanaya and Tasmetu. Therefore the sharing of identical

titles by these latter two goddesses must reflect a simple theological syncretism which

did not signify their absolute identity with one another.

The introduction of the symbols of Bel and Nabu in the Eanna temple carried

significant theological and political symbolism. In Babylon and Borsippa Marduk and

Nabu both shared rulership of their respective domains with two goddesses hailed as

queen and lady of their cities, while Uruk was ruled by a pantheon of celibate goddesses

led by I§tar-of-Uruk, the lady of Uruk, and Nanaya, the queen of Uruk. The induction

of the symbols of Marduk and Nabu and the resulting syncretism between IStar-of-Uruk

and I5tar-of-Babylon on the one hand, and Nanaya of Borsippa and Nanaya of Uruk on

the other, meant that the divine rulers of Babylon and Borsippa became the consorts of

the lady ofUruk and of the queen of Uruk.25 This symbolized not only the integration of

Uruk into the Neo-Babylonian state, but also her subordination to an ideology centered

politically on the primacy of Babylon and Borsippa, and theologically on the status of

Marduk and his son Nabu as rulers of the pantheon. One can further speculate that

the demise of Anu and his removal to a separate sanctuary, which must have occurred

centuries before the beginning of our documentation, paved the way for this usurpation

of divine power, since it created favorable circumstances for the association of a new

male deity with Igtar-of-Uruk.26 The late tradition which regarded Anu as one of the

vanquished gods who had lost their power to Marduk and Ninurta may have provided a

theological background to Marduk's association with IStar and his symbolic takeover of

lordship in Uruk.27

The relationships between Marduk, Nabu, Zarpanltu, Tagmetu, IStar, and Nanaya, in

all three cities, may be outlined as follows.

Table 5. Marduk, Nabu, and their Consorts in Babylon, Borsippa, and Uruk

Babylon

Marduk, Bel Zarpanltu

the lady of Babylon

the queen of Esagil

IStar-of-Babylon

Lady-of-Babylon

the queen of BabyIon

the lady of Esagil (?)

Uruk

consort not attested

(Zarpanltu?)

IStar-of-Uruk

Lady-of-Uruk

the lady of Uruk

Temple of Marduk

Symbol of Bel

(Subtu, kakku)

in Eanna temple

as Perhaps related to this is the fact that in the address formulas of Neo-Babylonian letters from Uruk the

gods Marduk and Nabu are sometimes invoked together with IStar and Nanaya.

» A parallel process may have happened in Babylon, where the temple Elwkalamma was, during the Old

Babylonian period, the sanctuary of An, Inanna, and Nanaya, the main three gods of Uruk. In first millennium

sources, however, Anu is never mentioned in connection with this temple, which is known exclusively as the

residence of IStar-of-Babylon. Instead of Anu, Marduk had by then become the male deity who engaged in

ritual activities with the goddess, for instance in the Divine Love Lyrics. On the history of Eturkalamma see

George 1992, pp. 307-308, and George 1993, no. 1117.

« This is briefly discussed by Jacobsen 1976, p. 231.
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Uruk

TaSmetu

the queen of Borsippa

Nanaya

the queen of Borsippa

queen in Ezida in Borsippa

{ina Barsippa ina Ezida

Nanaya Sarrat)

consort not attested

(Tagmetu?)

Nanaya

the queen of Uruk

Temple ofNabu

Symbol of Nabu

{Subtu, kakku)

in Eanna temple

There is at present no evidence that religious festivals were performed in which IStar

and Marduk replicated at Uruk the ritual acts described in the Divine Love Lyrics for

Babylon. The ritual LKU 51 mentions the god Bel in a broken passage from which

little can be inferred (Appendix 2). NCBT 377, on the other hand, records allocations

of sacred garments for the bTt-fjilsi of Nabu and Nanaya on the 2nd day of the month

Abu (§4.2.3.1), hinting at the existence of rituals involving the two deities. These rituals

followed the clothing ceremony of the 1st day of that month, and also fell within a

week-long string of cultic activities relating to the death and burial of Dumuzi. The form

ofNabO mentioned in this text was presumably the god Nabu of Uruk worshiped in one

of the ekurratu, but one should not exclude the possibility that NabO of Borsippa came

down from his home city to take part in this ritual. YOS 7, 20 indicates that certain

gods of Babylon and Borsippa may occasionally have traveled to Uruk to participate in

religious festivals (§ 4.5.7.3). This even raises the possibility that the symbols of Bel and

Nabu worshiped in the Eanna temple acted as numinous surrogates guarding the cultic

socles of Marduk of Babylon and Nabu of Borsippa which these two gods occupied

when they came down to Uruk on ritual visits, but there is at present no direct evidence

to substantiate this.

2.1.3. Possible Increase ofOfferings Under Nebuchadnezzar II

The offering lists ofGroup A must be considered in conjunction with a group of ledgers

consisting of monthly tabulations of the daily offerings of sheep. 28 These tables do

not list the number of sheep directed to individual deities, including instead all sheep

under one general daily expenditure. They also specify that both the regular {ginu) and

occasional offerings {guqqu) are included, and list the animals according to the delivering

unit within the temple administration. The tables are mostly dated to the reigns of Cyrus

and Cambyses, with two early examples dated to the reign of Nabonidus, while the

lists of Group A are all dated to the reign of Nebuchadnezzar II, with the exception

of one Nabonidus text. Nevertheless, the monthly tables attest to patterns of temporal

distribution of offerings which are quite valuable for comparison with the dates for

which the lists of Group A are preserved. Table 6 charts the number ofsheep and lambs

tabulated in the lists of Group A against the total number of sheep found in the monthly

tables for each cultic date:

28 The texts are still mostly unpublished but have been studied in detail by Robbins 1996.
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Text Date Sheep Lambs

PTS 2942 NBK2. 11.07.08 - 11

PTS 3242 NBK2.12.10.16 5 -

YBC9135 NBK2. 15.06. 16 12 -

NCBT 862 NBK2. 15.07.08 15 11

PTS 3003 NBK2. 18.0 1.06 6 -

YBC 9238 NBK2.23.03.20 - 14

NCBT 1213 NBK2.27.xx.xx 14 15

NBC 4801 NBK2.36.06.16 16 15

YBC 9445 NBK2.36.xx. 16 17 13+[2?]

PTS 2042 NBK2.38.06.16 12+[4?] 15

PTS 3210 NBN.08.01.01 - -

NCBT 670 xx. xx.xx. 12.02 - 18 or 13

2. The Offering Lists

Table 6. Offerings of Sheep and Lambs in Group A and the Monthly Tables

Number of Sheep in Monthly Tables

72 sheep, month 7, day 8

28 sheep, month 10, day 16

32 sheep, month 6, day 16

72 sheep, month 7, day 8

9 sheep, month 1 , day 6

9 sheep, month 3, day 20

32 sheep, month 6, day 16

32 sheep, month 6, day 16

9 sheep, month l,day 1

7 1 sheep, month 1 2, day 2

The designation UDUNfTA "(male) sheep" found in the heading of the monthly tables

is a generic term under which both sheep and lambs are subsumed.29 According to these

tables 9 sheep were offered to the gods ofUruk on a normal cultic day. These presumably

made up the regular offerings {ginu\ which formed the basic daily sacrifices to the gods.

The numbers could be increased on specific cultic days, reaching more than 90 animals

a day from the 3rd to the 5th day of Addaru. Such punctual increases can sometimes

be correlated with important cultic events. The increases on Ta3rTtu-8 (72 sheep) and

Ululu-16 (32 sheep), for instance, coincided with the calendar of the clothing ceremony

(§ 1.12.1), and no less than 5, perhaps 6 of the offering lists of Group A are dated

to these two days. The additional animals offered on specific cultic days presumably

corresponded to the occasional offerings (guqqu).

Comparison between the offering lists and the monthly tables can be made only when

the offering lists tabulate allocations of both sheep and lambs (NCBT 862, NCBT 1213,

NBC 4801, YBC 9445, and PTS 2042). Nearly exact correspondences occur in two

cases. NBC 4801 and PTS 2042, dated to Ululu 16, both have a total of 31 sacrificial

sheep and lambs, which is almost identical with the total of 32 sheep (= sheep + lambs)

found in the monthly tables for that cultic date. Text YBC 9445, with name of month

not preserved, must also belong to Ululu, because this is the only month for which there

is a comparable number of sheep sacrificed on day 1 6 in the monthly tables.30 The other

noteworthy fact is the important discrepancy in the total number of sheep found between

NCBT 862 and the monthly tables for the cultic date of TaSrltu 8, the latter having a

total almost three times as large as the former (72 sheep against 26). This should lead

us to consider the possibility that the allocation of animals was increased during the

intervening years. Another hint in that direction is provided by YBC 9135, which lists

29 This is further proven by text A 4255, edited below (§2.2), which subsumes 3 UDU.NfTA.MES and 2

SILA4.MES under the total 5 UDUNiTA.ME§.
30 Monlh 10 has 28 sheep, month 5 has 10 sheep, and all other months have 9 sheep, which is the basic,

minimal number ofanimals sacrificed on any day, and must therefore represent theg/m?, the regular offerings,

whereas increases beyond that number which are recorded for specific cultic dates must represent the guqqu,

the occasional offerings.
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12 sheep for the cultic date of Ululu 16, a number increased to 16 and even 17 in NBC
4801, YBC 9445, and PTS 2042. They suggest that the posited increase occurred during

or around the third decade of the reign of Nebuchadnezzar II.

A parallel observation arising from a study of Group A is the tendency of these lists

to become more detailed and specific over time, and also to include a larger number of

gods. YBC 9135 seems particularly important in this respect, since it can be compared
with later lists dated to the same cultic date (NBC 4801, PTS 2042, and probably YBC
9445). The increase of 4 (or 5) sacrificial sheep for that day which is evidenced by the

later lists was apparently mostly directed at a number of deities not mentioned in YBC
9135. This is certainly the case for the temple of Marduk, and also for at least two of the

following four gods: the Divine Chariot, Nergal, Ninurta, and Nusku. 31 These changes

can better be gauged with the help of Table 7, which charts the animals distributed to

each deity and sanctuary appearing in Group A of offering lists. The following remarks
will be helpful to understand the organization of the tables.

1

.

IStar, Nanaya, and Beltu-§a-Re§. The two earliest offering lists, PTS 2942 and PTS
3242, do not mention offerings to IStar, Nanaya, and Beltu-§a-Re§, but only "to Eanna

."

The offerings "to Eanna" have been redistributed as follows in the tables: 40% each to

IStar and Nanaya and 20% to Beltu-$a-ReS. The use of the collective designation "to

Eanna" in PTS 2942 and PTS 3242 also means that we cannot be certain that the symbols
of Bel and Nabu, mentioned alongside IStar and Nanaya from YBC 9135 onwards, had

already been introduced in the Eanna temple at that time.

2. Usur-amassu and UrkayTtu. In PTS 2942 offerings are directed to the temple of Usur-

amassu. In PTS 3242 they are directed only to Usur-amassu. In the other texts they are

directed to both Usur-amassu and UrkayTtu, most of the time with their offerings listed

separately. In all cases the numbers for the two goddesses have been conflated in the

tables.

3. Gula and dIGI.DU. In text PTS 2942 two animals are listed for £ dgu-la, and none
are listed for dIGLDU, while the other lists give one animal to each of these two deities.

Therefore the designation & dgit-la in PTS 2942 must refer also to dIGI.DU and the

offerings have in this case been split between the two deities in the tables.

4. The notation "[0]" means that the name of the deity is preserved, but that a break

occurs in the column listing the number of animals. The notation "0 or 1" means the

opposite, namely that the number of animals is preserved (always 1 for each category of

animal), but that the name of the recipient deity is lost. In these cases we can tentatively

restore the names of these deities on the basis of the hierarchical order used in the lists,

although there is no single case where this restoration is certain. Therefore the sacrificial

allowance is posited in all such cases to have been either or 1 animal, depending on
whether the name of the deity was not present in the break or did indeed occur.

31 There is a break towards (he bottom of the lis! where two gods were listed in a hierarchical position

compatible with the rank of any of these four gods, as well as with that of the bJi-ljiisi
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2. The Offering Lists

Table 7. Offerings of Animals to Deities and Temples of Group A

Oxen Sheep Birds Lambs Turtledoves

Symbol of Bel, and Lady-of-Uruk

PTS 2942 NBK2. 11.07.08 2 2

PTS 3242 NBK2.12.10.16 1 1 2

YBC9135 NBK2.15.06.16 1 1 1 1

NCBT 862 NBK2. 15.07.08 1 2 2

PTS 3003 NBK2.18.01.06 1 1

YBC 9238 NBK2.23.03.20 2

NCBT 1213 NBK2.27.xx.xx [o] 1 2 2

NBC 4801 NBK2.36.06.16 1 2 2 2

YBC 9445 NBK2.36.xx.16 1 2 2 2

PTS 2042 NBK2.38.06.16 1 2 2 2

PTS 3210 NBN.08.01.01 1

NCBT 670 xx.xx.xx. 12.02 3 4

Symbol of Nabu, and Nanaya

PTS 2942 NBK2. 11.07.08 2 2

PTS 3242 NBK2.12.10.16 1 1 2

YBC 9135 NBK2.15.06.16 1 1 1

NCBT 862 NBK2. 15.07.08 1 2 2

PTS 3003 NBK2.18.01.06 1 1

YBC 9238 NBK2.23.03.20 2

NCBT 1213 NBK2.27.xx.xx [o] 1 2 2

NBC 4801 NBK2.36.06.16 1 2 2 2

YBC 9445 NBK2.36.xx. 16 1 2 2 2

PTS 2042 NBK2.38.06.16 1 2 2 2

PTS 3210 NBN.08.01.01 1

NCBT 670 xx.xx.xx. 12.02 3 3

Beltu-Sa-ReS

PTS 2942 NBK2. 11.07.08 1 1

PTS 3242 NBK2.12.10.16 1

YBC 9135 NBK2.15.06.16 1 1

NCBT 862 NBK2.15.07.08 1 1

PTS 3003 NBK2.18.01.06 1

YBC 9238 NBK2.23.03.20 1

NCBT 1213 NBK2.27.xx.xx [o] 1 1

NBC 4801 NBK2.36.06.16 1 1

YBC 9445 NBK2.36.xx. 16 1 1

PTS 2042 NBK2.38.06.16 1 1

PTS 3210 NBN.08.01.01 1

NCBT 670 xx.xx.xx. 12.02 2 1
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Oxen Sheep Birds Lambs Turtledoves

Temple of Marduk

PTS 2942 NBK2. 11.07.08 1 1

PTS 3242 NBK2.12.10.16

YBC 9135 NBK2. 15.06. 16

NCBT 862 NBK2. 15.07.08

PTS 3003 NBK2. 18.01.06

YBC 9238 NBK2.23.03.20

NCBT 1213 NBK2.27.xx.xx [o] 1 1

NBC 4801 NBK2.36.06.16 1 1 1

YBC 9445 NBK2.36.xx.16 1 1

PTS 2042 NBK2.38.06.16 1 1

PTS 3210 NBN.08.01.01

NCBT 670 xx.xx.xx. 12.02 1 1

Usur-amassu and UrkayTtu

PTS 2942 NBK2. 11.07.08 2 2

PTS 3242 NBK2.12.10.16 1 2

YBC 9135 NBK2. 15.06. 16 1 2 2 2 2

NCBT 862 NBK2. 15.07.08 2 2 2 2

PTS 3003 NBK2. 18.0 1.06 2 2

YBC 9238 NBK2.23.03.20 2

NCBT 1213 NBK2.27.xx.xx [o] 1 2 2

NBC 4801 NBK2.36.06.16 1 2 2 2 2

YBC 9445 NBK2.36.xx. 16 1 2 2 2

PTS 2042 NBK2.38.06.16 1 2 2 2

PTS 3210 NBN.08.01.01 2

NCBT 670 xx.xx.xx. 12.02 3 2

Gula

PTS 2942 NBK2. 11.07.08 1 1

PTS 3242 NBK2.12. 10.16 1

YBC 9135 NBK2. 15.06. 16 1 [o] 1 1

NCBT 862 NBK2. 15.07.08 1 1 1 1

PTS 3003 NBK2. 18.0 1.06 1 1

YBC 9238 NBK2.23.03.20 Oorl
NCBT 1213 NBK2.27.xx.xx [o] 1 1 1

NBC 4801 NBK2.36.06.16 1 1 1 1

YBC 9445 NBK2.36.xx. 16 Oorl Oorl Oorl
PTS 2042 NBK2.38.06.16 1 1 1 1

PTS 3210 NBN.08.01.01 1

NCBT 670 xx.xx.xx. 12.02 1 1
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Oxen Sheep Birds Lambs Turtledoves

dlGl.DU(ofUruk)

PTS 2942 NBK2. 11.07.08 1 1

PTS 3242 NBK2.12.10.16 1

YBC9135 NBK2. 15.06. 16 1 1

NCBT 862 NBK2. 15.07.08 1 1 1

PTS 3003 NBK2. 18.0 1.06

YBC 9238 NBK2.23.03.20 Oorl
NCBT 1213 NBK2.27.xx.xx [o] 1 1 1

NBC 4801 NBK2.36.06.16 1 1 1 1

YBC 9445 NBK2.36.xx. 16 Oorl Oorl Oorl
PTS 2042 NBK2.38.06.16 1 1 1

PTS 3210 NBN.08.01.01 1

NCBT 670 xx.xx.xx. 12.02 1 1

Belet-Eanna and ^IGI.DU of Udannu

PTS 2942 NBK2. 11.07.08

PTS 3242 NBK2.12.10.16

YBC 9135 NBK2. 15.06. 16 2 1 1

NCBT 862 NBK2.15.07.08 1

PTS 3003 NBK2. 18.0 1.06

YBC 9238 NBK2.23.03.20 Oorl
NCBT 1213 NBK2.27.xx.xx

NBC 4801 NBK2.36.06.16

YBC 9445 NBK2.36.xx. 16 Oorl Oorl Oorl
PTS 2042 NBK2.38.06.16

PTS 3210 NBN.08.01.01

NCBT 670 xx.xx.xx. 12.02 2 2

The Divine Chariot

PTS 2942 NBK2. 11.07.08

PTS 3242 NBK2.12.10.16

YBC 9135 NBK2.15.06.16 Oorl
NCBT 862 NBK2. 15.07.08 1

PTS 3003 NBK2.18.01.06

YBC 9238 NBK2.23.03.20 Oorl
NCBT 1213 NBK2.27.xx.xx [o] 1 1 1

NBC 4801 NBK2.36.06.16 1 1 1 1

YBC 9445 NBK2.36.xx. 16 Oorl Oorl Oorl
PTS 2042 NBK2.38.06.16 [o] 1 1 1

PTS 3210 NBN.08.01.01

NCBT 670 xx.xx.xx. 12.02 1 1
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I Oxen Sheep Birds Lambs Tui tlec

i The bit-bilsi

\* PTS 2942 NBK2. 11.07.08 1 1

? PTS 3242 NBK2.12.10.16 1

YBC 9135 NBK2. 15.06. 16 Oorl
NCBT 862 NBK2. 15.07.08

PTS 3003 NBK2. 18.01.06
t YBC 9238 NBK2.23.03.20 1

NCBT 1213 NBK2.27.xx.xx [o] 1 1 1

NBC 4801 NBK2.36.06.16 [o] 1 1 1 1

YBC 9445 NBK2.36.xx. 16 Oorl Oorl Oorl

f
PTS 2042 NBK2.38.06.16 [o] 1 1 1

PTS 3210 NBN.08.01.01

NCBT 670 xx.xx.xx. 12.02 1 1

Nergal

\< PTS 2942 NBK2. 11.07.08

PTS 3242 NBK2.12.10.16

YBC 9135 NBK2. 15.06. 16 Oorl
NCBT 862 NBK2. 15.07.08 Oorl

1

PTS 3003 NBK2.18.01.06
1 YBC 9238 NBK2.23.03.20

NCBT 1213 NBK2.27.xx.xx [o] 1 1 1

NBC 4801 NBK2.36.06.16 1 1 1 1

YBC 9445 NBK2.36.xx. 16 Oorl Oorl Oorl

1

PTS 2042 NBK2.38.06.16 [o] [o] [o] 1

\

PTS 3210 NBN.08.01.01

NCBT 670 xx.xx.xx. 12.02

Ninurta

1 PTS 2942 NBK2. 11.07.08

PTS 3242 NBK2.12.10.16 1

YBC 9135 NBK2.15.06.16 Oorl

NCBT 862 NBK2.15.07.08 Oorl
PTS 3003 NBK2.18.01.06

i YBC 9238 NBK2.23.03.20

NCBT 1213 NBK2.27.xx.xx [o] 1 1 1

NBC 4801 NBK2.36.06.16 1 1 1 1

YBC 9445 NBK2.36.xx. 16 Oorl Oorl Oorl

PTS 2042 NBK2.38.06.16 [o] [o] 1 1

i

PTS 3210 NBN.08.01.01

NCBT 670 xx.xx.xx. 12.02
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Oxen Sheep Birds Lambs Turtledoves

Nusku

PTS 2942 NBK2. 11.07.08

PTS 3242 NBK2.12.10.16

YBC9135 NBK2. 15.06. 16 Oorl
NCBT 862 NBK2. 15.07.08

PTS 3003 NBK2. 18.0 1.06

YBC 9238 NBK2.23.03.20

NCBT 1213 NBK2.27.xx.xx [o] 1 1 1

NBC 4801 NBK2.36.06.16 1 1 1 1

YBC 9445 NBK2.36.xx.16 Oorl Oorl Oorl
PTS 2042 NBK2.38.06.16 [o] [o] [o] 1

PTS 3210 NBN.08.01.01 1

NCBT 670 xx.xx.xx. 12.02 1 1

§ama§ and Aya (of Larsa)

PTS 2942 NBK2. 11.07.08

PTS 3242 NBK2.12.10.16 1 1

YBC 9135 NBK2. 15.06. 16 1 1 3

NCBT 862 NBK2. 15.07.08 1 1 1

PTS 3003 NBK2. 18.01.06

YBC 9238 NBK2.23.03.20

NCBT 1213 NBK2.27.xx.xx [o] 2

NBC 4801 NBK2.36.06.16 1

YBC 9445 NBK2.36.xx.16 2

PTS 2042 NBK2.38.06.16 [o] [o]

PTS 3210 NBN.08.01.01

NCBT 670 xx.xx.xx. 12.02

If we consider the data outlined in these tables regardless of the specific cultic days to

which the offering lists are dated, the following picture emerges. Whereas the offerings

to a number of deities and sanctuaries seem to have remained stationary throughout the

reign of Nebuchadnezzar until at least the middle of the reign of Nabonidus,32 another

group of gods who received no animal or only an occasional sacrifice prior to the

third decade of the reign of Nebuchadnezzar now appear quite frequently. The change

apparently took place after the 18th year of Nebuchadnezzar (PTS 3003) and possibly

before his 23rd year (YBC 9238), but certainly before his 27th year (NCBT 1213). The

gods who apparently benefited from the change are the temple of Marduk, the Divine

Chariot, Nergal, Ninurta, and Nusku.

The evidence cannot be considered fully conclusive because of the comparatively

small number of texts available. Nevertheless, some degree of confidence is instilled by

the fact that we have at least 3, and very probably 4 lists dated to the cultic date of Ululu

16, and that these lists contain an optimal or nearly optimal tally of sacrificial animals.

2.2. Lists ofSacrificial Animals: Group B

These lists suggest increases from 1 to 2 animals for the pairs Symbol-of-Bel/Lady-of-

Uruk and Symbol-of-Nabu/Nanaya as well as for the god dIGI.DU, and increases from

to 1 for the temple of Marduk, the Divine Chariot, the bft-fjilsi, Nergal, Ninurta, and

Nusku. Offerings to the other gods remained the same, and may even show a decrease

for Belet-Eanna and dIGI.DU of Udannu, although this is a moot point.

Significantly, the increases mostly benefited the "imperial" gods and their various

manifestations: Marduk, Nabu, Ninurta, who was equated with both Marduk and Nabu
in late theology, and Nusku, who was considered to be identical with Nabu since the

Middle Assyrian period, especially in the north. 33 Nergal was also a very important

imperial god during the time of the Neo-Babylonian dynasty, appearing sometimes in

third position in the inscriptions of the Neo-Babylonian kings, just after Marduk and

Nabu. The god dIGI.DU also belongs to this group since he was a form of either Ninurta

or Nergal, and the goddesses IStar-of-Uruk and Nanaya probably saw an increase in

their offerings of sheep mainly because of their cultic connection with the symbols of

Bel and Nabu. The Divine Chariot was also a beneficiary, but in this case the reasons

for the increase are less apparent, unless we identify it as the chariot of Marduk, but no

evidence favors this equation. All this data tallies perfectly well with Nebuchadnezzar's

claims that he increased the offerings of the gods of Babylon and Borsippa,34 indicating

that the changes also had repercussions at Uruk.

The presence of the symbols of Bel and Nabu in the Eanna temple—whether they

were introduced by Nebuchadnezzar or their presence there had been reconfirmed when
I§tar-of-Uruk returned to her sanctuary—is perfectly consistent with this evidence of a

religious policy favoring the worship of imperial and dynastic gods in local cult centers.

The second capture of Jerusalem occurred in Nebuchadnezzar's 1 8th regnal year, the

conquest and incorporation of the kingdom ofJudah into the empire marking the end of

its main phase of expansion. The increase of offerings at Uruk and elsewhere during the

third decade of Nebuchadnezzar's reign followed in the wake of this imperial climax,

reflecting the triumphalism of that period and the military and political achievements of

the king.

2.2. Lists of Sacrificial Animals: Group B

The archive includes 9 more offering lists which form a heterogeneous group. All of

them have previously been published except YBC 9932 and A 4255. Only YOS 17, 345

and 346, and A 4255 contain explicit indications that they are lists of sacrificial animals.

SWU 160 to 163 and ARRIM 7, 47 do not include such explicit notations, but their

format is quite close to that of the lists of Group A. In YBC 9932, however, most of the

32 The significantly higher numbers of animals recorded in NCBT 670 are explained by the fact that the text

is dated to the 2nd day of Addaru, during which 71 animals were sacrificed according to the monthly tables.

The first week of Addaru witnessed the largest slaughter of animals in the entire year.

33 That NabO and Nusku were considered to be one and the same god, at least in the north, is proven by two
monuments. One is the altar ofthe Assyrian king Tukulti-Ninurla I which depicts the king kneeling before the

tablet and reed stylus ofNabO, while the inscription on the monument identifies the god represented by these

emblems as Nusku (Stein 1993-1997, p. 301). The other one is an inscription ofNabonidus found at Harran
in the 1980s in which the name of his father, Nabfl-balflssu-iqbi, is spelled «fPA.TUG(= NUSKU)-TIN-.s//-N7-6/

(Dondaz 1991).
iA These claims are made in the Wadi Brissa inscription, for which see VAB IV, Nbk. 19, A IV 23 - V 18,

and A VII 1-20.
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quantities are expressed as 1/2, which weakens the possibility that animals are involved.

A large number of minor deities who are not mentioned in the lists ofGroup A make an

occasional appearance in those of Group B. The following edition ofSWU 160 to 163

departs only slightly from Freydank's.

SWU 160

obv.
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3'. [oooo] rIGr£ dBE
4'. [oo]

rriGIE dU.GUR
5'. [oooo] rIGrE dIM
6'. [o o o o] IGI E dza-ba4-baA

7'. [oooo] IGI E diugal-ir9-ra

[o o o]

[o o o]

[o o o]

[o oo]

[o o o]

PAP 1 [o o o o o]

[o O o o]

8'. [oooooooooooooo] l[o ooooooo o]

obv.

1'. [oooo oo] Sin [ooo]
2'. [o o]

r
x

n
2 before Usur-amassu and

r
x x

1

before Gula

before dIGI.DU

before the Divine Chariot

before the bit-lfilsi

before the temple of Ninurta

before the temple of Nusku

3'. [oo]l
4'. [oo] 1

5'. [o o] 1

6'. [o] 1 1

7\ [o] 1 1

8'. [oo] 1 oo]

rev.

1'. [oooo] before the Divine Urdimmus

2\ [o ooo] before the temple of Anu
3'. [o ooo] before the temple of dBE
4'. [oo]

r P before the temple of Nergal

5'. [oooo] before the temple of Adad
6'. [oooo] before the temple of Zababa

7". [oooo] before the temple of Lugalirra

8'. [oooooooooooooo] l[o ooooooo o]

[0 0]

[0 0]

[0 0]

l[oo]

[0 0]

total, I [o]

[oo]
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According to Freydank the identification of obverse and reverse on this tablet is

uncertain. If the tablet follows a hierarchical order, however, the section listing Sin,

Usur-amassu, and the other deities of Group A must correspond to the obverse. Sin

occurs here just before Usur-amassu, as is the case in PTS 3210, and all other deities

listed on the obverse occur in the same hierarchical order as in Group A. On the reverse

we find first the Divine Urdimmus, followed by a list of the small sanctuaries. Among
them is the temple of Nergal, one of the recipients of offerings in Group A, where it

occurs normally before Ninurta and Nusku, also listed here on the obverse. Therefore

this text departs slightly from the standard hierarchy of Group A. In consideration of

its ledger format, and the use of simple whole numerals, SWU 160 is probably a list of

sacrificial animals.

SWU 161

obv.

r. [o o o o o o o o o o]
rE ziq-qur*-rat

2'. [oooo IGI dGASAN Sa SA]G
3'. [o]

rr IGI E dAMAR.UD
4\ [o]

rr IGIE d30
5'. [o]

rr IGHURJ-1NIM-5M
6'. [o]

r T \G\*d§-ka-a-a-i-tuA

7\ [o]
r T \G\*gu-la

8'. [o]
r V IGHIGI.DU

9\ [o]
r

l
n r

IGI dGIGIRn

10'. [oooo oo ooo] V

obv.

r. [o o o o o o o o o o] the ziggurat

2\ [oooo before Beltu-§a-Re]S

3'. [o]
r
l
1

before the temple of Marduk
4'. [o]

r T before the temple of STn

5\ [o] T before Usur-amassu
6'. [oJT before UrkayTtu

7\ [o]
rr before Gula

8'. [o]
r T before dIGI.DU

9'. [o] T before the Divine Chariot

10' [ooooooooolV

The order of deities in this list is in conformity with that of Group A, with the exception

that it mentions the ziggurat before Beltu-§a-Re§, who normally occurs in third position,

immediately after I§tar-of-Uruk and Nanaya. SWU 161 is probably a list of sacrificial

animals.
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SWVU2

obv.?

p.

2'.

3*.

4'.

5'.

6'.

7*.

8'.

9'.

10'.

11'.

obv.?

[o o o o o IGI dGASAN Sa UNU]GM
[o o o o o IGI S]u-bat

'
d'[NA]

[o o o o o IG]I dna-n[a-a]

[o o o o o I]GI 4GASAN $a [SAG]

[o o o o o] IGI £ dAMAR.UD
[ooo] r r IGI <HJRI-IN[IM-.sw]

[ooo] 1 IGI *dS-ka-[a-a-i-tui\

[ooo] T V\Gl*gu-[Ia]

[ooo] r PIGI dIGI.[DU]

[o o o o o] IGI Bi*[GIGIR]

[o o o o o]
r
IGI x

n
[o o o]

2.2. Lists ofSacrificial Animals: Group B

P. [o o o o o before the Lady-of-Uru]k

2\ [o o o o o before the al]tar of [NabO]
3

'

.

[o o o o o befo]re Nan[aya]

4\ [o o o o o b]efore Beltu-5a-[Re§]

5'. [o o o o o] before the temple of Marduk
6'. [o o o]

r T before Usur-am[3ssu]

7'. [o o o] 1 before Urk[ayTtu]

8'. [ooo]T before Gu[la]

9'. [ooo]T before dIGI.[DU]

10'. [o o o o o] before the (Divine) Chafriot]

1
1'. [o o o o o]

r
before x

1
[o o o]

The preserved portions of this text are in perfect agreement with the divine hierarchy

found in the offering lists of Group A. Therefore it could belong to that group, but

its fragmentary character precludes a more definitive judgment. It is probably a list of

sacrificial animals.

SWU 163

obv.?

P. [oooj'xxx 1

2\ [o o o]
rIGP *a-d[a-p]a

3\ IGIBARAWU

rev.?

1

.

[ooo] IGI dza-qip-ti

2. [o o o]
rIGP 4gu-la Sa 6.KISAL

3. [o o o o o o] WAS Sd £.KISAL
4. [o o o o o o]

r
x-e

1
-//'

5. [ooooooooo]V
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obv.?

P. [ooo] rxxxn

2'. [o o o] before Ad[ap]a

3'. before the dais of §ama§

rev.?

1

.

[ooo] before the Divine Zaqiptu Standards

2. [o o o] before Gula-of-the-Courtyard

3. [o o o o o o] Ninurta-of-the-Courtyard

4. [o o o o o o]
r
x x x"

1

5. [ooooooooo]V

This text refers to some rarely attested deities, such as Adapa and Gula-of-the-Courtyard.

The dais (parakfcu) ofSama§, mentioned on line 3', is otherwise unknown. However, the

late topographical text SpTU I 136 lists several daises {parakku) in the Eanna temple,

and also mentions a seat (Subtu) of Santas' in the courtyard of Ezalagga (§7.28). The

text is very probably an offering list because of the use of the logogram IGI before the

divine names, but the nature of the offering is unknown.

ARRIM 7, 47 (collated)

1. 12fl-/ia£.AN.NA

2. 2 a-na dURI.INIM~.sw

3. it
ddS-ka-a-a-htii

4. 2 a-na dME.ME u dIGI.DU

5. 1 a-na £ (ji-H-ji

6. 1 a-na
r
fe

1 M>AMAR.UD
7. 1 a-na «130 {Sa) AN-V
8. 2 a-na ^DI.KUD? 1

9. «/
d6a-«[/'?-/w4?]

10. 1 a-na [ooo]

11.1 a-na [o o o]

12. M d[ooo]

13. 1 a-na £'d'[ooo]

14. 1 a-na irnin^-[urtaf]

15. 1 a-na dME.ME
16. Sd t.KlSAL

17. 1 a-na duri-gal-[lum]

18. 1 a-na dur-ma(j-Iu-{u\&-Iu)

19. PAP 28

20.
r P a-na ]ni-din-tit4

21.
r Pfl-«aNlG.GA

22. WU.GUR-PAP IGWer"

1. 12 for Eanna;

2. 2 for Usur-am5ssu

3. and UrkayTtu;

4. 2 for Gula and dIGI.DU;

5. 1 for the bit-f}ilsi\
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6. 1 for the temple of Marduk;

7. 1 for Sin-of-Heaven;

8. 2 for M[adanu?]

9. andBan[Ttu?];

10. 1 for [o oo];

11. 1 for [ooo]

12. and [ooo];

13. 1 for the temple of [o o o];

14. 1 forNin[urta?];

15. 1 forGula-

16. of-the-Courtyard;

17. 1 for the Divine Urigallu Stan[dard(s)];

18. 1 for the Divine Urma^lu{lu)s\

19. Total: 28;

20. 1 forNidintu;

21. 1 for the (temple) estates;

22. received by Nergal-nasir.

The hierarchical order of Group A is followed only from lines 1 through 5. The temple

of Marduk, mentioned on line 6, should normally occur between "Eanna" and the dyad
Usur-amassu/Urkayltu. The rest of the text consists of minor deities in no apparent

theological order. As discussed above, the designation "Eanna" in this context refers to

the triad composed of I§tar-of-Uruk, Nanaya, and Beltu-§a-Re§, and possibly includes

the symbols of Bel and Nabu as well. The text is probably a list of sacrificial animals.

A 4255

1. 3 UDU.NfTA.MES
2. 2SILA4.ME§
3. PAP 5 UDU.NfTA.MES &
4. ITI APIN U4 24-KAM
5. U4 25-KAM U4 26-KAM
6. a-na dgu-la

7. par-su ](uhtl-li-*&\J

8. LU SIPA SA.DUG4

9. IGl-er

10. ITI APIN U4 26-KAM
1 1. MU r

17
1-KAM JNA-NfG.DU-URI

12. LUGAL TIN.TIRki

3 sheep, 2 lambs. Total: 5 sheep for the month Arahsamnu, for the 24th, 25th, and 26th days,

selected for Gula, received by Tukulti-Marduk, the shepherd of regular offerings. Month
Arahsamnu, 26lh day, 17th year of Nebuchadnezzar, king of Babylon.

According to the monthly tables a total of 10, 12, and 13 sheep were sacrificed on the

24th, 25th, and 26th days of Arabsamnu, which represent only a small increase from
the basic 9 sheep making up the daily regular offerings. 35 The evidence from Group A

" Robbins 1996, p. 71.
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indicates that a daily average of one sheep and one lamb were sacrificed to Gula. The

present text is in conformity with this evidence.

YOS 17, 345

1. ul-tu U4 3-KAM Sa ITI §E
2. a-di U4 6-KAM u4-mu

3. 2 UDUNtTA a-na E.AN.NA
4. hE<"AMARUD
5. [l]a-nadNUSKU
6. 1 a-na dur-dimmci*

7. u dkak-kab-li

8. PAP 10 UDU.NiTA.MES gi-ne-e

9. i/M*w/-//-dAMAR.UD A 'NfG.DU

10. '"SIPA gi-ne-e

11. IGI-er ITI §E U4 6*-KAM
12. MU 12-KAM<>NA-NiG.DU-URI
13. LUGAL TIN.TIRfc

From the 3rd until the 6th days of the month Addaru, 2 sheep daily for Eanna and the

temple of Marduk, (plus) [1] for Nusku and 1 for the Divine Urdimmus and the Divine Star-

Shaped Branding Iron. Total: 10 sheep for the regular offerings, received by Tukulti-Marduk,

son of Kudurru, the shepherd of regular offerings. Month Addaru, 6th day, 12th year of

Nebuchadnezzar, king of Babylon.

The theological order in this administrative note follows that of Group A. The days for

which these regular offerings of sheep are reckoned, the 3rd to the 6th days of Ayaru,

corresponded to the largest increase in sheep offerings for the entire year according

to the monthly tables.36 If we assume that the designation "Eanna" refers here to the

triad composed of I§tar-of-Uruk, Nanaya, and Beltu-§a-Re§, then the daily average of

2 sheep offered here to Eanna and the temple of Marduk is inferior to that recorded

in Group A. PTS 3242, dated the same year as YOS 17, 345, lists one sheep for each

deity of the triad, but none for the temple of Marduk. Other texts have significantly

higher numbers. Obviously the quantities listed here did not make up the entire regular

sacrificial allowance of these deities and temple for that 4-day period, not to mention the

vast increases ofguqqu offerings during those same days.

YOS 17, 346

1

.

2 GU4 NfNDA.MES KU.MES a-na 6.AN.NA
2. 1 GU4 NtNDA KU a-na <0JTU

3. \GU4 NiNDA a-na *gu-la

4. 1 GU4 NiNDA«-nflJIGI.DU

5. [o]
rGU4 NfNDA 1 a-na s^GIGIR

6. [oGU4 NfNDA]a-™6<iAMARUD

36 Robdins 1996, p. 70, where (he Following figures are listed: 71 sheep on Addaru 2, 95 on Addaru 3, 91

each on Addaru 4 and 5, and 76 on Addaru 6 (there were apparently slight variations in these numbers every

year).
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7. [oooooo]V par-su

8. [oooooIT]I§E
9. [o o o o o o o o o]

10. h-Su §a IdNA-GI \G\-er

1 1. ITI $E U4 20-KAM MU 10-KAM
12. dNA-NiG.DU-UWLUGALTIN.TIR*

1

.

2 unblemished calves, for Eanna;

2. 1 unblemished calf, for §ama§;

3. 1 calf, for Gula;

4. 1 calf, for ^IGLDU;

5. [I] calf, for the (Divine) Chariot;

6. [1 calf], for the temple of Marduk;

7. [o o o o o o] V selected

8. [o o o o o o mon]th Addaru;

9. [o o o o o o o o o]

10. son of Nabu-uSallim, has received.

11. Month Addaru, 20th day, 10th year

12. of Nebuchadnezzar, king of Babylon.

The order in which deities are listed does not follow that of Group A. SamaS should be

listed last, and the temple of Marduk should occur after "Eanna."

YBC 9932 (plate 23)

1. l/2[oooooo]
2. M^toooooo]
3.

r
l/2?

n [oooooo]
4. '^[El'-ixxx1

5. 1/2 E WlugaP-ban- Tddi

6. 1/2 E.IG.tfAL.AN.KI

7. 1/2EAN.SAR
8. I/2E.UR4.UR4

9. 1/2E.KI.SILIM

10. 1/2EJIM

11. 1/2E<HJ.GUR

12. l/2E«iAMAR.UDiaKISAL
13. 1/2EJMAS.&KISAL
14. 1

dza-qip-tit4

15. 1 ^GIGIR

16. l
rE^V

17. \t*gu-la

1. 1/2 for [000 0];

2.
r
l/2

n
for[oooo];

3.
r l/2rfor[oooo];

4.
r
1/2

1
for [the temple] of

r
x x x

n

;

5. 1/2 for the temple of Lugalbanda;

6. 1/2 for the Eigjjalanki;

7. 1/2 for the temple of A5§ur;
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Plate 23. YBC 9932

8. 1/2 for the Eurur;

9. 1/2 for the Ekisilim;

10. 1/2 for the temple of Adad;

11. 1/2 for the temple of Nergal;

12. 1/2 for the temple of Marduk-of-the-Courlyard;

13. 1/2 for the temple of Ninurla-of-the-Courtyard;

14. 1 for the Divine Zaqiptu Standards;

15. 1 for the Divine Chariot;

16. 1 for the temple of Ea;

17. 1 for the temple of Gula.
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This text lists several minor sanctuaries and deities of Uruk with no apparent

theological order. It is probably an offering list, but the computation of the offerings in

quantities of 1/2 in most cases makes it unlikely that sacrificial animals are involved.

2.2. 1 . Catalogue ofDeities

Here follow, in alphabetical order, the deities and temples appearing in the offering lists

of Group B:

Temple of Adad
Adapa

Temple of Anu
Temple of ASSur

Ban!tu(?)

Temple of dBE
Beltu-sa-ReS

Divine Star-Shaped Branding Iron (Kakkabtu)

Divine Chariot

Temple of Ea

Gula (and Temple of Gula)

Gula-of-the-Courtyard

dIGI.DU

IStar

Temple of Lugalbanda

Temple of Lugalirra

Madanu(?)

Temple of Marduk
Temple of Marduk-of-the-Courtyard

Symbol of Nabu
Nanaya

Temple of Nergal

Temple of Ninurta

Ninurta-of-the-Courtyard (and Temple of Ninurta-of-the-Courtyard)

Nusku (and Temple of Nusku)

Sin (and Temple of Sin)

Sin-of-Heaven

Divine Urigalhi Standards

Divine Zaqiptu Standards

5ama§ (of Larsa)

DaisofSamaS

Divine Urclimmus

Urkayltu

Divine Urmafylulus

Usur-amassu

Temple of Zababa
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The bTt'fjilsi

Eanna (= Istar, Nanaya, and Beltu-sa-Res)

Eigbalanki

Ekisilim

Eurur

The ziggurat

2.3. The Lists of Deliveries of Foodstuffs

Texts recording the delivery of foodstuffs for the sacred meals of the deities form an

imposing corpus. The main type is the maSSartu text, which records allotments of basic

foodstuffs to the brewers and bakers, mainly dates, emmer, and barley, to prepare food

and drink for the gods. The maSsartu texts found at Uruk by the German archaeological

expedition were studied by Freydank in SWU. Additional texts of this type have been

published since, and more are awaiting publication, but study of this new material is not

likely to substantially modify Freydank's conclusions.

2.3.1. Catalogue ofDeities

The deities appearing in the maSSartu texts and other lists of allotments of foodstuffs

are the same we find in the offering lists of sacrificial animals, and, insofar as we can

judge, the deities appear with more or less the same frequency in the two types of texts.

As seen above, while minor deities received an occasional offering of a sheep or a

bird, all types of sacrificial animals were slaughtered daily in the presence of the major

gods. Similarly, minor deities appear only occasionally as the ultimate recipients of the

foodstuffs listed in the maHartu texts, while major deities such as IStar and Nanaya

occur in almost every single text which is reasonably well preserved. These lists do

not follow any consistent theological order, although the most important deities tend

to be listed first. Other rationales, such as names of prebendaries, as well as type and

purpose of the delivery, seem to be involved in the internal organization of the lists. The

deities and temples mentioned in the SWU ma$$artu texts are listed here by alphabetical

order. 37

Temple of Adad

Temple of Anu
Temple of A55ur

Aya (of Larsa)

Belet-Eanna (of Udannu)

Beltu-Sa-Re§

Bunene (of Larsa)

Divine Chariot

Dumuzi

37 The maSSorlu lexis do not include SWU 160 lo 163, which belong lo Group B of oflering lists.
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Temple of Ea

Temple of Enlil

Gula

dIGI.DU

dIGI.DUofUdannu

IStar

Temple of Lugalbanda

Temple of Lugalirra

Temple of Marduk

Temple of Marduk-of-the-Courtyard

Nabu (and Temple of Nabu)

Nanaya

Temple of Nergal

Ninurta (and Temple of Ninurta)

Temple of Ninurta-of-the-Courtyard

Nusku (and Temple of Nusku)

Sin (and Temple of Sin)

Samag (of Larsa)

Divine Zaqiptu Standards

Divine Urdimmus

Urkayltu

Usur-amassu

Temple of Zababa

The blt-akiti

The bit-jjilsi

Eigbalanki

The ekurratu

E(me)urur

The kisallu

The papafjanu

The ziggurat

2.3,2. Hierarchy ofOfferings

Our evidence is too fragmentary to make statistics reflecting the relative share of each

god, but a general idea can be obtained from PTS 2097, which records the amounts of

these allotments as fixed by Nabonidus in the first year of his reign. The allotments,

which presumably cover the needs of both brewers and bakers, reach a daily combined

total of 50 maSTfjus of dates, barley, and emmer for the goddesses IStar, Nanaya, Beltu-

ga-Re§, and Usur-amassu. This daily amount is roughly equal to the monthly amount

allotted for the temple of Marduk and the ekurratu, the small sanctuaries of Uruk. If

this latter figure really represents Eanna's total contribution to the offerings in the small

sanctuaries, it is notable that it makes up only a fraction, 1/30, of what is offered to the

four main goddesses of Eanna. This confirms the general impression gained from a study

of offering lists and maSSartu texts that large quantities of offerings were lavished on
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the main deities of Eanna and subsequently redistributed among their prebend holders,

compared with relatively small amounts allotted to a host of less important gods.38

The daily amounts of foodstuffs allotted for the offerings of IStar, Nanaya, Beltu-

ga-Reg, and Usur-amassu are well known and have been studied in detail by Freydank

and Frame. Freydank divided the SWU maSSartu texts into several groups in accordance

with the daily amounts distributed to the prebendaries. These groups are shown in the

following tables. The percentages appearing in the tables reflect the comparative amounts

allotted to the four goddesses, the basis for comparison being the quantity directed to

Igtar (= 100%). This goddess always receives the larger amount. The percentages listed

in the following tables were calculated by FRAME 1991, p. 52.

Group 1 : SWU 1 to 25, as well as SWU A and B. Deliveries of dates and emmer in

connection with the bakers' duties. SWU 1 is dated to Nabonidus year 15.

Table 8. Comparative Offerings in SWU Group 1

Deity

Lady-of-Uruk

Nanaya

Belru-Sa-Reg

Usur-amassu

Dales % Emmer

1 GUR 100%
1 GUR 100%
3PI4BAN3S1LA 75%
3PI4BAN3SlLA 75%

2 PI 2 SlLA

2 PI 2 SlLA

1 PI 3 BAN 3 SlLA
1 PI 3 BAN 3 SlLA

%

100%
100%
76%
76%

Group 2: SWU 26 to 63 as well as SWU C. Deliveries of barley in connection with the

brewers' duties. These texts can be further divided into subgroups A and B, which list

slightly different quantities. Only two texts belong to type B {SWU 62 and 63). SWU
26 is dated to Cambyses year 6, and SWU 61 to Nabonidus year 6. SWU 34 can be

assigned to the Achaemenid period on the basis of the royal titles (LUGAL Eki LUGAL
KUR.KUR).

Table 9. Comparative Offerings in SWU Group 2

Deity Barley (Type A) % Barley (Type B) %
Lady-of-Uruk 1 GUR4PI3BAN 100% 2 GUR 100%
Nanaya 1 GUR4PI3BAN 100% 1 GUR4PI3BAN 95%
BSllu-ga-Reg 1 GUR 1 PI 63% 1 GUR 1 PI 60%
Usur-amassu IGUR3PI2BAN 88% 1 GUR 3 PI 2 BAN 83%

Group 3: SWU 64 to 96. Deliveries of barley in connection with the bakers' duties.

This group is further divided into subgroups of Type A (SWU 64 to 90) and B {SWU
91 to 96), the latter listing slightly smaller quantities. SWU 80 is dated to the reign of

Nabonidus (year lost).

38 This holds of course only if we assume thai these lexis lis! all the offerings lo all those gods; it may
represent only Eanna's contribution, and the small sanctuaries may have had Iheirown offering supplies not

listed in the Eanna archive.
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Table 1 0. Comparative Offerings in SWU Group 3

Barley (Type A) % Barley (Type B) %

2 GUR 3 PI 4 BAN 100% 2 GUR 2 PI 5 BAN 100%
2 GUR 2 PI 5 BAN 94% 2 GUR 2 PI 5 BAN 100%
I GUR 2 PI 2 BAN 2 SlLA 54% [] []
1 GUR 5 BAN 1 SlLA 43% [•] [...]

Deity

Lady-of-Umk

Nanaya

Beltu-Sa-ReS

Usur-amassu

SWU 97 to 108: these texts are mostly fragmentary and cannot at present be assigned to

any group.

Group 4: SWU 109 to 1 19. These texts display a consistent formulary which is different

from all other groups, but are too fragmentary to allow a reconstruction of their internal

system.

Group 5: SWU 120 to 143, as well as SWU D (and possibly also texts 144-146).

Deliveries of barley, in connection with either the brewers' or the bakers' duties, or both.

The amounts are measured in maSTfyus. SWU 130 is dated to Nebuchadnezzar II year

36.

Table 1 1 . Comparative Offerings in SWU Group 5

Deity

Lady-of-Uruk

Nanaya

Beltu-Sa-ReS

Usur-amassu

Barley

5 2/3 maSTfrus

5 2/3 maStfjus

3 [fZmaSTbus

3 1/2 maSTfyus

%

100%
100%
62%
62%

SWU 147 to 157: these texts are fragmentary and cannot be assigned to any of the other

groups.

Group 6: SWU 158 to 163. These texts are offering lists of a different type than the

maSSartu texts. SWU 160 to 163 belong to Group B of offerings lists of sacrificial

animals studied above (§2.2).

PTS 2097: this text, published and discussed by FRAME 1991, pp. 38-54, gives the

following quantities of barley, dates, emmer, and Telmun dates to be offered to the four

deities according to the changes introduced by Nabonidus in his first regnal year. The

duties of brewers and bakers are presumably conflated, and the amounts are given in

maSTfjus, and also in qiis "by the great measure" (ina rabid):

100

2.3. The Lists ofDeliveries ofFoodstuffs

Table 12. Comparative Offerings in PTS 2097

Deity Barley

(maSTfyus)

% Dates

(maSTfjus)

% Emmer
(ma$T()us)

% Telmun Dates

(qiis ina rablli)

%

Lady-of-Uruk 10 100% 3 5/6 100% 1 5/6 100% 3 100%
Nanaya 9 1/3 93% 3 5/6 100% 1 1/3 73% 3 100%
Beltu-Sa-ReS 5 3/4 53% 3 1/3 87% 1 1/3 73% 1 1/2 50%
Usur-amassu 4 5/6 48% 3 1/3 87% 1 1/4 68% 1 1/2 50%

The texts which are of interest for the present discussion are Groups 1, 2, 3, 5, and

PTS 2097. They raise two questions. One is the relative importance of each of the four

main goddesses in the local divine hierarchy, the other is the possibility of changes

in the amounts of offerings presented to them during the time covered by the archive.

As seen earlier IStar and Nanaya each received approximately twice the number of

animals offered to any of the other deities on a daily basis for the ginu offerings. The
evidence from the SWU maSSartu texts is by and large in agreement with this evidence.

Allotments of dates, Telmun dates, barley, and emmer are roughly the same for IStar and

Nanaya, with only one case of a significantly lower allowance for Nanaya (emmer in

PTS 2097), and the amounts directed to these two goddesses are consistently larger than

those directed to Beltu-Sa-Re§ and Usur-amassu, often as much as double. Therefore the

quantities delivered to them reflect their position in the local pantheon as revealed by

the offerings lists of sacrificial animals of Group A.

Changes in the offering system are much harder to pinpoint. The chronology of the

texts is uncertain, we do not know for sure the capacity of the maSijju measure used in

some of the texts,39 and there is overall little basis for comparison between the various

groups regarding the foodstuffs involved and the purpose for which they are allotted.

Direct comparison seems possible only between PTS 2097 and Group 5, since both

record deliveries of barley and both use the maSTfyu measure. If the comparison holds,

then we have to conclude that PTS 2097 attests to an increase of more than 40% in the

allowance of the four goddesses in the first year of Nabonidus. It must be pointed out,

however, that Group 5 may record deliveries to only one group of prebendaries, whereas

PTS 2097 probably computes both groups (brewers and bakers). If this is the case then

the comparison between the two sets of numbers would be invalid. Therefore further

research on this point must await the publication of more data.40

*> See Beaulieu 1989c for the publication of NCBT 620, a text which gives 45 qiis as the capacity of the

moSif)uSo Eanna, but we cannot be sure that this is the same ma&Tfyu used in the texts discussed here.
40 This is also the conclusion reached by Frame 1991, p. 54, who attempted similar calculations.
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3. iStar-of-uruk

The goddess who occupies the first place in the offering lists of Group A is the Lady-of-

Uruk. This is the usual name under which the local manifestation of the goddess IStar

appears in texts from Uruk dated to the 6th century. She is also the most frequently

mentioned goddess in texts from the Eanna archive. IStar-of-Uruk was the focal point of

the city's spiritual life, and it is therefore natural that an entire chapter should be devoted

to the large amount of material related to her cult.

3.1. IStar and the City of Uruk

Although IStar, known in Sumerian as Inanna, was worshiped in many urban centers

of Mesopotamia and adjacent areas, 1 she was more truly at home in Uruk, where her

cult is attested as early as the late 4th millennium and continued almost uninterrupted

until the Hellenistic and Parthian periods. 2 Study of the historical evolution of the cult

of IStar in her home city is seriously impeded by the fact that only three archives of
any significance have been excavated at the site of Uruk, To make matters worse, these

archives are separated from one another by huge time gaps of more than a millennium

during which little information is available. These archives are: the archaic texts, which
number nearly 5,000 (including fragments) and date to the end of the 4th millennium;

a small collection of Old Babylonian administrative texts from the palace of king Sin-

kaSid, all dated to the 19th century; and the Neo-Babylonian Eanna archive, which
extends from the end of the 8th century to the beginning of the 5th century. To bridge

these gaps we must rely on other types of sources, mostly royal inscriptions and literary

texts.

3.1.1. The Archaic Period

The relationship between IStar and the city of Uruk originates in very ancient times. At
the end of the 4th millennium the goddess already appears frequently in the archaic texts

from that city. Her name is written with the sign MUS (= Inanna), and may be preceded

by the divine determinative. According to Green and Nissen there are 55 attestations of
Inanna in texts from level IV, including 10 with the divine determinative, and 79 from
level III, including 48 with the divine determinative. 3 This clearly shows an increase

1 The Canonical Temple List, edited by George 1993, pp. 5-38, contains the names of at least 79 temples
dedicated to local forms of IStar, as well as several others consecrated to hypostases of the goddess in various
places. Wilcke 1976-80, pp. 78-79, lists the various cities of Sumer and Akkad where her cult is attested.
2 The literature on the goddess Inanna/lstar is abundant. Some recent studies are: Wilcke 1976-1980
with Seidl 1976-1980, Heimpel 1982, Vanstiphout 1984, Groneberg 1986, Bruschweiler 1987,
Harris 1990-1991, Balz-Cochois 1992, Abuscii I999,Selz2000. Editions and discussions of important
mythological and hymnic compositions in honor of the goddess are Hallo/Van Dijk 1968, HruSka 1969,
Farder-FlOgge 1973, Sladek 1974, SjOberg 1975a, Lambert 1982, SjOberg 1988, Gronederg 1997,
Zgoll 1997, Behrens 1998, Van Dijk 1998.
J Green, Nissen 1987, p. 248, sign no. 374: MUS INANNA.
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in the use of the determinative, which eventually became obligatory in the writing of

the name of the goddess. In her studies of the archaic texts Szarzyhska has shown that

no fewer than four forms of Inanna were worshiped at Uruk during the archaic period,

including Inanna-kur 'inanna of the netherworld" Inanna-foud "Inanna of the morning,"

Inanna-sig "Inanna of the evening," and Inanna-NUN. All of them, with the exception of

Inanna-kur, were recipients of offerings. The appearance of the two deities Inanna-hud

and Inanna-sig in such early texts is quite significant. They must obviously be interpreted

as the two manifestations of Inanna as the planet Venus, the morning and evening star.4

This clearly indicates that the astral identity of Inanna was not the result of late, learned

speculations, but indeed a very old and fundamental aspect of the goddess, with roots

going back to prehistoric times. 5

The various Inannas ofUruk are also mentioned in documents from other Mesopota-

mian sites of the archaic period. Steinkeller has called attention to a group of texts

from Jemdet Nasr, paralleled by one text from Tell 'Uqair (= ancient Urum), in

which the following compounds appear: 'NI.RU Inanna/dingir 3 Unug' (Jemdet Nasr),

and 'UR.rjA."RAD" MAtfxNA dingir 3 PAP Unug' (Tell 'Uqair). He interprets the

compounds 'Inanna/dingir 3 Unug' and 'dingir 3 PAP Unug* as referring to the three

forms of Inanna which received offerings in the archaic texts from Uruk, proposing the

following translations: "x commodities (issued by) the city ofNI.RU (= ancient Jemdet

Nasr) for the triple Inanna/deity of Uruk," and "x commodities (issued by) the city of

Urum for the triple deity of Uruk." He argues that these texts are receipts recording

the obligation, imposed on Jemdet Nasr and Urum, to provide offerings for the patron

deity of Uruk. Since these receipts bear seal impressions depicting the symbols of

various cities of the southern alluvium, the so-called "city seals," he further claims that

a league of southern cities was in existence during the Uruk III period, thus providing

the first evidence for the Kengir League posited by Jacobsen.6 The main difference is

that, in Jacobsen's reconstruction, Nippur was the center of the league, whereas the

evidence would now indicate that Uruk was the focus and beneficiary of that system. 7

The existence of such an institution centered on Uruk, if it proves correct, would explain

the early prominence of Inanna in the Sumerian pantheon. The exalted position assumed

by the goddess in such a composition as 'Inanna and Enki,' in which she steals the me's

from the patron god of Eridu and takes them to Uruk,8 would reflect the rise of Uruk

* Szarzynska 1993. Extensive discussion of lnanna-kur and (he relationship of Inanna with the kur by

Bruschweiler 1987, pp. 21-99.
5 The appearance of Inanna as an astral deity in such early texts casts serious doubts on Jacobsen's theory

thai the name Inanna (*nin.an.ak) originally meant "lady of the dale cluster" not "lady of heaven" (Jacobsen

1970, p. 27). In a later reformulation of his theory he still proposed that Inanna was originally the numen of

the date storehouse who married the god Dumuzi-AmauSumgalanna, but conceded that the goddess possessed

many other aspects indicating a merger of several distinct deities into one divine persona, the morning and

evening star being one of them (Jacobsen 1976, pp. 26, 135, and 138-139). Jacobsen's etymology has not

generally been followed, but is endorsed by Abuscii 1999. It is based on the equivalences an=sissinnu

and gi§.an.na.giSimmar=.¥W5/n«» found in lexical texts (CAD S, p. 325, s.v. sisslnnu, lex. section). Further

criticism of Jacobsen's theory is found in Wilcke 1976-1980, p. 75, §2.2, and Selz 2000, p. 30. For a

discussion of the identification of ASlar/AStart with the poplar tree in Syria, see Fleming 2000, pp. 1 82- 1 83,

who draws a parallel with Jacobsen's theory of Inanna as the "lady of the date cluster."

6 On Nippur as the center of the "Kengir league" see Jacobsen 1970, pp. 140-141.

7 Steinkeller 2002.
8 Edition and translation by Farber-FlOgge 1973, and partial English translation by the same author 1997.
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to hegemony during the second half of the 4th millennium, when Inanna 's city replaced

Eridu as the main center of urban civilization in the southern alluvium.9

The presence of the god An, normally written with the single sign DINGIR in

Sumerian, remains uncertain in the archaic texts because of the ambiguity of the writing

system. Wilcke has pointed out that the writings of the name Inanna with the divine

determinative might in fact be understood as the pair An-Inanna "An (and) Inanna " but

this cannot really be proven. 10 Occasional attributions of cultic buildings of the archaic

levels ofUruk to the god An are also impossible to substantiate. Szarzyhska has collected

the following names of temples found in the archaic texts from Uruk: 11 eS-dinanna "the

sanctuary of Inanna," e§-dinanna-sig "the sanctuary of Inanna of the evening," e-an "the

temple of heaven" or "the temple of the god An," and e-an-ki "the temple of heaven and

the netherworld." 12 This data might indicate that e-an was originally the temple of An,

perhaps the same building later known as Eanna, and that Inanna was worshiped at that

time in a separate temple, the e§-dinanna, but this is a debatable point. It is impossible

to correlate these names with actual buildings excavated at Uruk, and we do not even

know if the sanctuaries they designate were separate buildings or only chapels in a larger

cultic compound.

3. 1 .2. The Third Millennium

According to Early Dynastic, Sargonic, and Ur III sources, Inanna was the most

important deity of Uruk and the mistress of its main sanctuary, the Eanna temple.

In the canonical collection of Sumerian temple hymns the Eanna temple is praised as

the "temple of Inanna in Uruk" (211. e-dinanna unu ki-ga), and Inanna is hailed as its

mistress (204. nin-zu dinanna). 13 An inscription of king Lugalkiginnedudu, who reigned

towards the end of the Early Dynastic period, already praises Inanna as the "lady of

Eanna." 14 Although the same inscription mentions the god An, it is clearly Inanna who
is portrayed in a dynamic role, delivering kingship of Uruk and lordship of Ur into

Lugalkiginnedudu's hands. 15 In one of his inscriptions from Uruk king Lugalzagesi

bears the title of i§ib priest of An (6. i§ib-an-na), and claims to be "the one whom An,

the lord of all the lands, looks steadfastly upon" (13. igi-zi-bar-ra- 14. an-lugal-kur-kur-

9 See Steinkeller 2002, who proposes to interpret one of the four forms of Inanna in the archaic texts,

Inanna-NUN, as Inanna of Eridu (= NUN"*') rather than "princely Inanna," the meaning tentatively posited

by Szarzynska. The title Inanna-NUN would thus reflect the political demise of Eridu in the 4th millennium
and the triumph of Inanna of Uruk, who captured the me's from Enki, the god of Eridu.
10 Wilcke 1 976- 1 980, pp. 74-75, §1.1. The pair An-Inanna resurfaces at Uruk under the form An-JInanna
during the Old Babylonian period.
11 Szarzynska 1992, pp. 271-274. The majority of the texts were found in the central precinct of Uruk, in

levels IV-a and III. The information given by the texts, however, does not necessarily reflect the activities of
the surrounding buildings exclusively. They may relate to any building or sanctuary located in the city.

12 This was later the name of a temple of IStar in K8r-bel-m5lati near Babylon, and also the name of a

sanctuary of Anu in Uruk in Seleucid limes. See George 1993, nos. 68-69.
13 Sjoderg, Bergmann 1969, p. 29.
14 Steible 1982, pp. 302-303, Lugalkiginnedudu 4: I . an lugal-kur-kur-ra 2. Jinanna nin-6-an-na-ra "To An,
the lord of all countries, (and) Inanna, the lady of Eanna."
15 Steible 1982, pp. 302-303, Lugalkiginnedudu, 5. lm

dinanna-ke4 6. Iugal-ki-gin-ne-du 7-du 7-ra 7. nam-en
8. nam-lugal-da 9. e-na-da-tab-ba-a 10. unuki-ga II. nam-en mu-ak-k[e4 ] 12. urf k('l-ma 13. nam-lugal 14.

mu-ak-[kc4] "When Inanna had tied the lordship with the kingship for Lugalkiginnedudu, she let him exert

lordship in Uruk, she let him exert kingship in Ur."
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ka), while he bears at the same time the title of'provider of Inanna" (25. u-a-dinanna),

which suggests that Inanna was the main recipient of offerings in her quality as patron

goddess of Eanna. 16 In his inscriptions commemorating the capture of Lugalzagesi,

Sargon of Akkad adopts the titles of "bailiff of Inanna" (MASKIM.GI4 dINANNA) and

"anointed priest ofAn" (PARSES AN). 17 In the Basetki inscription ofNaram-Sin Inanna

is acknowledged as the chief goddess of Eanna, occupying the same position as Enlil in

Nippur, Su'en in Ur, Samas in Sippar, and other patron gods in their respective cities,

therefore clearly superseding An in his home city. 18

At the time of the 4th and 5th dynasties of Uruk cultic personnel is attested for

both An and Inanna. We have a dedicatory inscription for the life of Urgigir by one

Lugalanatum, purification priest of the god An, 19 as well as an inscription of Kuda,

perhaps identical with the Kuda of the Sumerian King List, in which he claims the title

of sanga of Inanna.20 Utuljegal claims to have driven the Gutians out of Sumer with the

help of Inanna alone,21 but in a recently discovered inscription the same ruler praises

both An, the king of the gods, and Inanna, the lady of Uruk.22 A few inscriptions of

the 3rd dynasty of Ur commemorate the rebuilding of the Eanna temple. These include

two inscriptions of Ur-Namma, one of which praises Inanna as the lady of Eanna; 23

one of Sulgi, which praises Inanna with the same title; 24 and one of Amar-Su'en, in

which Inanna appears in her astral manifestation as Ninansianna.25 In addition, a votive

inscription for the life of Sulgi again praises Inanna as the lady of Eanna,26 while a votive

inscription of Amar-Su'en found at Uruk in the Eanna temple is dedicated to Inanna,

the "lady of combat."27 None of these inscriptions mentions the god An. Archival texts

from the Ur III period, on the other hand, mention both An and Inanna as recipients

of offerings among the various deities of Uruk. 28 According to one of these texts An
received offerings in the temple of Inanna.29

Another important source to consider is the epic cycle centered on Enmerkar,

Lugalbanda, and GilgameS, the early kings of Uruk and legendary heroes of Sumer.

16 Steible 1982, pp. 310-325, Lugalzagesi 1. This king bears the title "provider of Inanna" in another

inscription, Lugalzagesi 3, line 2': li-a J! inanna (ibid, pp. 336-337).

" Frayne 1 993, E2. 1 . 1 . 1 , E.2. 1 . 1 .2, and E.2. 1 . 1 .6.

» Frayne 1993, E2.1.4.10, lines26-27.

" Steible 1991, p. 322, Urgigir 1, line 6'. i5ib-an-na-kc4 ; also edited by Frayne 1993, E2. 13.2.2001.

20 Steible 1991, pp. 322-323, Kud 1, line 4. sanga-dinanna; also edited by Frayne 1993, E2.13.3.I. The

inscription was probably written prior to his accession to the throne.

21 Frayne 1993, E2. 1 3.6.4.

22 Steible 199 1, pp. 330-332, Uluhegal 7, lines U.an-liigal-'dingir'-tre-nje 15. Jinanna
r
nin*

1
-[u]nu ki-g[a];

also edited by Frayne 1993, E2. 13.6.6.

23 Steible 1991, pp. 107-108, Urnammu 13, line I. *»inanna 2. nin-6-an-na; also edited by Frayne 1997,

E3/2. 1 . 1 .34. The other inscription is Steible 1 99 1 , pp. 1 00- 1 1 , Urnammu 7; also edited by Frayne 1 997,

E3/2.I.I.33.
24 Steible 1991, pp. 163-164, Sulgi 11: I.

Jinanna 2. nin-6-an-na; also edited by Frayne 1997, E3/2.I.2.6.

25 Steible 1 99 1 , p. 23 1 , Amarsuen 7:1. dinanna 2. nin-an-su-an-na; also edited by Frayne 1 997, E3/2. 1 .3. 14.

26 Steible 1991, pp. 196-197, Sulgi 42: 1. ^inanna 1
2. nin-e-an-W; also edited by Frayne 1997,

E3/2. 1.2.72.

27 Steible 1991, pp. 244-245, Amarsuen 14, line I. dinanna 2. nin-me; also edited by Frayne 1997,

E3/2.1.3.I3.
28 For An see Sallaberger 1993, vol. I, p. 218, and vol. 2, tables 69b, 70b, and 71b; and for Inanna see

ibid., vol. I
, pp. 44, 47, 58, 1 26, and 209-22

1 , and vol. 2, tables 1 , 3, 5, 4 1 , and 68-72.
29 Sallaberger 1993, vol. 2, p. 121, table 70b, text PDT 1, 563: 2. 2 An §a e Jinanna "two for An, in the

temple of Inanna."
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Although these compositions are preserved mostly in Old Babylonian school copies,

the material they contain is certainly much older and must have been transmitted in

both oral and written form throughout the 3rd millennium before the final redaction

of the cycle, which presumably took place under the patronage of the kings of the 3rd

dynasty of Ur. The kings of Ur claimed a special kinship relation to the legendary kings

of Uruk. 30 The hymns of Ur-Namma and Sulgi present the two kings as the offspring

of Lugalbanda and the goddess Ninsun, and Sulgi himself is praised as the brother of

GilgameS. 31 This claim stemmed mainly from the fact that Ur-Namma very probably

originated from Uruk, where Utu-hegal, possibly his brother, ruled just before him.

Sin-ka$id, who reigned in Uruk two centuries later, claimed Lugalbanda as his personal

god and Ninsun as his divine mother.32

In this epic cycle, which may justifiably be called the res gestae of Uruk, the goddess

Inanna is very closely associated with the fortune of Uruk and its legendary kings.33 The
god An, on the other hand, makes only a few timid appearances. Inanna 's prominence

is particularly obvious in the Enmerkar cycle. In 'Enmerkar and EnsubkeSdanna' she is

praised as: 106. ku-gal-nin-e-an-na-ke4 "the great holy lady of the Eanna temple," while

Enmerkar is described as her beloved high priest, hinting at the existence of a sacred

marriage ceremony between the goddess and the sacral ruler of Uruk: 275. za-e-me-en

en-ki-ag-dinanna-me-en "you alone are the beloved En-priest of Inanna."34 An, on the

other hand, is not mentioned as a god of Uruk, but solely in his function as head of

the pantheon together with Enlil, with whom he decrees the fate of Ere§, the city of

Nisaba (line 252). The substantially longer epic 'Enmerkar and the Lord of Aratta'

contains similar material. 35 Inanna is the divine mistress ofEanna (484 and 624. dinanna

nin-e-an-na-ra; 233. dnin-e-an-na-ka), and Enmerkar the En-priest chosen by her (33.

en-§a-ge-pa-da-dinanna-ke4). Uruk-Kulaba and Eanna are repeatedly associated with the

goddess (lines 13-14, 342-343, 384-385), while An makes only a shadowy appearance

(line 314). In the Lugalbanda cycle Inanna likewise plays the dominant role, relegating

An to the background.36

The five Sumerian epic tales centered on GilgameS make up a somewhat distinct cycle

within the res gestae of Uruk.37 In 'GilgameS and Akka' we read that GilgameS, lord

of Kulaba, placed his trust in Inanna (15. dbll-ga-mes en-kul-aba4ki-a-ke4 16. dinanna-ra

nir-gal-la-e), but also that he is a prince beloved by An (36. nun an-ne ki-ag). 38 In

'GilgameS and the Bull of Heaven' Inanna is present throughout the story, although An
also plays an important role. Inanna complains to him that GilgameS is on a rampage

30 See Miciialowski 1987, p. 66, who briefly discusses the use of GilgameS as divine eponymous ancestor
of the dynasty, and the probability that the GilgameS Sumerian tales were first officially circulated in Ur III

scribal schools.
31 Sjoberg 1972, pp. 93-94. A good example is hymn Sulgi C, edited in Castellino 1972, pp. 256-257,
line 104. §c§ ku-li-mu JgilgameS(giS.bll.ga.mes>gin7 "like my brother (and) friend GilgameS."
32 See Sjoberg 1972, p. 98.
31 Brief discussion in Wilcke 1976-1980, pp. 84-85, § 1 1.3.

34 Quoted according to Berlin 1979.
35 Quoted according to Cohen 1973.
36 See Wilcke 1969, pp. 67-73 on the role of Inanna in the epic. In the other Lugalbanda epic, however,
edited by Hallo 1984, there is no mention of either An or Inanna.
37 Recent translation of the five tales with up-to-date references to previous editions by George 1999,

pp. 141-208.
38 Quoted according to Katz 1993.
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in Uruk, and asks him for the Bull of Heaven. While Eanna is portrayed as her temple,

it is also hailed as "An's beloved Eanna" (A i 7'. e-an-na an-ne ki-ag). 39 In 'Gilgamesh

and the Netherworld' An appears as an ancestral god, mostly in association with Enlil,

while Inanna is present throughout as protagonist. Utu is also an important protagonist

as brother of Inanna.40 An and Inanna are absent from 'Gilgames and Huwawa,' and

An appears without Inanna in 'The Death of GilgamesV but only in his role as leader

of the gods on a par with Enlil. Likewise An and Inanna are not mentioned a single

time in 'GilgameS and Huwawa,' in which Utu, Inanna 's brother, is the main divine

protagonist.41 The distribution of divine functions found in the Sumerian GilgameS

cycle is quite faithfully reflected in the Standard Babylonian epic, in which IStar, Anu,

and SamaS all play prominent roles. In the Old Babylonian Akkadian epic, however,

Uruk and the Eanna temple are called the home of Anu, with no mention of IStar.42

In conclusion, the res gestae of Uruk is more or less in agreement with royal

inscriptions and archival texts regarding the respective positions of An and Inanna in

the early pantheon of Uruk. Inanna is the more dynamic deity, the mistress of the Eanna

temple, and enjoys a closer relationship with the king, the En-priest ofUruk, with whom
she engaged in the sacred marriage ritual. 43 An, while generally playing a passive role, is

still sometimes acknowledged as patron god of Uruk and Eanna, and likewise maintains

a personal relationship with the ruler, occasionally presented as "his beloved."

3.1.3. The Old Babylonian Period

As we move into the Old Babylonian period we are again in a position to glean

information from archival texts found in Uruk, in addition to the usual stream of royal

inscriptions and literary texts. For the first time since the reign ofUtu-begal two and a half

centuries earlier, Uruk was again in this period the seat of a local dynasty, which lasted a

little more than two generations.44 One inscription of SIn-ka§id, the founder of that ruling

house, puts An and Inanna on an equal footing.45 Similarly, the building inscriptions

of Anam acknowledge both An and Inanna. His two inscriptions commemorating the

restoration of the gipar of the En-priestess in the Eanna temple praise the goddess as the

"great lady of Eanna" (1. dinanna 2. nin-gal-e-an-na), while the king is portrayed as "the

favorite of An and Inanna, the beloved son of Inanna" (6. §e-ga-an-dinanna 7. dumu-

39 Quoted according to Cavigneaux, Al-Rawi 1993.

40 See Shaffer 1963.
4i For 'GilgameS and Huwawa,' Version A, see Edzard 1990 and 1991, and Version B, Edzard 1993. For

'The Death of GilgameS' see Cavigneaux, Al-Rawi 2000.

42 For recent translation of this passage see George 1999, p. 1 04. Tournay, Shaffer 1 998, p. 15, speculate

that this omission of the goddess might point to the existence of anti-IStar sentiment at that lime, which might

also be reflected in the episode of the Bull of Heaven in the Epic. On this episode, and the conflictual relation

between IStar and GilgameS, see also Abusch 1986, p. 161.

« Steinkeller 1999, pp. 129-136.
44 On the cull of Inanna/IStar and Anu at Uruk during the Old Babylonian period see Richter 1999,

pp. 238-251.
45 Frayne 1990, E4.4.1.7: I. an lugal-dingir-re-ne-ke4 2. dinanna nin-an-ki-bi-da 3. nin-a-ni-ir 4. dEN.ZU-

ka-Si-id 5. Iugal-unu k,-ga 6. \uga\-am-na-nu-um 7. u-a-e-an-na 8. u4 e-an-na 9. mu-du-a 10. 6-pa-pah 1 1. e

ki-tuS- 12. Sa-hul-la-ka-ne-ne 13. hu-mu-ne-du "For An, king of the gods, (and) Inanna, lady of heaven and

the underworld, his lady, STn-kBSid, king of Uruk, king of the Amnanum, provider of Eanna, when lie built

Eanna, built for them Epapah, their sanctuary, a place of rejoicing."
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ki-ag- 8. dinanna-ke4 ).46 One of his two inscriptions commemorating the restoration of
Eanna is dedicated to both deities,47 while the other is dedicated solely to Inanna.48

The year names of the Old Babylonian rulers of Uruk agree in this respect with their

inscriptions, ascribing Eanna sometimes to Inanna alone, sometimes to both An and
Inanna.49 The prologue of the Code of Hammurabi also hails the temple Eanna in Uruk
as the dwelling of both Anu and IStar. 50

The archival texts discovered in the palace of Stn-ka§id date mainly to the 1 9th

century. They are supplemented by a group of texts from Kish dated to the reigns of
Ammiditana, Ammisaduqa, and Samsuditana, which provide additional information on
the cults and priesthood of Uruk exiled to the north after the Babylonian withdrawal

from the south under Samsuiluna. 51 An never occurs alone in archival texts from Uruk,
but always in conjunction with Inanna in the compound An-dInanna. In the same corpus,

on the other hand, the goddess Inanna can occur without An (
dInanna). In texts from

Kish three forms are attested: dInanna-unugki
, An-dInanna-unugki

, and An-dInanna. The
addition of unugki to the names dInanna and An-dInanna is peculiar to the Kish corpus

and was probably dictated by the need to distinguish this particular form of Inanna from
the other manifestation of the goddess worshiped in Kish.

Opinions as to the interpretation of the compound An-dInanna are divided. Most
scholars understand it to mean "An (and) Inanna," while others have considered the

possibility that An-dInanna might be a logographic compound denoting the particular

form of the goddess Inanna worshiped in Uruk. In support of the latter interpretation

Charpin invokes the parallel cases of the god Amurru, written alternatively dMAR.TU
and AN-dMAR.TU, and of the goddess Nanibgal, written AN-dNAGA, Nanibgal being

a form of Nisaba, written dNAGA. 52 He also points out that in the letter TCL 1,19 the

deities An-dInanna, Nanaya, and Kanisurra are invoked as "my ladies" by the sender,

supporting the theory that the compound An-dInanna is a writing for Inanna.53 Looking

« Frayne 1990, E4.4.6.1 and E4 .4.6.2.

47 Frayne 1990, E4.4.6.3: 1. an lugal-dingir-re-e-ne 2. lugal-a-ni-ir 3. dinanna nin-gal-e-an-na 4. nin-a-ni-ir

5. an-am sipa-zi 6. unu^-ga 7. dumu-ki-ag- 8. dinanna-ke4 9. u, e-a-ni-libir 10. mu-un-gibil 11. ki-b6 bi-in-

gi4-a 12. 8i*ig-l-56S 13. al-gub-bu "For An, the king of the gods, (and) Inanna, the great lady of Eanna, his
lady, Anam, the true shepherd of Uruk, the beloved son of Inanna, when he rebuilt her old temple (and)
restored it, set up a door anointed with oil."
1,8 Frayne 1990, E4.4.6.5: 1 .

dinanna 2. nin-a-ni-ir 3. an-am sipa-zi 4. unuki-ga 5. dumu-ki-ag 6. dinanna-ke4

7.
r
u4

n
e-a-ni-libir 8. mu-un-gibil 9. ki-b6 bl-gu-a 10. a gu-nun-di-dam 11. mu-un-du "For Inanna, his lady,

Anam, true shepherd of Uruk, beloved son of Inanna, when he rebuilt her old lempte and restored it, built

the (moat called) Roaring Water."
49 Falkenstein 1963, p. I0,no. 1 1: mu3 unidualan ad-da-ni e dinanna ... i-ni-in-ku4-re-en"Year(Sm-gamil)
brought into the temple of Inanna three copper statues of his father;" p. 10, no. 10: mu e-an-JJnanna-libir-ra
"Year he (Anam? restored) the old temple of An (and) Inanna;" p. 10, no. 12: mu e i!gigir-ma(j ku-gi 5u-du 7-a
na4 nir-mug-g(r na4 igi me-luh-ha ak-a an-dinanna-ra mu-ne-en-ku4 "Year (Irdanene) brought for An (and)
Inanna in their temple the great chariot adorned with gold, muSSant stones, and eye-stones from Meluhha."
50 Bergmann 1953, p. 2, col. II, 37. be-lum mu-bo-il-if 38. UNUG" 39. Sa-ki-in me-e 40. mt-iib-Si-im
41. a-na ni-Si-Su 42. mu-ul-li 43. re-eS E.AN.NA 44. mu-kam-me-er 45. hi-is-bi-im 46. a-na an-nim 47. u
dINANNA "(Uammurabi), the lord who revives Uruk, who establishes waters of abundance for its people,
who builds the Eanna temple to its summit, who heaps up produce for Anu and IStar." Recent transcription
and English translation by Roth 1995, pp. 77-78.
51 This was first noted by Finkelstein in YOS 13, pp. 1 1-12, and has been studied more extensively by
Charpin 1986, pp. 403-415, and by Pientka 1998, pp. 179-187, and 375-388.
52 Charpin 1986, p. 404, n. 2. On the writing of the name Nanibgal see also McEwan 1998.
53 TCL 1, 19: 10. fl-wj An-dInanna II . *na-na-a it ^ka-ni-sw-ia 12. be-le-ti-ia \3.uS-ta-bi-la-ak-ku-iim, and
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back to the god lists from Fara, van Dijk proposed to read dInanna as Ari-Inanna on the

model of other deified cosmic phenomena such as an-dusan, the cosmic manifestation of

dusan. 54 This might provide an antecedent to the writing An-dInanna, and thus bolster the

theory that the compound refers to a single deity. This theory might also be supported

by the mention of a single high-priest for An-dInanna in a text from the palace of

Sin-ka§id.55

Charpin's arguments have recently been criticized by Wilcke, who points out that

other passages from TCL 1,19 appear to contradict the view that An-dInanna is a single,

female deity. 56 In lines 4-5, for instance, An-dInanna and Nanaya govern a verb in the

masculine plural, which should indicate that there is at least one male god, namely An, in

the chain of subjects. 57 Wilcke also points to the evidence from AO 5421 which supports

the view than An-dInanna means two separate gods. This text mentions an iSippu priest

of An and Inanna (27. ^i-si-ip-pu 28. Sd An r
ii

dInanna
n
) and also records that an oath

was sworn by two of the claimants "at the gate of An and Inanna, the gods{l) of their

city" (48.
r
ina KA An 1

it
dInanna /?-//' a-li-Su-nu).™ The recent publication of a cylinder

seal impression from Uruk dated to the reign ofking I§me-Dagan of Isin and which also

mentions a priest of An and Inanna (II, 2. iSib an-na
TuV dinanna) further weakens the

possibility that the compound An-dInanna refers to one single deity.5? The year names

of the kings of Isin, on the other hand, only mention the office of high-priest of Inanna,

with no allusion to the existence of An.60

The interpretation of the compound An-dInanna as a form of Inanna would result

in having no mention of the god An in the archival texts from the palace of STn-kaSid.

This would seem problematic as An and Inanna are both mentioned as separate deities

in the building inscriptions of the Old Babylonian kings of Uruk. Therefore the writing

An-dInanna in texts from that period should probably not be systematically interpreted

as a name for the goddess Inanna, nor as evidence for a complete absorption of An

by Inanna. It must also be stressed that the almost systematic absence of a conjunction

between An and Inanna in the compound An-dInanna does not necessarily mean that

the latter refers to one single deity, since the triad formed by An, Inanna, and Nanaya is

2 1 . ma-fja-ar An-dIna[nna] 22. j> *na-na-a be-l[e]- 23. ti-ia ku-ur-ba-am (Charpin 1986, pp. 4 1 1-4 1 2).

m Van Dijk 1964, p. 6, fig. 1 , note to text VA 12573+ 12763; and see Brusciiweiler 1987, p. 106, note to

line 1 1, for a discussion of AN.AN-usan.
» Sanati-MOller 1994, p. 3 12, no. 206, col. I, 19'. PN lu-azlag en-An-dInanna, who translates as follows:

"PN Walker des en-(Prieslers) des An (und) der Inanna." The en-priest of Inanna of Uruk is mentioned in a

few year names of the early Old Babylonian period (Wilcke 1976-1980, p. 85, § 12).

» Wilcke 1997, pp. 4 14-4 15.

57 TCL I, 19: 4. An-dInanna it *na-na-a 5. aS-Sum-ia da-ri-iS iirmi-im ii-ba-al-li-(u-ka "May An, Inanna,

and Nanaya maintain your health for ever on my account." Wilcke understands the designations "my ladies"

in the rest of the letter as referring only to Inanna, Nanaya, and Kanisurra, not to An, translating the passages

in question as "to An, (and) my ladies Inanna, Nanaya, (and Kanisurra)."

58 Originally published by Arnaud 1989, no. 23, and edited by Wilcke with collations.

59 Brisch 1998, pp. 31-33, with discussion of the compound An-dInanna. The impression is mentioned by

Cavigneaux 1996, p. 9, n. 44, with review of previous scholarship on An-JInanna on p. 10, n. 45.

60 Sigrist 1 988, p. 24, Iddin-Dagan E: "Year, he chose by means ofthe omens the high-priest of Inanna" (mu

en inanna? maS-e in-[pad]); p. 25, Iddin-Dagan K: "Year, Iddin-Dagan elevated (to office) the high-priest of

Inanna" (mu *[l]-
Tdin*-*da-gan lugal-[e] en dinanna mu-un-[ll]); p. 27, ISme-Dagan P: "Year, ISme-Dagan the

king elevated (to office) the high-priest of Inanna" (mu *[iS-me]-*da-gan lugal en inanna mu-un- r
ir?); and

p. 33, Enlil-bani B: "Year, Enlil-bani the king enthroned Enkiag-Inanna as high-priest of Inanna" (*en-lil-bani

lugal-e en-ki-ag-dinanna en dinanna mu-[hun-ga]).
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written both An-6lnanna-dna-na-a and An-dInanna-«-drta-«a-a in the archival texts from

the palace of Stn-ka§id.61 One cannot exclude the possibility, however, that An-dInanna

was in certain contexts an alternative writing of the name Inanna. An-dInanna may have

initially meant "An and Inanna" but later on, because of the intimate relation between

the two deities, it may have become a complex logogram, a frozen form, as it were,

denoting only Inanna. This may have been especially true in texts from Kish.

3. 1 .4, The Induction ofInanna in the Eanna Temple

Literary sources furnish considerably more explicit information on the relationship

between An and Inanna.62 The dominant tradition regarded Inanna as the daughter of

the moon god Nanna-Su'en,63 and therefore as the sister of the sun god Utu and as the

great-granddaughter of An, while another tradition viewed her simply as the daughter

of An.64 Other, apparently conflicting notions existed, according to which she was the

6i Sanati-Muller 1991, p. 316, no. 154, 2. (sesame) sa-dun An-dlnanna-d/m-«a-a; p. 317, no. 155, 2.

(sesame) sa-du M An-dInanna-d/ia-/m-o; and Sanati-MOller 1992, p. 126, no. 166, 9. [o o] nidba An-dlnanna

10. u *na~na-a (offerings of fat-tailed sheep). Other Old Babylonian sources from Uruk published since

Charpin 1986 and which mention the goddess Inanna or the compound An-dlnanna are: Sanati-MOller

1988 (passim for attestations of An-dInanna); Sanati-MOller 1990, p. 165, no. 114, 10. JInanna (gold

jewelry for the goddess); p. 168, no. 115, 38. dInanna (could be preceded by a shaded AN according to the

copy; this is also a text concerning gold jewelry or paraphernalia); Sanati-MOller 1993, p. 150, no. 202,

col. I, 24'. e-dInanna; Cavigneaux 1996, no. 56: 4. sa-dug4 An-dInanna; no.76 (a letter), seems to treat

An-dInanna as one deity: I. An-dInanna DINGIR u-n[u o o o] 2. aS-Sum-i-ni a-na da-
r
rP-[a-(lm] 3. Il-ba-

al-l[i-i(-ka] "May Inanna, the goddess of U[ruk?], preserve your health forever on our behalf;" the address

formula of no. 80, on the other hand, also a letter, seems to keep An and Inanna distinct: 4'. An r
ii '"Inanna

1

5'. li-ba-al-li-{ii-
r
itT-[kal ]. Pettinato 1998, pp. 277-278, and George 2000, p. 291, n. 48, briefly discuss

the compounds An-Inanna and An-Inanna-Nanaya.
« The relationship between An and Inanna is also discussed by Bruschweiler 1987, pp. 95, 134- 135, and

178-180; and by Hallo, Van Dijk 1968, pp. 7-10 and 97, who stress the political aspect of the rise of

Inanna and date it mostly to the Sargonic period.

« SjObero 1988, publishes a fragmentary Sumerian hymn which acknowledges Inanna as the daughter of

Nanna-Su'en: p. 167, col. I, 14. nu-gig V a-a-ni dEN.ZU-da 15. inim duii-du n-ga-e "the nugig ... together

with her father Suen utters commands;" Romer 1965, p. 129, IV, 9. dumu-gaMsu'en-na dinanna-ra silim-ma

ga-na-ab-be-en "let me greet the eldest daughter of Su'en, Inanna!;" SjOberg, Bergmann 1969, p. 36,

no. 26, 325. dumu-gaMsu'en-na ku-dinanna-ke4 "the eldest daughter of Su'en, the pure Inanna;" SjOberg

1975a, pp. 178-179: 2. dumu-gaMsu'en-na, DUMUMl dEN.ZU ra-bi-tum "the eldest daughter of Sin;"

Beiirens 1998, line 52. dinanna a-a-zu dsu'en-gim an-Sa-ge am-gub "O Inanna, you stand in the midst of

heaven like your father Su'en!" (Ninegalla Hymn). Later sources; CT 15, pi. 45: 2. dINNIN DUMU.Mf d30

u-zu-un-Sd [iS-kun] "IStar, the daughter of Sin, [set] her mind" (K. 162, [Star's descent to the netherworld);

King 1 902, vol. II, pi. LXXV, 5. at-ti-ma na-an-na-rat AN-e u KI-/J ma-rat d30 qa-rit-ti "you are the luminary

of heaven and the netherworld, the heroic daughter of Sin" (Su'illa to IStar, BM 26187); King 1896, no. 5,

13. Win-nin-ni bu-uk-rat d30 /-///-// dNIN.GAL "Innin, firstborn daughter of Sin, offspring of Ningal" (Su'illa

to IStar). The genealogy of Inanna is discussed by Wilcke 1976-1980, p. 80, §8.
M IStar is portrayed as the daughter ofAnu and Antu in the Standard Babylonian Epic ofGilgameS, Tablet VI,

82. il-lik-ma *iS-tarana IGI da-nu AD-Sd i-[bak-ki] 83. anapa-an an-tuA AMA-irf if-la-ka di-ma-[a]-Sd "IStar

went crying in the presence of Anu, her father, her tears flowed before Antu, her mother" (quoted following

Parpola 1997); in Astrolabe B, KAV 218 B, col. I, 15. MUL BAN dINNIN e-la-ma-tuA 16.
rDUMU\MI

*a-nu "the constellation of the Bow is IStar-of-Elam, the daughter ofAnu;" The Hymn to the Queen ofNippur,

published in Lambert 1982, contains an etiology of the name Ninanna, given to Inanna by her father An,

pp. 1 98-1 99, 54. Sd qd-ad-mi-iS iz-ku-ru-Si a-bu da-di-Sd *a-nu-um 55. dNIN.AN.NA Sar-ra-tu* Sd-ma-a-me

"which Anu, her beloved father, called her of old, is Ninanna, 'Queen of Heaven'." As pointed out by Wilcke

1976-1980, p. 80, §8, the tradition that Inanna was the daughter of An could also be understood to mean

that she was his descendant; being the daughter of Sin made her the granddaughter of Enlil, and therefore

the great-granddaughter of An.
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mistress of An, his hierodule, or his wife.65 The prominence of Inanna is reflected in

the tradition that the goddess had usurped An's position of leadership. One finds the

earliest exposition of this theology in the two hymnal compositions Ninmesarra and

Innin-Sagurra, both attributed to Sargon's daughter Enheduanna. In Ninmesarra Inanna

receives all the me's from An and is praised as the "Lady, supreme over An."66 The
hymn Innin-sagurra likewise sings "the Lady (performing) great deeds, who gathers

(for herself) the me's of heaven and the netherworld, (who) rivals the great An."67 It

portrays Inanna's command as supreme over An and Enlil,68 and relates that An gave
Inanna his seat together with control over all the rites, whereupon the great gods paid

her obedience.69 Thus Innin-sagurra clearly shows that the exaltation of Inanna over

An, which resulted in her seizure of divine kingship, was also explained theologically

by her physical appropriation of An's seat, his temple. This latter theme has recently

become better documented with the publication of a Sumerian myth reconstructed from
four manuscripts, including a bilingual version datable to the Middle Babylonian period.

Although the composition is still in a very fragmentary state, its main subject can clearly

be identified. It describes how Inanna stole the Eanna temple from An and made it into

her abode. This can be appraised from the concluding lines of the composition, quoted

here according to the better preserved manuscript (YBC 4665): 70

159. e-an-na an-da im-da-an-kar [o o]-ta im-mi-in-ge-en

160. u4-da dinanna-ke4 e-an-na e ki-n[in?]-am im-me

6J The epilhet nu-gig-an-na means "hierodule of An", indicating that Inanna is also the mistress of An,
in addition to being his wife and daughter. It occurs in (he Descent of Inanna, Sladek 1974, p. 130, line

221. nu-u g-gi[g-a]n-na-ke,i "the hierodule of An," It is often shortened simply to nu-gig "the hierodule"
(discussions by Hallo, Van Duk 1968, p. 87; Sjoberg, Bergmann 1969, p. 1 1 1, no. 309; Wilcke 1976-
1980, pp. 80-81, §8; Bruschweiler 1987, pp. 110-11 1; and Zgoll 1997b). Bruschweiler 1987, p. 167,
discusses the possibility that the position of Inanna as nu-gig-an-na relates to the astral position of Inanna
in the sky. Inanna/IStar is portrayed as wife of Anu in Innin-sagurra, Sjoberg 1975a, pp. 186-187, line 93.
nin-k[i-ag]-an-ku-ga "the beloved lady of the holy An;" pp. 200-201, line 258. an-gal ki-ag-zu "the great

An, your beloved;" and also in the Hymn to IStar with subscription for king Ammidilana: Thureau-Dangin
1925, p. 173, line 45. iS-ti an-nim ba-we-ri-i-$a te-te-er-Sa-aS-Su-um 46. da-ri-a-am ba-la-(a-am ar-ka-am
"from Anu, her spouse, she has requested for him an enduring long life."

66 Hallo, Van Duk 1968, p. 22, line 59. nin an-ra diri-ga.
67 Sjoberg 1975a, p. 179, line 3, A. eri§-nam-mah me-an-ki ur^ur^ an-gal-d[a za-Sa,] [be-le]-et na-ar-biSa
pa-ar-?l Sa-me-e it er-$e-tlm fja-am-ma-at il-ti a-ni-im ra-bt-im Si-it-(nu)-na-at.
68 SjOberg 1975a, pp. 178-179: 14. dinanna e-ne-da nu-me-a an-gal ka-aSnu-um-bar den-l(l nam nu-[un-lar]

15. in-nin sag-fl kur-ra ab-diri a-ba sag mu-un-ga-ga "Without Inanna the great An has not made a decision,

Enlil has not determined the destiny. The mistress who raises (her) head, who resides in the mountain, who
opposes her?".
69 Sjoberg 1975a, pp. 188-189: 106. an-gal-e muS-za n( bl-te ki-luS-zu im-mi-bu-lub 107. ki-tuS-an-gal-

la-kc, dur
r
ba?-e?

1
-gar su nu-mu-e-da-zi-zi 108. PA.LUGAL-mab PA.AN-gal-g[alJ 5u-zu ga-mu-un-si 109.

dingir-gal-gal-e-ne kirL,! ki-a bf-in-su-ub-bu-u5 Su-kin mu-un-dabj-be-eS "The great An feared your dazzling
appearance, he was frightened of your dwelling place, he let you lake your seat In the dwelling place of
the great An (and then) he did not fear you any more (he said): M will hand over to you the lofty royal

rites (and) the divine great ritesl' The great gods kissed the earth, they served (you)." The assumption of
heavenly kingship by Inanna is also reflected in the series UtukkQ lemmVu, CT 16, pi. 20: 77. dinnin-ke,, an-da
ki-tuS ku mu-un-ri nam-lugal-la- 78. an-na-Se ir-pag mu-un-ak 79. *i£-tar it-ti ^i-niw Sar-ri Sub-lu KU-tim
80. ir-me-ma ana LUGAL-wf AN-e i-kap-pu-iid "IStar took the pure seat alongside Anu the king, planning
(to seize) heavenly kingship." According to CAD K, pp. 172-174, s.v. kapddu, this verb means "to plan"
when used in conjunction with ana, e.g. ana Sarnlli kapddu means "to plan to become king." Therefore this

passage clearly depicts IStar plotting to seize heavenly kingship from Anu.
70 VanDijk 1998, pp. 20-21.
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161. in-nin-e ki u-ma gub-bu-ba §u-sa-dun-ga-am

162. dinanna-ke4 ki u-ma gub-bu-ba su-sa-dun-ga-am

163. e-an-na an-da im-da-kar-re-en ki-duio-ga im-me

She has stolen the Eanna temple from An, she has firmly grounded (it) on [earth(?)].71

On this day Inanna says: "The Eanna temple is the residence of the L[ady(?)]."

The Mistress, who has reached the place of (her) triumph,

Inanna, who has reached the place of (her) triumph,

says: "I have taken the Eanna temple away from An as a propitious residence!".

Van Dijk ascribes the myth of Inanna's capture of Eanna to the Enheduanna cycle,

as it shares many focal elements with the hymns NinmeSarra and Innin-Sagurra. He

also points out that the evidence from the new composition allows us to propose a

new interpretation of a crucial passage of Ninmesarra, in which it is now evident that

Inanna is accused of stealing Eanna from An: 86. an-da e-an-na jja-ba-da-an-kar 87.

an-lugal-da ni ba-ra-ba-da-te "You have indeed stolen the Eanna temple from An, you

have not feared An the king."72 These literary works show that the motif of Inanna's

exaltation was intimately connected with her induction in the Eanna temple, which she

had allegedly stolen from An.

Other sources claim that Inanna was brought down from heaven in historical times

to take up residence in the Eanna temple. They attribute this operation to the apkallu

Nun(gal)piriggal, who allegedly lived at the time of Enmerkar. The sources preserving

this tradition are two first millennium texts. The first one is the 'Etiological Myth of the

Seven Sages:' 73

10. nun-pirig-gal Sidim abgal den-me-kar dinanna sa-e-an-na-ke4 an-ta en-de

1 1

.

MIN ap-kal MIN §a diS-lar iS-fu AN-<? ana qe-reb a-a-ki u-Se-ri-da

Nunpiriggal, the builder, the apkallu of Enmerkar, who brought down Istar from heaven into

Eanna.

The other source is the Uruk list of apkallus and ummdnus preserved in a manuscript

from the Hellenistic period: 74

8. [EGIR? MAR.URU5?] ina BALA-e "en-me-kar LUGAL: 'nun-gal-pirig-gal ABGAL
9. [5a AiS-tar T]A AN-<? ana E.AN.NA u-Se-ri-du

[After the flood?], during the reign of king Enmerkar, Nungalpiriggal was the apkallu, [he

who] brought down [ISlar] from heaven into the Eanna temple.

71 Compare ibid., verse 1 55. e-an-na an-gim he-ge-en "Let the Eanna temple be firmly grounded like heaven."
72 Ibid., pp. 10-11. In the edilio princeps of the Exaltation of Inanna, Hallo, Van Duk 1968, pp. 24-27,

the editors tentatively understood Lugalanne as the subject in this verse, and therefore as the one who took

the Eanna temple away from An.
» Reiner 1961, pp. 2-5.
w Van Duk, Mayer 1980, text no. 89.
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Inanna's induction in the Eanna temple at the time of Enmerkar is reflected in an

earlier source, the Sumerian epic 'Enmerkar and the Lord of Aratta:'75

229. nin-gal-an-na me-foiiS-a 115-a

230. (nir-sag-kur-Suba-ka dur-gar-ra

23 1

.

bara-kur-§uba-ka Se-er-ka-an-du
1 ] -ga

232. en-lugal-mu §ubur-a-ni-im

233. dnin-e-an-na-ka mu-un-di-ni-ib-kut-re-eS

The great Queen of Heaven, who rides upon an awesome me,

who dwells on the peak of the bright mountain,

who adorns the dais of the bright mountain,

my lord and king, who is her servant,

had them introduce her as the "Divine Queen of Eanna."

The tradition represented by these texts points to a demythologization of Inanna's

induction in the Eanna temple, resolutely placing it in historical time. Accordingly,

Szarzynska has recently revived the notion that Inanna was originally the goddess of

Kulaba, and that 'Enmerkar and the Lord of Aratta' preserves the memory of the

transfer of her cult from Kulaba to Uruk.76 Inanna is indeed associated with Kulaba

is some early sources. One of the ZA-Ml hymns from Abu Salablkh explicitly praises

her as the goddess of Kulaba, 77 and in the canonical collection of Sumerian temple

hymns the hymn to Eanna, the "temple of Inanna in Uruk" (209. e-dinanna unu ki-ga),

begins by celebrating this temple as the "house with the great me's of Kulaba" (198. e

me-gal kul-aba4ki-a).78 The Sumerian King List preserves a tradition that Enmerkar was
the founder of Uruk, and that prior to him his predecessors had ruled only in Eanna,

although the same text claims that his successor GilgameS was lord of Kulaba.79 Are
we to believe that Uruk emerged as the result of the Eanna 's fusion with Kulaba, and

that Inanna, originally Kulaba 's goddess, then became the mistress of the Eanna temple

and patron goddess of Uruk, disloding its patron god An? The various traditions seem
too contradictory to warrant such a specific reconstruction of events, which is also at

variance with the evidence from the archaic texts. As seen above these records clearly

75 This is a passage where ihe emissary of Enmerkar replies to the Lord of Aratta. Quoted according to the

edition by Cohen 1973, p. 74. Jacobsen 1987b, p. 295, has a different interpretation of this passage, reading

the beginning of line 233 as follows: an nin e-an-na-ka, which leads to the following translation: "the lord

my master, being her servant, An and the queen have moved with him in Eanna."
76 Szarzynska 1997, p. 146.
77 Biggs 1974, pp. 46-47, lines 19-29.
78 Sjoberg, Bergmann 1969, p. 29, hymn no. 16. Conti 1993, pp. 345-346 has a new edition and
translation of this hymn, more particularly of tine 198. e me-gal kul-aba^'-a bad muS-c iri, 2-gal-e mii-a

"Temple, repandant effroi/splendeur sur Kullab, dont la configuration surgit de l'lrigal (/configuration que
PIrigal a fait surgir)."

79 "KiS was vanquished, its kingship was transferred to Eanna. In Eanna [Meski]agga[§er, son] of Ulu, was
lord [and king]; he reigned 32[5] years; [Mes]kiagga[5er] went into the sea and disappeared. Enmerkar,
son of MeskiafggaSer], the king of Uruk, the one who founded Ur[uk], was king; he reigned 420 years.

The divine Lugalbanda, the shepherd, reigned 1,200 years. The Divine Dumuzi, the fisherman—his city

was Ku'ara—reigned 100+[x] years. The divine GilgameS—his father was an invisible being—the lord of
Kulaba—reigned 126 years."
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indicate that the various forms of Inanna were the main goddess(es) of Uruk already

at the end of the 4th millennium (§3.1.1). Kulaba was probably the name of a district

of Uruk, or of a neighboring settlement, which later became an alternate name for the

entire city. This is clearly the meaning of the name Kulaba in the res gestae ofUruk and

other literary texts of the 3rd millennium, in which the two toponyms are more or less

interchangeable.80

In sum the evidence indicates that Inanna had always been the most important

goddess of Uruk. An belonged to an older generation of gods and embodied the sky,

a passive cosmic principle. Inanna was a member of the younger generations, being

either the daughter or a more distant offspring ofAn, and in her astral incarnation as the

planet Venus she embodied an active cosmic principle, radiating in the sky while she

raced along her path. The rich hymnal and mythological literature of the 3rd and early

2nd millennia provided a number of theological explanations for her astral dominance

of heaven, often expressed as the dislodging or overpowering of the god An, and her

cultic prominence at Uruk was similarly rationalized by the legend of her capture of, or

induction in the Eanna temple, allegedly An's abode. Anu became the most important

god of Uruk only in the late Achaemenid and Seleucid periods, after the theological

reforms which propelled him, together with his wife Antu, to supreme status in his

new temple, the Re§, which for the first time in Uruk's history overshadowed the city's

venerable main sanctuary, the Eanna temple. 81 Prior to this, however, An appears to have

always been worshiped in the shadow of Inanna.

3.1.5. The Late Periods

During the Middle Babylonian period the cults of Uruk exiled to Kish at the time of

Samsuiluna returned to their home. From that period dates a new theological composition

known as the 'Exaltation of IStar/ probably the creation of Uruk priestly circles.82 Its

preserved portions (Tablets III and IV) portray Anu as king of the gods and relate how

he selected IStar to be his spouse, giving her all his royal prerogatives and elevating her

to the status of Antu his consort. IStar appears in this text as daughter of the moon god

Sin, while Anu and IStar are identified as the primordial divine couple AnSar and KiSar,

who are equated with Anu and Antu in the opening section of the god list An=Anum,

80 In 'Enmerkar and EnsuhkeSdanna' Uruk and Kulaba are consistently used as synonyms. Enmerkar is "lord

of Uruk, lord of Kulaba." Uruk is also called "Ihe brickwork of Kulaba" (e.g. lines 2-3, 22, 102-103, 121,

134). The same expressions recur in 'Enmerkar and the Lord of Aratta,' in which we also find the double

name Uruk-Kulaba in reference to Ihe urban center (lines 7, 13-14, 60 and 91: unug^-kul-aba^). The same

inlerchangeableness is evidenced in almost all the other epics of the cycle, including the GilgameS lales.

'GilgameS and Akka' appears to be more specific, referring to Uruk to denote the city itself (lines 2, 49, 65,

84 and 86), while at the same time referring to GilgameS solely as "lord of Kulaba" (lines 15-16, 40, 5 1, 100

and 113).

si On this see Beaulieu 1992a, pp. 53-60.

82 Edition in HruSka 1969. All known duplicates of the text are very late, but there is some consensus that

it was composed during the Middle Babylonian period. This opinion was first expressed by Falkenstein

1 952, p. 9 1
, and both HruSka and Lambert 1 97 1 have concurred with this view. The type of Sumerian found

in the "Exaltation of IStar" is characteristic of Ihe period when the language was being revived as the idiom

of liturgy.
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also a work of the Middle Babylonian period. After having been elevated to the status

of Antu and given "kingship," IStar is exalted in her astral aspect as the planet Venus,

and is crowned with the epithet "IStar the Star:"83

17. din-nin dim-me-er hi-li-bi mu-un-§i-in-kar-ra me-ur-zu sum-mu-un-na-ab
18. ana dMIN (= in-niri) i-lat te-em-nu-Si fji-im-mat par-si-ka £u-ut- lilim-£i

19. dki-Sar n'-^-'a-amnidlam e-da-sa he-na-nam mu-zu-a nir be-8aGALAM-galamasa-lama

20. lu-u an-tu4 f}i-ir-tm sin-na-at-ka Si-ma ana su-me-ka li-te-et-li

Give to Innin, the goddess, whom you have loved, all your divine powers,

Let her be Antu, the spouse your equal; may she elevate herself to your name.

61. ki-bi-a dinnin nam-nin-gu-SA-bi sag an-§e u-mi-ni-in-il-la

62. a-Sa-ris Ais-tar a-na Sar-ru-tu nap-frar-Su-nu ru-tab-bi-ma

63. din-nin za-e dil-bad-bi he-na-nam <iti-mu-a he-ri-in-e-§e

64. dMrN (= in-niri) at-ti lu-u na-bit-su-nu-ma diS-tar MUL liq-bu-ki

There, IStar, exalt yourself to kingship over everything;

May you, Innin, shine over them, let them call you "Istar the star."

While this text contains elements of theological reflection which are already famil-

iar from the works ascribed to Enbeduanna, such as the theme of the exaltation of
Inanna/IStar to supreme power, two notions are here fully developed for the first time.

The first one is the syncretism between Antu and IStar, which created a "menage-a-trois"

between Anu, Antu, and IStar analogous to those existing between Marduk, ZarpanTtu,

and IStar in Babylon, and between Nabii, TaSmetu, and Nanaya in Borsippa. In these

"love triangles" IStar and Nanaya fulfilled the role of hierodule or mistress of Marduk
and Nabu, respectively, while they were at the same time theologically identified with

their spouses ZarpanTtu and TaSmetu. The other theological notion which gains more
ground during that period is the equation Innin - IStar. It is probable that from Kassite

times onwards the logogram dMUS must be read dInnin rather than dInanna. This con-

clusion is based upon the Neo-Babylonian evidence from the Eanna archive where the

logogram dMU§ followed by the phonetic complement -na alternates in personal names
with various phonetic spellings of the divine name Innin (e.g. din-ni-in, din-nin-na\ a

form of IStar attested only in the onomastics and the toponymy (§3.2.5), and therefore

must be understood as dinnin-na
t
with the pronunciation /innin/. A perusal of the above

quoted verses quite clearly shows that the author of the 'Exaltation of IStar' shared this

theological view.

Starting with the Middle Babylonian period, Babylonian and Assyrian rulers no
longer mention Anu in their inscriptions related to Uruk. The only exception is the

"Donation of Kurigalzu," which records endowments of land made by Kurigalzu I,

son of KadaSman-Uarbe, to IStar. 84 In this text the Kassite king claims to have rebuilt

83 The line count follows HruSka's edition.
M This inscription is known in two exemplars; text A: CT 36, 6-7; text B: BIN 2, 33.
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the temple of Anu and IStar, 85 and also to have reinstalled Anu in his shrine. 86 The

authenticity of the text, which is available only in two first millennium copies, has

sometimes been doubted, and the possibility of a later forgery cannot be excluded.87

The mention of Anu might be just an echo of the older theological tradition of pairing

An and Inanna as patron gods of Uruk and the Eanna temple,88 and should probably

not be taken as evidence that Anu enjoyed a position of prominence in the pantheon

of Uruk at that time. To be sure, the inscriptions of the Kassite kings KaraindaS and

Kurigalzu I89 commemorating the rebuilding ofEanna mention only IStar (
dinnin) as the

Lady-of-Eanna (
dnin-e-an-na).90

After the 14th century there is a major gap in our documentation until the end

of the 8th century. The divine name Lady-of-Eanna occurs again in an inscription of

Merodach-Baladan II recording repair work in the Eanna temple: 1 . a-na di$-tar be-Uel
1

KUR.KUR Sur-bu-[t]i DINGIR.MES qa-riHi 2. dNIN-£.AN.NA a-Sib-
T
tP [UjNUG"

Sa kul-lat \pa\r-si \a-am-mat "For IStar, mistress of the lands, supreme (among) the

gods, valiant one, the Lady-of-Eanna, who dwells in Uruk, who has gathered to herself

all the divine offices."91 A brick inscription of the same king which also records the

restoration of Eanna hails IStar as "mistress of the lands:" 1. nin dinnin 2. nin kur-kur-ra

"For the lady, IStar, mistress of the lands."92 This title also occurs in the contemporary

inscriptions of Sargon II from Uruk: FRAME 1995, B.6.22.6, 1. nin drinnin
n

2. nin

r
kur-kur-ra

n "For the lady, IStar, mistress of the lands;" and B.6.22.3, col. I, 1. [ana]

^INNIN 1
be-let KUR.KUR ti-iz-qar-ti DINGIR.MES "(For) IStar, mistress ofthe lands,

most eminent of the gods," col. II, 7. dINNIN GASAN KUR.KUR "IStar, mistress of the

lands." This latter inscription also hails IStar-of-Uruk as "beloved of the lord ofthe gods"

(col. II, 20. dINNIN na-ram-ti EN DINGIR.MES), and it is possible that this epithet was

intended to reflect the syncretism between IStar-of-Uruk and Zarpanitu/IStar-of-Babylon,

which seems to have been prevalent in Uruk in the 8th and 7th centuries, provided we

understand the epithet "lord of the gods" as a title of Marduk (§2.1.2; §3.2.6; §3.3).

Another inscription of Sargon II from Uruk takes up the traditional titulary embodying

« Exemplar A. 13. [e-p]iS E da-nu u dINNIN "who built the temple of Anu and IStar."

«6 Exemplar A. 16. [*a-nu A]D DINGIR.MES GAL.MES B. 3. *a-nit AD DINGIR.MES GAL!-// A. 17.

[ina kti-u]m-mlSu si-i-ri B. 3. ina ku-um-' mi-Sif [si-i-ri] A. 18. [ii-Sa]r-ma-a Su-bai-su B. 3. [uysar-ma-a*

[Su-bat-su] "I caused Anu, father of the great gods, to dwell in his lofty sanctuary." Given the context of the

inscription, (here is no serious reason to doubt that the Eanna temple is meant.

87 Discussion by Brinkman 1976, p. 209, no. Q.2.1, who stresses that there are no compelling reasons for

doubting the authenticity of the text.

88 This echo is also found in 'ISum and Erra,* which presents Uruk as the dwelling of both Anu and IStar.

See Foster 1993, p. 797, verse 52.

89 Which of the two kings named Kurigalzu is the author of these inscriptions is uncertain. The question is

discussed by Brinkman 1976, pp. 205-207 (also pp. 218-219, nos. Q.2.38 and Q.2.39). Clayden 1996,

p. 119, has argued for Kurigalzu I.

90 A 3519 (Brinkman 1976, p. 378), commemorative inscription of KaraindaS in Sumerian for rebuilding

of Eanna in Uruk in which IStar is praised as: 1.
Jf innin

1
2. nin-6-an-

r
na\ UVB 1, pi. 26, no. 12, Sumerian

inscription of KaraindaS commemorating restoration of Eanna in which IStar is also called: 1.
dinnin 2.

nin-6-an-na. UVB 1, pi. 27, no. 14, Sumerian inscription of Kurigalzu: 1.
Jnin e-an-na 2. nin-gal nin-a-ni-ir.

UVB I
,
pi. 27, no. 1 5, Sumerian inscription of Kurigalzu: 1 .

Jinnin I . nin-e-an-na.

" Frame 1995, B.6.2 1.1.

92 Frame 1995, B.6.2 1.2; B.6.2 1.3 has the same introduction.
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Istar's control of Uruk and the Eanna temple: 1. dinnin 2. nin unugki-ga-ta 3. dur-mar
e-an-na 4. gaSan mah bulug-ga "For IStar, lady of Uruk, who dwells in Eanna, the august,

supreme lady."93

More elaborate statements are found in the inscriptions of Esarfoaddon and Assurba-
nipal. An inscription of Esarfoaddon recording the restoration of the Eanna temple refers

to it as the "house of Anu-ship, beloved of IStar" (30. E.AN.NA E da-nu-u-tu na-ram
d
15),

94 and praises IStar-of-Uruk as follows:95

1

.

a-na *iS-tar GASAN Sur-bu-ti e-tel-let AN-e u Kl-tim qa-rit-ti DINGIR.MES Sd-ru-ujj-ti

2. dINNrN UNUGki ru-ba-a-ti sir-ti le-qa-a-ti pa-ra-as Aa-nu-u-tu

3. sd ri-kis te-re-e-ti jja-am-mal

4. ru-um-ti ti-iz-qar-ti Sd a-na LUGAL mi-ig-ri-Sd ki-niS ip-pal-la-su

5. BALA-Su u-Sal-ba-ru i-Sar-ra-kit-uS da-na-nu w //-/-//

6. Sd-nun-ka-at dd-na-a-ti Sd-qu-ti DINGIR.MES a-Si-bat E.NIR.GAL.AN.NA
7. Sd qe-reb E.AN.NA be-let UNUG ki GASAN GAL-//

For IStar, supreme lady, sovereign of heaven and the netherworld, most valiant of the gods,

splendid, IStar-of-Uruk, august princess, (who) has appropriated the rites of Anu-ship, (who)
has gathered to herself (all) ordinances, beloved, eminent, who looks upon the king, her

favorite, with steady favor, (who) prolongs his reign (and) bestows on him power and victory,

empress of the world, most exalted of the gods, who dwells in Enirgalanna which is inside

Eanna, lady of Uruk, great lady.

Another inscription of Esarhaddon which commemorates the restoration of Enirgalanna,
the cella of IStar in the Eanna temple, begins as follows:96

1

.

a-na dINNIN UNUG ki e-tel-let AN-<? u Kl-tim qa-rit-ti DINGIR.MES sir-ti

2. GA§AN Sur-bu-tu fja-me-mat pa-ra-as da-nu-u-tu Sa na-gab Su-lub-bu Su-up-qu-ud-du
qa-tuS-Sd

3. Sd-nu-kdt i-la-a-le Sa ina er-me a-nu it ki-gal-li Sur-ru-fyu zik-ru-Sd

4. i-lat MURUB4 w ta-fja-zi a-li-kat i-di LUGAL mi-gir-i-Sd mu-ra-dS-Si-bat ga-re-e-Su

5. a-Si-bat E.NIR.GAL.AN.NA Sa qe-reb E.AN.NA GASAN UNUG* GASAN GAL-//

For I§tar-of-Uruk, sovereign of heaven and the netherworld, most valiant of the gods, august,

supreme lady, who has gathered to herself the rites of Anu-ship, the one into whose hand all

purification rites are appointed, empress of the goddesses, whose words are preeminent in

heaven and the netherworld, goddess of war and battle, who goes at the side of the king, her
favorite, (and) slays his foes, who dwells in Enirgalanna which is inside Eanna, lady of Uruk,
great lady.

»

)

91 Frame 1995, B.6.22.5.
94 The same expression occurs in a brick inscriplion ofEsarhaddon (Frame 1 995, B.6.3 1.19) commemorating
the restoration of Eanna: 1. ana JINNIN UNUG'"' 2. GA$AN KUR.KUR.R[A] 11. fi.AN.NA 12.

rE
da-nu-u-tC.
9i Frame 1995, B.6.3 1.1 5.

96 Frame 1995, B.6.3 1.1 6.
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Finally an inscription of Assurbanipal commemorating the restoration of the Eanna
temple opens with the following dedication:97

1

.

V-zia ^IKNIN 1 UNUG ki e-tel-lat AN-e u Kl-tim ga-Sir-ti DINGIR.MES si-ir-ti

2.
r
Sa* ina si-tan u Si-la-an ur-tu ta-nam-di-nu ta-Sak-kan si-' ki-in-Sd

1

3. i-lat tam-\}a-ri ez-zi-ti Sa ina qe-reb te-Se-e a-Sam-Sd-niS i-su-ur-ru

4. a-li-kdt i-di LUGAL mi-gir-i-Sd mu-ra-si-
rbaC ga-re-e-Su

5. be-let KUR.KUR (ja-mi-mat par-si muS-te-Si-rat gi-mir su-lufj-lju

6. a-Si-bat e-nir-gdl-da-nim Sd qe-reb E.AN.NA be-el-ti GAL-//

For I5tar-of-Uruk, sovereign ofheaven and the netherworld, most powerful of the gods, august

one, who executes the command she gives in the east and west, the fierce goddess of battle,

who whirls around in the melee like a dust storm, who goes at the side ofthe king, her favorite,

(and) slays his foes, mistress of the lands, who has gathered to herself (all) divine offices,

(and) who administers correctly all purification rites, who dwells in Enirgalanim, which is

inside Eanna, the great lady.

I§tar-of-Uruk was twice abducted from the Eanna temple during the first millennium.

The first abduction occurred in the 8th century, during the reign of ErTba-Marduk or

Nabu-Suma-iSkun. Ancient sources claim that the legitimate image of IStar returned to

Uruk only two centuries later, during the reign of Nebuchadnezzar II (§3.3). During the

intervening years, however, a second abduction apparently took place when Sennacherib

captured Uruk in 693 B.C. and its gods were carried offby the Assyrians and the Elamites.

Some, or all of the gods then abducted by the Assyrians returned to their abodes at the

very end of Sennacherib's reign, in 681 B.C. or at the beginning of that of his son and

successor Esarhaddon.98

3.2. The Names of IStar in the Eanna Archive

As we move into the Neo-Babylonian period we again have at our disposal an archive

from Uruk, for the first time in more than a millennium. The tutelary goddess of Uruk
appears under five different appellations in texts from the Eanna archive: IStar, IStar-

of-Uruk, the Lady-of-Uruk (Beltu-§a-Uruk), Innin, and Beltiya. Other names occur

occasionally but do not seem to have gained wide currency.

3.2.1. War

The name IStar may be spelled syllabically diS-tar, or with the logograms dINNIN (=
dMU§, earlier dINANNA) and d 15, the latter being the sacred number of the goddess.

The spellings WeS^-tar and W)i$%-tdr are not attested in the archive.99 All three forms:

" Frame 1995, B.6.32.19.
98 Brinkman 1984, p. 70, n. 334, and p. 76, n. 369, with references to previous discussions.
99 One of these two spellings occurs, however, in the name of the Eanna prebendary Ibni-ISlar in his kudurru
dated to the reign of king Marduk-zflkir-Sumi in the 9th century: Thureau-Dangin 1919, p. 126, col. Ill, 7.

Hb-ni-*e§rtdr.
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dis-tar, dINNIN, and d 15, can also be understood in the general sense of "goddess." In

one instance the logogram dINNIN.MES is used to mean "goddesses
" 10°

3.2.2. Istar-of-Uruk

The name IStar-of-Uruk is always spelled dINNIN LTNUGki
. The earliest attestation of

the divine name IStar-of-Uruk occurs in the Old Babylonian god lists from Nippur. 101

Thus far dINNIN UNUGki
is not attested in the Old Babylonian archival texts excavated

in the palace of king Sin-kaSid. However, after the abandonment of southern sites during

the reign of Samsuiluna the cult of I5tar was transferred from Uruk to Kish, where the

goddess became known as dInanna unugki and An-dInanna unugki (§3.1.3). She may

have retained the appellation dInanna (later dInnin) unugki when she returned to Uruk

during the Kassite period. In the first millennium this appellation is abundantly attested

in texts from Uruk as well as in sources external to the city.

3.2.3. Lady-of-Uruk

The divine name Lady-of-Uruk is always written dGA§AN Set UNUGki in the archive.

Its earliest occurrence is found in the Annals of Sennacherib, in the list of gods of

Uruk carried off in the fall of 693 B.C. 102 The reading beltu, rather than Sarratu, for

GA&AN in the name of Uruk's tutelary goddess is supported by syllabic spellings of

the epithet belet Uruk in inscriptions of Nebuchadnezzar II and Esarhaddon, 103 and by

the translation of gaSan uruunugki as belet Uruk in a late copy of a bilingual hymn. 104

The last occurrence of the appellation dGA§AN Set UNUG ki is found in an archival text

from Uruk, NCBT 1029, dated to the 41st year of Artaxerxes (II or III). 105 As discussed

earlier (§2.1 .2), it was usual in the late periods to worship a goddess as the "lady," and

another one as the "queen" of the city. In Neo-Babylonian Uruk it was IStar who fulfilled

the role of lady (beltu), and Nanaya that of queen (Sarratu).

Some evidence seems to suggest that the goddess Lady-of-Uruk was originally a

separate deity who later merged with IStar. In the Old Sumerian god list from Fara

the deity dnin-unug occupies the 11th position and is distinct from dinanna, who is

listed in 3rd place. 106 Further evidence for this occurs in the ZA-Mi hymns from Abu

'°° YBC 7422: 22-23, offerings for [JINJNIN.MES. See also Lackenbacher 1 977, p. 40, for the occurrence

of Hie same logogram in Ihe "Fdte d'lgtar," line 23'. ^INNIN.MES.
>°i SLT 122, col. II, 19. [<JINNI]N UNUG ki

; SLT 123, col. Ill, 13. <J|NNIN UNUG"; and SLT 124, col. II,

27. DINNIN rUNUG lk
', for which see WILCKE, 1976-1980, p. 76b.

102 OIP2,p. 87,31.<'GA§AN:fflUNUG 1< i
.

«" Inscriplion of Nebuchadnezzar published as I R 65-66, col. Ill, 52. ^INNIN UNUG" be-e-li-it UNUG"
e-el-li-ii "IStar-of-Uruk, the holy lady of Uruk," with discussion below in §3.3. For Esarhaddon see Frame
1995, B.6.31.15: 7. /><?-/<?/ UNUG".
I(M BRM 4, 1 0: rev. 39. 6gi gaSan umunug1<i 5a-zu [o o o] ru-ba-a-ti be-let u-ruk Hb-ba-[ki o o] "princess, lady

of Uruk, [your] heart [o o o]."

'05 NCBT 1029: 9. 5E.NUMUN NtG.GA jGA§AN SA [UNUGk
]', and 19. SE.NUMUN NtG.GA <*GA§AN

So UNUG ki "the arable land, the properly of the Lady-of-[Uruk]." Publication of this text by Beaulieu,

Stolper 1995.
106 Kredernik 1986, p. 168. The goddess Nin-Unug is discussed by Hall 1985, vol. 2, pp. 750-751, who
points out that she is clearly associated with Uruk in the Hymn Sulgi II (BE 31, 4, rev. col. II, 5-6).
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Salablkh. One of them is dedicated to dnin-unug, whose cult center is Kulaba, and it

immediately precedes two other hymns dedicated to Inanna, also worshiped in Kulaba. I07

The appellation nin-unug also occurs as an epithet, without the divine determinative.

In an inscription of Lugalzagesi the goddess Nin-girim is called "the lady of Uruk," 108

while in a recently rediscovered inscription of UUujegal it is Inanna who is praised

with this epithet: 15. dinanna
r
nin*

n
-[u]nuki-g[a] "Inanna, the lady of Uruk." 109 Recently

Conti has revived the notion that the divine name dnin-unug should be read dnin-

irigalx , a goddess associated with Inanna and sometimes considered to be one of her

aspects. 110 However, in consideration of the huge time gap between the attestations of
dnin-unug/nin-unug, which go back to the 3rd millennium, and the earliest occurrence

of dGA&AN sa UNUG ki
, which dates to the beginning of the 7th century, it seems

probable that the formal resemblance between the appellations dGA§AN Sa UNUG ki

and dnin-unug/nin-unug is purely coincidental.

3.2.4. IStar-of-Uruk= Lady-of-Uruk

The two divine names commonly translated IStar-of-Babylon and Lady-of-Babylon were

functionally equivalent in first millennium theology (§ 2. 1 .2). The same was true for the

names Lady-of-Akkad and I§tar-of-Akkad, appearing in Middle Babylonian and first

millennium texts; 1 '

' the equivalence of these two appellations is proven by An= Anum,
which translates dINNIN a-ga-de\.k[

] as be-let ak-
r
ka^-[di]

y

[l2 and by late topographical

texts which explain the temple EmaSdari in Babylon as the temple ofdGA§AN-a-ga-de*'\

with the variant d\NNlN-a-ga~deki appearing in some manuscripts. 113 In view of this

evidence it is probable that the names dINNIN UNUG ki and dGASAN Set UNUG ki were

also functionally equivalent and referred to the goddess IStar-of-Uruk as the numen loci,

the mistress of Uruk and the Eanna temple, as opposed to the less specific designation

"IStar." 114 In the Eanna archive the two names occasionally occur in the same text to

designate the patron goddess of Uruk, indicating that they denoted the same concept. 1 15

107 Biggs 1974, p. 46, lines 15-18. Conti 1993 argues that nin-unug must be read nin-irigal x and that this

hymn is a forerunner of the temple hymn in honor of Eanna, the temple of Inanna in Uruk, edited by SjOderg,
Bergmann 1969, p. 29, no. 16.

108 Steible 1982, p. 316, lines 31: sag-i-e-a- 32. Jnin-girlm33. nin-unugki-ga-ka. Discussion by Cunning-
ham 1 997, pp. 16-17, who presents evidence that Ihe goddess Ningirim was worshiped in Kulaba and closely

associated with Uruk.
'*> Steible 1991, pp. 330-332, Utuhegal 7; also edited by Frayne 1993, E2. 13.6.6.
"o Conti 1993.
111 For Lady-of-Akkad see <jA§AN a-kad" in CT 56, 384: 10, and JTVt 57, 28, 4; JGA§AN Sa a-kad* in

ABL 1 123, rev. 8; <"GA$AN a-ga-d& 1 in CT 57, 100: 2; Moldenke 2, 65: 5; and Nbk. 73: 14; MGASAN Sd
a-ga-[ddVi

] in CT 54, 176: obv. 19. For ^INNIN a-ga-de* see the many references collected in RGTC 8, p. 5.

For Middle Babylonian evidence see RGTC 5, p. 8.

112 Litre 1998, Tablet IV, p. 157, line 128.

" 3 George !992,p.58:TinTirIV, 16. E.MA5.DA.RI = E<iGA§AN-fl-rtfl^<K with some manuscripts having
JINNIN instead ofJGA§AN; see also ibid., p. 3 12.

114 In spite of this the appellations ''1NNIN UNUG ki and dGA§AN SA UNUG ki are still translated separately

"IStar-of-Uruk" and "Lady-of-Uruk" throughout this work.
115 There are a few examples of such texts listed in the chart below in §3.2.8.
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3. Istar-of-Uruk

3.2.5. Innin

Innin is attested as a name for Inanna/IStar since the 3rd millennium. In texts from

the Eanna archive Innin appears only in personal names, in which it is kept rigorously

distinct from IStar. 1 16 It also appears in the name of a watercourse, the Nar Innin. 1 17 The

following spellings are attested: dinnin-na
t

din-nin> din-nin-na, din-nin-ni, din 5-nin-na

and dwi5-w-//?. 118 In one instance the name Innin is used in the plural as a collective

term for several goddesses. 119 As seen above this was also the case for the logogram
dINNIN.ME§ (§3.2.1).

Outside the archive the name Innin appears, as a designation of IStar-of-Uruk, only

once in the Nabonidus stela (line 37. din-nin-na, §3.3). In administrative texts from the

archive Innin does not appear a single time, either as a name for I5tar-of-Uruk, or as

a separate deity, except in personal and geographical names. The ancestral name '"UR

dINNIN d 15 u dna-na-a "servant of Innin, IStar, and Nanaya" is attested in two texts. 120

Since d
1 5 can only be read IStar, it is evident that the logogram dINNIN, even ifdevoid ofa

phonetic indicator, must in this case be read Innin. This suggests that Innin, without being

a completely separate goddess, 121 was nevertheless thought to embody a distinct aspect

of IStar. 122 This would explain her popularity in the local onomastic. The specificity

of Innin is also illustrated by an inscription of Marduk-Sapik-zeri (reigned 1081-1069

B.C.) recording the restoration of the fortifications of Babylon which mentions IStar and

Innin side by side: 4.' Sa diS-tar 5\u6\ '^in-ni-na "the goddess IStar and the goddess

Innin." 123 A comparable statement is found in an inscription of Nabonidus in which the

king invokes successively Bel and Marduk: VAB IV, Nbn. 2, line 4. LUGAL la Sd-an-na

mi-gir dEN it
dAMAR.UD "the king without rival, favorite of Bel and Marduk." In

personal names the name Bel is kept indeed as rigorously distinct from Marduk as Innin

is from IStar, although in both cases the same deity is meant.

The origin and etymology of the name Innin are uncertain. Roberts proposed a

Semitic etymology from the root 'NN "to fight, to skirmish," the same root from which

the divine name AnunTtum, another form of Inanna/IStar, is derived. 124 The name might

116 In Ihe personal names honoring her, (he name of ihe goddess ISlar is spelled d 15, dINNIN, or syllabically

diS-tar. In the names honoring Innin Ihe divine name is always spelled syllabically, or with the logogram
dINNIN followed by the phonetic complement -na or -w, indicating a phonetic reading of the logogram as

/innin/.

'17 RGTC 8, pp. 372-373.
118 Many of these forms display final overhanging vowels which are purely graphemic.
119 TCL 13, 233: 4, ceremonies ofHnrim-na™*.
2° Scheil 1927, rev. 15. "*DUB.SAR %Wm-drAMAR.UD A-StV Sa idNA-'SES^-MU 16. (DUMU) HJR

dINNIN J I5 m dna-na-a "the scribe is Kidin-Marduk, son of Nabu-ah-iddin, (descendant) of the servant of

Innin, IStar, and Nanaya." This text can be emended on the basis of the Oriental Institute of Chicago text A
32097, where the same man appears in a list of witnesses: 37. W-r///MAMAR.UD A-Su M ><<nA-SES-MU

DUMU wUR dINNIN 38. d l5 u *na-na-a "Kidin-Marduk, son of Nabu-ah-iddin, descendant of the servant of

Innin, IStar, and Nanaya."
121 The theory that Innin and Inanna/IStar were originally two separate goddesses who later merged was

advocated by Gelb 1960, and 1987, p. 131.

122 Jordan 1 928-1 929, p. 49, already noticed the presence of Innin and IStar side by side in the text published

byScHEiLl927.
i" Frame 1995, B.2.7.1.

12" Roberts 1972, p. 36.
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also be Sumerian, however, and represent the original form of the name of the goddess

Inanna, if we posit that Inanna is a later etymologizing derived from the divine epithet

nin/in5-an-na "mistress of heaven." 125

3.2.6. Beltiya

The name Beltiya is spelled dGA§AN-/a, dGA§AN-/d and dGA§AN-/a5 . This is a

frequent appellation of the goddess ZarpanTtu, the consort of Marduk, in late texts,

which often designate the ruling divine pair of Babylon as "Bel and Beltiya." As noted

long ago by Zimmern the suffix -ia is probably a hypocoristic ending. I26 In some contexts

the word beltu just means "goddess" and the logograms dGA&AN and dGA§AN.ME§
are well attested in the sense of "goddess" and "goddesses." 127 In the Eanna archive the

logogram dGA&AN.ME& occurs a few times as a designation of a group of anonymous

goddesses (§4.1), and the appellative Beltu for IStar is frequently attested in religious

texts. 128 The appearance of the name Beltiya for IStar-of-Uruk in 7th century texts, on

the other hand, probably points to a theological agenda which aimed at assimilating

IStar-of-Uruk to ZarpanTtu, and consequently to IStar-of-Babylon as well.

3.2.7. Other Names

Other names of IStar appear on rare occasions in the archive. The appellation dINNIN
GA$AN Sa UNUGki "IStar, the lady of Uruk" occurs three times (BIN 1, 41: 23; YOS
7, 162: 1; and YBC 4149: 1). In YOS 6, 71/72: 23 IStar is designated as dGA§AN
a-Sib-ti UNUG ki "the lady/goddess who resides in Uruk." ArOr 8, 39: 5 contains the

form dINNIN Sa UNUG*', a minor variant of dINNIN UNUGk', and in fact an equivalent

of dGA§ANjfaUNUG ki
.

129

3.2.8. Diachronic Study ofihe Names ofWar

The four main appellations which refer to the patron goddess of Uruk in the Eanna

archive are Beltiya, IStar, IStar-of-Uruk, and Lady-of-Uruk, but these four names are not

evenly attested thoughout the life span of the archive, and during specific intervals only

certain names were in use. In some instances one is tempted to assume that only fashion

dictated the shift in preference from one appellation to the other, since no compelling

125 The hymn to Ihe Queen of Nippur, edited by Lambert 1982, contains such an explanation of the name
Ninanna, pp. 1 98-199: 53. iS-ti-iu-um-ma Su-uS-Sa si-ik-ra-Sa ra-bi-iu-um 54. Sa qd-ad-mi-iS iz-ku-ru-Si a-bu

da-di-Sa *a-mt-um 55. dNIN.AN.NA Sar-ra-tm Sa-ma-a-me "Her first name, her great title, which Anu, her

beloved father, called her of old, is Ninanna: 'Queen of Heaven.'"
«« Zimmern 1926, p. 282, n. 1, and p. 286.
127 See especially CAD B, p. 187, s.v. beltu, lex. section, quoting the series A = naqii, II/6 ii 8ff, di-gi-ir

Ati = be-ium, be-ei-tum.
128 GASAN is sometimes translated IStar in the Akkadian version of a Sumerian hymn, indicating that Beltu

is simply a name for IStar: SBH, p. 20, no. 9, rev. 22. a-nu-ma-al gaSan a-na-a Sa-{mu-un-U5) tu-x-[o o]

*i$-tar Sa-qa-at MIN (u-Saq-ql-ka)\ see also Livingstone 1989, no. 8 (Hymn to the City of Arbela), rev. 5'.

dGA§AN ma UGU UR.MAH uS-bat ina UGU a\n o o o] 6'. UR.MAH.ME§ KALA.GA.MES Sa-pal-Sa

ka-an-[Su\ "Beltu (IStar-of-Arbela) is seated on a lion, on a [o o o], mighty lions crouch beneath her."

129 Possibly also an error of the copyist.
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3. Istar-of-Uruk

alternative explanation lies at hand. One change, however, appears to be historically

significant. This is the gradual shift, at the end of the 7th and the beginning of the 6th

centuries, from the group 'Beltiya and Istar' to the group 'IStar-of-Uruk and Lady-of-

Uruk' as the preferred designations of the tutelary goddess of Eanna. The chronology

of this shift may be appraised from Table 13, which lists all the dated texts from the

Eanna archive which contain references to the goddess until the end of the reign of

Nebuchadnezzar II. 130

Table 13. Designations of IStar in the Eanna Archive Until 562 B.C.

TEXT

THUREAU-DANGIN
1919, p. 126:111,9

YBC 7422: passim

NCBT217:4
AnOr 9, 2: 1

NU5:2
AnOr9,3:63

TBC 1,7:4

TBC 1, 15: 1

YBC 4047: 2

NU6:2
BIN 2, 132:4,6,43

NU 14: 1

NCBT 557: 8

S/>TC/1V,221:2,32

NCBT 589: 2

NBC 4904: 5'3i

AnOr9,5: 1 '32

GCCI 2, 46: 2

NCBT 544: 1

NCBT 885: 8

NBC 4514: 1

GCCI 2, 64: 2

NCBT 981: 1

YBC 4090: 1

SWV 109:3-8

NCBT 183: 3

NCBT 355: 21*

BIN1, 152: 15

NBC 4519: 1

BIN 1, 121: 1

YBC 41 18: 5

DATE

MZS 1.02.0 1.20

MB2.08.08.01

SSU09.07.28

ASB.xx.xx.xx

ASB. 18.02. 15

KAN.02.xx.xx

KAN.06.06.14

KAN. 11.06.22

KAN. 14.05.01

KAN.17.05.13

7th century

SSl.xx.10.xx

NPL.00.02.xx

NPL.00.09.06

NPL.02.13.03

Unrest year 4

NPL.05.xx.xx

NPL.06. 11.15

NPL.06. 12.26

NPL.07.01.23

NPL.07.03.14

NPL.07.06.07

NPL.07.07.25

NPL.08.05.27

NPL.08.08.xx

NPL.09.05.11

NPL.09.09.27

NPL.10.05.18

NPL.10.10.12

NPL.10.10.21

NPL. 11.01.05

Beltiya I§tar I§tar-of-Uruk Lady-of-Uruk

130 At llie end of the first line there is more than enough room to restore "HNNIIN UNUG ki
].

131 For the chronological placement of the year name in this document see Beaulieu 1997b.

132 This was written at Kutha, but records a transaction involving the Eanna temple. It falls during the period

of chaos at Uruk, and the Satammu who appears in it is Kudurru.
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TEXT DATE Beltiya Istar I§tar-of-Uruk Lady-of-Uruk

JURSA 1997,

p. 99, no. 1:3,9 NPL. 11.03.16 X

GCCI 2, 49: 2, 9 NPL. 16.01.22 X

NCBT 335: 5 NPL. 16.08.23 X

BIN 1,107: 1 NPL. 16.09.08 X

TCL12,20:3 NPL. 17.02. 10 X

BIN 1,130:9 NPL.17*.04.25 X

NBC 4945: 1 NPL. 17.05.08 X

YBC 3808: 2, 8 NPL.17.08.16 X

AnOr 9, 6: 2 NPL.19.xx.02

YBC 9039: 4 NPL.20.13.21 X

YBC 4153: 9 NPL.20. 13.25 X

NU29:9, 10 610-605 B.C. X

NBC 4845: 1 NBK2.01.01.14 X

YOS17,245:3 NBK2.0 1.07.25

YOS17,30:3,6 NBK2.02.04.26 X

NCBT 879: 1 NBK2.03.01.23 X

PTS321L3 NBK2.03.06.02 X

NBDUM6\:4 NBK2.03.10.xx X

AUWE 8, 89: 8 NBK2.03.10.28

YOS17,7:4,7, 11 NBK2.03. 11.10

NCBT 660: 2, 11, 17 NBK2.03. 11.30 X

GCCI I, 19:2 NBK2.05.02.23 X

GCCI 1, 18: 1 NBK2.07.02.06 X

YOS 17, 172:3 NBK2.07.08.09

TCL12,28:2 NBK2.1 1.01.27 X

BEAULIEU 1992b,

p. 412: 9

(NCBT 722) NBK2. 11.06.29

IBK8, 153:7 NBK2.ll.xx.xx

NBC 4893: 1 NBK2. 12.03. 12

PTS 3089: 2 NBK2.12.12.01

NBDUM 6: 6 NBK2. 12. 12.25

TCL12.34: 1,2,9 NBK2.12.xx.xx

YBC 9510: 3 NBK2. 137.02.14

AnOr 8, 5: 2 NBK2. 13.04.27

NBC 473 1:2 NBK2.14.04.il

AnOr 8, 6: 1 NBK2. 14.06.09 X

NBC 4773: 7 NBK2. 14.06.20

YOS 17,360:

IV 17.V46 NBK2.14.10.08

NCBT 862: 5 NBK2. 15.07.08

YOS 17, 166:2,8 NBK2. 15. 11.26

AnOr 8, 7: 1 NBK2. 16.05.09 X

TCL12.36: 15 NBK2. 17.09. 19

NCBT 1176: 13 NBK2.18.02.10

X133

133 Al the end of the first line there is more than enough room to restore JINNI[N UNUG ki
].
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TEXT

Y0S17, 173:3

NCBT892: 1,5,9

YOS 17, 32: 5, 8

YBC4146: 1,6,8

BIN 1, 112: 10

JURSA 1997,

p. 101 no. 3:2

YOS17,33:3, 10

YOS17,42:3
YBC11901:7, 15

YOS 17,6:4

YOS 17,36:2,4

YOS 17,38:2

NCBT 628: 2

YOS 17, 248: 4

YBC9281: 1

NCBT 1172: 7

YBC3543: 1,3,9

AnOr8, 10: 1

NCBT 799: 2

UCP 9/1, 44: 1

BIN 1,133: 9

YBC9431:4
BIN 1, 126: 1

UCP9/1,46:3
YBC6863:3
UCP 9/2, 16:3

NBC 4739: 2

YBC4124: 1

UCP 9/2, 24: passim

NCBT 647: 1

YBC4120: 1

NCBT 581: 2

UCP 9/1, 53: 5

AnOr8, 12:2

YBC 3797: 2

YBC 6849: 3

NCBT 350: 1,6

NCBT 192: 2

NBC 4750: 13

NBC 4879: 12

NCBT 357: 6

NBC 4847: 1,23

BIN 2, 125:3

YBC 93 10: 1

YBC 93 16: 5

AUWE1 1,218: 10, 1

YBC 3751: 1,11

3. Istar-of-Uruk

DATE

NBK2. 18.06.01

NBK2. 18.09. 15

NBK2. 19.02. 15

NBK2.19.03.il

NBK2. 19.06.25

NBK2. 19.08.23

NBK2. 19.09.20

NBK2.19.xx.08

NBK2.20.04.29

NBK2.2 1.03.23

NBK2.21.6A.08

NBK2.21.6A.16

NBK2.2 1.1 0.20

NBK2.21.xx.26

NBK2.22. 10.26

NBK2.23.02.15

NBK2.23.03.01

NBK2.23.04.23

NBK2.23.08.07

NBK2.23.08.20

NBK2.23. 10.06

NBK2.23. 11.29

NBK2.23.13.13

NBK2.24.07.07

NBK2.24.09.23

NBK2.24!. 10.16

NBK2.25.06.21

NBK2.26. 10.04

NBK2.26.12.il

NBK2.27.01.xx

NBK2.27.04.25

NBK2.27.05.xx

NBK2.28.03.17

NBK2.28.05.22

NBK2.29.06.08

NBK2.29.06.26

NBK2.29.10.xx

NBK2.30.06.27

NBK2.31.02.14

NBK2.3 1.05.22

NBK2.3 1.12.02

NBK2.32.04.09

NBK2.32. 11.24

NBK2.33.02.25

NBK2.33.02.25

NBK2.33.06.20+

NBK2.33.07.15

Beltiya IStar I§tar-of-Uruk Lady-of-Uruk
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TEXT

NCBT 362: passim

NCBT 837: 1

NCBT 956: 3

AUWE11,229:3
NCBT 191: 2

NCBT 345: 1

YBC 4092: 4, 6

NCBT 591: 4

YBC 4000: 14, 15

YBC 4100: 3, 16

YBC 9446: 19

YBC4119: 1

NCBT 408: 2, 4

NCBT 637: 9

TCL12,53:4,7
NCBT 650: 2

YBC4131: 1

NCBT 172: 3

GCCI 1, 113:5

AnOr8, 15:8

GCCI 1,237:3

VS20.88: 12,16

YBC 16192:5,6

TCL12,50:5,6
YBC 4102: 1

NCBT 177: 2

NCBT 1004: 4, 6

NBC 4801: 5

GCCI 1,65:4,8

AnOr8, 16:2,8

YBC 4062: 1

NCBT 542: 6

NCBT 1002: 11

ARRIM 7, 45: 6

NCBT 626: 2, 7

NCBT 98: 2, 8

YBC 4056: 4, 7

YBC 9356: 2

YBC 7414: 12, 16,20

NCBT 1121: 3

NCBT 792: 3

YBC 9320: 2, 8

GCCI 1,262:2,7

GCCI 1,261:2,9

GCCI 1,233:2,9

TEBRA4: 17,24,26

AnOr8, 17: 1,4,7

NCBT 1288: 2', 4', 6'

DATE

NBK2.33.09.26

NBK2.33.09.28

NBK2.33. 11.28

NBK2.33.12.10

NBK2.34.04.16

NBK2.34.05.26

NBK2.34.06.10

NBK2.34.06.18

NBK2.34.07.03

NBK2.34. 11.03

NBK2.34.11.19

NBK2.34.12.il

NBK2.34.xx.01

NBK2.34.xx.04

NBK2.35.01.09

NBK2.35.01.il

NBK2.35.01.20

NBK2.35.01.26

NBK2.35.05.05

NBK2.35.05.08

NBK2.35.07.24

NBK2.35.08.05

NBK2.35.09.09

NBK2.35.xx.xx

NBK2.36.01.24

NBK2.36.02.11 +

NBK2.36.02.19

NBK2.36.06.16

NBK2.36.08.06

NBK2.36. 11.16

NBK2.36.12.il

NBK2.36.13.xx

NBK2.36.13.+6

NBK2.36.xx.13

NBK2.37.01.12

NBK2.37.05.19

NBK2.37.09.01

NBK2.37.09.05

NBK2.37.09.13

NBK2.37. 11.07

NBK2.37. 11.30

NBK2.37.12.19

NBK2.37.xx.03

NBK2.38.03.18

NBK2.38.04.26

NBK2.38.06.22

NBK2.38.07.19

NBK2.38. 10.29

Beltiya IStar I§tar-of-Uruk Lady-of-Uruk

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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r

TEXT

NCBT 577: 5

AUWE 5, 131:3

YBC 9567: 2

GCCI 1,251:4

YBC 9524: 5, 8

YBC 9530: 2

YBC 9517: 2, 7

JOANNES 1987,

pp. 155-156:

1 (PTS3181)

YBC 9466: 1,5

JOANNES 1987,

p. 157:4,7

(PTS 2992)

BIN1, 101: 14

AUWE 11,228:4

GCCI 1,248:2,6

YBC 3729: 2, 5

AUWE 5, 77: 3

YBC 6857: 2, 5

GCCI1, 135:3

VS20, 1:3

NCBT 873: 2, 3, 6,

YOS17,9:2
NCBT 1059:4

YBC 3504: 7, 9

DATE Beltiya IStar Istar-of-Uruk Lady-of-Uruk

NBK2.38.xx.xx

NBK2.38.xx.xx

NBK2.39.01.09

NBK2.39.02.02

NBK2.39.04.05

NBK2.39.05.19

NBK2.39.06.19

NBK2.39.07.25

NBK2.39.08.10

NBK2.40.05.14

NBK2.40.05.25

NBK2.41.0I.16

NBK2.41.6A.xx

NBK2.41.08.17

NBK2.41.xx.xx

NBK2.42.01.22

NBK2.42.06.16

NBK2.43.02.09

NBK2.43.04.21

NBK2.43.05.15

NBK2.43.05.29

NBK2.43.xx.xx

x

X

The table can be divided into five periods, during each ofwhich a distinctive combination
of appellations was preferred: 1. the period of Assyrian rule, when the names Beltiya,
IStar, and IStar-of-Uruk were used concurrently; '34 2. the beginning of the reign of
Nabopolassar, before the final expulsion of the Assyrians during his 6th regnal year, 13 *

which seems to display the same subset as the preceding period, but with a slightly more
marked preference for Beltiya; 3. the reign of Nabopolassar as undisputed ruler from the
end of his 6th year onwards, during which Beltiya is discarded and there is an obvious
shift to IStar as the nearly exclusive designation for Uruk's tutelary goddess; 4. the first

part of the reign of Nebuchadnezzar II, before the final capture of Jerusalem in his

1 8th regnal year, during which the appellation IStar is gradually abandoned in favor of
IStar-of-Uruk and Lady-of-Uruk; 5. and the second part of his reign, after the capture of
the Judean capital, when the appellations IStar-of-Uruk and Lady-of-Uruk now prevail
almost exclusively.

134 The appellation IStar-of-Uruk is Hie exclusive designation of the patron goddess of Uruk in the address
formulas of the official correspondence from Uruk dated to the time of the Sargonid kings and published in
CT 54, for which see Arnold 1985, pp. 19-29. The appellation Bcltu-Sa-Uruk occurs in these texts only
once, in CT 54, 60: obv. 20'. ina pa-ni MGA5AN Sa UNUG'i"\
135 On the chronology of the early reign of Nabopolassar see Beaulieu 1997b.
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The most radical shift in name preferences occurred during the reign ofNebuchadnezzar.

The change may be correlated with a few inscriptions of that king, who claims to have

returned the goddess IStar to Uruk and restored the Eanna temple. The most elaborate

account of this deed is found in I R 65-66 col. II: 137

50. si-ma-a-ti re-es-ta-a-ti 51. pel-lu-de-e qu-ud-mu-iUi 52. Sa dlNNIN UNUG ki be-e-le-et

UNUG ki e-el-le-ti 53. it-te-er aS-ni-uS-Su-un 54. a-na UNUG ki Se-e-dihu-Su 55. a-na E.AN.NA

la-ma-sa sa da-mi-iq-ti u-te-er 56. te-me-en-na E.AN.NA la-bi-h 57. a-fji-it ab-re-e-ma 58.

e-li le-me-en-ni Sa la-bl-ri 59. u-ki-in uS-Su-Sa

I reinstated the original cultic features and the former rites of I3tar-of-Uruk, the holy lady of

Uruk. I returned to Uruk her protective genius, and to Eanna its beneficent protective goddess.

I searched and examined the old perimeter of Eanna and established its (new) foundations

above the old perimeter.

The inscription refers to IStar as ^IKNIN UNUG ki be-e-li-it UNUGki e-el-li-tl "IStar-of-

Uruk, the holy lady of Uruk." It seems hardly coincidental that this name and epithet

correspond to IStar-of-Uruk and Lady-of-Uruk, the two appellations of IStar which

gradually become almost exclusively used in texts of the Eanna archive during the

reign of Nebuchadnezzar. As discussed above (§3.2.4) these were in fact equivalent

appellations which embodied the spirit of the old tutelary goddess of Uruk, the mtmen

loci of the city.

YOS 3, 5 contains further evidence bearing on the question of the return of IStar-of-

Uruk to the Eanna temple. It consists of a letter addressed by the king to Ninurta-Sar-usur,

who must be identified as the qlpu of Eanna who held this office from the latter years

of the reign of Nabopolassar until the middle of the reign of Nebuchadnezzar. 138 The

sender of the letter is therefore most probably Nebuchadnezzar.

YOS 3, 5

1. a-matLUGAL
2. a-na WMA§-LUGAL-URI
3. Sitl-mu ia-a-Su

136 The ancient historiography of this episode is analyzed in Beaulieu 2001.

»" Edition in VAB IV, Nbk. 9. The restoration of the Eanna temple is briefly mentioned in a few other

inscriptions ofNebuchadnezzar II: VAB IV, Nbk. 1, col. II, 33 (= Berger 1974, p. 285, Zylinder III, 3); Nbk.

13, col. II, 63 (= Berger 1974, p. 292, Zylinder III, 7); Nbk. 19, B col. VIII, 1-4 (= Berger 1974, pp. 314-

318, Nahr el-Kelb/Wadi Brissa Inschrifl); and Nbk. 20, col. Ill, 13 (= Berger 1974, p. 293, Zylinder III, 8).

Two inscribed bricks of Nebuchadnezzar were also found al Uruk (Berger 1974, p. 202, Backsteine A, U,

and pp. 221-222, Backsteine B I, 15). Mention must also be made of the existence, in the Yale Babylonian

Collection, of a late Babylonian copy of an inscription of Ur-Namma excerpted, according to its colophon,

from an old brick found in Eanna (MIX 2075). This inscription is mentioned by Hallo 1962, p. 25, s.v.

Ur-Nammu 7, and edited, with quotation of the colophon, in Frayne 1997, E3/2.1.I.33. It is possible that

this copy was made from an old inscribed brick found during the excavations of Eanna which preceded the

restoration of the temple by Nebuchadnezzar.
" 8 Kommel 1979, p. 140. Mis earliest attestation in that post is from the 20lh year of Nabopolassar, his

latest from the 26lh year of Nebuchadnezzar.
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4. lib-ba-ka

5. lu-u ta-ab-ka

6. ana mu(}-()i EN.NUN-//

7. sd£.AN.NA r
aC-kal

8. gi-nu-u

9. sim-ma-nu-u

10. w te-er-si-ti

\\. sa na-
r
de*-e its-Sit

12. ia E.
rAN\NA

13. lata-Sil-ht

14. gab-bi bi-i-ra

15. a-di al-la-kam-ma

16. <*EN dNA m <KjA$AN ia UNUG ki

17. DINGIR.MES-e-a

18. u-sal-lu-it

19. ft-/ fa u-Sal-la-mu

20. ep-pu-us

Command of the king to Ninurta-sar-usur. I am well; may you rejoice! I am relying (on you)

for the watch in Eanna. Do not be negligent concerning offerings, (building) materials, and
tools for laying the foundations of Eanna. Prepare everything! Until I come I will pray Bel,

NabA, and the Lady-of-Uruk, my personal gods. I will act in such a manner that they will

grant success to me.

As noted above, Nebuchadnezzar claims in I R 65-66 col. II to have restored the old

foundations of Eanna when he returned the goddess IStar to Uruk: 56. te-me-en-na

£.AN.NA la-bi-ri 57. a-\}i-it ab-re-e-ma 58. e-li te-me-en-ni Sa la-bi-ri 59. u-ki-in u$-

Su-Sa "I excavated and inspected the old perimeter of Eanna and established the (new)
foundations above the old perimeter." The letter YOS 3, 5, in which the king announces
that he will preside over the ritual laying of the foundations of the temple, is very

probably related to this building project. Another interesting feature of the letter is the

occurrence of the name Lady-of-Uruk, also found in I R 65-66 col. II, to designate the

tutelary goddess of the Eanna temple.

The evidence from I R 65-66 col. II, when considered in conjunction with the

archival texts dated to the reign ofNebuchadnezzar, seems to suggest that the renovation

of the Eanna temple either provided the pretext for a theological reform, or coincided

with the return of the previously abducted image of ISlar-of-Uruk from exile. The latter

possibility is supported by a monumental inscription of Nabonidus composed probably
in the middle of his first regnal year (555-554 B.C.). l *> According to Nabonidus' account

important cultic disturbances had taken place at Uruk two centuries earlier, during the

reign of king ErTba-Marduk. The inscription ascribes these impious deeds to the citizens

of Uruk, who had allegedly removed IStar from the Eanna temple and installed in her

place another goddess who did not belong there. It is only during the reign ofan unnamed
king, evidently Nebuchadnezzar II, nearly two centuries after IStar-of-Uruk had been

139 On (his dating sec Beaulieu 1989b, pp. 20-22 (Inscription I).
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removed from her shrine, that the goddess was finally allowed to return to Uruk and

the foreign deity inappropriately residing in the Eanna temple was expelled from the

sanctuary: 140

col. Ill, 11. dINNIN UNUG ki 12. ru-ba-a-ti sir-ti 13. a-Si-bat at-ma-nu KU.GI 14. Sa sa-an-

da-ti 15. 7 la-ab-bu 16. sa ina BALA-e 17. W^AMAR.UD LUGAL 18. i*UNUG ki-a-a

19. su-tuft-fri-Su 20. uS-pe-el-lu 21. at-ma-an-Su id-ku-ma 22. ip-tii-ru si-mi-it-tuS 23. i-na

uz-zi 24. iS-tu qe-reb E.AN.NA 25. tu-su-ma 26. tu-Si-bu la Su-bat-su 27. dLAMA la si-mat

E.AN.NA 28. u-Se-Si-bu 29. i-na si-ma-ak-ki-Su 30. d 15 u-Sal-lim at-man-Sii 31. ii-kin-su 1

la-ab-ba 32. si-mat i-hi-ti-Su 33. is-mi-id-su 34. d 15 la si-ma-a-tu 35. iS-tu qe-reb E.AN.NA

36. u-Se-si-ma 37. Ain-nin-na 38. it-ter a-na E.AN.NA 39. ki-is-si-Sit

(As for) IStar-of-Uruk, the lofty princess, who dwells in a golden shrine, who drives (a team

of) seven lions, whose cult the citizens of Uruk altered during the reign of ErTba-Marduk,

removing her shrine and unharnessing her team, (who) left Eanna in anger to dwell in a place

not her dwelling, (and) in whose cella they introduced a divine representation not belonging

to Eanna, he (Nebuchadnezzar II) brought Igtar back safely, reestablished her shrine for her,

(and) harnessed for her the seven lions befitting her godhead. The inappropriate goddess he

removed from Eanna and returned Innin to Eanna, her sanctuary.

The same episode is echoed in the Uruk Prophecy, a text composed in its final form

during the early Seleucid period, but based on older material. Contrary to the Nabonidus

stela, this text does not ascribe the removal of IStar from Eanna to the residents of Uruk,

but to an anonymous evil king. Then, in another section which almost certainly refers

to Nebuchadnezzar II, the Prophecy predicts the return of IStar to her temple.

Uruk Prophecy

rev. 3. [EGIRHii LUGAL Eu-ma di-i-ni KUR id i-da-a-mt ES.BAR KUR id K\JD-as 4.

t
dlLAMA UNUG ki da-ri-tm iS-tu qe-reb TIR.AN.NA ki ib-bak-ma ina qe-reb §UAN.NA ki

ii-Se-eS-Sib 5. [l]a <>LAMA UNUG ki ina bARA-^J ii-Se-eS-Sib la UN.MES-&/ ana NiG.BA

i-qa-as-su

[After] him a king will arise (who) will not provide justice for the land. He will not make

the right decisions for the land. The old goddess of Uruk he will take away from Uruk and

make her dwell in Babylon. He will make dwell in her sanctuary a divine representation not

belonging to Uruk and dedicate to her people not belonging to her.

rev. 1 1. EGIR-.M LUGAL ina qe-reb TIR.AN.NA ki En-ma di-i-ni KUR i-da-a-mi ES.BAR

KUR KUD-as 12. GARZA *a-nu-it-tu ina qe-reb TIR.AN.NA ki it-ka-a-nu 13. dLAMA
UNUG ki da-ri-ti iS-tu qe-reb §U.AN.NA ki ib-ba-kam-ma ina qe-reb TIR.AN.NA ki ina BARA-

M 14. t-Se-e&Sib UN.ME§-.f» a-na NiG.BA i-qa-as-su E.KUR.MES Sa UNUGk
* DV-uS

E.MES DINGIR.MES ana K\-Si-na GUR-ar 15. UNUG k i ud-da-aS KA.GAL.MES UNUG*
Sa ™»ZA.GiN DU""-*

'«° Edition in VAB IV, Nbn. 8. Translation by Oppcnhcim in ANET, pp. 308-31 1. Edilio princeps with

photograph, transliteration, and translation, but no copy, by Schbil 1896. A somewhat inaccurate copy was

published in ihc same year by Messersciimidt 1896.
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After him a king will arise in Uruk (who) will provide justice for the land. He will make
the right decisions for the land. He will establish the rites of the cult of Anu in Uruk. The
old goddess of Uruk he will take away from Babylon and make her dwell in Uruk, in her

sanctuary. He will dedicate to her people belonging to her. He will rebuild the temples of
Uruk. He will restore the sanctuaries. He will renew Uruk. He will rebuild the gates of Uruk
with lapis-lazuli.

Our three sources are by and large consistent with one another, but one discrepancy

is noteworthy. While the Nabonidus stela and the Uruk Prophecy agree that the cultic

image of IStar-of-Uruk was replaced with the representation of a foreign goddess, the

two texts lay the blame on different culprits. The Nabonidus stela charges the Urukeans
who lived at the time of ErTba-Marduk, while the Uruk Prophecy puts the blame on an
anonymous ruler. Since the Nabonidus stela places the swapping of statues during the

reign of Erlba-Marduk, the original editors of the Uruk Prophecy assumed that this king

should be identified as the anonymous perpetrator of the sacrilege in the Prophecy. 141

This interpretation is now compromised by a recently published literary composition

found at Uruk and available in a copy made during the Seleucid period. This new text

details various blasphemies committed in Babylon and Borsippa by king Nabu-Suma-
iSkun, the successor of Erlba-Marduk. 142 We are told, among other crimes, of attempts

to remove various statues from their places of worship and to alter their cultic practices.

These sacrilegious deeds bear a definite resemblance to the one committed at Uruk. What
seems even more interesting is that in a fragmentary passage which contains striking

verbatim correspondences with the Nabonidus stela, the new composition also alludes

to a sacrilege committed against the goddess IStar:

SpTU III, 58, col. II.

31. [o oooooo o] V-l/'-fo/ 8i*GU.ZA

32. [o oooooo o] 7 la-ab-bi

33. [o o o o o o o o]
r
ip

l

-fur-ma

34. [o oooooo o]
r
iV-Sak-bi-is

35. [o o o o o o o o u]-£at\-mi-i(j-£i

36.
r
x x x

1
[o o o o o uy§ci*-as-mi-is-si

37.
r
x x

1

[o o o o o o] <MNN1N U[NUG?™]
38. [o] V[ooooo o] V ii-Sap-(ir

31. [o oooooo o] who sits on a throne,

32. [o o o o o o o o] seven lions,

33. [o o o o o o o o] he released and

34. [o o o o o o o o] he allowed to enter (or: he trampled).

35. [o o o o o o o o] he made her grasp.

36. [o o o o o o o o] he harnessed to her.

37. [ooooooo o] IStai-[of?]-U[ruk?]

38. [o o o o o o o o] he loosened.

• 4
" Hunger, Kaufman 1975, p. 374.

142 SpTU III, 58, editio princeps by Von Weiiier 1 984. Reecnt editions by Frame 1 995, B.6. 14. 1, and Cole
1994. French translation by Glassner 1993a, pp. 235-240.
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The text appears to describe the deity in the following terms: she resides on a throne

(3\.a-si-bat g'5GUZA), she is flanked by seven lions (32.
rV la-ab-bi), and the impious

Nabu-Suma-iskun appears to have "released" (38. u-Sap-tir) something belonging to

her. These words are so strongly reminiscent of the Nabonidus stela that there is a good

probability that the passage in question alludes to the sacrileges perpetrated in Uruk.

Indeed, the very fact that this text was carefully transmitted by Uruk scribes down to

the Seleucid period suggests that the sacrilegious deeds of Nabu-Suma-iSkun had local

repercussions, and therefore that he should be identified as the malevolent king who

forcibly removed IStar-of-Uruk from her shrine and replaced her with a foreign goddess.

This new evidence forces us to reevaluate the entire episode, and in particular induces

us to take a second look at the Uruk Prophecy. Is the malevolent king described on the

reverse, lines 3 to 5, really ErTba-Marduk? This now appears doubtful, especially as

this king was remembered rather favorably in the native historiography. 143 A chronicle

portrays him as the protector of the citizens of Babylon and Borsippa against the

depredations of the Arameans, 144 and an inscription of Esarhaddon credits him with

expanding the sanctuary ofNanaya in the Eanna temple at Uruk. 145 Perhaps less reliable

is the praise lavished upon Erlba-Marduk by Merodach-Baladan II, who may have had a

vested interest in proclaiming his forebear as the "king ofjustice" who "(re)established

the foundations of the land." 146 ErTba-Marduk, who came from the Sealand according to

the Dynastic Chronicle, 147 might in fact be the subject of the preceding two lines of the

Prophecy (reverse, lines 1-2), which allude to a ruler from the Sealand. 148 His successor

Nabu-Suma-iSkun, who belonged to the Chaldean clan of BTt-Dakkuri, 149 is definitely

more likely to be the sacrilegious king mentioned in lines 3-5.

If we adopt this course, however, we have to explain the discrepancies between the

local tradition ofUruk and the Nabonidus stela, which insists that the inhabitants ofUruk

were responsible for the profanation and that the events took place during the reign of

ErTba-Marduk. Perhaps Nabonidus laid the blame on the Urukeans for political reasons,

and there is some evidence from contemporary sources to support this argument. 150

>« Brinkman 1968, pp. 221-224.
•« Grayson 1975, pp. 182-183, Chronicle 24, lines 1 1-13.

« Frame 1995, B.6.31. 18, line 13.

i* For the epithet "king ofjustice" applied by Merodach-Baladan II to Eriba-Marduk see Seux 1 967, p. 3 1 7;

for his reeslablishmenl of the foundations or the land see Frame 1995, B.6.21.1, line 13.

'« Grayson 1975, p. 144, Chronicle 18, col. VI, lines 5-8. This section of the Dynastic Chronicle inserts

Eriba-Marduk, a king from the Sealand, between two kings of Chaldea. The first is Marduk-apla-usur, and

the second, unnamed, must be identified as Nabu-Suma-iSkun.
u8 Unfortunately the passage in question is damaged, and the syntax ofwhat remains is, as noted by Hunger,

Kaufman 1975, p. 373b, not altogether clear: rev. 1. [o o o Z\\-am-ma sap-fjo-a-ta KUR i-be-e[l o o ] 2.

[o o o]
T
$a'1 tf-fi/

1 qe-reb ^'lam-Ci Sa ina qe-reb SUAN.NA'" DU-.f/i be-lu-u-lu "[o o will a]rise and rule the

scattered parts of the land [o o o o] from the Sealand, who will exercise rulership in Babylon."

149 This we know from the cylinder inscription ofNabQ-Suma-imbi, a governor ofBorsippa in that period, pub-

lished by Lambert 1968, p. 126, col. lb, line 17. Recent edition by Frame 1995, B.6.14.2001, col. I, line 17*.

150 The Nabonidus stela was commissioned very probably in the middle of the king's first year of reign,

just after he had returned from a trip to southern Babylonia during which he visited Ur, Larsa, and Uruk.

Archival texts from Uruk inform us that he held court at Larsa while proceeding to reform some aspects of

(he Eanna temple administration, a fact which might be suggestive of tensions between Nabonidus and Uruk.

This could explain why the inscription recorded on the stela blames the citizens of Uruk for the expulsion

of their tutelary goddess. Nabonidus' visit to the south is discussed in Beaulieu 1989b, pp. 1 17-127, and

Frame 1991.
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Another solution proposed recently is to posit that Nabu-Suma-iSkun was already active

politically during the reign of Erlba-Marduk and incited the authorities of Uruk to alter

the cult of IStar, but that this event was later understood to have taken place during the

actual reign of Nabu-Suma-iSkun. 151 This would agree with a statement found in 'Erra

and ISum,' which appears to refer to IStar's abduction in the following passage, blaming

a "merciless governor" (Nabu-Suma-iSkun?) for the disasters which befell the city at

that time: 152

Tablet IV

52. Sa UNUG ki Su-bat Aa-mtm it
Ai$-tar URU ke-ez-re-e-[ti] Sam-fra-a-di it ba-ri-ma-[(i] ...

59. GlR.NfTA ek-su la ba-bil pa-ni e-li-M-nu ta$-k[un]

60. uS-Sis-si-na-ti-ma par-si-§i-na i-te-t[Nq]

61. AiS-tar i-git-ug-ma is-sa-bit-us UGU UN[UG ki
]

62. '"KXJR id-kam-ma ki-i §E-em ina IG1 A.ME§ i-maS-Sa-a
l KUR

As for Uruk, the dwelling of Anu and IStar, a city of prostitutes, courtesans, and harlots

. . . You appointed over them a harsh and merciless governor. He caused them distress and

transgressed their rites. IStar was furious and she became angry at Ur[uk], She aroused an

enemy to plunder the land like grain (is carried off) by water.

On the other hand, it is equally possible that the Nabonidus stela is closer to the truth,

and that the Urukeans eventually attributed the profanation to Nabu-Suma-iSkun, a king

apparently notorious for his numerous sacrileges, in order to exonerate their forebears.

One must also bear in mind that the only source which contains a damnatio memoriae
of that king is from Uruk. Sources contemporary with Nabu-Suma-iSkun depict him
as a rather weak and ineffectual ruler, barely able to extend his authority beyond the

immediate surroundings of his capital. An inscription commissioned during his reign by

the governor ofBorsippa alludes to disturbances in his city which are very similar to those

described in the Nabonidus stela and 'Erra and ISum,' with the king apparently unable

to intervene. It seems therefore plausible that, during the reign of either Erlba-Marduk

or Nabu-Suma-iSkun, an influential segment of Uruk's citizenry agreed to replace IStar-

of-Uruk with another goddess under pressure from a local governor or royal appointee;

later on the Urukeans would have ascribed the sacrilege solely to outside culprits in order

to conceal their participation in this shameful deed. The fact that the foreign goddess

apparently stayed at Uruk for nearly two centuries seems to imply that at least part of

the local elite truly accepted the new deity as theirs, since they had every opportunity to

reclaim their old tutelary goddess who, according to the Prophecy, had been exiled to

Babylon.

It appears impossible to ascertain where the truth lies in this tangled question of

mnemohistory, as memory of the original events not only became blurred, but also more
ideologically tainted with the passing of generations. What seems probable is that a

dramatic alteration of the cult of IStar-of-Uruk took place during the 8th century, when

151 Cole 1994, p. 243.

'« Following the composite text by Cagw 1 970; edition by Cagni 1969, pp. 1 10-1 1 1. Several translations,

commentaries, and studies have appeared since.
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a foreign goddess was installed in the Eanna temple. IStar-of-Uruk was removed from

Uruk, and perhaps exiled to Babylon, if we are to understand the Prophecy literally. It is

Nebuchadnezzar II who took upon himself to return the goddess to Uruk and reinstall

her in Eanna. This explains the change of conventions during the early years of his reign

to designate the tutelary goddess ofEanna: it was dictated by theological considerations.

The choice made by the scribes bespeaks a determination to assert the character of the

returned goddess as the real tutelary deity of Uruk, the numen loci.

The descriptions of IStar-of-Uruk and the foreign goddess introduced in Eanna merit

further examination.

Table 14. Designations of IStar-of-Uruk and the Foreign Goddess

Source The Foreign Goddess IStar-of-Uruk

Inscription of Nebuchadnezzar,

I R 65-66, col. II no mention

dINNIN UNUGki

be-e-le-et UNUGki e-el-le-ti

te-e-du-u {id) UNUG ki

la-ma-sa 5a da-mi-iq-ti (fti)

6.AN.NA

Letter YOS 3, 5 no mention <K3A$AN Sd UNUGki

Nabonidus Stela,

RT 18 (1896) 15-29

dLAMA la si-mat

6.AN.NA
d 15 la si-ma-a-tu

dINNIN UNUG^
A \5

Ain-nin-na

Uruk Prophecy, SpTU I, 3 [i]a dLAMA UNUG^ MLAMA UNUGki da-ri-tmlti

NabQ-Suma-iSkun, SpTU III, 58 [ooo] dlNNIN UN[UG?ki?]

ISum and Erra no mention AiS-tar

The foreign goddess is described as dLAMA la si-mat £.AN.NA "the divine represen-

tation not belonging to Eanna," as d 15 la si-ma-a-tu "the inappropriate goddess," and as

[l]a dLAMA UNUG ki "the divine representation not belonging to Uruk." 153 The expres-

sion la simati "that which does not belong" leaves little doubt as to the foreign nature of

the goddess introduced in the Eanna temple in the 8th century. The terminology which

describes IStar-of-Uruk, on the other hand, emphasizes her close relationship to Uruk.

The Uruk Prophecy calls her MLAMA UNUGki da-ri-tmlti "the old goddess of Uruk,"

In the Nabonidus stela she is dINNIN UNUG ki "IStar-of-Uruk," and Innin, the incarna-

tion of IStar which enjoyed great popularity in the onomastic of Uruk. Nebuchadnezzar

refers to her as dINNIN UNUGki be-e-li-it UNUGki e-el-li-t) "IStar-of-Uruk, the holy

lady of Uruk."

This raises the question of the identity of the foreign goddess inducted in the Eanna

temple in the 8th century. As suggested earlier this goddess may have been a form of IStar-

of-Babylon or Zarpanltu, and behind this theological crisis one can detect an attempt

151 The logograms d
l 5 and dLAMA arc both slightly ambiguous since they can be understood in the general

sense of "goddess" (iStaru) and of "divine representation" (lamassatu), as well as in a more specific sense of

"the goddess IStar" and of "the protective spirit" (laniassu). In referring to the foreign goddess it is probable,

however, that the redactors of these texts had the more general meanings in mind.
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to make the cult of the Urukean Istar conform to that of her Babylonian counterpart

(§2.1.2, §3.2.6). If we take at face value the statement found in the Uruk Prophecy

that Istar-of-Uruk was forced to take up residence in Babylon after her expulsion from

Uruk, we may even go further and speculate that the purpose of this swapping of images

was to transplant not only IStar-of-Babylon into the Eanna temple at Uruk, but also

Istar-of-Uruk into the Eturkalamma, the temple of IStar-of-Babylon in Babylon, in an

attempt to homogenize and unify local cults and theological concepts, and perhaps also

to eradicate the very strong sense of place emanating from the local city goddess. This

would indeed explain the insistence in the sources dated to the reign ofNebuchadnezzar

on the character of the restored goddess of Uruk as IStar-of-Uruk and Beltu-Sa-Uruk,

the numen loci.

IStar-of-Uruk is further characterized in the inscription of Nebuchadnezzar as the

sedu, the "protective genius" of Uruk, and as the lamassu Sa damiqli, the "beneficent

protective goddess" of the Eanna temple. Since the term sedu normally applies to male

spirits, some doubts may be raised as to whether this passage refers to IStar. Yet this

could be explained by the fact that IStar assumes a male aspect in one of her two

astral manifestations as the planet Venus. 154 Wiggermann has shown that goddesses

with two faces, one male and one female, are well known from late scholarly texts. 155

In the astrological commentary STC I, 213: 12, Tiamat tu'amtu ("the female twin") is

described with a male and a female face. 156 A religious text from Aggur syncretizes IStar-

of-Nineveh with Tiamat, describing her with [four eyes] and four ears, and therefore

presumably with two faces, one of which may have been male and the other female

since the same text portrays her as androgynous: "her upper parts are Bel, and her lower

parts are Ninlil." 157 SpTU I, 50, a late text from Uruk, describes the fashioning of an

apotropaic figurine with a male and a female face: 10. [o o o] ^iS-tar be-el-ti 11.
rNU

GlS.MES Sa V IGI.ME§-£m rDU-uS pa-ni zik-ri af-ki sin-niS "[o o o] IStar, the lady.

You make a figurine ofmew-wood with two faces, the front face is male, the back face

is female." Wiggermann argues that this figurine could be a simultaneous representation

of the male Sedu and the female lamassu spirits, although it is uncertain whether it

represents IStar, who appears at the end of line 10. Considering all this evidence, it is

possible that the inscription of Nebuchadnezzar, when referring to the Sedu of Uruk and

154 This question is discussed by Reiner 1995, p. 6, n. 14, who points out that only one text holds that

Venus is male at sunrise, while several others insist that she is male at sunset. See Reiner, Pingree 1981,

pp. 46-47, text IV, 7a. Mil-bat ina <UJTU.[E \G\-ma sin-ni-Sat] "Venus rises in (he cast, she is female," with

many parallel manuscripts quoted, and also CAD S, p. 288a, s.v. sinniStu, with quotation of the longer omen:

[MUL dil-bat ina oUTUI/fe
1 KVR-ma sin-ni-Sat SIG S ina

dUTU.$U.A IGl-ma zik-rat BAR-/r/4 "Venus rises

in the east, she is female, it is (portentous of) good, when she rises in the west, she is male, it is ill-portending."

That a correlation was established between the fact that she was "bearded" according to some traditions, and

her assumption ofa male form, is proven by the synergistic hymn to Nanaya in which the goddess, assuming

the appearance of IStar, proclaims "in Babylon 1 am bearded" (ina KA.DINGIR.MES zi-iq-na zaq-[na-ku]),

while a duplicate of the same text has the variant "in Babylon I am male" (ina KA.DINGIR.MES zik-ra-[ku]);

see Reiner 1974, p. 224, strophe I , line 4. The Hymn to IStar as Queen ofNippur proclaims that IStar (or one

of her hypostases) is both female and male: Lambert 1982, pp. 200-201, III, 78. [o o o si]n-ni-Sal mu-ta-at

ti V [o o o]
4,

[o o o] she is a woman, she is a man, and V [o o o]."

'" Wiggermann 1993-1997, pp. 236-237.
156 See Reynolds 1999, p. 377. Tiamat is also assimilated to Antu (see Van Dijk 1983, p. 26), who is in

turn assimilated to IStar.

157 The text is KAR 307 (= VAT 8917): obv. 19-23; edition ohhis passage in Livingstone 1986, p. 233.
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the lamassu of Eanna, is in fact describing Istar in her male and female appearances. 158

This interpretation, however, presupposes that the words sedu and lamassu must refer

to IStar, which is far from assured.

The sedu and lamassu spirits are usually portrayed as protectors of the individual

worshiper. In some prayers the supplicant bewails the loss of his sedu and lamassu spirits

and the subsequent ill fortune that befell him. I59 In others he entreats the deity in order to

be accompanied by these spirits in hisjourney through life. 160 Some sources, on the other

hand, portray the Sedu and the lamassu as protective spirits which accompany a goddess.

In the Old Babylonian hymn to IStar with subscription for king Ammiditana, the Sedu

and lamassu spirits appear favorably at the casting of her eyes. I61 In a late Su 'ilia prayer

to IStar the supplicant asks for the protection of the sedu which precedes the goddess,

and the lamassu which follows her. 162 In a prayer to Ea the conjurer asks the god to be

his Sedu and lamassu, indicating that a male deity could fulfill both roles. 163 A hymn to

TaSmetu hails that goddess as the lamassu (or Sedu) of the land, and in a prayer to Aya

the Sedu of Sippar and the lamassu of Ebabbar are asked to intercede with the goddess

in favor of the supplicant. 164 Samsuiluna claims in an inscription to have returned to

the Ebabbar temple its favorable protective genius (
dLAMMA), a circumstance quite

similar to the statement found in Nebuchadnezzar's inscription, 165 and an incantation

recited during the mis pi ritual even clearly identifies the inducted statue of the god as

the protective deity {lamassu damiqtu) of its temple, a terminology nearly identical with

the description of IStar in Nebuchadnezzar's inscription. 166

158 It would be stretching the evidence considerably, however, to claim that the cult statue of IStar represented

her with two faces. None of the numerous surviving representations of IStar depicts her with two faces.

159 Prayer to the personal god who has abandoned the worshiper; IV R, 2nd ed., pi. 59, no. 2: obv. 19.

dKALxBAD SlG s
dKAL SIGj BE-h UGU-/fl 5 "the favorable Sedu spirit and the favorable lamassu spirit have

withdrawn from me." French translation and commentary by Seux 1976, p. 209.
'6° King 1896, no. 22, 19. «<KALxBAD SIG 5

d[KAL SIG 5 li-ra]-kis KI-/o s "may a Sedu spirit and a lamassu

spirit be attached to me" (Seux 1976, p. 298, Su 'ilia to NabO; edition in Mayer 1976, pp. 473-475). See also

the prayer for the king in (he series bit rimki, edited by Borger 1967, p. 12, 6+c. ^udug-sigj-ga dlama-sigs-ga

Su-gi-gi-da b6-en-da-ab-rig7-eS "may a favorable SSdu spirit, a favorable lamassu spirit lead you" (Seux

1976, p. 242). See also the Neo-Assyrian letter edited by Cole, Machinist 1998, no. 66, in which the sender

wishes that favorable SSdu and lamassu spirits follow the king (obv. 14-15).
161 Thureau-Dangin 1925, p. 172, 15. na-ap-la-su-uS-Sa ba-ni bu-a-ru-u 16. ba-aS-tum ma-aS-ra-l)u la-

ma-as-su-um Se-e-du-um "at the casting of her eyes flourish well-being, pride, splendor, lamassu (and) Sedu

spirits." French translation and commentary by Seux 1976, p. 40.

»« King 1896, no. 8, 12. lu-ur-Si <<KALxBAD SIG 5 Sa pa-ni-ki Sa dr-ki-ki a-li-kat <<KAL lu-ur-Si "may I

acquire the SSdu spirit which precedes you, may I acquire the lamassu spirit which follows you." French

translation and commentary by Seux 1976, p. 323,
163 Series Utukku lemmliu, incantation invoking Enki, CT 16, pi. 8, 284. udug-sigs-ga-mu h6-me-en 285.

lu-ii Se-e-du dum-qi-ia at-ta 286. Jlama-sigs-ga-mu [|)6-me]-en 287. lu-u la-mas-si dum-ql-ia at-ta^ "may
you be my favorable SSdu spirit, may you be my favorable lamassu spirit" (Seux 1976, p. 239).
IM Prayer of Tukulli-Ninurta I to the god ASSur, KAR 1 28: rev. 3 1 .

AtaS-me-tu ti-iz-qar-tu e-tel-le-tu ^KAL-at
ma-a-ti li-ni-[il)-ka] "May TaSm5tu, the distinguished sovereign, the lamassu of the country, ca[lm you]" (see

Seux 1976, p. 497, and Foster 1993, p. 234); OECT 6, pi. 19, rev. 16. JKALxBAD UD.KIB.NUN><'''KAL
E.BABBAR "the SSdu of Sippar, the lamassu of Ebabbar" (Seux 1976, p. 165, hymn to Aya).
16s Frayne 1990, E4.3.7.3, 93. a-na E.BABBAR «"LAMMA-i« 94. da-mi-iq-tam 95. u-ie-er "I returned

to Ebabbar its favorable protective genius." Wiggermann 1998, p. 46, argues that the male and female

protective spirits of the temple evolved from statues of the warrior king and deified ew/»-priestess standing

at the entrance of temples and leading the individual worshiper to the throne of the god.
166 For this Su'illa incantation, which is preserved in several manuscripts, see Berlejung 1998, pp. 454-

455, and n. 2027 for a list of manuscripts; line 10 reads as follows: •'lama sig5-ga e-za-a-kam h£-me-en lu-u
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These sources indicate that the two protective spirits could either be independent

beings who accompanied a deity, or else were completely identified with it theologically.

Therefore, while it is possible that the inscription ofNebuchadnezzar identifies the Sedu

of Uruk and the lamassu of Eanna with the goddess IStar, they could also be protective

spirits who accompanied the goddess on her return to Uruk and were considered distinct

numinous beings.

3.4. Paraphernalia

According to the Nabonidus stela IStar dwelt in a shrine with gold-plated walls (atman

fyurasi) and drove a team of seven lions (labbu). Sumerian and Akkadian literary

compositions from all periods describe IStar driving lions. Innin-Sagurra mentions the

seven great "dogs" on which the goddess rides: 105. ur-gal-gal-imin-bi ba-e-us an-na

ba-e-e-de "you ride seven great dogs, you come out in heaven." 167 The legend of Etana

also contains a description of IStar enthroned in heaven on lions. ,68 A letter sent probably

by Belshazzar, Nabonidus' son, to MuSezib-Marduk, probably to be identified as the

Sangu of Sippar, alludes to a pictorial representation of IStar which is similar to the

description found in the Nabonidus stela: 169

VAT 7

1. IM WEN-LUGAL-[URI]

2. a-na W/H«-&?-z/6-dAMAR.UD
3. DINGIR.MES Su-lum-ka

4. liq-bu-i't na4a-su-mH

5. Si-i Sd UD.KA.BAR
6. Sd sa-lam AiS-tar

7. Sa UR.MAIJ fi-in-de-tu4

8. ina mufj-fji es-ri

9. Sa Uab-ne-e-a

10. '*GAL ka-dS-kad-di-ni

1 1

.

ina mulf-fji

12. iS-pu-rak-ka

13. kap-du ina SU.MIN
14. '"DUMU Sip-ri-ka

15. i-Sa-dS-S'him-mu

16. Su-bi-la-dS

r

la-mas-su da-mi-iq-tum Sa ti-ka ai-la "may you be the favorable proteclive deily of your temple!". See also

the new edition by Walker, Dick 2001, p. 160, lines 10a and 10b.

> 67 Sjoderg 1975a, pp. 188-189.
168 Horowitz 1998, p. 52, line 12. ina Sap-la t^GU.ZA la-b[e-e i-r]ab-[bi-su] "beneath the throne lio[ns

la]y do[wn]," with discussion on p. 58.

169 The text was initially published by Meissner 1907. MuSezib-Marduk was Sangil of Sippar during the

reign of Nabonidus, and the tab kaSkadinni official is mentioned in another Sippar letter, CT 22, 1 12:

10. ""GAL SUM.[NIN]DA. Another letter of Belshazzar to MuSezib-Marduk, CT 22, 68, deals with the

consecration rituals of the temple of Dunene in Sippar.

3.4. Paraphernalia

Letter ofBelshazfzar] to MuSezib-Marduk. May the gods decree your well-being! (As for) this

bronze stela upon which is engraved a representation of IStar driving a lion (and) concerning

which Tabnea, the rab kaSkadinni, wrote to you, remove it and send it to him through the

intermediary of your messenger!

The Nabonidus stela refers to the animals harnessed to IStar as labbus, a poetic term for

lion which can also denote a mythological beast such as a lion-serpent. In the Belshazzar

letter we find the standard word for lion: UR.MAft, Akkadian neSu. There is significant

variation in the transmission of this motif since the 3rd millennium, some texts referring

to IStar's allegorical animal as a dog, others as a lion, some even as a leopard. 170 These

variations are understandable considering that lions were considered in Mesopotamian

taxonomy to belong to the same order as dogs, as demonstrated by #aY-ra= fyubullu XIV:

61. ur=kal-bu 62. ur= lab-bu 63. ur=ne-e-Sii 64. ur. [m]al)= ne-e-Su.

Five texts mention the door curtain {gidlu) hanging at the entrance of the inner cella

of IStar; PTS 2038: 1. 35 MA.NA w^gi-da-lu-ii 2. sa KA E pa-pa-fat 3. Sa dGA§AN
Sa UNUG ki "35 minas (of linen) for the door curtain for the gate of the inner cella

of the Lady-of-Uruk;" PTS 2491: I. 1 vtogid-a-W-u 2. a-ri-du sa Kkpa-pa-ffu 3. Sd
dGA§AN Sa UNUG ki "One removed door curtain belonging to the gate of the inner cella

of the Lady-of-Uruk;" UCP 9/1, 46: 1. 27 MA.NA GADA.yA 2. ana w^gid-lu-ii 3.sd
dGA§AN Sd UNUG ki "27 minas of linen for the door curtain of the Lady-of-Uruk;" UCP
9/1, 68: I. 12 MA.NA ^^ai-si 2. a-na w^gid-lu-u 3. Sd IGH15 "12 minas of combed
flax for the door curtain in front of IStar;" and YBC 3715 mentions the door curtains

hanging at the gate of the inner cellas of IStar and other deities: 8. 5 sadagi-da-la-ne-e

Sa KA tpa-pa-bu 9. [s\d dGA§AN Sa UNUGk
'
dna-na-a 10. [*u\-sur-\mM-su dgu-la u

dIGI.DU "The 5 door curtains for the gate(s) of the inner cella(s) of the Lady-of-Uruk,

Nanaya, Usur-amassu, Gula, and dIGI.DU."

The Divine Urigallu Standard of IStar, mentioned in a few texts, was the object of a

separate cult (§8.1.4). A delivery of gold for the balustrade of her cultic socle or altar

is mentioned in GCCI 2, 49: 8. 2/3 GiN 4-/h KU.GI Sd IGI ^tal-lum 9. iM$u-ba-ta™ Sd
d 15 //

dna-na-a "2/3 (minas?) and 1/4 shekel of gold for the front part of the balustrade

of the cultic seats of IStar and Nanaya;" and pieces of plating for it are mentioned in

YBC 7383: 3. qi-U-pi Sd dKI.TU3 Sd dG[A§AN Sd UNUG k i] "pieces of plating for the

cultic socle of the L[ady-of-Uruk]." The ceremonial chest of IStar occurs in YOS 19,

244: 1. 19 GlN 3 IGI-4-GAl.LA.ME rKU.Gr 2. 14 an-sa-ab-ti a-na 3. sispiSAN Sd
dGA§AN Sd UNUG ki "19 3/4 shekels of gold (for) 14 earrings for the chest of the

Lady-of-Uruk."

There is substantial information on the vessels and implements used for the cult

of IStar. AUWE 5, 81 mentions offerings to IStar and Nanaya presented in silver

vats (datmu): obv. 6'. [o o] KU.BABBAR 2 dan-nu-tu KU.BABBAR IGI dGA§AN
id UNUGki [o o] V. [o o] KU.BABBAR 3 dan-nu-tu KU.BABBAR IGI *na-na-a ldNA-
DU-SeS 8\ [o o K]U.BABBAR 3 dan-nu-tu KU.BABBAR IGI dGA§AN Sd UNUG ki

170 This question has been discussed by Wm.ckf. 1976 1980, p. 82; Sjoberc 1975a, p. 229; and Heimpizl
1 987- 1 990, pp. 82-83, § 4.3. See Boehmer 1 99

1 , pp. 1 70- 1 7 1 , who discusses a representation of a goddess
enthroned on lions who is undoubtedly the warlike IStar. Fautii 198 1 discusses the association of IStar with

lions, dogs, and leopards, and draws parallels between the figure of IStar and the figure of LamaStu.
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IdUTU-KAL "[o o] of silver, 2 vats of silver before the Lady-of-Uruk [o o]; [o o] of silver,

3 vats of silver before Nanaya, Nabu-bani-ahi; [o o of sil]ver, 3 vats of silver before the

Lady-of-Uruk, SamaS-mudammiq." The kallu bowl and sappu container occur in NBC
4894: 77. 1 kal-lu KU.GI 1 Sap-pu

r
x x

1
[o o o] (§3.5.4). The pot stand (kankannu)

and kettle (tapf/u) are found in NBC 4904: 3. PAP 24 1/2 MA.NA 1 GIN KU.BABBAR
4. 5 bat-qa a-na tap-jja-a-nu 5. Sd pa-ni kan-kan-na Sd dGA§AN-ias 6. it Sd dna-na-

a "Total: 24 1/2 minas and one shekel of silver, (for) 5 repairs (to be done) on the

kettles which (are placed) in front of the pot stand of Beltiya and Nanaya." 171 Another

type of bowl, the makkasu, occurs in YOS 19, 246: 5. 4 GiN bit-qa KU.GI te-Sir-tu 6.

r
Sd^ ana ma-ak-ka-su Sa dGA§AN sa UNUGki "4 1/8 shekels of gold, supplementary

delivery for the makkasu bowl of the Lady-of-Uruk." The water-basin {me-qatt) for

ritually washing the hands and the linen towel {kitinnu) occur in the letter YOS 3, 194:

16. me-e §UMIN w */-''tin-ne-e
1

17. Sd r<J1[GASA]N Sa UNUGki u dna-na-a 18. [a-na

EN]-/a 19. [u]l-te-bi-la "I shipped [to] my [lord] the water basin and the linen towels

of the [Lad]y-of-Uruk and Nanaya." YOS 7, 89 mentions a cultic vessel belonging to

the bit-akiti of IStar: 6. man-di-tu4 UD.KA.BAR Sa ^Sid-da-ti Sa fta-ru-d Sa dGA§AN
Sd UN[UGki

] 7. i-na sa-ar-tm ul-tu £ a-ki-tu4 na-Su-u "the bronze mountings of the

wooden stand belonging to the fyaru container of the Lady-of-Uruk stolen from the

btt-aldti." Finally a few texts mention the fish-box (Sussulfu) used by the fishermen

consecrated to I5tar to carry fish for the offerings of the goddess (§3.7.10); YBC 9178:

6. 1 MA.NA 15 GiN KU.BABBAR ki-rit-ti KUBABBAR 7. Sa Sul-sul KU.BABBAR
Sd '"Su.yA 8. Sd IGI d 15 "1 mina and 15 shekels of silver for the silver kiritu ornament

belonging to the silver fish-box of the fishermen who are on duty before IStar;" PTS

2174: 2. (silver) a-na bat-qa 3. Sd Su-us-su-lu KU.BABBAR 4. Sd dGA§AN Sd UNUG"
"(Silver) to repair the silver fish-box of the Lady-of-Uruk;" and VS 20, 87 (quoted in

§3.7.10).

3.5. Ornaments

3.5.1. Tiara

The tiara of IStar is mentioned in PTS 3073: 1. 53 GiN 3 IGI-4-GAl.LA.ME KU.GI

2. 2 ga-ap-pu Sd AGA KU.GI 3. Sd dGA§AN Sd UNUGki "53 3/4 shekels of gold (for)

two quills belonging to the golden tiara of the Lady-of-Uruk." The mention of quills

(gappu) suggests that the tiara of IStar was a feathered headdress, a type well known from

iconographic representations. The comparatively large weight of these quills indicates

that the tiara of IStar was a massive, heavy piece of craftsmanship, comparable in size

to the tiara of Usur-amassu, which according to YBC 1 1390 weighed at least 47 minas

(§4.4.2.1).

Published in Beaulieu 1997b, p. 388.
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3.5. Ornaments

3.5.2. Crown

The crown of Istar may be mentioned in NBC 4577: 172 15. 2 tas-kis er-bi sd LUGAL 2

sa-an-jja Sd
T
kul-lul-luV 1 6. Sd dGA§AN sd UNUGki ina &$ad-du sd bat-qa "2 tarfasu

ornaments, a gift from the king, 2 suspension rings for a crown(?), (all) belonging to the

Lady-of-Uruk (and put) in the repair container."

3.5.3. Breast Ornaments

A crescent-shaped breastplate is mentioned in VS 20, 127, an inventory of jewelry

belonging to IStar, Nanaya, and Beltu-5a-Re§: 6. 1 GABA sd U4.SAKAR "1 crescent-

shaped breastplate." A breastplate with a representation of a lion, the emblematic animal

of IStar, is mentioned in an inventory of the jewelry of IStar and Nanaya, NBC 4577: 173

23. 3 sa-an-lja-ni KU.GI Sd TA GABA KU.GI sd UR.MAfcl pat-ru-ni "3 suspension

rings of gold removed from the breastplate with a representation of a lion." Two other

texts, NCBT 1227 and YOS 6, 21 1, refer to the golden breast ornaments of IStar, listing

some of their components:

NCBT 1227

1. [x]+8 GiN 4-/m KU[GI e]-lat KU.GI Sd GABA KU.GI
2. [Sd] ^15 ina

r
IGI 'NfG.DU n

-w/

3. [o o o o] """KlSlB.ME K^GI Sa GABA K^ Gi

4. [o o o o]
rbP »«4Kl3lB.ME a4

5. [oooooo]V.ME rKU.Gr

[o o] and 8 1/4 shekels of gold, in addition to the gold from the golden breast ornament of

IStar, at the disposal of Kudurranu. [o o o] cylinder-seal-shaped beads of gold for the golden

breast ornament; [o o o] these cylinders-seal-shaped beads; [o o o o o] of gold.

YOS 6, 211

1

.

1 GiN gi-ru-u KU.GI Sd ba-at-qu

2. Sa ku-ma-ru a*-gur-ru Sd 'GABA 1 KU.GI

3. // sa-an-l)a-a-nu Sd a-a-ri IGI

4. &HGA$AN Sd UNUG>"

1 1/24 shekel(s) of gold for repairing the framed agitrru ornament belonging to the golden

breast ornament, and (of) the catches of the frontal rosette of the Lady-of-Uruk.

172 Previously published in Sack 1979, pp. 42^13, as lines I and 2, with several mistakes not indicated by
asterisks here.
173 Published by Sack 1 979, pp, 42-43, for which see the preceding note.
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3.5.4. Jewelry

Two texts record deliveries of gold to repair the jewelry (sukuttu) of I§tar; GCCI 1,251:

3. (gold) a-na bat-qa 4. sd su-kut-ti sd dGA§AN sa UNUGki 5. u dna-na-a "Gold for

repairing the jewelry of the Lady-of-Uruk andNanaya"; andNCBT 1121:2. (gold) a-na

bat-qa sa su-kut-ti 3. sd dGASAN sa UNUG^ "Gold to repair the jewelry ofthe Lady-of-

Uruk." A substantial number of texts mention the various pieces ofjewelry belonging to

I5tar. The most remarkable document is the inventory NBC 4894, which lists the jewelry

belonging to I§tar and Nanaya. Included in the inventory are 52 necklaces and hundreds

of smaller pieces such as seals, earrings, beads, mountings, figurines, and various other

ornaments. Heavier pieces such as the tiara, crown, and breast ornaments, however, are

not included. 174

NBC 4894

1

.

Su-kut-l[i o o o o o o o NfG.GA dGA§AN Sd UNUG ki
]

2. u dna-
r
na-a" [ooooooooooooooooo]

3. 1 GU KU.GI r
9 GU 1 [ooooooooooooooo]

4. ina gu-bal-s'C K[U.GI ooooooooooooo]
5. 1

nt"*KlSlB "^BABBAR/DIL1 [ooooooooo]
6. 1-V 1 GU r

3 DUR NA4 la" m[it-(jar o o o o o o o]

7. 2-w 1 GU 8
rDUR NA4

n
la mit-[bar oooooooo]

8. Sal-Su 1 GU 8 DUR 'NA^ la m[il-bar o o o o o o]

9. A-u 1 GU '4 DUR NA4 1
la mit-b[ar oooooooo]

10. 5-Su 1 GU 4 TOR NA4 la mit-'bar" [000000]
1 1

.

6-Su 1 GU 3
rDUR NA4 la mil-bar' NA4 [0 o 0]

12. 7-» 1 GU 5 TOR NA4 1
la mil-bar NA4 [0000]

13. 8-m 1 GU 7
rDUR NA4

' la mil-bar NA4 V [0 0]

14. 9-w 1 GU 8 TOR ina IW-bi r
x x x

1 KU.G[I o 0]

15. 10-M 1 'GU NA4 KIT.GI 1 1 'DUR1 [oooooooo]
16. 1 1-ii 1 [GU o o 0]

rNA4
n
la

r
mil-bar NA4 KU.GP [o 0]

1 7. 1 2-ii 1 [GU o o NA] 4 la mit-'bar NA4 KU.GP [0000]
18. 13-ii 1 GU 9 DUR NA4

T
la mil-bar NA4 KU.GP [00000]

19. 14-// 1 GU '5? 1 DUR NA 4 7a
1
mil-

1
bar NA4 KU.GP [0 o 0]

20. 15-w I GU 7 DUR NA 4 la
1
mii-

r
bar NAA

" [oooooooo]
21

.

I6-1/ 1 GU 5 DUR NA4 la
1
mit-'bar NA4 KU\G[I 00000]

22. 17-w 1 GU 4 DUR NA4 7a
1
mil-'bar NA4 KIT.GI [o 0]

23. 18-w 1 GU 13 ""DUR1 NA4 KU.GI Sa
T
man-di-iC 2-ta

T^tuky

-pi-
T
tuA sa-bit 2

1
[o o]

24. 20-M 1 GU 7 DUR NA4 TUR.ME man-di-it 'KU.GI pi-in-nP-Su KU.GI ina gu-bal-si

KU.GI sa-'bit
1

25. 21 1 GU 15 DUR NA4 TUR.ME man-cl[i-il KU.GI] '27-to
1
[o o]-/w4 ina gu-bal-si KU.GI

'DIB
1

26. 22 1 GU 9 DUR NA4 TUR.ME man- r
cli-it KU.GP 2-ta NA 4 [o o 0] [ina] gu-bal-si KU.GI

'DIB 1

174 Edition wilh handcopy in Bgaulibu 1999.
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27. 23 1 GU 9 DUR NA4 man-di-
x
iC KU.GI pi-in-ni-su-

Tnu KU.GP ina gu-bal-si KU.GI

DIB
28. 24 1 GU 13 DUR NA4 man-di-it KU.GI 2-ta tuk-pi-ti sa-

TbiC

29. 25 1 GU 12 DUR NA4 '

man-di-it
1 KU.GI 3-ta tuk-pi-ti sa-

r
biP

30. 26 1 GU 6 DUR NA4 KU.GI NA4 la mil-bar

3 1. 27 1 GU 9 DUR NA4 KU.GI NA4 la mil-bar

32. 28 1 GU 5 DUR NA, KU.GI NA, la mil-bar

33. 29 GU 6 DUR NA4 KU.GI NA, la mil-bar

34. 30 GU 5 DUR NA4 KU.GI NA, la mil-bar

35. 31 GU' 7 DUR NA4 KU.GI NA4 la mil-bar

36. 32 GU 5 DUR NA, KU.GI NA, la mil-bar

37. 33 GU 6 DUR NA, KU.GI NA, la mil-bar

38. 34 GU 8 'DUR 1 [000000000000]
39. 35 GU 7 'DUR1 [000000000000]
40. 36 GU 5 'DUR1 [000000000000]
41. 37GU7 'DUR1 [000000000000]
42. 38 GU 5

rDURn [000000000000]
43. 39 GU 6 'DUR1 [000000000000]
44. 40 GU 5 'DUR1 NA4 KU.G[I 0000000]
45. 4 1 GU 8 DUR NA, KU.G[I oooooooo]
46. 42 GU 7 DUR NA, [00000000000]
47. 43 1 GU GUG 5 'DUR1 [ooooooooo]
48. 44 2 GU GUG 9 'DUR1 [ooooooooo]
49. 45 3 GU GUG 8 DUR ina S[A 0]

50. 46 4 GU GUG 7 DUR ina SA 28 NA4 'KIP.GI [0 o]

51. '47 1
5 GU GUG 7 DUR ina SA 30

rNA4 KIP.GI 1 ^AS.Gi.Gl

52. 48 6 GU GUG 7 DUR ina 'SA 1
4' 'NA,1 KU.GI 2-ta ™*tuk-pit 1 '^aS.GI.GI 1

53. 49 '7 GU GUG 9
1 DUR ina SA 26 NA, KU.GI 1 ™*tuk-plt 1

^ Tsag-giP-mud

54. 50 lGU™"ZA.GiN16DUR
55. 51 1 GU "^BABBAR.DIL 17 DUR 2-ta ^tuk-pi-ti

56. 52 1 GU 9 DUR ki-li-li NU.MUR'" IGI.MIN NA4 KU.GI GAL.MES 1 ^tuk-pit 2

[000]

57. 52 1 GU 8 DUR 46 ™*nu-ur-mu KU.GI 5-ta bi-
r
nP-tu KU.GI

58. 5 nfl4KlSlB la mil-bar 2-ta ^tuk-pi-ti

59. 8 ™*taS~kis™* 65 DUR NA4 KU.GI NA4 7a
1
mil-bar ina

T
lib'-bi 1

rx x x
1
[0 0];

60. 2nB4j,p.r/na4GUG21 ™*ar-zal-lu4 14 ™* r
dig-lu ^BABBAR^DIL

61. ina lib-bi 1 mi-ii-ri 1 te-en-Su-u KU.GI 17 'NA,,
1
[o o]

62. 2 ^sip-ri ™4BABBAR.DIL 42 ^dr-zal-lu4 97 NA4 man-di-'it KU\[o o 0]

63. 1 «*sip-ri 1 1 a-a-ri KU.GI Sd tam-le-e [o]
r
4 NA4 KU\[GI] 'TUR7.ME1

[o o 0]

64. 210 SUGUR KU.GI '4 1
tfAR KU.GI 93 gu-bal-si KU.GI

65. 351 ^ma-ak-nak-tu4 KU.GI SUtfUS n«" rKlSlB KU.GI pa-zu-zu KU.GP [o o]

66. ina gu-bal-si KU.GI sab-lu-iP

67. W-ta SUGUR KU.GLMES pi-in-ni-Su-nu KU.GI ina gu-bal-si KU.GI sab-
r
ta" (or

r
btr)

68. l««_to el-let 47 in-sa-ab-tu4 KU.GI 1 19
r
SiP-ri KU.GI

69. 1 ki-li-li 30 a-a-ri KU.GI Sd tam-le-e 27 ^'dig-lip NA4 [o o]

70. 7 ™*dr-zal-ltiA 2-ta el-let NA4 KU.GI "^QUG "«4ZA.G1n NA4 [o o o]

71. kur-si-ni-Su KU.GI 12 ™*tuk-pi-li na4BABBAR.DIL sa-ma-bal-Si-na 46 [0 0]

171 This word is unknown. A scribal mistake for NA4 is possible, but not likely.
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72. 1 69 in-sa-ab-tuA KU.GI 40 DUR NA4 KU.GI ™4 rGUG NA^ [ o]

73. sa-ma-fral-su 1 du-di-it KU.GI ina gu-foal-si KU.GI sab-tat 4! [000]
74. 7'-/a gu-bal-si KU.BABBAR sa-ma-bal-Si-na 1 mu-Sd-lu 1

K[U.GI?]

75. 1 na-ma-m KU.GI 2 is-sur™* KU.GI 2 mu-mal-l[i 000]
76. 1 /ww/-/w KU.GI I mut-tab-bil-tii4 KU.GI 3-ta V [o 0]

77. 1 kai-lu KU.GI 1 sap-pu
r
x x

1
[0 o 0]

78. 1 [0000000000000000000000]
79. 1 gu-bal-si KU.GI er-6/

80. 2-ta in-sa-ba-a-tu KU.GI er-6/

1

.

Jewelry [0000 property of the Lady-of-Uruk]

2. and Nanaya [00000000000000000]

3. A necklace of gold; 9 necklaces [000000];
4. on a wire of g[oId 00000000000000];
5. a cylinder-seal-shaped bead of banded agate [0000000];
6. 1 : a necklace (made of) 3 strings of beads of varied [size 0000];
7. 2: a necklace (made of) 8 strings of beads of varied [size 0000];
8. 3: a necklace (made of) 8 strings of beads of varied [size 0000];
9. 4: a necklace (made of) 4 strings of beads of varied [size 0000];
10. 5: a necklace (made of) 4 strings of beads of varied size [000 0];

11. 6: a necklace (made of) 3 strings of beads of varied size (and of) beads [000 o];

12. 7: a necklace (made of) 5 strings of beads of varied size (and of) beads [000 0];

13. 8: a necklace (made of) 7 strings of beads of varied size (and of) beads [000 o];

14. 9: a necklace (made of) 8 strings (and) including x x x of gol[d 0];

15. 10: a necklace (of) gold beads (made of) 1 1 strings [00000000];
16. 1 1: a [necklace (made of) x strings] of beads of varied size (and of) gold beads [0 0];

17. 12: a [necklace (made of) x strings of sto]nes of varied size (and of) gold beads [0 0];

18. 13: a necklace (made of) 9 strings of beads of varied size (and of) gold beads [000];
19. 14: a necklace (made of) 5(7) strings of beads of varied size (and of) gold beads [0 0];

20. 15: a necklace (made of) 7 strings of beads of varied size (and of) beads [00000];
21. 16: a necklace (made of) 5 strings of beads of varied size (and of) gold beads [o o 0];

22. 17: a necklace (made of) 4 strings of beads of varied size (and of) gold beads [0 0];

23. 18: a necklace (made of) 1 3 strings ofgold beads with mountings, held by 2 kidney-shaped

beads, two [000];

24. 20 (sic!): 176 a necklace (made of) 7 strings of small size beads (with) gold mountings,

v/hosQpinnu is (made of) gold, (and) which is held by a gold wire;

25. 21 : a necklace (made of) 15 strings ofsmall size beads (with) [gold mou]ntings (and) 2(?)

[0 o] (and) held by a gold wire;

26. 22: a necklace (made of) 9 strings of small size beads (and) 2 [0 0] held [by] a gold

wire;

27. 23: a necklace (made of) 9 strings of beads (with) gold mountings, whose pinntis are

(made of) gold, (and) which is held by a gold wire;

28. 24: a necklace (made of) 13 strings of beads (with) gold mountings (and) held by 2

kidney-shaped beads;

29. 25: a necklace (made of) 12 strings of beads (with) gold mountings (and) held by 3

kidney-shaped beads;

176 On line 24 the scribe skipped the number 19 in his count of necklaces. Realizing his error he listed two
necklaces as number 52 on lines 56 and 57, thus arriving at the same total.
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30. 26: a necklace (made of) 6 strings of gold beads of varied size;

31. 27: a necklace (made of) 9 strings of gold beads of varied size;

32. 28: a necklace (made of) 5 strings of gold beads of varied size;

33. 29: a necklace (made of) 6 strings of gold beads of varied size;

34. 30: a necklace (made of) 5 strings of gold beads of varied size;

35. 3 1 : a necklace (made of) 7 strings of gold beads of varied size;

36. 32: a necklace (made of) 5 strings of gold beads of varied size;

37. 33: a necklace (made of) 6 strings of gold beads of varied size;

38. 34: a necklace (made of) 8 strings [000000];
39. 35: a necklace (made of) 7 strings [000000];
40. 36: a necklace (made of) 5 strings [000000];
41. 37: a necklace (made of) 7 strings [000000];
42. 38: a necklace (made of) 5 strings [000000];
43. 39: a necklace (made of) 6 strings [000000];
44. 40: a necklace (made of) 5 strings of gold beads [o o o];

45. 41: a necklace (made of) 8 strings of gold beads [o o o];

46. 42: a necklace (made of) 7 strings of beads [0000 0];

47. 43: a necklace of carnelian (made of) 5 strings [00000000];
48. 44: a 2nd necklace of carnelian (made of) 9 strings [00000000];
49. 45: a 3rd necklace of carnelian (made of) 8 strings, (and which) inclu[des 0000];
50. 46: a 4th necklace of carnelian (made of) 7 strings, (and which) includes 28 beads of gold

[00]

51. 47: a 5th necklace of carnelian (made of) 7 strings, (and which) includes 30 beads of gold

(and) a turquoise;

52. 48: a 6th necklace of carnelian (made of) 7 strings, (and which) includes 4 gold beads,

2 kidney-shaped beads, (and) a turquoise;

53. 49: a 7th necklace of carnelian (made of) 9 strings (and which) includes 26 gold beads, a

kidney-shaped bead, (and) a saggilmud stone;

54. 50: a necklace of lapis-lazuli (made of) 16 strings;

55. 51: a necklace of banded agate (made of) 17 strings, (with) 2 kidney-shaped beads;

56. 52: a necklace (made of) 9 strings, a circlet of ... eye-stones, large size gold beads, a

kidney-shaped bead, (and) 2 [0 0];

57. 52 (sic!): a necklace (made of) 8 strings, 46 pomegranate-shaped beads of gold, (and) 5

fish-roe-shaped beads of gold;

58. 5 cylinder-seal-shaped beads of varied size; 177 2 kidney-shaped beads;

59. 8 tarkisu beads; 65 strings of gold beads (and) beads of varied size (and) which include a

xx [00];

60. 2 ornamental trims of carnelian; 21 arzallu stones; 14 gems of banded agate,

61. including a mitru\ a tenSu of gold; 17 [0 0];

62. 2 ornamental trims of banded agate; 42 arzallu stones; 97 beads with go[ld] mountings;

63. an ornamental trim; 1 1 inlaid rosettes of gold [0]; 4 small size beads of go[ld];

64. 210 finger rings of gold; 4 gold bracelets; 93 gold wires;

65. 351 gold seals; a gold base for a cylinder-seal-shaped bead; a Pazuzu (head) of gold [o 0]

66. held by a gold wire;

67. 10 finger rings of gold, whose pinnus are (made of) gold, held by a gold wire;

68. an elletu\ 47 gold earrings; 1 19 Su-ri of gold;

69. a circlet; 30 inlaid rosettes of gold; 27 gems of [o o o];

177
It is unclear whether the beads mentioned on this line are separate items or belong with the 52nd necklace.
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70. 7 orzallu stones; 2 elletus of gold, carnelian, lapis, and [o o o],

71. whose links are (made of) gold; 12 kidney-shaped beads of banded agate (with) their

attachments; 46 [o o o];

72. 169 gold earrings; 40 strings of gold beads (and) carnelian; a [o o o]

73. (with) its attachment; a gold fibula held by a gold wire; 4 [o o o];

74. 7 silver wires (with) their attachments; a cosmetic jar of go[ld?];

75. a gold mirror; 2 bird figurines of gold; 2 mumal[li o o];

76. a gold comb; a muttabiltu recipient of gold; 3 [o o o];

77. a kallu bowl of gold; a Sappu container [oooooooo];
78. a [oooooooo];
79. a gold wire, a gift;

80. 2 gold earrings, a gift.

NCBT72'™

1. \KAmu-Sd-lu- ruKU.GV
2. Sd <KjASAN Sa UNUG'"

1

A gold lid for the cosmetic jar of the Lady-of-Uruk.

YOS 6, 216

1

.

1 GU 88 ™*nu-ur-mu-u BABBAR.DIL
2. man-di-tm KU.GI 88 kur-su-u KU.GI

3. na4QUG ™4A§.Gi.Gi Sd bi-ril

4. ina 2 pi-in-gtt KU.GI ina DUR GADA.tfA sa-bit

5. PAP^GASAN&UNUG"

A necklace (composed of) 88 pomegranate-shaped beads of banded agate (with) gold mount-

ings, 88 gold links, a bead of carnelian and a bead of turquoise in the middle, (all) held

between 2 gold knobs on a linen string. Total (of the jewelry) belonging to the Lady-of-Uruk.

YBC4174» 79

4. taS-kis KU.GI 1 5 UR.MArj.ME§ KU.GI Sd TA nak-ma-m na-Su-nu

5

.

2 Sd ku-ma-ru KU.GI e-du-tu 2 a-a~ri IGI Sa 4-w sab-tu

6. 1 GU 43 ™4Si-bir-ti la mit-bar ina git-fyal-su KU.GI sa-bit

7. 2-1/ GU KU.GI 20 na4KI§IB la mit-bar man-di-ti KU.GI

8. 25 "B4GUG 22 ™*tuk-pi-tu 32 NA4 KU.GI

9. 2 ™*Si-bir-ti mAsag-gil-mud ina gu-bal-sa KU.GI sa-bit

10. 41 UR.MAU.MES KU.GI Sd sa-a-du TUR.ME
11.31 a-a-ri KU.GI sa-a-du 1 kur-su-u Sa tam-le-e

12. Sa ul-tu ka-su-se-e Sa dGA§AN Sd UNUGki /wf-rw

1 3. PAP Su-kut-ti KU.GI Sd dGA§AN Sd UNUG"

178 Published by Nemet-Nejat 1993, who maintains the traditional interpretation ofmuSalu as "mirror."

179 The heading of this documents reads as follows: 1 . Su-kut-ti Sd JGASAN Sd UNUGk
' u Ana-na-a Sd 'ina

^Sad-dii* 2. Sd Su-kut-ti KU.GI ka-an-za-ti "Jewelry of the Lady-of-Uruk and Nanaya stored in the jewelry

container."
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A tarkfsu ornament of gold; 15 lions of gold removed from the storage container, 2 (of them)

have individual gold frames; 2 frontal rosettes of gold attached in 4 places; a necklace (made

of) 43 unworked stones of varied size held on a gold wire; a 2nd necklace of gold (made

of) 20 cylinder-seal-shaped beads of varied size with gold mountings, 25 beads of carnelian,

22 kidney-shaped beads, 32 gold beads, (and) 2 unworked saggilmud stones, (all) held on

a gold wire; 41 small lions ofsadu gold; 31 rosettes ofsadu gold; 180
1 inlaid link removed

from the falcon figurine of the Lady-of-Uruk. Total of the gold jewelry belonging to the

Lady-of-Uruk.

YBC 7383

1. 1/3 MA.NA 6 GlN 3 IGI-4-GAL.LA.M[E KU.GI o o o]

2. 1 a-a-ri sa-a-du 4 GlN [4-tu KU.GI o o]

3. qi-il-pi Sa ^KI.TUS Sa <*G[ASAN Sd UNUG* o o o]

4. PAP 1/2 MA.NA 1 GJN a-na DU-^w Sa 1 1 Vfo o o]

5. 1/2 MA.NA 1/2 GlN KU.GI bi-ta-qu
r
Sd" [o o o]

6.
r
2

1 GiM 4-tu bit-qa KU.GI TA NiG.GA [o o o]

7. PAP 1/2 MA.NA 2 GlN 3 IGI-4-GAL-L[A.ME bit-qa KU.GI o o]

8. [o]
r
a-na DU-^fw Sd se^-me-ri Sd [o o o o o]

9. [ooooorxKir.GI&i/aroooo]
10. [oooo]MUL« r16^e-e
1 1

.

[a-na <*b]BAR.DUL8 Sd IGASAN Sd UNUG ki

12. [o o o o]
r
18

n GlN 3 IGI-4-GAL.LA.ME 2 gir-e KU.GI

13. [a-na DU-Su] Sd ^Su-kut-tu4 Sd
d rGASAN Sd UNUG 1"

. .

.

21. PAP-//W 2 1/3 MA.NA 9 GlN bit-qa KU.GI a-na bat-qa

22. Sd ™*Su-kut-tm Sd dGA§AN Sd UNUGki u ^na-na-'a
1

1/3 of a mina and 6 3/4 shekels [of gold o o o] 10 rosettes ofsadu gold; 4 [1/4] shekels [of

gold ooo the] plating of the cultic socle of the L[ady-of-Uruk o o]. Total: 1/2 mina and 1

shekel (ofgold) to make 1 1 [o o o]. 1/2 mina, 1/2 (and) 1/8 shekel ofgold for/of [o o o]; 2 1/4

shekels ofgold from the (temple) property [o o o]. Total: 1/2 mina (and) 2 (and) 3/4 [and 1/8]

shekels [of gold o o] to make the bracelets of [ooo].[oo o] gold without [o o o o o o] star

and 16 baSiis [for the] kusltu [garment] of the Lady-of-Uruk. [Total: x minas] and 18 3/4 and

1/12 shekels of gold [to make] the jewelry of the Lady-of-Uruk. ... Grand total: 2 1/3 minas

(and) 9 1/8 shekels of gold to repair the jewelry of the Lady-of-Uruk and Nanaya.

VS 20, 128

3'. [oo K]U. rGr ina gt't-bal-su KU.GI s[a-bit ooo]
4'. [o o o] KU.GI ina gu-bal-su KU.GI r

sa-btr [o o o]

5\ [o o o]
r
x ina

1

2 pi-in-gu KU.GI ina DUR GADA sa-bit [o o o]

6'. [oooi]a zi-i-mu ul-tu ka-an-zu-[zu o o]

7\ [o o o]
r
x

n
a-na UGU <«GA$AN Sd UNUG" it-(e-[lu-u]

8\ [PAP S]d <iGASAN Sd UNUGKI

180 For rosettes ofsddu gold belonging to the Lady-of-Agade, see Fales, Postgate 1992, no. 60: 5. [o o]

a-a-ri sa-da-ni 6. [Sa] JGASAN »™ak-kad KU.GI "[o] rosettes of sddu gold [of] the Lady-of-Akkad."
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[o o] of gold h[eld] on a gold wire [o o o]; [o o] of gold held on a gold wire [o o o]; [o o

o] held
r
by

n
2 knobs of gold on a linen string [o o o]; [o o] as garment decoration, from the

chi[n o o o o o o which we]nt on the Lady-of-Uruk. [Total] (of the jewelry) belonging to the

Lady-of-Uruk.

YBC 9039

3. red gold a-na git-bal-su sd na4KI§IB.M[ES]

4. &H15

Red gold for the suspension wire for the cylinder-seal-shaped beads of IStar.

GCCI 1, 386

5. 1 1 GfN 3 IGI-4-GAl.LA.MES KU.GI

6. Sd TA ki-ra-a-ta Sd GU Sd KU*.PAD+.DUME
7. sa <"GA§AN Sa UNUG^ pat-ru-ni

1 1 3/4 shekels of gold removed from the kirltu ornaments of the necklace of unworked stones

belonging to the Lady-of-Uruk.

AUWE11,213

1

.

[o M]A.NA 1 7
rGiN n

bit-qa KU.GI
2. Una 1 KI.LA Sa UR.MAtf Sa AN.BAR
3. 8 a-a-ripa-ni Set <1GA5AN Sd UNUG"
4. a-di 1 36 sa-an-fya-ni-Su-nu

[x m]inas and 17 1/8 shekels of gold, (weighed) with the lion-shaped iron weight, (for) 8

frontal rosettes belonging to the Lady-of-Uruk, together with their 1 36 catches.

PTS 2162

1. 1 GiN bit-qa KU.GI

2. 5 in-be-e KUGl
3. 5 kal-tap-pe-e KU.GI

4. 5 sa-an~bu~St'i-nu KU.GI

5. [o] su-u-tu Sa KA li-bi Sal

6.
TV ti-

T
tur-nP-e-ti

7. a-na la a-su-u

8. ^^GASAN^UNUGki
\

1 1/8 shekels of gold (for) 5 fruit-shaped ornaments of gold, 5 footstool figurines of gold,

their 5 catches of gold, [o] sum for the opening of the . . . for(?) 3 crosspieces for the la-asti of

the Lady-of-Uruk.
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PTS 2175

1. 1 GfN KU.GI bat-'qu
1

2. 3 ar-za-la-nu KU/GP
3

.

1 u-ra-ku Set tfAR
r
x x

1 KU.GI

4. .fcHGASANiflUNUG"
5. 2 e-rim-m[a-at] KU.GI

6. Sa AS.ME KU.GI.ME

7. Sa dGASAN sd UNUG"

1 shekel of gold to repair 3 arzalht jewels of gold, 1 rod for the V bracelet of gold of the

Lady-of-Uruk, (and) 2 regg-shaped ornaments
1
of gold for the gold sun-disk ornaments of

the Lady-of-Uruk.

PTS 2438

1. 1 \l2GtNbal-lu-nt

2. KU.GI 19 BAR.MES
3. 2 1/2 u-ra-ka

4. Sd bat-qa Sd Sd-an-Su

5. Sd <"GA§AN Sd UNUG"

1 1/2 and 1/40 shekels (for) 19 pieces of gold plating (and) 2 1/2 rods to repair a sun-disk

ornament belonging to Istar.

PTS 2684

1. 40 "b4IGI.MIN.ME

2. 14 m4er-rim-mat

3. a-na Sd-an-Sd-a-ta

4. Sd d \5

40 eye-stones, 14 egg-shaped beads, for the sun-disk ornaments belonging to I§tar.

YBC 9204

1. 3 AS.ME KU.GI l]ab-
T
sir-tu

2. 1GU^"'"'K [§i B>me
3. la mit-fjar

4. 31 a-a-ri KU/GP
5. Sd sa-a-clu

6. PAP Su-htt-ti KU.GI

7. Sd ^GA§AN Sd UNUG"
8. Sd ina w*Sad-elu Sd bat-qa*

3 lustrous sun-disk ornaments of gold; 1 necklace of cylinder-seal-shaped beads of varied

size; 31 rosettes of sadu gold. Total of the jewelry of the Lady-of-Uruk which is in the repair

container.
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GCCI 1, 135

1 . 1 /2 GlN (jal-lu-ru LA KU. rGP
2. ia bat-qu sa a-a-ri KU.GI

3

.

sa-a-du sd <*GA$AN Sd UNUG>"

1/2 minus 1/40 shekel of gold to repair a rosette ofsadu gold belonging to the Lady-of-Uruk.

YBC 11649

1

.

2 yAR as-pu Sd 3-Sti sab-tu

2. Sd IGI MAS.dA.MES
3. iflM/-/i/ <>GASAN&iUNUG"<i

4. u-ri-du-nu ina E f/«/-/«

5. /na IGI WINNIN-MU-DU it '"KU.DIM.MES
6. ina lib-bi 1 dig-lu na4BABBAR.DIL
7. 1 dr-za-a-lu KU.GI ma-rt/

2 cleft bracelets attached in 3 places, with (terminals in the shape of) faces of gazelles, (and)

which were removed from the Lady-of-Uruk, are in the workshop at the disposal of I§tar-

Sum-ibni and the goldsmiths; 1 gem of banded agate (and) 1 arzallu jewel ofgold are missing

from it.

GCCI 2, 49

1

.

1 UAR.GU.GIL KU.GI as*-p[u*]

2. SdiS-kartsd^lS

3. a-ri-du 19 GiN KU.GI

4. fya-a-(u

1 removed torque of gold belonging to the furnishings of the chapel of IStar, its weight in gold

is 19 shekels.

GCCI 2, 360

29. 5 GlN KU.GI SA5 a-na IGI.MUS

30. [o o].GA*.MES *GASAN-ifl

5 shekels of red gold for the snake-eye ornaments(?) [o o] (?) of (?) Beltiya.

PTS 3089

1. 5 GlN KU.GI a-nabatSqa 1

2. Sd taS-kis <*GA$AN Sa UNUG"

5 shekels of gold to repair the tarkisu ornament of the Lady-of-Uruk.

Three texts mention pieces of jewelry in the shape of door-locking mechanisms:

AnOr 9, 6; NCBT 357; and Stigers 19. AnOr 9, 6 mentions such jewelry for IStar-
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of-Uruk, Nanaya, Beltu-§a-Re§, Adapa, Killlu, and BarirTtu (dated NPL.19.xx.02);

NCBT 357 mentions them for the Lady-of-Uruk, Nanaya, Beltu-Sa-Res, and Adapa
(NBK2.3 1.12.02); and Stigers 19 mentions them for the Lady-of-Uruk, Nanaya, Beltu-

Sa-Re§, and Adapa, while it further specifies that the jewelry was removed (suruduni)

from these gods on the 1 2th day ofthe 12th month in the accession year ofAmel-Marduk.
The remarkable coherence of these texts suggests that the jewelry was used in rituals

which started on the 2nd day of Addaru (AnOr 9, 6; NCBT 357) and ended on the 12th

day of the same month (Stigers 19), when the jewelry was removed from the statues. 181

These rituals coincided in part with the largest annual increase in offerings of sacrificial

sheep to the gods of Uruk, which occurred between the 2nd and 6th days of the month
Addaru. 182

Textual references to the door-locking jewelry of IStar are AnOr 9, 6: 1. [op]i-in-gu

KU.GI 8 (jar-gul-lum KU.BABBAR 2. [o]+9 sa-an-fya-nu KU.BABBAR Sd dfNNIN
UNUGki "[o] knobs of gold, 8 locks of silver, [o] and 9 rings of silver, (all) belong-

ing to IStar-of-Uruk;" NCBT 357: 1.
r
8

n
pi-in-ga KU.BABBAR 2. 10 (jar-gul-lum

KU.BABBAR 3. 40 tja-an-du-ufy-fyu KU.BABBAR 4. ina lib-bi 1 MU r28 n-KAM fa-Iiq

5. Sa dGA§AN Sa UNUG^ "8 knobs of silver, 10 locks of silver, 40 bandufrus of silver,

one of which disappeared in the 28th year, 183 (all) belonging to the Lady-of-Uruk;" and

Stigers 19: 1. \0pi- r
in"-gu KU.BABBAR 2. 4 (jar-gul-lum KU.BABBAR 3. 39 fya-an-

dub KU.BABBAR 4. Sa dGA§AN Sa UNUG^ "10 knobs of silver, 4 locks of silver, 39

banditfjus of silver, (all) belonging to the Lady-of-Uruk."

3.6. Clothing

Several texts record disbursements of textiles, threads, and various fabrics for the

sacred wardrobe of IStar. The following pieces of her clothing apparel are mentioned:

adilu "tassel(?)," eru "headband," gufjalsu "scarf," (julldnu "wrap," fjusanmt "sash," the

iSftelanabe garment, the kusitu garment, lubaru kululu "head scarf," the lubaru garment,

the lubaru metu garment, mezefju "scarf," nablaptu "outer garment " nebefru "belt,"

parSTgu "turban " the siblu garment, subatu Sa sadi "gold-colored garment," and the

Salfau cloth. The following garments were decorated with gold sequins: the kusitu, the

lubaru metu, and nebefyu "belt."

181
I( is possible lo tentatively identify the ritual inferred from these texts as the "ceremony of entering the

temple (or the cello)," if we rely on the evidence from YOS 3, 62: 20-27, a letter sent to the Satammu of
Eanna (§ 6.2) which refers to pingus and tarkullm of bronze in connection with "entering the temple." Since
the word tarkullu refers to a part of the lock, and the word pingu occurs in the texts mentioned here, we may
posit that such a ceremony is involved in these cases as well. Another possibility is that these rituals were
part of the pit bnbdni ceremony "the opening of the gates," for which see CAD B, p. 20, s.v. babu.
183 Robdins 1996, pp. 69-70.
183 According to this text, dated to the 31st year of Nebuchadnezzar, one of the 40 (jandiifjus had been
missing since the 28th year of that king. Text Stigers 19, dated 12 years later, mentions only 39 bandnffus,
suggesting that the missing object had not yet been found, nor been replaced, after all those years.
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3.6.1. Garments

YOS 7, 183

1

.

20 MA.NA ti&mi-ib-si BABBAR-w 2 '"gMAS.ME

2. 1 5/6 MA.NA ^mi-ifj-si BABBAR-w 10 '"8NfG.iB.LA.ME

3. 4 5/6 MA.NA ^mi-ty-si BABBAR-it 1 ^me-ze-efj

4. 5 MA Wni-ih-si Sd s|
gtfE.ME.DA Sd tiin-za-fyu-re-e-(i 2 l"&par-Si-gumc

5. io g£n Ki.MrN i ««bn1g.Ib.lA

6. 5 '2/3 1 MA 5
rGiN n ®mi- r

ib-si AT s'sZA.GtN.KUR.RA 1 Wit-bar ku-lu-lu 1
»**?-//

7.
r2* TUG* Sd*

1
sa-a-du 1 gu-jfal-sa sd MUD w //-mw

8. PAP sd dGA§AN Sd UNUG"

20 minas of white woven cloth (for) 2 sibtu garments, 1 5/6 minas of white woven cloth

(for) 10 sashes, 4 5/6 minas of white woven cloth (for) 1 scarf, 5 minas of woven cloth of

red-colored wool dyed with inzafjurelu (for) 2 turbans, 10 shekels of the same (for) 1 sash,

5 2/3 minas (and) 5 shekels of woven cloth of blue-colored wool (for) 1 head scarf and 1

headband, 2 gold-colored garments, 1 scarf made of dark-colored fabric and thread. Total (of

the clothing) of the Lady-of-Uruk.

YOS17,301

1

.

20 MA.NA ^mi-ib-su BABBAR-w 1 TUG.tfA

2. 40 MA.NA KI.MIN 4 '"kMAS.ME

3. 12/3 MA.NA KI.MIN 1 '"8NfG.fB.LA.ME

4. 10 GfN sigtffc.ME.DA Sd in-za-ffu-re-e-ti 1 '"»NfG.fB.LA

5. PAP Sd <»GA$AN Sd UNUG"i

20 minas of white woven cloth (for) 1 lubaru garment, 40 minas of the same for 4 sibtu

garments, 1 2/3 minas of the same for 10 sashes, 10 shekels of red-colored wool dyed with

inzaffuretu (for) 1 sash. Total (of the clothing) of the Lady-of-Uruk.

YOS 19, 270

1

.

20 MA.NA ^mi-it-si BABBAR-w 1 TUG.tfA

2. 20 MA.NA KI.MIN 2 '"kMAS.ME

3. 1 5/6 MA.NA KI.MIN 10 *'BNfG.iB.LA.ME

4. 10 GfN s
'Btffc.ME.DA Sd in-za-\}U-re-e-(ti) 1 <"BNfG.fB.LA

5. PAP .fcHGASAN .& UNUG"

20 minas of white woven cloth (for) 1 lubaru garment, 20 minas of the same (for) 2 sibtu

garments, 1 5/6 minas of the same for 10 sashes, 10 shekels of red-golored wool (dyed) with

inzafyuretit (for) 1 sash. Total (of the clothing) of the Lady-of-Uruk.

YOS 19, 271

1

.

[o o o] ti&mi-ili-su BABBAR-w ^lu-'bar1

2. [ooo ti&m]i-il}-su BABBAR-w 2 "'bMAS.ME

3. [ooo ^m]i-il)-'su BABBAR-w 10 '^NfG.fB.LA.ME

4. [ooo s]'8tf£.ME.DA Sd in-za-f)u-re-e-tm
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[o ««8N]iG.fB.LA sd dGA§AN sd UNUG ki

PAP sd <"GA§AN sd UNUG"'

[o o o] of white woven cloth (for) 1 lubaru garment, [o o] of white woven [cloth] (for) 2 sibtu

garments, [o o] of white woven [cloth] (for) 10 sashes, [o o] of red-colored wool (dyed) with

inza\}ureiu (for) [1 s]ash for the Lady-of-Uruk. Total (of the clothing) of the Lady-of-Uruk.

PTS 2094'84

CO . I, obv.

1. 2 zad*$al-bu

2. 2 '"8GU.E sfBZA.GiN.KUR.RA
3. 2 '"8KI.MIN s'BtfE.ME.DA

4. 2 '"BMAS.ME

5. 1 ^fjul-la-nu

6. 1 WS-fje-be

7. 1 Wu-bar
8. PAP Wni-ib-su Sd <<GA$AN Sd UNUG"

2 pieces ofSalfju fabric, 2 outer garments of blue-colored wool, 2 of the same of red-colored

wool, 2 sibtu garments, 1 wrap, 1 iSfje/anabe garment, 1 lubaru garment. Total (of the) woven
cloth belonging to the Lady-of-Uruk.

NBC 4750

1. 1 Wit-bar

2. 1 iadaSal-f}ii

3. 1 WS-fja-be

4. 1 rtsfyu-la-nu

5. 3«"bMA§

6. 2sigtfE.ME.DA

7. 2 siBZA.GlN.KUR.RA

8. 1 sad*Sal-l)u

9. 1 1 ^u-sa-ne-e

1 0. ina SA 1 Sd ta-bar-ri

11.1 li»me-ze-ef)

12. PAP i»finii-i(}-si

13.AHGASANiflUNUGW

1 lubaru garment, 1 Salf)u cloth, 1 iSfjelanabe garment, 1 wrap, 3 sibtu garments, 2 (cloths

of) red-colored wool, 2 (cloths of) blue-colored wool, 1 Sal[}u cloth, 1 1 sashes including 1 of

red-colored wool, 1 scarf. Total of the clothing belonging to the Lady-of-Uruk.

> 84 The heading or this text reads: 1 . ^mi-ifj-su Ue^-nii-uSA a-na tftoNlG/LAM 1M ITI GAN 2. a-na 'DU^I 5

'"AZLAG na-ad-nu "Spare woven cloth allotted to Ibni-I§lar, a cleaner, for the clothing ceremony of the

month Kislimu."
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PTS 3257'85

1

.

[oo M]A.NA ^mi-ifj-su BABBAR-h 1 TUG.^Al '86

2. [o] ^bMAS 1
Sd dGA§AN Sd UNUGki 2 ^MAS Sd dna-na-a . .

.

5. 10 GfN s fRy£.ME.DA Sd »in-za-(ju-re-e-tu

6. 1 '"BNiG.iB.LA sd dGA§AN Sd UNUG^

[o o m]inas of white woven cloth (for) 1 lubaru garment, [o o] sibtu garment belonging to

the Lady-of-Uruk (and) 2 sibtu garments belonging to Nanaya . . . ; 10 shekels of red-colored

wool dyed with inzafjuretu (for) 1 sash belonging to the Lady-of-Uruk.

PTS 3471

1. 9 1/2 MA.NA 5 GfN ^ rZA.GiN.KUR\RA
2. a-na ^bBAR.DULs Sd dGASAN Sd UNUG ki

3. '"sGU.fe Sd dna-na-a

4. ti&lu-bar ku-lu-lu™

5. AHGASAN&i UNUGW
6. u dna-na-a

9 1/2 minas (and) 5 shekels of blue-colored wool for the kusitu garment of the Lady-of-Uruk,

the outer garment of Nanaya, (and) the head scarves of the Lady-of-Uruk and Nanaya.

PTS 2881

1 . [o] MA.NA 1 -et "ieGU.fe Sd dGASAN Sd UNUG"

[o] minas (of woven cloth of red colored-wool dyed with fjilratu for) 187
1 outer garment

belonging to the Lady-of-Uruk.

NCBT 200

1

.

tizmi-ib-su Sd UGU [o o o]

2. Sd dGA§AN Sd UNUG ki dn[a-na-a]

3. dGA§AN Sd SAG dURMNIM-j«
4. dgu-la u £ fji-il-su

Woven garments which are on the [o o o] of the Lady-of-Uruk, N[anaya], Beltu-Sa-ReS,

Usur-amassu, Gula, and the bit-\}ilsi.

« The subscription of the text reads: 11. a-na '«8NlG.LAM Sd Ui 1-KAM Sd ITI NE "for the lubuStu

ceremony of the first day of the month Abu."

' 86 The signs emended as HA! are UD. rA\ which could also be read BABBAR/MIN 1
.

'" Total reads: 7. PAP 17 1/2 MA.NA <**mi-lfau 8. Sd ''BtfE.ME.DA s^AB "total: 17 1/2 minas of woven

cloth of red-colored wool (dyed with) (jurafu."
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PTS 2282

16. 2par-Si-gu Sd dGA§AN Sd UNUG ki

2 turbans (of woven cloth of red-colored wool dyed with inza(juretu)m belonging to the

Lady-of-Uruk.

YBC 9030

2. Wu-bar Sd ^GASAN 1
Sd UNUG";

9. Wit-bar Sd dGA^AN SdXJNVG^
"the lubaru garment of the Lady-of-Uruk."

IBK 8, 165

14'. 8 (GUN) 40 MA.N[A '<*m]i-#-jM BABBAR-w «u)) 6 TUG.rjA.ME Sd dGASAN Sd

UNUG'ki 1

8 talents of white woven [cloth] (for) 6 lubaru garments for the Lady-of-Uruk.

YBC 9431

1. [o ofx
1
tyaS-jju-re-e-ti

2. [o o] 1/2 GfN sfgZA.GlN.KUR.RA

3. [a-n]a ^ta-di-la-nu Sd 'WBAR.DULg.ME
4.

r
SdldGA&ANSd\MUGK ruSd dgu-la"

[o o] offjaSfjuru dye, [o o o] and 1/2 shekels of blue-colored wool [fo]r the tassels(?) of the

kusitu garments of the Lady-of-Uruk
r
and Gula

1
.

YBC 9510

1

.

1/3 3 GfN siBZA.GlN.KUR.RA

2. ina »'sZA.GiN.KUR.RA

3

.

Sd Wit-bar Sd dGA§AN Sd UNUG ki

1/3 mina and 3 shekels of blue-colored wool from the blue-colored wool assigned for the

clothing of the Lady-of-Uruk.

PTS 3190

1

.

6 w<t*Sal-l}iime . .

.

5. . . . a-na te-ne-e

6.
T
Sd" dGASAN Sd UNUGki

7. dna-
rna-a m

1 dGASAN (Sd) SAG

6 pieces o?Sal(]u fabric ... as spare (clothing) for the Lady-of-Uruk, Nanaya, and Beltu-Sa-Re5.

188 This occurs in a list oflenparSigus for which are disbursed, line 15:91/3 MA.NA mi-iff-siSd s|syE.ME.DA

Sd in-za-fju-re-e-tit "9 1/3 minas of woven cloth of red-colored wool dyed with inzaffurStu."
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YOS 6, 71+72 is a deposition before the temple assembly concerning two kusitu

garments which were periodically loaned from Nanaya of Ezida, presumably the form
ofNanaya worshiped in Borsippa, to IStar and Nanaya of Uruk (20. ^gBAR.DULs.MES
si-na 2-ta).

3.6.2. Decorated Garments

In addition to YBC 7383 (§3.5.4) a number of texts refer to the gold sequins sown
onto the ceremonial vestments of IStar. Correlations between these texts and the various

dates of the clothing ceremony (lubustu) were discussed earlier (§1.7.2). Two texts

mention lion-shaped sequins for the belt and the lubaru metu garment of the goddess;

PTS 2927: 3. 15 UR.MAtf KU.GI Sd ^ne-bi-ffu Sd <U5 "J5 lions of gold belonging

to the belt of IStar;" and NCBT 557: 7. 70 UR.MAtf.MES GAL.MES 8. Sd TUG.tfA
me-tu sa dGA§AN- r

/a5
1 "70 large lions for the lubaru metu garment of Beltiya." Two

texts with formats identical to NCBT 557 probably refer to the same garment and the

same goddess, although neither of them are specifically mentioned; GCCI 2, 133: 7.

70 UR.GULA.MES GAL.MES "70 large lions;" and GCCI 2, 367: 6. [70] UR.GULA
GAL.ME "[70] large lions." The remaining texts quoted below all refer to the kusitu

garment, which was decorated with two types ofsequins: the star (kakkabu) and the baSu
(meaning unknown). According to NBC 4577, however, it appears that IStar borrowed on
one occasion 86 rosettes (ayaru) and tenSus from the wardrobe of Nanaya. The number
of sequins sown onto the kusitu of IStar varied considerably: the lowest figure which
appears to be complete is NBC 4504, which lists 554 stars and 536 fastis, while the

highest one occurs in YOS 6, 117, with 703 stars and 688 #<tfws. A still higher figure

might be found in NCBT 1008, which records "759 stars and #a&?s" provided this is

understood to mean 759 items of each type. Textual references are as follows:

BIN 2, 125

1. 1 8 GfN 3-/0 4-/ii™ KU.GI

2. 61MUL KU.GI Sdbat-qu

3. Sd UGU '"BBAR.DUU Sa dGA§AN Sa UNUG k*

4. a-na bat-qu Sa MUL KU.GI.ME

18 3/4 shekels of gold (for) 61 damaged gold stars belonging the kusitu garment of the

Lady-of-Uruk, for repairing the gold stars.

NBC 4504

1. 554 MUL.ME5 K[U.GI]

2. 536 ba-Se-e KU.GI

3. PAP 1,090 MUL.MES
4. u ba-Se-e Sa '"sBAR/DULg 1

5. ahgaSan&junug"

554 gold stars, 536 fjaSils ofgold. Total: 1,090 stars and (jaSus belonging to the kusitu garment
of the Lady-of-Uruk.
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NBC 4577'89

1

.

1 ,090 MU[L.ME§ KU.GI u ba]-
T
Se-e KU.GI 1

2. Sa UGU ku-si-tu4 Sa
d[GA3AN Sa UNUG]*

3. 86 a-a-ri KU.GI it te-en-Si-i 'KU.GI 1

4.
r
Sd UGU 1

ka-si-tU4 Sa dna-na-a

5.
rPAP 1 , 1 76 1 MUL.MES KU.GI ba-Se-e K[U.G]I

6. a-a-ri KU.GI u te-en-Si-ia KU.GI

7. ina UGU l"8BAR.DUL8 Sa dGASAN Sa UNUG^
8. 1 ,300 a-a-ri KU.GI it te-en-Se-e

9. ina UGU l"sBAR.DUL8 Sa *na-na-a
r
86

n

10. ina UGU i««BAR.DUL8 Sa dGASAN Sa
rUNUG 1 '«

1 1

.

26 Una ^nak-ma-ru

12. [PAP 1],412

13. a-a-ri KU.GI u le-en-Se-e

14. Sd dna-na-a

1 .090 [gold sta]rs and [(ja]Sus of gold belonging to the kusitu garment of [the Lady-of-Uruk],

86 gold rosettes and tenSils of gold belonging to the kusitu garment of Nanaya. Total: 1,176

gold stars, (faSiis of gold, gold rosettes, and tenSiis of gold belonging to the kusitu garment of

the Lady-of-Uruk; 1,300 gold rosettes and tenSus belonging to the kusitu garment of Nanaya,

86 (loaned) for the kusitu garment of the Lady-of-Uruk, 26 in the storage container. [Total:

1],412 gold rosettes and tenSus belonging to Nanaya.

NCBT 1008

1. 759MUL rKU.GP
2. 7/

1
ba-Se-e Sa U[GU »*BAR.DUL8]

3. Sd dGA3AN r&T [UNUG ki
]

759 gold stars and boSus belonging to the [kusitu garment] of the Lady-of-[Uruk].

NCBT 1251

1. 2MA.NA I2G(NK[U.GI]

2. EN 1 GlN KU.GI Sd bat-qa [o o]

3. KU.GI SA 5 100 MUL/MES 1

4. 115 ba-Se-e

5. Sd "isBAR.DULu! Sd dGA§AN Sd UNUG"

2minasand 12 shekels of g[old], together with 1 shekel of gold for repairing [ooo], red gold

(for) 100 stars and 1 15 baSus belonging to the kusitu garment of the Lady-of-Uruk.

PTS 2539

1. 652 MUL KU.GI

2. 638 ba-Se-e KU.GI

189 Published in Sack 1979, pp. 42-43, wilh several mislakes nol indicated by asterisks here.
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3. PAP 1,290 MUL KU.GI

4. ii ba-Se-e ina UGU *gBAR.DUL8

5. Sd «GA$AN Sd UNUGW 1 MUL KU.GI

6. ina &nak-ma-ru

652 gold stars, 638 fyaSus of gold. Total: 1,290 gold stars and (jahh belonging to the kusTtu

garment of the Lady-of-Umk. 1 gold star is in the storage container.

PTS 2674

1. 692 MUL KU.GI

2. 688 ba-Se-e KU.GI

3. PAP 1,380 MUL KU.GI

4. ii ba-Se-e ina UGU «"sBAR.DUL8

5. Sa dGA§AN Sd UNUG" 1 1 MUL KU.GI

6. ina &nak-ma-nt

692 gold stars, 688 [jaSus of gold. Total: 1,380 gold stars and fjaSiis belonging to the kusTtii

garment of the Lady-of-Uruk. 1 1 gold stars are in the storage container.

PTS 3067

1. 604 MUL KU.GI

2. 593 ba-Se-e KU.GI

3. PAP 1,197 'MUL 1

4. u (ja-Se-e Sa UGU
5. "*BAR.DULg Sa dGA§AN Sd UNUG'^

604 gold stars, 593 baSus of gold. Total: 1,197 stars and fjaSiis belonging to the kusitu garment

of the Lady-of-Uruk.

YBC 9240

1. 1,100 MUL KU.GI

2. ii ba-Se-e KU.GI

3. Sa UGU «*BAR.DUL8 Sa

4. dGA5AN Sd UNUG"
5. [ina] IGI '"KU.DIM.ME5

6. [ina SA x]+26 Su-ub-bu-ru-tii

7. [ina &\nak-ma-ni.

1,100 gold stars and (jaSus of gold belonging to the kusitu garment of the Lady-of-Uruk

are at the disposal of the goldsmiths, [including x] and 26 broken ones, [put in] the storage

container.

YBC 9638

1. 1,173 MUL KU.GI.ME
2. it ba-Se-e
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3. Sd UGU WBAR.DUL8

4. Sd
rdGA§AN Sd UNUGlki

1,173 gold stars and (jaSiis belonging to the kusitu garment of the Lady-of-Uruk.

YOS6, 117

1. 703 MUL KU.GI

2. 688 ba-Se-e KU.GI

3. Sd %BAR.DULg Sa dGA§AN Sd UNUG"

703 gold stars (and) 688 b^Sus of gold belonging to the kusitu garment of the Lady-of-Uruk.

YOS 17, 248

1. WT ba-Se-e™ KU.GI

2. 593* MUL.ME KU.GI

3. PAP 1,193 MUL.ME
4. [it b]a-Se-e™ KU.GI Sd '*sBAR.DUL8 Sd dGASAN Sa UNUG"

604 (jaSus of gold (and) 593 gold stars. Total: 1,193 gold stars [and] (joSus belonging to the

kusitu garment of the Lady-of-Uruk.

YOS 19, 269

1. 653 MUL.MES KU.GI

2. 638 ba-Se-e KU.GI

3. PAP 1 ,29 1 ! MUL.MES 'KU.GI 1

4. it ba-Se-e KU.GI

5. Sa UGU %BAR.DUL8 Sd <<GA$AN
T
Sd UNUG" 1

653 gold stars, 638 (jaStis of gold. Total: 1,291 l90 gold stars and fjaStis of gold belonging to

the kusitu garment of the Lady-of-Uruk.

3.7. Offerings

3.7.1. Salt

Offerings of salt to IStar are mentioned in YBC 9296: 1-3 (withdrawal of 2 talents and

20 minas, ginii of the Lady-of-Uruk, Nanaya, and Beltu-sa-ReS), and YOS 19, 190: 1-3

(2 talents, ginii of the month TaSrTtu for the Lady-of-Uruk, withdrawn by Balatu, son of

NabCi-[u§allim]). It is probable that many texts recording disbursements of salt without

specifying their purpose were in fact directed to IStar. Four texts record allocations of

large quantities of salt to "Eanna," by which we must understand the three deities IStar,

Nanaya, and Beltu-Sa-Re§ (§2.1.1); NCBT 779: 1^1 (5 talents and 40 minas from the

190 The total in line 3 should be 1 ,29 1 , but the scribe made an error and wrote 1,191.
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ginu of Eanna for the months Nisannu, Ayaru, and Simanu, Nabu-uSallim); PTS 3112

( 1 + talents and 40 minas for the ginu ofEanna for the months Abu and UlGlu, withdrawn

by Erisu); 191 YBC 9452: 1-3 (1 talent and 40 minas for 10 days to Eanna, withdrawn by

Eanna-ibni); and finally there is YOS 17, 1 94 which, contrary to many other documents

recording allocations of salt, does not specify that the allocations were made for the

ginu, the "regular offerings." Since the text is dated to the 11th day of Nisannu it is

possible that the salt was used for special rituals connected with the New Year Festival.

YOS 17, 194

1

.

1 GUN 40 MA.NA MUN/tfA 1

2. a-na 6.AN.NA
3. sd TA U4 10-KAM EN U4 1 1 -KAM
4. Sd ITI BARA i\R*-4tnnin-na

5. A WNA-NUMUN-MU GI§

6. 30 MA.NA.™ 10//4-/>/w

7. fl-/m dURI-INIM-jw

8. i5V/fl-flGI§

9.
rny bAra u, i i-kam mu 15*-kam

10. [<JNA-NfG.D]U*-URI LUGAL T1N.TIR"

1 talent and 40 minas of salt for Eanna, from the 10th until the 11th day of the month of

Nisannu, withdrawn by Arad-Innin, son of Nabfl-zer-iddin; 30 minas for 10 days for Usur-

amassu, withdrawn by §ula. Month of Nisannu, 1 1th day, 15lh year of Nebuchadnezzar, king

of Babylon.

3.7.2. Dates

According to Group 1 ofSWV texts the bakers received a daily allowance of one kurru

of dates for the offerings to IStar-of-Uruk. Nanaya received an equal allowance, and

Beltu-Sa-ReS and Usur-amassu 75% of that amount, respectively. In PTS 2097, which

records the changes ordered by Nabonidus at the beginning of his reign, the allowance

of Bellu-Sa-ReS and Usur-amassu climbed to 87% of the amount each received by IStar

and Nanaya, which is given as 3 5/6 maSTfrus. Allocations of Telmun dates in the same
text are given as 3 qtis by the great measure (ina rabTti) each for IStar and Nanaya, which

is twice the amounts received by the other two goddesses (1 1/2 qtis each) (§2.3.2).

Several texts record allotments of Telmun dates to the bakers as maSSartu delivery;

PTS 2708: 3. ITI DU6 IGI
dGA§AN Sd UNUGk

' "(maSSartu delivery ofTelmun dates to

the bakers for the) month TaSrHu before the Lady-of-Uruk;" YBC 3478: 1 . ZU.LUM.MA
NI.TUKkime maS-Sar-tiSd ITI APIN '"MU.ME r

x x x
1
2. 2 (PI) 3 BAN ITI APIN IGI dl 5

"EN-PAP.ME-MU WUGUR-PAP u "UGUR-KAR "Telmun dates
r
x x

1
(to) the bakers

as maSSartu for the month Arabsamnu; Ipamis (and) 3 satus for the month Arabsamnu
before IStar, Bel-abbe-iddin, Nergal-nasir, and Nergal-etir;" YBC 3997: 1 . ZU.LUM.MA
NI.TUKki Sa maS-Sar-ti Sa ITI APIN 2. MU 1-KAM ^UGUR-LUGAL-URI LUGAL
TIN.TIRki a-na ""MUrJALDIM.ME SUM-/?// (lines 3,5,6: various quantities to PNs IGI

191 The numeral is damaged and consequently one could read 1 , 2, or 3 talents.
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dGA£AN Sd UNUGki
); YOS 6, 39: 1. ZU.LUM.MA NI.TUKk

* sa a-na maS-Sar-ti Sa

ITI AB a-na '"MUHALDIM.ME 2. SUM-wa (lines 3-1 1 : various quantities to PNs IGI

dGA$AN Sd UNUGki
); YOS 17, 173: 1. ZU.LUM.MA NI.TUK> maS-Sar-ti Sd ITI KIN

... 3. ITI KIN IGI dGA&AN Sd UNUG ki (lines 3-5, various quantities withdrawn by

PNs); and YOS 19, 134: 1. [Z]U.LUMMA N\.T\JK)« Sd a-na maS-Sar-ti Sd ITI SE MU
I-KAM <«NA-N[i.TUK LUGAL TIN/TIR"] 2. a-na ""MUrjALDIM.MES na-ad-[nu]

(lines 3-7: various quantities to PNs IGI dGASAN Sd UNUG ki
). YOS 17, 172 records

maSSartu deliveries of standard quality dates (2. ZU.LUM.MA maS-Sar-ti Sd ITI APIN),

probably to the bakers, for IStar (3.15 ^ma-Si-ffu ITI APIN IGI ^GASAN Sd UNUGk
0.

Finally YOS 17, 166 records allotments of dates to the bakers for the second meals

(tardennu) of the four main goddesses of Eanna in the month Addaru (1. ZU.LUM.MA
Sd a-na tar-den-ne-e Sd ITI $E a-na '"MUyALDIM.MES SUM-rtw), some of which

were directed to IStar (2. ITI §E IGI dGA&AN Sd UNUG ki
), and also allotments of dates

as maSSartu for the month Nisannu (7. ZU.LUM.MA maS-Sar-ti Sd ITI BARA Sd a-na

'"MUrjALDIM.MES SUM-«w), some ofwhich were also directed to IStar (8. ITI BARA
IGI <*GA§AN Sa UNUGk

0.

The following texts are memoranda concerning offerings of standard or Telmun

dates before IStar; NCBT 592: 1. 20 ^ma-Si-^u (ZU.LUM.MA) Sd ul-tu U4 1-[KAM

a-di] 2. U4 10-KAM (Sa ITI APIN) IGI dGA§AN Sd UNUG ki "20 maSTffus (of dates)

from the 1st [until] the 10th day (of the month Arabsamnu) before the Lady-of-Uruk;"

NCBT 910: 1 . 1 (PI) 2 BAN as-ne-e 2. Sd 8 U4 IGI <*GA§AN Sd UNUGki 3. V/-/«w/-dEN
A WNA-MU GI§ "1 panu (and) 2 satus of Telmun dates for 8 days before the Lady-

of-Uruk, withdrawn by RTmut-Bel, son of Nabu-iddin;" NCBT 1 172: 1 (Telmun dates

withdrawn in connection with the riksu offerings; §3.7.7); UCP 9/1, 73: 1. 3 (GUR) 3

PI ZU.LUM.MA 2. IGI d
l 5 u ^na-na-a "3 (kurrus and) 3 panus of dates before IStar and

Nanaya."^

YOS 6, 222 records that poor quality dates were offered to IStar by a careless

prebendary (§3.1 1.1). PTS 2992 is a promissory note to deliver dates makkasu to the

Lady-of-Uruk (§7. 17). Finally UCP 9/2, 16 records a withdrawal of dates for ihe guqqti

offerings of the Lady-of-Uruk and Nanaya:

UCP 9/2, 16

1

.

1 vhna-Si-bu Sd ZU.LUM.MA
2. gu-uq-qu-ii Sd ITI AB U4 16-KAM
3

.

IGI dGA§AN Sd UNUG ki u *na-na-a

4. WNA-MU-GlS GlS

1. 1 maSTfju of dales

2. (for) the guqqit offerings of the 1 6th day of the month Tebetu,

3. before the Lady-of-Uruk and Nanaya,

4. withdrawn by Nabu-Sumu-lT§ir.

192 According to line 6 of that text, these dates may have been allotted for the confection of the mersu cake.
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3.7.3. Barley

According to Group 2 (Type A) ofSWU texts a daily amount of 1 kurru, 4 partus, and 3

sdtus of barley was allotted to the brewers for the offerings of IStar. Nanaya received an

equal amount, while only 63% and 88% of these amounts were allotted for Beltu-Sa-ReS

and Usur-amassu. Group 3 (Type A), recording the quantities allotted to the bakers, gives

different amounts and proportions: 2 kurrus, 3 panus, and 4 sdtus to IStar, and 94%,
54%, and 43% of this amount to Nanaya, Beltu-Sa-ReS, and Usur-amassu, respectively.

In Group 5 the amounts are as follows: 5 2/3 maSTfyus for IStar, and 100%, 62%, and

62% of this amount to the other three goddesses. Finally PTS 2097 gives the following

amounts, presumably for both brewers and bakers: 10 maSifjus for IStar, and 93 %, 53 %,
and 48% of this quantity for the other three goddesses (§2.3.2).

A few other texts mention disbursements of barley to various prebendaries for the

offerings of IStar; NCBT 849: 3. SE.BAR Sd ITI GU4
T
a-na ^BAPPIR S\JM-na-at 4.

1 GUR ITI GU4 IGI d 15 lD\J-a "Barley allotted for the month Ayaru to the brewers; 1

kurru for the month Ayaru before IStar, Ibna;" YBC 7422 records allotments of barley

to the brewers over three months (VIII to X) for the offering days before IStar, Nanaya,

and Usur-amassu, in the 8th year of Merodach-Baladan II: e.g. 1. $[E.BAR mi-in-du Sa

WBAPJPIR.MES Sd ITI APIN MU.NE "Ba[rley mindu] allotted to the [bre]wers for the

month Arabsamnu, itemized;" 7. PAP 29 (GUR) 2 (PI) 3 BAN Se/BAR mC-in-du Sa

'"BAPPIR.MES Sa ITI APIN "Total: 29 kurrus, 2 panus, and 3 sdtus of barley mindu
allotted to the brewers for the month Arabsamnu;" IStar is mentioned on lines 2, 8, and 14

(
dGA§AN-/fl); YBC 1 1 90 1 records allotments ofbarley to the brewers and bakers for two

months: 2. SE.BAR&i ITI DU6 u ITI APIN a-na '"BAPPIR.MES u '*MUyALDIM.ME§
"SUM-rttf-a/

1
"Barley allotted for the months TaSrltu and Arabsamnu to the brewers and

the bakers;" IStar is mentioned on lines 7, 1
1 , and 1 5 (

dGA§AN Sa UNUG ki
). Other texts

are:

NBC 4798

1 4. [o o o]+ 1 GUR 2 BAN SE.BAR
15. [gu-u]q-qu-u Sd ITI

rKIN it ITI
1 DU6

16. 5 (GUR) 3 (PI) 2 BAN r
IGI ^GASAN-m 1

14. [o o o]+l kurru (and) 2 sdtus of barley,

15. [ihc gu]qqii offerings of the monlhs Ululu and TaSrTlu

16. 5 (kurrus), 3 panus, (and) 2 sdtus before Beltiya.

NCBT 1176

1

.

1 2 GfN KU.BABBAR a-na SE.BAR
2. ina\]4ME-Su So ITISIG^

3. IGHGASAN Sd UNUG^
4. UEN-ka-sir A 'LIMIDIM GlS
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1

.

12 shekels of silver for barley,

2. from his offering days of the month Simanu

3. before the Lady-of-Uruk,

4. withdrawn by Bel-kasir, son of Amel-Ea.

UCP 9/1, 73

9. 3 (GUR) 'SE.BAR1

10. IGH15 u dna-na-a

9. 3 (kurrus) of barley

10. before IStar and Nanaya.

3.7.4. Emmer

According to Group 1 ofSWU texts the bakers received a daily allowance of2 panus and

2 qus of emmer in connection with their prebendary duties before IStar. They received

100%, 76%, and 76% of that amount for Nanaya, Beltu-Sa-ReS, and Usur-amassu. The
quantities given in PTS 2097 are 1 5/6 maST^us for IStar, and 73%, 73%, and 68% of

that amount for the other three goddesses (§2.3.2).

3.7.5. Flour

Offerings of flour before IStar are mentioned in YBC 11311: 1. re-e-fri Sd ZfD.D[A o o

o] 2. Sd IGI <1GA$AN Sd UNUGf dna-na-a] 3. u dGASAN Sd SAG "remainder of the

flou[r o o o] which is (offered) before the Lady-of-Uruk, [Nanaya], and Beltu-Sa-ReS;"

and 7. 3 (PI) 2 BAN IGI <<GASaN Sd UNUGki »3 panus (and) 2 sdtus before the Lady-

of-Uruk." The text does not specify whether this flour was allocated for the performance

of ritual acts or for the preparation of food for the sacred meals.

3.7.6. Sesame

An allocation of sesame for IStar as regular offering is recorded in BIN 1, 152: 15.

[o] 2 BAN 4 SlLA SE.GIS.1
T
gP-nu-it Sd ITI NE IGI <U5 16. 'IR-^nA u 'MU-DU A

§E§*.ME-e-a "[o] 2 panus (and) 4 sdtus of sesame for the regular offerings of the

month Abu before IStar, Arad-Nabu and Sum-ukln, sons of Abbe'a."

3.7.7. Sweets and Cakes

NBC 4731 records an allocation of fresh barley to make bread for IStar and Gula:

1.
r
x BAN 1

2 SlLA SE.BAR Sd NINDA.UA eS-Su 2. IGI dGA§AN Sd
rUNUG n

[
ki

l u

IGI *\gu]-la 3. "5/-/;iw-dEN [u \]\R-
T
ia^ [o]V "x sdtus (and) 2 qus of fresh barley for

bread before the Lady-of-Uruk and Gula, Silim-Bel and Ardiya." YBC 9155 informs

us that takkasu confections were offered to IStar for the two meals of the morning

(§3.11.1). YOS 6, 170 lists allocations of ingredients to prepare mersu cakes for IStar,

Nanaya, and Beltu-Sa-ReS: 10. [o o o o o] V a-na mi-ir-su a-na 12 n^sel-le-e
1

1 1. [Sd
dGASAN Sd UNUGp ^na-na-a u ^GASaN [Sd SAG] "[o o o o o] (to prepare) mersu
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cakes for 12 offering baskets [for the Lady-of-Uruk], Nanaya, and Beltu-[sa-ReS]."

NCBT 1 172 lists various ingredients in connection with the riksu offering of I§tar and

Ninurta. Since all these ingredients are known from other sources to have entered in

the confection of the mersu cake, it is possible that the preparation of this delicacy is

involved here. 193

NCBT 1172

1

.

3 BAN as-ne-e

2. 1 BAN 3 SlLA 8i5GE§TIN.yAD. rA n

3. it ^PES.tfAD.A
4. isIlalAl
5. 1 SlLA bi-me-ti

6. a-na ri-ik-si sd U4 1 5-KAM
7. a-na dGASAN sd UNUG ki

8. i> U4 24-KAM a-na "MAS
9. WUGUR-PAP A ^a-qar-a GlS

3 sdtus of Telmun dates, 1 sutu and 3 qiis of raisins and dried figs, 1 qu of honey, 1 qu of

butter, (all) for the riksu offering of the 15th day for the Lady-of-Uruk, and of the 24th day

for Ninurta, withdrawn by Nergal-nasir, son of Aqara.

3.7.8. Fruit

YOS 3, 62 mentions a shipment of 500 pomegranates for the regular offerings of the

Lady-of-Uruk: 5. a-mur 500 '^NUUR.MA 6. a-na gi-ne-e Sd dGA§AN Sd UNUG ki

7. (erasure?) a-na EN-w 8. ul-te-bi-la "Now, I have sent 500 hundred pomegranates to

my lord for the regular offerings of the Lady-of-Uruk" (§6.2). Other texts mentioning

offerings of pomegranates to Istar are TCL 9, 114 and YOS 6, 222 (§3.1 1.1). Two
late scholarly texts from Uruk describe the pomegranate tree as sacred to the goddess

{ikkibu)\ LKU 45, rev. 11. g'5NU.UR.MA dGA$AN "the pomegranate tree, (a sacred

thing) of Beltu (i.e. IStar);" and SpTU 1 , 54, rev. 1 . [0 8ipNU.UR.MA NfG.GIG <*
1 5 "[0

0] the pomegranate [tre]e, a sacred thing of IStar." This may explain why pomegranates

are attested as offerings in the Eanna archive only in connection with the goddess IStar.

3.7.9. Milk

Offerings of milk to IStar are mentioned in YOS 7, 79, which records the attribution of

the prebend of "dairyman" (mar-re'fit Sizbi) connected with the offerings of milk for

the sacred meal of the Lady-of-Uruk. The main operative section of this text reads as

follows: »94
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YOS 7, 79

1

.

8 ITI.MES GlS.SUB.BA DUMU-'"SIPA-h-/w Si-zib Sd W30-DU A-su sd

2. UUTU-SIG5-/9 A '"SIPA GU4 Sd a-na NiG.GA LUGAL ma-nu-u

3. mnA-DU-IBILA '"SA.TAM E.AN.NA DUMU-iM sd ^na-di-nu

4. A Wa-bi-bi u "NA-SeS-MU LU SAG LUGAL EN pi-qit-tu4 E.AN.NA

5. a-na [dNA-BA-Sd A-Su Sd lib-ni-d 1 5 A '"SIPA GU„ u lki-di-nu

6. it iNfG.DU-/iw DUMU.MES sd "NA-na-sir A '"SIPA GU 4 a-na sa-ba-tu

1. sd si-zib a-na ra-sin-u-tu id-di-nu Sd MU.AN.NA 2-ta Ab.GAL.MES
8. it TURME&-Si-na a-na WNA-BA-Sd ]ki-di-nu it 'NiG.DU-rtw

9. ul-lu NfG.GA E.AN.NA i-nam-di-nu-ma si-zib a-na nap-tan-nu

10. sd dGA§AN Sd UNUG ki i-sab-ba-tu pit-ut sa-ba-tu Sd Si-zib a-na nap-tan-nu

W.Sd dGASAN Sd UNUGki '"NA-BA-ia W-di-nu u INfG.DU-/iw na-Su-tt

12. 1 '"PA.KAB.DU TA NfG.GA a-na '"NA-BA-.& ^ki-di-mt u 'NiG.DU-«» i-nam-din-nu-ma

13. AB.GAL.MES i-re-'i 2 ITI it 20 u4-mu UNA-BA-^ 2 ITI it

14. 20 u4-mu m-di-mt 2 ITI it 20 uA-mu 'NIG.DU-«m ina ITI.ME§ a4

15. 8 Sul-lul-ta-a-ta Si-zib a-na nap-tan-nu Sd dGA§AN Sd UNUG ki i-sab-ba-tu

NabQ-mukTn-apli, the Sataimmt of Eanna, son of Nadinu, descendant of Dabibi, and Nabu-

a|)-iddin, a royal servant, the bel piqitti of Eanna, gave to Nabfl-iqTSa, son of Ibni-IStar,

descendant of the ox keeper, and (to) Kidinnu and Kudurranu, sons ofNabu-nasir, descendant

of the ox keeper, 8 months of the prebend of dairyman which belongs to STn-ibni, son of

Samag-mudammiq, descendant of the ox keeper, (and) which is ascribed to the royal estate,

in order to draw milk for soaking. They (the administrators) will give 2 cows and their calves

from the estates of the Eanna temple to Nabu-iqTSa, Kidinnu, and Kudurranu, and Ihey will

draw milk for the sacred meal of the Lady-of-Uruk. NabG-iqTSa, Kidinnu, and Kudurranu

bear responsibility for drawing milk for the sacred meal of the Lady-of-Uruk. They (the

administrators) will give one oblate from the (temple's) estates to NabO-iqTSa, Kidinnu, and

Kudurranu, and he will pasture the cows. During those (8) months, (namely), NabG-iqTSa for

2 months and 20 days, Kidinnu for 2 months and 20 days, and Kudurranu for 2 months and

20 days, each will draw milk (for) 2 2/3 (months) for the sacred meal of the Lady-of-Uruk.

The milk may have been used in connection with the rasinnutu prebend, which involved

the soaking of flour in milk to prepare dough. 195

3.7.10. Fish

VS 20, 87 lists the days, for an entire month, during which the fishermen must perform

their service obligation before the Lady-of-Uruk. This service includes providing fish for

the sacred meal of the goddess: rev. %\pu-ut mt-u-nu a-na nap-ta-mt 9'. it bu-im-nu-u Sd

Su-us-sul-lit4 \0\Sd dGA§AN Sd UNUG ki na-Su-u "They are responsible for (providing)

fish for the sacred meal of the Lady-of-Uruk and for carefully preparing the fish-box
."

In the letter BIN 1 , 30 the Sangu of Ur is quoted expressing concern that the fishermen

of the Lady-of-Uruk will not catch for the regular offerings of their goddess a quantity

191 On the ingredients for the mersu see Bottero 1995, pp. 22-23.
m Edition and discussion by San Nicolo 1934, pp. 186-190. w Sec on this Bottero 1995, pp. 65 and 214.
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offish equal to that of the regular offerings of Sin of Ur: 18. nu-u-nu 19. a-na gi-ne-e sd

dGA§AN sd rUNUG"n
20. lib-bu-u '* rSU\KU6.MES 2\.M <<30 la i-bar-nt-u* "(Woe

on them if) they do not catch fish for the offerings of the Lady-of-Uruk in the same
proportion as the fishermen of Sin" (§7.27).

In TCL 13, 163 "the fishermen of the inner city" (5. i"SUrJA.ME§ 6. sd bi-rit URU)
are summoned to swear an oath that they will pay the tithe on the fish they catch in the

watercourses which flow through the city, and provide accordingly for the offerings of

IStar:

16. i-na ^EN <*nA w dGA§AN Sd UNUG^ it-te-mu-u ki-i a-di

17. mi-ii-nu ma-la ni-bar-ri 10-m nu-u-nu a-na SA.DUn
18. Sd dGA§ANia UNUGki ni-nam-di-in ki-i nu-u-nu ib-tar-ru-ma

1 9. 10-m a-na nap-ta-nu Sd dGA§AN Sd UNUG ki la it-tan-nu-u
y

20. ifi-tu sd DING1R.MES u LUGAL i-Sad-dad-u
1

They swore by Bel, NabQ, and the Lady-of-Uruk as follows: "We will pay the tithe in fish for

the regular offerings of the Lady-of-Uruk on all the fish we catch." If they catch fish but fail

to pay the tithe for the sacred meal of the Lady-of-Uruk, they will bear the punishment of the

gods and the king.

In the following text one Bel-afobe-erTba enters a binding agreement to provide fish for

the sacred meal of the Lady-of-Uruk:

PTS 3191

1 . 90 KU6 nap-ta-nu Sd dGA§AN Sd UNUGki

2. u Ana-na-a ina mu\)-\}i IdEN-§E§.ME-SU
3. k-Su Sd "AMAR.UD-NUMUN-DU A ^ba-bu-tu

4. TA U4 24-KAM Sd ITI GAN
5. a-di IW-bi ITI §E

6. KU6 at, 90 i-gam-mar-ma

7. a-na SA.DU
,

, Sd dGA§AN Sd UNUG ki

8. i-nam-din

90 fish for the sacred meal of the Lady-of-Uruk and Nanaya are owed by Bel-abbS-erlba, son

of Marduk-zer-ibni, descendant of Baburu. From the 24lh day of the month KislTmu unlil the

month Addaru he will provide these 90 fish for the regular offerings of the Lady-of-Uruk.

Offerings offish seem to have been a very exclusive privilege since they are mentioned

only in connection with IStar, and once with Nanaya. YOS 6, 148 records the indictment

of an oblate of Nergal who was accused of having illegally fished in the sacred ponds of

the Lady-of-Uruk:' 96

196 San Nicolo 1932, pp. 328-329 (transliteration and German translation); Dandamaev 1984, p. 540
(English translation and brief commentary).
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YOS 6, 148

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

ina U4-mu ^mu-kin-nu lu-u ^ba-ti-qu

it-tal-kam-ma ldU.GUR-ww-W-/'

Hir-ki Sd dU.GUR l&jmtmi-sir-a-a

uk-tin-nu Sd KU6.tfA ina GARIMMES sd dGA§AN Sd UNUGki

sd UGU fD LUGAL a-na si-gil-ti i-ba-a-ri

^bi-le-pu vhar-ba-a-ti GI.MES
it &fyu-sa-bi a-na Si-gil-ti

ul-tu A.SA.MES 8i*TlR u GARIM*
Sd dGA§AN sd UNUG ki iS-Su-u

1 EN 30 a-na dGA§AN Sd UNUGki

i-nam-din

On the day when a witness or an accuser comes up and testifies that Nergal-nuri, an oblate

of Nergal (and) an Egyptian, fished illegally in the ponds of the Lady-of-Uruk near the royal

canal (and) illegally took away willow wood, poplar wood, reeds, and twigs from the fields,

forest, and pond ofthe Lady-of-Uruk, he will make restitution thirtyfold to the Lady-of-Uruk.

YOS 6, 122, dated the same day, is identical with this document except that the

accused man is a certain LuSummu, a man from YaStibu. Possibly the two poachers

were accomplices caught together inflagrante delicto.

3.7.11. Meat

According to the offerings lists of Group A, oxen, sheep, lambs, turtledoves, ducks, and

geese were sacrificed to the goddess IStar-of-Uruk and the symbol of Bel. The basic

allowance for the ginii offerings of the goddess seems to have been two of each animal

on any particular day, except for oxen which apparently never exceeded one. Offerings

of sacrificial animals to IStar are also probably recorded in the offering list SWU 162:

1 \ belonging to Group B of offering lists. The Nabu-apla-iddina tablet details how
the meat of the daily sacrifices of sheep to IStar and Nanaya was redistributed to the

king and the personnel of the temple. 197 According to the provisions of this text two

sheep were sacrificed daily, probably one for each goddess. The offering lists of Group
A also specify that IStar and Nanaya were entitled to a regular sacrifice of one sheep

each, but there is evidence that this entitlement was increased to two sheep during the

reign of Nebuchadezzar II when these offerings became also directed to the symbols

of Bel and Nabu (§2.1.3), now consistently associated with the two goddesses in the

offering lists. TEBR 58: 36'-55' mentions allocations of sheep and oxen for the regular

offerings (giml) of IStar over a few years. YBC 9356 mentions the ritual selection of a

sacrificial duck for IStar: 1. [1 U]Z.TUR™5cn a-na 2. dGA§AN Sd VNUG^ pa-ras "1

duck selected for the Lady-of-Uruk." Offerings of ducks to IStar are also mentioned in

PTS 2185, which records a theft of ducks from the bTt-akfth 1. ['SU]M.NA-§E§ k-Su

'" McEwan 1983, new copy and edition of OECT 1, pis. 20-21 (Ash. 1922.256). The first line reads

as follows: 1. [tup-pi] gi-ne-e JINNIN UNUG'' 1 u ^na-na-a id m-mu MU.NI "[Tablet ofj the regular daily

offerings of Islar-of-Uruk and Nanaya, itemized." The letter YOS 3, 194 also mentions several cuts of meal,

probably from the offerings of sacrificial sheep to IStar and Nanaya.
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sd 'SUUM-dNA U4 4-KAM Sd ITI SE a-na mu-si 2. [UZ].TURmuSen sd nap-ta-nu sd

dGASAN sd UNUGki sd a-na E a-ki-tu4 3. [na-s]u-u ina sa-ar-ti is-ri-ik-ma "Nadin-ahi,

son of Iddin-Nabu, 198 on the 4th day of the month Addaru, during the night, stole a duck

from the sacred meal of the Lady-of-Uruk which is taken to the bit-akfti." 199

A few legal documents from the archive record the obligations contracted by various

employees and dependents of the temple to provide sacrificial animals for the regular

offerings of Istar. Other texts record failure to do so, which usually entailed punishment

by royal authorities. TCL 13, 182, in which the ferme generate is granted to Bel-

gimilanni, an oblate of I§tar who also held the charge of sa mufafyi quppi of the Eanna

temple, details one of his duties as follows: 14. MUAN.NA \GUi 10 GU4.ME KU.ME
a-na SA.DUn Sd dGASAN sd UNUG ki a-na E u-ru-u 15. a-na-ad-di-in "I will provide

in the first year 10 (ritually) pure oxen to the stable(s) for the regular offerings of the

Lady-of-Uruk." NCBT 648 contains the following oath sworn by a rab bull Sa sent of

the Lady-of-Uruk ( 1 . '"GAL bu-lum sd se-e-nu)\

NCBT 648

6. U-te-me ki-i a-cli-i U, 25-KAM Sd ITI BARA
7. [1? M]E 50 UDU.NlTA.ME a-na SA.DUi i Sd JGA§AN Sd UNUG ki

8. [ul-t]u qa-be-e Sd '"NA.GADA.ME Sd i-na \G\-ia ab-ba-kam-ma

9. [a-nam]-di-ni pu-ut SA.DU, , Sd dGASAN Sd UNUG" na-Si

10. [ki-i l]o
riO-ta-ab-kam-ma la it-tan-nu

1 1

.

[fji-tu Sd i]gtt-bar-ru '"NAM TIN.TIRU u e-bir fD
12. i-Sad-da-ad

He swore as follows: "On the 25th day of the month Nisannu I will bring from the fold of

the herdsmen the 150(?) male sheep which are owed by me and will present them for the

regular offerings of the Lady-of-Uruk." He is responsible for the regular offerings of the

Lady-of-Uruk. If he does not bring and present (the sheep), he will bear the punishment of

Gubaru, governor of Babylon and Transeuphralene.

YOS 7, 163 is a promissory note in which one Arrabu, a naqidn Sa sem{\ .

lllNA.GADA
Sd se-e-nu), assumes responsibility to deliver lambs for the regular offerings of the

Lady-of-Uruk:

YOS 7, 163

7. [x+]6 UDU ka-lum Sd i-na se-e-nu Sd JGA§AN Sd UNUG ki

8. [ana U]GU gi-iz-zi u-su-u ul-tu

9. U4 14-KAM Sd ITI ION MU 4-KAM W-ra-bi

10. ib-ba-kam-ma a-na SA.DU,, Sd <*GA§AN Sd UNUGW
1 1

.

TP-nam-din pu-ut bat-lu Sd UDU.NlTA.ME SA.DU,

,

12. ldr-rab na-Si

m In the noun iSUUM-dNA the compound SU.UM is probably a phonetic spelling of the logogram

SUM=noclanu "to give."

199 A trial concerning the theft of two ducks belonging to l§tar-of-Uruk and Nonaya is also recorded in a

text published by Figulla 1951.
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Upon the 14th day of the month Ululu he will bring [x+] 6 male lambs from the flocks of the

Lady-of-Uruk [which] went out for the shearing and present them for the regular offerings of

the Lady-of-Uruk. Arrabu bears responsibility for any cultic interruption resulting from the

failure to bring the sheep.

Finally TCL 1 3 , 1 62 records the obligation contracted by one Zeriya, the chiefherdsman

of the temple, to provide for the offerings of IStar a large number of lambs which make
up the arrears owed by him and his team for the entire year:

TCL 13, 162

a-di U, 1-KAM Sd ITI §E MU 3-KAM
ika-am-bu-zi-ia LUGAL TINTIR" LUGAL KUR.KUR
he-ri-ia DUM U-.fr/ Sd XAna-na-a-k?YH-eS '"GAL bu-u-lu

355 UDU ka-lum Sd\ MUAN.NA
i-na re-fji-Su u re-e-()i Sd '"NA.GADA.ME
UERJN.ME SU.MIN-A/ ib-ba-kam-ma a-na SA.DUn
Sd <«GA$AN Sd UNUG" Sd ul-tu U4 1-KAM
Sd ITI Zfz i-nam-din ki-i la i-tab-kam-ma

la it-tan-nu fri-fit Sd LUGAL

Before the 1st day of the month Addaru in the 3rd year of Cambyses, king of Babylon, king

of the lands, Zeriya, son of Nanaya-ere§, the chief herdsman, shall bring 355 lambs for the

whole year from the remainder owed by him and from the remainder owed by the herdsmen,

his workers, and give them for the regular offerings of the Lady-of-Uruk starting on the 1st

day of the month Sabatu. If he does not bring and give (the lambs), he will bear the penalty

of the king.

3.7.12. Varia

AUWE 5, 74: T (fragment; quantity ofunknown commodity before the Lady-of-Uruk).

AUWE 5, 77: 3 (fragment; allotments of unknown commodity for guqqu offerings

before the La[dy of Uruk]).

AUWE 5, 78: 2'-7' (fragment; allotments ofunknown commodity for 6 offering months,

VIII to I, before Igtar).

AUWE 5, 79: 4'-9' (fragment; allotments ofunknown commodity for 6 offering months,

XI to IV, before Igtar).

AUWE 5, 80: 1
'-6' (fragment; allotments of unknown commodity before the Lady-of-

Uruk).

AUWE 5, 81: passim (allotments of unknown commodity before the Lady-of-Uruk,

some presented in dannu vats).

AUWE 8, 89: 7-8 (inheritance tablet; mentions offering days before the Lady-of-Uruk).

GCCI 2, 359: 4-8 (list of offerings days ofPN before I§tar).2°

200 Dougherty's copy begins with 'SE.BAR 1
on line 1, but collation shows (hat it must be read U4*.[ME]

r
Sa*" WNA-SUR-ZI.MES.
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GCCI 2, 370: 1 1-1 2 (allotment ofunspecified commodity in connection with the bakers'

prebends for offering days before Beltiya).

NBC 4773: 7 (withdrawal of unknown commodity for offering days before the Lady-

of-Uruk).

NBC 4796: 1-3 (offering months II to IV before IStar, with allotment of unspecified

commodity).

NBC 4870: 6 (list of allotments of unspecified commodity for offerings months before

IStar).

NBDUM 6: 6 (offerings of unspecified commodity before the Lady-of-Uruk; §4.2.4.4)

NCBT 183: 3 (offerings of unspecified grains before IStar).

NCBT 1297: 2 (list of offering days before the Lady-of-Uruk with prebendaries in

charge).

PTS 321 1: 3 (quantity of unknown commodity before IStar).

UCP 9/1,81:2 (quantity of unspecified commodity before the Lady-of-Uruk).

VS 20, 93: 30', 32' (allotments of unknown commodity before the Lady-of-Uruk).

3.8. Temple

The ceremonial name of the inner eel la of IStar-of-Uruk in the Eanna temple was

Enirgalanna "House of the Prince of Heaven " known mainly from an inscription of

Esarhaddon who undertook extensive restoration ofthe temple: 1 1 . £.NIR.GAl.AN.NA

kpa-pa-bi 6iS-tar GA§AN-ia 5a qe-reb £.AN.NA "Enirgalanna, the inner cella of IStar,

my lady, which is inside Eanna."201 Under its common designation aspapafyu, the inner

cella of Igtar is also mentioned in GCCI 2, 360: 25. t pa-pa-fji <iGASAN-/a "the inner

cella of Beltiya." Its gate is mentioned in NBC 4598: 7. KA pa-pa-fja 5a ^GASaN Sa

UNUG ki "the gate of the inner cella of the Lady-of-Uruk;" PTS 2038: 2. KA tipa-pa-fat

3. Sa <»GA$AN Set UNUG^i; and PTS 2491 : 2. KA pa-pa-bu 3. Sa dGA§AN 5a UNUG".

SpTU IV, 221 records the sale of a share in the erib-bTtutu prebend in the inner cellas of

IStar-of-Uruk and Nanaya: 2. pa-pa-bu dINNIN UNUGki w 3. ^na-na-a. A storehouse of

IStar-of-Uruk located in Babylon occurs in NCBT 987: 5. ina TIN.TIRki ina ka-ra-am

5a dINNIN UNUG ki "in Babylon in the storehouse of IStar-of-Uruk;" and another one

located in the Eanna temple is mentioned in TCL 1 3, 22 1 : 15.6 ka-an-na-mt 5a dGA§AN
5a UNUGki dna-na-a dGA§AN Sa SAG 16. it <*[JR\-a-mat-su "in the food storeroom of

the Lady-of-Uruk, Nanaya, Beltu-Sa-ReS, and Usur-amassu
"202 The bit-akTti of Igtar is

mentioned in the following text:203

YOS 7, 89

1

.

£ a-ki-tm Sa JGA§AN 5a UNUG* Sa '^/-////-SUM-'MU
1

2. A-Su 5a WINN1N-SES.MES-MU A "»§IDIM "«1.DU«-M u-maS-Si-ru

3. it i'b-li-qa-ma a-di-na-an-na ina £ a-ki-tu*

4. ina KA-Si't la in-na-mar ma-as-sar-tm ina lib-bi ia-a-mt

201 Frame 1995, B.6.3I.I6. Sec also Grorgh 1993, no. 901.

202 CAD K, p. 1 56, s.v. kannu A in bit kanni "storage room for wine and foodstuffs."

20J Translation and discussion by Dandamarv 1984, pp. 516-517.
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5. un-qa-a-ta UD.KA.BAR 5a sisIG.ME sa KA pa-pa-ba-an-na

6. it man-di-tuA UD.KA.BAR sa &Sid-da-ti 5a ba-ru-u 5a dGA3AN sa UN[UGk
']

7. i-na sa-ar-tuA ul-tu £ a-ki-tu* na-Su-u

8. "INA-DU-IBILA i«SA.TAM E.AN.NA DUMU-sw Sa ^na-din A Wa-bi-bi

9. I'lE.AN.NA-LUGAL-URI ""PA.KAB.DU <TNNIN UNUG^ a-na

10. [in]a-as-sar-tU4 Sa £ a-ki-tu* a-na Xi\HU%-it-tu

11. [o o]V ip-qi-id ar-ki ldINNIN-DU-IBILA A-Sit sa 'KJ^UTU-TIN
12. [A '"SlDIM] DUMU §E§ AD Sa ^a-nu-SUM-MV a-na

13. [
IdNA]-DU-IBILA '"SA.TAM fc.AN.NA iq-bi

14. itm-ma fat-urn 'E.AN.NA-LUGAL-URI '"PA.KAB.DU <»INNIN UNUGk '

15. Sa ina £ a-ki-{lit$) ta-ap-qi-du a-na UGU!
16. pi-qid-an-na-ma ma-'as-sar

1-!^ ina lib-bi u-us-sw

17. ldNA-DU-IBILA i"SA.TAM E.AN.NA i<»INNIN-DU-IBILA i" r§IDIM n

18. a-na ma-as-sar-tuA it '"i.DUs-w-Zw ina £ a-ki-ttu

19. ip-qi-id nap-ta-nu ina £ a-ki-tu* a-na & s5u-bat-ti

20. it-qar-ra-bi pu-ut ma-as-sat'-m* Sa £ a-ki-tu<\ na-5i

21. NINDA.yA it KAS.yA a-na 5u-bat-ti™ i-qar-ra-[bu]

22. it SUK.fclA sa i*i.DUg-tf-/w
ldINNIN-DU-IBILA ik-[kal]

Concerning the bit-akTti of the Lady-of-Uruk, (in) which Anu-nadin-sumi, son of IStar-

ab-iddin, descendant of the builder, abandoned his prebendary duty of doorkeeper and

disappeared and until now has not been seen at his gate in the bit-akTti, in (which) there

has (since) been no watch, (and) from which the bronze seals belonging to the doors of the

gate(s) of the inner cellas and the bronze mounting of the wooden stand belonging to the #an?

container of the Lady-of-Uruk were stolen; Nabu-mukTn-apli, the Satammu of Eanna, son of

Nadin, descendant of Dabibi, entrusted the prebendary duty ofdoorkeeper to keep (he watch in

the bTt-akJti to Eanna-Sar-usur, an oblate of IStar-of-Uruk [o o o]. Afterwards, (however), IStar-

mukln-apli, son of Itti-SamaS-balatu, [descendant of the builder], the cousin (i.e. the son of the

brother of the father) ofAnu-nadin-sumi, spoke to [Nabu]-mukTn-apli, the Satammu of Eanna,

as follows: 'Appoint me and let me keep the watch in the btt-akTti instead of Eanna-Sar-usur, the

oblate of IStar-of-Uruk, whom you (had previously) appointed.' (Then) Nabu-mukTn-apli, the

Satammu of Eanna, appointed IStar-mukTn-apli, the builder, for the watch and the prebendary

duty of doorkeeper in the Ivt-akTti. He will bring the sacred meal to the altars in the bTt-akiti.

He will bear responsibility for the watch in the bTt-akJti. He will partake of the bread and beer

which are offered on (he altars and of the perquisites of the prebend of doorkeeper.

3.9. Prebends

In addition to the prebend ofdoorkeeper in the bit-akTti of IStar, the following prebendary

offices before the goddess are attested: the brewer's and baker's prebends (SiraSutu and

mtbatimmittu), the prebend of officiant admitted to the sanctuary (erib-bTtutu\ the rab-

baniitu prebend, the sarrarutu prebend, and the prebend of dairyman (mar-re 'fit Sizbi).

The erib-bTtutu prebend is mentioned in AnOr 8, 48: 27. |i

'

1KU4-£-m-/m 28. i-na ma-

bar 1|INNIN UNUG ki "the erib-bTtutu prebend before IStar-of-Uruk," and is the object of

a sale in SpTU IV 221 : 1 .

rGI§.§UB.BA "» 1KU4-E-w-/» 2. E ^e-a-kur-ban-ni pa-pa-bu
dINNIN UNUG ki

// 3. Ana-na-a "the prebend of erib-bTtutu belonging to the house of

Ea-kurbanni in the inner cella(s) of IStar-of-Uruk and Nanaya." The rab-banutu is the

object of the protocol YOS 6, 222, which concerns a cultic fault committed by a holder
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of that prebend before the Lady-of-Uruk, Nanaya, and Beltu-Sa-Res: 2. '"GAL-DU-w-/w

IGI dGA§AN sd UNUGki ^na-na-a 3. u dGA§AN Sd SAG "the rab-banutu before the

Lady-of-Uruk, Nanaya, and Beltu-Sa-ReS ." It is also the object of a sale in SpTU IV 222:

1. [GIS.S]UB '"GAL-DU-W-/W IGI dGA§AN sd UNUGki "[the pre]bend of rab-banutu

before the Lady-of-Uruk." The sarrarutu prebend in mentioned in the letter NBC 5037:

10. GlS.SUB.BA ^sa-ra-
r
m-ttT [o o] 11. sd dGA§AN Sd UNUG ki "the prebend of

sarrarutu [o o] of the Lady-of-Uruk," but the meaning of this word is unclear.204 The

siraSutu before IStar is mentioned in YOS 6, 241 : 3; YOS 17, 126: 1 1 ; and YOS 17, 360:

IV, 1 7. A sale of that prebend is preserved in NU 14: 1 .

]iiBA??\K-u-tupa-ni dGASAN-/a
"the brewer's prebend before Beltiya." The nufjatimmutu before IStar is mentioned in

YOS 6, 241: 8; YOS 17, 126: 15; and YOS 17, 360: V, 45-46. Various transactions on

the nujjatimmutu prebend before IStar are preserved in the private archives studied by

Kessler (AUWE 8, 14, 1 6, 33, 42, 54, 59 and 82J). Two sales of the nujjatimmutu prebend

before IStar are preserved in the archive of Nabu-uSallim; NU 5: 1 . '"MU^ALDIM-w-Zw

2. ITI GU4 pa-ni dGA§AN-/o "the baker's prebend in the month Ayaru before Beltiya;"

and NU 6: 1. '"MUtfALDIM-w-/// 2. ITI BARA pa-an dINNIN UNUGki "the baker's

prebend in the month Nisannu before IStar-of-Uruk." The prebend of dairyman is the

object of the transaction YOS 7, 79 (§3.7.9).

YOS 6, 241 is an interesting example of a text detailing the duties of prebendaries: 205

YOS 6, 241

1

.

ul-lu U4 1-KAM a-di U4 5-KAM
2. Sd ITI DIRI SE.KIN.KUD man-zal-tm

3. i*BAPPIR-w-/w IGI JGA§AN Sd UNUGki

4. dna-na-a it dGASAN Sd SAG
5. idDI.KUD-$ES.ME-MU i"UGULA Sd '"BAPPIR.ME iz*-za*-az*-zu*

6. ul-tu U4 1-KAM a-di U4 5-KAM
7. Sd ITI DIRI SE.KIN.KUD man-zal-tu4

8. '"MUtfALDIM-iWw IGI <*GA§AN Sd UNUG"
9. dna-na-a u dGA§AN Sd SAG
10. Va-ba-Si-*AMAR.VD A-SuSd 'iR^EN
11. m-Si-ru A-Su Sd WNA-SUR-ZI.ME

12. u ^mu-Se-zib^AMAR.UD A-Sit Sd ^kab-ti-id

1 3

.

iz-zi-iz-zu pu-ut ba-a(-lu

14. (u-ub Sd KA§.yA u bu-un-nu-u

15. Sd tak-ka-su-u na-Su-u

From the 1st to the 5lh days of the intercalary month of Addaru, Mad5nu-abbe-iddin, the

overseer of the brewers, will perform the duties of the brewer's prebend before the Lady-

of-Uruk, Nanaya, and Beltu-§a-Re§, (and) from the 1st day to the 5th day of the intercalary

month of Addaru, LabaSi-Marduk, son of Arad-BSl, LTSiru, son of Nab0-Stir-nap§5ti, and

MuSezib-Marduk, son of Kabtiya, will! perform the duties of the baker's prebend before the

Lady-of-Uruk, Nanaya, and Beltu-Sa-Re5. They bear responsibility for cultic interruptions,

the quality of the beer, and the excellence of the takkasu confections.

204 Hardly to be connected with the root SRR "lo be false, to cheat." The word is otherwise unknown.
20s Previous discussions: San Nicolo 1934, pp. 183-185 (T, Tr); KOmmel 1979, pp. 149-150 (T, Tr).
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3.10. Personnel

A number of professional titles, as well as terms denoting social status, are connected

with IStar. In the cultic realm we encounter the erib-bitis of Istar in SpTU IV, 221 : 32.

UUMBISAG ldNA-BA-id A-Su\ Sd 'NUMUN-DU '»KU4-E dINNIN UNUG^ "the scribe

is Nabu-iqTSa, son of Zer-ukTn, an erib-bTti of IStar-of-Uruk;" Spar 3: 20. '"KU^E.ME
dINNIN UNUGki; NU 29: 9-10. PN i"KU4-E Sd *iS-tar; and TCL 13, 182: 31-32. PNs
i»KU4-E dINNIN UNUG ki

. Other titles include cultic singer (kalu) of IStar: THUREAU-
DANGIN 1919, p. 126, col. Ill, 9. '"GALA <UNNIN UNUGk ' "(Ibni-IStar), cultic singer

of IStar-of-Uruk," a title which he holds simultaneously with those oferib-bTti ofNanaya,

pontiff(Sangu) ofUsur-amassu, and scribe ofEanna; AnOr 9, 3: 63. PN '"GALA dINNIN
UNUG ki

, a Sin-leqi-unninni scribe, also pontiff (Sangu) of Nusku and scribe of Eanna;

FRAME 1995, B.3. 1.1 (colophon ofcopy of inscription of Simbar-Sipak): tablet written

by Marduk-Sarrani, a Sin-leqi-unninni scribe, a cultic singer (kalu) of IStar-of-Uruk and
Nanaya, and an erib-bTti of Kanisurra, from an original belonging to RTmut-Nabu, also

a Sin-leqi-unninni scribe, a cultic singer (kalu) of IStar-of-Uruk and Nanaya, and an

erib-bTti of Kanisurra; FRAME 1995, B.6. 15.2001 (colophon): 21. GlS ^A-na-'-id
22. DUMU ^nad-na-a 23. '"GALA 24. dINNIN UNUG k

' "written by Nabu-na'id, son of

Nadna, the cultic singer of IStar-of-Uruk;" and YOS 7, 71, which gives the names of the

kalamafju and four kalus of IStar:

12. MUTU-tab-ni-URl '"GALA.MAU {A-Su Sd)

13. '<<AMAR.UD-DUB-NUMUN DUMU ^30-le-eq-im-nin-ni

14. W-rik-ti DVMU-Sti Sd 'MU-G1.NA DUMU 'SUM.NA-JKUR.GAL
15. MNA-NUMUN-SI.SA DUMU-SuSd 'WA-DU-IBILA DUMU WO-le-eq-un-nin-ni

16. 'iR-JNUSKU DUMV-SuSd "UTU-MU-MU DUMU id30- r
le-eq"-un-nin-ni

17. '"GALA.ME Sd JGA§AN Sd UNUG"

12. SamaS-labni-usur, the chief cultic singer, (son of)

13. Marduk-5apik-z5ri, descendant of Sin-leqi-unninni;

14. Sirikli, son of Sum-iikTn, descendant of Iddin-Amurru;

15. Nabu-zer-uSallim, son of Nabu-mukTn-apli, descendant of Sin-leqi-unninni;

16. Arad-Nusku, son of SamaS-Sum-iddin, descendant of Sin-leqi-unninni;

17. the cultic singers of the Lady-of-Uruk.

Most kaliis ofUruk were descendants of Sin-leqi-unninni in the Neo-Babylonian period,

a phenomenon also observed during the Seleucid period.206 The bakers (nufratimmu) of
IStar are mentioned in TCL 13, 221 : 20. '"MUrjALDIM.ME Sd DGASAN Sd UNUG^.
A brewer (siraSu) occurs in AnOr 8, 44: 9. PN '"BAPPIR EN m-mu IGI <'GA§AN
Sd UNUGki "PN, the brewer, owner of offering days before the Lady-of-Uruk," and
the overseer of the brewers (Sapir siraSe) in ARNAUD 1973, p. 147: 2. PN '"UGULA
BAPPIR.MES Sd DINNIN UNUGki "PN, the overseer of the brewers of IStar-of-Uruk."

The collective term kiniStu/kinaltu "priesthood (of lower rank)" occurs in TCL 1 3, 1 63:

3. Hi-na-al-ti Sd <'GA§AN Sd UNUGk '.

206 Discussion of the kaltte of Uruk as descendants of Sin-leqi-unninni in Beaulieu 2000a.
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In the noncultic realm we encounter the following terms: belpiqitti "commissioner"

(TCL 12, 106: 5. '"EN pi-qit-tu4 sd dGASAN Sd UNUGki
), erresu "tenant farmer" (e.g.

AnOr 8, 39: 5. '^ENGAR Sd dGA$AN UNUG*'; BIN 1, 157, list of PNs: 47. PAP 46

i«ENGAR.ME§ sa <>GASAN T
Sd UNUG kil

), gugallu "canal inspector" (Stigers 15: 8.

i"GU.GAL 9. sd ana IGI Sd dGA§AN sd UNUC"), naqidu "herdsman" (e.g. TCL 13,

134: 1. PN '"NA.GADA 2. Sd dGA§AN Sd UNUG^; TCL 13, 147: 3. PN ^na-qi-du 4.

Sd dGASAN Sd UNUG ki
), rab buli "overseer of the herds" (AnOr 8, 41: 14. PN '"GAL

bu-lummc& 15. Sd dGASAN Sd UNUGki
; AnOr 8, 43: 14. PN '"GAL bu-lumei 15. Sd

dGA§AN sd UNUG^), rab erreST "overseer of the tenant farmers" (TCL 12, 73: 17. PN
'"GAL ENGAR.MES Sd dGA§AN Sd UN[UGk

']), rab karani "wine master" (Stigers 15:

15. PN 16. '"GAL ka-ra-nu Sd dGA§AN Sd UNUGki
), re w "shepherd" (YBC 7414, list

of PNs: 12. PAP 10 '"EN EN.NUN.ME^ '"SIPA.ME§ Sd dGA§AN Sd UNUG™ 1

), Sa

mufrbi suti "agricultural manager and field rent collector" (passim),207 Sirku and Sirkatu

"male and female oblate" (passim), za/dtu "female oblate" (passim).208

3.11. Ceremonies

3.11.1. Sacred Meal

VS 20, 87, TCL 13, 163, and PTS 3191 contain provisions for providing fish for the

sacred meal of IStar (§ 3.7.10). According to TCL 9, 1 14, a letter sent to the Satammu of

Eanna, a large quantity of pomegranates was shipped for the sacred meals of IStar and

Nanaya: 7. a-mur 200 B^lu-ri-in-du 6. ina SUMFN ldMA§-ga-mil9. [a]-na nap-ta-mt 10.

a-na dGA§AN Sd UNUGki
1 1 . it

6na-na-a 12. a-na EN-/tf 13. [nu-ul-t]e-bi-la "Now, we

have shipped to my lord, through the intermediary of Ninurta-gamil, 200 pomegranates

for the sacred meal of the Lady-of-Uruk and Nanaya." YOS 7, 79 makes provisions for

milk offerings for the naptanu of the Lady-of-Uruk (§3.7.9). YOS 6, 239 is a protocol

assigning prebendaries for the sacred meal (1. nap-ta-mi) of various deities, including

IStar (6. a-na dGA§AN Sd UNUGk
'). YOS 1 7, 1 66 lists allotments ofdates for the second

meals (tardennu) of I5tar-of-Uruk and other deities (§3.7.2). YOS 7, 89 mentions the

naptanu of IStar in the bit-akiti (§ 3.8), and according to PTS 21 85 ducks were presented

to IStar during that ceremony (§ 3.7. 1
1
). TCL 1 3, 22 1 is a protocol detailing the duties of

the bakers, cooks, and food preparers for the sacred meal of IStar, Nanaya, Beltu-Sa-ReS,

and Usur-amassu: 209

TCL 13, 221

14. PAP 19 ii'MUUALDIM.ME ^e-pi-ia it ^(e-hi-ia Sd nap-ta-mt

15. i-na E ka-an-na-nu Sd «*GA$AN Sa UNUG ki *na-na-a «JGA§AN Sd SAG
16. it ^URl-a-mat-su ip-pu-u pu-ut a-pu-u Sd nap-ta-nu

207 On (his title see CAD S, pp. 426-427, s.v. sum A in Sa mubbi silii, quoting several occurrences of the

title "field rent collector of the Lady-of-Unik/I5(ar-of-Uruk."

™ References to oblates of IStar-of-Uruk are collected in Dougherty 1923, pp. 78-81, in CAD S/HI,

pp. 106-1 10, s.v. Sirku A, and CAD Z, p. 25, s.v. zakii V.
209 Detailed discussion of this text by Kessler 1991, pp. 95-98.
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17. m bu-un sd tak-ka-su-u na-Su-u ki-i bat-lu il-ta-'kan
1

18. u nap-ta-nu bi-i-su i-te-pu-u mul-ie-e

19. ki-i Sd ""TIL.LA.GiD.DA.ME Sd E.AN.NA se-bu-u un-dal-iu-it

Total: 19 bakers, cooks, and food preparers who will cook the sacred meal in the kannamt

room of the Lady-of-Uruk, Nanaya, Beltu-§a-Re§, and Usur-amassu. They bear responsibility

for the cooking of the meal and the quality of the takkasu confections. If they provoke a

cultic interruption or cook a foul meal, they will pay a compensation to be determined by the

administrators of Eanna.

YBC 9155 is a protocol in which a prebendary is said to have failed to provide for the

two morning meals of IStar. The declaration before the assembly is recorded as follows:

15. U4 1 1-KAM U4 12-KAM Sa ITI KIN man-zal-ti

16. '"MUtfALDIM-w-ta ina mufj-ti lEN-Su-nu A-Sii Sd

17. unA-SeS.MES-MU A te-gi-bi al-la

18. ina mub-fyi ra-bi-i Sd Se-e-ri 3 BAN
19. u ina mul}-l]i tar-den-nu Sd Se-e-ri 1 BAN
20. tak-ka-su-u a-na DGASAN Sd UNUG ki

21. ul iq-ru-ub

On the 1 1th and the 12th days of the month UIulu, only 3 sdtus of takkasu confections for

the main meal of the morning (and) 1 sutu of takkasu confections for the second meal of the

morning were offered to the Lady-of-Uruk in connection with the duty of the baker's prebend

which is the responsibility of Belgunu, son of NabO-abbe-iddin, descendant of Egibi.

Texts recording the assignment of prebendaries to cultic duties usually contain clauses

asserting their accountability for the quality of the offerings presented for the sacred

meals of the gods (e.g. TCL 13, 221; AnOr 8, 6; YOS 6, 241). YOS 7, 90 details

the fishermen's responsibilities, specifying that failure to present good quality fish will

entail divine and royal punishment: 14. ki-i KU6.HA ina su-us-su- ul-lu* 15. in-da-tu-u

it KU6-UA bi-i-Su ina man-za-al-ti~Sii~nu uq-tar-ri-bi 16. fyi-{u Sd DINGIR u LUGAL
i-Sad-da-du "If fish is missing from the fish-box or they offer foul fish during their turn

of duty, they will bear the punishment of the god and the king." VS 20, 87, discussed

earlier (§3.7.10), specifies that the fishermen are responsible for the quality of the fish

brought for the sacred meals, and that one BelSunu bears responsibility for the entire

group: rev. 1
1'. 'EN-iw-m/ h-Su Sd ,dNA-MU-DU pii-ut-su-nu 12'. na-Si ki-i mim-ma

bi-tu ina lib-bi 13\ it-tab-Su-u [b]i-fu Sd DINGIR it LUGAL i-Sad-da-ad "BelSunu, son

of Nabu-gum-ibni, bears responsibility for them. If any cultic mistake occurs in relation

to this, he will bear the punishment of the god and the king." YOS 6, 222 is the only

surviving record of an actual failure to present fit offerings, and of the consequences for

the careless prebendary, who is held in prison while the corpus delicti is officially sealed

by the temple authorities:210

210 Previous treatment by Cocquerillat 1973, pp. 1 13-1 14 (partial text edition and French translation).
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3. Istar-of-Uruk

YOS 6, 222

1

.

U4 4-KAM Sa ITI DU6 MU 12-KAM <WA-Nf.TUK LUGAL TIN.TIR*

2. "«GAL-DU-w-/w IGI dGA§AN Sa UNUG ki Ana-na-a

3. it dGASAN Sa SAG Sa "4a-nii-MU-SI.SA A-Su

4. sa '"NA-A-MU ZU.LUM.MA it lu-ri-in-du

5. a-na nap-ta-nu sa dGA§AN 5a UNUG ki u-Se-lam-ma

6. kit-urn be- 'e-e-Su a-na dGA§AN sa UNUG ki la iq-ru-bu

7. bat-lu iS-ku-nu-ma fNUMUN-/a '"SA.TAM E.AN.NA

8. A-Sii sa Ub-na-a A ^e-gi-bi it "»UMBISAG.ME§ sa E.AN.NA

9. ZU.LUM.MA it lu-ri-in-du ul-tu E.AN.NA

10. a-na dGA§AN Sa UNUG« u-qar-ri-bu 'da-ww-MU-SI.SA

1 1. se-me-re-e ina E.AN.NA id-di it ZU.LUM.MA
1 2. w lu-ri-in-du 5a a-na nap-ta-nu

13. u-Se-lam-ma ku-um be-'e-e-Su la iq-ru-'bu
1

14. inafc.AN.NAik-nu-uk

On the 4th day of the month Ta§rTtu, (in) the 12th year of Nabonidus, king of Babylon,

(concerning) the (duties of the) rab-banutu prebend before the Lady-of-Uruk, Nanaya, and

Belru-sa-ReS, (which is held) by Anu-zeru-lT§ir, son of Nabu-aplu-iddin, (who) brought dates

and pomegranates for the sacred meal of the Lady-of-Uruk, but they were not offered to the

Lady-of-Uruk because of their poor quality, and (who thus) provoked a (cultic) interruption,

and (then) Zeriya, the Satammu of Eanna, son of Ibna, descendant of Egibi, and the scribes

of Eanna, offered to the Lady-of-Uruk dates and pomegranates from (the reserves of) Eanna:

he (Zeriya) cast Anu-zeru-lTsir (in) fetters in Eanna, and as for the dates and pomegranates

which he (Anu-zeru-lISir) had brought and were not offered because of their poor quality, he

sealed (and consigned them) in Eanna.

3.11.2. Clothing Ceremony

The clothing ceremony of IStar is mentioned in four texts. PTS 2783 informs us that three

sacrificial sheep were ritually selected for the clothing ceremonies of IStar, Nanaya, and

Beltu-Sa-ReS on the 6th day of KislTmu: 211 6. 3 (UDUNiTA) a-na '"sNiGXAM 7.
r
Sd"

dGASAN&i UNUG ki 8.
r

^na-na-a 9. [it] *GA&AN$a SAG! 212 10. ITI GAN U4 6-KAM
1 1 . KXJD-as "3 (sheep) selected on the 6th day of the month KislTmu for the clothing

ceremony of the Lady-of-Uruk, Nanaya, [and] Beltu-5a-Re§." NBC 4769 informs us

that four libation bowls {maqqu) ofsesame oil were allocated for the clothing ceremony

of IStar and Nanaya: 5. 4 U4 6-KAM Sa ITI APIN a-na 'WiGXAM Sa dGA§AN Sa

UNUG ki 6. u dna-na-a "4 {maqqus of sesame oil) on the 6th day of Arabsamnu for the

clothing ceremony of the Lady-of-Uruk and Nanaya." YBC 9510 mentions allocations

of materials for the clothing of IStar in connection with the clothing ceremony: 5. a-na

lu-bu-uS-ti 6. Sa ITI GU4 U4 14-KAM "for the clothing ceremony of the 14th day of

Ayaru." PTS 3257 records the receipt of materials, fabrics, and garments by a weaver

for IStar, Nanaya, and Dumuzi in connection with the clothing ceremony: 11. a-na

211 The heading of the text reads: 1. KVD-asSa ITI GAN U4 3-KAM 2. U4 6-KAM "rilual selection of the

month Kislimu, 3rd and 6th days."

212 The scribe inadvertently wrote dGASAN Sa UNUG ki
, while he obviously meant ^GASAN Sa SAG.
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'"gNIGXAM sa U4 1-KAM sa ITI NE "for the clothing ceremony of the 1st day of the

month Abu." The dates of the clothing ceremony of IStar and other deities, as well as

correlations with texts recording the allocation of garments, are discussed in chapter 1

(§1.7.1, §1.7.2, and §1.12.1).

3.11.3. Varia

IStar appears a few times in the ritual LKU 51 in which she participates in a number
of ceremonies taking place in the Eanna temple, notably the kinunu ritual of the month
KislTmu (Appendix 2). As discussed earlier texts recording operations on jewelry in the

shape of door-locking mechanisms allude to a ritual involving the goddess which took

place during the first part of the month Addaru (§3.5.4).

3.12. Toponyms

The goddess IStar appears under her various names in some toponyms of the region

of Uruk. She appears under the name Innin in the watercourse named Nar Innin (fD

Mn-nin
y
iD *innin-na: RGTC 8, pp. 372-373, and add YOS 19, 87: 13), under the name

IStar in the watercourse named Nar IStar (tD d 15, YOS 7, 148: 21), 213 under the name
Beltiya in the city named Al Beltiya (RGTC 8, p. 74, s.v. Beltija), under the appellation

Beltu in the locality named BTt-Belti (RGTC 8, p. 84, s.v. Bit Beltu), and finally under

the name Beltu-5a-Uruk in the city named Alu Sa Beltu-Sa-Uruk (YOS 6, 67: 5. URU
Sa dGA§AN Sd UNUG ki

) and in the toponyms belonging to the domain (Slfyit) of the

Lady-of-Uruk (CAD S/II, pp. 418-419, s.v. Styii A).

213 The Selcucid references to a fD J1NNIN, collected by Zadok under the heading NSr-lnnin (RGTC 8,

p. 373), are perhaps to the NSr-ISlar. There is also a possibility that the Nar-Innin and the N5r-J§tar are one
and the same watercourse.
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4. THE COMPANIONS OF I§TAR

This chapter is devoted to the four goddesses who occupy the ranks immediately below

I5tar-of-Uruk in Group A of offering lists: Nanaya, Beltu-Sa-ReS, Usur-amassu, and

Urkayltu. They formed with IStar a pentad which stood at the center of the religious life

of Uruk. Because of the strong syncretistic proclivities of that period, especially among

the theologically minded scholars, it is probable that each of these goddesses was to

some degree viewed as a manifestation of IStar. This is particularly true of Urkayltu, the

"Urukean Goddess," who is equated in god lists with IStar-of-Uruk, the numen loci of

Uruk, and mystically embodied the spirit of the city. All the companions of IStar resided

in various chapels of the Eanna temple.

4.1. The Goddesses of Uruk

Some texts mention a group of goddesses collectively named the "Ladies" (
dGA§AN.

ME&/ME - beletu), who are referred to as "the Goddesses" throughout this study. Their

identity is problematic. Since the few texts which mention them list mostly combinations

ofjewelry and clothing which is generally typical of the attire of IStar, Nanaya, Beltu-Sa-

ReS, Usur-amassu, and Urkayltu, it is possible that the designation Abeletu refers to the

pentad formed by these goddesses. This, however, would seem to be ruled out by the fact

that the Goddesses occur in some texts side by side with IStar and other deities of that

pentad. Another possibility is that dbeletu is a collective term for the minor female deities

worshiped in the Eanna temple, such as AblamayTtu, AnunTtu, Belet-balati, KurunnTtu,

Kanisurra, and a few others. The question cannot be resolved at present. 1

4.1.1. Crown

NBC 4503

1. 16 a-a-ri IGI KU.GI id «>GA§AN.ME
2. ii 4 ii-sd-a-ti-iu-nu

3. ina Itb-bi 8 sa-an-jja-a-mt id pa-li-l[e-e]

4. ma-(u-u

5. 3 a-a-ri KU.GI Sa ((id)) ku-lu-lu

6. id dGA§AN.ME§ ina lib-bi 10 sa-an-fja-a-nu

7. Sdpa-li-le-e it 9 ^bARME
8. id ii-pi-li ma-(u-u

1 Another possibility is that dGA§AN.MES is a group of nameless goddesses, such as is perhaps mentioned

in the ritual BM 32516 +BM 41239, obv. 3. <'9-<'INNIN.ME5 "the Nine Goddesses/Ladies," published by

George 2000, pp. 293, and commentary on this line on p. 296.
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16 frontal rosettes of gold belonging to the Goddesses together with their 4 joints(?), from

which are missing 8 safety(?) catches; 3 golden rosettes for a crown belonging to the

Goddesses, from which are missing 10 safety(?) catches and 9 stilus as suture.

TCL 12, 39

4. 81 NA4 KU.GI 50 "-"GUG 50 na4ZA.[GrN]

5. 2 a-a-ripa-ni Sd dGA§AN.ME§

8 1 gold beads, 50 beads ofcamelian, 50 beads of lapis lazuli, (for) 2 frontal rosettes belonging

to the Goddesses.

4.1.2. Clothing

GCCI 2, 121

5. 2 1/3 MA.NA *wN()-si BABBAR-i/ sd "teMAS.ME

6. 15GlN6'»8NiG.iB.LA.ME

7. 1/3 MA.NA tismi-ifj-si Sd sf
«tyfe.ME.DA Sd Hn-za-l}U-re-e-tu

8. 2 'Wpar-Si-gumc

9. pap^gaSan.me

2 1/3 minas of while woven cloth for 2 siblu garments, 15 shekels (of the same for) 6 sashes,

1/3 mina of woven cloth of red-colored wool (dyed) with inzafjuretu (for) 2 turbans. Total,

belonging to the Goddesses.

GCCI 2, 365

4. 1 5 GfN KI.MIN 6 '"8NiG.iB.LA

5. & <<gaSan.meS

15 shekels (of while woven cloth) 2 for 6 sashes belonging to the Goddesses.

PTS 20943

col. II, rev.

23. 2wfo£al-b[u]

24. 2 i»8GU.£ ^'tlli.ME.DA 1

25. 4 '"8MAS.ME

26. 2 ^(jul-la-nu

27. 2 Wit-bar™*

28. PAP ^mi-ifr-su Sd dGA§AN.ME

2 GCCI 2, 365: 1 . «»mi-ib-su
rBABBAR*-»* n

"white woven cloth."

1 The heading of (his text reads: \.*%mi-lfau
T
te*-mt-uSd a-na «58NfG.

rLAM n
id ITI GAN 2. a-na 'DIM 1

5

'"AZLAG na-ad-nu "Spare woven cloth allotted to Ibni-IStar, a cleaner, for the clothing ceremony of (he

month Kislimu."
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2 salfju cloths, 2 outer garments of red-colored wool, 4 siblu garments, 2 wraps, 2 lubaru

garments. Total of the garments of the Goddesses.

PTS 2282

10. 2 MA.NA 2/3 GiN mi-ifj-su BABBAR-;/^ ^gMAS Sd
1 dGA§AN.ME

2 2/3 minas of white woven cloth for the siblu garments of the Goddesses.

Totten 32

6. 1 5 GtN (mi-iff-si BABBAR-h) 6 '"sUR.MES sd <<GA$AN.ME5 . .

.

13. 1/2 MA.NA KI.MIN (mi-ib-si Sd sigtfE.ME.DA Sd in-za-fju-re-e-tii) (2) par-si-gu

m.&hgaSan.meS

15 shekels (of white woven cloth) for 6 sunu garments belonging to the Goddesses ... 1/2

mina of red-colored woven cloth dyed with inzafturelu (for) (2) turbans belonging to the

Goddesses.

4. 1 .3. Offerings, Prebends, and Personnel

NCBT 489 mentions RTmut, the chiefcultic singer (galmafju) ofthe Goddesses. The only

other known holder of this title in the Eanna archive is Sama§-tabni-usur, descendant

of Sfn-leqi-unninni, who appears in YOS 7, 71: 12. "UTU-tafc-m-tiRI '"GALA.MArJ

{DUMU-SuSd) 13. WAMAR.UD-DUB-NUMUN DUMU U30-le-eq-un-nin-ni"&amaS-

tabni-usur, the chief cultic singer, (son of) Marduk-Sapik-zeri, descendant of Sin-leqi-

unninni." Since almost all the kalus of Uruk in the first millennium belonged to the clan

of the Sin-leqi-unninnis, it is probable that RTmut was also a member of that clan. The

kalus of Uruk were attached to the cult of IStar during the Neo-Babylonian period, and

to those of Anu and Antu during the Seleucid period.4 NCBT 489 is the first evidence

that the kalulu was also linked to the cult of other goddesses of Uruk.

NCBT 489

13. 2 BAN (SE.BAR) h-i-mu[t] ^gal-mafj

14. Sd dGA§AN.ME M\ga]l-mal}-u-tu

15. iiSul-lum £

2 sdtus (of barley for) RTmut, the chief cultic singer of the Goddesses, (for) the prebend of

chief cultic singer and the Siillum bid ceremony.

4 On the kalus of Uruk in the first millennium B.C., see Beaulieu 2000a, pp. 5-16.
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4. The Companions oflstar 4.2. Nanaya

4.2. Nanaya

Nanaya is attested in Mesopotamia since the time of the 3rd dynasty of Ur.5 The
earliest mention of the goddess in scholarly texts is found in the Weidner god list,

probably composed towards the end of the 3rd millennium. Nanaya occupies the 20th

position in most manuscripts ofthe Weidner list: dna-na-a-a
| [

dna-n]a-a.6No satisfactory

etymology of her name has yet been proposed. An ancient explanation is preserved in

a late commentary to the Weidner list, BM 62741: 13.
[
dn]a.na.a\NA:na-bu-ii:A;si-i

r
sap^~lu-ii "Nanaya (can be analyzed as) NA 4

to call,' and A, feminine, suffix."7 This is

an artificial Sumerian etymology of the name of the goddess, typical of late Babylonian

hermeneutics, and with the apparent purpose of providing a philological etiology of the

close relation between Nabu and Nanaya. Unless one sees Nanaya as a hypocoristic

form of Inanna, the name appears to be neither Sumerian nor Akkadian. The correct

form is probably Nanaya rather than Nana, as indicated by the occurrence of the spelling
dna-na-a-a in the Weidner list and in several Old Babylonian documents. 8 This spelling

is also attested as late as the Seleuco-Parthian period, appearing quite frequently in the

astronomical diaries.9 This pronunciation is confirmed by the usual Greek transcription

of the name as Navaia.

The importance of Nanaya in the pantheon of Uruk derived from her position as

daughter ofAn, and also as daughter of Inanna, with whom she became syncretized at a

very early date. A hymn with prayer for king I§bi-Erra portrays the goddess as a creature

of Inanna, endowed with the same attributes, and to whom Inanna has delegated her

powers: 2. dna-na-a me-te-e-an-ka in-nin-ra tum-ma 3. nu-U8-gig-ge nin-kur-kur-ra zi-de-

e5-5e pa-da "Nanaya, ornament of Eanna, brought into being for Innin, selected as queen
ofthe lands by the hierodule (i.e. Inanna)." 10 A hymn honoring Samsu-iluna portrays her

as the daughter of Anu, who exalted her above all goddesses: 17. i-ku-ul-la-tu i-la-tim
vmV-bu-um [an]-nu-um 18. a-li-du-uS u-ul-li

v
re*-e-$u-u$ "Prince Anu, her begetter,

exalted her among all goddesses." 11 In that quality she becomes identical with Inanna

and is even praised in her martial aspect as Irninna: 26. dir-ni-na ga-as-sa-tum T
ga-$e*-

er-ti i-gi-gi "fierce Irninna, most valiant of the Igigis." In an Old Babylonian inscription

of the Larsa dynasty she is called dumu-zi-le-an-gal-la "the pleasing daughter of great

An" 12 Her position as daughter of Anu is also proclaimed in first millennium sources,

5 General studies on Nanaya: Edzard 1965, p. 108; Edzard 1979; Matsusinma 1980, an important study
of the history of the syncretism between the goddesses Ta§m5tu and Nanaya and (heir relationship to NabO;
Heimpel 1982, pp. 65-67; Westenholz 1997, the most comprehensive study to date, with exhaustive

references lo primary sources; and Stol 1998.
6 Weidner 1924, p. 1 1. A late, one-column manuscript of this god list has recently been published by von
Weiherastyrt/m, 108.
7 This passage is quoted CAD S/I, p. 477, s.v. Saplu 2„ and is briefly discussed by Black 1 99

1 , p. 80.
8 See Biggs 1967, p. 20, and Westenholz 1997, p. 58. The Aramaic spellings "NJl and ^l are also invoked
lo support the pronunciation Nanaya, but (his evidence is less conclusive. It should be noted, as observed by
Westenholz, that the form Nava is also used in Greek transcriptions.
9 For (he spelling *na-na-a-a in the astronomical diaries, see Sachs, Hunger 1988-1996, vol. Ill, pp. 214-
215, line 29; pp. 216-217, line 31; and pp. 218-219, passim.
"> Hallo 1966, p. 243.

" Copy: VS 10, 215. Edition: Von Soden 1938, pp. 32-33. Translations with notes and commentary by
Seux 1976, pp. 42-45, and Foster 1993, pp. 69-71.
12 Frayne 1990, E4.2.14.3, line 4.
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such as the kudurru of Nabu-suma-i§kun: 7. bu-kur-ii da-nu reS-ti-ti "eldest daughter

of Anu;" 13 and an inscription of Esarhaddon from Uruk: 2. bu-kur-ti da-nim sit-ra-afy-ti

"splendid daughter of Anu." 14 In a recently published inscription of king Lipit-IStar,

Nanaya is hailed as: 2. dumu-ki-ag-dinanna "the beloved daughter of Inanna " and as

resident of the temple Emeurur in Isin. 15 Emeurur was also the name of her temple in

Uruk in Old Babylonian times, as well as the name of the temple of IStar at Larsa during

the same period. 16 This new information is quite crucial in appraising the nature of

Nanaya and her position in the pantheon. It indicates that the goddess probably emerged

from within the theological tradition which regarded Inanna as the wife or mistress of

An. It also explains why the attributes of Inanna and Nanaya are so often identical,

to the point where Nanaya sometimes appears to be a mere manifestation of Inanna.

As the daughter of Inanna, Nanaya simply tended to assimilate the personality of her

mother and take her position in the pantheon, a pattern which knows other illustrations

in the history of Mesopotamian religion, particularly between father and son. Thus the

evidence seems to indicate that Nanaya was thought to be a form of Inanna. 17

The connection between Nanaya and Uruk is already fully apparent in archival texts

from the time of the 3rd dynasty of Ur, which mention offerings to her in connection

with various religious festivals in Uruk. 18 Old Babylonian texts excavated in the palace

of STn-ka5id at Uruk confirm this connection. 19 A year name of king Irdanene reads: mu
alam-ku-gi An-am ad-da-na e dna-na-a-Wva i-ni-in-ku4-re-en "Year (Irdanene) brought

a golden statue of Anam his father into the temple of Nanaya;" and one of Sin-erlbam

reads: mu alan ku-gi dEN.Z\J-e-ri~ba-am lugal dna-na-a-ra mu-na-an-dtm "Year Sin-

erTbam the king made a golden statue of Nanaya."20 Archival texts mention a Sangu

priest of Nanaya named Iddin-Nanaya, disbursements for furnishings and ornaments for

the temple of Nanaya, and offerings for the goddess. 21 The most extensive text is the

unpublished cylinder W 20475 which lists the jewelry of Nanaya, consisting mainly of

rings, bracelets, earrings, and necklaces ofgold and silver with beads ofprecious stones.

The text, which originally contained more than a thousand lines, will be published by

Kessler.22 According to a building inscription of Sin-gamil the name of her sanctuary at

Uruk was Emeurur "the temple which gathers the me's
,"23 In a Sumerian hymn found

» VS 1,36: col. 1,7.

i" Frame1995,B.6.31.17.
1S Pettinato 1998, pp. 274-275.
'6 George 1993, nos. 792-793.
17 One further hint at the character of Nanaya as a manifestation of IStar is her astral aspect, discussed by

Westenholz 1997, pp. 68 and 70; and by Heimpel 1982, pp. 65-67.
18 Sallaberger 1993, vol. 1, pp. 218-221; and vol. 2, tables 68-73.
19 On the cult of Nanaya at Uruk during the Old Babylonian period see Richter 1999, pp. 255-259.
20 Falkenstein 1963, pp. 8-9.
21 Sanati-MOller 1990, p. 191, no. 135: 7. 1/3 ma-na I-dm-^ta-na-a sanga ^no-na-a 8. 1/3 ma-na dumu-
me-e§ LMsu-bu-la §e§-a-ni 9. mu mul-'zabar

1
Sa * lsig b-*na-na-a 10. u-fja-am-mi-sii "1/3 mina (of silver),

Iddin-Nanaya, the Sangu of Nanaya, 1/3 mina (of silver), the sons of Ur-§ubula, his brother, when they

stripped the bronze star of (he doorof the temple of Nanaya;" p. 202, no. 142: 9. 4 {gux)a-na ma-ak-ki-im 10.

u pi-ri-ik-ki-im II. Sa 6-^na-na-a "4 kurrus (of bitumen) for the makkum and the lion-symbol of the temple

of Nanaya." It must be emphasized that both star and lion are welt-known symbols of Inanna, pointing to the

syncretism between the two goddesses. For olTerings to Nanaya during the Old Babylonian period see the

texts quoted in §3.1.3.
22 This is mentioned by Westenholz 1997, p. 67.
23 Frayne 1990, E4.4.3.1: 1. '^na-na-a 2. [dJumu-ki-'agMaln-nla] 3. [n]in-a-ni-ir 4. [

dEN.Z]U-g<wm-//5.
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at Uruk king Anam also claims to have restored that sanctuary, which was probably a

cella in the Eanna temple.24 An inscription of Sin-ka§id commemorates the rebuilding

of another sanctuary of Nanaya named E§al)ulla. 25 This temple was later rebuilt by

Kudur-Mabuk and Rim-Sin I.
26 In the late periods the sanctuary ofNanaya at Uruk was

named Ehilianna, a part of the Eanna compound. One of the most notable texts found

in the palace of Stn-ka§id is an oracle in which the goddess Nanaya is quite clearly

associated with the advent, and possibly even the enthronement of the king.27

The close relation between Nanaya and kingship is portrayed in some literary

compositions ofthe Old Babylonian period. As just seen, two hymns to Nanaya from that

period contain subscriptions in honor of the reigning king, one in Sumerian for ISbi-Erra

of Isin, the other in Akkadian for Samsuiluna of Babylon. There is also an Akkadian

love song involving Nanaya and I§tar with invocation to Nanaya and Hammurabi of

Babylon,28 and an Akkadian love dialogue belonging to a ritual for the sacred marriage

between Nanaya and Rim-Sin of Larsa.29 Finally there are love lyrics depicting the

courtship between Nanaya and the god Muati with subscription in favor ofking Abiesub

of Babylon.30 This text clearly anticipates the Divine Love Lyrics of the first millennium

which celebrate the union of Marduk with Igtar-of-Babylon and Zarpanltu, and that of

Nabu with his wife Tasmetu, syncretized with Nanaya. The role played by Nanaya in

the sacred marriage with the king also finds a reflection in later, non-cuneiform sources.

An Aramaic text in Demotic script found in Egypt and discussed by Steiner a few years

ago makes a clear allusion to a sacred marriage ritual between Nanaya and the king.

The ritual originates from Rash (Ra§u) across the Tigris northwest of Elam, and was

transplanted to Palestine and later Egypt by exiles from that region. 31

In her role as goddess of love, the quality which is most consistently ascribed to

Nanaya is expressed by the Sumerian word bi-li, Akkadian kuzbu, "charm, luxuriance,

voluptuousness, sensuality."32 This is reflected in the name of her cella in the Eanna

temple in the late periods, the Ebilianna, "House of the Luxuriance of Heaven,"33 and in

[n]ita-kal[a]-ga 6. [Iu]gal-unu k,-ga 7. [lu]g&\-am-[na]-nu-um 8. [dumu 4EN].ZU-i-ri-ba-am 9. [6]-me-ur4-ur4
10. [e]-la-la-ka-ni II. [mu]-na-du (remainder damaged) "For Nanaya, beloved daughter of An, his lady,

STn-gamil, Ihe mighty man, king of Uruk, king of the Amnanum, [son of] Stn-iribam, built Emeurur, her

sanctuary of delight." On this temple see George 1993, no. 793.
24 Inventory number W 20477, published by Falkenstein 1963, pp. 80-82, and pi. 13 (photo),

" Frayne 1990, E4.4.1.6: 1. *na-na-a 2. nin-hi-li-su 3. nin-a-ni-ir 4. JEN.ZU-Ari-i/-K/ 5. nita-kala-ga 6.

Iugal-unuki-ga 7. ib 8. e-[5a]-hul-la-ka-na 9. mu-na-du "For the goddess Nanaya, lady adorned with charm,

his lady, STn-kfi§id, mighty man, king of Uruk, built for her an oval in her E[Sa]hula
."

26 On this temple see George 1993, no. 1018. Westenholz 1997, p. 70, notes that year 34 of Hammurabi
of Babylon commemorates the rebuilding of the temple Elurkalamma for An, Inanna, and Nanaya. She
assumes that (his temple was located in Uruk, but it should probably be identified as the well-known temple

of ISlar-of-Babylon in Babylon, for which see George 1993, no. 1117.
27 Copy by Van Dijk 1962.pl. 28, W 19900,1. Translation by Biggs 1969, p. 604.
28 Held 1961 . Previously published by Von Soden 1950. Translation by Foster 1993, pp. 92-95.
29 Copy published by Van Dijk as YOS 11, 24; partial translation by Foster 1993, pp. 98-99. There is

another translation in Hecker, ROmer 1989, pp. 747-750.
3« Lambert 1966. Translation by Foster 1993, pp. 96-97.
3i See Steiner 1991.
32 OnHI.LI=^z6HseeCASSiN 1968, chapter 7.

33 George 1993, no. 459, and also nos. 460 and 464 for other sacred locations of Nanaya at Uruk formed
with the word HI.LI.
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the personal names Nanaya-kuzbu and Nanaya-kuzub-matim.34 In a Saziga incantation

Nanaya is hailed as belet kuzbi "mistress of voluptuousness."35 In an inscription of

Rim-Sin of Larsa she is praised as: 2. nin bi-li §e-er-ka-an-di "the lady adorned with

voluptuousness."36 Her voluptuousness is further proclaimed in the hymn in her honor

with prayer for king I§bi-Erra: 1 . [n]in~me!-nun-na iLj-gin? dalla-e hi-li-zi-da ul-se pa-da

"Lady of the 'princely' attributes, emerging brightly like daylight, eternally summoned

in true voluptuousness;"37 and in the hymn in her and king Samsuiluna's honor: 5.

[uf)]-ta-an-na-mu e-lu-uS-Sa 6. [na]-na-bu ma-aS-ra-(ju du-Su-pu ku-uz-bu "abundance,

glory, sweetness, and voluptuousness are blooming upon her."38 An inscription of Sin-

ka§id hails her as: 2. nin bi-li-su "lady adorned with voluptuousness,"39 and in an

inscription of Sumuel of Larsa she is extolled as: 2. nin bi-li-a §u-du7 "the lady with

perfect voluptuousness."40 In fact, as pointed out by J. Westenholz, her bi-li is mentioned

in almost every royal dedication to her.41 This quality was not the exclusive apanage of

Nanaya, however, as it was shared by several other gods, male and female.42

After the abandonment of Uruk and other southern sites under Samsuiluna the cults

of An, Inanna, and Nanaya migrated to Kish.43 Glassner has suggested that Nanaya

was abducted from there during an Elamite raid against northern Babylonia led by

Kutur-Nahhunte I, a contemporary of Samsuiluna. This raid might be alluded to in a

fragment of a Babylonian Chronicle from the library of Assurbanipal, who claims in his

annals to have returned Nanaya from Elam to Uruk after a captivity of 1,635 years.44 It

seems, however, that the cult of Nanaya had already been reestablished at Uruk by the

Kassite king Nazi-Maruttas" who, according to an inscription ofEsarhaddon, built for her

the sanctuary Ebilianna. Nanaya appears in the curse formula of a Middle Babylonian

kudurru found at Larsa in which she bears the title of"queen ofUruk and Eanna" (Sarrat

Uruk u Eanna), the earliest evidence for the attribution of this epithet to her.45

By the end of Kassite rule Nanaya's position in the theological system of Babylonia

had undergone substantial modifications, mainly regarding her association with the god

Nabu and his wife Tasmetu. The triad composed of Nabu, Nanaya, and Tasmetu is first

mentioned in a kudurru from the reign of Merodach-Baladan I (1 171-1 159 B.C.): col.

34 The name Nanaya-kuzbu appears in a Neo-Babylonian text from Larsa, YOS 19, 7: 3. VPna-na-a-\}l.Ll. It

is possibly a short form of the name Nanaya-kuzub-matim, for which see Stol 1998, p. 147a. CAD K,

p. 614, s.v. kuzbu, and Tallqvist 1905, p. 3 19 list other theophoric names with the element kuzbu, including

NabO-kuzub-ilT, SamaS-kuzub-mStim, and Aya-kuzub-mfilim.

" Biggs 1967, p. 3 1, line 22. ^no-na-a be-let UI.LI "Nanaya, goddess of sexual attractiveness."

36 Frayne 1990, E4.2. 14.3.

" Hallo 1966, p. 243.
3» Von Soden 1938, pp. 32-33. Translations by Foster 1993, pp. 69-71, and Seux 1976, pp. 42-45.

» Frayne 1990, E4.4. 1.6.

« Frayne 1990, E4.2.7.2.

4i Westenholz 1997, p. 68.

42 CAD K, pp. 614-615, s.v. kuzbu, where the word is mentioned in connection with Tasmetu, IStar, Nisaba,

Aya, GilgameS, 5ama§, and Nabfl.
43 YOS 13, pp. II-I3;Qiarpin 1986, pp. 403-415; Pientka 1998, pp. 179-187 and 375-388.
4A Glassner 1 993b. The number ofyears assigned to Nanaya's captivity is evidently exaggerated, but similar

chronological statements in first millennium texts tend to overestimate the lime distance to the early periods,

sometimes by a few centuries.

« Arnaud 1972, p. 173, line 70. *m-na-a GASAN «™UNUG"i u E.AN.NA. The logogram GASAN can be

read bSltu or Sarralu. In light of the later evidence that Nanaya was the "queen," and I5tar the "lady" of Uruk,

I posit that GA$AN here must be read Sarratu.
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III, 22. <WA &na-na-
ra y

23. it
dtas-me-tu4 24. EN.MES Sip-ti u E&BAR "Nabu, Nanaya,

and Tasmetu, the lords ofjudgment and decision."46 In the early periods the spouse of

Nanaya was the little-known god Muati, who appears as her partner in the love lyrics in

honor of king Abiesul). In the Old Babylonian period Nabu was already the spouse of

the goddess Tasmetu. During Kassite times it appears that Nabu absorbed the figure of

Muati completely, whose name simply became one of his names, usually written dPA in

first millennium texts. Nanaya thus became the wife of Nabu {fya'irat Nabu) alongside

Tasmetu, with whom she was syncretized. When Nabu became the chiefgod of Borsippa

at the end of the second millennium,47 Tasmetu/Nanaya became the chief goddess of

that city, and by virtue of the exaltation of Nabu from the rank of vizier to that of son

of Marduk she became the "daughter-in-law of Esagil" {kallat Esagil) and the "beloved

of Marduk" {naramti Marduk).** Both Nanaya and Tasmetu bore the epithet of kallatu

because of their status as daughters-in-law of Marduk.49 The triad composed of Nabu,

Nanaya, and Tasmetu became a mirror reflection of the Babylonian triad composed of

Marduk, ZarpanTtu, and I§tar-of-Babylon. 50 Several late texts shed light on the marriage

ritual between Nabu and Tasmetu, one of them being very close in tone to the Divine

Love Lyrics between Marduk and I§tar-of-Babylon. 51 In one ritual which obviously

relates to this theogamy Nanaya takes the place of the goddess Tasmetu. While the ritual

probably originates from Babylon or Borsippa, it contains clear indications of an Uruk
connection. Nabu, in his temple Ezida, assumes the persona of the god Anu; the garden

in which part of the ritual takes place is called the garden of Anu; and Emeurur, the

sanctuary of Nanaya in Borsippa, is glossed as Eanna. 52

The syncretism between Inanna/IStar and Nanaya was a basic tenet of Babylonian

theology from very early times. There are very few hymns to Nanaya from the late

46 Page 1967, p. 66.
47 According lo the prologue of Ihe Code of Hammurabi, the chief god of Borsippa in the Old Babylonian
period was Tutu, who later became identified with Marduk. See Roth 1995, p. 78, iii 7-16. For the rise

of Nabu in the latter part of the second millennium see Pomponio 1978, pp. 47-75, and Pomponio 1998,

pp. 18-19.

48 See Livingstone 1989, no. 4 (Nanaya Hymn of Sargon II): obv. col. II, V. kal-lat fc.SAG.fL
rxtxx n

[o o o] 3'. bi-rat <*mu-us -a-ti na-ram-tl JEN 'ADI 1
-^''] "the daughter-in-law of Esagil, [o o o], the spouse

of Muati, the beloved of Bel [his] father"; VS I, 36, col. I, 5. fr-rat <JPA "spouse of Nabu;" and the same
epithets applied to Tasmetu in King 1896, no. 33 (a Sti 'ilia): obv. 6. bt-mtl Sar-fji *PA-a-ti a-pil -TUTU 7.
r
kaI-Iat\ E.SAG\fL "spouse of the glorious Muati, heir of Tutu, Ihe daughter-in-law of Esagil." In CTN IV,

168, which includes three Sn'illas to TaSmfitu and one to Nanaya, both goddesses are spouses of Nabu: col.

II, 42. fr-rat WA (TaSmSlu); col. Ill, 28. anaWA ba-i-ri-ki (TaSm5tu); col. IV, 22. ana WNA 1
ba-me-W-kii

and col. IV 49. a-na dNA bo-i-ri-ki (Nanaya); TaSmStu is the "daughter-in-law of Esagil:" col. II, 4 1 . kal-lat

E.SAG.GfL; and Nanaya is the "beloved of Nabu:" col. IV 35. [na]-iarn-tl be-lt <<nA.
49 On Nanaya and Tasmetu as daughters-in-law (kallatu), see the references collected in CAD K, p. 82, s.v.

kallatu.

50 On the rise of the triad Nabu-Nanaya-Ta5m6tu see Lambert 1966, pp. 42-45, and Matsushima 1980.
51 Edition and discussion of these texts by Matsushima 1987.
52 This ritual was published by Reisner as SBHy no. VIII, pp. 145-146. It comes from Babylon and is of
Seleuco-Parthian dale. Edition by Matsushima 1987, pp. 158-161. It is not certain that the ritual took place

in Borsippa. Two ofthe temples mentioned in it (Ezida ofNabQ, EurSaba of IStar/Nanaya) were also (he names
of cellas consecrated to the same deities in the Esagil temple in Babylon (George 1993, nos. 1 195-1 196
and 1236-1237), and the third one, Emeurur, is known as the temple of Nanaya in Babylon (George 1993,

no. 794), while no temple or chapel of the same name is known to have existed in Borsippa. The creation

myth preserved in CT 13, pi. 35-38, ends with an incantation which reflects similar theology: pi. 38, 13.

e-zi-da ki-tu§-mab-an-na-dinanna Sa-ki-ag-me-en 14. E.MIN Sub-to* sir-to* na-ram l)b-bi Aa-nu u *iS-tar at-ta

"Ezida, you are the lofty dwelling, beloved ofAnu and ISlar."
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periods which do not contain at least some trace of it. The composition with the

strongest syncretistic leanings is a bilingual hymn edited by Reiner which presents

various local goddesses as manifestations of Nanaya. Several of these deities are forms

of IStar, including Sarrat-Nippuri (strophe 6) and Anunltu of Agade (strophe 12). The

introductory strophe proclaims the identity of IStar with Nanaya in unequivocal terms:

like IStar she is "the wise daughter of Sin" (2. ma-rat d30 te-li-tu) and "the beloved

sister of Sama§" (2. a-fyat dUTU mas-Si-tu)\ the goddess claims to be "mistress in

Borsippa" (2. ina bar-sip^ \}a-am-ma-ku), "a hierodule in Uruk" (3. ina UNUGki \}a-ri-

ma-ku) and "bearded in Babylon" (4. ina kA.DINGIR.ME§ zi-iq-na zaq-[na-ku]\ all

epithets normally applying to IStar. 53 Nanaya is again called the daughter of Sin in the

'Nanaya Hymn of Sargon II:' col. II, rev. 17'. nu-fyi ma-rat d30 ri-mi-i Sub-tuk-ki "Calm

down, daughter of Sin, settle in your abode!."54 The 'Hymn to the City of Arbela' also

proposes a syncretism between IStar-of-Arbela and Nanaya: 20. d 15 ina Ub-bi uS-bat

^na-na-a DUMUMf d30 [o o o] "IStar dwells there, Nanaya, the daughter of Sin [o o

o]
,"55 while the 'Nanaya Hymn of AssurbanipaP seems to equate her with Urkittu (i.e.

UrkayTtu).56 The syncretism is illustrated in several hymnal and liturgical compositions

preserved in late copies,57 and seems to have provided the theological background to a

Neo-Assyrian psalm in praise of Uruk. 58

At Uruk during the first millennium Nanaya was second only to IStar in the local

divine hierarchy. Nanaya was the queen of Uruk {Sarrat Uruk) and IStar was the lady

of Uruk (beltu Sa Uruk). The epithet Sarrat Uruk is known from three sources only,

and always as a title of Nanaya: twice in the inscriptions of Esarhaddon found at

Uruk, and once in a Middle Babylonian kudurru found at Larsa.59 In many respects

IStar and Nanaya were virtually equal. Nanaya is almost always mentioned alongside

Istar in such expressions as makldir Belti-Sa-Uruk u Nanaya "property of the Lady-

of-Uruk and Nanaya " which appears in countless legal documents, and Beltu-Sa-Uruk

u Nanaya Sulumka liqbu "May the Lady-of-Uruk and Nanaya pronounce your well-

being," the most frequently used salutation formula in the official correspondence of the

Eanna temple. The quantities of offerings lavished on the goddess almost equaled those

presented to IStar, and her jewelry, attire, and cultic paraphernalia seem to have been

just as sumptuous.

Nanaya was carried off with many other gods of Uruk when Sennacherib sacked the

city in the fall of 693 B.C.60 She returned to her abode under Esarhaddon, who claims

to have restored Efoilianna, her cella in the Eanna temple complex, which had also been

« Reiner 1974, p. 224, strophe I.

54 Livingstone 1989, no. 4.

« Ibid., no. 8.

56 Ibid., no. 5, 8. \ga\b\-bi\ KUR.KUR u-na- 'u-u\-du *w-kit-[tii\ "All the lands are praising Urkittu [o o o]."

It is not entirely certain from the context that this is an epithet of Nanaya.

" Volk 1989, p. 135, T20: 1 1 , and notes on p. 154; Cohen 1988, p. 574: c+338 (balagof Inanna); Cohen

1981. p. 66, no. 32: 8 (erSemma of Inanna); Sjoberg 1977, pp. 16-27, edits five nearly identical Sumerian

songs addressed to the goddess Nanaya.
38 George 1987, also edited by Livingstone 1989, no. 9.

» Frame 1995, B6.31.17: 5. Sar-rat UNUG"; and B6.31.I8: 1. a-na *na-na-a Sar-rat UNUG ki
. Nanaya

appears as GASAN of Unik in the curse formula of a Middle Babylonian kudurru found at Larsa: Arnaud
1972, p. 173, line 70. *na-na-a GASAN »™UNUG ki u 6.AN.NA. In view of the fact that Nanaya is known in

the first millennium as the queen of Uruk, GASAN must probably here be read Sarratu.

« OIP2, p. 87, line 31.
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restored by Enba-Marduk in the previous century and much earlier by the Kassite king

Nazi-MaruttaS. The opening lines of one of the two building inscriptions of Esarhaddon
composed for this occasion praise the goddess with her characteristic epithets and extol

her as the consort of Muzibsa, a name of Nabu. Her position as daughter of Anu is

reiterated, as well as her special relationship to the king: 61

1

.

a-na dna-na-a pu-su-um-ti i-la-a-li Sd yi.LI u ul-si za- '-na-tu lu-le-e ma-la-tu

2. bu-kur-ti da-nim Sit-ra-afj-ti Sd ina nap-far be-le-e-ti Sur-ba-a-tu e-nu-us-sa

3

.

fyi-rat dmu-zib-sa4-a ti-iz-qar-ti sek-ra-ii na- '-it-ti na-ram-ti NUN-m-/ i-Sti

4. ll-tUi re-me-ni-tii4 a-li-kdt re-si LUGAL pa-li-fji-Sd mu-Sal-bi-rat pa-le-e-Sit

5. a-Si-bal E.tfI.LI.AN.NAAz?e-«?6 t.AN.NASar-rat UNUG kiGA§AN GAL-/w4 GASAN-
Su

For Nanaya, the veiled one of the goddesses, who is adorned with voluptuousness and joy and
is full of glamour, splendid daughter of Anu, whose lordship is supreme among all ladies,

eminent spouse of Muzibsa, praised sekretu, beloved of his majesty, compassionate goddess,

who goes to the help of the king who reveres her, who prolongs his reign, who dwells in

Ehilianna, which is inside Eanna, the queen of Uruk, the great lady, his lady.

The matter ofNanaya 's return is further complicated, however, by the fact that Assurban-

ipal also claims that he brought Nanaya back to Uruk from Elam where she had allegedly

dwelt in captivity for 1,635 years. We do not know if the statue of Nanaya then residing

in the Eanna temple was replaced with this long absent image, or ifAssurbanipaFs claim

is merely rhetorical. The episode of Nanaya 's return is related in Prisms A, F, and T,

Prism F containing the most elaborate account:62

V R 6, col. VI.

107. dna-na-a Sa 1 Urn 6 ME 30.AM 5 MU.AN.NA.ME5
108. ta-as-bu-Su tal-H-ku tu-Si-bu

1 09. qe-reb """NIM.MAU a-Sar la si-ma-te-e-Sd

110. it ina U4ME-Su-nw Si-i u DINGIR.MES AD.MES-.fcJ

111. tab-bu-u Su-m\ a-na be-lut KUR.KUR
1 12. ta-a-a-rat DINGIR-/;'-^ iu-Sad-gi-la pa-nu-u-a

113. um-ma 'AN.SAR-DIJ-A ul-tu qe-reb i«"NIM.MAk i

1 14. lem-ne-ti u-Se-sa-an-ni-ma

1 15. u-Se-rab-an-ni qe-reb E.AN.NA
1 16. a-mat qi-bit DINGlR-/;-^J-««

1 17. to ul-tu U4.ME§ SUD.MES iq-bu-u

1 18. e-nin-na u-kal-li-nm UN.MES EGlR.MES
1 1 9. SU.MIN DINGIR-/Wd GAL-// at-mu-uff-ma

120. (jar-ra-nu i-Ser-tu Sd id-ht-us lib-bi

121. ta-as-ba-ta a-na E.AN.NA

61 Frame 1 995, B.6.3 1 . 1 7. In the same inscription the god Nabfl appears under his normal name in the prayer
in which Nanaya is entreated to intercede on the king's behalf: 17. <<nA (ja-a-a-i-ri-ki "Nabfl your husband."
62 See the recent edition of the Prisms in Boroer 1996, pp. 57-58 (transliteration) and p. 242 (translation).

Discussion by Nissinen 1998, pp. 40-41.
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122. ina ITI GAN U4 1-KAM ina qe-reb UNUGki u-se-reb-si-ma

123. ina E.tfl.LI.AN.NA sd la-ram-mu

124. u-Sar-me-si BARA da-ra-a-ti

(As for) Nanaya^—who had become angry 1,635 years ago, had gone away (and) settled down

in Elam in a place not befitting her, and who, in those days, (in agreement) with the gods

her fathers, had (already) called me to the lordship of the lands—she entrusted me with the

return of her godhead (saying): 'Assurbanipal will bring me out of the evil land of Elam and

cause me to enter Eanna." (This) utterance of their divine command, which they had spoken in

distant days, they now revealed to the latter generations. I led her great godhead in procession,

and in joy she took the straight road to Eanna. In the month KislTmu, on the first day, I made

her enter Uruk and caused her to establish residence in Ehilianna, which she loves, the eternal

sanctuary.

During the Neo-Babylonian period the symbol of Nabu was introduced in the Eanna

temple and associated with Nanaya. Nanaya was worshiped at Uruk until the Hellenistic

period. To judge from the patterns of name giving in Seleucid Uruk, she was still an

extremely, if not increasingly popular goddess in that period,63 in spite of the fact that

she appears to have been demoted to a lower status in the official pantheon ofthe city as a

result of the theological reform of the 5th and 4th centuries.64 Nanaya even survived the

demise of Mesopotamian civilization. She appears in Mandaic incantation bowls,65 in

Parthian Assur,66 and eventually traveled as far east as Bactria, where she is mentioned

in a inscription recently discovered in Afghanistan at Rabatak in which the Kushan

ruler Kanashka, echoing distant Mesopotamian predecessors, claims that he received

kingship from Nanaya and "all the gods."67

4.2. 1 . Paraphernalia

A delivery of gold for the balustrade (tallu) of the cultic socle (Subtu) of Nanaya is

mentioned in conjunction with that of IStar in GCCI 2, 49: 8-9 (§3.4). The cultic socle

of Nanaya also occurs in NCBT 321: 1. 3 1/2 MA.NA 8 GfN KU.GI ina bat-qa 2.

2- r
/a

1
ta-rik-ti 3. Sa pu-ut-ta-tu* el-

T
UC-tu^ 4. Sd 8isDAG Sa dna-na-a "3 1/2 minas and

8 shekels of gold from the repair (allowance) of 2 tariktus belonging to the upper front

portion of the cultic socle of Nanaya."

The tent (zaratu) ofNanaya occurs in three texts; PTS 3092: 8. ^iza-rat 9. Sd ^na-na-

a\ PTS 3243: 2. ^za-rat 3. Sa *na-na-a\ and YBC 9582: 1 . 1/2 GUN 6 MA.NA 10 GfN

63 Nanaya is mentioned a few times in the "F6te d'lstar," indicating that she still belonged to the circle of

(hat goddess in the Hellenistic period: Lackenbacmer 1977, p. 40, obv. 21* and 24', p. 41, obv. 34', p. 45,

rev. 8", and p. 46, rev. 35'. She also appears a few limes in the rituals for the Res, the temple of Anu and

Antu: TIiureau-Dangin 1 92 1 , AO 645 1 , p. 63, obv. 30, 50, and p. 64, rev. 1

.

64 See Beaulieu 1992a, p. 56, where she occupies the 12th rank in the local divine hierarchy during the

Seleucid period.

6J See MOller-Kessler, Kessler 1 999, pp. 75-77.
66 Discussion in Tubach 1986, pp. 277-279.
67 Simms-Williams, Cribd 1995-1996, pp. 77-78: "Kanishka the Kushan, the righteous, the just, the

autocrat, the god worthy of worship, who has obtained the kingship from Nanaya (written vava) and from

all the gods."
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2. mi-ib-su ana ^gid-lu-u 3. Sd KA za-ra-ti 4. [s\d dna-na-a "1/2 talent, 6 minas, (and)

10 shekels of woven cloth for the door curtain at the entrance of the tent of Nanaya."
It is also mentioned in connection with Nanaya and the clothing ceremony of the 8th
day of the month TaSritu in YOS 17, 305: 8. 16 5/6 MA.NA ™*gab-bu-u a-na *Wta-bar
9. bab-ba-nu-tu sd ^za- Trat^ [ina] IGI 'BA-sd-a '"US.BAR "16 5/6 minas of alum for

fine red-colored wool for the tent, at the disposal of IqTSa, the weaver" In the Eanna
archive the tent is attested only in connection with Nanaya.68 The door curtain (gidlii),

which is mentioned in YBC 9582, occurs in two more texts; NBC 8350: 1. 30 MA.NA
&**bal-[su] 2. a-na s^gid-da-lu-[u] 3. sd pa-ni dna-na-W [o o] "30 minas of combed
flax for the door curtain which is in front of Nanaya;" and YBC 3715 (§3.4). Another
curtain frequently used in rituals, the dividing curtain (Siddu\ occurs in GCCI 2, 38 1 : 1

.

1/2 MA.NA 1 GtN s'gZA.GtN 2. 2* MA.NA 1/3
r
5

n GIN ^^bal-su 3. a-na &^*Sid-du
Sd dna-na-a "1/2 mina (and) 1 shekel of blue-colored wool (and?) 2 minas (and) 25
shekels of combed flax for the dividing curtain of Nanaya."69

Some vessels and implements used for the cult of IStar and Nanaya are mentioned
in various texts (§3.4): the vat (dannu) (AUWE 5, 81: obv. 6'-8*); the kettle (tapbu)
and pot stand (kankannu) (NBC 4904: 4-6); the kallu bowl and Sappu container (NBC
4894: 77); and the water-basin (me-qati) together with the towel (kitinnu) (YOS 3, 194:

16). The grate (kiSuklcu) occurs in NCBT 324: 2. ki-Suk-ku KU.GI 3. Sd IGI dna-na-a
"the golden grate in front ofNanaya."

Two texts mention the offering table (paSSuru), written with the signs URUxGU
(SAKIR) and URUxGA (SAKIR) and preceded by the determinative GlS. It occurs in

VS 20, 2: 1. 2 1/2 GiN KU.GI 2. a-na bat-qa 3. [Sd] g'&URUxGA Sd *na-na-a "2 1/2

shekels of gold to repair the offering table of Nanaya " and in the following text:

GCCI 1,370

1 . 1/3 1 GlN 3 ri-bat KU.GI 2 me-e

2. Sd 8'SURUxGU* Sd *na-na-a

3. 3 GlN 4-/m KU.GI te-Sir-tu4

4. Sd ta-ri-in-du Sd ^GASaN Sd UNUG ki

5.
rPAPn

1/3 5 GlN KU.GI a-na

6. bat-qa Sd me-e Sd 8<sURUxGU*

1/3 (mina and) 1 3/4 shekels of gold (for) two water stream-shaped ornaments belonging
to the offering table of Nanaya; 3 1/4 shekels, supplementary delivery obtained from the

donations70 to the Lady-of-Umk. Total: 1/3 (mina and) 5 shekels of gold to repair the water
stream-shaped ornaments of the offering table.

68 The tent is also mentioned in the ritual LKU 5 1 : 26 (Appendix 2), although not specifically in connection
with any goddess. A lent for the god Samafi of Ursa is mentioned in the letter W 1 8904a, published by
Gehlken 1995, text no.5: 10. v^za-m-tm a-na 1 1. <0JTU inal $UMIN-iw 12. EN-w-a {{)) 13. lu-Se-btt-tu-
u-nl "May my lord send here through him a tent for Samafi."
69

It is uncertain whether the two deliveries were separate, or were both intended for the Siddu curtain.
70 SeeAHw, p. 1329b, s.v. tarimtu, who proposes (he translation "Geschenkgegenstand."The word probably
refers to gold offerings and donations presented to the temple.
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4.2.2. Ornaments

4.2.2.1. Tiara

The tiara of Nanaya occurs in GCCI 2, 51: 1. 55 GIN 2-ta SUMIN.ME KU*.GI* 2.

5 gdp-pu KU.GI 3. 63 BAR*.ME* KU*.GI* Sd* AGA* KU.GI 4. Sd *na-na-a "55 2/3

shekels of gold (for) 5 quills ofgold and 63 pieces of gold plating for the golden tiara of

Nanaya." The mention of quills (gappu) indicates that the tiara ofNanaya was, like that

of IStar, a feathered headdress, of which several representations have survived. On the

kudurru of the Kassite king Meli-Sipak the goddess Nanaya is depicted with a feathered

tiara. 71

4.2.2.2. Crown

The crown ofNanaya is mentioned in PTS 2813: 1. 130 n*»GUG 2. a-na {{Sd)) ku-lu-lu

Sd dna-na-a "130 beads of carnelian for the crown ofNanaya;" and PTS 2438: 6. uSd\ 12

sa-an-fra 7. Sd ku-lu-lu 8. Sd dna-na-a "(gold to repair the sun-disk ornament of the

Lady-of-Uruk) and a suspension ring for the crown of Nanaya."

4.2.2.3. Breast Ornaments

Several breast ornaments of Nanaya are mentioned in the archive. They were mostly

made of gold, and some bore elaborate designs. The texts tell us of the "breast ornament"

and the "golden breast ornament" (irtu and irat burSsi), the "breast ornament of pure

gold" (irat burasi ebbi), the "breast ornament located between the hands" and the

"golden breast ornament located between the hands" (irtu Sa bint qatlmd irat frurasi Sa

bint qa(T
t
possibly the same object), the "breastplate with a representation of a sphinx"

and the "golden breastplate with a representation of a sphinx" (irtu Sa apsasi and irat

burasi Sa apsasi, two distinct pieces mentioned in the same text), and the "small golden

breastplate with a representation of a rising snake" (irat frurasi sefjertu Sa seri tebi).

VS 20, 127 mentions a "crescent-shaped breastplate" (irtu Sa uskari)™ as the common

property of IStar, Nanaya, and Beltu-Sa-ReS, and NBC 4577 the "golden breastplate with

a representation of a lion" (irat frurasi Sa neSi) as a properly of the Lady-of-Uruk and

Nanaya (§3.5.3). The texts are as follows:

YBC 4174

16. 1 GABA .to />/-/// SUMIN.ME \Q sa-ma-bal-&u G\

17. 2-/i GABA KU.GI TUR-/W Sd MUS ti-bi

18. 1 8 sa-ma-bal-Su GI ina DUR GADA sab-ta-at

19. 3-// GABA KU.GI Sd ap-sa-si-i 25

7 i Wgstenmolz 1997, p. 71, and p. 81, fig. 1 (drawing); and Seidl 1989, pi. 1 la, no. 23 (photo).

72 The sign looks like the numeral 4, hence it could mean "to repair four rings/catches," but sonfju is in the

singular.

" A Parthian period representation of Nanaya from Assur shows her wearing crescent-shaped ornaments on

her breast (drawing in Westenholz 1997, p. 81, fig. 2).
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20. sa-ma-jjal-Su GI ina gu-fyal-sa KU.GI
2 1

.

r
4

n
-tf GABA Sd ap-sa-si-i 20 sa-ma-fjal-Su GI

22. ina DUR GADA.yA sab-ta-at . .

.

34. PAP Su-kut-ti [Sd Ana-na-a]

A breast ornament located between the hands, (with) its 10 attachments in good condition;

a 2nd breast ornament, a small (breastplate) of gold with a representation of a rising snake,

(with) its 1 8 attachments in good condition, held on a linen string; a 3rd breast ornament,
(a breastplate) of gold with a representation of a sphinx, (with) its 25 attachments in good
condition, (held) on a gold wire; a 4th breast ornament, (a breastplate) with a representation

of a sphinx, (with) its 20 attachments in good condition, held on a linen string . . . Total of the

jewelry [belonging to Nanaya].

NBC 4510

1

.

[o o] MA.NA KU.GI GABA KU.GI.MES DADAG.MES
2. [a-a]-ri KU.GI.MES u ten-Si-ia KU.GI.MES
3. [ul]-(u mufj-^i dna-na-a it-ri-du-nu

[o o] minas of gold, (weight of) the breast ornaments of pure gold, [the rosefjtes of gold, and
the tenSits of gold removed from Nanaya.

A few texts list small pieces ofjewelry as well as attachments and catches belonging to

the breast ornaments of Nanaya. In most cases the breast ornaments described in these

texts appear to be elaborate necklaces.

BIN 1, 132

1

.

52 man-da-a-ta KU.GI Sd »a4KlSlB.MES
2. 26 (jar-tjar-ri it NUMUN UKUS* KU.GI
3.

r
26+1

sa-an-ba-an KU.GI Sa "-"KlSlB.ME

4. 1 sa-an-fya KU.GI GAL-w Sd sa-ma-fjal

5. 2 'sa-an-fja-an-nir™ KU.GI
6. Sd pi-in-ga-nu

7. PAP 1/2 MA.NA 1 GfN KU.GI fja-a-fu

8

.

dul-hi ep-Sit Sd GABA *

9. Sd dna-na-a

52 gold mountings for cylinder-seal-shaped beads, 26 gold chains and melon-seed-shaped
gold beads, 26 suspension rings for cylinder-seal-shaped beads, 1 large gold suspension ring

with an attachment, 2 suspensions rings of gold for knobs. Total: 1/2 mina and 1 shekel of
gold, delivered, finished work for the breast ornament of Nanaya.

GCCI 2, 25

1

.

1/2 MA.NA 8 GfN mi-
r
si* UD+.KA+.BAR* 1

2. a-na up-pe-e-ti Sd ™4*KlSlB*.ME

3. Sd GABA* Sd dna-na-a
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1/2 mina and 8 shekels of refined copper for the uppetu of the cylinder-seal-shaped beads

belonging to the breast ornament of Nanaya.

PTS 3136

1

.

63 n**iGl.MlN na4BABBAR.DIL
2. 67 n**KJ$IB(DUB).ME a~na er-rim-mal

3. 61 ^dub-kdt 38 na4GUG.ME
4. 19 "a4KI§IB.ME a-na GURUN.ME
5. PAP a-na GABA.ME Sd dna-na-a

63 eye-stones of banded agate, 67 cylinder-seal-shaped beads for egg-shaped ornaments,

61 dubkatu beads, 38 beads of carnelian, 19 cylinder-seal-shaped beads for fruit-shaped

ornaments; total (of the jewelry) for the breast ornaments of Nanaya.

TCL 12, 79

1

.

[1/2] MA.NA 8 GfN bit-qa KU.GI ana gu-jjal-sa

2. it sa-an-jja-ni-Su Sd GABA! Sd dna-na-a

3. 8 kur-sa-ne-e it sa-an-fja-ni-Sit-nu

4. Sd n^BIR.MES Sd 'GABA! 1
Sd *na-na-a

[1/2] mina and 8 1/8 shekels of gold for the wire and its suspension rings belonging to the

breast ornament! of Nanaya; 8 links and their suspension rings for the kidney-shaped beads

belonging to the breast ornament! of Nanaya.

YBC3455

1. 51GfN2g/-rar-e

2. ma-iu KU.GI git-fal-su KU.GI

3. Sd GABA KU.GI Sd *na-na-a

51 minus 1/24 shekels of gold for the gold wire belonging to the breast ornament of Nanaya.

GCCI 2, 52

1. 2 MA.NA 5 GfN KU.GI rSA5 \-et GABA 1 KU.GI

2. 42 BAR.ME KU.GI Sd GABA K0.GI Sd dna-na-a

2 minas and 5 shekels of red gold (for) one golden breast ornament, (and) 42 pieces of gold

plating for the golden breast ornament of Nanaya.

GCCI 2, 141

1. 1/3 3 GfN 4-/h KU.GI

2. na-al-tar it-rat* KA
3. Sd GABA KU.GI Sd *na-na-a
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1/3 (mina and) 3 1/4 shekels of gold naltar for the ur(a)tu of the opening of the golden breast

ornament of Nanaya.

GCCI 2, 214

1. 1/3 7 1/2 GlNgZ-rw-w KU.GI

2. is-kar a-na u-rak KA
3

.

sd GABA ! Sd dna-na-a t)

4. Sd dURl-a-mat-su

1/3 (mina and) 7 1/2 (and) 1/24 shekels of gold, supply for the rod of the opening of the breast

ornament of Nanaya and Usur-amassu.

YOS 6, 29

1

.

1/2 GfN bal-tu-ru LA KU.GI

2. 2 faar-fyar-ri

3. 7 ti-tw-re-e-(u4

4. a-na bat-qa Sa GABA KU.GI

5. Sd Ana-na-a

1/2 shekel minus 1/40 shekel of gold (for) 2 chains (and) 7 crosspieces to repair the golden

breast ornament of Nanaya,

NCBT 333

4. (gold) a-na GABA KU.GI

5. [Sd dn]a-na-a

Gold for the golden breast ornament [of N]anaya.

4.2.2.4. Jewelry

Several inventories detail the jewelry of the goddess Nanaya. The most important one is

NBC 4894, which lists the jewelry belonging in common to IStar and Nanaya (§3.5.4).

This large inventory includes 52 necklaces as well as a number of individual items

ranging from seals and figurines to mirrors and cosmetic jars. Individual items ofjewelry
belonging in common to the Lady-of-Uruk, Nanaya, and Bellu-Sa-ReS are mentioned in

the fragmentary inventories VS 20, 127: 4. 2 a-a-ri pa-ni KU.GI "2 frontal rosettes of
gold;" and VS 20, 127: 5. 2 du-d[i-it-lu] "2 fi[bulas] ." Other inventories detailing the

jewelry of Nanaya are as follow:

YOS 6, 216

6. 1 GU 71 ^nu-ur-mu-u BABBAR.DIL
7. man-di-tm KU.GI 7 1 kur-su-u KU.GI
8. ina DUR GADA.tfA sa-bit

9. 2-u GU r
58 n^nu-ur-mu-u BABBAR.DIL

10. man-cii-lUA KU.GI 1 18 kur-su-u KU.GI
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1 1

.

ina 2 pi-in-gu ina gu-fyal-sa KU.GI sa-bit

12. PAP sd '^na-na-a

1 necklace (made of) 71 pomegranate-shaped beads of banded agate (with) gold mountings

(and) 71 gold links, held on a linen string. A 2nd necklace (made of) 58 pomegranate-shaped

beads of banded agate (with) gold mountings (and) 1 18 gold links, held by 2 end pieces on a

gold wire. Total (of the jewelry) belonging to Nanaya.

PTS 2175

8. 1 ar-za-la KU.GI

9. Sd bu-du-uS-su

10. Sd GU KU.GI mt-ur-mu-u "a4BABBAR.DIL
11. Sd dna-na-a

1 arzalhi jewel of gold for restoring the necklace of gold (and) pomegranate-shaped beads of

banded agate belonging to Nanaya.

YOS 17, 246

1

.

Su-qul-ti a-ri-ti

2. Sd dna-na-a ITI NE U 4 1-KAM
3. MU 8-KAM <inA-N1G.DU-PAP LUGAL E"

4. IGUSdiS-'ta'-fju KU.GI

5. XGUSapa-'ur-ri1 KU.GI

6. 2 ^AR1 KU.GI NA4
7. 2 a-a-ri SU.ME KU.GI

8. 1 GU Sd bu-sa-ne-e KU/GP
9. 1

r
Sd* ku^-lu-lu KU.GI

10. 2 Sd hi-ma-re'-e Sd 4-w [sab-tu]

11. 1 GU Sd
T
kif-(al-h<4 KU.GI

12. 1 GU Sd bi-na-a-ta KV.G[\]

13. [o G]U Sd dub*-qa-a-ta KU.G[I]

14. [oG]U Sdraq-qa-a-laKU.G[\]

15. [o G]U 'Sd
1 nu-ur KU.GI

16. 4 nu-ur Sd ku-si*-ti

17. 1 Sd ku*-ma-re-e A§*
18. PAP Su-qul-ti Sd dna-na-a

19. ITI NE U, 1-KAM MU 8-KAM

Removed jewel ry(!) belonging lo Nanaya, month Abu, 1st day, 8lh year of Nebuchadnezzar,

king of Babylon. 1 gold necklace with whip-(shapcd counterpoise), 1 gold necklace with

pa'umi, 2 bracelets of gold (and) stones, 2 rosettes SU.ME of gold, 1 gold necklace with

busanu, 1 gold (necklace) with (miniature) crown, 2 (necklaces) with frame [attached] in

4 places, 1 gold necklace with counterpoise, I necklace of fish-roe-shaped beads of gold,

[1] gold [neck]lace of dubkdfu beads, [I] gold [neck]lace of raqqatus, [1] gold [neck]lace

of pomegranate-shaped beads, 4 (necklaces with) pomegranate-shaped beads for the kusJtu

garment, 1 (necklace) with individual frame(s). Total of (he jewelry(!) of Nanaya. Month Abu,

the 1 st day, the 8th year.
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This text presents several difficulties, notably the occurrence of obscure words and the

elliptical character of some of the descriptions. The word suqultu "weight" on lines 1

and 1 8 must be a mistake for sukuttu "jewelry."74 The date of the text coincides with the

clothing ceremony of the first day of the month Abu (§ 1 .6).

GCCI 2, 45

1

.

[o]
r5/6* n MA.NA ™*tak-kas sd "**GUG

2.
T
a-na GURUN*.ME* 1

sa NUUR.MA KU.GI
3.

r
sd GU* sd*' *na-na-a

[o o and] 5/6 minas of chips of carnelian for fashioning the fruit-shaped ornaments75 made
of pomegranate-shaped beads belonging to the necklace of Nanaya.

NCBT 956

1

.

2 GtN Sal-Sit 1 GfN KU.GI 55 8»bAN.ME§
2. Sd GU Sa IGI SUMIN.MES Sa *na-na-a . .

.

4. 1 kitr-su-it Set GU na4nu-itr-mu-ii

5. "^BABBAR.DIL Sa *na-na-a

2 1/3 shekels ofgold (for) 55 stilus belonging to the necklace in front of the hands ofNanaya
... I link for the necklace (made of) pomegranate-shaped beads of banded agate belonging to

Nanaya.

YBC4174

14. 2 taS-kis KU.GI 2 a-a-ri IGI Sa 4-it

15. 2 du-di-it-ti KU.GI 1 un-qu KU.GI ...

23. 4 AS.ME Sa zi-i-mu

24. 1 Gti KU.GI Sa ZIZNA 65 bi-ni-tit ina Itb-bi

25. 13 ib-bi-hi 3 Sa tam-le-e 1 Sa ™4BABBAR.DIL
26. 1

™4Sd-an-dup-pu Sd ™<»AS.Gl.Gl 2 ™4KlSlB BABBAR.DIL ina DUR GADA
27. 2-iJ GU 41 mt-itr-mu-it """BABBAR.DIL man-di-tit KU.GI
28. ina gu-fyal-sa KU.GI sa-bit

29. 3-Sit GU 176 ™*KlSlB na4BABBAR.DIL&7 man-di-tu 2 kur-su-it KU.GI
30. ina lib-bi 1

na4KI§IB it \-et man-di-it-su ina &pa-pa-()u

31.2 du-di-it 'Sd
1
[o o o o]-

V

32. la
r
cr

1
-[jM-w o o o o o]

33. 4-w GU 1 9 [o o o o o gu-l)a]l-su KO.GI sab-ta

34. PAP Su-kut-ti [Sd dna-na-a]

74 The scribe may have been thinking about the weighing of these necklaces after their removal. Weighing
jewelry and precious objects was a standard procedure that was necessary to control their content in gold and
silver and make sure that they had not been tampered with or altered by dishonest craftsmen.
75 CAD N/II, pp. 345-347, s.v. nurmir. "x minas of chips of carnelian for making (ana epSSi) the golden
pomegranate for the necklace of Nanaya." The two preserved signs are not compatible with ana epSSi,
however, nor with ana baiqi, while GURUN*.ME* seems quite clear.
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2 tarfdsu ornaments of gold; 2 frontal rosettes (attached in) 4 places;76 2 gold fibulas; 1 gold

finger-ring ... 4 sun-disks as garment decoration; 1 gold necklace of fish-roe-shaped beads

(comprising) 65 beads, (which also) includes 13 ibbitus> 3 (of them) with inlays, 1 (of them

made) of banded agate, 1 Sanduppu ornament of turquoise, (and) 2 cylinders of banded agate,

(all held) on a linen string; a 2nd necklace (composed of) 41 pomegranate-shaped beads of

banded agate (with) gold mountings, held on a gold wire; a 3rd necklace (composed of) 176

cylinder-seal-shaped beads of banded agate with mountings (and) 2 links of gold, one of the

cylinder-seal-shaped beads and its mounting are in the inner cella; 2 fibulas with [o o o o] a

la-a[sit o o o]; a 4th necklace (composed of) 19 [o o o o o] held on a gold [wir]e. Total of the

jewelry [of Nanaya].

The following texts list various pieces ofjewelry belonging to the chest of the goddess

Nanaya. 77

PTS 3238

1. [o oooooooo o] na-du-it

2. [o o o o o o o o o o] man-di-t't KU.GI

3. [o o o o o o o o o o]
rKU\Gl

4. [oooooooo]^ rman-dP-ti KU.GI

5. [o o o o o o o o] 1

r "a4BABBAR.DIL x x
1

6. [ooooooooj&i^xxVjtf^BABBAR.DIL
7. [oooooooo]V »*»BABBAR.D1L& man-di-ti KU.GI

8. [o oooooooo o]-a-ta

9. [o o o o o o o o o o] m4nmS-Sd-ru

10. [o o o o o o o a]dl-nt KU.GI

11. [o] mut-ta-bii-ti Sd m4za-ku-ku-it

12. PAP er-biSd fkaS-Sd-a DUMU.Ml LUGAL
13. a-na pi-Sd-an-nu Sd ^na-na-a na-din

14. ITI SU U4 15-KAM MU 15-KAM

1. [oooooooooo] cast (?),

2. [oooooooooo with] gold mountings,

3. [o o o o o o o o o o] of gold,

4. [oooooooo] with gold mountings,

5. [oooooooo]! bead of banded agate
r
x x

1

6. [o o o o o o o o] of
r
x x x

1
stone and banded agate,

7. [oooooooo]V of banded agate with gold mountings,

8. [o o o o o o o o o o]
r
x x

1

9. [oooooooooo] ofmuSSaru stone,

10. [o o o o o o o]V of gold,

1 1. [o] muttabiltu of glass.

12. Total of the income of KaSSaya, the king's daughter,

13. allotted for the chest of Nanaya.

14. Month Duzu, 15th day, 1 5th year.

76 On a drawing from the Parthian period found at Assur Nanaya is depicted wearing a frontal rosette on her

crown (Wbstenholz 1997, p. 81, fig. 2).

77 See Bemjlieu 1998a, pp. 182-188 for a discussion of the word piSannu and the publication (handcopy,

transliteration, translation, commentary) of PTS 3238.
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PTS 2264

46 1/2GtNKU.GIe/-7/xxGr
Sdpi-sd-nu Sd dna-na-a

26 kur-sa-ne-e kO.GI.ME5

2 pi-in-ga-nu
rKU.GP

\2in-be-eYLX).G\

12 bar-bar KO.GI

4 Su-bu-ru-da-nu KO.GI

1 6 sa-an-ba-mi KU.GI

46 1/2 shekels of pure gold
r
x x x

1
of the chest of Nanaya, (weight of) 26 links of gold, 2

gold knobs, 12 fruit-shaped ornaments of gold, 12 gold chains, 4 Subunldus of gold, (and) 16

suspension rings of gold.

BIN 2, 126

1. 1/2 MA.NA 7 GfN 3 ri-bat 2 gi-
T
re-e KU 1

.GI

2. 2 IjAR KO.GI.ME

3. 2 qu-da-Se-e

4. 3 an-sa-ba-a-ta

5. Sd TA ^pi-Sd-an-ni

6. [S\d Ana-na-a

7. iH-hdihint

1/2 mina (and) 7 3/4 (and) 1/12 shekels of gold (for) 2 gold bracelets, 2 rings, (and) 3 earrings,

removed from Ihc piSannti of Nanaya.

In the 7th century the Assyrian imperial authorities sponsored repair work on the cult

statues of Uruk as part of their effort to reverse the repressive measures of Sennacherib.

This is the context of the letter PARPOLA 1993, 349, in which the scholar Mar-IStar

writes to the king of Assyria, presumably Esarhaddon, about the state of the restoration

work on the images of Nanaya, Usur-amassu, KurunnTtu, AnunTtu, and dIGI.DU The

following passages are concerned with Nanaya: 12. [Sd-kuHu Sa dn]a-na-a 13. ma-

at-ti-ia-at "[the decoration of the goddess N]anaya is defective;" and 26. Sd-kut-tu Sa

Ana-na-a ne-e-pa-dS "we shall make the decoration of Nanaya."

Several Neo-Babylonian archival texts refer to the cleaning and repair of the jewelry

of Nanaya, such as GCCI 1, 141: 1. 1 SlLA Sam-ni a-na 2. ku-up-pu-ru Sd Stt-kut-

ti 3. Sd dna-na-a "1 qu of oil to clean the jewelry of Nanaya;" and GCCI 1, 251:

(gold) 3. a-na bat-qa 4. Sd Su-kuHi Sa dGASAN Sd UNUG^ 5. u *na-na-a "gold to

repair the jewelry of the Lady-of-Uruk and Nanaya." The following are excerpts from

texts which record various transactions involving the repair and fashioning of the jew-

elry of Nanaya; JURSA 1997, pp. 108-109, no. 14: 4.
r
16 b^bAn KU.GI.ME Sa

a-a-ri KA! KU.GI 5. [Sa dn]a-na-a "\6sutus of gold for the golden rosette with open-

ing^) [belonging to N]anaya;" NBC 4577: 18. 2 gu-fjas KU.GI Sa TA ™4KI$IB.ME$

pat-rit ina ^Sad-du Sd Su-kut-tm 19. Sa dna-na-a "2 gold wires detached from the
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cylinder-seal-shaped beads (and put) in the jewelry container of Nanaya;"78 NCBT 589:

5. 1 1/2 MA.NA KU.GI gu-hal-su 6. Sd *na-na-a "1 1/2 minas of (red)™ gold (for a)

wire for Nanaya;" NCBT 1018: i. [o] la a-su-u KU.GI 2. 'Sd
1
*na-na-a ... 6. "it

1 un-qu

Sd dna-na-a "[o for] the la-asu of gold belonging to Nanaya . . . and the finger-ring of

Nanaya."

More elaborate notations occur in the following texts:

NCBT 410

4. PAP r
3

1 MA.NA 1/3 4 GfN KU.GI

5. a-na A$.ME KU.GI.MES

6. 1 1 GlN K0.GI SA5

7.
r
a

1
-na bu-bu-' salsa" -nu .

.

.

9. PAP.PAP 3
r
l/2 MA.NA 1

5 GlN KU.GI

10. V-/W bat-qa
r
sd Sif-kut-ti

rK0.Gr
1 1

.

[Sd] ^na-na-a 1

Total: 3 minas and 24 shekels of gold for the golden sun-disk ornaments; 1 1 shekels of red

gold for the bubus/Sus . . . Grand total: 3 1/2 minas (and) 5 shekels of gold to repair the golden

jewelry of Nanaya.

YBC 7383

14. [o o o b]it-qa K0.GI TA K0.GI qi-
T
iP-pi

T
iC bat-qa

1 5. [a-na] DU-Sii Sd du-di-it-ti Sd ka-su-
v
si Sd

1 Ana-na-a . .

.

20. PAP 1 MA.NA 10 GlN 4-/h a-na bat-qa S[d ™*Su]-kut-tU4 Sd dna-na-[a]

21. PAP-ma 2 1/3 MA.NA 9 GlN bit-qa K0.GI a-na bat-qa

22. Sd ^Su-kut-tm Sd <<GA$AN Sd UNUG" u *na-na-
T
a"

[o o o and l]/8 shekels of gold, from the gold (allotted) for plating and repairing, [for] a

falcon-shaped fibula80 for Nanaya ... Total: 1 mina (and) 10 1/4 shekels (of gold) to repair the

jewelry of Nanaya. Grand total: 2 1/3 minas (and) 9 1/8 shekels of gold to repair the jewelry

of the Lady-of-Uruk and Nanaya.

PTS 3136

8. 1 ™*dub-ki-
T
tr GAL-ti

9. a-na tfAR KO.GI Sd dna-na-a

1 large dubkitu bead for the gold bracelet of Nanaya.

78 Published by Sack 1979, pp. 42-43, with several mistakes.
79 Red gold is involved according to the first entry and the total.

80 See Curtis 1994, p. 58, for Nco-Assyrian period fibulas with one arm in (he shape of the demon Pazuzu

and the other in the shape of a perched bird of prey, possibly a falcon. Klein 1983, pp. 282-283, provides

illustrations of toggle-pins with heads in (he form of a vase and of a caprine head.
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VS 20, 19

1

.

60 n*»iGI.MIN.MES rna4nNIR.MU§.GfR

2. 9 n*»UGU.AS.Gl.GI

3. a-na tfAR k0.GI.ME5 Sd dna-na-a

60 eye-stones of mussaru stone (and) 9 beads of turquoise for the gold bracelets of Nanaya.

Three texts mention pieces ofjewelry in the shape of door-locking mechanisms. These

ornaments were probably used in a ritual performed at the beginning of the month

Addaru and involving IStar, Nanaya, and other deities (§3.5.4). Textual references for

Nanaya are as follows; AnOr 9, 6: 3. 2 pi-in-gu KU.GI 4 fjar-gul-lum KU.BABBAR
4. 12 sa-an-fya KU.BABBAR.ME Sd <*na-na-a "2 knobs of gold, 4 locks of silver, 12

rings of silver, (all) belonging to Nanaya;" NCBT 357: 6. 2 piAn-ga KU.BABBAR 7.

4 bar-gul-lum KU.BABBAR 8. 12
T

lja-an-du-uf)-l)U KU.BABBAR1
9. Sd dna-na-a "2

knobs of silver, 4 locks of silver, \2 fyandilfyus of silver, (all) belonging to Nanaya;" and

Stigers 19: 5. 5 pi-in-gu KU.BABBAR 6. 2 (jar-gui-Ium KU.BABBAR 7. 12 (ja-an-dul)

KU.BABBAR 8. Sd dna-na-a "5 knobs of silver, 2 locks of silver, \2(jandu(jus of silver,

(all) belonging to Nanaya."

4.2.3. Clothing

Some texts record disbursements of textiles, thread, and various fabrics for the sacred

wardrobe ofNanaya, mentioning the following pieces: adilu "tassel(?)", eru "headband,"

gubalsu "scarf," (jullanu "wrap " (jusannu "sash," the kusTlu garment, lubaru kulillu

"head scarf," nafflaptu "outer garment," the nasbatu garment (for the blt-failst of Nabu

and Nanaya), parSTgu "turban," sabu "dyed garment," the sibtu garment, the Salfyu cloth,

and possibly the musTptu garment. The kusitu, and perhaps also the musTptu, were

decorated with gold sequins of various shapes.

4.2.3.1. Garments

YOS 6, 71+72 is a deposition before the temple assembly concerning two kusitu gar-

ments which were periodically loaned from Nanaya of Ezida, presumably the form of

Nanaya worshiped in Borsippa, to IStar and Nanaya of Uruk (20. '"eBAR.DULs.MES

Si-na 2-ta). YOS 17, 246 possibly mentions pomegranate-shaped beads belonging

to her kusitu garment, provided that we understand nu-ur as a spelling for nurmu

(16. 4 nu-ur Sd ku-si*-ti). NCBT 200: 1-4 mentions woven garments (^mi-ify-su)

belonging to IStar, Nanaya, and other goddesses (§3.6.1). Other texts are as fol-

lows:

YOS 7, 183

9. 6* MA.NA tisnii-'if-si BABBAR-u 1 >»bMA§

10. 6 MA.NA l»nmi-il)-si' Sd s(eUE.ME.DA 8*tJAB 1 ^a-bu-u

11. 15/6 MA.NA i"zmi-il)-si BABBAR-// 10 llieNiG.iB.LA.ME

12. 4MA50GrN l"Bw/-^-5/^ s'8ZA.GlN.KUR.RA 1 ^hi-bar ku-ht-lu 1
,l|e<?-/7
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13. 4 tigpar-si-gu™ I gu-fjal-sasd MUD
14. PAP sd dna-na-a

6 minas of white woven cloth (for) 1 siblu garment, 6 minas of woven cloth of red-colored

wool (dyed) with (fatfyuru (for) 1 dyed garment, 1 5/6 minas of white woven cloth (for) 10

sashes, 4 minas (and) 50 shekels of woven cloth of blue-colored wool (for) 1 head scarf and

1 headband, 4 turbans, 1 scarf of dark-colored fabric. Total (of the clothing) of Nanaya.

YOS 17, 301

6. 12 MA.NA tomi-ib-su BABBAR-w 2 i*bMA5.ME
7. 1 2/3 MA.NA KI.M1N 10 «*NiG.lB.LA.ME

8. PAP Sd dna-na-a

12 minas of white woven cloth (for) 2 sibtu garments, 1 2/3 minas of the same (for) 10 sashes.

Total (of the clothing) of Nanaya.

YOS 17, 305

1. 10 MA.NA sigZA.GlN.KUR.RAa-™

2. %GU.E Sd dna-na-a

10 minas of blue-colored wool for the outer garment of Nanaya.

YOS 19, 270

6. 12 MA.NA Wmi-W-si BABBAR-// 2 '«smAS Sd dna-na-a

7. 1 5/6 MA.NA KI.MIN 10 ^NlG.iBXA.MES
8. [P]AP Sd *na-na-a

12 minas of white woven cloth (for) 2 sibtu garments of Nanaya, 1 5/6 minas of the same

(for) 10 sashes. Total (of the clothing) of Nanaya.

YOS 19, 271

7. 12 MA.NA t&smi-ib-su BABBAR-// 2 '"8MAS.ME

8. Sd Ana-na-a

9. 1 5/6 MA.NA 10 '"8NiG.iB.LA.ME§

10. PAP ^mi-ib-su Sd dna-na-a

12 minas of white woven cloth (for) 2 sibtu garments for Nanaya, 1 5/6 minas (of the same

for) 10 sashes. Total of the woven cloth belonging to Nanaya.
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PTS 20948'

col. I, obv.

9. 2 &te$al-l)u

10. 9 *eGU.E sigZA.GiN.KUR.RA

11.2 "ieKJ.MIN sigtfE.ME.DA

12. 1 <«bmAS

13. 1 Mtsa-bu-u

14. 1 rttyul-la-nu

15. 1 ^ta-di-lu

15. 1 '«bBAR.DUL8

16. PAP l"%mi-il}-su Sd dna-na-a

2 Salfju cloths, 9 outer garments of blue-colored wool, 2 of the same of red-colored wool, 1

sibtu garment, 1 dyed garment, 1 wrap, 1 tassel(?), 1 kusilu garment. Total (of the) woven

cloth belonging to Nanaya.

PTS 325782

1 . [o o MJA.NA ti&ini-ib-su BABBAR-ti 1 TUG.tfA! 83

2. [o] ^bMAS 1
sd <«GA$AN Sd UNUG ki 2 '"sMAS sd *na-na-a

[o o m]inas of white woven cloth (for) 1 htbdru garment, [o o] sibtu garment belonging to the

Lady-of-Uruk, (and) 2 sibtu garments belonging to Nanaya.

PTS 3471

1

.

9 1/2 MA.NA 5 GiN ^ rZA.GlN.KUR\RA
2. a-na '"sBAR.DULg Sd <«GA$AN Sd UNUG ki

3. '"sGU.E Sd Ana-na-a

4. Milu-bar ku-lu-lumc

5. Sd <*GA§AN Sa UNUG ki

6. //
dna-na-a

9 1/2 minas (and) 5 shekels ofblue-colored wool (for) the kusilu garment of the Lady-of-Uruk,

the wrap of Nanaya, (and) the head scarves of the Lady-of-Uruk and Nanaya.

PTS 2881

2. 10MA.NA l-e/'»8GU.E

3. u \ -en l<l%sa-bu-ii Sd dna-na-a

1

81 The heading of this lexl reads: 1 . ^smi-i(f-su
r
le^-nu-u Sd a-na '"bNIG/lAM 1

.id 1TI GAN 2. a-na 'DIM 15

'"AZLAG na-ati-mi "Sparc woven clolh allotted to Ibni-IStar, a cleaner, for the clothing ceremony of the

month Kislimu."
82 The subscription of the text says: 1 1, a-na '"sNIG.lAM Sd U, l-KAM Sd ITI NE, but it is uncertain

whether this applies to all the items mentioned in the text or only to the last one.

« The signs emended as fjA! are UD. rA\ which could also be read BABBAR/MIN 1
.
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10 minas (of woven cloth of red-colored wool dyed with (juratu for) 1 outer garment and 1

dyed garment belonging to Nanaya.84

PTS 3190

1. 6 &A*Sal-})ii™ .. .

5. ... a-na te-ne-e

6. 'sd
1 dGA§AN Sd UNUG k '

7. *na-
T
na-a h

1 <K3A§AN {Sd) SAG

6 pieces ofSalfyu fabric ... as spare (clothing) for the Lady-of-Uruk, Nanaya, and Beltu-§a-Re§.

NCBT 377

1

.

2 tota-di-i[l-a-nii\

2. 2-/(7 liBna-as-sa-ba-' a-la
1

3. ^ sfsSAG
4. a-na E (ji-il-su

5. sd dNA i/ ^na-na-a

6. u E (ji-il-su

7. ^E<iURI-lNIM-.w

2 tassels(?) (and) 2 nasbatu garments of red purple wool for the bit-fyilsi of Nabfl and Nanaya

and the bit-ft'ilsi of the temple of Usur-amassu.

4.2.3.2. Decorated Garments

The kusilu garment of Nanaya was decorated with two types of sequins: the rosette

(ayaru), and the tenSii (meaning unknown). According to NBC 4577 I§tar borrowed on

one occasion 86 of these rosettes and tenSiis for her own clothing (§3.6.2). Most of

the texts record minimal variations in the number of sequins belonging to the kusitu

of Nanaya, that is to say, between 700 and 706 of each ornament, for a total of about

1,400. Significantly higher and lower figures are recorded in NCBT 557, which lists

743 rosettes and 743 tenSus; GCCI 2, 133, which lists 561 rosettes and 560 tenSite] and

GCCI 2, 367, with only 468 rosettes and 469 tenSiis. Since these last two texts are dated

to the reign of Kandalanu, it is possible that the number of sequins was increased during

the time of the Neo-Babylonian dynasty until it stabilized around 700. 85 Correlations

between these texts and the calendar of the clothing ceremony are discussed in chapter

1 (§ 1.7.2). Textual references are as follows:

M The total of this text reads: 7. PAP 1 7 1/2 MA.NA '*«»ii-/fl-.ni 8. Sd sl»yE.ME.DA s^AB "17 1/2 minas of

woven cloth of red-colored wool dyed with (jumln."
85

It must be pointed out that these two texts do not mention the goddess Nanaya explicitly. On the other

hand, they specify that the sequins were weighed together with (or without) a garment called musTptu. Since

an identical operation involving the same garment is recorded for the attire of Nanaya in GCCI 2, 69, and

considering the fact that rosettes and tenSiis are normally not attested in connection with other deities, it is

quite probable that GCCI 2, 133, GCCI 2, 367, and NCBT 557 concern the attire of Nanaya, and they arc

therefore included here.
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AUWE11, 162

1. '23 1 MA.NA KU.GI [ooo]

2. 703 a-a-ri [KU.GI]

3. 703 te-en-si-[ia KU.GI]

4. sd '"BBAR.DULs sd dn[a-na-a]

23 minas of gold [for o o o] 703 [gold] rosettes (and) 703 tensiis [of gold] belonging to the

kusltit garment of N[anaya].

GCCI 2, 69

1

.

TV [ME + x]
Ta*-a*-ri* KU.GI 1

2.
rSdV [o o o o o o o]

3

.

r22 +1 MA.NA EN ^mu-sip-ti

4. ki.lA.bi.e.ne.ne

5. Sd
Ta-na UGU dna*-na*"-a il-lu-u

6. 172a- rfl-r/KU\GI

7. it ten-S[e-e] KU.GI SA5-//-///

8. 1 1/2 MA.NA r
2+1 [GiN K]I.

rLA.Br.E.NE.NE

9. a-na (ju-up-'pP-i Su-ru-du-nu

700 [and x x] gold rosettes belonging(?) [to the o o o o] which went on Nanaya; their weight,

together with the musTptu cloth, is 22 minas. 172 gold rosettes and tenSus of red gold taken

down for destroying; their weight is 1 1/2 minas.

GCCI 2, 133

1. 561 a-a-ri

2. 560 te-en-Si-ia

3. PAP 1,121 a-a-ri

4. u te-en-Si-ia

5. 8 5/6 MA.NA 2 GiN KU.GI

6. a-di-i ^Bmu-sip-ti KI

.

Lk.Bl-hi-nu

561 rosettes (and) 560 tenSus. Total: 1,121 rosettes and tenSus; their weight is 8 5/6 minas

and 2 shekels of gold, together with the musTptu garment.

GCCI 2, 367

1

.

468 a-a-r[i o o]

2.
r469 n

te-en-S[i-ia KU]. rGr
3. [PAP] '937 1

a-a-ri u te-en-Si-ia

4. [o o M]A.NA 13 GiN KU.GI Klhk- r
Su"-nu

5. [ai]-la l^mu-sip-ti

468 rosettes [of gold] (and) 469 length of go]ld. [Total]: 937 rosettes and tenSus; their weight

is [o o] minas and 13 shekels of gold, [apart] from the musTptu garment.
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NBC 4504

6. 706 a-a-ri KU.GI

7. 706 te-en-se-e KU.GI

8. PAP 1,412

9. a-a-ri KU.GI

10. u te-en-se-e

W.sa '"gBAR.DUL8 Sd ^na'-na-a

706 gold rosettes (and) 706 tensiis of gold. Total: 1,412 gold rosettes and tenSus belonging to

the kusitu garment of Nanaya.

NBC 4510

1. [oo] MA.NA KU.GI GABA KU.GI.ME5 DADAG.MES
2. [a-a]-ri k0.GI.ME5 it ten-Si-ia KU.GI.MES
3. [ui]-tu mn[}-l)i Ana-na-a u-ri-du-nu

[o o] minas of gold, (weight of) the breast ornaments of pure gold, [the rosetjtes of gold, and

the tenSus of gold removed from Nanaya.

NCBT 557

1.
r743 n

[a-a-ri KU.GI]

2. 743 te-en-S[i-ia KU.GI]

3. PAP 1,486 a-a-[ri]

4. // te-en-Si-ia K[U.G1]

5. 23 MA.NA 50 GiN Kl.hk-Su-nu

6. a-di-i %adamu-sip-ti

743 [gold rosettes] (and) 743 tenS[us of gold]. Total: 1,486 g[old] rosettes and tenSus ofg[old];

their weight is 23 minas and 50 shekels, together with the musTptu garment.

NCBT 1008

7. '706 1
a-a-ri KVSGV

8.
r706 te-en-Si-ia" [KU.GI]

9. PAP r
l,412fl-fl-//KU\[GI]

10. it te-
1

'en-si-id
1

W.Sd UGU '"SBAR/DULV Sa

*

r
na-na"-[a]

706 gold rosettes (and) 706 tenSus [of gold]. Total: 1,412 [go] Id rosettes and tenSus belonging

to the kusitu garment of Nanaya.

PTS 2539

7. 706 a-a-ri KU.GI

8. 705 te-en-Si-i KU.GI

9. P[AP] 1,411 a-a-ri

10. [it te]-en-
T
sr-i KU.GI
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1 1. [sd *sBA]R.DUL8 sa *na-na-a

12. [1 te-en-su]-ii ina &nak-ma-ru

706 gold rosettes (and) 705 tenSiis of gold. To[tal]: 1,411 rosettes [and te]nSus of gold

[belonging to the kus]7tu garment of Nanaya; [1 tens]ii is in the storage container.

PTS 2674

7. 706 a-a-ri KU.GI

8. 706 e-tin-Si-i KU.GI

9. PAP 1,412 a-a-ri

10. it e-lin-si-i ina UGU
1 1

.

'"sBAR.DULg sd dna-na-a

706 gold rosettes (and) 706 tenSfis of gold. Total: 1,412 rosettes and tensiis belonging to the

kiisltu garment of Nanaya.

PTS 3067

6. 707fl-a-nKU.[GI]

7. 707 te-en-Se-[e KU.GI]

8. PAP 1,414 a-a-ri KU.GI

9. it te-en-Se-e KU.GI

10. Sd UGU l«8BAR.DUL8 Sd dna-na-a

707 go[ld] rosettes (and) 707 tensu[s of gold]. Total: 1,414 gold rosettes and tenSiis of gold

belonging to the kusttu garment of Nanaya.

YBC 3438

7. 706 a-a-
rrp [o o o o] V ///

8. 706 [o oooooooo o]

9. TAP 1,412 Sd UGU 1

10. <"8BAR.DUL8 Sd *na-na-a

'

4.2. Nanaya

1,412 (gold rosettes and tenSus)706 [gold rosettes] x (and) 706 [tenSus of gold]. Total:

belonging to the kusTtu garment of Nanaya.

YBC 3441

1. 1,337 a-a-ri KU.GI

2. iV te-en-Si-i KU.GI

3. Sd id-tit UGU '"gBAR.DULj,

4. Sd dna-na-a u-ri-du-nu

1,337 roselles and tenSiis of gold removed from the kusltu garment of Nanaya.
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16. [o] MA.NA 4 GIN bit-qa KU.GI a-na e-pe-
T
su Sd x a-a-ri KU.GI 1

17. [o] MA.NA 2 GiN a-na e-pe-Su sd 27 e-
T
tiri*-si-ia

18. [o] 1/2 MA.NA 6 GlN bit-qa ul-tu KU.GI qi-il-pi Sd <>KJ.T[US]

19. a-na DU-iti sd a-a-ri it e-tin-si-'ia
1
[Sd U]GU '"sBAR.DULg^ <*n[a-na-a]

20. PAP 1 MA.NA 10 GlN 4-tu a-na bat-qa S[d ™4Su]-kut-tu4 sd dna-na-[a]

21. PAP-ma 2 1/3 MA.NA 9 GiN bit-qa KU.GI a-na bat-qa

22. sd ™*Su-kut-tU4 Sd dGA§AN Sd UNUG" u "na-na-'a
1

[o] mina and 4 1/8 shekels of gold to make V gold rosettes; [o] mina and 2 shekels (of

gold) to make 27 tenSih; [o] and 1/2 minas (and) 6 1/8 shekels (of gold obtained) from the

gold plating of the Divine Cultic So[cle] to make rosettes and tensiis for the kusTtu garment

of Nfanaya]. Total: 1 mina and 10 1/4 shekels (of gold) for repairing the jewelry of Nanaya.

Grand total: 2 1/3 minas and 9 1/8 shekels of gold to repair the jewelry of the Lady-of-Uruk

and Nanaya.

YBC 9240

8. [oo]Yfl-fl-r/KU.GI

9. [o o]+2 te-en-Si-ia KU.GI

10. [Sd U]GU %BAR.DUL8^
1 1. *na-na-a ina IGI ""KU.DIM.MES

12. ina lib-bi 1 a-a-ri KU.GI

13. [-en ten-Sit-it KU.GI 1 GfN Sal-Sii (jal-lu-ru

14. Kl.LA.BI-.fw-m/ ina IGI '"KU.DIM.MB

15. a-na bat-qu

[o o] gold rosettes, [o o and] 2 tenSus of gold [belong] ing to the kusltu garment ofNanaya, at

the disposal of the goldsmiths, including 1 gold rosette and 1 tenSu of gold at the disposal of

the goldsmiths for repair; their weight is I 1/3 (and) 1/40 shekels.

YBC 9395

1. 700 a-a-ri KU.GI

2. 700 te-en-Si-i KU.GI

3. TAP 1 23 MA.NA KU.GI KI.lA.BI

4. [ \-e]n rik-si Sd '"RBAR.DULg

5.
T
Sa" dna-na-a

700 gold rosettes (and) 700 tenSus of gold. Total: 23 minas of gold in weight, (the entire)

section of the kusTtu garment of Nanaya.

YBC 9638

5.

6.

7.

8.

r
1,000 x ME l2(orl3)flV

it
T
te-en-Sr-ia

rKU.Gr
Sd UGU «»bBAR.DUL8

[Sd dna-n]a-a

-/•/ KU.GI
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1,000 (and) x hundred and 12 (or 13) gold rosettes and iensiis of gold belonging to the kusitu

garment of Nanaya.

YOS 6, 117

4. 706 a-a-ri KU.GI

5. 706 ten-si-i KU.GI

6. sa ,ViBBAR.DUL8 sa Ana-na-a

706 gold rosettes (and) 706 tensiis of gold belonging to the kusitu garment of Nanaya.

YOS 17, 248

5. [o].ME a-a-ri™* KU.GI

6.
r400? n te-en-Se-e™ KU.GI

7. PAP 1,416 a-a-ri KU.GI™
8. V te-en-Se-e KU.GI

9. [&i] '«eBAR.DUL8 £d
Ana-na-a

[o o o] hundred gold rosettes (and) '400(7)' tenSfis of gold. Total: 1,416 gold rosettes and

tenSus of gold belonging to the kusitu garment of Nanaya. 86

4.2.4. Offerings

4.2.4.1. Salt

Offerings of salt to Nanaya occur in YBC 9296: 1-3 (withdrawal of 2 talents and 20

minas of salt for the ginu of the Lady-of-Uruk, Nanaya, and Beltu-Sa-ReS); and possibly

YOS 19, 192: 1^ (

r
2

n
talents andV minas of salt, from theg/nw of

rNanaya(?)n from the

month Ayaru onwards, withdrawn by Balatu, son of Nabu-uSallim). Four texts, NCBT
779, PTS 3112, YBC 9452, and YOS 17, 194, mention allocations of salt for "Eanna,"

which must be understood in this case as a collective designation for IStar, Nanaya, and

Beltu-Sa-ReS (§3.7.1).

4.2.4.2. Dates

According to the SWU texts belonging to Group 1 (§ 2.3.2), the quantity of dates offered

to Nanaya in connection with the bakers' duties on a single day totaled 1 kurnt, equaling

the offerings of IStar. Beltu-Sa-ReS and Usur-amassu each received 75% of that amount.

In PTS 2097, which records the changes in the offering system ordered by Nabonidus

in his first regnal year, the quantity is 3 5/6 maSIfjus for the bakers and the brewers,

still equaling the ordinary allowance of IStar and slightly over that of the other two

86 In consideration orthe total one should expect the two figures on lines 5 and 6 to be around 700. Collation

of the tablet has not solved the problem.
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goddesses. PTS 2097 also mentions offerings ofTelmun dates to Nanaya, who received

like IStar a daily amount of 3 qus by the "great measure" (ina rabiti), twice the individual

allocations of Beltu-Sa-ReS and Usur-amassu.

Allotments of Telmun dates to the bakers as maSSartu for the offerings of Nanaya

are recorded in YOS 6, 39: 1. ZU.LUM.MA NI.TUKki Sa a-na maS-Sar-ti sa ITI AB
a-na '"MUtfALDIM.ME 2. SUM.NA (lines 4, 9, 12, 13, 15, 17, 18: various quantities

to PNs IGI dna-na-d)\ YOS 19, 134: 1. [Z]i].LUMMANlTUKki Sa a-na mas-Sar-tiSd

ITI §E MU 1-KAM dNA-N[f.TUK LUGAL TIN.TIR^] 2. a-na '"MUtfALDIM.MES
na-ad-[nu] (lines 8-11, 13, 15-17: various quantities to PNs IGI dna-na-a)\ YBC 3478:

1. ZU.LUM.MA NI.TUKki me maS-Sar-ti sa ITI APIN '"MU.ME r
x x x

1
... 3. 2 (PI) 3

BAN (ZU.LUM.MA ITI APIN) IGI dna-na-a ^EN-PARME-MU ldUTU-MU u IIR-
r
/Vz?''

"Telmun dates
r
x x

1
(to) the bakers as maSSartu for the month Arabsamnu ... 2 panus

(and) 3 sdtus (ofdates for the month Ara^samnu) before Nanaya, Bel-ahjje-iddin, SamaS-

iddin, and Ardiya(?);" YBC 3997: 1 . ZU.LUM.MA NI.TUKki Sa maS-Sar-ti Sa ITI APIN
2. MU 1-KAM dU.GUR-LUGAL-URI LUGAL TIN.TIRW a-na '"MUtfALDIM.ME
SUM-ww (lines 3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12: various quantities to PNs IGI dna-na-a); and

PTS 2708: 6. ITI DU6 IGI dna-na-a "(maSSartu delivery of Telmun dates to the bakers

for the) month TaSrltu before Nanaya."

Allotments of standard dates as maSSartu, probably to the bakers, are recorded in

YOS 17, 172: 2. ZU.LUM.MA maS-Sar-ti Sa ITI APIN ... 5. 15 (^ma-Si-fai) ITI APIN
IGI dna-na-a "Dates, maSSartu deliveries of the month Arajjsamnu ... 15 (maSIfyus)

for the month Arajjsamnu before Nanaya." YOS 17, 166 records allotments of dates to

the bakers for the "second meals" of the four main goddesses of Eanna in the month

Addaru: 1. ZU.LUM.MA Set a-na tar-den-ne-e Sa ITI §E a-na '"MUtfALDIM.MES
SUM-Hw "dates for the second meals of the month Addaru allotted to the bakers," some
intended for Nanaya: 3. ITI §E IGI dna-na-a "for the month Addaru before Nanaya;"

and the same text records allotments of dates as maSSartu for the month Nisannu: 7.

ZU.LUM.MA maS-Sar-ti Sa ITI BARA Set a-na '"MUtfALDIM.MES SUM-mm "dates

allotted to the bakers as maSSartu for the month Nisannu;" some for the offerings of

Nanaya: 9. [ITI BARA IGI] dna-na-a "[month Nisannu before] Nanaya."

A few more texts record transactions in dates for the offerings ofNanaya; NBC 4502:

4. 5 (whna-Si-bu Sa ZU.LUM.MA) Sa 5 U4 ITI APIN IGI dna-na-a 5. Sa ldNA-MU-DU
•GI-d§U GlS ITI DU6 U6 16-KAM "5 (maSTbus of dates) for 5 days in the month

Arabsamnu before Nanaya, (offering days) of Nabu-Sum-ibni, withdrawn by MuSallim-

Marduk, month TaSrTtu, 16th day;" UCP 9/1, 73: 1. 3 (GUR) 3 PI ZU.LUM.MA 2. IGI
d 15 u dna-na-a "3 (kurrus and) 3 panus of dates before IStar and Nanaya;"87 and YOS
17, 173: 1. ZU.LUM.MA NI.TUK^ maS-Sar-ti Sa ITI KIN ... 6. ITI KIN IGI dna-na-

a "Telmun dates, the maSSartu deliveries of the month Ululu ... month Ululu before

Nanaya." Finally UCP 9/2, 16 records a withdrawal of dates for the guqqti offerings of

the Lady-of-Uruk and Nanaya:

87 According to line 6 of that text these dates may have been allotted for the confection of the mersu cake.
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UCP 9/2, 16

1

.

1 &ma-si-l)u Sd ZU.LUM.MA
2. gu-uq-qu-u Sd ITI AB U4 16-KAM

3. IGI <1GA$AN Sd UNUGki u Ana-na-a

4. i«nA-MU-GI$ GlS

1. 1 maSIfju of dates

2. (for) the guqqu offerings of the 1 6th day of the month Tebetu,

3. before the Lady-of-Uruk and Nanaya,

4. withdrawn by NabQ-§umu-lTSir.

4.2.4.3. Barley

TheSWU texts from Groups 2, 3, and 5 give information on the daily quantities ofbarley

allocated for the offerings of Nanaya (§2.3.2). According to Group 2 a total of 1 kurru,

2panus
t
and 3 sdtus of barley was allocated daily to the brewers for Nanaya, an amount

equal to IStar's allowance, but larger than those of Beltu-§a-ReS and Usur-amassu, who

received 63% and 88% of that amount, respectively. Group 3 lists deliveries to the

bakers, who received a daily amount of 2 Jatrrus, Ipantts, and 5 sdtus for Nanaya, 94%
of what was allocated to IStar, but roughly twice the respective allowances of Beltu-

Sa-Re§ and Usur-amassu. The quantities listed in Group 5 are roughly similar; Nanaya

received, like IStar, 5 2/3 maSifyus, and the other two goddesses only 3 1/2 each. Similar

proportions are recorded in PTS 2097, where the brewers and bakers of Nanaya receive

9 1/3 maSlj)us of barley, 93% the amount delivered to IStar, and twice the respective

amounts directed to the other two goddesses.

YBC 7422 records allotments of barley to the brewers over 3 months (VIII to X) for

the offering days before IStar, Nanaya, and Usur-amassu in the 8th year of Merodach-

Baladan II: 1. §[E.BAR mi-in-du Sd i«BAP]PIR.ME3 Sd ITI APIN MUNE "Ba[rley

mindu] allotted to the [bre]wers for the month Arabsamnu, itemized " 7. PAP 29 (GUR)

2 (PI) 3 BAN SE/BAR mP-in-du Sd WBAPPIR.MES Sd ITI APIN "Total: 29 kurrus, 2

panus, and 3 sdtus of barley mindu allotted to the brewers for the month Arabsamnu,"

Nanaya being mentioned on lines 3, 4, 9, 10, 15, and 17; YBC 11901 records allotments

ofbarley to the brewers and bakers for two months: 2. SE.BAR&i ITI DU6 u ITI APIN a-

na i"BAPPIR.ME§ u '»MUrjALDIM.ME§ rS\JM-na-aP "barley allotted for the months

TaSritu and Arabsamnu to the brewers and the bakers," Nanaya being mentioned on lines

3, 5, and 12; NCBT 849: 3. &E.BAR Sd ITI GU4
ra-na '^BAPPIR SUM-na-at... 5. 1

GUR ITI GU4 IGI
dna-na-a IDti-a "barley for the month Ayaru allotted to the brewer(s)

... 1 kurru (for) the month Ayaru before Nanaya, Ibna."

Additional texts record deliveries and allotments of barley to various individual

prebendaries for the offerings of Nanaya; GCCI 2, 63: 88 22. V GUR 2 (PI) 1 BAN 8

U4.ME ITI SU IGI *na-na-a "»MUrJALDIM-M-/« Sd WEN-3ES.ME-MU "V kurrus, 2

panus, and 1 stttu for 8 days in the month Duzu before Nanaya (in connection with)

the baker's prebend of Bel-ahhe-iddin;" GCCI 2, 251: 3. 4 1/2 U4 ITI GAN 4. IGI

88 According to its incipit (his (ext records maSSartu deliveries of barley to the brewers.
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^na-na-a "(payment of barley and silver to PN for) 4 1/2 days in the month KislTmu

before Nanaya;" NCBT 767: 2. ITI KIN IGI <*na-na-a "(barley) for the month Ululu

before Nanaya (at disposal of PN)."

UCP 9/1, 73 mentions an allotment of barley for IStar and Nanaya: 9. 3 (GUR)

^E.BAR1
10. IGI dl5 it *na-na-a "3 (kurrus) of barley before IStar and Nanaya." NBC

4798 mentions deliveries of barley for the occasional (guqqu) offerings of Nanaya:

NBC 4798

14. [o o o]+l GUR 2 BAN SE.BAR
15. \gu-u]q-qu-u Sd ITI

rKIN u ITI
1 DU6

17. 5 (GUR) r
3 (PI) 2 BAN IGI ^na-na-d

1

14. [ooo]+l kurru (and) 2 sdtus of barley,

15. (for) the [occasional offerings of the months Ululu and TaSYTtu ...

17. 5 kurrus, 3 panus, (and) 2 sdtus before Nanaya.

4.2.4.4. Emmer

According to Group 1 of SWU texts (§2.3.2) the bakers received a daily allowance

of 2 panus and 2 qm of emmer for Nanaya. IStar received an equal amount, while

Beltu-§a-Re§ and Usur-amassu received 76% of that quantity, respectively. PTS 2097

gives slightly different proportions for the brewers and bakers, Nanaya receiving 1 1/3

maSIfyus, only 73% of IStar's allowance. Beltu-5a-Re§ received the same amount, and

Usur-amassu slightly less, 1 1/4 maSijjus. Offerings of emmer before Nanaya are also

the subject of the following transaction:

NBDUM 6

1

.

1 GfN gi-nt-u Sd 2 vhna- v
Si-b\C

2. Sd SE.ZfZ.AM Sd U4.ME Sd wnA-NUMUN-'MU 1

3. TH 1 §E \G\*na-na-a

4. UNk-ke-Sir A "NUMUN-DU GI§

5. 1/3 GfN Sd '
r«iINNIN-«tf-£//V-A (A) 'A-a

6.
rITP BARA IGI JGA§AN Sd UNUG"

7. uttk-ke-Sir GlS

1 1/24 shekels (of silver) for 2 maSlfjus of emmer for the offering days of NabG-zer-iddin in

the month Addaru before Nanaya, withdrawn by Nabfl-ke§ir, son of Z£r-ibni; 1/3 shekel for

Igtar-nSdin-apli, (son) of Apia, for the month Nisannu before the Lady-of-Uruk, withdrawn

by Nabu-k5§ir.

4.2.4.5. Flour

Offerings of flour before Nanaya are mentioned in YBC 11311: 1 . re-e-fyi Sd ZiD.D[A o

o o] 2. Sd IGI dGA§AN Sd UNUGk
[' *na-na-a] 3. u dGA§AN Sd SAG "remainder of the

flou[r o o o] which is (offered) before the Lady-of-Uruk, [Nanaya], and Beltu-Sa-Re§;"
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and 8. 3 PI (ZID.DA) IGI *na-na-a "3 panus (of flour) before Nanaya." The text does

not specify whether this flour was allocated to perform rituals or for the preparation of

food for the sacred meals.

4.2.4.6. Beer

The kudurru of Ibni-I§tar records the privilege to offer beer to the goddess Nanaya: 89

col. I. 19. 1 SILA NINDA.yA 1 SILA KAS.SAG 20. IGI ^na-na-a "1 qu of bread (and)

1 qu of beer before Nanaya." These were presumably daily allowances.

4.2.4.7. Sweets and Cakes

As just seen offerings of bread to Nanaya are recorded in the kudurru of Ibni-I5tar.

NBC 473 1 records a withdrawal of fresh barley to make bread for Nanaya: 1 . &E.BAR
Sd NINDA.yA eS-Sii ... 4.

r
l BAN IGI *na-na~*-a 'GI-dAMAR.UD "(account) of fresh

barley (to make) bread ... 1 sutu before Nanaya, Musallim-Marduk." YOS 6, 170 lists

allocations of staples to prepare mersu cakes for IStar, Nanaya, and Beltu-§a-Re§: 10. [o

o o o o]
rxn a-na mi-ir-su a-na 12 fFsel-le-e* \\.[Sd dGA§AN Sd UNUG] ki dna-na-a u

dGASAN [Sd SAG] "[o o o o o] (to prepare) mersu cakes for 1 2 offering baskets [for the

Lady-of-Uruk], Nanaya, and Beltu-[§a-Re§]."

4.2.4.8. Fish

According to PTS 3191 offerings of fish were prepared for the sacred meal of IStar

and Nanaya: 1. 90 KU 6 nap-ta-nu Sd dGA§AN Sd UNUGki 2. u dna-na-a "90 fish for

the sacred meal of the Lady-of-Uruk and Nanaya," while the text further specifies that

these fish belonged to the regular offerings of I5tar: 7. a-na sA.DUn Sd dGA§AN
Sd UNUG ki 8. i-nam-din "he will provide (these fish) for the regular offerings of the

Lady-of-Uruk."

4.2.4.9. Meat

According to Group A of offering lists Nanaya received a basic allowance of one or two

of the following sacrificial animals on any particular day for her regular (ginii) offerings:

oxen, sheep, lambs, ducks, turtledoves, and geese. These sacrifices were made to Nanaya

and the symbol of Nabu. Offerings to Nanaya, probably involving sacrificial animals, are

also mentioned in SWU 162: 3', belonging to Group B of offering lists. The Nabu-apla-

iddina tablet details how the meat of the daily sacrifices of sheep to Igtar and Nanaya

was redistributed, listing among various recipients the king, the high priest (SeSgallu),

the Satammu, and a large number of cultic functionaries (§3.7.1 1). According to the

tablet two sheep were sacrificed daily. This agrees with the evidence from the offering

lists of Group A, which specify that I5tar and Nanaya were entitled to a regular sacrifice

89 Thureau-Dangin 1919, p. 125.
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of one sheep each. There is evidence that this entitlement was increased to two sheep

during the reign of Nebuchadezzar II when these offerings became also directed to the

symbols of Bel and Nabu (§2.1.3), now consistently associated with the two goddesses

in the offering lists.

4.2.4.10. Varia

AUWE 5, 77: 10 (fragment; allotments of unknown commodity for guqqu offerings

before Nanaya).

AUWE 5, 78: 8*— 13' (fragment; allotments ofunknown commodity for offering months

VIII to I before Nanaya).

AUWE 5, 80: 7-8' (fragment; allotments of unknown commodity before Nanaya).

AUWE 5, 8 1 : obv. T (allotments ofunknown commodity presented in dannu vats before

Nanaya).

AUWE 8, 81 : 3M' (offering days before Nanaya with PN).

AUWE 8, 89: 1 1-12, 20 (list of offering days before Nanaya in inheritance document).

GCCI 2, 359: 9-12 (list of offering days ofPN before Nanaya).90

GCCI 2, 370: 1,13 (allotment of unspecified commodity in connection with the bakers*

prebends for offering days before Nanaya).

NBC 4796: 4-6 (list ofoffering months II to IV with allotment ofunspecified commodity

before Nanaya).

NBC 4870: 2 (list of allotments of unspecified commodity for offering months before

Nanaya).

NCBT421: 3' (withdrawal ofunknown commodity by PN for month IV before Nanaya).

NCBT 1297: 4, 6, 8, 10, 12 (list of offering days before Nanaya with prebendaries in

charge).

PTS 321 1: 4 (quantity of unknown commodity before Nanaya).

YBC 4002: 12 (list of recipients of unspecified commodity before Nanaya).

YBC 9318: 4, 9, 1 1 (list of offering days before Nanaya).

4.2.5. Temple

The goddess Nanaya was a resident of the Eanna temple. Her chapel Ebilianna is first

mentioned in connection with the Kassite king Nazi-MaruttaS, who may have been its

original builder.91 It was restored by Erlba-Marduk and finally by Esarfoaddon, who

refers to it as the sanctuary of Nanaya within Eanna: 11. fe.tfl.LI.AN.NA & pa-pa-ty

dna-na-a GA§AN-ia Sd qe-reb 6.AN.NA "Ebilianna, the inner cella ofNanaya, my lady,

which is inside Eanna."92 Another inscription of Esarhaddon contains a more elaborate

account of the restoration: 93

90 Dougherty's copy starts with 'SE.BAR1
on line 1, but collation shows that it has to be read U4*.[ME]w 'jnA-sur-zi.meS.

9 ' The basic information on Ebilianna is collected by George 1993, no. 459.

M Frame1995,D.6.31.17.
« Frame 1995, B.6.31.18.
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11. E.rjl.Ll.AN.NA Epa-paf} dna-na-a GASAN-w
12. sa lna-zi-muru-tas MAN KA.DINGIR.RA* i-pu-su

13. Wi-ba-mar-duk MAN KA.DINGIR.RAki u-ke-es-su-u

14. la-ba-HS iUUk-ma ma-qit-ti ir-si

15. ds-ra-ti-Su ds-te-' ina a-gur-ri UDUN K\J-lim

16. ma-qit-ta-su ak-Sir $U.MIN Ana-na-a GA$AN-/a
17. as-bat-ma a-na qer-bi-sii ii-se-hb su-bat da-rat u-sar-me

Ebilianna, the inner cella of Nanaya, my lady, which Nazi-MaruttaS, king of Babylon, had

built, (and which) ErTba-Marduk, king ofBabylon, had shored up
i

, became old and dilapidated.

I sought its (original) emplacement (and) repaired its dilapidated parts with baked bricks from

a (ritually) pure kiln. I took the hand of Nanaya, my lady, brought (her) inside and installed

(her) in an eternal residence.

The sanctuary of Nanaya is mentioned under the common designation papafju in the

letter NBC 5037: 15. E pa-pa-fyu Sd dna-na-a. According to a late Babylonian ritual

from Uruk, Ebilianna was still in existence during the Seleucid period.94 TCL 13, 221

mentions the food storeroom (bit kannani) of the Lady-of-Uruk, Nanaya, Beltu-§a-Re§,

and Usur-amassu (§3.8).

4.2.6. Prebends

Four prebendary offices are attested in connection with the cult of Nanaya. The rab-

banutu is the object ofthe protocol YOS 6, 222, which records a cultic fault committed by

a holder of that prebend before the Lady-of-Uruk, Nanaya, and Beltu-§a-ReS: 2. '"GAL-

DU-w-/w IGI <k3ASAN Sd UNUG" dna-na-a 3. u dGA§AN Sd SAG "the rab-banutu

prebend before the Lady-of-Uruk, Nanaya, and Beltu-Sa-Re§." NBC 5037 contains the

only known reference to the sarrarutu prebend: 14. Gl5.5UB.BA ^ T
sa^~ra-ru-t[u] 15.

ina E pa-pa-fju Sd dna-na-a "the prebend of sarrarutu in the inner cella of Nanaya."

The brewer's (siraSutu) and baker's (nufyatimmiitu) prebends occur in several texts. The

siraSutu occurs in YOS 6, 241: 3^1; YOS 17, 126: 1 1-13; YOS 17, 360, III: 33-34' and

IV7-8.Them/#fl///wm7moccursinYOS6,241:8-9;YOS 17, 126: 15-17; YOS 17,360,

IV: 13 (and passim in this document); in many texts from the archive of Nabfl-uSallim

published by Hunger (NU, passim); and in several transactions from the private archives

published by Kessler in AUWE 8, 4: 2; 26: 1-2; 32: 1-2; 36: 1-2; 40: 1-2; 46: 1-2; 53:

1-2; 56: 1-2; 67: 1-2; 84h: 1-2; 84z: 1-2.

4.2.7. Personnel

In the kudurru of Ibni-IStar this prebendary bears among his several titles that of erib-

bTti of Nanaya: 9* col. Ill, 7. *ib-ni-deS4-tdr 8. DUMU tyu-un-zu-'-i 9. '"GALA ^INNIN
UNUGki 10. '"KU4-E dna-na-a 1 1. "»E.MA§ dijRt-INIM-so 12. '"DUB.SAR E.AN.NA
"Ibni-Igtar, descendant of rjunzu, cultic singer of IStar-of-Uruk, erib-biti of Nanaya,

94 Tiiureau-Dangin 1 92
1 , p. 66, AO 6459, lines 4. fi.tJ1.LI.AN.NA 5. t *na-na-a "Ebilianna, (he sanctuary

of Nanaya."
« Tiiureau-Dangin 1919, p. 126.
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pontiff of Usur-amassu, (and) scribe of Eanna." The function of cultic singer (kalu) of

Istar-of-Uruk and Nanaya is mentioned in the colophon of the Neo-Babylonian copy of

an inscription of king Simbar-Sipak: 29. '"GALA 30. dINNIN UNUG^ u dna-na-a.96

Marduk-sarrani, the scribe who copied this inscription, cumulates that function with

those of erib-btti of Kanisurra and scribe of Eanna. The same titles, with the exception

of that of "scribe of Eanna," are claimed by the owner of the tablet, RTmut-Nabu.

Outside the cultic realm we find the oblates of Nanaya in the letter YOS 3, 106:

37. SUK.HA ^sir-ki-tu Sd dna-{na)-a "the food allowances of the oblates of Nanaya;"

and in ARNAUD 1973, p. 147: 9. za-ki-tu^ 10. sd dna-na-a "a woman consecrated to

Nanaya."97 NBC 4913 enumerates various households with the formula PNi apilSu Sa

PN2 ina qaqqari Sa Nanaya asib "PN|, son ofPN2 , lives on the estates of Nanaya," and

ends with the following summary: line 27.
rPAPn

26 E.ME§ Sd dna-na-a Sd "'"DUMU 1
-

DUMES ina Vib-bi ^S-ba'
1

"Total: 26 houses of Nanaya in which the mar-banh live,"

hinting at the possibility that certain mar-banh of Uruk were specifically linked to the

cult of Nanaya.

4.2.8. Ceremonies

4.2.8.1. Sacred Meal

TCL 13, 221 is a protocol in which 19 cooks, bakers, and food preparers assume

responsibility for preparing the sacred meal (naptanu) in the bit kannani of the Lady-

of-Uruk, Nanaya, Beltu-§a-Re§, and Usur-amassu (§3.11.1). YOS 17, 166: 3 records

allotments of dates to the bakers for the second meals (tardennu) of the month Addaru

before Nanaya.

4.2.8.2. Clothing Ceremony

PTS 2783 informs us that 3 sacrificial sheep were selected for the clothing ceremony of

I5tar, Nanaya, and other deities: 6. 3 (UDUNiTA) a-na «WfG.LA.M 7. 'Sd
1 ^GASaN

Sd UNUGki 8. '^na-na-a 9. [it]
dGA§AN Sd SAG! 9* 10. ITI GAN U4 6-KAM 11.

KVD-as "3 (sheep) ritually selected for the clothing ceremony of the Lady-of-Uruk,

Nanaya, [and] Beltu-Sa-ReS on the 6th day of the month KislTmu."99 NBC 4769 records

an allocation of libation bowls (maqqii) of sesame oil for the same ceremony: 5. 4 U4 6-

KAM Sd ITI APIN a-na «»gN[G.LAM Sd dGA§AN Sd UNUG ki 6. u *na-na-a "4 (maqqus

of sesame oil for) the 6th day of the month Arabsamnu for the clothing ceremony of the

Lady-of-Uruk and Nanaya." YOS 17, 305 mentions materials, fabrics, and garments at

the disposal of a weaver for several deities, including Nanaya, in connection with the

clothing ceremony: 5. a-na lu-bu-uS-ti Sd U4 8*-KAM 6. Sd ITI DU6 "for the clothing

ceremony ofthe 8th day ofthe month TaSrTtu." PTS 3257 records the receipt ofmaterials,

96 Frame 1995, B.3. 1.1.

97 Published by Arnaud with photograph, transliteration, and translation; copy by Durand in TBER, pis. 60-
61.

98 The scribe inadvertently wrote JGA§AN Sd UNUG ki
, while he obviously meant JGASAN Sd SAG.

99 The heading of the text reads as follows: 1 . KUD-^^ ITI GAN U4 3-KAM 2. U< 6-KAM "ritual selection

of the month KislTmu, 3rd and 6th days."
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fabrics, and garments by a weaver for Istar, Nanaya, and Dumuzi, also in connection with

the clothing ceremony: 1 1 . a-na ^eNIGXAM Sd U4 1-KAM sd ITI NE "for the clothing

ceremony of the 1st day of the month Abu." The dates of the clothing ceremony and

correlations between those dates and archival texts recording the allocation of garments

for the deities ofEanna are discussed in chapter 1 (§ 1.7.1; §1.7.2; § 1.12.1).

4.2.8.3. Varia

Nanaya appears in the ritual LKU 5 1 in connection with cultic events taking place in the

month Duzu (Appendix 2). Texts recording administrative operations on her jewelry in

the shape of door-locking devices indicate that she took part with IStar and other deities

of the Eanna temple in rituals scheduled for the first part of the month Addaru during

which this jewelry was displayed (§4.2.2.4; §3.5.4).

4.2.9. Toponyms

A few toponyms named in honor of Nanaya appear in the archive. The many references

to the locality Kar-Nanaya are listed in RGTC 8, p. 197, to which the following ones can

be added; NBC 4536: 13. "™kar-*na-na-a 14. Si-i-buSd dGA§AN Sd UNUG^i; and YOS

19, 75: 21. Si-i-fri Sd kar-dna-na-
ra\ A settlement named Dimtu-§a-Nanaya appears in

TEBR 36: 31. di-in-du Sd *na-na-a. The Tille (or Tillati?)-§a-Nanaya appear in TEBR

36: 22. DU6.MES Sa dna-na-a.m References to the hydronyms yarru-ga-Nanaya and

Naru-ga-Nanaya, which are probably one and the same watercourse, are listed in RGTC

8, pp. 357-358 and 392, to which one can add YOS 17,348: 11. 'tyar-ri \2.&a*na-na-a.

4.3. Beltu-Sa-ReS

The identity of the goddess Beltu-ga-Reg "Lady-of-the-Reg " who is attested exclusively

at Uruk during the Neo-Babylonian and Seleucid periods, remains mysterious. Her name

may be related to the name ofthe temple of Lugalbanda, £.SAG. One £.SAG was located

in the district Kullab at Babylon, and another was perhaps located in the district of the

same name at Uruk. 101 It is possible that this latter k.SAG gave birth to the Hellenistic

temple of Anu and Anru at Uruk, also named £.SAG (or Bit Reg, or simply Reg), but

this is purely hypothetical. 102 Beltu-ga-Reg moved, with Igtar and her retinue, from the

Eanna temple to the Reg or the Irigal temple during the late Achaemenid or early Seleucid

period. The spellings of her name are as follows in Neo-Babylonian documents:

dGASAN Sd SAG (passim)

dGASAN Sd re-e-Su (YOS 19, 104: 5; NU 13: 2; AUWE 8, 47: 2)

<>GA§AN Sd reS-Su (AUWE 8, 48: 4)

'«» The loponym Til-Nanaya, listed in RGTC 8, p. 3 12, musl be read as follows in YOS 6, 162: 14. "SlM/ifl-

na-o, and be interpreted as Gimil-Nanaya, the patronymic of the seribe who wrote the document,

'oi See George 1993, nos. 952 and 953.

'02 See George 1993, no. 940.
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The canopy (samu) and the depu weapon of Beltu-ga-Res are mentioned in NCBT 2338:

4. PAP 2 sal-bu Sd it-ti 5. de-pu-u a-na AN-e 6. Sd dGA§AN Sd SAG na-sab "Total: 2

Salbu cloths which were withdrawn with the depu weapon for the canopy of Beltu-ga-

Res." Her whip {iSlltubbu) may be mentioned in NCBT 310 (§4.3.2.1), but there is no

clear indication in the text that the insignia belonged to her. The bed (erSu) of Beltu-ga-

Reg occurs in the inventory of textiles VS 20, 1 36: 4'.[ooo^]fl UGU eisNA Sd dGASAN
Sd SAG "[o o o wh]ich is on the bed of Beltu-ga-Reg." NCBT 380 mentions her offering

table (paSSuru): 1.15/6 MA.NA KU.GI te-slr-ti 2. Sd e^URUxGA Sd dGA§AN Sd SAG
"1 5/6 minas of gold, supplementary delivery for the offering table of Beltu-ga-Reg."

4.3.2. Ornaments

4.3.2. 1 . Breast Ornament

VS 20, 127 mentions the "crescent-shaped breastplate" (line 6. 1 GABA Sd U4.SAKAR)
in an inventory of jewelry belonging to the Lady-of-Uruk, Nanaya, and Beltu-ga-Reg.

Other breast ornaments belonging to the goddess are mentioned in the following texts:

NCBT 310

1. 16 G\N bal-lu-ru KU.GI

2. 6 NU.UR.MA KU/GP h-bi-ru-li

3. a-di 1/2 GiN mi-Sil bit-qa LA
4. tar-di-U Sd ina mub-fji il-tu-iib

5. \-en sa-an-ba ((TI)) ina lib-bi

6. a-na GABA Sd DGASAN Sd SAG
7. "NlG.DU-m/ ma-frr

16 1/40 shekels of gold (obtained from) 6 old gold pomegranates, together with 1/2 minus

1/16 shekel (obtained from) the reinforcement on the whip, (to make) from it 1 suspension

ring for the breast ornament of Beltu-Sa-ReS, received by Kudurranu.

NCBT 511 103

1

.

1 1 1/2 GiN KU.GI re-bi-it KU.GI Sd GABA KU.GI Sd d[GA§AN Sd SAG]
2. 5 1 man-da-a-ta Sd "<"»KI§IB.ME§ 25 nu-ur

rKU.GP [o o o]

3. 21 bar-bar-ri 27 sa-ba-a-ni 25 zu-bu-[rin-rii]

4. Sd nu-ur KU.GI 27 gi- '-na-a-ta
rSd su*-um-m{u ooo]

5. Sd GABA KU.GI Sd dGA§AN Sd SAG 'NfG.DU-w/ \Q\-er

111/2 shekels of gold, remainder of the gold for the golden breast ornament of [Beltu-ga-

Reg]: 51 mountings for cylinders, 25 pomegranate-shaped beads of gold [o o o], 21 chains,

103 Publication with copy, transliteration, translation, and commentary in Beaulieu 1997b, pp. 390 and 393.
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27 suspension rings, 25 zubu[rinnus] for pomegranate-shaped beads of gold, 27 gi'ndtus for

the summ[u. . .]
104 of the golden breast ornament of Beltu-sa-Res, received by Kudurranu.

4.3.2.2. Jewelry

Jewelry belonging to Beltu-Sa-ReS is listed in two inventories:

YBC 4174

36. 2 a-a-ri IGI KU.G[I o o o o o]V
37. 17 ™4KISIB BABBAR.DIL.ta [man-diytV ina lib-bi2Sa ™4BABBAR.DIL
38. inalgu-bal-sa

rKU.Gr sab-tu

39. 1 ALGAMES ina git-fjal-su KU.GI sa-bit

40. PAP Su-kut-ti Sa <*GASAN Sa SAG

2 frontal rosettes of gold [o o o]; 17 cylinder-seal-shaped beads of banded agate with

[mountings, of which 2 (which are made) of banded agate are strung on 2 suspension

wires of gold; 1 bead of steatite strung on a suspension wire of gold. Total (of) the jewelry of

Beltu-Sa-Res.

YOS 6, 216

13.2 a-a-ri K\J.Glpa-ni Sa <*GASAN Sa SAG
14. ina lib-bi 3 sa-an-ba 1 NUMUN UKUS ma-\u

15. 21 Sa-an-Sit $d <>GASAN Sa SAG
16. PAP&HGASAN.&SAG

2 frontal rosettes of gold belonging to Beltu-§a-Re§, missing from it are 3 catches and 1

melon-seed-shaped bead; 21 sun-disk ornaments belonging to Beltu-Sa-Re§. Total (of the

jewelry) belonging to Beltu-sa-Res.

The frontal rosette is mentioned again in VS 20, 127, an inventory ofjewelry belonging

in common to the Lady-of-Uruk, Nanaya, and Beltu-§a-Re§: 4. 2 a-a-ri pa-ni KU.GI
"2 frontal rosettes of gold." The same text mentions the fibulas of these deities: 5. 2

du-d[i-it-tu]. Another piece ofjewelry whose name is partly lost is mentioned in NCBT
1018: 4. [o o] sa-ma-ba-li-Su-nu lA-w 5. [o o].GA.ME§ Sa <"GA§AN Sa SAG "[o o]

their missing attachments [for the o o]s of Beltu-5a-Re§."

Two texts mention jewelry in the shape of door-locking mechanisms which was

probably used in a ritual at the beginning of the month Addaru (§3.5.4); Stivers 19: 9.

4

/?/-z«-gw KU.BABBAR 10. 2bar-gul-lum KU.BABBAR 11. \2\ya-an-du}} KU.BABBAR
12. Sa dGASAN Sa SAG "4 knobs of silver, 2 locks of silver, 12 bandubus of silver,

(all) belonging to Beltu-§a-Reg;" and NCBT 357: 10. 2 pi-in-gu KU.BABBAR 11.4

104 Line 4: the last word might be restored su-um-m[u-bu] or su-um-m[u-nu]. The verbsummubu "(o ornament,

to decorate" has a meaning which fits the context, but it is attested in that sense only at Boghazkoi and El-

Amarna (CAD S, p. 109, s.v. samftjju 4). However, the adjective derived from that root, summubu "assorted,

mixed," is attested also in Neo-Assyrian and Neo-Babylonian texts. The meaning ofsummtmu is uncertain;

it occurs mostly in connection with foodstuffs (CAD S, p. 38 1 , s.v. summumi).
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bar-gul-lum KU.BABBAR 12. 12 ba-an-du-ub~bu KU.BABBAR U. sa dGASAN Sa

SAG "2 knobs of silver, 4 locks of silver, 12 fjandubus of silver, (all) belonging to

Beltu-Sa-Re§."

4.3.3. Clothing

Several texts record disbursements of textiles, threads, and various fabrics for the sacred

wardrobe of Beltu-Sa-ReS. The following pieces of her clothing apparel are mentioned:

eru "headband," #w//a«M "wrap " b^sannu "sash," the iSbelanabe garment, the lubaru

garment, the lubaru metu garment, nablaptu "outer garment?parSTgu "turban," the sibtu

garment, and the Salbu cloth. Gold sequins in the shape of lions were sown to the lubaru

metu garment.

4.3.3.1. Garments

YOS 7, 183

15. 1 5/6 MA.NA ^mi-ib-^i BABBAR-w 1 TUG.fclA

16. 1 1/3 MA.NA KI.MlN 2 '^MAs.ME 1

17. 1/3 MA.NA 5 GtN 5 '^NfG.lB.LA.ME 10 GlN KI.MIN! 1 '"[s o o]

18. 14! GlN '"8[o oooooooooo in-za]-bu-re-[e-ti o o o]

19. 5 GlN [o o o o o o o o o o o o o o]
r
x

n
[o o o]

20. 1
%i*e-r[i ooooooooooooooooo]

21

.

PAP [Sa dGASAN Sa S]AG

1 5/6 minas of white woven cloth (for) one lubaru garment, 1 1/3 minas of the same for 2

sibtu garments, 1/3 mina (and) 5 shekels (of the same) for 5 sashes, 10 shekels of the same

for I [o o o] garment, 14 shekels of [o o o o o o o o o] dyed with xnzaburetu, 5 shekels [o o o

00000000 o], 1 headband [oooooooooo]. Total (of the clothing) [of Beltu-§a-R]e5.

YOS 17, 301

9. 1 2/3 MA.NA KI.MIN 1 TUG.tfA

10. 1 1/3 MA.NA KI.MIN 2 MviAS.ME
11. 1/2 MA.NA 5 GlN KI.MIN 7 «"'BNlG.fB.LA.ME

12. PAP Sa DGASAN Sa SAG

1 2/3 minas of the same (= white woven cloth) (for) one lubaru garment, 1 1/3 minas of the

same for 2 sibtu garments, 1/2 mina and 5 shekels of the same for 7 sashes. Total (of the

clothing) of Bellu-sa-ReS.
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PTS 2094'05

col. II, obv.

1

.

2 wtosal-fyu

2. 1 '<3UE sigtfE.ME.DA

3. 2<*eMAS.ME
4. 1 '"B#u/-/a-m/

6. 1 ^is-f)e-be

7. 1 ^lu-bar

8

.

PAP ^mi-ib-su sd «GASAN Sd SAG

2 ia/^w cloths, 1 outer garment of red-colored wool, 2 sibtu garments, 1 wrap, 1 iSfjelanabe

garment, 1 lubaru garment. Total (of the) woven cloth belonging to Beltu-Sa-ReS.

The turban is mentioned in PTS 2282: 17.1 par-Si-gu Sd dGA§AN Sd SAG "
1 turban (of

woven cloth of red-colored wool dyed with inzafyuretu) 106 belonging to Beltu-§a-Re§."

The lubaru garment occurs in IBK 8, 165: 15'. 2 TUG.tfA.ME Sd rdGA§AN n
Sd SAG

"2 lubaru garments for Beltu-5a-Re§;" and YBC 9030: 5.
r
&%lu~bar Sd dGA§AN sd

SAG"1

...11.1 ^slu-bar [Sd] dGA§AN Sd SAG "the lubaru garment of Beltu-Sa-Re5 . .

.

1 lubaru garment of Beltu-§a-Re§." The sashes occur in YOS 19, 270: 9.
r
l/3

n
5 GJN

5 l"8NiG.IB.LA.ME§ Sd dGA§AN Sd SAG "1/3 (mina and) 5 shekels (of white woven

cloth for) 5 sashes for Beltu-sa-ReS;" and YOS 19,271: 11. 1/3 5 GiN 5 l»sNfG.fB.LA Sd

dGA$AN Sd SAG "1/3 (mina and) 5 shekels (of woven cloth for) 5 sashes for Beltu-Sa-

ReS." The Salfru cloth, which is mentioned in NCBT 2338 (§4.3.1) and PTS 2094, also

appears in PTS 3 190: 1 . 6 &A*Sal-bu™ . . . 5. . . . a-na le-ne-e 6.
r
Sd^ <<GASAN Sd UMUGki

7. dna-
r
na-a u

1 dGA§AN (Sd) SAG "6 pieces ofSalfyu cloth ... as spare (clothing) for the

Lady-of-Uruk, Nanaya, and Beltu-Sa-Re§." Finally the general term "woven garment"

(}*&mi-ib-su) occurs in NCBT 200: 1-4 (§ 3.6. 1).

4.3.3.2. Decorated Garments

Four texts mention the lubaru metu garment of Beltu-Sa-ReS, which was decorated

with gold sequins in the shape of lions; NCBT 1251: 6. 14 UR.MAtf 7. Sd TUG.yA
dGlS.KUAN 8. Sd dGA§AN Sd SAG "14 lions for the lubaru metu garment of Bellu-

Sa-ReS;" PTS 2927: 4. 15 UR.MArJ KU.GI Sd ^lu-bar me-lu Sd dGA§AN Sd SAG "15

lions for the lubaru metu garment of Beltu-Sa-ReS;" YBC 9031 : 1. [o o o o] KU.GI 2.

[o UR.MA]y K0.GI.ME 3. [Sd ^lu-bar GlS.KU.AN Sd dGA§AN Sd SAG "[o o o] of

gold [for x lio]ns of gold [for the] lubaru metu garment of Beltu-Sa-ReS;" and NCBT
557: 9. 25 UR.MAtf.MES TUR.M[E§] 10. Sa TUG.yA me-tu Sd dGA$AN Sd SA[G]
"25 small lions for the lubaru metu garment of Beltu-§a-Re§." Two texts with format

identical to NCBT 557 list the same ornaments without connecting them with the lubaru

105 The heading of this text reads: 1 . ^mi-ib-su 'te^-nu-uta a-na '"sNIG/LAM 1
Sa ITI GAN 2. a-na 'DIM 15

lllAZLAG na-ail-nu "Spare woven clolh allotted lo Ibni-15tar, a cleaner, for the clothing ceremony of the

month Kislimu."
106 This occurs in a list often parStgus for which are disbursed, line 15:9 l/3MA.NAwj/-/^-5/^ s|8y&.ME.DA
Sa in-za-}}u-re-e-\u.
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metu garment of Beltu-sa-Re§, although it is probable that they were meant for that same

garment and goddess. The two texts are GCCI 2,133: 8. 25 UR.GULA.MES TUR.MES
"25 small lions;" and GCCI 2, 367: 7. [25] UR.GULA TUR.ME "[25] small lions."

4.3.4. Offerings

4.3.4.1. Salt

Offerings ofsalt for the regular offerings ofBeltu-Sa-Re§ occur in five texts. The evidence

from NCBT 713 and YOS 19, 190 could indicate that the monthly salt allowance of the

goddess was 1 talent and 20 minas.

NCBT 713: 1-4(1 talent and 20 minas, ginu of the month Ululu before Beltu-Sa-ReS,

withdrawn by Eri§u).

NCBT 934: 1-7 C4
1
talents and 30 minas, remainder of ginu of Beltu-Sa-ReS from

the month Nisannu of year 41 until the end of the month Ululu, withdrawn by

Innin-zer-u§abSi, son of Apia).

YBC 9296: 1-3 (withdrawal of 2 talents and 20 minas for the ginu of the Lady-of-Uruk,

Nanaya, and Beltu-Sa-ReS).

YOS 19, 190: 4-6 (2 talents and 40 minas for the months Ululu and TaSriru before

Belru-§a-ReS, withdrawn by Innin-zer-u§ab§i).

YOS 19, 193: 8-9 (30 minas before Beltu-Sa-ReS, LTSiru).

NCBT 779, PTS 3112, YBC 9452, and YOS 17, 194 mention allocations of salt for

"Eanna ." The term must be understood in these cases as a collective designation for

I§tar, Nanaya, and Beltu-Sa-ReS (§3.7.1).

4.3.4.2. Dates

According to Group 1 ofSWU texts the bakers received a daily amount of 3 panus, 4

sdtiiSy and 3 qils ofdates for the offerings ofBeltu-§a-Reg (§ 2.3.2). Usur-amassu received

an identical amount, which totaled 75% ofthe respective allowances of IStar and Nanaya.

In PTS 2097, which records the reforms introduced by Nabonidus, the allowance of

Beltu-§a-Re§ is 3 1/3 maSIfyus. This is still equal to Usur-amassu's allowance, but as

much as 87% of the respective quantities directed to IStar and Nanaya. The same text

fixes the daily amount of Telmun dates at 1 1/2 qiis by the great measure (ina rabTti),

which is equal to Usur-amassu's and half of the respective allowances of IStar and

Nanaya.

Additional texts mention allocations ofdates for the offerings ofBeltu-5a-Re§; NCBT
1 75: 1 . T GUR 2 (PI) 3 BAN ZU.LUM.MA 2. 3 GUR 2 (PI) 3 BAN ZlZ.Am 3. 1 BAN
1 SiLA ZU.LUM.MA NI.TUK*' 4.Sd 14 U4 ITI BARA IGHGASAN.&SAG"3 kurrus,

2 panus, (and) 3 sdtus of dates; 3 kurrus, 2 panus, (and) 3 sdtus of emmer; 1 sutu (and)

1 qu ofTelmun dates, for 14 days in the month Nisannu before Beltu-5a-ReS (withdrawn

by PNs);" NCBT 1053, an account of dates allotted to the bakers for the month Ayaru:

2. 1 (GUR) 3 SlLA (ZU.LUM.MA) ITI GU4 IGI <IGA§AN Sd SAG ^UGUR-MU k-Su

Sd wnA-NUMUN-DU "1 {kurru and) 3 sdtus (of dates for) the month Ayaru before
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Beltu-sa-Res, Nergal-iddin, son of Nabu-zer-ibni;" and UCP 9/1, 73: 3. 1 (GUR) 1 PI

IGI dGA§AN Sa SAG! "1 (kurru and) 1 panu (of dates) before Beltu-sa-ResV'io?

Five texts record allotments of Telmun dates to the bakers as maSSartu for the

offerings of Beltu-Sa-ReS; YOS 6, 39: 1. ZU.LUM.MA NI.TUKki Sa a-na maS-Sar-

ti sa ITI AB a-na i*MUtfALDIM.ME 2. SVM-na (lines 6, 10, 15, 19-22: various

quantities to PNs IGI dGA§AN Sa SAG); YOS 19, 134: 1. [ZJU.LUM.MA NI.TUK""

Sd a-na maS-Sar-ti Sa ITI §E MU I-KAM dNA-N[l.TUK LUGAL TIN.TIRki] 2. et-

na '"MUyALDIM.MES na-ad-[nu] (lines II and 13: various quantities to PNs IGI
dGA§AN Sa SAG); PTS 2708: 9. ITI DU6 IGI dGA§AN Sa 'SAG 1

"(maSSartu delivery

of Telmun dates to the bakers for the) month TaSrTtu before Beltu-Sa-ReS;" YBC 3478:

l.zO.LUM.MANI.TUKW-me/Wflrf^flM/^ITIAPIN»MUME rxxx1
...4. 1 PI 1 BAN

3 SlLA (ITI APrN) IGI dGASAN Sa SAG mk-u-Se-zib AVL-*na-na-a u '
r
x x 1 'Telmun

dates
r
x x"

1

(to) the bakers as maSSartu for the month Araljsamnu ... 1 panu, I sutu, (and)

3 qus (for the month Arahfsamnu) before Beltu-Sa-ReS, Nabfi-uSezib, Arad-Nanaya, and
r
x x

n
;" and YBC 3997: I. ZU.LUM.MA NI.TUK" Sa maS-Sar-ti sa ITI APIN 2. MU

1-KAM dUGUR-LUGAL-URI LUGAL TIN.TIRki a-na '"MUtfALDIM.ME SUM-n«
(lines 4, 1 1, 14, 15, 16: various quantities to PNs IGI dGA§AN Sa SAG).

Four texts record allotments of dates as maSSartu before Beltu-Sa-ReS, but do

not specify the occupation of the recipients; PTS 2660: 1. 1 GUR 2 (PI) 3 BAN
ZU.LUM.MA 2. ina maS-Sar-ti Sa ITI §E 3. IGI dGA§AN Sa SAG; PTS 2707: obv. col.

1, 3. ZU.LUM.MA 4. ina maS-Sar-ti Sa ITI SU 5. IGI dGA§AN Sa SAG; YOS 17, 172:

2. ZU.LUM.MA maS-Sar-tiSd ITI APIN ... 7. 15 (&*ma-Si-bu) ITI APIN IGI dGA§AN
Sa SAG "Dates, maSSartu deliveries of the month Arabsamnu ... 15 (maSTfyus) for the

month Arabsamnu before Beltu-Sa-ReS;" and YOS 17, 173: I. ZU.LUM.MA NI.TUIO"

maS-Sar-ti Sa ITI KIN ... 9. ITI KIN IGI dGA§AN Sa SAG "Telmun dates, the maSSartu

deliveries of the month Ululu ... month Ululu before Beltu-Sa-ReS."

Finally YOS 17, 166 records allotments of dates to the bakers for the second meals

(tardennu) of the four main goddesses of Eanna in the month Addaru (1. ZU.LUM.MA
Sa a-na tar-den-ne-e Sa ITI SE a-na ,llMUrjALDlM.ME§ SUM-/w)> some intended for

Beltu-Sa-ReS (4. ITI §E IGI dGA§AN Sa SAG), and the same text records allotments of

dates as maSSartu for the month Nisannu (7. ZU.LUM.MA maS-Sar-ti Sa ITI BAllA Sa

a-na '"MUtfALDIM.MES SUM-m/), some intended for Beltu-Sa-ReS (10. [ITI BARA
IGI] rdGA§ANia n SAG).i08

4.3.4.3. Barley

According to Group 2 of SWU texts the brewers of Beltu-Sa-Re§ received a daily

allotment of 1 kurru and 1 panu of barley for the goddess (§2.3.2). This represented

only 63 % of the amount allotted for IStar and Nanaya, respectively, and was even lower

than the allowance of Usur-amassu. According to Group 3, the bakers of the goddess

received a daily amount of 1 kurru, 2 panus, 2 sdtus, and 2 qus, representing 54% of

the allowance of I§tar. In this case the share of Beltu-Sa-Re§ is slightly larger than Usur-

amassu's. The figures appearing in PTS 2097 are almost identical proportionally with

107 According to line 6 of that text these dates may have been allotted for the confection of the mersu cake.
108 The text includes further mentions of the goddess on lines 14 and 15.
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those of Group 3, with Beltu-sa-Re§ receiving 5 3/4 maslfjus, 53 % of Istar's allowance.

In Group 5 Beltu-§a-Res gets 3 1/2 maSTfjus, a quantity equal to 62% that oflstar. In

Group 5 and PTS 2097 the share of Beltu-sa-Res is equal or slightly larger than that of

Usur-amassu. In addition to these texts, GCCI 2, 63 records deliveries of barley to the

brewers as massartu: 17. [o o f]d ITI $U IGI dGA§AN Set SAG Sa 'dUGUR-PAP u
[o o

fo]r the month Duzu before Beltu-Sa-Re§, (prebend) of Nergal-nasir;" and NCBT 849

records deliveries of barley to the brewers:

NCBT 849

3 . SE.BAR sa ITI GU4 'a-na '^BAPPIR SVM-na-at

.

.

.

6. 1 GUR ITI GU 4 IGI <*GA§AN sa SAG . .

.

9. 3 (PI) 2! BAN ina ltb-bi ITI §U IGI dGASAN Sa SAG "V[o o o]

Barley for the month Ayaru allotted to the brewers . .

.

1 kurru (for) the month Ayaru before Beltu-§a-Re§ . .

.

3 paints (and) 2 sdtus from (the allowance of) the month DQzu before Beltu-Sa-ReS [o o o].

UCP 9/1 , 73 mentions an allotment ofbarley for Beltu-§a-Re§: 11.3 (GUR) IGI dGA§AN
Sa SAG! "3 (kurrus of barley) before Beltu-Sa-ReS." Finally NBC 4798 mentions

deliveries of barley in conjunction with the occasional (giiqqti) offerings ofBeltu-§a-Re§:

NBC 4798

14. [o o o]+l GUR 2 BAN SE.BAR

15. \gu-u]q-qu-u Sa ITI
rKIN w ITI

1 DU6 ...

18. 5 (GUR) [oooo IGI] ^GASAN Sd SAG 1

14. [o o o]+l kurru (and) 2 sdtus of barley

15. [for the gu]qqu offerings of the months Ululu and TasrTtu . .

.

1 8. 5 (kurrus) [oooo before] Beltu-sa-Reg.

4.3.4.4. Emmer

Offerings of emmer are mentioned in Group 1 of SWU texts (§2.3.2), which record a

daily amount of I panu, 3 sdtus, and 3 qus for the bakers of Beltu-§a-Res\ Usur-amassu

received the same amount, which equaled 76% of the respective allowances of IStar and

Nanaya. PTS 2097 attributes 1 1/3 maSTfjus to Beltu-5a-Re§. The same amount goes to

Nanaya, and only a slightly inferior quantity to Usur-amassu. The allowance of Beltu-

Sa-ReS in this text is 73% that of IStar. NCBT 175 mentions withdrawals of emmer by

PNs for the offerings of Beltu-Sa-ReS (§4.3.4.2).
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4.3.4.5. Flour

Offerings of flour before Beltu-3a-Re§ are mentioned in YBC 11311: 1. re-e-fji sd

ZID.D[A o o o] 2. Sd IGI <*GASAN sa UNUGk
[

J *na-na-a] 3. u dGA§AN sa SAG
"remainder of the flou[r o o o] which is (offered) before the Lady-of-Uruk, [Nanaya],

and Beltu-Sa-Res;" and 9. 4 PI IGI <"GASAN sa SAG "4 panus before Beltu-Sa-ReS."

The text does not specify whether this flour was destined for performing ritual acts or

the preparation of food for the sacred meals.

4.3.4.6. Sweets and Cakes

YOS 6, 170 lists allocations of ingredients to prepare mersu cakes for IStar, Nanaya, and

Beltu-§a-Re§: 10. [o o o o o] V a-na mi-ir-su a-na 12 tfsel-le-e
1

\\.[Sd dGASAN Sa

UNUGp dna-na-a it <«GA5aN [Sd SAG] "[o o o o o] (to prepare) mersu cakes for 12

offering baskets [of the Lady-of-Uruk], Nanaya, and Beltu-[§a-ReS] ."

4.3.4.7. Meat

According to the offering lists of Group A, oxen, sheep, lambs, turtledoves, ducks,

and geese were sacrificed to the goddess. Her basic allowance for the regular (ginii)

offerings never exceeded one of each of these animals on any particular day. Offerings

of sacrificial animals for Beltu-sa-ReS are also listed in SWU 161: 2' and SWU 162: 4',

which belong to Group B. The letter YOS 19, 104, sent by the crown prince Belshazzar

to Nabu-§ar-usur, refers to the interruption of sacrifices of oxen to Beltu-Sa-ReS: 4. al-pi

Sa a-na 5. dGA§AN Sa re-e-Su 6. il-la-ka ul-lu 7. im-ma-at ib-ti-il "As for the ox which

usually goes to Beltu-§a-Re§, since when has it been interrupted?".

4.3.4.8. Varia

AUWE 5, 78: 14'- 16' (fragment; allotments ofunknown commodity for offering months

VIII to I before Beltu-Sa-ReS).

AUWE 5, 80: 4'-6', 8' (fragment; allotments of unknown commodity before Bellu-§a-

ReS).

AUWE 5, 81 : passim (allotments of unknown commodity before Beltu-§a-Re§).

AUWE 8, 48: 4 (list of offering days before Beltu-ga-ReS).

AUWE 8, 73: 3 (offering days before Beltu-Sa-Res' in contract).

AUWE 8, 80: T (offering days before Beltu-§a-Re£ in contract).

AUWE 8, 84bb: 2 (list of offering days before Beltu-§a-Re§).

AUWE 8, 89: 9-10 (offering days before Beltu-§a-Re§ in inheritance document).

GCCI 2, 359: 13-17 (list of offering days of PN before Beltu-Sa-ReS).i°9

GCCI 2, 370: 4, 8 (allotment of unspecified commodity in connection with the bakers'

prebends for offering days before Beltu-§a-Re§).

109 Dougherty's copy begins with 'SE.BAR 1

on line 1, bul collation shows that it has to be read U)*.[ME]
r
Sd+" mnA-SUR-ZI.MES.
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NBC 4773: 4 (withdrawal of unknown commodity for offering days before Beltu-Sa-

Res).

NBC 4796: 7-9 (list ofoffering months II to IV with allotment ofunspecified commodity

before Beltu-Sa-ReS).

NBC 4870: 3, 5 (allotments ofunspecified commodity for offering months before Beltu-

sa-ReS).

PTS 321 1 : 5 (quantity of unknown commodity before Beltu-§a-Re§).

UCP 9/1,81:3 (quantity of unspecified commodity before Beltu-Sa-Re§).

YBC 4002: 16 (list of recipients of unspecified commodity before Beltu-§a-Re§).

YBC 9318: 2, 8, 10, 13 (list of offering days before Beltu-5a-Re§).

4.3.5. Prebends

Three prebends connected with the cult of Beltu-§a-Re§ appear in texts from Uruk:

the rab-banutu, the nuffatimmutu, and the siraSutu. The rab-bandtu is the object of the

protocol YOS 6, 222, which records a cultic fault committed by a holder of that prebend

before the Lady-of-Uruk, Nanaya, and Beltu-ga-ReS: 2. i*GAL-DU-ti-/w IGI dGA§AN sa

UNUGki ^na-na-a 3. w <1GA$AN Sa SAG (§ 3. 1 1 .
1
). The siraSutu is mentioned alongside

the nubatimmutu in YOS 6, 241 : 3. '"BAPPIR-t/-/w IGI <"GA§AN Sa UNUG^i 4. *na-na-a

u dGA§AN Sa SAG; 8. i»MUyALDIM-w-/H IGI dGA$AN Sa UNUGki 9. t\na-na-a u

dGASAN Sa SAG (§3.9). YOS 17, 126: 1 1-12 mentions the siraSutu before Belru-ga-

Re§, as well as the nuj)atimmutu (lines 15-18). The nu^atimmutu before Beltu-§a-Re§

is also the object of several, mostly fragmentary transactions from the private archives

edited by Kessler in AUWE 8 (nos. 12: 1; 34: 2; 82J: 3-4; 85K: 1-2). The Nabu-ugallim

archive also contains two transactions involving the nubatimmutu before that goddess:

NU 13, a document recording the sale of the baker's prebend, and NU 27, a promissory

note on silver in which the baker's prebend is put as collateral.

4.3.6. Personnel

TCL 13, 156 mentions the brewers of Beltu-Sa-Re§ in the following context: 7. 5/6

MA.NA 1 GfN a-na bai-qa Sa man-di-tu 8. Sa kan-kan-na Sd te-eb-bi-ti 9. Sa ""BAPPIR.

ME Sd DGASAN Sa SAG 10. na-din "5/6 minas and 1 shekel (of silver) allotted for

repairing the mounting of the pot stand for the ritual purification of the brewers of

Beltu-Sa-ReS." 110

1,0 The spelling te-eb-bi-ti is probably an error for te-bi-ib-ti in view of the following two parallels; AnOr 8,

35: 19. man-cli-ii 20. Sd kan-kan-na M te-bi-ib-ti "the mounting of the pot stand for the ritual purification;"

YOS 3, 149: 8. 2! kan-kan-na 9. Sd te-bi-ib-tiu "the pot stand for the ritual purification."
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4.3.7. Ceremonies

4.3.7.1. Sacred Meal

YOS 6, 239 is a protocol assigning prebendaries for the sacred meal (1. nap-ta-nu) of

various deities, including Beltu-§a-ReS: 7. [o o a-na] dGASAN Sd SAG u-qa[r-ra-bu].

YOS 1 7, 1 66: 4 records allotments ofdates to the bakers for the tardennu meal ofthe four

main goddesses of Eanna, including Beltu-Sa-ReS (§4.3.4.2). The text further mentions

disbursements of dates for the siditu of the goddess, probably provisions for a ritual

journey: 15. 2 BAN (ZU.LUM.MA) Sd si-di-ti Sd KI.MIN (= U4 3-KAM U4 6-KAM)
IGI dGA§AN Sd SAG Hq-ba-a GlS "2 sdtus (of dates) for the siditu of the 3rd and 6th

days before Beltu-§a-Re§, withdrawn by Iqba." TCL 13, 221 is a protocol in which 19

cooks, bakers, and food preparers assume responsibility for preparing the sacred meal

in the kannanu room of the Lady-of-Uruk, Nanaya, and Beltu-§a-Re§ (§3.1 1.1).

4.3.7.2. Clothing Ceremony

PTS 2783 informs us that 3 sacrificial sheep were ritually selected for the clothing

ceremonies of I§tar, Nanaya, and Beltu-5a-Re§ on the 6th day of the month KislTmu: 111

6. 3 (UDU.NlTA) a-na «*gNtG.LAM 7.
r
Sd" dGA§AN Sd UNUG" 8. ^na-na-a 9. [u]

dGASAN Sd SAG! '
12 10. ITI GAN U4 6-KAM 1 1 . YJJV-as "3 (sheep) ritually selected

for the clothing ceremony of the Lady-of-Uruk, Nanaya, [and] Beltu-5a-Re§, on the 6th

day ofthe month KislTmu "The dates ofthe clothing ceremony and correlations with texts

recording allocations of garments are discussed in chapter 1 (§ 1.7.1; § 1.7.2; §1.12.1).

4.3.7.3. Varia

According to texts recording operations on jewelry in the shape of door-locking devices,

Beltu-Sa-ReS participated with IStar and other deities of the Eanna temple in rituals

scheduled for the first part of the month Addaru during which this jewelry was displayed

(§3.5.4).

4.4. Usur-amassu

The earliest mention of the goddess Usur-amassu at Uruk occurs in an inscription

recording the dedication of a field to her by a governor of the Sealand named KaSSu-

bel-zeri. The inscription has survived on a Neo-Babylonian copy excerpted, according

to its colophon, from an inscribed cylinder seal strung on the necklace of the goddess:

1 3. Sd ina UGU na4KlSlB Sd i-na ™4GU Sd ^URI-INIM-.w "That which is [written] upon

a cylinder seal which is on the necklace of the goddess Usur-amassa." 113 No evidence

111 The heading of the document reads as follows: 1 . KUD-as Sd ITI GAN U 4 3-KAM 2. U 4 6-KAM "ritual

selection of the month KislTmu, 3rd and 6th clays."

112 The scribe inadvertently wrote dGASAN So UNUG k
', ostensibly meaning to write dGASAN Sd SAG.

111 Edition in Frame 1995, B.4.0.2001. For a discussion of this text see BeauMRU 2000b.
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allows us to assign a date to the inscription save for the fact that the divine name Kassu

appears only in theophoric names from the years 1008-955 B.C. 114

The next mention of the goddess occurs in a building inscription from the 5th year

of king Nabonassar (743-742 B.C.) which records that two prominent citizens of Uruk

undertook the restoration of her bit-akiti. U5 Two generations later Usur-amassu was

included among the gods of Uruk carried off in the wake of the Assyrian attack in

the fall of 693. 116 The Babylonian Chronicle states that these gods were returned to

their city 12 years later in 681, at the very end of Sennacherib's reign." 7 It is uncertain

whether Usur-amassu was then restored to her place of worship, since Esarhaddon also

affirms that he returned her to Uruk." 8 The question is further complicated by the fact

that Assurbanipal also claims to have returned Usur-amassu to Uruk." 9 We know at

any rate that the goddess left Uruk again with Nanaya to take part in Assurbanipal's

coronation ceremonies. 120 From Esarhaddon 's reign dates a letter, sent probably by the

scholar Mar-I5tar and addressed to the king, which deals with the repair work to be done

on the statues of several gods of Uruk, including Usur-amassu:

PARPOLA 1993, 349

13. itpa-ni §U.[MIN.ME§ Sd Au-sur]-a-mat-sa

14. KU.GI ufj-bu-zu la-a-mt 7/
1

! [G1r.M1N.MES]

15. KU.GI la iit)-bu-zii
x<i*la-[ma-luS-Su-u lab]-Sd-at

16. a-gu-u KU.GI Sak-na-at 2 [Su-un-gal-l]i

17. Sa KU.GI ga-am-ru 15 u 150 [Ina UGU ki-gal-ii]-Sd

18. iz-za-zu TA ^aS-Sur* a-na UNUGfki l

19. u-Se-bi-la-dS-Si

Furthermore, (while) the face (and) the hand[s of Usur]-amassa have been overlaid with gold,

the figure and [the feet] have not. She is [dr]essed with a la[mal)uSSu]-robe (and) equipped

with a golden tiara. The two golden [drago]ns are ready and they stand right and left [upon]

her [pedestal]. I have sent her from Assyria to Uruk.

Usur-amassu is mentioned numerous times in the Eanna archive and ranked among the

most important deities worshiped at Uruk. Her cult was still in existence during the

Hellenistic period, as she is mentioned in the "Fete d' IStar" and another late ritual from

Uruk. 121

m Frame noted (his, as well as Brinkman 1968, p. 257, and p. 297, n. 1943.

"J Edition in Framr 1995, B.6. 1 5.2001.

"6 OIP2,p. 87, lines 31-33.
117 Grayson 1975, p. 81, lines 28-29. The tradition seems somewhat confused, however, as the Chronicle

stales that the gods of Uruk had been carried off both by the Assyrians and by the Elamitcs in the wake of the

Assyrian onslaught (ibid., pp. 78-79, col. II, 48 - col. Ill, 3), and were later returned from Elam {p. 81, col.

Ill, 29. [NI]M k
'; the sign NIM, however, is almost entirely restored, only its right side vertical wedge appears

on the copy).
" 8 Borger 1956, p. 84, rev. 43.

" 9 Streck 1916, p. 220, lines 29-35.
120 Streck 1916, p. 266, lines 12-13.

> 2 ' Lackenbaciier 1977, p. 41, rev. 4. <"URI-1NIM-™; and KAR 132, col. II, 13. <HJRI-INIM-.vh, edited by

Thureau-Dangin 1921. p. 101.
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The various spellings of her name are as follows:

1

.

Usur-amassa
dURi-INIM-.«7 (FRAME 1995, B.4.0.2001, line 11, inscription of Ka§su-bel-zeri, ca.

1000 B.C.; THUREAU-DANGIN 1919, p. 126, col. Ill, line 11, reign of Marduk-

zakir-sumi; Streck, Asb., p. 220, line 29, inscription of Assurbanipal).
du-sur-a-mat-sa (OIP 2, p. 87, line 32, 693 B.C.; PARPOLA 1993, 349, lines 13 and

24, reign of Esarhaddon; BORGER 1956, p. 84, rev. 43, inscription of Esarhaddon;

STRECK 1916, p. 266, line 12, inscription of Assurbanipal).

2. Usur-amassu
dURI-INIM-^w (passim in Neo-BabyIonian texts from Uruk, mostly 6th century).

d\JRl-a-mat-su (passim in Neo-Babylonian texts from Uruk: earliest attestation is in

YBC 7422, passim, dated to the 8th year of Merodach-Baladan II; also in building

inscription from the reign of Nabonassar, FRAME 1995, B.6.15.2001).

du-sur-a-mat-su (passim in Neo-Babylonian texts from Uruk, mostly 6th century).

dinninu-sur-a-mat-su (NBC 5037: 23 and 26, Neo-Babylonian, probably late 7th or 6th

century).

The spelling Usur-amassa predominates until the 7th century, the only exceptions

being the bit-aktti inscription from the 5th year of Nabonassar and YBC 7422. In

Neo-Babylonian documents the spelling is always Usur-amassu in conformity with the

change of the possessive pronominal suffix of the 3rd person feminine singular from -5a

to -5u in Neo-Babylonian. The spelling d[nninu-sur-a-mat-su in NBC 5037 contains the

additional determinative INNIN, stressing the female character of the deity.

In the inscription of Ka§§u-bel-zeri Usur-amassu is characterized as aSibat Uruk

"resident of Uruk," 122 while an inscription of Esarhaddon ascribes to her the epithets

malikat milki "provider ofcounsel" and sdbitat abbuti "intercessor." 123 The preamble to

the inscription from the 5 th year of Nabonassar recording the restoration of her bit-akiti

offers more substantial theological information: 124

1

.

a-na ^UBA-a-mat-su GA$AN sir-ti da-i-na-at di-ni ma-a-ti

2. pa-ri-sa-at E$.BAR AN-e u er-se-ti bu-uk-rat ^IM

3. na-ar-mat dAMAR.UD 5a la in$-ne-nu-u qi-bi-is-su

For the goddess Usur-amassu, august lady, who renders judgment for the land, who makes

decision(s) for heaven and the netherworld, daughter of the god Adad, beloved of the god

Marduk, the one whose command cannot be changed.

'" Frame 1995, B.4.0.2001, rev. II. a-na •'URI-INIM-.wj a-Si-bat UNIFC" 12. be-el-ti-Su i-qi-iS\ "he

presented (this land) lo Usur-amassu, who dwells in Uruk, his lady."

i" Borger 1956, p. 84, rev. 43.

im Frame 1995, B.6.15.2001.
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4.4. Usur-amassu

The god-list An =Anum III lists Usur-amassu, not as a daughter, but as a son of

Adad: '25

246. Ami-5a-ru = dumu dIM-ke4

247. di-$ar-tU4 = dam-bi-mi

248. du-sur-a-mat-su = dumu dIM-ke4

This male Usur-amassu also appears in the Genouillac god list dating from the Old

Babylonian period (TCL 15, pi. 27, line 196: du-sur-a-wa-su), in the Old Babylonian

personal name Usur-awassu-gamil (
du-sur-a-wa-as-su-ga-mi[), l2(> and in an incantation

belonging to the series Surpu, where he is accompanied by Adad, Ninurta, Sullat,

rjaniS, and MeSaru, 127 the latter three being well-known deities of the Adad circle. The

association of Usur-amassu with MeSaru and ISartu in An=Anum is not surprising if

one considers that one of the titles of the female Usur-amassu in the bit-alati inscription

from Uruk portrays her as a deity of justice, da'inat dlni mail "who renders judgment

for the land." This evidence suggests that the originally male Usur-amassu became a

female deity when he was introduced to Uruk. Usur-amassu also appears in BM 41239,

a late Babylonian ritual for the month Sabatu which mentions Eturkalama, the temple

of I§tar-of-Babylon in Babylon, and the procession of various deities to Kish. 128 There

is no indication as to whether this deity is the male or the female Usur-amassu.

Name formations of the type Usur-amassu "Obey his command" are known mostly

from Old Babylonian and Old Assyrian personal names. A king of ESnunna and a

high official of Mari were named Usur-awassu. 129 Names like Usur-awat-$ama§ "Obey

the command of SamaS ," Usur-awat-IStar "Obey the command of IStar," and Usur-5a-

A§ur "Obey that (i.e. the command) of ASSur" are attested in early 2nd millennium

documents. 130 Such names were classified by Stamm under the rubric Mahmmgen an

den Namenstrager "injunctions to the name bearer." 131 The possessive suffix -5u in

awassu refers to the deity under whose protection the bearer of the name is placed,

and the same must be true of the male deity Usur-amassu, whose name must then

mean "Obey his (Adad's) command" When Usur-amassu, listed as a "son" of Adad in

An = Anum, was introduced to Uruk to serve IStar he became Usur-amassa, "Obey her

(IStar's) command" and became a female deity, although his name was not changed to

*UsrI-amassa/u to reflect this transformation. In texts from the archive Usur-amassu is

often mentioned in conjunction with the goddess UrkayTtu, who was probably a resident

of her temple.

125 Litke 1998, p. 143. The question ofllie male and female Usur-amassu was discussed by Jean 1934.

126 This name appears in Szlgcutgr 1963, p, 71, lines 7 and 1 1; and also in YOS 13, 203: rev. 21. d»-.w»-

a-wa-as-su-ga-[mil]. Pientka 1998, p. 183, posits that this name honors the deity Usur-awSssu, who would

have already been worshiped in Uruk in (he Old Babylonian period.

'" Reiner 1958, p. 40 (Tablet VIII), line 24.

' 2R George 2000, p. 293, line 4.

129 For the ruler of ESnunna see Frayne 1990, pp. 501-504, with references to previous literature. The high

official of Mari is discussed mainly by Charpin 1988.
130 On these names sec Stamm 1939, p. 204; CAD N/II, p. 43, s.v. nasaru, with several examples quoted;

and the names listed in Wendell Bowes 1987, pp. 753-754.
'J' Stamm 1939, pp. 203-204.
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4.4. 1 . Paraphernalia

The Neo-Assyrian letter PARPOLA 1993, 349 contains a short description of the statue

of Usur-amassu, mentioning the two dragons on each side of her pedestal. This passage,

however, is heavily restored by its editor. The balustrade (tallu) of Usur-amassu is

mentioned in YOS 1 9, 246: 1 . 5/6 MA.NA 6 1/2 GIN KU.GI man-di-tu l.Sa v*tal-lu Sd
dURI-INIM-.yw "5/6 mina and 6 1/2 shekels of gold (for) the plating of the balustrade

of Usur-amassu;" and 7. PAP 55 GtN 3 IGI-4-GAl.LA.ME gir-e 8. [KU.G]I a-na

man-di-tu Sd tal-'hC 9.
T
Sd dlURI-INIM-j« "total: 55 3/4 (and) 1/24 shekels of [gol]d

for the plating of the balustrade of Usur-amassu." Her Divine Urigallu Standard was

the object of a separate cult (§8.1.4). YOS 19, 245 records an expenditure of gold to

repair her golden depu weapon: 4. DUN4 KU.GI 5. Sd dURI-INIM-5w "the golden depu

weapon of Usur-amassu." Her ceremonial chest is mentioned in FLP 1564: 1. b'sPISAN
sd dURI-INIM-5w "the chest of Usur-amassu."

The ceremonial wagon (attaru) of the goddess occurs in four texts; PTS 281 1 : 1 . 1/2

MA.NA KU.BABBAR 2. a-na bat-qu Sd i&at-ta-ri KU.BABBAR 3. Sd ^sur-a-mat-su

"1/2 mina of silver to repair the silver ceremonial wagon of Usur-amassu;" YBC 3998:

20. [o]+
r
9

n MA.NA 12 GfN KU.BABBAR 1 ku-Sur UGU Sd &at-ta-ri 21. Sd dURI-

INIM-sw "[0] 9 minas (and) 12 shekels of silver (in) 1 ingot for the ceremonial wagon

of Usur-amassu;" YBC 41 17: 9. 9 1/2 GiN KU.BABBAR a-na UGU 10. Wat-ta-ri

Sd dURI-INIM-5w ru-ud-du "9 1/2 shekels of supplementary silver for the ceremonial

wagon of Usur-amassu;" and YBC 9063: 14. 7 1/2 MA.NA 3 GiN KU.BABBAR 1

ku-Sur 15. [a]-na man-di-ti Sd &at-ta-ri Sd dURI-INIM-5« "7 1/2 minas (and) 3 shekels

of silver (in) 1 ingot for plating the ceremonial wagon of Usur-amassu."

Several texts mention the door curtain (gidlu) hanging at the gate of the inner cella

of Usur-amassu; NBC 8350: 4. 22 MA.NA &^(jal-[su] 5. a-na &adagid-da-[lu-u] 6. Sd

pa-ni ^URI-INIM-^w1 "22 minas of combed flax for the door curtain in front of Usur-

amassu;" PTS 2522: 1. 35 1/2 MA.NA Wgid-lu-u 2. Sd IGI dURI-INIM-s« "35*1/2

minas, (weight of the) door curtain which is in front of Usur-amassu;" and YBC 3715

(§3.4). The blanket (iafjapSu) is mentioned in NBC 8363: 4. [a-na] *zi-ki?-tu 5.
T
Sd

ta-bap-Su Sd dlURI-INIM-5w 6. u rdUNUGnk'-/-// "(unknown substance withdrawn by

a fuller) [for] cleaning the blanket of Usur-amassu and UrkayTtu;" 9. 2 BAN 5inlLI Sd
T
td

x

-bap-Su 10. Sd dURI-INIM-sw 1 1. u dUNUG ki -/-// "2 sdtus ofjuniper extract for the

blanket of Usur-amassu and UrkayTtu (received by weaver)." The sunu cloth occurs in

one text where it is associated with the water basin (me-qatT)> and therefore the usual

interpretation of sunu as "loincloth" may not be appropriate in this case; NBC 4597:

23'. [0 0] a-na su-u-nu Sd A.ME SUMIN 24*. Sd t ^URI-INIM-sw 1 ku-um U'8UR

a-ri-du "[0 0] for the sunu cloth of the water basin of the temple of Usur-amassu, in

replacement for the removed sunu cloth."

A number ofvessels and cultic implements for the cult ofUsur-amassu are mentioned

in the archive. The bowl (ruqqu) occurs in NBC 4560: 2. §EN»™d" 3. Sd £ dURI-

INIM-sw "the bowl of the temple of Usur-amassu;" and the naSappu container in YBC
3998: 1. na-Sap KU.BABBAR 2. [Sd]

rdlURI-INIM-5w "1 naSappu container of silver

[belonging to] Usur-amassu;" and 12. PAP.PAP r
19

n MA.NA 10 GiN KU.BABBAR 2

ku-Sar KU.BABBAR 13. Sd na-Sap KU.BABBAR Sd dURI-INIM-sw "grand total: 19

minas (and) 10 shekels of silver (in) 2 ingots of silver for the silver naSappu container of
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Usur-amassu "The water sprinkler (sa-sala'-me) occurs in two texts; PTS 3256: 12. 1

sd sa-la-mu KU.BABBAR 1 3. Sd dURI-[INIM]-.y« "
1 water sprinkler of silver belonging

to Usur-[amas]su;" and YBC 9434: 5. 1 1/2 MA.NA KU.BABBAR T
and* Sd sa-

Tlam
KU.BABBAR1

6. a-ri-du Sd IGI dURI-INIM- r
jW

1 "11/2 minas of silver for the removed
water sprinkler of silver which is before Usur-amassu." The vat {dannu) occurs in YBC
9434: 8. (silver) a-na UGU ku-Sur™^ 9. Sd dan-nu KU.BABBAR sd dURI-INIM^«
"(silver) for the ingots (to make) the silver vat of Usur-amassu."

The dannu is mentioned again together with another type of vat, the namfjaru, in

NCBT 528, a text listing offerings of barley to various deities; the text further mentions

the fermenting vat (namzTtu), the (jussii vessel, and the drinking vessel (maSqu):

13. 2 dan-nu-tu 2 nam-fa-ra-a-ta U4 9-KAM Sd ITI GAN
14. a-na du-sur-a-mat-su ...

18. 1 PI SE.BAR U4 9-KAM a-na nam-za~a-la maS-Sd-qu-u

19. a-na Au-sur-a-mat-su

20. 5 BAN §E.BAR a-na \-en bu-us-su-u Sd U4 20-KAM Sd ITI AB
21. Sd ina BARA an-zu-u a-na ^URl-a-mat-su i[n-n]a-qu~ul

2 dannu vats and 2 nam^aru vats (of barley) for Usur-amassu on the 9lh day of the month
KislTmu ... 1 panu of barley (offered) on the 9th day to Usur-amassu (and put) in the

fermenting vat (for) the drinking vessel; 5 sdtus of barley for 1 jussii vessel which is offered

to Usur-amassu on the Dais of AnzO on the 20lh day of the month Tebetu.

The Dais of AnzQ is also mentioned in the ritual LKU 5 1 , but in connection with a ritual

performed for Nanaya in the month DQzu: obv. 20*. [0 0] ina UGU BARA an-zu-u

a-na dna-na-a i-mafy-fya-as-'ma
1
[0 o 0] "[0 0] on the Dais of Anzu for Nanaya he

strikes/kills(?) and [o 0]" (Appendix 2).

Finally YOS 6, 192, which records the allocation of sacred vessels for the Saldm
bid ceremony of the 8th day of the month KislTmu, assigns the following vessels to the

temple of Usur-amassu:

23. ina lib-bi 2 dan-nu-tu KU.BABBAR 2 nam-za-a-ta

24. 1 Sid-da-tuA Sd bi-rit Sid-du

25. 4 lib-be-e KU.GI 4 Su-la-pu KU.GI
26. 1 ma-li-tu\ KU.BABBAR 2 ka-kan-na-a-ta

27. I ma-sd-ab GUR7 Sd ma-aq-qi-ti

28. ina t dUR\-a-mat-su

From il, 2 vats of silver, 2 fermenting vats, 1 container stand for (the ceremony) between the

dividing curtains, 4 heart-shaped vessels of gold, 4 Sulapus of gold, 1 bowl of silver, 2 pot

stands, 1 basket on a stand for libations, in the temple of Usur-amassu.
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4.4.2. Ornaments

4.4.2.1. Tiara

As discussed above (§4.4) the Neo-Assyrian letter PARPOLA 1993, 349 mentions the

golden tiara of Usur-amassu of Uruk: 16. a-gu-ii KUGI Sak-na-at "she is equipped

with a golden tiara." This tiara is described in detail in YBC 11390, dated to the

10th year of $amag-§um-ukln, an account of the red gold (KUGI SA5) allocated to

fashion the tiara of Usur-amassu. Its various components are listed, but, save for a

few terms, the technical vocabulary employed is obscure or otherwise unknown. The

mention of 20 quills (20 ga-ap-pi) on line 2 indicates that the tiara of Usur-amassu

was, like those of IStar and Nanaya, a feathered headdress. The text indirectly con-

firms Esarhaddon and Assurbanipal's claims that the cult of the goddess had been

reorganized after the disruptions caused by Sennacherib's campaigns in southern Baby-

lonia.

YBC 11390 (plates 24, 25)

1 .
rKU.Gr SA 5 Sd a-na AGA KU.GI Sd drURT-a-mat-su

T
matf}-ruV-m

2. 6 MA.NA KU.GI SA5 20 ga-ap-pi \-en a-bu-lm

3

.

u
r
zu*-bu-rin-ni Sa sa-ma-fjal

4. 3
rMA n.NA 19 GfN KU.GI 15 Su-bu-u-tu

5. 5/6 MA.NA 8 GiN (jal-la-ma-ad-ri

6. 1 MA.NA 52 GfN KU.GI su-u-tu AGA KU.GI

7. ina iib-bi 1 MA.NA 14 1/2 GfN ii-rak K[A]

8. Su-pa-lu-u Sd\ mi-si 'UD.KA.BAR 1

9. 1 MA.NA 8 GfN KU.GI 5 Su-bu-fu
r
x

n
[o o]

10. Su-pa-lu-u ii 46 su-ta-[a-ta]

11.1/32 GfN KU.GI ed-il e-le-n[u o o]

12. 37 i-rim-ma-at 47 su-u-t[a-a-ta]

13. 3 1/2 MA.NA 6 GfN KU.GI 122 dr-zal-la-'mC
14. 7 tu-ri-in-ne-e-ii \-en rik-su

15. 142 su-u-ta-a-ta

16. 1 MA.NA KU.GI 35 dr-zal-la-nu

17. msu-u- T
ta^-a-ta

18. [o o] 5 GfN KU/GI 1 44 a-a-ru Sa KA r
IGI?-»?

1

19. [o o] MA.NA 3 GfN 2- r
ta ta\-ri-ka\-a-ta

}

20. Sd pu-uk-ku-ru 120 su-ta-a-ta

21.
r
5

1 [GfN] rKUGI SA5 \-en dr-zal-la"

22. 'WOsu-tV-ta-a-ta

23. TAP 29 MA.NA 15?
1 GfN KU.GI SA 5

24. 'a-na AGA KU.GI io
1 *UR\-a-maf-su

25.
r
e-pu-u$ ina HF-bi 1 MA.NA 14 1/2GINwh'-s/

26.
r
u-rak KA SiC-pa-lu-u

27.
T
it 47 5/6 MA.NA 16 1/2 GfN KU.GI SA5 1

28.
r
dul-lti x

n
ep-Su Sd AGA KU.GI

29. MU 10-KAM<«GlS.NU„-MU-GI.NA
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Plate 24. YBC 1 1 390 (obverse)
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w/m

v<^

Ufap^if%w

Plate 25. YBC 11390 (reverse)
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30. LUGAL TIN.TIRki

31. fl-
rn*1-//-<iAMAR.UD A 'DU-<U5

32. ^UMBISAG 1 E.AN.NA

1

.

Red gold received(?) for the golden tiara of Usur-amassu.

2. 6 minas of red gold (for) 20 quills, 1 abiilu,

3. and a zuburinnu with an attachment;

4. 3 minas (and) 19 shekels of gold (for) 15 Subiitus;

5. 5/6 mina (and) 8 shekels (for a) ljalmadru\

6. 10 minas (and) 52 shekels of red(?) gold for the golden tiara,

7. including 1 mina (and) 14 1/2 shekels for the rod of the

8. lower ope[ning] made of refined copper;

9. I mina (and) 8 shekels of gold (for) 5 subu(us (for the)

10. lower [o o o] and (for) 46 silt[us]-
t

11. 1/3 (mina and) 2 shekels of gold (for the) upper closing (and for)

12. 37 egg-shaped ornaments and 47 sut[us]\

13. 3 1/2 minas (and) 6 shekels of gold (for) 122 arzallu jewels,

14. 7 turinmtus, and 1 string

15. (of) 142ji7/ws;

16. I mina of gold (for) 35 arzallu jewels (and)

17. 1 83 jrii/Ms;

18. [o o] (and) 5 shekels of gold (for) 44 rosettes (for) the front(?) opening;

19. [o o] minas (and) 3 shekels (of gold for) 2 (ariktus

20. for affixing, (and for) 120.su/us;

21.5 [shekels] of red gold (for) 1 arzallu jewel

22. (and) l&Qsufus.

23. Total: 29 (and) 15(?) shekels of red gold

24. for the golden tiara of Usur-amassu,

25. worked, including 1 mina and 14 1/2 shekels of refined (copper)

26. (for) the lower opening,

27. and 47 minas (and) 16 1/2 shekels of red gold,

28. the finished work on the golden tiara.

29. 10th year of SamaS-Sum-ukTn,

30. king of Babylon.

31. (Written by) Sirikli-Marduk, son of Ibni-lSlar,

32. scribe of Eanna.

Taking the breaks into account, the total on line 23 appears to match the total of the

smaller amounts enumerated in the previous lines. The amount on line 27 must therefore

represent the grand total of gold in the tiara, or the weight in gold of the tiara before the

additions recorded in this text, in which case it would have weighed almost 80 minas.

Considering its weight, it is possible that the tiara was not worn by the deity, but instead

was displayed on a stand in her temple. 132

132 Such a stand is mentioned in the inscription of Nabonidus commemorating the restoration of the liara of
Sama§orSippar(Bi-AULinu 1989b, pp. 10-11).
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4.4.2.2. Crown

The crown of Usur-amassu is mentioned with some of its components in PTS 2950

(§4.4.2.4): 2. [o] tas-kis KU.GI 3. Sd ku-lu-lu KU.GI 4. [o] a-a-ri pa-ni Sd 4-« sa-ab-tii

"[o] tarkisu ornament of gold for the golden crown (and) [o] frontal rosette(s) attached

in 4 places."

4.4.2.3. Breast Ornaments

GCCI 2, 214 records delivery of a quantity of gold for work on the breast ornament of

Nanaya and Usur-amassu: 1.1/371/2 GfN gi-ru-u KU.GI 2. iS-kar a-na u-rak KA 3. Sd

GABA! Sd <*na-na-a it 4. Sd dVRl-a-ma(-su "1/3 (mina) 7 1/2 (and) 1/24 shekels of gold,

work delivery for the rod of the opening of the breast ornament of Nanaya and Usur-

amassu." NCBT 380 records a delivery of gold for her "winged(7)" breastplate: 5. PAP

3 MA.NA 2/3! GfN KU.GI 6. a-na GABA a-ba-nu KU.GI 7. Sd dURI-INIM-jw "total: 3

minas (and) 2/3 shekels of gold for the winged(?) breastplate of gold belonging to Usur-

amassu." Finally PTS 2950 (§4.4.2.4) lists a number of breast ornaments belonging

to the goddess: 8. [1 GABA] Sd bi-rit SU.MIN.ME KU.GI "a gold [breast ornament]

located between the hands;" and three breastplates "with a representation of a rising

snake" {Sa MUS ti-bi; lines 16, 21, and 27).

4.4.2.4. Jewelry

The inscription of the Sealand governor KaSsu-bel-zeri was copied in Neo-Babylonian

times from an inscribed votive cylinder seal belonging to the necklace of Usur-amassu

(§4.4). AnOr 9, 2 mentions the same object and specifies that it was made of lapis

lazuli: 31.
r™4*ku*-nu*-uk*" ™4 * rZA*.GlN* 1

32.
rSd* <HJRI*-a*-mat*^su "the lapis

lazuli cylinder seal of Usur-amassu." 133 Her jewelry is described in several other texts,

including two inventories (PTS 2950 and FLP 1564). The ornaments listed in PTS 2950

were put on the image of Usur-amassu on the 14th day of the month Ayaru. As discussed

earlier this date coincides with one of the clothing ceremonies in the Eanna temple

(§1.6, §1-12.1).

PTS 2950

1. W-kuHiSdttim-imMsu
2.

3.

[o] taS-kis KU.GI

Sa ku-lu-lu KU.GI

4. [o] a-a-ri pa-ni Sd 4-u sa-ab-tu

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

[oU]AR.ME<w-/wKti.GI

[o §]U.GUR KU.GI

[o d]u-di-ti KU.GI

[1 GABA] Sd bi-rit 5u.MIN.ME KU.GI

[o o o a]-gur-ru 44 n«4IM.Kl5lB.ME 134

'« Beaulieu 2000b. The text has been collated from the original.

im In the Neo-Babylonian script the signs DUB and KlSlB (§ID) are occasionally confused, the latter
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10. ["a4JBABBAR.DIL 88 NA4.ME KU.GI
1 1. 88 "^GUG.ME 44 ™*tuk-pi-ti

12. (na]4BABBAR.DIL sa-ma-fjal-Su Sal-Urn

13. [ina tu]r-ru GADA.tfA sa-ab-ti

14. [o o] ku-
T
ma*-ru KU.GI Sd tam-le-e

1 5. [o aS]-mu Sd zi-mu KU.GI
16. [2-ti GABA] Sd 'MUS 1

ti-bi KU.GI
17. [o o ™]4 rIM\KlSlB BABBAR.DIL 29 NA4.ME KU.GI
18. [o o ™Ytuk-pi-ti n*«BABBAR.DIL
19. [sa-nia-f)]al-su Sal-lim

20. [ina gu]-bal-su KU.GI sa-abWtC
21

.

[3-//] GABA Sd MU§ t[i-b]i KU.GI
22. 20 ™4iM.KJ$IB n

[
a4BABBAR.DIL]

23. sa-ma-bal-su Sal-lim ina gii-foal-su KU.GI DIB
24. 1 mil-bu KU.GI 24 a-gur-ru

25. Sd NA4.ME KU.GI '^ZA.GiN ™"GUG.ME
26. u -""AS.GI4.GI4 3 a-gur-

Tnf KU.GI
27. <4-// GABA) Sd MUS ti-bi 141 [o o o] KU.GI
28. [4]0 """IM.KlSlB """BABBAR.DIL [o NA4.ME KU].GI
29. [4]0 ™*tak-pi-ti 2 kur-s[u-u o o]

30. [i]na (iir-ru GADA.tfA sa-ab-t[i o na4I]M.KlSlB.ME
3 1

.

ina sa-ma-bal-Su bal-[liq]

32. 20 ka-ar-pi-lu
rKU.GI Sd sa-a-da*

33. 64 a-a-ri KU.GI Sd sa-a-
T
da"

34. 9-Si raq-qa-a-ta KU.GI Sd ku-ial-la

35. TAP 1
Su-kut-ti Sd <HJRMNIM-.sw

36. ina ITI GU4 U„ I4-KAM MU 2-KAM
37. '' ,dUGUR-LUGAL-URI LUGALTIN.TIRki
38. sa-an-qa-ti a-na UGU
39. JURI-INIM-™ te-lu-u

1

.

Jewelry of Usur-amassu:

2. [o] tark7su(s) of gold

3. for the golden crown;

4. [o] frontal rosette(s) attached in 4 places;

5. [0] cleft bracelets of gold;

6. [o] gold finger-rings;

7. [o] gold fibula(s);

8. a gold [breast ornament] located between the hands, (which includes)

9. [000 a]gum<s, 44 cylinder-seal-shaped beads

10. of banded agate, 88 gold beads,

1 1. 88 beads of cornelian, 44 kidney-shaped beads of

12. banded agale, (with) its atlachment(s) in good condition,

13. (and) held [on] a linen [str]ing;

being sometimes written like a clear DUB, hence the attribution of the value KlSlB to the sign DUB by
some assyriologists. In the present text the bead named kumtkku is consistently written "^IM.DUB, which is

obviously an equivalent of ""'•KlfilB and should be read ^IM.KlSlB. See Owen, Watanabe 1983, pp. 44-
47; and Borger 1978, p. 251, s. v. KlSlB, who argues against the attribution of this additional value to the
sign DUB.
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14. [o o] framed ornament of gold with inlays;

15. [o sun]-disk ornaments as garment decoration;

16. [a 2nd breast ornament], (a breastplate) of gold with a representation of a rising snake,

(which includes)

17. [o] cylinder-seal-shaped beads of banded agate, 29 gold beads,

18. [o] kidney-shaped beads of banded agate,

19. (with) its [attach]ment(s) in good condition,

20. (and) held [on] a gold wire;

2 1

.

[a 3rd] breast ornament, (a breastplate) of gold with a representation of a rising snake,

(which includes)

22. 20 cylinder-seal-shaped beads of [banded agate?],

23. (with) its attachment(s) in good condition, (and) held on a gold wire;

24. 1 milfju of gold; 24 agurrus

25. (with) gold beads, lapis lazuli beads, carnelian beads,

26. and turquoise beads; 3 agurrus of gold;

27. (a 4th breast ornament), (a breastplate) with a representation of a rising snake, which

includes 141 [o o] of gold,

28. [4]0 cylinder-seal-shaped beads of banded agate, [go]ld [beads?],

29. [4]0 kidney-shaped beads, 2 lin[ks o o],

30. held on a linen string, [with o cy]linder-seal-shaped bead(s)

3 1

.

misfsing?] on its attachment;

32. 20 karpthis ofsadu gold;

33. 64 rosettes ofsadu gold;

34. 9 raqqatus of gold for a counterpoise.

35. Total of the jewelry of Usur-amassu

36. (which), in the month Ayaru, on the 14th day, in the 2nd year

37. of Neriglissar, king of Babylon,

38. was selected and

39. went on Usur-amassu.

FLP 1 564 lists a number of necklaces belonging to the chest of Usur-amassu which

were put on the god Dumuzi on the 29th day of the month Duzu in the 5th year of

Nabonidus. The ritual LKU 51, as well as a number of texts from the archive, allude to

ritual activities connected with Dumuzi taking place in the month DQzu or the beginning

of the month Abu (§7.10). These activities also coincided with the clothing ceremony

of the first day of the month Abu, and it is possible that the jewelry listed in FLP 1564

was displayed in connection with that ceremony.
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T^m=^^m^^ to.
.

&#w^^£a;

2m *M*

Plate 26. FLP 1564 (obverse)
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4.4. Usur-amassu

Plate 27. FLP 1564 (reverse)

FLP 1564 (plate 26, 27)
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1

.

["HGU.ME sa TA ffiSAN sa <"URJ-INIM-.yw

2. a-na UGU *dumu-zi i-iu-u ITI §U
3

.

U, 29-KAM MU 5-KAM <WA-I LUGAL E^

4. 1 n^KI§IB "^LAMMA man-di-ti KU.GI ina gu-(jal-si KU.GI sa-bit

5. 1 GU ^si-pir-ti man-di-ti KU.GI 1 1 DUR
6. 2 m4tuk-pi-tu 1 in-bi Sa man-di-tu ina gtt-fyal-su KU.GI sa-bit

7. 2-/} GU 9 DUR 40 NA4 KU.GI 3 1 **ar-za-a-lu

8. //la 2 naAtuk-pi-tii 2 mAsag-gil-tmtd sa-bit

9. 3-&J GU naiQUG ™*tuk-pi-tu it NA4 /a mit-fa-ru 13 DUR
10. 81 NA4 KU.GI //la 1 NA4 KU.GI 1 ^tuk-pi-tu sa-bit

11. 4-w GU 12 DUR 17 a-gur-ru KU.GI 92 NA4 KU.GI

12. ina 2 pi-in-gu KU.GI 3 naAluk-pi-tii sa-bit

13. 5-Su GU! 1 1 DUR 8 a-g//r-/// 16 NA4 KU.GI

14. ina 3 ™*sag-gil-nwd 1 NA4 KU.BABBAR sa-bit

15. 6-fci GU! 8 kur-su-u 60 NA4 KU.GI /no 2 ^ZA.GlN ?a-to/

16. 7-// GU 7 DUR 20 NA4 KU.GI ina 1 ™*tuk-pi-lu 1 "-"GUG <«*-&/)

17. 8-// GU Sa n«"GUG 7 DUR 2 NA4 KU.GI ina 1 "^BIR 1 «HGUG (sa-bit)

18. 9-m GU 5 DUR it 7 DUR ina 2 ^tuk-pi-tii sa-bit

19. 10-/i GU 5 DUR 29 NA4 KU.GI ina 1 ™4BIR 1
na4GUG (sa-bit)

20. 1 1-w GU 5 DUR 32 NA4 KU.GI ina 2 ™"BIR sa-bit

21. 12-// GU Sa
r"a4GUG 8 DUR ina 1

»»4BIR? sal-bitV

22. 1 3-// GU [0000000000]
23. 14-// GU V[o 000000000]
24. 15-// GU 6 [DUR 000 ina »]«"BIR 1 «'[°4G]UG (sa-bit)

25. I6-1/ GU 7 DUR 50 "[""KU.GI] ina 2 ™4BIR (sa-bit) ina SA 1 Sa man-di-tu

26. 17-ti GU 7 DUR 1 1 NA4 KU.GI ina 2 """GUG (sa-bit)

27. 18-m GU 6 DUR&* »a"GUG ina 1
™4BIR 1 """MUS.GIr (sa-bit)

28. 19-// GU 6 DUR 20 NA4 KU.GI ina 2 ™4BIR sa-bit

1

.

Necklaces from the chest of Usur-amassu

2. (which) went on Dumuzi. Month Dtizu,

3. the 29th day, the 5th year of Nabonidus, king of Babylon.

4. A cylinder-seal-shaped bead oUamassu stone with gold mounting, held on a gold wire.

5. 1 : a necklace ofsipirlu beads with gold mountings, (made of) 1 1 strings,

6. (with) 2 kidney-shaped beads (and) 1 fruit-shaped ornament with mounting, held on a

gold wire.

7. 2: a necklace (made of) 9 strings (including) 40 gold beads (and) 3 1 arzaiiu stones,

8. (and) held by 2 kidney-shaped beads and 2 saggitmud stones.

9. 3: a necklace of beads of carnelian, kidney-shaped beads, and beads of varied size, (made

of) 13 strings,

10. (including) 81 gold beads, (and) held by 1 gold bead and 1 kidney-shaped bead.

1 1. 4: a necklace (made of) 12 strings, (including) 17 gold agurrus (and) 92 gold beads,

12. (and) held by 2 gold end pieces (and) 3 kidney-shaped beads.

13. 5: a necklace (made of) 1 1 strings, (including) 8 agurrus (and) 16 gold beads,

14. (and) held by 3 saggilmud stones (and) 1 silver bead.

15. 6: a necklace (including) 8 links (and) 60 gold beads, held by 2 beads of lapis lazuli.
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16. 7: a necklace (made of) 7 strings, (including) 20 gold beads (and) (held) by 1 kidney-

shaped bead (and) 1 bead of carnelian.

17. 8: a necklace of beads of carnelian, (made of) 7 strings, (including) 2 gold beads, (and)

(held) by 1 kidney-shaped bead (and) 1 bead of carnelian.

18. 9: a necklace (made of) 5 strings and 7 strings, (and) held by 2 kidney-shaped beads.

19. 10: a necklace (made of) 5 strings, (including) 29 gold beads, (and) (held) by 1 kidney-

shaped bead (and) 1 bead of carnelian.

20. 1 1 : a necklace (made of) 5 strings, (including) 32 gold beads, (and) held by 2 kidney-

shaped beads.

21

.

12: a necklace of beads of carnelian (made of) 8 strings, (and) held(?) by a kidney-shaped

bead.

22. 13: a necklace [o o o o o o o o]

23. 14: a necklace [o o o o o o o o]

24. 15: a necklace (made of) 6 [strings o o o] (held) [by] a kidney-shaped bead (and) a bead

of carnelian.

25. 16: a necklace (made of) 7 strings, (including) 50 [gold(?) beajds, (and) (held) by 2

kidney-shaped beads, including 1 with mounting.

26. 17: a necklace (made of) 7 strings, (including) 1 1 gold beads, (and) (held) by 2 beads of

carnelian.

27. 18: a necklace (made of) 6 strings of beads of carnelian, (and) (held) by a kidney-shaped

bead and a muSSaru stone.

28. 19: a necklace (made of) 6 strings, (including) 20 gold beads, (and) held by 2 kidney-

shaped beads.

Several more texts mention individual pieces ofjewelry belonging to Usur-amassu; VS
20, 1: 4. 1

rNA4
n KU.GI 5.

v
$c? mil-fri Sa <HJRI-INIM-™ "1 gold bead for the milfju

of Usur-amassu;" VS 20, 96: 3'. 3 a-a-ru KU.GI sa-a-
r
du" 4'. [o o o o o Sa]

rd1URI-

INIM-sw u ddS-ka-a-a-i-tU4 "3 rosettes ofsadu gold [o o o o belonging] to Usur-amassu

and UrkayTtu;"'35 and YBC 4174: 35. 1 AS.ME KU.GI [o o o dURI-INI]M-sw i-te-li "1

sun-disk ornament [o o o] which went [on Usur-ama]ssu;"

The following three texts mention the framed ornaments (Icumaru) of Usur-amassu:

PTS 2264

10. 3 GlN KU.GI 3 ar-zal-Ium KU.GI

11.11 MAS/TAME Sa ku-{{Sa))-ma-rat KU.GI

12. ^URI-INIM-sk

3 shekels ofgold (for) 3 arzallujewels ofgold (and) 1 1 MA$.TA 136 with gold frames belonging

to Usur-amassu.

'" This is a fragmentary maS'aUu text, probably related to the theft of these pieces ofjewelry.

116 The compound MAS.TA might be a phonetic writing for MA&.Dh=sabTlu "gazelle," in which case the

text could refer to openwork figurines of gazelles within a gold frame. Given the small quantity of gold

involved, however, it seems more likely that MAS.TA refers to a catch or attachment.
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YBC 9590

1. [o GIJN gi-ru-u 'KU.GI 1

2.
T
a-nd* bat-qu {(Sa)) Sa ku-ma-ra-a-ta [o o]

3. sa "URI-INIM-sw

[o] (and) 1/24 [she]kels of gold for repairing the framed ornaments [o o ] of Usur-amassu.

YBC 11504

1. 5/6 MA.NA r
6 GlN 1

[o o o]

2. a-na u-rad KA [o]

3. Sa ku-ma-ra-a-tu [o o]

4. Sa
riURI-INIM-Jw 1

[o o]

5/6 mina (and) 6 shekels [o o o] for the ur(a)tu [o] of the framed ornaments [o o] belonging

to Usur-amassu [o o].

The following text mentions figurines in the shape of "scorpion-men" (girtablulu)

belonging to Usur-amassu:

NCBT333

1

.

1 MA.NA 6 GlN 3 IGI.GAL.LA.ME KU.GI

2. Sa GIR.TAB.LU.Uis.LU la-bir-u-tu

3. [Sa] TA UGU <HJRI-INlM-.yu

4. [i't-r]i-du-ni

1 mina (and) 6 3/4 shekels of gold, (weight in gold) of the old scorpion-men figurines [which]

were [re]moved from Usur-am§ssu.

These scorpion-men may have been sequins sown to the ceremonial garment of the

goddess, or figurines belonging to a pectoral or necklace. As the scorpion-man is

frequently associated with IStar on Neo-Assyrian seals, probably as protective genius, it

is possible that the figurines mentioned in NCBT 333 had an apotropaic function.

4.4.3. Clothing

Several texts record disbursements of textiles, threads, and various fabrics for the sacred

wardrobe of Usur-amassu. The following items are known: adllu "tassel(?)," (jullanu

"wrap," fyusannu "sash," the lubaru garment, nafrlaptu "outer garment " the nasbatu

garment, parSTgu "turban," the sibtu garment, and the Salfju cloth.

YOS7, 183

22. 13 MA.NA ^mi-ilj-s[i o o o o o '»b]MA§.ME

23. 1 5/6 MA.NA KI.MIN [o o o o o '«]8NlG.iB.LA.ME
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24. 1
r
5/6

n MA ^mi-ify-si sa siB
r

tfE.ME.DA sa in^-za-fju-re-e-ti 2 ^gpar-si-gu™

25. PAPifldURI-INIM-sw

13 minas of woven cloth [o o o o for o] sibtu [garments], 1 5/6 minas of the same [o o o

for o] sashes, 1 5/6 minas of woven cloth of red-colored wool (dyed) with inzafyuretu (for) 2

turbans. Total (of the clothing) belonging to Usur-amassu.

PTS 2094137

col. II, obv.

8. 1 w**$al-bu

9. 1 '"8GU.E sigZA.GiN.KUR.RA

10. 1 '"gKI.MIN sigyE.ME.DA

11. 2'"bmAS.ME

12. 1 ti»bul-la-mt

13. 1 fttiu-bar

14. PAP ^mi-ib-su Sa <HJRI-INIM-sw

1 Salfju cloth, 1 outer garment of blue-colored wool, 1 of the same ofred-colored wool, 2 sibtu

garments, 1 wrap, 1 lubant garment. Total (of the) woven cloth belonging to Usur-amassu.

Four texts mention the sashes; TCL 12, 107: 9. 1 2/3 MA.NA 10 l"eNlG.lB.LA.ME Sa
dURl-a-niat-su "

l 2/3 minas (of white woven cloth for) 1 sashes for Usur-amassu and

UrkayTtu;" YOS 17, 301: 13. 1 2/3 MA.NA 10 ^NlG.lB.LA.MEirf dURJ-INIM-™ "1

2/3 minas (ofwhite woven cloth for) 10 sashes for Usur-amassu;" YOS 19, 270: 10. [o]
r
l

5/6"1 MA.NA 10 »WiG.fB.LA.ME§ Sa d[URI-IN]IM-5// "[o o] 1 5/6 minas (of white

woven cloth for) 10 sashes for Usur-amassu;" and YOS 19, 271: 12. 1 5/6 MA.NA 10

<»gNfG.lB.LA.ME§iadURI- r
fl-wa/-5w

1(,
[oo] 1 5/6 minas (ofwhite woven cloth for) 10

sashes for Usur-amassu." The turban occurs in PTS 2282: 19. 1 par-Si-gu Sa dURl-INIM-

su "1 turban (of woven cloth of red-colored wool dyed with inza(}uretu)m belonging to

Usur-amassu." NCBT 377 mentions adilu "tassels(?)" and nasbatu garments for the btt-

fjilsi of Usur-amassu (§4.2.3.1). PARPOLA 1993, 349 possibly mentions a la[mafyuSSu]

robe, but this passage is almost completely restored. Other garments occur in IBK 8, 165:

V. 1 (GUN) 26 MA.NA 10 GIN sfgyE.ME.DA Sa Hn-z\a-\}u-re-e-ti\ ina SA 2 «te
rx\ME

8'. Sa d[UR]I-«- r
mat-si^ it

d^fl^^fl
1
-['-/]-

^
/w4

'
, "1 talent, 26 minas (and) 10 shekels of

red-colored wool (dyed) with inz[afjuretu]'t from it 2
r
x

1 garments for Usur-amassu and

UrkayTtu." NCBT 200: 1^4 (§ 3.6. 1) mentions woven garments (
xil&mi-i{j-sii), and thread

is listed GCCI 1, 388: 16.
r
5/6

n MA.NA ti-me kab-ba-ru 17. Sa WsUa-'kii Sa dURI-fl-

mat-su 18.
r
u dl

dS-ka-'i-ti "5/6 mina of thick blue-colored thread for Usur-amassu and

UrkayTtu."

M The heading of this text reads: 1 . **mi-ib-su
t
te

l-nu-uSa a-na 'fcNiG/LAM 1
id ITI GAN 2. a-na 'DU^l 5

'"AZLAG na-ad-nu "Spare woven elolh allotted lo Ibni-ISlar, a cleaner, for the clothing ceremony of the

month Kislimu."

118 This occurs in a list oUenparSTgus for which are disbursed, line 15:9 1/3 MA.NA mi-ifj-si Sd^ttljti.ME.DA

Sa in-za-tft(-re-e-(i't "9 1/3 minas of woven cloth of red-colored wool dyed with inzafyur&tu."
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AAA. Offerings

AAAA. Salt

Usur-amassu is paired with UrkayTtu in five texts recording disbursements or withdrawals

of salt for the offerings of these two goddesses (§4.5.4.1). In the following texts, on the

other hand, she always occurs alone, except once with Gula. Ifwe combine the evidence

from all the texts it appears that the standard monthly allowance of salt for Usur-amassu

and UrkayTtu was 1 1/2 talents.

AUWE 5, 87: 1-5 (10 minas, from the ginu of the month Duzu for the temple of

Usur-amassu, withdrawn by Ina-te§e-etir, son of Tabnea).

GCCI 1, 173: 1-6 ([o]+5 minas of salt, from an allocation of 1 talent and 1 1 minas,

from the ginu of the month Ayaru for the temple of Usur-amassu, withdrawn by

Bel-uballit, son of Sum-ukTn).

GCCI 2, 81 : 1-5 (1 1/2 talents, ginu of the month Simanu for Usur-amassu, withdrawn

by Ina-silliya).

GCCI 2, 287: 1 —4 ( 1 1/2 talents, ginu of the month Duzu for the temple of Usur-amassu,

withdrawn by Ina-silliya).

NCBT 284: 1-5 ([o]+i 1/2 talents, ginu of the months TaSrTtu, Arabsamnu, and KislTmu

for the temple of Usur-amassu, withdrawn by Ina-teSe-etir, son of Tabnea).

YBC 9296: 4-5(1 1/2 talents for the ginu of Usur-amassu, Tabnea).

YBC 9452: 4-7 (1 3/4 talents for Usur-amassu and Gula, withdrawn by Nabu-taklak).

YOS 15, 13: 1-5 (1 1/2 talents for the ginu of Usur-amassu for the month Simanu,

withdrawn by Bel-uballit).

YOS 17, 194: 139 6-8 (30 minas for 10 days for Usur-amassu, withdrawn by
r
Sula"'; the

text is dated to the month Nisannu).

YOS 19, 190: 9-10 (45 minas for the month TaSrTtu before Usur-amassu, withdrawn by

NabA-abbe-bullit).

YOS 1 9, 1 9 1 : 1-5 ([o] minas, ginu for the month Sabatu before Usur-amassu, withdrawn

by Bel-uballit, son of Sum-ukTn).

YOS 19, 284: 17—18 ([o]+2 talents, ginu of the month Sabatu [before] Usur-amassu,

withdrawn by Bel-uballit).

4.4.4.2. Dates

According to Group 1 ofSWU texts (§2.3.2) the bakers received daily 3 panus, 4 satus,

and 3 qiis of dates for the goddess Usur-amassu. Belru-Sa-Re§ received an identical

amount, which totaled 75% of the respective allowances of IStar and Nanaya. In PTS

2097, which records the reforms introduced by Nabonidus, the allowance of Usur-

amassu is 3 1/3 maSTfjus. This is still equal to the allowance of Beltu-Sa-ReS and as much

as 87% of the quantities directed to IStar and Nanaya, respectively. The same text fixes

'» See §3.7.1 for full transliteration of this text.
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the amount of Telmun dates delivered to the goddess at 1 1/2 qus by the great measure
{ina rabiti). The allowance of Beltu-§a-Re§ is identical and corresponds to 50% of the

respective allowances of IStar and Nanaya.

The following texts all record allotments ofTelmun dates to the bakers as masSartu\

PTS 2708: 1 1 . ITI DU6
T\GV [

du-sur-IN]M-su "{maSSartu delivery of Telmun dates to

the bakers for the) month Tasntu before Usur-amassu;" YBC 3478: 1. ZU.LUM.MA
NI.TUKW-me maS-Sar-ti Sd ITI APIN '"MUME r

x x x
1

... 5. 1 (PI) 1 BAN 3 SILA
(ITI APIN) IGI dURI-INIM-.sw *dNk-TlN~su-iq-bi u ^ba-lat "Telmun dates

r
x x

1
(to) the

bakers as maSSartu for the month Arahsamnu ... 1 panu, 1 sutu, (and) 3 qus (for the

month Arabsamnu) before Usur-amassu, Nabu-balassu-iqbi and Balatu;" YBC 3997: 1.

ZU.LUM.MA NI.TUKki sd mas-sar-ti sd ITI APIN 2. MU 1-KAM dUGUR-LUGAL-
URI LUGAL TIN.TIRW a-na UMUfclALDIM.ME SUM-nw (lines 7, 9, 13, 15, 17, 18:

various quantities to PNs IGI <*URl-a-mat-su)i YOS 6, 39: 1. ZU.LUM.MA NI.TUKki

Sd a-na maS-Sar-ti sd ITI AB a-na '"MUtfALDIM.ME 2. SUM-na (lines 3, 7, 22, 24:

various quantities to PNs IGI dURI-INIM-5w); and YOS 19, 134: 1. [Z]U.LUM.MA
NI.TUKki Sd a-na mas-Sar-ti sd ITI §E MU 1-KAM dNA-N[f.TUK LUGAL TIN.TIRk

*]

2. a-na '"MUfclALDIM.MES na-ad-[nu] (lines 11, 14-15: various quantities to PNs IGI
dURI-INIM-sw). Other maSSartu texts are PTS 2707: obv. col. I, 10. (dates) ina maS-Sar-

tiSd ITI SIG4 1 1. IGI dURI-INIM-5w; NCBT 1053: 3. 5 (GUR) 2 BAN (ZU.LUM.MA)
ITI GU4 IGI dURI-INIM-5M (followed by five PNs; dates allotted to bakers as remainder

for the month Ayaru); YOS 17, 172: 2. ZU.LUM.MA maS-Sar-tiSd ITI APIN ... 8. [1]5

(&ma-$i-bu) ITI APIN IGI dURI-INIM-.sw "Dates, maSSartu deliveries of the month
Arabsamnu ... 15 {maSifyus) for the month Arabsamnu before Usur-amassu;" and YOS
17, 173: 1. ZU.LUM.MA NI.TUKki maS-Sar-ti Sd ITI KIN ... 12. ITI KIN IGI dURI-
INIM-si/ "Telmun dates, maSSartu deliveries of the month Ululu ... month Ululu before

Usur-amassu."

Allotments of dates for makkasu for the second meals (tardennu) of the goddess

are recorded in YOS 7, 1 10: 50'. ZU.LUM.MA tar-den-ne-e Sd a-na ma-ak-{ka-su) IGI
dURI-INIM-5w 51'. Sd ITI Su ITI NE u ITI KIN a-na ""MUrJALDIM.ME SUM-nu
"dates for mak(kasu) allotted to the bakers for the second meals of the months DOzu,

Abu, and Ululu before Usur-amassu;" and YOS 17, 166, which records allotments of

dates to the bakers for the second meals {tardennu) of the four main goddesses of

Eanna in the month Addaru (1. ZU.LUM.MA Sd a-na tar-den-ne-e Sd ITI §E a-na
l"MUrJALDIM.ME§ SUM-«w), some of which were directed to Usur-amassu (5. ITI

§E IGI dURl-INIM-5w), and also records allotments of dates as maSSartu for the month
Nisannu (7. ZU.LUM.MA maS-Sar-tiSd ITI BARA Sd a-na '"MUtfALDIM.MES SUM-
m/), some of which were directed to Usur-amassu (1 1. ITI BARA IGI dURMNIM-5w).

UCP 9/1 , 73 records a delivery of dates for the goddess: 4. I (GUR) 1 (PI) 4 BAN IGI
dURI-INIM!-5i/! "1 (kurru), 1 {panu, and) 4 sdtus (of dates) before Usur-amassu;" 140

and a withdrawal of dates by an individual prebendary for one day for the occasional

{guqqu) offerings of the goddess is mentioned in YOS 17, 167: I. 1 tihna-Si-bu 2. Sd

ZU.LUM.MA 3. guq-u 4. Sd ITI BARA U4 7-KAM 5. IGI dURI-INIM-.sw 6. 'dU.GUR-

140 According to line 6 of lhat text these dates may have been allotted Tor the confection of the mersu cake.
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PAP GIS "
1 masifru of dates, the occasional offerings of the 7th day of the month

Nisannu before Usur-amassu, withdrawn by Nergal-nasir." Withdrawals of dates for the

guqqu offerings of Usur-amassu are also mentioned in YBC 9365 (§4.4.8.3).

4.4.4.3. Barley

According to Group 2 of SWU texts (§2.3.2) the daily allotment of barley to the

brewers for the goddess Usur-amassu was 1 kurru, 3 panus, and 2 sdtus. This was
larger than the allowance of Beltu-§a-Re§, and 88% of the amount directed to IStar and

Nanaya, respectively. According to Group 3, recording the deliveries connected with

the bakers' duties, Usur-amassu received 1 kurru, 5 sdtus, and 1 qu, equaling 43% of

IStar's allowance and slightly lower than that ofBeltu-§a-Res\ Proportionally very similar

figures are given in PTS 2097, in which Usur-amassu receives daily 4 5/6 maSTfyus of

barley, 48% of the amount directed to IStar and again slightly less than Beltu-§a-Re§.

Finally according to Group 5 the goddess received the same daily amount of barley as

Beltu-§a-Re§, 3 1/2 maSTfjus, equal to 62% the allowance of IStar or Nanaya.

YBC 7422 records allotments of barley to the brewers over three months (VIII

to X) for the offering days before Igtar, Nanaya, and Usur-amassu in the 8th year of

Merodach-Baladan II: 1. £[E.BAR mi-in-du Sd '"BAP]PIR.ME§ Sd ITI APIN MUNE
"Ba[rley mindu] allotted to the [bre]wers for the month Arabsamnu, itemized;" 7. PAP
29 (GUR) 2 (PI) 3 BAN Se/BAR mC-in-du Sd l»BAPPIR.ME§ Sd ITI APIN "Total:

29 kurruSy 2 panus
t
and 3 sdtus of barley mindu allotted to the brewers for the month

Arabsamnu;" Usur-amassu is mentioned on lines 5, 6, II, 12, 18, 20, and 21 (
dURI-

a-mat-su). YBC 1 1901 records allotments of barley to the brewers and bakers for two
months: 2. SE.BAR.itf ITI DU6 u ITI APIN a-na '"BAPPIR.MES u '"MUrJALDIM.ME§
'SUM-na-at1

"Barley allotted for the months TaSrTtu and Arabsamnu to the brewers and
the bakers;" Usur-amassu is mentioned on line 8. NBC 4929 records allotments of

barley to the bakers as maSSartu for three months: 1 .

r§E.BAR maS-Sar^-ti Sd 3 ITI.ME
ITI ^fZ 1

ITI §E u ITI BARA a-na '"MUfclALDIM.ME SUM.NA "barley allotted as

maSSartu to the bakers for 3 months, (namely) the months Sabatu, Addaru, and Nisannu,"

including some quantities specifically for Usur-amassu: 6. PAP 200 ITI §E IGI dURI-
INIM-^m "total, 200 {kurrus?) for the month Addaru before Usur-amassu;" 8. PAP 180

ITI BARA IGI dURI-INIM-<^W ) "total, 180 {kurrusl) for the month Nisannu before

Usur-amassu." 141 NCBT 849 mentions allotments of barley for the brewers: 3. SE.BAR
Sd ITI GU4

T
a-na "^BAPPIR SUM-na-at ... 8. 1 GUR ITI GU4 (IGI) dURI-INIM-iw

"barley for the month Ayaru allotted to the bakers ... 1 kurru, month Ayaru, (before)

Usur-amassu."

Several more texts record deliveries of barley for Usur-amassu; GCCI 1, 14: 1.

3 &ma-Si-lju Sd SE.BAR 2. ina U4.ME§ Sd ITI GAN 3. IGI dURI-INIM-^/ 4. Sd
<dAMAR.UD-SUR 5.

rA VKl-£. rM4\NA-bu-di- r
ia" GiS "3 maSTfjus of barley, from the

offering days of the month Kisllmu before Usur-amassu, which were withdrawn by Itti-

Eanna-budiya;" YOS 17, 128: 1. 1 ^ma-Si^u 1
Sd SE.BAR2. ina U4.ME

r
Sd W-la-tu

3. Sd ITI APIN IGI dURI-INIM-^M 4. >dUGUR-PAP Gl3 "1 measure of barley, from

''" It is impossible to determine whether these are measured in kurrus or maSTljus.
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the offering days of Balatu in the month Arahsamnu before Usur-amassu, withdrawn by

Nergal-nasir;" GCCI 2, 251: 1. 25 u4-mu ITI DU6 2. IGI ^u-sur-a-mat-su "(payment of

barley and silver to PN for) 25 offering days in the month TaSrTtu before Usur-amassu;"

UCP 9/1,73: 12.4 (GUR) 2 (PI) 3 BAN IGI <UJRI-INIM!-.™! "4 (kurrus), 2 (panus, and)

3 sdtus (of barley) before Usur-amassu;" and YBC 9285: 6. a-na 7. pURI-IN]IM-stf 8.

\u-q\ar-ra-bi "he offers (barley) to Usur-amassu." Finally NCBT 528 records deliveries

of various containers of barley for the cult of Usur-amassu (§4.4.1).

4.4.4.4. Emmer

Offerings of emmer to Usur-amassu are mentioned in Group 1 ofSWU texts (§2.3.2),

which record a daily amount of 1 panu, 3 sdtus, and 3 ^ws in connection with the bakers'

duties. Beltu-3a-Re§ received the same amount, which equaled 76% of the respective

allowances of IStar and Nanaya. PTS 2097 allocates 1 1/4 maST(fus to Usur-amassu,

while a slightly larger amount goes to Nanaya and Beltu-Sa-Res\ The allowance of

Usur-amassu in this text is 68% that of IStar.

4.4.4.5. Beer

Offerings of bread and beer connected with the prebend of erib-biti of Usur-amassu and

UrkayTtu are mentioned in SWU 1 17: obv. I, 22'. GlS.SUB.BA.ME Sd i»KU4-6.ME Sd

d rURr-INIM-jw u «"
rUNUGW-fl-/1

-[/M4 ] 23'. r
3 SlLA 1 NINDA.fclA 3 SJLA rKA§.SAG1

"prebends of the erib-bftis of Usur-amassu and UrkayTtu, 3 sdtus of bread (and) 3 sdtus

of beer."

4.4.4.6. Sesame

Disbursements of processed sesame oil, or of sesame to make sesame oil, are attested

in connection with the lighting ceremony in the bft-\}ilsi of Usur-amassu in three texts.

The recipient (or his son) is the same in all three cases, and similar quantities always

seem to be involved (the larger quantity in YOS 19, 172 involves sesame, not processed

oil); NCBT 245: 3. 8 NINDA.fclA t.GlS Sd nu-ur Sa ITI KIN 4. Sd ^Nk-mu-Se-({ti))-

tiq-(u4)-da 5. [A-Su $]a >A-a Sd 6 ^/-
r
//-jw'

1

6. Sa £ <i£jRI-INIM-
,W "8 nindanus of

sesame oil for the lighting of the month Ululu, to Nabti-musetiq-udi, son of Apia, for the

bit-bilsi of the temple of Usur-amassu;" and YOS 19, 172: 7. 2 BAN 3 SlLA (SE.GlS.i)

Sd nu-ur Sd £ fr-il-su 8. Sd
r& dURI-INIM-sw Sd TA ITI GAN 9. [a]-di qi-il Sd ITI

§E mnA-SeS-MU JO. 'A 1 MNk-mu-Se-ti-iq-u4-da "2 pamis and 3 sdtus (of sesame)

for the lighting ceremony in the bft-jjilsi of the temple of Usur-amassu from the month

KislTmu until the end of the month Addaru, Nabu-ab-iddin, son of Nabu-musetiq-iidi."

According to the following text the lighting ceremony in her sanctuary appears to have

taken place twice a month, near or at full moon, and at the time of the disappearance of

the moon;
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NCBT 762

1. 8 NINDA.yA l.GlS

2. sd nu-u-ru

3. sd E dURI-INIM-sw

4. ^U4 29-KAM
5. & ITI KIN
6. i/U4 13-KAM
7. .fcHTIDUc

8. ldNk-mu-se-tiq-U4-da

9. A-Sii sd lA-a it-ta-si

Nabfl-muSetiq-udi, son of Apia, has withdrawn 8 nindanus of sesame oil for the lighting

ceremony in the temple of Usur-amassu on the 29th day of the month Ululu and the 13th day

of the month Ta§ritu.

Deliveries of sesame oil also occur in GCCI 2, 166: 9. 9
r
NINDA*.tfI*.A

n
(I.GlS)

a-na E ^URl-a-mat-su "9 nindanus (of sesame oil) for the temple of Usur-amassu,"

but in this case neither the recipient nor the purpose of the disbursement are specified.

Nevertheless, since the quantity is nearly the same as in NCBT 245 and 762, we may
assume that the purpose was identical.

4.4.4.7. Sweets and Cakes

NBC 4731 records a withdrawal of fresh barley to make bread for Usur-amassu: 1.

SE.BAR Sd NINDA.yA eS-Su... 5.
r

l BAN IGI dlU[Ri-INIM-™] "fresh barley for

(making) bread ... 1 sutu before Usur-amassu." Bread offerings by the erib-bftis of

Usur-amassu and UrkayTtu are mentioned in SWU 1 17: obv. I, 22'. GlS.SUB.BA.ME
Sd "«KU4-£.ME Sd d rURr-INIM-jw u d r

UNUG^-fl-/' ,

-[/M4 ] 23'. r
3 SJLA 1

NINDA.fcjA
"prebends of the erib-bitis of Usur-amassu and UrkayTtu, 3 sdtus of bread." Deliveries

of fresh takkasii confections to make bread for the two goddesses occur in NCBT 1 178:

1. 2 BAN tak-ka-su-u 2. NINDA.fclA eS-Su TIT SIG4 3. a-na drURr-INIM-JM 4. u
dUNUGki-fl-a-/-/w "2 sdtus of fresh takkasii confections (to make) bread (in) the month
Simanu for Usur-amassu and UrkayTtu."

4.4.4.8. Meal

Offerings ofsacrificial animals to Usur-amassu and UrkayTtu are combined in the offering

lists of Group A. Oxen, sheep, lambs, turtledoves, ducks, and geese were offered to the

two goddesses, their basic allowance for the regular offerings (ginu) not exceeding one

of each animal for each goddess on a normal cultic day. Four offering lists of Group
B probably also record sacrifices of animals to Usur-amassu; SWU 160: rev. 2'; SWU
161 :

5'; SWU 162: 6'; and ARRIM 7, 47: 2-3 (with UrkayTtu). One text informs us that

two cuts of meat, probably from a sheep, the shoulder cut (
uzuZAG.LU=i/w/«m) and the

bannt cut (
UZ{iba-me-e, perhaps "rib cage"), were connected with the prebend of erib-bTti

of Usur-amassu and UrkayTtu:
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SWVni: obv.I

22'. GI$.SUB.BA.ME Sd '»KU4-E.ME Sd ^URT-INIM-jm u d rUNUG"-a-/n-[M
23'. r

3 SiLA 1 NINDA.yA 3 SlLA 'ICAS.SAG
1
\-en »™ZAG.LU ™ba-me-e 2 [o o]

Prebends of the erib-bitis of Usur-amassu and Urkayltu, 3 sdtus of bread, 3 sdtus of beer, 1

shoulder cut, (1) rib cage(?), 2 [o o o].

According to the Nabu-apla-iddina tablet the shoulder {imittu) and the rib cage (selu) of

the sacrificial sheep before IStar and Nanaya were the privilege of the erib-bitis^1 This

has led McEwan to postulate that bamu, an otherwise unknown word, is a variant ofbamtu

"chest," and therefore that UZUTI (= selu) should sometimes be read bamulbamtu}^

The fragmentary textAUWE 1 1 , 1 79 records allocations ofmeat cuts to prebendaries

of Usur-amassu:

AUWE 11, 179, rev.

7. 4 U4.ME 1
UZUUR IGI ^URI-INIM-sh '"'[o o o]

8. fii.-$u&amk-Gk[LSi\

9. a-na 2 U4.ME 1 «™UR r
IGI ^U[R1-INIM-jw]

10. i<»AMAR.UD-[o o o]

For 4 days, 1 leg cut before Usur-amassu, [o o o],

son of NabQ-usab[Si];

for 2 days, 1 leg cut before Usur-amassu,

Marduk-[o o o]."

In the Nabfl-apla-iddina tablet the leg cut (™\)R=pemu) of the sheep sacrificed to IStar

and Nanaya is listed as the privilege of the Satammu and the erib-bTtis. i44 The same

tablet assigns another cut of the sacrificial sheep to a cultic officiant of Usur-amassu,

perhaps the pontiff (togw): 59. [
uzuo o o "«E.MA]§? Sd d(|RI-INIM-j[i/]. YBC 9280

hints at the conflicts which sometimes arose between prebendaries over the attribution

of meat cuts: 145

YBC 9280

1

.

an-nu-tu ^mu-kin-ne-e Sd ina IGI-
r
fii

1
-[««]

2. ilR-JNA A-Su Sd 'A-a A '"SANGA ««nA

3

.

UZUTI pa-ni Au-sur-a-mat-su

4. Sd ul-tu qu-up-pu Sd MAMAR.UD-DUB-NUMUN
5

.

'"SA.TAM Sd E.AN.NA iS-Su-u

i« McEwan 1983, p. 1 88, line 4. M«ZAG.LU UZUTI »">GABA jV ^(jar-mil '*KUrE.ME$ "a shoulder, a rib

roast, the breast, and the fjarmil, (privilege of) the Srib-bilis."

i« Ibid., p. 196. Freydank in SWU, p. 1 17, n. 9, also posited that bamu must be a mistake for bamfu "rib

cage, chest," or a form of it.

m Ibid., p. 188, line 7. [Sd-iii]-
rr U™UR ">§A.TAM 8. [Sd-ni]-

rr i"KU4-E.MES, and passim in this text.

"* The text is dated NBK2.24.04?.! 1 (the month could also be 07). Only the first part of the text, quoted

here, is well preserved.
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6. u-te-ra-am-ma a-na ^AMAR.UD-EN-^w-nw 1

7. '"3A.TAM Sd E.AN.NA id-di-nu

These are the witnesses in whose presence Arad-Nabu, son of Apia, descendant of the

pontiff of Nabu, has returned and given to Marduk-belSunu, the Satammu of Eanna, the rib

cage offered to Usur-amassu which he had unlawfully appropriated from the income-box of

Marduk-sapik-zeri, the Satammu of Eanna.

The last attestation of Marduk-§apik-zeri, the father of Marduk-belSunu, as satammu

of Eanna is dated NBK2.23.13.13, 146 while the earliest attestation of his son Marduk-

belsunu in the same position is dated NBK2.26.09. II. 147 Therefore YBC 9280 gives the

new earliest attestation of Marduk-belsunu in that position. It is uncertain whether the

perquisite of the rib cage mentioned in this text was specifically attached to the function

of Satammu or belonged to the prebendary income of that particular family in another

capacity. Apparently the unlawful appropriation of the perquisite took place during the

tenure of the father, but was discovered and corrected only later during the tenure of the

son.

4.4.4.9. Varia

AUWE 5, 79: 2'-3' (fragment; allotments ofunknown commodity before Usur-amassu).

AUWE 5, 80: obv. 7\ rev. 3' (fragment; allotments of unknown commodity before

Usur-amassu).

AUWE 5, 81: passim (allotments of unknown commodity before Usur-amassu).

AUWE 8, 89: 7-10, 19, 21 (offering days before Usur-amassu; inheritance document).

GCCI 2, 256: 1 (offering days before Usur-amassu with allotment of unspecified

commodity).

GCCI 2, 359: 18-21 (list of offering days ofPN before Usur-amassu). ' 4»

GCCI 2, 370: 5, 6, 7, 9, 10 (allotment of unspecified commodity in connection with the

bakers' prebends for offering days before Usur-amassu).

NBC 4796: 10-12 (list of offering months II to IV before Usur-amassu).

NBC 4870: 4, 7 (list of allotments of unspecified commodity for offering months before

Usur-amassu).

PTS 2559: 2 (pappasu before Usur-amassu).

PTS 321 1: 6 (quantity of unknown commodity before Usur-amassu).

UCP 9/1,81:4 (quantity of unspecified commodity before Usur-amassu). 149

VS 20, 51: 3 (unspecified commodity from offering days of the king before Usur-

amassu).

'« The text is BIN 1, 126: 10. See Kummel 1979, p. 142.

147 See Sack 1972, p. 105, text UNC 14: 4-6. NBC 4939 gives another early attestation of Marduk-belSunu

as Satammu: 3. "<AMAR.UD-EN-^/-hw A-Su Sa '<WMAR.UD- rDUB-NUMUN n
4. A '"GAL.DU '*§A.TAM

'E.AN.NA 1
(date: NBK2.26.03.I3).

148 Dougherty's copy begins with
r$E.BAR\ but collation shows that it must be read U,*.[ME] T

Sd*'
1

|<JNA-SUR-ZI.MES\
149 The name of the goddess is copied as JIJRI Sd UNUG 1(i

, but this is obviously an error either of the scribe,

or more likely of the copyist, for jUR1-1NIM-^h.
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YBC 4002: 25 (list of recipients of unspecified commodity for month VII before Usur-

amassu).

YBC 93 18: 6, 15 (list of offering days before Usur-amassu).

4.4.5. Temple

In addition to the references listed above and below, the temple of Usur-amassu is

mentioned in several more texts. YOS 19, 115 lists groups of craftsmen assigned to

the watch in various parts of the Eanna temple complex (1. ['"ERIN.ME sa a-na m]a-

as-sar-tu Sa E.AN.NA sa-an-q[it\) and specifies that one team is responsible for the

area between the gate of the temple of Usur-amassu and the kisallu sa parak sTmati

"the Courtyard of the Divine Dais of Destinies" (26. [o o o TA U]GU 'kA 1 E dURI-
a-mat-'su

1

a-di E.KISAL Sa drBARA.NAM.MEn
). This indicates that the temple of

Usur-amassu was located in the Eanna temple complex. Its gate is also mentioned in

VS 20, 126: 8. KA E dURI-INIM-^[w], but in a broken context. YOS 6, 235, which

records a deposition concerning a theft of silver in the temple of Usur-amassu, mentions

its central courtyard or kisallu (16. E.KJSAL sa dURI-INIM-s//), its cash-box (19. qu-

up-pu 20. sa dURI-INIM-.v«), and its storehouse (3. ki-za-la-a-qa 4. Sa dURI-INIM-.yw).

YBC 9223, another deposition concerning a suspected theft, mentions the inner cella

(jjapafju) of Usur-amassu (14. &$sad-du sa bat-qa sa E pa-pa-fra 15. sa dURI-INIM-s«
"the repair container of the inner cella of Usur-amassu"). The blt-tylsi of the temple of

Usur-amassu occurs in YOS 19, 172 and NCBT 245, which record disbursements of

sesame to make sesame oil for its lighting ceremony (§4.4.4.6), and in NCBT 377: 6-7,

which records an allocation of sacred garments for it (§4.2.3.1). A garden belonging to

Usur-amassu is listed in the cadastre AnOr 9, 3: 40. « isKIRI 6 sa *UR\-a-niat-su k,EN-
erU-ha A hlu-um-tnu-qu "a garden belonging to Usur-amassu, (tended) by Bel-erTba,

son of Dummuqu." 150 A delivery of red gold from the repair container of the temple of

Usur-amassu occurs in YBC 9039: \.
r
\tT MA.NA 5 (GIN) KU.GI SA 5 TA 2. ^Sad-dit

5a bat-qu Sa t dURI-IMIN- r
1vw

1 "1/2 mina (and) 5 (shekels) of red gold from the repair

container of the temple of Usur-amassu." TCL 13, 221 mentions the food storeroom (bit

kannani) of the Lady-of-Uruk, Nanaya, Bellu-Sa-ReS, and Usur-amassu (§3.8). Other

mentions of the temple occur in uninformative contexts: NCBT 1215: 8; UCP 9/1, 99:

3; and YBC 9326: 9. The bit-akTti of Usur-amassu is known solely from the building

inscription dated to the 5th year of Nabonassar which commemorates its restoration. 151

All this evidence suggests that the temple of Usur-amassu was a suite of rooms
disposed around a central courtyard leading to the inner cella {jxtpafau) of the goddess.

It must therefore have occupied a significant portion of the Eanna temple complex.

There is as yet no evidence as to whether the bit-aklti of Usur-amassu was located in or

outside the Eanna temple.

4.4. Usur-amassu

4.4.6. Prebends

YOS 17, 126 mentions the prebend of brewer (lines 11-14, '"KAS-m-/m) before Usur-

amassu. The same text mentions the prebend of baker (lines 15-19, lliMUyALDIM-»-
lu). The prebend of meat carver (tabifjiltu) is mentioned in the letter NBC 5037:

NBC 5037

21. U„ 4-KAM ina ITI '*GfR.LA-«-/w

22. Sa mnA-NUMUN-BA-wi A i
r
g//-x

n

23. Una IGI <i,m,nu-sur-a-mat-stt'' [o]

24. U„ 6-KAM ina ITI "^jIr.L[A-//-/m]

25. Una x
1
sa "EN-GI A «[o o]

26. ina IGI din™"u-sur-a-inat-stt

The 4th day of each month, the meal carver's prebend of Nabu-zer-iqTsa, son of
r
x x

1

, before

Usur-amassu; the 6th day of each month, the meat carver's [prebend] from (he V of Bel-

usallim, son of [o o], before Usur-amassu.

4.4.7. Personnel

The office of pontiff (sangil) of Usur-amassu is mentioned in the kudurru of Ibni-

IStar:'52 col. Ill, 1 1. PN (Ibni-IStar) i^E.MAS <HJRI-INIM-m?; and possibly in the Nabu-

apla-iddina tablet: 153 59. [
llzllo o o '"E.MA]S? sa dURI-INIM-.v[(/]. The erib-bilis of

Usur-amassu occur in SWU 117: obv. I, 22'. GlS.SUB.BA.ME sa '"KU4-E.ME sa
drURr-INIM-67/ it

drUNUGki-a-/
1
-[/w4] "the prebends of the erib-bTtis of Usur-amassu

and Urkayilu;" and in YBC 9223: 10. wnA-DU-SeS A-sii sa 11. iBE-te A iba-la-tu

12. '$U-dUTU A-Su Set 'KMUTU-TIN 13. i»KU 4-£ Sa dURI-INIM-™ "NabO-bani-abi,

son of Kabtiya, descendant of Balatu, (and) Gimil-SamaS, son of Itti-SamaS-balatu, the

erib-bTti(s) of Usur-amassu." A tenant farmer of the goddess is possibly mentioned in

YBC 4165: 5. MNk-na-din-&E& IYENGAR! Sa *u-suv-a-mat-su "Nabu-nadin-abi, the

tenant farmer! of Usur-amassu." 154

4.4.8. Ceremonies

4.4.8.1. Sacred Meal

YOS 17, 166 lists allotments of dates for the second meals (tardenmt) of Usur-amassu

and other deities (§4.4.4.2). YOS 6, 239 is a protocol assigning prebendaries for the

sacred meal (1. nap-ta-mt) of various deities, including Usur-amassu and Urkayilu (9.

\^JR\-a\-mat-sit*aS-ka-a-a-\i-iii<ft).

150 The firsl line or this text reads as follows: 1. k*KIRI6.MG$ Sa t DINGIR.MGS. It lists various gardens
together with the gardeners tending them, and sums them up with their location. The garden of Usur-amassu
belongs to a group summed up as belonging to the temple oTthc god Ea {42. PAP 9 GlS.KIRI 6.MES E Ae-a).
' s

' Frame 1995, B.6.15.2001.

>« Teiurcau-Dangin 1919, p. 126.

'» McEwan 1983, p. 190.

1,4 The sign transliterated as ENGAR! looks like URU minus the second vertical wedge.
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4.4.8.2. Clothing Ceremony

The clothing ceremony of Usur-amassu is mentioned in the following texts:

NBC 4769

7. 2 a-na '^NIG.LAm sa ^URI-INIM-™ u d\JNVG^-a-a-i-tu

"2 (maqqfis of sesame oil) for the clothing ceremony of Usur-amassu and UrkayTtu." No date

is mentioned.

PTS2783'55

3. 2 UDUNlTA a-na '^NiG.LAM.MA
4. Sa dURI-INIM-5» u dUNUG kW-///

5. ITI GAN U 4 3-KAM

2 sheep for the clothing ceremony of Usur-amassu and UrkayTtu, month KislTmu, 3rd day.

The calendar of the clothing ceremony and the correlations which can be proposed with

texts recording disbursements of textiles and other operations involving the garments of

the gods are discussed in chapter 1 (§1.7.1; §1.7.2; §1.12.1).

4.4.8.3. The Kinunu Ritual

YBC 9365, dated to the 12th day of the month KislTmu, mentions withdrawals of dates

for the occasional (gitqqii) offerings to Gula, dIGI.DU, the blt-jjilsi, and Usur-amassu in

connection with the kinunu ritual in Eanna: 2. gu^-uq-qu-u $a 3 114-mit U4 7-KAM U4

8-KAM U 4 9-{KAM) 3. 'a-na
1 dgu-la *>IGI.DU 4.

r
fr (ji-il-si it a-na 5. ^URI-INIM-.w/ 1

ina UGU 'KI.NE.NE"1

6. ina £.AN.NA iq-ru-ub "occasional offerings for 3 days, the

7th, the 8th, and the 9th days, have been offered to Gula, DIGI.DU, (in) the b7t-fyilsi,

and to Usur-amassu, in connection with the kinunu ritual in the Eanna temple." The
ritual LKU 5 1 also mentions the performance of the kinunu rituals of the Lady-of-Uruk,

Usur-amassu, and UrkayTtu, as well as the kinunu ritual of all the gods, in the month

KislTmu (Appendix 2).

4.4.8.4. Varia

NCBT 25 1 is a receipt of beer for a ceremony involving the jewelry of Usur-amassu and

UrkayTtu: 1. 3 BAN KA£ a-na par-
T
.sif 2. ina UGU su-'kuC-ti 3. Sd ^URI-INIM-.v*/ 4.

u dUNUGki -flr-fl-/-/w "3 sdtus of beer for the selection concerning (the ritual involving)

the jewelry of Usur-amassu and UrkayTtu." As seen earlier disbursements of sesame oil

hint at the existence of a bi-monthly lighting ceremony in the bft-fjilsi of the temple

of Usur-amassu (§4.4.4.6). YOS 6, 192 records the allocation of sacred vessels in the

i" The heading of this document reads as follows: l. KUD-as id ITI GAN U, 3-KAM 2. U4 6-KAM
"Selection of the month KislTmu, 3rd (and) 6th days."
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temple of Usur-amassu for the salam biti ceremony of the 8th day of the month KislTmu

(§ 4.4.
1
). The goddess also appears several times in various rituals described in LKU 5 1

,

often with her companion UrkayTtu (Appendix 2).

4.4.9. Toponyms

The name of the goddess appears in the watercourse yarru-sa-Usur-amassu; YOS 6, 92:

5. ^ar-risa <«URI-INIM-sh (also line 7); and YBC 6933: 2. '">/-« T
sa ^KV-a-mat-

su. It is possibly identical with the Naru-Sa-Usur-amassu, mentioned in NCBT 1003: 8.

ID sa du-
r
sui^-a-mat-su.

4.5. UrkayTtu

The name of this deity is a feminine substantive meaning "the Urukean." This substantive

also occurs as a female personal name in a text from the archive (GCCI 2, 233: 11.

fUNUG ki -fl-tf-/-//). The name UrkayTtu probably originated as an epithet of Istar-of-

Uruk, as reflected in IStar's self-praise in LANGDON 1913, 8: 20. mu-tin men me-e

unugki-ga-na [men] 2 1 . ar-da-tm ana-ku i't-ru-ka-[i-tuA ana-kit] "I am the maid, I am the

Urukaean." 156 The god list An = Anum IV 1 17 explains UrkayTtu as a name of Istar-of-

Uruk:
f(i,INNIN UNUG ki =tf.y-[>'-'-"']. 157 UrkayTtu also appears as an epithet of Uruk's

patron goddess in a Neo-Babylonian lament for the god Dumuzi: 2. UNUG ki-a-a-/-/H4

tab-ku "The Urukean (goddess) wept." 158 In spite of this evidence, however, there is no

doubt that in Uruk during the Neo-Babylonian period Istar-of-Uruk and UrkayTtu were

two distinct goddesses with separate culls. The earliest attestation of UrkayTtu goes back

to the Old Babylonian period. BIN 7, 21 1, a text from Kish, lists a pontiff of UrkTlu (3.

sanga Aur-ki-tum), which indicates that the cull of UrkTtu was transferred from Uruk lo

Kish after the abandonment of southern sites during the reign of Samsuiluna. 159 BIN 7,

21 1 thus provides indirect evidence that she was already worshiped at Uruk during the

early second millennium, although it is unclear whether UrkTtu was already a separate

goddess or just a name for ]5tar-of-Uruk. In the Neo-Assyrian period the goddess is

attested in female personal names 160 and some literary texts. 161 Assurbanipal claims to

1* Langdon 1913, pp. 18- -21, no. 8 (copy pis. 8-9). This passage is also quoted in CAD A/I I, p. 272, s.v.

arkaitu, lex, section.

'" Litki: 1998, p. 156.

'» Edition in Lamm'.kt 1984, p. 212; new translation with commentary by Hai.i.o 1997.

w Ciiakimn 1986, pp. 403 405. An Old Babylonian seal in the collection of Mr. Jonathan Rosen, New

York City, bears the following inscription: I. sil-UAir-ki-tum 2. DUMU /-<//h-JMAR.TU 3. lR ^MAR.TU

"Silli-UrkTlum, son of Iddin-Amurru, servant of Amurru" (reference courtesy of Prof. William W. Hallo).

The provenience of the seal, however, cannot be ascertained.

w See Tali.qvist 1918, p. 243; the name of the goddess in these names is spelled *ur-kit or ^ur-kit-lu. For

a discussion of these theophoric names see Falf.s 1979, p. 64.

if-" These texts are edited in Livingstone 1989. The Nanaya Hymn of Assurbanipal seems to equate

UrkayTtu with Hint goddess: no. 5, 8. \ga]bl-bi\ KUR.KUR u-na-'uu'-dii *ur-kil-[lu] "All the lands arc

praising Urkitlu." The equation with Nanaya is also implicit in the Dialogue between Assurbanipal and Nabfl,

in consideration of the close relationship between NabO and Nanaya: no. 13, obv. 13. dPA iq-fa-nab-bi ma-a

pN-ka am-mi-u Sa DUG.GA 14. ia it-ia-na-ah-ba-ra a-na *ur-kit-lu 15. la-an-ka Sa ab-mt-u-ni ihta-na-ah.-

fjar-im-ni a-na i-tu-us-si ina fi.MAS.MAS "NabO continues: That pleasant mouth of yours which constantly
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have returned to Uruk Nanaya, Usur-amassu, and UrkayTtu. <« The goddess is attested
many times in Neo-Babylonian texts from Uruk. Her last mention in a text from the
archive is in YBC 7437: 48, dated to the 28th year of Darius I. In the Seleucid period she
still belonged to Istar's circle according to the "Fete d'Istar:"obv. 6'. dds-ka-[a-a-i-tu]. l6i

At Uruk in the Neo-Babylonian period UrkayTtu is often paired with Usur-amassu and
was probably a resident of her sanctuary in the Eanna temple. A female and a male
personal theophoric name formed with UrkayTtu appear in texts from the archive: 164

UrkayTtu-tabat "UrkayTtu is benevolent" (YOS 6, 201: 3 and 9. ^ds-ka-i-tm-ta-bat;
YOS 6, 219: 2. fdds-ka-i-ti-ia-ba-at\ and Ina-silli-UrkayTru "Under the protection of
UrkayTtu" (VS 20, 60: 4. Vna-GlSSU-tds-ka-a-a-'im 1

).

The spelling of the name UrkayTtu displays considerable variation in texts from Uruk,
as the following examples show:

1

.

Forms with the logogram UNUG ki

dUNUG ki-/-/w (GCCI 2, 372: 6; YBC 9486: 3)
^UNUGki-/-// (GCCI 2, 261: 6; AUWE 5, 89: 3; NBC 4801: 1 1; NBC 8363: 6, 1 1; YOS

17,247:2*)
dUNUG k i-fl-// (NCBT 380: 4; YBC 9039: 7)
dUNUG^-a-a-i-tii (NBC 4769: 7; NCBT 25 1 : 4; NCBT 1 1 78: 4)
dUNUGki-a-a-/-// (BIN 1, 170: 20)

2. Forms with initial graphemic (a)

*ds-ka-i-ti (BIN 1, 152: 20*; NCBT 442: 3; YOS 17, 31: 2)
dds\-ka-i-tu (AnOr 9, 2: 55)

tas-ka-i-tu* (YOS 6, 201 : 3, 9 in PN)
<ia$-ka- '-/-// (NCBT 605: 3; YBC 7437: 48)
ddS-ka-'-i-tu (AnOrS, 2: 2; NCBT 779: 12; YOS 17,252:2*)
ddS-ka-a-a-iu (NCBT 1 132: rev. 10')

*as-ka-a-a-tm (VS 20, 60: 4 in PN)
*dS-ka-a-a-i-tm (GCCI 2, 121: 4; GCCI 2, 365: 3; VS 20, 96: 4'; YOS 7, 20: 18)

3. Form with initial graphemic (u)

AuS-ka-a-cM-tm (YOS 19, 104: 10)

The mutation Ixl > /$7 before /k/ is well attested in Neo-Babylonian and occurs in such
words as pirku (also piSku) and Sirku (also SiSku).^ The variation between (a) and (u)

prays lo Urkillu; your figure, which I created, prays incessantly to me in HnuiSmaS'." Sec also the same
composition, rev. 3. SA ina qa-an-ni fa *m-kil-tu ka-mus la i-lu-tul ina UKKIN (ja-ila-ntt-te-ft'i "May he who
sits next lo Urkittu not come to shame in the assembly of" those who wish him ill."
"*2 Strrck 1916, vol. II, p. 186, lines 16 17; copy in 111 R, pi. 38, rev. 16. §U.MIN «"««-/«/-« JURMNIM-wi
''UNUG""-rt-fl-/-m al-mu-uh-niu [o o] 17. u-Se-rib u-He-Sib ina fi.AN.[NA o o] "1 took the hands of Nanayn
Usui-amnssu, (and) UrkayTtu [o o] (and) I caused them to enter and dwell (again) in the llanna temple [o o]."w See Lackhnraciirr 1977, p. 40; she considers the restoration uncertain because traces in the break arc
compatible with neither (a) nor <i). However, UrkayTtu is the only divine name which seems possible here,
iw Neo-Babylonian theophoric names with UrkayTtu are also attested outside Uruk: e.g. UrkayTlu-crc'S (Nbn
700: 2. to&S-ku- '-i-ii-KAM) and Urkayliu-Jiibal (Dar. 379: 46. «Wr-JM/-/i/.,-DUG.GA-ff/

)

'« See GAG, p. 35.
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as initial grapheme might suggest the presence of a phoneme /o/, which appears indeed

in the Greek name of Uruk, 'Opx^!- 166 The word arku undergoes in Neo-Babylonian a

similar phonological process, appearing in the following forms: us-ku-u (GCCI 2, 283:

9), uS-ku-tu (YOS 7, 173: 6; CT 56, 353: 2), ur-ku-ii (GCCI 2, 193: 3), dr-ku-u (CT 56,

153: 2; CT 55, 580: 7), and ar-ku-tu (CT 57, 370: 3).

4.5.1. Paraphernalia

According to NCBT 442 the pedestal of the statue of the goddess may have been plated

with gold: 1. 2 GJN hum-mu-su LA KU.GI 2. a-na bat-qu sd KI.GAL 3. sd Aas-ka4-ti

"2 shekels minus 1/5 shekel of gold for repairing the pedestal of UrkayTtu." The blanket

(tafjapsu) is mentioned in NBC 8363 (§ 4.4.
1
). A letter from Belshazzar to Nabu-sar-usur

mentions the balustrade (tallu) of UrkayTtu, YOS 19, 104: 9. ^tal-lu sd 10. *uS-ka-a-a-

i-tm. A libation bowl (maqqu) occurs in BIN 1, 152: 4. ma-aq-qu-u sd dGASAN-TIN
d*ds*-ka-i-ti 5. E dMA§ "a libation bowl for Belet-balati, UrkayTtu, and the temple of

Ninurta."

4.5.2. Ornaments

4.5.2.1. Tiara

The tiara of UrkayTtu occurs in GCCI 2, 26 1 : 4. 36 su-la-pu KU.GI 5. sdpu-uk-kii-
v
ru sd*

§j*->-(}j-it-ti 6. sd AGA sd dUNUGk
'-/-/i "36 sulapus of gold for affixing the sif)ittu-p\ani

ornament(?) of the tiara of UrkayTtu."

4.5.2.2. Crown

The crown of the goddess is mentioned in YOS 17, 247: 1. 170 "«4rGUG n a-na

GURUN*.ME 2.
T
$d W-lu-lu Sd t"UNUG* k'*-/*-/i* "170 beads of carnelian for the

fruit-shaped ornaments of the crown of UrkayTtu;" and in FLP 1609: 1. 1/3 3 GiN

KU.GI SA 5 2. 620 sa-an-fja-na 3. .U ((Sa)) kul-lu-lu Sa <iUNUG ki -/-// "1/3 (mina) and 3

shekels of red gold, (the weight of) 620 catches belonging to the crown of UrkayTtu."

4.5.2.3. Breast Ornament

The breast ornament of UrkayTtu is mentioned in GCCI 2, 372: 4. 210 na4ici.MIN.ME

30 na4Kl§IB.ME 5. 52 ™4NUNUZ ZA.GlN a-na GABA KU.GI 6. Sa dUNUGki-/-//'/

ina IGI >/fl-f//'.MME.ME 7. '"KAB.SAR "210 eye-stones, 30 cylinder-seal-shaped beads,

52 egg-shaped beads of lapis lazuli for the golden breast ornament of UrkayTtu, at the

disposal of TaqTS-Gula, the jeweler"

i 66 It must be stressed, however, that the only example of a writing with initial graphemic <u) occurs in

the letter YOS 19, 104, which very probably originates in Babylon since it was sent by the crown prince

Belshazzar. This might therefore reflect a dialectal pronunciation with initial /u/, typical of Babylon, while

the local Uruk pronunciation may have leaned towards initial Id.
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4.5.2.4. Jewelry

VS 20, 96 records the theft of three rosettes of sadu gold (3'. 3 a-a-ru KU.GI sa-a-
T
diF) belonging to UrkayTtu and Usur-amassu (§4.4.2.4). The golden framed ornaments
(kumaru) of the goddess are mentioned in NCBT 380: 3. 1 5/6 MA.NA KU.GI sd ku-

ma-rat KU.GI 4. a-ri-de-e-ti sa d rUNUGnki-a-// "1 5/6 minas of gold belonging to the

removed golden framed ornaments of UrkayTtu." YBC 9039 mentions deliveries of gold
for an object belonging to UrkayTtu, possibly a piece of jewelry: 6. 2 GIN KU.GI 2-ta

kam- r
x*[o o] 7. Sd *\SmG*- r

a-tP [o] "2 shekels of gold for 2 Vfo o] belonging to

UrkayTtu"

4.5.3. Clothing

A few texts record disbursements of textiles, threads, and various fabrics for the sacred

wardrobe of UrkayTtu. The following items are mentioned in these texts: fjul/anu "wrap,"
ljusanmt "sash," the lubaru garment, na^laptu "outer garment," parstgu "turban," the

sibtu garment, and the salfru cloth.

PTS 2094'"

col. H,obv.

15. I &a<iasol-(ju

16. l'^GU.E^ZA.GlN.KUR.RA
17. I '"8KI.MIN ^UE.ME.DA
18. 2<«sMAS.ME
19. 1 ^f)ul-la-n[it\

lo.e.

20. 1 ^lu-bar

21. PAP ^nii-H)-s[u]

22. \d <ki$-ka-a-a-
T
F-[tu]

1 salfju clolh, 1 outer garment of blue-colored wool, 1 or (he same of red-colored wool, 2
sibtu garments, I wrap, 1 lubaru garment. Total (of the) woven cloth belonging lo UrkayTtu.

GCCI2, 121

1. 15/6 MA.NA 10 "'BNfGJB.LA.ME
2. 50 GlN ti&mi-ify-si Sd s|bU£-ME.DA Sd *in-za-(]u-re-e-tu

3. 1 totyar-Si-gu

4

.

PA P Sa Aa$-ka-a-a-i-tU4

IM The heading of this text rends: 1 . ^mi-ifj-sit ' (e'-nu-t't Sa u-na "'kNIg.'LAm' Sa ITI GAN 2. a-nu 'DU-<U 5
'"AZLAG na-ad-nu "Spare woven clolh allolled to Ibni-Isiar, a cleaner, for the clothing ceremony of the
month Kislimu."
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1 5/6 minas (of ... for) 10 sashes, 50 shekels of woven cloth of red-colored wool (dyed) with

inzafjuretu (for) 1 turban. Total (of the garments) of UrkayTtu.

The lubaru garment is mentioned in PTS 2282: 12. 26 1/3 MA.NA ^mi-ifr-si sa

s|gyE.ME.DA 13. sa ^in-za-fju-re-e-ti^ 1 ^lu-ba-ru 14. Sd ddS-ka-a-a-i-tm "26 1/3

minas of woven cloth of red-colored wool dyed with inzafyuretu (for) 1 lubaru garment

for UrkayTtu." The turban is mentioned in PTS 2282: 20. 1 par-Si-gu sa *dS-ka-a-a-i-tu<\

"1 turban belonging to UrkayTtu;" 168 and Totten 32: 9. 5/6 MA.NA 5 GIN mi-it-si 10. Sa

s|gyE.ME.DA^ in-za-bu-re-e-tit 11.1 par-Si-gu 12. Sd ^dS-ka-a-a-i-tu4 "5/6 mina (and)

5 shekels of woven cloth of red-colored wool dyed with inza(juretu (for) 1 turban for

UrkayTtu." Sashes occurs in GCCI 2, 365: 1.12/3 MA.NA ^mi-ty-su
rBABBAR*-w* n

2. 10 l"eNIG.IB.LA.MES 3. PAP Sd *dS-ka-a-a-i-tm "1 2/3 minas of white woven cloth

(for) 10 sashes, total (of the garments) of UrkayTtu;" and Totten 32: 3. 1 5/6 MA.NA
\mi-i\}-si BABBAR-w) 10 '"bNIG.IB.lA.MES 4. Sd *dS-ka-a-a-i-tm "1 5/6 minas (of

white woven cloth for) 10 sashes for UrkayTtu." An unidentified garment occurs in IBK

8, 165 (§4.4.3). Threads and dyes occur in GCCI 1, 388 (§4.4.3); and YOS 17, 252: 1.

10 MA.NA (ja-at-fyu-re-e-ta 2. a-na lu-ba\-ru Sd <*dS-ka-'-i*-tu* "10 minas of bat-bunt

dye for the clothing of UrkayTtu."

4.5.4. Offerings

4.5.4.1. Salt

Disbursements and withdrawals of salt for the offerings of UrkayTtu are mentioned in

five texts. In all of them UrkayTtu is paired with Usur-amassu. They give an average of

1 1/2 minas as the monthly allowance for the two goddesses.

AUWE 5, 89: 1-4 ( 1 1/2 talent, ginii of the month Tebetu for Usur-amassu and UrkayTtu,

withdrawn by Ina-silliya).

NCBT 74: 1-5 (3 talents, ginii of Usur-amassu and UrkayTtu for the months Tebetu and

Sabatu, withdrawn by Sibqi-l§tar).

NCBT 155: 1-4 (90 minas, for the month KislTmu, as ginii of Usur-amassu and UrkayTtu,

Ina-silliya).

NCBT 605: 1-7 (4 1/2 talents for theg/'/w of Usur-amassu and UrkayTtu for the months

Tebetu, Sabalu, and Addaru, IStar-ana-bTtiSu).

NCBT 779: 1 1-12 (4 talents, ginii for the months Nisannu, Ayaru, and Simanu, for

Usur-amassu and UrkayTtu, Nabu-taklak).

4.5.4.2. Dates

Four texts record disbursements of dates for the offerings of UrkayTtu. In two of

them dates makktisu are offered in connection with meals or ceremonies; the clothing

ceremony inYBC 402 1 : 40. 1 (PI) 1 BAN 2 SlLA Sd hi-hii-uS-tm 4 1 . Sd *iiS-ka-a-a-i-tm

l6K This occurs in a list often /Mrr.tij;MS lor which arc disbursed, line 15:9 1/3 MA.NA mi-iif-siiti S,«U E.Mfi.DA

Sd in-za-lju-iv-e-li'i "° 1/3 minas of woven clolh of red-colored wool dyed with inzaifwviu"
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u drIGI\DU "1 panu, 1 sutu, (and) 2 qtis for the clothing ceremony of UrkayTtu and
dIGI.DU;"'69 and the preparation of siltu for the sacred meal in YBC 7437: 48. V
1 BAN 3 SILA sd KI.MIN (= si-il-tm) dds-ka-'-i-ti "V 1 sunt (and) 3 qus (of dates

makkasu) for the siltu of UrkayTtu." i™ BIN 1, 170 is an allotment of dates to the bakers

as massartu: 1 9. 1 1/2 SILA sd U 4 20-KAM U4 2 1 -KAM U4 22-KAM ina E a-ki-tu4 20.

a-na dUN\JG^-a-a-i-li i-qar-ru-bu 'DU-/a "1 1/2 qih (of dates) which are offered on the

20th, 21st, (and) 22nd days in the bTt-akTti to UrkayTtu, Baniya."SWU 1: rev. 8' mentions
deliveries to UrkayTtu in a broken context, and as the text records disbursements of both
dates and emmer to the bakers it is impossible to determine which ingredient is involved.

4.5.4.3. Barley

Allotments of barley to the brewers for UrkayTtu are mentioned in SWU 27: rev. 4'.

dds-ka-a-i-(u4 - and to the bakers in SWU 75: rev. 9. [o o o a-na dds-ka-a]-
r
a-i-tu4

" i-qar-
v
riC-bu "[o o o] are offered [to Urk]ayTtu." The barley is allotted probably to both brewers
and bakers in SWU 124: rev. 10. [o o o a-na dds-ka-a-a-i-t]u4 i-qar-ru-bu ldNA-MU-GIS
"[o o o] are offered [to UrkayTt]u, NabG-sumu-lTsir;" and SWU 128: rev. 9. [o o o a-na
dds-ka]-

T
a7-a7-i?-tuS i-qa[r-ru-bu] "[o o o] are ofjfered to Urk]ayTtu(?)."

4.5.4.4. Emmer

Deliveries of dates or emmer for the offerings to UrkayTtu are recorded in SWU 1 : rev. 8'.

[o o o] a-na dds-ka-[a-a-i-tu4 ].

4.5.4.5. Beer

Offerings of beer to UrkayTtu and Usur-amassu are mentioned in connection with the

prebend oferib-bTti before the two goddesses in SWU 1 17: obv. 1, 22'. GlS.SUB.BA.ME
sd I»KU4-E.ME M drURr-INIM-.s7/ u ^UNUG^-w-/ 1-^] 23\ r

3 SlLA 1 NINDA.rjA 3

SlLA rKA§.SAG n
"Prebends of the erib-bTtis of Usur-amassu and UrkayTtu, 3 sdtus of

bread, 3 sdtus of beer."

4.5.4.6. Sesame

Allocations of sesame (oil) for UrkayTtu are recorded in BIN 1, 152: 4. ma-aq-qu-u fid

dGA§AN-TIN d*d5*-ka-i-ti 5. t dMA$ "a libation bowl (of sesame oil) for Belet-balati,

Urkayitu, (and) the temple of Ninurta."

'<>'' The heading of YBC 4021 reads: I. ZU.LUM.MA Sa a-na ma-ak-ka-su 2. .M ITI 'ZlZ
1 MU 29-'KAM

b^BAN sa i&ul-lu-mu 3. '"SA.TAM fi.AN.NA <&P ''<60-SeS.ME5-SU 4. a-na '"MUtJALDlM.ME§ i-din-mi
"Dates which Anu-ahhe-erTba alloltcd for makkasu lo (he bakers in the month 3aba|u of the 29th year, from
theferine generate of Sullumu, the Satammu or Eanna." This text possibly belongs to the reign of Darius I.™ The heading of this text reads as follows: I. ZU.LUM.MA re-fji-UU ma-ak-ka-su M 2. MU 28-KAM
hla-a-ri-muS LUGAL tya-im-nii 3. a-na '"MUyALDIM.ME i-din "Remainder of the dales makkasu of the
28th year ofking Darius which Uanflnu allotted lo the bakers." According to CAD S, p. 267, s.v. siltu A, this

word refers lo "a food used as offering," and occurs mostly in Neo-Babylonian texts. This may indicate that
dates makkasu were a component of the siltu.
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4.5.4.7. Sweets and Cakes

Bread offerings to Usur-amassu and UrkayTtu were part of the prebendary duties of the

erib-bTtis of the two goddesses according to SWU 1 17: obv. I, 22'. GIS.SUB.BA.ME

Sa i»KU 4-E.ME sd dr\JRV-MM-su u d rUNUG ki -fl-/
1
-[/W4] 23'.

r
3 SILA 1 NINDA.HA

"prebends of the erib-bTtis of Usur-amassu and UrkayTtu, 3 sdtus of bread, 3 sdtus of

beer." Deliveries of fresh takkasu confections to make bread for the two goddesses are

mentioned in NCBT 1178: 1. 2 BAN tak-ka-su-u 2. NINDA.tfA es-su
rITT SIG4 3.

a-na drURr-INIM-s« 4. u ^VNUG^-a-a-i-tu "2 sdtus of fresh takkasu confections (to

make) bread, month Simanu, for Usur-amassu and UrkayTtu."

4.5.4.8. Meat

In the offering lists of Group A UrkayTtu is always paired with Usur-amassu. Oxen,

sheep, lambs, turtledoves, ducks, and geese were offered to the two goddesses, each

receiving a probable average of one of each animal on any given day for the basic

regular offerings (ginu). Offerings of sacrificial animals to UrkayTtu are also probably

recorded in the following texts from Group B; SWU 161:6'; SWU 1 62: V ; and ARRIM 7,

47: 2-3 (with Usur-amassu). SWU 1 1 7 mentions two meat cuts ofan unspecified animal,

probably a sheep, to which the erib-bTtis of UrkayTtu and Usur-amassu were entitled:

obv. I, 23'. 1-cti llzuZAG.LU "™ba-me-e 2 [o o] "1 shoulder cut, (1) rib cage(7), 2 [o o]"

(§4.4.4.8). AUWE 1 1, 179 is a fragment recording the allocation of hides and meat cuts

to prebendaries, some of them from sacrificial animals presented to UrkayTtu: rev. 3. ina

ITI 20 U4.ME U 4 KU$ sd 1 UDU.NiTA V [o IGI] 4. ^ds'-ka-i-ti ^Nk-na-din-[o o]

"each month, for 20 days, daily, a sheep hide [o o before] UrkayTtu, Nabu-nadin-[o o]."

4.5.4.9. Varia

SWU 105: rev. 6 mentions deliveries of an unknown commodity for the offerings of

UrkayTtu. A similar mention occurs in VS 20, 91: rev. 3*. [o o] V/-/K/
1 t'UNUG ki -/-/[/

o o]. The occasional iguqqu) offerings of UrkayTtu are mentioned in NBDUM 62: 3.

gu-uq-qu-i't 4. IGI rtlUNUG lki-/-// "the occasional offerings before UrkayTtu."

4.5.5. Prebends

The prebend of meat carver (tdbi(]utu) before UrkayTtu is mentioned in NBDUM 62,

which records the receipt of silver as the sale price for that prebend: 2. KU.BABBAR

SAM 'i'GIR.LA-;/-/// 3. it gu-uq-qn-u 4. IGI
r'iUNUG lki -/-//' "silver, the price of the meat

carver prebend and the occasional offerings before UrkayTtu."

4.5.6. Personnel

SWU 1 1 7 mentions the erib-bTtis of UrkayTtu: obv. 1, 22\ GIS.SUB.BA.ME sd i»KU4
-

E.ME Sd t|rURr-INIM-.v// //
tirUNUG ki -r/-/'

,

-[///4 ]

"
llie prebends of the erib-bTtis of Usur-

amassu and UrkayTtu."
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4.5.7. Ceremonies

4.5.7.1. Sacred Meal

YOS 6, 239 is a protocol assigning prebendaries for the sacred meal (1. nap-ta-mi) of

various deities, including Usur-amassu and UrkayTtu (9. [
d\JRl-aYmat-su dds-ka-a-a-[i-

tm]).

4.5.7.2. Clothing Ceremony

The following texts provide information on the clothing ceremony of UrkayTtu. The
dates for which this ceremony is mentioned are the 1st and the 16th days of the month
Ululu (probably), the 3rd day of the month KislTmu, and the 26th day of the month
Sabatu. The commodity most frequently disbursed for that ceremony was sesame oil,

usually delivered in libation bowls {maqqu), but one text also mentions dates.

BIN 1, 152

19. 1 (PI)
r4* BAN* 1

3 1/2 SlLA lu-bu-uS-li Sd U4 1-KAM U4 16-KAM Sd 1T1 KIN
20. lu-bu-us-li sd <HJTU ^dS-ka-i-li

1 panu, 4 sdtus, and 3 1/2 qus (of sesame oil?) for (he clothing ceremony of the 1st and the

16lh days of the month Ululu, the clothing ceremony of Samas and UrkayTtu.

NBC 4769

7. 2 a-na %NfG.LAM sd <HJRMNIM-.vm u dUNUG^-a-a-i-tu

2 (maqqus of sesame oil) for Ihe clothing ceremony of Usur-amassu and UrkayTtu.

PTS 2783 '71

3. 2 UDU.NlTA a-na %NlG.LAM.MA
4. Sd llURI-INIM-.™ a dUNUG ki -/-/i/

5. ITI GAN U 4 3-KAM

2 sheep for the clothing ceremony of Usur-amassu and UrkayTtu, month KislTmu, 3rd day.

NCBT 1132172

rev. 9'. I KI.MIN ITI ZfZ [U„] W-KAM a-na lu-bu-uS-tu 1

10'. Sd *dS-ka-a-a-tu

' 7
> The heading of this document reads as follows: 1. KUD-asSd ITI GAN U4 3-KAM 2. U4 6-KAM "rilual

selection of the month KislTmu, 3rd and 6tli days."
'" Published in Bizauuru 1993c, pp. 81-84.
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1 {maqqu of sesame oil) for the 26th day of the month Sabatu for the clothing ceremony of

UrkayTtu.

YBC 9486

1.
r

l bAnm SJLASE.GlS.i

2. sd 2 '"e
rNlG.LAM n.ME§ Sd

r\TV KIN
3. u "ieNiG.LAM sd <iUNUG>< i-/-/M

4. tgu-!a u *\GLDV

1 sutu (and) 1 qu of sesame oil for 2 clothing ceremonies of the month Ululu and for the

clothing ceremony of UrkayTtu, Gula, and dIGI.DU.

YBC 4021

40. I (PI) 1 BAN 2 SlLAifl lu-bu-uS-tm

A\.Sd dds-ka-a-a-i-tu4 u drIGP.DU

1 panu, 1 sutu, (and) 2 qus (of dates makkasu) for the clothing ceremony of UrkayTtu and
dIGI.DU.'

The dates of the clothing ceremony as well as correlations with texts recording disburse-

ments of textiles and other operations involving the garments of the deities of Eanna are

discussed in chapter 1 (§ 1.7.1; § 1.7.2; § 1.12.1).

4.5.7.3. The Procession

The following text records a deposition concerning a religious procession (tebii) involv-

ing UrkayTtu:

YOS 7, 20

I 10.) (list of PNs)

1 1. iuDUMU*.MR§-/w-w-/7/ Hi-na-ai-tuA Sd E.AN.NA
12. Sd U4 9-KAM Sd ITI SIG,, MU 2-KAM ^ku-ra-dS LUGAL KUR.KUR
13. ina 1 KASKAL.GiD u4-mu a-na '<*nA-SeS-MU LU SAG LUGAL
14. '"liN pi-qit-tuA E.AN.NA iq-bu-u

15. um-ma ina GUB.ZU-/-/// ina UKKIN Sd URU gab-bi

16. hia-si-ru '"PA.KAB.DU Sd ''GASAN Sd UNUG^
1 7. l(lmu-saf}-hi-ri Sd KA ina UGU ta-be-e

18. Sd ddS-ka-a-a-i~tii4 ina I KASKAL.GiD m-nut Sal-ht-tu t\

19. GAL-///,, a-na D1NGIR.MES Sd E.SAG.lL E.ZI.DA

20. TIN.TIR^ it "™bar-sipH i-te-ru-ub

The nidr-banis and the kinaltu of Eanna who, in the 1 st (cloublc)-hour of the clay, on Ihe 9th day

of the month Sinianu in the 2nd year of Cyrus, king of the lands, declared to Nabu-ah-iddin, a

royal servant, (he commissioner of Eanna, as follows: "In our presence, in the entire assembly

of the eity, Nasiru, a temple slave of the Lady-of-Uruk, the agent at the gate in charge of the
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procession of UrkayTtu, most sacrilegiously entered (into the presence) of the gods of Esagil

and Ezida of Babylon and Borsippa at the 1st (double)-hour of the day."

According to LKU 51 a string of ritual activities involving the goddesses Usur-amassu

and UrkayTtu took place in the Eanna temple during the early part of the month Simanu

(Appendix 2). It even specifies that one of these two goddesses came out from the bit-

hilsi on the (first double)-hour of the 9th day of that month to participate in a ritual during

which the sacred meal was served: obv. 7'. U4 9-KAM ina be-ri u^-mii ul-lu E fji-il-si us-

sa-a[m-ma o o o] 8'. [o o o nap\-ta-nu i-qar-ru-ub "On the 9th day, on the (first double)-

hour of the day she comes [out] of the bit-fyilsi [and 000 the sacred me]al is offered."

The incident described in YOS 7, 20 took place at the same hour on the very same day,

on which basis one may conclude that the "procession of UrkayTtu" refers in this text to

her ritual progress from the bH-jjilsi back to the temple where her meal was served and

other cultic events took place according to LKU 51. An important additional element

mentioned in YOS 7, 20 is the presence of the gods of Babylon and Borsippa. This is the

only direct hint in the entire archive at the possibility that either Marduk and Nabu, or

other gods ofthe capital, traveled to Uruk to participate in the rituals of the Eanna temple.

4.5.7.4. Visits to Other Sanctuaries

SWU 150 mentions offerings of an unknown substance to UrkayTtu in the bTt-f)iisi on

the 8th day of an unspecified month, probably the month Simanu, 173 in which case these

offerings would be related to the ritual activities discussed in the preceding section:

rev. 5\ [o o]
rU 4 S'-KAM ina E ^P-il-su a-na dUNUGkW-// i-qe-ru-bu ^nA-PAP-URI

"[o o] are offered on the 8th day to UrkayTtu in the bTt-jjiisi, Nabu-ab-usur." LKU 5

1

implies that the goddess UrkayTtu did spend the 8th day of the month Simanu in the

bTf-fjilsi (Appendix 2).

According to SWU 62 UrkayTtu received offerings in the temple of Adad on the 10th

day of the month Tebetu; these offerings may have consisted primarily of beer since the

text records allotments of barley to the brewers and mentions offerings in dannu vats:

rev. 16. [o o]
rU 4

n 10-KAM M ITI AB a-na Aa$-ka-a-a-i-ti ina E ^IM i-qar-ru-bu [0

o] "[0 o] are offered on the 10th day of the month Tebetu to UrkayTtu in the temple of

Adad." This visit to the temple of Adad in the month Tebetu is also mentioned in the

ritual LKU 5 1 : rev. 20'. rU4
n 10-KAM ina UGU tar-ckn-nu *dS-ka-a-a-i-ti a-na E

[
dIM

ir-ru-ub] "On the 10th day UrkayTtu [enters] the temple of [Adad] for the second sacred

meal" (Appendix 2).

BIN 1 , 1 70 mentions maSMrtu deliveries ofdates in the month Uliilu for the offerings

ofUrkayTluinthc/w7-tf*///: 19. 1 1/2 SlLAft/ U4 20-KAM U 4 21-KAM U 4 22-KAM ina

E a-ki-tu 20. a-na llUNUG ki -<:/-</-/-// i-qar-ru-bu 'DU-/V/ "1 1/2 qih which are offered to

UrkayTtu on the 20th, 2 1 si, and 22nd days in the bfi-akTti\ Baniya." The ritual LKU 5 1 is

poorly preserved for the month Uliilu, but it is interesting to note that it mentions a ritual

which started on the 20th clay of that month and involved Usur-amassu and possibly

other goddesses.

171 The 2nd clay of the month Simanu is mentioned in Ihc preceding line in connection with an offering to

Usiir-aiuassu,
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4.5. Urkayitu

4.5.7.5. Varia

NCBT 25 1 alludes to a ceremony involving the jewelry of the goddesses Usur-amassu

and UrkayTtu: 1. 3 BAN KAS a-na par-'su
1

2. ina UGU su-kui-ti 3. sd dURI-INIM-

su 4. u dUNUGki -a-tf-/'-/w "3 sdtus of beer for the selection concerning (the ritual

involving) the jewelry of Usur-amassu and UrkayTtu." The ritual LKU 51 contains

several more references to religious ceremonies in which Usur-amassu and UrkayTtu

took part (Appendix 2).

4.5.8. Toponyms

The goddess UrkayTtu gave her name to two watercourses, the yarru-sa-UrkayTtu (AnOr

8, 2: 2. Kl-ti Mf)ar-ri sd *as-ka-'-i-tu\ AnOr 9, 2: 55. id(jar-ri sd dds\-ka-i-lu; and PTS
2076: 66\ ^har-risd AaS-

T
ka

x

-a-a-
T

r-[m}\ and 70'. Mfjar-h sd dds-ka-a-a-i-tu4) and the

Naru-sa-UrkayTtu (YOS 17, 31 : 2. KJ-li ID sd 6ds-ka-
r
i-tr)

t
which are perhaps one and

the same.
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5. OTHER DEITIES OF GROUP A

This chapter is devoted to the deities which appear in Group A of offering lists but do

not belong to the ruling pentad composed of Istar and her companion goddesses. They

are studied here in the same order as they appear in the lists. Some of these deities

resided in Uruk and its immediate vicinity, either in the Eanna temple (symbols of Bel

and Nabu, Gula, and dIGI.DU) or in the smaller independent sanctuaries, the ekurratu

(Marduk, Sin, Nergal and Ereskigal, Ninurta, Nusku, and probably the Divine Chariot),

while others resided in satellite towns, such as Larsa (&amas and Aya) and Udannu

(
dIGI.DU and Belet-Eanna of Udannu).

5.1. The Symbols of Bel and NabO

According to Group A of offering lists, animals were sacrificed to the goddesses Istar-

of-Uruk and Nanaya in conjunction with the altars (Subtu) of Bel and Nabu. The word

Subtu is written syllabically in NBC 4801: 4. IGI Su-bat ^EN, and 6. IGI Su-bat dNA; in

NCBT 670: 2. IGI [Su-bat dEN], and 4. IGI Su-
r
bat dNA n

; in NCBT 1213:3. IGI Su-[bat

^EN], and 5. IGI Su-bat dNA; and in YBC 9445: 4. IGI
r
Su-bat dEN\ and 6. IGI su-bat

dNA. It is written logographically, sometimes with the divine determinative, in NCBT
862: 4. IGI KI.TU§ dEN\ and 6. IGI

rKI\TUS dNA; in PTS 2042: 4. IGI dKI.TUS
dEN, and 6. IGI KI.TUS <*nA; and in PTS 3003: 2. IGI KI.TUS dEN, and 3. IGI KI.TllS
dNA. It is written with the determinative GlS in YBC 9238: 4. IGI uiSKI.TUS dEN, and

6. IGI s'SKI.TUS dN^> indicating that these altars could be made of wood. 1 In YBC 9 135

the word Subtu is replaced by kakku (B'STUKUL), which refers to the symbol of the god:

4. I[GI ^TUKUL] <*EN, and 6. IGI eisTUKUL dNA. It is therefore quite clear that these

texts refer to divine symbols standing on small altars.

Numerous representations ofaltars with divine symbols are found on kudurrus and on

Neo-Babylonian stamp and cylinder seals. They typically depict a male worshiper facing

one or several divine symbols placed on small altars which often have the appearance

of pillared pedestals. 2 That such scenes must be correlated with texts mentioning.?///;///

altars and kakku symbols is proven by the curse formula of a kudurru found at Susa

which refers to the altars and symbols depicted on the kudurru as follows: SubcituSunu

uihlii kakkuSuuu kullumu "(all the great gods whose names are mentioned on this stela),

1 Sec CAD S/lll, pp. 174-175, s.v. Subtu, with several examples of the wriling vKlubiu and refercnecs lo

sonic of these altars being made of wood.
2 On the Xuhtus as allars sec Grorgr 1992, pp. 9-10. Extensive discussion by Shidi. 1989, pp. 1 10-115.

Other references to these Sublux in the archive arc as follows; NCBT 1069: 25. I ^lhSal-(fu a-iui .(tib-li &a

«'1-N; YBC 7383: 3. qi-il-pi Sfi JKI.TUS Sti ''G[ASAN Sti UNUG"] (inventory ofjewelry); YOS 6, 156: 10,

12, 16, 22 (offerings of sacrificial sheep kHKl.TUS.MHS); SWU 162: obv.?2.' [o o oo IGI S]u-bat
,j,
[nA];

GCCI 2, 49: 8. 2/3 GJN 4-lu KU.GI Sd IGI ^Kil-lum 9. *w$u-ba-la™ Sti ''15 u *na-na-a\ and NCBT 321: 4.

k'^DAG Sd diio-nti-ti.
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5. Other Deities ofGroup A

whose altars are depicted, whose symbols are shown." 3 The two symbols which stood

on the subat Bel and the subat Nabu in the Eanna temple were almost certainly the

spade (marru) of Marduk and the wedge-shaped point of the reed stylus {qan tuppi) of

Nabu. The former was presumably located in Enirgalanna, the sanctuary of Istar, and the

latter in Ehilianna, the sanctuary of Nanaya. The presence they denoted was probably

more than metaphorical, since symbols could be consecrated by the mis pi ritual which

transformed the cult statue into a living god. 4 This indicates that the deity was believed

to be substantially present in its symbol. 5 The theological and political significance of

the presence of these two symbols in the Eanna temple was discussed earlier (§2.1.2).

According to Group A of offering lists the symbol of Bel shared with Istar-of-Uruk

sacrifices of sheep, lambs, turtledoves, ducks, and geese, at a ratio of two of each animal

on any particular day for the regular offerings {ginu) of the two deities. The same animals

and quantities were offered to Nanaya and the symbol ofNabu. As discussed earlier these

offerings had probably been increased to that level during the reign of Nebuchadnezzar

II (§2.1.3). Offerings of sacrificial animals to the altar of Nabu are also recorded in

SWU 162: 2', belonging to Group B of offering lists. YOS 6, 156 mentions offerings of

sacrificial sheep to the "altars" (
dKI.TUS.MES=iw^fl/w), but it is not specified whether

these were the same altars that were surmounted with the symbols of Bel and Nabu.

The ritual LKU 51 briefly mentions the god Bel in the section devoted to the month

TaSrTtu: rev. 8. U4 8-KAM lu-bu-us-ti ina bu-un-'x* [o o o dURI-INIM-jw u ddS-ka-a-a-

i-tut] 9. a-na dEN i-tar-ra-sa nap-ta-nu i-qar-ru-ub "On the 8th day there is a clothing

ceremony; in
r
x x

1
[o o Usur-amassu(?) and UrkayTtu(?)] 6 come into the presence of

Bel, the meal is served." It is uncertain whether LKU 51 refers in this case to the god

himself or to its symbol worshiped in the Eanna temple. It is also possible that some

texts which mention the gods Bel and Nabu in the Eanna archive may refer in fact to the

symbols of the two gods (§7.6 and §7.22).

5.2. Marduk

The scribes of the Eanna temple during the Neo-Babylonian period made a careful

distinction in the writing between the god Marduk, the god Marduk-of-the-Courtyard

(§7.20), and the symbol of the god Bel (§5.1^). The names of the former two gods are

always written dMarduk (
liAMAR.UD and llSU), and they always appear in conjunction

with their temple, namely the temple of Marduk (6 dAMAR.UD/d§U) and the temple of

5 MDP 2, pi. 23, col. VII, 30. Su-ba-tu-iu-nu inl-da-a 31. n iSTUKUL.MES-.ffMi» 32. kti-ul-lu-mu "whose

altars are depicted, whose symbols are shown;" also pi. 17, col. Ill, 20. B |STUKUL-.f»-/jf/ kui-lu-mu 21. it

$u~ba-(ti4-$u-nu 22. ud-da-a "whose symbol(s) arc shown and whose altars are depicted."

4 For the "washing" and "opening of the mouth" of various insignias and cult objects, sec Walker, Dick

2001, pp. 10-15, and especially p. 14 for a brief discussion of K 63a and K 3367, in which the ritual of

the opening of the mouth specifically applies to the uskaru symbol of the moon god; these two duplicate

manuscripts include parts of Tablet III of mis pi, and arc edited on pp. 136-143 (manuscripts F and G).

s This is also shown by the letter edited by Parpola 1993, no. 30, lines 3-7, in which it is reported that a

cross (izpallurtu) set up in a temple in ESnunna was said to be the living presence of the god Nabil (Nabu Sil

"it is Nabu"). See Renger 1980-1983, pp. 308-309.
6 The names of the two goddesses are restored on the basis of the fact that this ritual mostly centers on them.
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5.2. Marduk

Marduk-of-the-Courtyard (E ^AMAR.UD sd KISAL/E.KISAL). The name of the third

manifestation of the god is always written dBel (
dEN) and usually preceded by subat

(su-bat, KI.TUS, ^KI.TUS, g«KI.TU§) or kakki (g«TUKUL). The few texts in which the

god Bel appears without mention of the subtu or the kakku probably refer to the god Bel

of Babylon, although the identity of the god remains uncertain in a few cases (§7.6).

This section is devoted to the cultic manifestation ofMarduk worshiped in the temple

of Marduk. The last mentions of this temple date to the 28th and 29th years of Darius I

(YBC 7437: 39 and PTS 2 1 80: 67), but the god was still worshiped at Uruk in Hellenistic

times. In that period Marduk occupied the 8th position in the hierarchy of deities residing

in the Res and Irigal temples. 7 The cult of Marduk is not attested at Uruk before the

Neo-Babylonian period.

5.2.1. Paraphernalia

A withdrawal of silver for the (juttus* of the chariot ofthe temple ofMarduk is recorded in

NBC 4631: 1. 1 GIN KXJ.BABBAR a-na 2. jju-ut-te-e sd <ei5>GIGIR3.^ E dAMAR.UD
"1 shekel of silver for the (juttus of the chariot of the temple of Marduk." This chariot

is presumably distinct from the Divine Chariot mentioned in Group A of offering lists

(§5.7).

5.2.2. Offerings

PTS 2097, which records a partial reform of the offering system of Eanna introduced by

Nabonidus in the first year of his reign, fixes the monthly amount of barley, dates, and

emmer for the temple of Marduk and the small sanctuaries of Uruk as follows: 26. 46
5/6-** ma-si-lju sd ITI U4.ME§ 27. Sd E ^AMAR.UD u E.KUR.MES "46 5/6 masitus

(of barley, dates, emmer, and Tellium dates) each month for the (offering) days of the

temple of Marduk and the (small) temples."9 Various other texts record deliveries of

offerings to the temple of Marduk which were often presented by a prebendary named
Suqayu or one of his deputies.

5.2.2.1. Salt

The following texts record allocations of salt to various individuals for the temple of

Marduk:

YBC 9292: 6 ( 1 talent for the temple of Marduk, Nabfl-Sum-udammiq?).

YBC 9296: 7 (3 minas for the temple of Marduk, withdrawn by Kuclurraiiii).

YOS 19, 193: 6-7 (20 minas for the temple of Marduk, Nanaya-iddin).

YOS 19, 194: 3 (10 minas for the temple of Marduk, Nabu-etir).

7 SccBiiAUUFiu 1992a, p. 55.
K The word (jutlit means "storage jar" (CAD IJ, p. 264, s.v. (fiiuu), but this meaning does not lit the context

of the present text.

'' Framr 1991, pp. 38 41.
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5. Other Deities ofGroup A

5.2.2.2. Dates

Three texts record allotments of dates makkasu to the bakers for the temple of Marduk;

YOS 7, 197: 32. 2 (PI) 3 BAN Sa E dAMAR.UD "2 partus (and) 3 sdtus (of dates

makkasu) for the temple of Marduk;" YBC 402 1:32. 1 (GUR)4 (PI) 5 BAN 1 SILA sd

E dSU u E d30 Uat-tan-nu "1 kurru, 4 partus, 5 «7/ms, (and) 1 ^w (of dates makkasu) for

the temple of Marduk and the temple of Sin, Tattannu;" and YBC 7437: 39. 1 (GUR)

4 (PI) 5 BAN 1 SlLA Sd E dAMAR.UD u E d30 Ual-tan-nu "1 kurru,4 pamts, 5 sdtus,

(and) 1 qu (of dates makkasu) for the temple ofMarduk and the temple of Sin, Tattannu."

Three SWU texts record deliveries of dates to the bakers for the offerings in the

temple of Marduk; SWU 5: rev. 1 1. [o o ZU^LUM.MA 1
Sd E dAMAR.UD sa 'SILA-

a-a ldNA-[o o] "[o o d]ates for the temple of Marduk, (prebend) of Suqayu, (offered by)

Nabu-[o o];" SWU 6: rev. 18'. [o o] ZU.LUM.MA Sd E dAMA[R.UD o o] "[o o] dates

for the temple of Mar[duk o o];" and SWU 25: rev. 4'. [o o]+2 (PI) 3 BAN ZU.LUM.MA
sa E drAMAR.UD n

'SILA-fa-a o o] "[o o]+2 partus (and) 3 sdtus of dates for the temple

of Marduk, Suqafyu o o]."

5.2.2.3. Barley

Offerings of barley for the temple of Marduk are mentioned in NCBT 528: 10. 1 BAN
sa E dAMAR.UD 'I-

dAMAR.UD "1 sutu (of barley) for the temple of Marduk, Na'id-

Marduk;" and in YBC 4038: 1 2. [o]+ 1 6 GUR a-na sA.DUi , set E dAMAR.UD "[o]+ 1

6

kurrus (of barley) for the regular offerings of the temple of Marduk." A few SWU texts

mention deliveries of barley to the brewers for the offerings in the temple of Marduk;

SWU 26: rev. 6'. 4 GUR 2 (PI) 3 BAN Sd E dAMAR.UD Sa T [o o] "4 kurrus, 2panus,

(and) 3 sdtus (of barley) for the temple of Marduk, (prebend) of [o o];" SWU 33: rev. 8'.

4 (GUR) 2 (PI) 3 BAN Sd E dAMAR.UD "4 kurrus, 2 pelnus, (and) 3 satus (of barley)

for the temple of Marduk;" SWU 44: rev. 5'. [o o]+3 GUR Sa E dAMAR.UD ' dNA-SUR
"[o o]+3 kurrus (of barley) for the temple of Marduk, NabQ-etir;" SWU 45: rev. 5.' 4

(GUR) 2 (PI) 3 BAN Sd E dAMAR.UD Set hu-qa-a-a "4 kurrus, 2 pdnus, (and) 3 ay//ms

(of barley) for the temple of Marduk, (prebend) of Suqayu;" SWU 46: rev. 6'.
1 GUR 2

(PI) 3 BAN Sd E dAMAR.UD ldV[o o] "1 kurrit, 2 pelnus, (and) 3 sdtus (of barley) for

the temple of Marduk, [o o]."

Three more texts mention deliveries of barley to the bakers for the temple of Marduk;

SWU 64: rev. 10'. 7 (GUR) 2 (PI) 3 BAN Sd E dAMAR.UD Sd 'SILA-a-tf lda-/w-V[o

o] "7 kurrus, 2 pelnus, (and) 3 sdtus (of barley) for the temple of Marduk, (prebend) of

Suqayu, (offered by) Anu-[o o];" SWU 78: rev. 7'. [o o £]
'd'AMAR.UD Set 'SILA-fl-fl

"[o o for the temple] of Marduk, (prebend) of Suqayu;" and PTS 2180: 67. 16 (GUR)

3 (PI) 1 BAN [Sd] E dAMAR.UD // E d30 "16 kurrus, 3 pelnus, (and) 1 qu (of barley)

[for] the temple of Marduk and the temple of Sin." Allotments of barley to both brewers

and bakers for the temple of Marduk are mentioned in YBC 1 1901: 12. [0 o]-e Sd

E dAMAR.UD i dNA-TIN-.vw-/V/-/w GlS "[o of barley 0] for the temple of Marduk,

withdrawn by Nabu-balassu-iqbi."
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5.3. Sin

5.2.2.4. Meat

According to Group A of offering lists, sheep, lambs, turtledoves, ducks, and geese

were offered to the temple of Marduk, at a ratio of one of each animal on any particular

day for the basic regular offerings {ginu). There is a probability that these offerings had

been increased to that quantity during the middle years of the reign of Nebuchadnezzar

II (§2.1.3). Offerings of sacrificial animals for the temple of Marduk are also probably

recorded in three texts belonging to Group B of offering lists: SWU 161:3'; SWU 162:

5'; and ARRIM 7, 47: 6. Offerings ofsheep (UDUNITA) are mentioned in YOS 1 7, 345:

4; and offerings of calves (GU4.NiNDA) in YOS 17, 346: 6. Offerings of sheep to the

temple of Marduk may also be the subject of the letter order NCBT 990, although the

animal mentioned in it could have been allocated for other purposes: 1 . a-na ldNA-SES-
MU SES-/V/ 2.

r V-en UDU (ja-di-ri bab-ba-nu-u BAR-/ra 3. a-na E dAMAR.UD i-elin

"To Nabu-alj-iddin, my brother. Allot one fine haeliru sheep, half your (contribution), 10

to the temple of Marduk."

5.2.2.5. Varia

Delivery of an unknown commodity for the offerings in the temple of Marduk is

mentioned in SWU 105: rev. 7'. [0 Sd]
rE n dAMAR.UD |rdlr

x x
n
[o 0].

5.2.3. Temple

As mentioned above, all references to the god Marduk in the Eanna archive are to the

temple of Marduk (E dAMAR.UD/d§U). This temple was the most important of the

small sanctuaries (ekurrdtu) of Uruk (§ 2. 1 .
1
).

5.2.4. Personnel

PTS 2391 is a list of 12 craftsmen, including 2 builders {eireid ekalli), 3 leather workers

(aSkdpu), 2 muSallimdnus, and 5 tanners (sdrip eluSe), all assigned to the temple of

Marduk (14. PAP 12 ina UGU £ dAMAR.UD). We do not know whether these craftsmen

were permanently attached to the temple of Marduk or were just temporarily assigned

to perform work there.

5.3. Sin

The earliest evidence for the worship of the moon god at Uruk goes back to Old

Babylonian times." An offering list from that period records regular offerings (sa-dun)

10 Line 2 ends with the sign MAS or BAR followed by KA written partly over llie edge, and a break on the

reverse in which there might originally have been one, at most two additional signs. Of all possibilities a

reading miSilka "your half" seems the most plausible. Another, much less likely explanation is that the scribe

wrote MAS with its value SA 9 as a phonetic substitution for SA in the common logogram sA.DUu (ginu)

"regular offerings."

11 See the discussion by Richter 1999, pp. 267-268.
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for the god Nanna, 12 and an administrative document lists the god Sin among several

deities venerated at Uruk. 13 In Neo-Babylonian texts from the Eanna archive the name

of the moon god is always written with the logogram d30. The form dEN.ZU occurs

only in the kudurru of Ibni-Istar. The god Sin was worshiped at Uruk until the Seleucid

period, at which time he occupied the 5th rank in the hierarchy of deities residing in the

Res and Irigal temples. 14

There were three cultic manifestations of the god Sin in Neo-Babylonian Uruk:

the god Sin, the god Sin sa same "Sin-of-Heaven" (§ 7.25), and the god Sin Sa kisalli

"Sin-of-the-Courtyard" (§7.26). In addition, some references to the god Sin in texts

from the archive, especially letters, must be to Sin of Ur (§ 7.27). Only the first of these

manifestations of the god Sin is the subject of this section.

5.3.1. Offerings

Deliveries of various commodities and foodstuffs for the offerings of Sin are mentioned

in several texts from the archive. A man named Suqayu often appears as recipient of

these deliveries and may thus have held some office connected with the sanctuary of

Sin. This is very probably the same prebendary in charge of offerings in the temple of

Marduk (§5.2.2).

5.3.1.1. Salt

Offerings of salt for the regular offerings of Sin appear in GCCI 1, 337: 1. 1/2 GUN
MUN.rjA 2. sA.DUu sa d30 3. set ITI SIG4 u ITI SU "1/2 talent of salt for the regular

offerings of Sin for the months Simanu and Duzu."

5.3.1.2. Dates

The following texts record deliveries of dates for preparing food for the offerings of Sin.

SWU 1 is an allotment of dates to the bakers: rev. 4'. [o o] V 3 BAN ZU.LUM.MA ...

Sd & d30 hu-qa-a-a [o o o] "[o o] 3 sdtus (of dates) ... for the temple of Sin, Suqayu."

Three texts are allotments of regular dates or Telmun dates to the bakers as maSSartu\

YBC 3988: 30. 1 GUR t d30 "[ kwru (of dates) for the temple of Sin;" YOS 6, 39: 32.

5 BAN Sd E d30 Sd 'SILA-a-a iSd-la^EN-inan-na-'iHa1 "5 sdtus (of Telmun dates for

the month Tebetu) for the temple of Sin, Sa-la-Bel-manama;" and YOS 19, 138: 31. 5

BAN Sd d30 \su-qa-a-a "5 sdtus (ofTelmun dates) for Sin, Suqayu." Three more texts are

allotments ofdates wwAtow to the bakers; YBC 402 1:32. 1 (GUR)4(PI)5 BAN 1 SlLA

Sd E d§U m E d30 ](at-(an-nu "
1 kwru

t
4panus, 5 sdtus, (and) 1 qu (ofdates makkasu) for

the temple of Marduk and the temple of Sin, Tattannu;" YBC 7437: 39. 1 (GUR) 4 (PI)

5 BAN 1 SlLA Sd £ dAMAR.UD u & d30 Uat-lan-nu "1 kutru,4 panus, 5 sdtus, (and)

1 qu (of dates makkasu) for the temple of Marduk and the temple of Sin, Tattannu;" and

YOS 7, 197: 33. 1 GUR Sd E d30 "1 kwru (of dates makkasu) for the temple of Sin."

"2 Falkbnstein 1963, p. 32, n. 143, lext W 20256.
• 3 Ibid., p. 32,n. 145, text W 20197.
h SecBnAUUEU 1992a, p. 55.
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5.3.1.3. Barley

Deliveries of barley to the brewers are mentioned in SWU 26: rev. 16'. [o o] d30 sd

hu-qa-a-a "[o o] (of barley) for the temple of Sin, Suqayu;" and SWU 32: rev. 14'. [o o]
rE? n d30 'SILA-ff-tf "[o o] (of barley) for the temple of Sin, Suqayu;" and to the bakers

in SWU 87: rev. 2'. sd E d30 sd '[o o o] "(barley) for the temple of Sin, (prebend) of [o o

o] ." Allotments of barley to the bakers for the temple of Sin are mentioned in PTS 2 180:

67. 16 (GUR) 3 (PI) 1 BAN [Sd] E dAMAR.UD u E d30 "16 kurrus, 3 panus, (and) 1

sutti (of barley) [for] the temple of Marduk and the temple of Sin."

5.3.1.4. Emmer

Emmer is delivered to the bakers in SWU 1: rev. 4'. [o o] V ... 7 GUR 2 (PI) 3

BAN SE.ZIZ.AM sd E d30 ^su-qa-a-a [o o o] "[o o] V ... 7 kwrus, 2 partus, (and)

3 sdtus of emmer for the temple of Sin, Suqayu [o o o];" and SWU 3: rev. 19'. [o o o

SE.ZIZ].Am Sd dr30
1
[o o Sd] Id«-m/-MU-DU [o o o of emm]er for Sin, [o o (prebend)

of] Anu-Sum-ibni."

5.3.1.5. Beer

Offerings of fine billatu-bcer (billatu damiqtu) occur in SWU 35: rev. 9. [KA]S.U.SA

SIG5-// sd E d30 Sd lsu-qa-a-a V [o o o] "fine [bil]htu-beer for the temple of Sin,

(prebend) of Suqayu [o o o]."

5.3.1.6. Sesame

AnOr 8, 35 records a disbursement of silver for sesame for the regular offerings (ginu)

of Sin: 12. 40 MA.NA a-tut SE.GlS.l ina SA.DU M Sd E d30 "40 minas (of silver) for

sesame, from the regular offerings in the temple of Sin."

5.3.1.7. Meat

Offerings of sacrificial animals to Sin and the temple of Sin are recorded in two texts

belonging to Group B of offering lists; SWU 160: rev. V and SWU 161: 4'. GCCI 2: 327

records the receipt of ewes for the god Sin, who is possibly Sin of Ur, but it is unlikely

that these ewes were intended as offerings since female animals were rarely sacrificed:

1 . 5 U8 U.TUME 2. 5 U8 BAR.SAL.ME 3. PAP 1 U 8.UDU.yA 4. Va-bci-Ia-a'* 5. a-tta

d30 6. \G\-er "5 ewes that have given birth, 5 female lambs. Total: 10 sheep, received

by Yabala for the god Sin."

5.3.1.8. Varia

Additional references to Sin and his temple are found in two SWU texts, but the nature

of the delivery is unknown; SWU 102: rev. 4'. [o oo]^t d30 Sd ]su-qa-a-a
,r
x

n
[o o o]

u
[o o o] for the temple of Sin, (prebend) of Suqayu;" SWU 104: rev. 3'. [o 0]

rEn d30
i
rSILA n

-fl-fl "[o o for] the temple of Sin, Suqayu."
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5.3.2. Temple

One may add YOS 6, 39: 32 and YOS 7, 197: 33 to the references to the temple of Sin (E

d30) listed above. The last mention of this temple in the archive is in YBC 7437, dated to

the 28th year of Darius I. The ceremonial name of the temple of Sin is unknown. It was

called E.DUMUNUN.NA according to a ritual from the Seleucid period. 15 Whether this

is the same building as the E d30 of Neo-Babylonian texts is unknown.

5.4. Gula

The earliest evidence for a cult of Gula at Uruk dates to the time of the 3rd dynasty

of Ur. 16 During the Old Babylonian period the goddess is not directly mentioned

in documents from Uruk, although king Sin-kasid left an inscription recording the

restoration of Egalmab, the sanctuary of Nin-Isinna (Lady-of-Isin) in Uruk, a healing

goddess syncretized with Gula. 17 In Neo-Babylonian texts from the Eanna archive the

name of the goddess Gula is spelled either syllabically (
dgu-la) or with the logogram

dME.ME. Two cultic manifestations of the goddess Gula were worshiped in the Eanna

temple in the 6th century B.C.: Gula, and GuIa-of-the-Courtyard (Gula sa kisalli). There

is also some evidence that another manifestation of Gula was worshiped in a separate

temple located in the vicinity of Uruk in a town named Blt-Gula. In her home town

of Nippur Gula was the consort of the god Ninurta, but she appears as the wife of

other gods in theological texts and god lists, notably Pabilsag, the main god of Isin and

husband of the healing goddess Nin-Isinna. 18 In the syncretistic hymn to Gula attributed

to the Babylonian exorcist Bullussa-rabi she assimilates the personality of a number of

goddesses, including NanSe, Ninkarrak, Ba'u, Ninsun, Ninlil, and others, and in turn

becomes the wife of Ningirsu, Ninazu, Zababa, Utulu, and Lugalbanda, in addition to

Ninurta. 19

The identification of the consorts of the various manifestations of Gula worshiped

in Neo-Babylonian Uruk presents some difficulties. In Group A of offering lists and

many other texts Gula is paired with the god dIGI.DU The evidence indicates that Gula

and dIGI.DU both resided in the Eanna temple, occupying separate chapels. Matters are

further complicated by YOS 6, 1 45, which mentions another consort of Gula named Bel-

SA-nasru, a god who is otherwise unknown: 1. NiG.GA dEN-SA-na-as-ru 2. u Agu-la

"the property of Bel-SA-nasru and Gula." If the form of Gula mentioned in this text was

the same as the one worshiped in the Eanna temple, then Bel-SA-nasru would just be an

epithet of dIGI.DU It must be pointed out, however, that in YOS 6, 145 Gula occurs in

second position after Bel-SA-nasru, while in Group A of offering lists and other texts

"J SeeGnoRGE 1993, no. 214.

' 6 Sallaberger 1993, vol. 2, p. 191, s.v. JGu-la (Uruk).

' 7 Frayne 1990, E4 .4. 1.1 1. On Nin-Isinna al Uruk during the Old Babylonian period see Richtgr 1999,

pp. 265-266.
is For instance in Litre 1998, An = AnumV, 125. Jpa.bil.sag^dam.bi.nitadainJgu.Ma'-tkc^. On the goddess

Gula see Edzard 1965, pp. 77-79, Frankena 1957-1971; and die lengthy discussion of Nin-Isinna and

her circle by Kraus 1949, pp. 62-88.
i* Lambert 1967, p. 109.
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she is consistently listed before dIGI.DU. This appears to weaken the identification of

Bel-SA-nasru with dIGI.DU, whose identity is not even yet securely established (§5.5).

The other manifestation of Gula residing in Eanna was Gula-of-the Courtyard. Since

a god named Ninurta-of-the-Courtyard was worshiped in the Eanna temple, we might

expect the two deities to have formed a divine couple. Yet they are never associated with

one another in our sources. On the other hand, the fact that no chapel of Gula-of-the-

Courtyard is mentioned in the archive leads one to postulate that she was a resident of

the chapel of Ninurta-of-the-Courtyard, and was therefore the consort of that god. The

god Ninurta was also worshiped at Uruk in one of the small independent sanctuaries

(ekurratu), and one can therefore presume that another cultic manifestation of Gula was

worshiped there with him, but there is not a single mention of the consort of that form

of Ninurta in the extant documentation. There is also evidence in NCBT 19 for the

existence of a separate manifestation of Gula worshiped outside Uruk in a town named

Blt-Gula. This other manifestation of Gula might be identical with the one paired with

the god Bel-SA-nasru, but this is at present purely hypothetical. All this information is

assembled in Table 15.20

Table 15. Manifestations of Gula in the Eanna Archive

Manifestation of Gula Probable Consort Discussion

Gula (in Eanna temple) dIGI.DU (in Eanna temple) §5.4 and §5.5

Gula-of-the-Courtyard

(in Eanna temple)

Ninurta-of-the-Courtyard

(in Eanna temple)

§6.8 and §7.24

- Ninurta-of-Uruk

(in temple of Ninurta)

§5.9

Gula (location unknown) dBel-SA-nasru

(location unknown)

§7.8

Gula(ofBTt-Gula) - §6.7

With the few exceptions listed above it is assumed here that all mentions of the goddess

Gula in the archive refer to the goddess Gula worshiped in the Eanna temple. This

goddess Gula was often paired with the god dIGI.DU, also a resident of the Eanna

temple, although it is not absolutely certain that they were worshiped as a divine couple.

The present section is devoted solely to this manifestation of Gula.

5.4.1. Paraphernalia

YBC 3715 mentions the door curtain igicllu) hanging at the gate of the inner cellas

of Gula and other deities: 8. 5 ^^gi-da-la-ne-e Sa KA t pa-pa-fri 9. [S]a dGA§AN

20 In the address formula of the letter YOS 3, 67 the god Lord-of-Der appears as the consort of Gula: 3. dEN
So de-ri 4, it

dg//-/fl Su-lttm it TIN 5. M EN.MES-e-o liq-bu-u "May the Lord-of-Der and Gula decree the

health and well-being of my lords." This, however, probably involves gods worshiped outside Uruk. Another

possibility would be to read EN Sa-(e-ri "the lord of Sa|eru," instead of the Lord-of-Der." For the town Sa|eru

see RGTC 8, pp. 290-291.
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sd UNUG 1" Ana-na-a 10.
[
du]-sur-\mM-su dgu-la u dIGI.DU "The 5 door curtains for

the gate(s) of the inner cella(s) of the Lady-of-Uruk, Nanaya, Usur-amassu, Gula, and

dIGI.DU"

Vessels and various implements for the cult of Gula are mentioned in five texts. The

water basin (me-qati) occurs in YBC 9237: 1 . \-et g'5BAN UD.KA.BAR 2. sd a-na me-e

SUMIN a-na 3. E ^gu-la SUM.NA-// "1 sutu of copper allotted for the water basin for

the temple of Gula." The inventory YOS 19, 266 mentions the following vessels: 26,

1 dan-nu KU.BABBAR 1 kan-kan-na KU.BABBAR 27. 1 ma-li-tu KU.GI 2 lib-be-e

KU.GI 28. 2 su-la-pu KU.GI ina E dME.ME 29. ina IGI MNA-DU-A 'A 1
^e-an-na-lip-

URI "1 silver vat, 1 pot stand of silver, 1 golden bowl, 2 golden heart-shaped vessels,

(and) 2 golden blades(?), in the temple of Gula, at the disposal of Nabu-mukTn-apli,

son of Eanna-lTp-usur." The vat is mentioned again together with the bowl (makkasu) in

YBC 9434: 1 . [o o M]A.NA KU.BABBAR ana ma-ak-kds- 1suV 2. a-ri-du sa IGI dgu-la

3. a-na mu(f-(fi \-en ku-sur 4. sa dan-nu KU.BABBAR "[o o m]inas of silver for the

removed bowl which is before Gula, for 1 ingot for the silver vat."

The archive also contains two records of legal proceedings related to thefts of sacred

paraphernalia in the sanctuary of Gula. Theft of a sappu container on a stand (sappu

karii) is the subject ofYOS 7, 170: 15. ki-i la i-tab-ku-nim-ma la it-tan-nu 16. 1 MA.NA
KU.BABBAR ku-mu sap-pit ka-ru-u KU.BABBAR 17. sa ina E dgu-la fyal-qa a-na

E.AN.NA i-nam-din-iC 18. it ta-ab-la-mt ub-ta-'u "if they fail to bring and deliver him,

they will pay 1 mina of silver to Eanna in replacement for the sappu container of silver

(on a) stand which is missing from the temple of Gula, and the thief will be sought after."

YOS 15, 10 records an investigation (mas'altu) into a theft of sacred paraphernalia in the

temple of Gula. It mentions that the bowl (kallu) and the water sprinkler (sa-sala'-me)

were stolen by a certain Nadin-aJ)i, who buried them in the ground: 1 6. 'SUM-SeS kal-lu

KU.BABBAR it sa sa-la-me sa dgu-la sd ul-tu E.AN.NA it-ba-lu-ma i-na ku-tal BAD
17. Sd umK.kK-Ana-na-a i-na qaq-qa-ru iq-bi-ri "Nadin-ajji buried in the ground behind

the wall of the town of Kar-Nanaya the silver bowl and the water sprinkler of Gula

which he had stolen from Eanna." According to the heading of the document it seems

that this bowl belonged to the water basin kit, and these two implements were probably

used for the hand washing ritual: 1. [o o kal-lu S\d A.ME& SU!.MIN it
T
Sd sa

1
-[la-uw]

"[o o a bowl fo]r the water basin, and the water spri[nkler]." 21 The text further mentions

the golden basket (masab (pirasi) in a poorly preserved passage: 10. ma-sd-ab KU.GI

[0 O 0].22

5.4.2. Breast Ornament

The breast ornament of Gula is mentioned in GCC1 2, 261 : 1.
T
2>5V sa-an-fya-ni KU.GI

Sa GABA 2. [Sd] ^gu-lct a-'tar
1
"35(?) suspension rings of gold in supplement(?) for

the breast ornament of Gula;" and 7.
r
2 +1 dr-zal-a-ni KU.GI Sa GABA 8. Sd ^gu-la "2

arzallu jewels of gold for the breast ornament of Gula."

21 Dar. 373 mentions a kallu belonging (o the me-qatif vessel: 7. kal-la Sa me-e SUMIN Sd ziq-qur-ra-iUi,

"the kallu belonging to the me-qati vessel for the ziggurat."

22
It is not entirely certain from the context that this object belonged to Gula.
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5.4.3. Clothing

A few texts record disbursements of textiles, threads, and various fabrics for the sacred

wardrobe of Gula. The following garments appear in the texts: fyullanu "wrap," ljusannu

"sash," the kusTtu garment, the lubaru garment, nafylaptu "outer garment " parsigu

"turban " the sibtu garment, and the Salhu cloth.

PTS 209423

col. II, rev.

29. 1 wAasal-f)u

30. 1 *bGU.E sfgZA.GlN.KUR.RA

31. 1
t"e rKT.[MIN] sietfE.ME.DA

32. 1 «"B
rMAS n

33. 1 i»[sl)]ul-to-nu

34. 1
l[**l]u-bar

35. PAP ti&mi-ib-su sd dME.ME

1 sal(ju cloth, 1 outer garment of blue-colored wool, 1 of the same of red-colored wool, 1

sibtu garment, 1 wrap, 1 lubaru garment. Total (of the) woven cloth belonging to Gula.

YOS 7, 183

26. 50 GlN ^mi-ib-si BABBAIW 5 "igNJG.JB.LA.ME

27. 50 GlN l»&mi-il)-si sa s|BrjE.ME.DA&i in-za-fju-re-e-d 1 ^par-Si-gu

28. PAP sa Agu~la

50 shekels of white woven cloth (for) 5 sashes, 50 shekels of woven cloth of red-colored wool

(dyed) with inzafjuretu (for) 1 turban. Total (of the clothing) of Gula.

The turban occurs in PTS 2282: 21.1 par-Si-gu Sa ^gu-la "1 turban (of woven cloth of

red-colored wool dyed with inza[)itretu)24 belonging to Gula." The kusTtu garment occurs

in YBC 9431: 3. "'e'BAR.DULx.ME 4. 'Sd
1 dGA§AN Sa UNUG ki r

u Sd ^gu-la
1 "The

kusTtu garments of the Lady-of-Uruk and Gula " The lubaru garment occurs in YBC
9030: 5.

r
l

,"6/N-/;fl/\?«?d?ME?.ME?
1
"l lubaru garment of Gula." Sashes are mentioned

in YOS 17, 301 : 19. 50 GlN 5 '^NiG.fB.LA.ME&i *gu-la "50 shekels (of blue-colored

braids for) 5 sashes of Gula;" and YOS 19, 271: 13. 50 GJN 5 t«BNiGJB.LA.ME§ Sd

*gu-[la\ "50 shekels of (white woven cloth for) 5 sashes for Gula." Miscellaneous fabrics

occur in NCBT 200: 1-4 (§3.6.1), which mentions a <*g////-/#-.v//; and YBC 9030: 13.

5 GlN 'tiC-man-nu Sd ina ^lu-barmc Sd dME.ME "5 shekels of linen cloth from the

clothing allowance of Gula."

» The heading ofthis text reads: I . ^tmi-ilf-su Ue^-nu-uSd a-na "'sNiG/LAM 1 Sd ITI GAN 2. a-na 'DU-J 15

l,lAZLAG mi-ad-mi "Sparc woven cloth allotted to Ibni-ISlar, a cleaner, for the clothing ceremony of the

month Kislmui."

24 This occurs in a list oflcnimrSTgus for which arc disbursed, line 15: 9 1/3 MA.NA nti-ih-si Sd ^yfi.ME.DA

Sd in-za-lju-re-e-iu "9 1/3 minas of woven cloth of red-colored wool dyed with inzafjwelu."
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5.4.4. Offerings

5.4.4.1. Salt

Offerings of salt to Gula are mentioned in no fewer than 1 1 texts in which the goddess

is often paired with dIGI.DU In several cases the salt is withdrawn by Eanna-lTp-usur,

son of RTmut, and by Nabu-mukTn-apli, who was the son of Eanna-lTp-usur according to

YOS 19, 266 (§5.4.1). With the exception ofGCCI 2, 287, which substitutes Nusku for

dIGI.DU, and NCBT 74, which records a moderately larger quantity, it appears that the

joint monthly allowance of salt for Gula and dIGI.DU was 30 minas.

AUWE 5, 88: 1-6 ([o]+10 minas, [gi]nu of Gula and dIGI.DU for the month Addaru,

withdrawn by Nabu-mukTn-apli and Baniya).

AUWE 5, 89: 5-7 (30 minas, ginu ofthe month Tebetu for Gula and dIGI.DU, withdrawn

by Nabu-mukTn-apli).

GCCI 2, 287: 5-7 (30 minas, ginu of month Duzu, for Gula and Nusku, withdrawn by

Nabu-mukTn-apli).

NCBT 74: 6-10 (I talent and 20 minas for Gula and dIGI.DU, for the months Tebetu

and Sabatu, withdrawn by Nabu-mukTn-apli).

NCBT 155: 5-7 (30 minas for Gula and dIGI.DU, month KislTmu, Nabu-mukTn-apli).

NCBT 277: 3-6 (2 talents for Gula and Nusku, Eanna-lTp-usur).

NCBT 779: 5-7 (1 1/2 talents for d[IGI.DU?] and Gula, months Nisannu, Ayaru, and

Simanu, Eanna-lTp-usur).

PTS 3112: 4-5 (30 minas, ginu of month Abu, for Gula and dIGI.DU, withdrawn by

Nabu-mukTn-apli).

YBC 9452: 4-7(1 3/4 talents for Usur-amassu and Gula, withdrawn by Nabu-taklak).

YOS 17, 350: 3 (1 talent for 2 months for Gula and dIGI.DU, withdrawn by Eanna-lTp-

usur, son of RTmut!).

YOS19, 284: 19-20
(

r
l/2

n
talent for Gula and dIGI.DU, Nabu-mukTn-apli).

5.4.4.2. Dates

Offerings ofdates to Gula are mentioned in AUWE 5, 84: 1 . 2 ma-Si-fjutd ZU.LUM.MA
2. guq-u M Agu-la 3. u dIGI.DU Sd ITI GAN 4. ^Nk-di-ni-e-pu-uS 5. A? '

rdlU.GUR-
V-[o o] "2 maSTfyus of dates, occasional (guqqu) offerings of Gula and dIGI.DU for

the month KislTmu, Nabu-dTn-epu§, son(?) of Nergal-[o o];" NBC 4680: 4. 2 BAN
ZU.LUM.MA a-na 5. dMA§ *gu-la 6. dIGI.DU u k fji-il-su "2 sdtus ofdates for Ninurta,

Gula, dIGI.DU, and the bTt-fjilsi^ and YBC 9285: 9. [o o] I BAN ZU.LUM.MA 10.
r
Sd

ITI
1 AB U4 20-1-LA-KAM i 1. a-na *gu-la u-qar-ra-bi "[o o] 1 sutu of dates which

he offers to Gula on the 19th day of the month Tebetu." According to YBC 9365,

occasional (guqqu) offerings of dates were made to Gula, dIGI.DU, in the bTt-jjilsi, and

to Usur-amassu in conjunction with the kinunu ritual in Eanna (§4.4.8.3). Deliveries of

dates and/or emmer to the bakers for Gula are also mentioned in SWU 21 : rev. 5', in a

very damaged context.
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5.4.4.3. Barley

Deliveries of barley for the occasional (guqqu) offerings of Gula are mentioned in

NCBT 869: 20. 3 IGI *gu-la igi-mil-lu "3 (vats of barley on adaru stands) before Gula,

Gimillu."25 Barley is allotted to the brewers for Gula in SWU 27: rev. 4'. dIGI.DU *gu-la

it ba-a-a-ta-[nu o o] "(barley) for dIGI.DU, Gula, and the night vigils;" and to the bakers

in SWU 70: rev. 6\ [o o U4 x]-KAM sd ITI SIG4 a-na dgu-ia "[o o on the xth] day of

the month Simanu, for Gula."

5.4.4.4. Beer

Offerings of beer for Gula occur in two texts. The types of beer presented to the goddess

were fine billatu-beev (billatu damiqtu) and normal beer (sikaru). Textual references are

SWU 38: rev. 6'.
r
5 BAN 1

sd 1 BAN KAS.U.SA SIG 5-// sd ITI DU6 a-na dgu-l[a] "5

sdtus (of barley?) for 1 sutu of fine billatu-beer for the month TaSrTtu to Gula;" and

UCP 9/2, 56: 7. 1 BAN Se.BAR 1 BAN ZU.LUM.MA ina GAL-lu sd KAS.SAG 8.

U4 22-KAM sd ITI AB a-na 9. dgu-la iq-ru-ub 10. ^Nk-T\N-su-iq-bi A "DU-a GIS
"1 sittu of barley (and) 1 sutu of dates, by the big (measure), (to prepare) beer, has

been offered to Gula on the 22nd day of the month Tebetu, (and was) withdrawn by

Nabu-balassu-iqbi, son of Ibna."

5.4.4.5. Sweets and Cakes

NBC 4731 mentions deliveries of fresh barley to make bread for Gula: 1.
r
x BAN"1

2

SlLA SE.BAR Sd NINDA.yA eS-Su 2. IGI dGA§AN sd
rUNUG", [ki] u IGI d[gu]-la "x

sdtus (and) 2 qus of fresh barley for (making) bread before the Lady-of-Uruk and Gula."

NCBT 1 178 records the allotment of takkasu confections for Gula and dIGI.DU: 5. 1

BAN (takkasu) a-na ^gu-la 1
6. u dIGI.DU "

1 sutu (oftakkasu confections) for Gula and
dIGI.DU"

5.4.4.6. Meat

According to the offering lists of Group A, the following animals were sacrificed to

the goddess Gula: oxen, sheep, lambs, turtledoves, ducks, and geese. Her basic average

allowance seems to have been one of each animal on any given day for the regular

offerings (ginu). Offerings of sacrificial animals are also probably recorded in the

following lists from Group B; SWU 160: rev. 2'; SWU 161: 7'; SWU 162: 8'; and

ARRIM 7, 47: 4 (paired with dIGI.DU). Offerings of oxen (GU4.NfNDA) to Gula are

mentioned in YOS 17, 346: 3, which also belongs to Group B.

» The heading of Ihe text reads: 1. §E.BAR Sa a-na 2. **dan-nu-lu gu-uq-qu-ii 3. Sa ITI KIN ITI DU6

"barley for the datum vats (and) the guqqu offerings of the months Uliilu and TaSrTtu,"
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5.4.4.7. Varia

Unspecified commodities for the occasional offerings (guqqu) of Gula are mentioned in

YOS 17, 193: 1. 2&ma-si-f)it gu-uq-qu-
r
i? l.sd U4 26-KAM™ ITI APIN IGI tgu-Hd1

3. igi-mil-lu A 'NUMUN-za GIS "2 mastitis of occasional offerings for the 26th day of

the month Arahsamnu before Gula, withdrawn by Gimillu, son of Zeriya." Offerings of

uncertain or unknown commodities to Gula are also mentioned in SWU 104: rev. 6', and

to the temple of Gula in YBC 9932: 17. 1 E dgu-la, the latter belonging to Group B of

offering lists. Offerings of an unknown commodity to Gula and dIGI.DU are mentioned

in AUWE 5, 8 1 : obv. 1V and rev. IT.

5.4.5. Temple

YOS 15, 10 provides evidence that the temple of Gula was part of Eanna. According to

line 1 1 the theft was committed in the temple of Gula: tab-lu ina E dgu-la tab-'lu
1
"the

theft committed in the temple of Gula;" while according to lines 7 and 16 it occurred

in Eanna: 7. tab-li sd dg[u-la] 8. sd ina E.AN.NA tab-lu "the theft committed against

Gula in the Eanna temple;" 16. kal-lu KU.BABBAR it sd sa-la-me sd dgu-la sd ul-tu

E.AN.NA it-ba-lu-ma "the silver bowl and water sprinkler ofGula which they stole from

the Eanna temple."26 The same text mentions the gate of the inner cella of Gula: 2. KA
Epa-pa-fya sd dgu-la.

5.4.6. Ceremonies

5.4.6.1. The Sacred Meal

YOS 15, 10 informs us that the erib-bTtis of dIGI.DU were in charge of presenting the

sacred meal to Gula: 4. '"KILj-E.ME dIGl.DU Sd nap-ia-nu a-na dgu-la d-qar-ra-bi "the

erib-bTtis of dlGI.DU who bring the sacred meal to Gula;" and 12. ]tina-na-a-M\J it
llR-

dgu-la DUMU.MES Sd '''nA-NUMUN-SI.SA ' l'KU 4
- rE d1 IGI.DU 13. [Sd Mi\p-

r
tcT-nu

a-na dgu-la u-qar-ra-bu "Nanaya-iddin and Arad-Gula, sons of Nabu-zer-usallim, the

erib-bTtis of dlGI.DU who bring the sacred meal to Gula."

5.4.6.2. The Clothing Ceremony

This ceremony is mentioned in three texts which inform us that it was performed on the

24th and 25th days of Arabsamnu, and probably on the 1st day of Addaru. In addition

there is a mention of a clothing ceremony in the month Uliilu.

*> According 1o George 1993, no. 321, the lempic of Nin-Isinna in Uruk was E.GAL.MAU "Exalted

Palace," rebuilt by S?n-ka§id. In the Epic of Gilgamcsh, Tablet III, 15, Egalmah is the name given to the

temple of Ninsun in Uruk. According to the Selcucid archival text BRM 2, 36: 6, the temple of Belcl-bala|i

at Uruk was E.GAL.EDIN, which according to George might be a mistake for E.GAL.MAU (George 1993,

no. 313). However, Delel-bala(i was a distinct goddess who is mentioned a few limes in the Eanna archive

(§6.5).
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NBC 4769

3. 1 U 4 25-KAM sd ITI APIN a-na "*NIG.LAM
4. sd dgu-la

1 (maqqu libation bowl of sesame oil for) the 25th day of the month Arahsamnu for the

clothing ceremony of Gula.

NCBT 113227

rev.

4'. [ooo IT]I
rAPIN U4 24-KAM

1
a-na lit-

1

'bu-uS-ta5-anC

5'. sd^gu-la ...

14'. 1 KI.MIN ITI §E U4 1-KAM a-na ^git'-la

(maqqu libation bowls of sesame oil) [ooo mon]th Ararjsamnu, 24th day, for the clothing

ceremony of Gula ... 1 of the same, month Addaru, 1st day, for (the clothing ceremony of)

Gula.

YBC 9486

i.
r

i bAn 1
i sIlaSe.giS.1

2. Sd 2. '«s
rNfG.LAM\ME§ sA

rITP KIN

3. it '"eNfG.LAM Sd *\m\lGK-i-tu

4. V-fo » dIGI.DU

1 siitit (and) 1 qd of sesame oil for 2 clothing ceremonies of the month Uliilu and the clothing

ceremony of UrkayTlu, Gula, and dIGI.DU.

The dates of the clothing ceremony and the correlations with texts recording operations

involving the sacred garments of the gods are discussed in chapter 1 (§ 1.7.1; § 1.7.2;

§1.12.1).

5.4.6.3. The Kinunu Ritual

YBC 9365, dated to the 12th day of the month Kisllmu, mentions withdrawals of dates

for the occasional igitqqii) offerings to Gula, dIGI.DU, in the bTt-jjilsi, and to Usur-

amassu in connection with the kinunu ritual in Eanna: 2. gu^-uq-qu-u Sd 3 114-mu U4

7-KAM U4 8-KAM U4 9-(KAM> 3.
r
a-na" dgu-la ''IGI.DU 4. T 1

fji-il-si it a-na 5.

^URI-INIM-™ 1
ina UGU rKl.NE.NE n

6. ina fe.AN.NA iq-ru-ub "occasional offerings

for 3 days, (namely) the 7th, the 8th, and the 9th days, have been presented to Gula,

(iIGI.DU, (in) the bTt-fjilsi, and to Usur-amassu in connection with the kinunu ritual in

the Eanna temple." This text can be correlated with the ritual LKU 5 1, which mentions

the performance of the kinunu rituals of the Lady-of-Uruk, Usur-amassu, and UrkayTtu,

as well as the kinunu ritual of all the gods, in the month Kisllmu (Appendix 2).

" Published in Beauueu 1993c, pp. 81-84.
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5.5. diGI.DU

In Neo-BabyIonian personal names the logogram dIGI.DU denotes the god Nergal. 28

The same equation is found in the god list CT 24, pi. 36, where dIGI.DU appears at

the beginning of a list of forms of Nergal: 52. dUGUR dIGI.DU29 The theological

identification of the god in texts from the Eanna archive, however, presents difficulties.

As discussed above (§5.4), the fact that dIGI.DU of Uruk is almost always paired with

the goddess Gula suggests that they formed a divine couple, in which case it seems more

probable that dIGI.DU was a form of Ninurta. This is supported by another god list, CT

25, pi. 12, in which dIGI.DU appears as a name for Ninurta in Elam: 17. dIGI.DU = MIN

(
dnin-urta ina NIM).30 Both Nergal and Ninurta were worshiped in smaller independent

sanctuaries (ekurratu) in Neo-Babylonian Uruk, and they appear in the Eanna archive

under the names dUGUR and dMAS/dnin-urta, respectively. However, it is clear from

the contexts in which they occur that neither of them can be equated with dIGI.DU In

the offering lists of Group A, for instance, the three gods dIGI.DU, dUGUR, and dMA§
appear side by side as distinct deities.

There is a possible clue as to the identity of dIGI.DU in YOS 6, 145, which mentions

a god named Bel-SA-nasru as the consort of Gula (1. NfG.GA dEN-SA-na-as-ru 2. u

dgu-la). As discussed below (§ 7.8), this name might point to the character of this god as

divine healer and therefore explain his association with Gula, the goddess of medicine

and healing. It would also favor the identification of dIGI,DU with Ninurta. There is no

conclusive indication, however, that Bel-SA-nasru and dIGI.DU of Uruk were one and

the same god. As discussed above, there is in fact one argument which militates against

it: while Gula always takes precedence over dIGI.DU, she is listed after Bel-SA-nasru in

the one text which mentions them together (§5.4).

Another god named dIGI.DU appears in the archive: the god dIGI.DU of the city

Udannu, a satellite town of Uruk (§5.6). This god is generally referred to as
"dIGI.DU

of Udannu" in order to distinguish him from dIGI.DU of Uruk (e.g. YOS 7, 137: 8.

dIGI.DU Sa ™uu-dan-nu). There are cases, however, where it is obvious that dIGI.DU

of Udannu is meant, but the god's city of origin is not specified. Only references to

dIGI.DU which are demonstrably or probably to dIGI.DU of Uruk are included in the

present section. The earliest mention of dIGI.DU appears in the list of gods of Uruk

carried off by Sennacherib in the fall of 693 B.C. (OIP 2, p. 87, 32. dIGI.DU). The deity

is still mentioned in the "Fete d'IStar," datable to the Seleucid period: obv. T. dIGI.DU 31

5.5.1. Paraphet nalia

The Neo-Assyrian letter PARPOLA 1993, 349, mentions the repair work to be done

in the temple workshop of Uruk for [Kurunn]Itu, AnunTtu, and dIGI.DU: 19. dul-lu

m See Von Weiher 1971, p. 93.

» Sec Tadmor 1973, p. 147, n. 32, who argues for (he separate identities orPalil and Nergal on the basis of

the fact that they appear side by side in the god lists of Assyrian vassal treaties.

30 According to a commentary to the scries Surptt, the name of the god Ninurta of Elam was Lahuralil:

Reiner 1958, p. 50, commentary B, line 4. «V[a-0M-i-]fl-///=« lMAS NIM".
31 Lackenbaciier 1977, p. 40.
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[sa dKAS.D]IN-/-rt 20. da-nu-ni-tu4 u dIGI.DU [Sa E d]mu-um-mu}2 The door curtain

(gidlu) ofdIGI.DU is mentioned in YBC 3715: 8. 5 &d*gi-da-la-ne-e sa KA Epa-pa-hu

9. [s]d dGASAN sa UNUGki dna-na-a 10. [
dw]-w-INIM-.sw dgu4a u dIGI.DU "The 5

door curtains for the gate(s) of the inner cella(s) of the Lady-of-Uruk, Nanaya, Usur-

amassu, Gula, and dIGI.DU" Another piece of textile hanging at the entrance of the

inner cella of dIGI.DU, the braided curtain (suppu), is mentioned in PTS 2491: 4. 2-ta

&dasu-up-pa-a-ta 5. a-na KA pa-pa-fju 6.
v
sa* dIGI.DU "2 braided curtains for the gate

of the inner cella of dIGI.DU."

5.5.2. Clothing

A few texts record disbursements of textiles, thread, and various fabrics for the sacred

wardrobe of dIGI.DU The following pieces of clothing are mentioned: (jullanu "wrap,"

fjusannu "sash," the lubant garment, nafrlaptu "outer garment," parsigu "turban,"

perhaps the sunn "loincloth," and the salfju cloth.

GCCI 2, 105

1

.

1/3 MA.NA 5 GlN ^mi-ifj-su BABBAR-w
2. 5 iubNIG.Ib.LA.ME

3. 50 GlN ^mi-ifj-su s|efcIE.ME.DA

4. Sa in-za-fju-re-e-tu* 1 '"eBAR.SI

5. 10 GJN fi-mu Sa pe-si-i

6. 1 GlN ti-mu s,gy£.ME.DA Sa in-za-jjihre-e-du

7. 1 GJN gu-fjal-sa-a-ta ^yfe.ME.DA

8. PAP &i dIGI.DU

1/3 m ina (and) 5 shekels of while woven cloth (for) 5 sashes, 50 shekels of woven cloth of

red-colored wool (dyed) with inzafjuretu (for) I turban, 10 shekels of white thread, 10 shekels

of thread of red-colored wool (dyed) with inzafjuretu, 10 shekels of braids of red-colored

wool. Total (of Hie clothing) of dIGI.DU.

GCCI 2, 121

10. 50GlN5'"8NiG.iB.LA.ME

1 1

.

50 GiN Mumi-tb-si Sa s[bU£.ME.DA
12. Sa <xin-za-lju-ie-e-ti 1 ^tpar-Si-gu

13. PAP Sa dIGI.DU

50 shekels33 (for) 5 sashes, 50 shekels of woven cloth of red-colored wool (dyed) with

inzafyuretu (for) 1 turban. Total (of the clothing) of JIGI.DU

32 For the reading of the broken divine name sec below §6.12.
33 The nature of the fabric weighed here is uncertain.
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PTS 209434

col. II, rev.

36. 1 wfasal-fju

37. 1 "^GUE "etfE.ME.DA

38. 1 ti&bul-la-nu

39. 1 ^ht-bar

40. PAP to*mi-ib-su sa dlGI.DU

1 sallju cloth, 1 outer garment of red-colored wool, 1 wrap, 1 lubaru garment. Total (of the)

woven cloth belonging to dIGI.DU.

UCP9/2,31

1. 2MA.NAl/3GiN»*B»i/-iH(<

2. pe-su-u 3 ««8lIR!.ME
3. 5 '"8NfG.fB.LA.MES Sa <HG1.DU

2 minas and 1/3 shekel of white woven cloth (for) 3 sunn garments (and) 5 sashes for dIGI.DU.

Sashes occur in GCCI 2, 365: 6. 50 GfN KI.MIN 5 ^[NfG.fB.LA.ME] 7. Sa dIGI.DU
"50 shekels of the same (white woven cloth) (for) 5 [sashes] for dIGI.DU" The turban

occurs in PTS 2282: 22. 1 par-Si-guSa dIGI.DU "1 turban (ofwoven cloth of red-colored

wool dyed with inzafjuretiip 5 belonging to dIGI.DU" The lubaru garment occurs in IBK

8, 165: 32'. 16 MA.NA sigrjE.ME.DA s^rjAB 1
1 TUG.rjA r

sa" dIGI.DU "16 minas of

red-colored wool (dyed) with jjuratu (for) 1 lubaru garment of dIGI.DU;" and YBC 9030:

6. Wii-bar Sa dIGI.DU; 12.
r^lu-bar Sa dIGI.DU 1

"the lubaru garment of dIGI.DU."

Fabrics and threads are mentioned in YOS 19, 277: 1. 50 GiN r
x"[o o o] 2. 10 GfN

tj-mu 3. 13 GfN ti-mu *'etfE.ME.DA ^yAB 1
4. 8 GfN gu-fjal-su Sa sigyE.ME. rDA n

5. Sa dIGI.DU "50 shekels of [o 00], 10 shekels of thread, 13 shekels of red-colored

thread (dyed) with (juratu, 8 shekels of red-colored braids, for dIGI.DU" Garments for

dIGI.DU are also mentioned in NCBT 51, although it seems more likely that this text

relates to the god dIGI.DU of Udannu (§5.6.3).

5.5.3. Offerings

5.5.3.1. Salt

The following texts record deliveries of salt for the regular offerings of Gula and
dIGI.DU. As discussed earlier these quantities were often withdrawn by Eanna-lTp-usur

« The heading of this text reads: I . '^mi-Hf-su Ue^-mt-u Sa a-na '"bNJG/LAm 1
Sa ITI GAN 2. a-na 'DIM 1

5

'"AZLAG na-ad-mi "Spare woven clolh allotted to Ibni-I5lar, a cleaner, for the clothing ceremony of the

month KislTmu."

35 This occurs in a list of [en pat Signs for which arc disbursed, line 15:91/3 MA.NA mi-i()-siSa sl«y6.ME.DA
Sa m-za-jju-re-e-tu "9 1/3 minas of woven cloth of red-colored wool dyed with inzafjuretu.'*
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or his son Nabu-mukTn-apli, and it appears that the two deities received a joint allocation

of 30 minas of salt every month (§5.4.4.1).

AUWE 5, 88: 1-6 ([o]+10 minas, [gi]nu of Gula and dIGI.DU for the month Addaru,

withdrawn by Nabu-mukTn-apli and Baniya).

AUWE 5, 89: 5-7 (30 minas, ginii of the month Tebetu for Gula and dIGI.DU, withdrawn

by Nabu-mukTn-apli).

NCBT 74: 6-10(1 talent and 20 minas for Gula and dIGI.DU, for the months Tebetu

and Sabatu, withdrawn by Nabu-mukTn-apli).

NCBT 155: 5-7 (30 minas for Gula and dIGI.DU, month KislTmu, Nabu-mukTn-apli).

NCBT 779: 5-7 (1 1/2 talents for d[IGI.DU?] and Gula, months Nisannu, Ayaru, and

Simanu, Eanna-lTp-usur).

PTS 31 12: 4-5 (30 minas, ginii of month Abu, for Gula and dIGI.DU, withdrawn by

Nabu-mukTn-apli).

YOS 17, 350: 3 (1 talent for 2 months for Gula and dIGI.DU, withdrawn by Eanna-lTp-

usur, son of RTmut!).

YOS19, 284: 19-20 (

r
l/2

1
talent for Gula and dIGI.DU, Nabu-mukTn-apli).

5.5.3.2. Dates

Dates for the occasional {guqqu) offerings of dIGI.DU and Gula are mentioned in YBC
9365 (§ 5.5.6.3), and AUWE 5, 84: 1 . 2 ma-si-fat sa ZU.LUM.MA 2. guq-ii Sa dgu-la 3.

u dIGI.DU sa ITI GAN 4. UNk-cli-ni-e-pu-uS 5. A? '^UGUR-V-fo o] "2 maSfyus of

dates, the occasional offerings of Gula and dIGI.DU for the month KislTmu, Nabu-dTn-

epu§, son(?) of Nergal-[o 0]." Offerings of dates are also mentioned in NBC 4680: 4. 2

BAN ZU.LUM.MA a-na 5. dMA§ dgw-/« 6. dIGI.DU u E (fi-il-su "2 satus of dates for

Ninurta, Gula, dIGI.DU, and the bTt-(fi!sir

5.5.3.3. Barley

Deliveries of barley for the regular offerings (ginii) of dIGI.DU are mentioned in NCBT
729: 1. 1/2 &*ma-Si-(ju SE.BAR 2. a-na 'SA.DUn 1

3. Sa
rdMGI.D[U] "1/2 maSTfju of

barley for the regular offerings of dIGI.DU" Allotments of barley to the brewers for the

deity are mentioned in SWU 27: rev. 4'. dIGI.DU dgu-la u ba-a-a-la\nu o o] "(barley)

for dIGI.DU, Gula, and the night vigils.'*

5.5.3.4. Sesame Oil

A delivery of sesame oil for the temple of dIGI.DU is mentioned in GCCI 2, 166: 2. 1/2

SJLA (i.GlS) a-na E dIGI.DU "1/2 qii of (sesame oil) for the temple of dIGI.DU:'

5.5.3.5. Sweets and Cakes

NBC 473 1 mentions deliveries of fresh barley to make bread for various deities, including

dIGI.DU: 1 . SE.BAR Sa NINDA.rjA eS-Sii . . . 5. [o] SJLA IGI dIGI.DU "Fresh barley (to

make) bread ... [o]qus (for the offerings) of dIGI.DU." NCBT 1 178 records the allotment
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of iakkasu confections for Gula and dIGI.DU: 5. 1 BAN (takkasii) a-na ^gu-la
1

6. u
dIGI.DU "1 sutu (of takkasu confections) for Gula and dIGI.DU"

5.5.3.6. Meat

According to the offering lists of Group A, oxen, sheep, lambs, turtledoves, ducks,

and geese were sacrificed to the god dIGI.DU, who received a basic allowance of one

of each animal on any given day for the regular offerings iginu). As discussed earlier

(§2.1.3) these offerings were probably increased during the reign of Nebuchadnezzar

II. Offerings of sacrificial animals are also probably recorded in four lists of Group

B; SWU 160: rev 4'; SWU 161: 8'; SWU 162: 9'; and ARRIM 7, 47: 4 (paired here

with Gula). YOS 17, 346: 4, another text from Group B, mentions offerings of calves

(GU4.NINDA) to dIGI.DU

5.5.4. Temple

The temple of dIGI.DU (E dIGI.DU) is mentioned in GCCI 2, 166: 2 (§5.5.3.4). YBC
9414 mentions a quantity of silver delivered from that temple: 1.11 2-ta SUMIN.ME
KUGI 2. bat-qa sa ul-tu E 3. dIGI.DU u-ri-di "11 2/3 shekels of gold (for) repair

work removed from the temple of dIGI.DU" The gate of the inner cella of dIGI.DU is

mentioned in PTS 2491 : 5. KA pa-pa-fyu 6. ^a1 dIGI.DU Because of the close relation

between dIGI.DU and Gula it seems almost certain that the temple of dIGI.DU was, like

that of Gula, a chapel in the Eanna temple complex.

5.5.5. Personnel

YOS 15, 10, a text concerning theft of sacred paraphernalia in the temple of Gula,

informs us that the erib-bTth of dIGI.DU were in charge of presenting the sacred meals

to that goddess: 4. ll'KU4-E.ME dIGI.DU Sa nap-ta-nu a-na dgu-la u-qar-ra-bi "the

erib-bltis of dIGI.DU who bring the sacred meal to Gula;" and 12. llina-na-a-MU 11 'III-

*gu-la DUMUMES Sa ldNA-NUMUN-SI.sA '»KU,- r£ dl IGI.DU 13. [Sa na]}J-
r
ta"-nu

a-na dga-la it-qar-ra-bu "Nanaya-iddin and Arad-Gula, sons of Nabu-zer-u§allim, the

erib-bTth of dIGI.DU who bring the sacred meal to Gula."

5.5.6. Ceremonies

5.5.6.1. Sacred Meal

The sacred meal of dIGI.DU is mentioned in YOS 15, 10 (§5.5.5) and YOS 6, 239,

which is a protocol assigning prebendaries for the sacred meal (1 . nap-ta-nu) of various

deities, including dIGI.DU: 10. [a-na] dIGI.DU u-[qar-ra-bu].

5.5.6.2. Clothing Ceremony

Five texts mention the clothing ceremony (lubuStu) ofdIGI.DU The following items were

delivered for this ceremony: sesame oil in libation bowls (maqqu), dates, and sacrificial
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sheep. The specific days for which the clothing ceremony of dIGI.DU is recorded are:

Ayaru 8, Duzu 17, Kisllmu 28, and Sabatu 26.

NBC 4769

14. 1 a-na %NIG.LAM sa dIGI.DU sa ITI GAN

I (maqqii libation bowl of sesame oil) for the clothing ceremony of dIGI.DU in the month

Kisllmu.

NCBT 113236

obv.

3. I ma-aq-qu-u sa l.GlS

4. a-na lu-bu-uS-tu<\ sa dIGI.DU

5. ITI GU 4 U 4 8-KAM ...

10. [1 K]I.MIN a-n[a lu-bu-us-tm sa] dIGI.
rDU ITI

1 SU U4 I7-[KAM] ...

rev.

T. I KI.MIN ITI GAN [U4 ] 28-KAM a-na lu-bu-us-ti't

8'. .DIGI.DU ...

1
1'.

1 KI.MIN ITI ZfZ [U4 ] 26-KAM a-na lu-bu-us-tm

I2\ .hi dK3I.DU

1 libation bowl of sesame oil for the clothing ceremony of dIGI.DU, month Ayaru, 8lh day

... [1 of the] same for [the clothing ceremony of] JIGI.DU, month Duzu, 17th day ... 1 of

the same, month KislTmu, 28th day, for the clothing ceremony of dIGI.DU ... 1 of the same,

month Sabatu, 26lli [day], for the clothing ceremony of JIGI.DU.

YBC 4021

40. 1 (PI) 1 BAN 2 SlLA Sa lu-hu-uS-tm

41. Sa *d$-ka-a-a-i-tuA u <<
rIGr.DU

1 {])dnu) y
1 sutu, (and) 2 qfis (of dates) for the clothing ceremony of UrkayTlu and dIGI.DU.

YBC 9486

1.
r

i bAn 1
1 sIlaSe.giS.1

2. Sa 2 "'6 rNlG.LAlvr.ME$ Sa
rITP KIN

3. i> '"BNfG.LAM Sa <«UNUG ki -/-/H

4. *gu-lau dIGI.DU

1 sutu (and) 1 qu ofsesame (oil) for 2 clothing ceremonies of the month Ululu and (he clothing

ceremony of UrkayTlu, Gula, and dIGI.DU.

16 Published in Beauubu 1993c. pp. 81 84.
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NCBT 1233

13. PAP 16UDUNITA
14. KUD-assd U4 28-[KAM]

15. itflTIGAN

16. EN 1 sa >«sNfG.LA[M]

17. .kHIGI.DU

Total: 16 sheep, ritual selection of the 28th day of the month KislTmu, together with 1 (sheep)

for the clothing ceremony of dlGl.DU.

Correlations between the dates of the clothing ceremony and texts recording operations

involving the garments of the gods were discussed in chapter 1 (§1.7.1; § 1.7.2). It

appears that the clothing ceremony of the 28th day of the month KislTmu was devoted

exclusively to the god dIGI.DU (§1.12.1).

5.5.6.3. The Kinunu Ritual

YBC 9365, dated to the 1 2th day ofthe month KislTmu, mentions withdrawals ofdates for

the occasional (guqqu) offerings to Gula, dIGI.DU, in the bTt-fyilsi, and to Usur-amassu

in connection with the kinunu ritual in Eanna: 2. gu%-uq-qu-u sa 3 114-mu U4 7-KAM U4

8-KAM U4 9-(KAM) 3.
r
a-na]<*gu-la dIGI.DU 4.

rE1
(ji-il-si u a-na 5.

drURI-INIM-si/n

ina UGU rKI.NE.NE 1
6. ina E.AN.NA iq-ru-ub "occasional offerings for 3 days, the

7th, the 8th, and the 9th days, have been offered to Gula, dIGI.DU, (in) the bTt-jjiIsi
t

and to Usur-amassu in connection with the kinunu ritual in the Eanna temple." YBC
9365 can be correlated with the ritual LKU 5

1
, which also mentions the performance of

kinunu rituals during the month KislTmu for the Lady-of-Uruk, Usur-amassu, UrkayTtu,

and "all the gods" (Appendix 2).

5.5.6.4. Varia {saraqu, salcim bTti, etc . . .)

NCBT 123, dated to the 1st day of the month Tebetu, mentions deliveries of flour for the

ceremonies of (flour) sprinkling {saraqu) and "greeting of the temple" (Salcim bTti) of

dIGI.DU: 1 . 1 (PI) 3 BAN ZfD.DA a-na sa-ra-
r
qiP 2. 7/

1
Sd-lam E Set dIGI.DU "1 panu

(and) 3 sdius of flour for the ceremonies of flour sprinkling and greeting of the temple

of dIGI.DU" The verb saraqu means "to scatter, sprinkle offering materials (including

flour) in rituals."17 The saraqu ritual may have been a part of the salcim bTti ceremony

since a few texts mention deliveries of flour for that ceremony. 1 "

According to the ritual LKU 5 1
, the god dIGI.DU was involved in a ceremony on the

17th day of the month Duzu, obv. 27. U 4 1 7-KAM 'MGI.DU /-[o o]. As just discussed

(§5.5.6.2), we also know that there was a clothing ceremony of dIGI.DU on that very

" See CAD S, pp. 1 72-174, s.v. saraqu A.
M See CAD S/I, pp. 202-203, s.v. Salam bTti, which quotes a few texts recording deliveries of Hour for that

ceremony. In llic Eanna archive such deliveries occur in GCC1 I, 203: 5. 8 GUR 3 (PI)
r2 BAN 1 ZfD.DA 6.

a-na Sa-ium E 7. M U^ 8-KAM "8 kwms, 3 pdnua. (and) 2 sdtna of Hour for the Salam bTti ceremony of the

8th day;" and GCCI I, 379: I. 1 GUR I (PI) 4 BAN Se.BAR 2. a-na ZiD.DA id-lam E "I kurru, I panu,

(and) 4 sdtu& or barley for the flour of the Salam bTti ceremony."
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same day, but the restoration i-[lab-bis] in the ritual seems problematic, as we should

expect the N-stem form il-lab-bis "is (ritual ly) clothed."39

5.5.7. Varia

Offerings of an unknown commodity to Gula and dIGI.DU are mentioned in AUWE
5, 81: obv. 12' and rev. IT. NCBT 811 records an allotment of flour for the temple

slaves sent to the temple of dIGI.DU: 1. 3 BAN ZID.DA a-na 2. ^si-ra-kisa a-na 3. IGI

dIGI.DU 4. Sap-ru "3 sdtus of flour for the temple slaves sent before dIGI.DU" The god

also appears in the salutation formula of BIN 1, 37: 3. d30 u dIGI.DU Since this letter

was probably sent from Ur, however, the manifestation of dIGI.DU invoked in it was not

necessarily the one worshiped in Uruk.

5.6. Belet-Eanna and dIGI.DU of Udannu

These two deities resided in the town of Udannu. The name of this town may be

written syllabically, with or without the determinative URU, or with the compound

logogram EZENxKASKAL (= UBARA), followed by the determinative KI.4° The

equation UBARAki = Udannu is further proven by the late Babylonian bilingual excerpt

YOS 1
1

, 95, which contains the compound EZENxKASKAL glossed with u-da-an and

equated with u-da-nam-ma in the Akkadian version: 5. a-zi-ga "da - [inEZENxKASKALki-

ta im-ma- ni - in B«-'»nigin: mi-lum u-da-nam-ma is-su-da "the flood waters have surrounded

Udannu." The location of Udannu is uncertain.41 In the Neo-Babylonian period the city

was evidently an administrative dependence of Uruk, receiving from it supplies of

animals for its sacrificial offerings, as well as deliveries of garments, paraphernalia, and

jewelry for the cult of its deities.

The earliest mention of a deity of Udannu occurs in YBC 11546, a text dated

to the reign of Marduk-bel-zeri, an obscure Babylonian king of the first half of the 8th

century:42 3. dIGI.DU 4. u™u-da-ni. The latest mention is in the "Fete d'IStar " suggesting

that the cult of Belet-Eanna of Udannu survived well into the Hellenistic period:

obv. 13'. dNIN-E.AN.NA^ uA-[dan-nu]\ rev. IT. dNIN-E.AN.NA&i m-dan-nuV The

39 The N durative illabbiS is the expected form; sec CAD L, pp. 20-2 1, s.v. labaSu 4. a) and b), with many
examples cited. It is found also in the late ritual from Babylon BM 78076, published in George 2000,

p. 282, lines 1 and 2, and in the Neo-Babylonian letter rrom Larsa NCBT 58, published in Beaulieu 1993c,

pp. 77-78, line 9. In all these cases the phoneme /I/ is reduplicated in the script.

A0 Beaulieu 1991c and 1992b. Much of the material presented in this section was already discussed at

length in these two articles.

»' A city Udanu is mentioned in a letter rrom Mari published by Birot 1993, no. 161, lines 33-37, which

states that Udanu was located 3 leagues (bent), about 30 kilometers, from Larsa (33. iS-tu I't-da-nim*' 34. 3

bi-ri a-cl[i] la-ar-sau ). It is not certain, however, that Old Babylonian Udanu and Neo-Babylonian Udannu are

one and the same city. According to the Sargon Geography, recently edited by Horowitz 1998, pp. 72-73,

Udannu was located at the "border of Sumer:" A 47. KUR u-da-ni-fr mi-sir iinne-m
t
and B. rev. 6'. KUR

«/-rfffl-/ii]-
rr i' i mi-sir Su-me-ri. Since the material included in the Sargon Geography could be quite old, it is

possible that the Udannu mentioned here is one and the same with Old Babylonian Udanu.
» 2 The tablet was published prior to its acquisition by the Yale Babylonian Collection in Clay 1921, p. 313.

Discussion by Brinkman 1968, p. 214, n. 1334.

43 See also the following reference in Litke 1998, p. 47, An = Anum Tablet I, line 228. dura§: MIN (=
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remaining attestations are all from the 6th century and are all found in texts from

the Eanna archive, with the exception of a possible mention of Belet-Eanna in the

Nabonidus Chronicle: GRAYSON 1975, Chronicle 7, IV 5.
[

dGASAN] E.AN.NA Sd

UBARAki
. Belet-Eanna was very probably a local manifestation of Istar,44 and the deity

named dIGI.DU a form of Nergal. According to YOS 3, 91 there were in fact two

gods named dIGI.DU in Udannu (23. dIGI.DU.MES ki-lal*-le-e). They recall the gods

Lugalirra and Meslamtaea, the twin hypostases of Nergal worshiped at Durum near

Uruk in the early periods. It is possible that these two gods later migrated to Udannu,

whose foundation possibly does not antedate the early first millennium. The fact that

both Durum (EZENxBADk i) and Udannu (EZENxKASKAL ki
) are written with EZEN

compounds is suggestive of a possible link between the two sites.

5.6.1. Paraphernalia

YBC 1 1546 mentions various items delivered to the temple of dIGI.DU ofUdannu: 1 . 88

B'SSA.KAL.MES EN \-en
rBARn

2. 1 whna-Sad-du 3.paq-du 4. E dIGI.DU "™u-dan-ni

"88 Saldadlu logs, together with 1 piece of plating (and) 1 wagon-pole, entrusted for

the temple of dIGI.DU of Udannu." These implements possibly belonged to the chariot

of dIGI.DU of Udannu, especially considering the mention of a wagon-pole (maSaddu).

The letter YOS 3, 191 mentions the bronze kettle used to prepare the food offerings of
dIGI.DU of Udannu: 25. mu-Safy-fyi-nu UD.KA.BAR 26. sd gi-ne-e "the bronze kettle for

the regular offerings." This kettle had apparently sprung a leak, prompting the religious

authorities of Udannu to request a new one from the administration of the Eanna temple

in Uruk.45

5.6.2. Jewelry

Stones for the necklaces of the goddess Belet-Eanna occur in YOS 19, 290: 1.
r
5/6

MAMMA r
2 GIN NA4 la mit-fjar

1
2. [a-na]

rGU\ME§ Sd
r&*pi\M-an-mi 3. [Sd]

rdGA§AN fc.AN.NA"
1

Sd UBARA ki "5/6 minas and 2 shekels of stones of varied size

[for] the necklaces in the chest [of] Belet-Eanna of Udannu."

5.6.3. Clothing

A few texts from the archive record allotments of fabrics and sacred garments for the

clothing of the deities of Udannu; YOS 17, 307: 1. 1
sfstIE.ME.DA na-bal-su 2. 4

'"eMAS.ME 3. 1
steGU.E Sd ^la-bar-ru 4. PAP ^mi-ify-su Sd a-na 5. dIGI.DU Sd "»//-

[dan-mi] 6. SUM.NA "I (inina?) of red-colored wool46 (for) 4 sibtu garments (and)

1 outer garment of red-colored wool. Total of the woven fabrics allotted for dIGI.DU

dnin-uila), which is glossed in CT 25, 9-14 (= K. 4339) as follows: col. II, 25, 'l,lfl *Hiras: MIN (•>nin-urla).fri

iu-<la-ne-e (sec p. 47, n. 228).
AA Since we have no syllabic spelling of the name of this goddess, ihe possibility of a reading Sarral-Ranna

remains open.
AS Edition and discussion of this text in Brauuru 1991c, pp. 103-105.
Ah The word na-bal-su is perhaps a misspelling for nabdsu "red-colored wool." This word is rarely encoun-

tered in Nco-Babylonian documents, in which red-colored wool is usually denoted by the word labarru
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If
^r

Plate 28. NCBT 51

of U[dannu];" FLP 1613: 12. 12 GiN (tumanmi) a-na lu-bu-us-tu 13. Sd dIGI.DU Sd

UBARAki "
1 2 shekels (of linen cloth) for the clothing (or clothing ceremony) ofdIGI.DU

of Udannu;'"" and YOS 19, 290: 6. [o] GiN ^ta-kil-ti "[o] shekels of blue-colored wool

(for Belet-Eanna)."

The following letter, NCBT 51, although it does not mention Udannu, was probably

sent from there. The sender, dIGI.DU-zer-ibni, is probably one and the same with a

namesake listed as the Sangu official of Udannu in the Hofkalender of Nebuchadnezzar

II (§5.6.6). The recipient, Marduk-Sakin-Sumi, must in all likelihood be identified as

Marduk-Sakin-Sumi, son of Bel-§uni-iSkun (perhaps the same personage mentioned at

the end of the letter), descendant of Dabibi, who was Satammu of the Eanna temple in

the 10th year of Nabopolassar. 48 The god dIGI.DU mentioned in this letter is therefore

probably dIGI.DU of Udannu, noHIGI.DU of Uruk.

NCBT51(plale28)

1. IM '<'IGI.DU-NUMUN!-DU

2. a-na "''AMAR.UD-GAR-MU
3. AD-Su lu-ii Su-lum

O'sl-lli.ME.DA). Since in this case the logogram ^l-Hi.ME.DA is followed by nabdsu, perhaps the latter

denotes a further nuance of this color, unless it is a gloss.

» The text begins as follows: 1.1 1/2 MA.NA tu-man-nu 2. Sa a-na tu-bu-nS-ti 3. sd ITI Si: a-na '"U§.BAR

4. SUM.NA "1 1/2 minas of linen cloth for the clothing ceremony of the month Addaru."

« On this official sec KUmmrl 1979, p. 142.
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4. a-na AD-ia

5. «*EN u dPA

6. sitl-nut sa AD-ia

7. liq-bu-ii

8. mi-ifj-su

9. ina pa-ni-ni

10. ia-a-nu

11. mi-itf-su

12. a-na ^GI.DU
13. EN lu-se-bi-la

14. 1 -en na-ka-ma-ri

15. sa JIGI.DU

16. na-si ina pa-an

17. i<iEN-MU-GAR-w/»

18. EN lu-ba- '-is

Letter of dIGI.DU-zer-ibni to Marduk-§akin-sumi, his father. May my father be well! May
Bel and NabQ decree the well-being of my father! We have no woven fabric at our disposal.

May (my) lord send woven fabrics to dIGI.DU. One storage container (of woven fabrics) for

dIGI.DU has been withdrawn! May (my) lord seek it from Bel-sum-iskun.

Similar letters were sent from Larsa to Uruk requesting supplies of textiles for the deities

of the Ebabbar temple. BIN 1 , 10 is a request of dyed wool for the clothing of Belet (or

Sarrat) Larsa; YOS 3, 49 a request of blue-colored wool for the clothing ceremony; and

YOS 3, 94 a request of blue-colored wool for SamaS.

5.6.4. Offerings

5.6.4.1. Barley

A few SWU texts record allotments of barley for the offerings of the gods of Udannu;

SWU 62: rev. 6. [a-na dGA]SAN E.AN.NA i-qa[r-ru-bu] "(barley) offered to Be]let-

Eanna;"SWU 75: rev. 2. [a-na dGASAN E.A]N.NA it
dIGI.DU Sa ^u-dan-nu] "(barley)

[for Belet-Ean]na and dIGI.DU of[Udannu];" andSWU 1 1 8: rev. 6. dGASAN E.AN.NA u

dIGI.DU [o o o] "(barley for) Belet-Eanna and dIGI.DU [o o o] ." They are also mentioned

in SWU 45, which appears to record allotments of barley to the brewers to produce beer:

rev. 8'. [a-n]a dIGI.DU u dGASAN E.AN.NA i-qar-ru-bu "(barley) offered [t]o dIGI.DU

and Belet-Eanna." The sender of the letter YBC 1 1326 requests from the authorities of

Eanna deliveries of barley for the cult of dIGI.DU:49
1 1. SE.{BAR) a4 12. 10 GUR a-na

13. dIGI.DU Ud-din-iC "May they deliver the bar(ley), namely 10 kurrus, for dIGI.DU"

49 The letter does not mention Udannu specifically. However, the sender Nanaya-cre§ is probably identical

with the Nanaya-ercs who is the sender ofYOS 3, 1 91 , which was certainly sent from Udannu (sec discussion

in Beaulieu 1991c, pp. 103-105). Therefore the god DIGI.DU mentioned here is probably JIGI.DU of

Udannu.
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5.6.4.2. Beer

An allotment of silver for the beer offerings of dIGI.DU and Belet-Eanna is recorded in

SWU 145: rev. 5. (silver) Sa KAS.HA Sa dIGI.DU T
u ^GASAN 1 [E.AN.NA] "(Silver)

for the beer (offered) to dIGI.DU and Belet-Eanna."

5.6.4.3. Meat

According to the offering lists of Group A, sheep, lambs, turtledoves, and probably

also ducks were sacrificed to Belet-Eanna and dIGI.DU of Udannu. Such sacrifices,

however, seem to have been occasional. It is probable that the responsibilities of the

Eanna administration for providing sacrificial animals for the two gods were limited to

a certain number of days in the month. Seven monthly tables of sheep sacrifices contain

notations that one or several sheep were sent either to dIGI.DU of Udannu, or to dIGI.DU

and Belet-Eanna of Udannu, or simply to Udannu, on specific cultic dates.50 AnOr 8,

65 only mentions the allocation of a sheep "for the cult of dIGI.DU," but similarity of

context suggests that this dIGI.DU is the one of Udannu rather than his namesake from

Uruk:

AnOr 8, 65: 20. (sheep) ina SA l+[o o] ina UGU dul-lu sa dlGI.DU (month Sabatu, day

15)

AnOr 8, 75:

BIN 1, 167:

YBC 3964:

day 14)

YBC 3974:

YBC 3976:

YOS 1,46:

12. (sheep) 2 a-na dlGI.DU u dGASAN E.AN.NA (month Addaru, day 8)

: 9. (sheep) ina SA 8 a-na u-dan-nu (month lost, day 4)

18. (sheep) ina SA 2 a-na 19. dIGI.DU u dGASAN E.AN.NA (month Duzu,

: 24. (sheep) ina SA 4 a-na dIGI.DU Sa u-dan-nu (month KislTmu, day 22)

: 22. (sheep) ina SA 6 a-na " r["u-da]n-nu (month Arabsamnu, day 18)

; 24. (sheep) ina SA 4 a-na dIGl.DU Sa u-dan-nu (month KislTmu, day 22)

Other accounts of sacrificial animals mention deliveries to Udannu; YBC 7436: 50. 1

UDUNlTA ((a-na)) ina er-bi a-na dIGl.DU //
dGASAN E.AN.NA "1 sheep from the

income for dIGI.DU and Belet Eanna;" YOS 7, 8: 15. 96 UDUNfTA.ME.fc/ MU 15-KAM

MU 16-KAM // MU 17-KAM a-na dIGI.DU 16. />
dGASAN E.AN.NA a-na UBARAki

Sap-ru "96 sheep for the 15th, 16th, and 17th years (of Nabonidus), sent to Udannu for

dIGI.DU and Belet Eanna;" and YOS 7, 74: 21. (total of) 16 (sheep) a-na ^u-dan-nu.

The sender of the letter YOS 3, 191, one Nanaya-cre§, urges the high officials of the

Eanna temple to send fattened sheep to Udannu foHlGI.DU:*! 8. UDUNlTA.fr/ ITI KIN

u ITI DU 6 9. a-na dIGI.DU 10. EN.MES-/// liS-pur-ru-nu 11. UDU.NJTA kab-ru\-tm

12. a-kan-na ia-a-nu 13. UDU.NJTA kab-ru-tm 14. a-na dIGI.DU Sup-ra-a4 "May our

lords send the sheep of the months Ulftlu and TagrTtu to dIGI.DU There are no fattened

sheep here. Send fattened sheep to dIGI.DU!". YOS 17, 90 mentions a delivery of sheep

and ducks to Udannu for the kinunu ritual: 1 . 4 UDU.NJTA sA.DUi i 2 UZ.TUR'111'^"1^

511 On these tables see Rohmns 1996.

51 Since the city Udannu is mentioned elsewhere in the letter there is no doubt that this dIGI.DU is the one

from Udannu. See full discussion in Beaulieu 1991c, pp. 103-105.
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2. a-na KUD-os Sa ki-mt-mi 3. Sd dGASAN E.AN.NA u dIGI.DU 4. Sd '^u-dan-ni "4

sacrificial sheep and 2 ducks for the ritual selection of the kinunu ritual of Belet-Eanna

and dIGI.DUofUdannu."

5.6.5. Temples

Several texts discussed above mention the temple ofdIGI.DU in Udannu. The letter YOS
3,91, which was sent from Udannu to the temple authorities ofUruk, provides additional

information on the cultic landscape of the city, revealing that a temple named Eanna

was located there: 24. mam-ma 25. sa ma-as-sar-ti ina E.AN.NA 26. u ina E dIGI.DU
i-na-as-sar 27. ia-a-nu "there is nobody to keep the (cultic) watch in Eanna and in the

temple of dIGI.DUM The patron deity of this Eanna temple, not to be confused with the

Eanna of Uruk, was probably the goddess Belet-Eanna of Udannu. It is possibly also

mentioned in a damaged portion of the Nabonidus Chronicle: GRAYSON 1975, p. Ill,

col. IV, 5\ [o o o] E.AN.NA sa UBARAki
, unless one restores

[
dGASAN] in the break.

5.6.6. Personnel

An anonymous holder of the charge of "taskmaster" (uraSu) of the temple of dIGI.DU
of Udannu occurs in YOS 19, 13: 1. Wi-raS

T
Sd UGU 1

2. E dIGI.DU Sd "™u-dan-nu "the

taskmaster in charge of the temple of dIGI.DU in Udannu." A temple slave is mentioned

in YOS 7, 137: 8. '"PA.KAB.DU sa dIGI.DU sd *™u-dan-nu "a temple slave of the god
dIGI.DU of Udannu." YOS 3, 91 records that, subsequent to a fire caused by lightning,

the erib-bTtis of dIGI.DU have all fled, and that nobody is there to offer the sacred meal

and keep the cultic watch in the temple: 17. '"KU^E sd dIGI.DU 18.
r
Sa

x uruii-dan-nu

gab-bi 19. ift-te-liq-iC "All the erib-bTtis of dIGI.DU of Udannu have fled." YBC 1 1546

and the Hofkaiender of Nebuchadnezzar II mention the Sangu official of Udannu; YBC
1 1 546: 5. OEN-A/-/im O^E/MAS 1

6. »™u-da-ni "BelSunu, the Sangu ofthe city Udannu;"

Hq/kalender col. V, 9. 'dIGI.DU-NUMUN-/-/;/-//7 '»E.MA§ »™ii-da-an-nii
"dIGI.DU-

zer-ibni, the Sangu of the city Udannu."52 This d IGI.DU-zer-ibni, a contemporary of

Nebuchadnezzar II, is probably identical with the sender of the letter NCBT 5 1 (§ 5.6.3).

5.6.7. Ceremonies

YOS 3, 9 1 mentions the sacred meal (naptanu) before the two dIGI.DU deities ofUdannu:

22. mam-ma Sd nap-ta-nu 23. a-na dIGI.DU.ME§ ki-lal*-le-e 24. u-qar-ra-bi "whoever

offers the sacred meal to the two dIGI.DU deities." YOS 17, 90 records a shipment of

sheep and ducks to Udannu for the kinunu ritual of Belet-Eanna and dIGI.DU of Udannu

(§ 5.6.4.3); the text is dated to the 3rd day of the month KislTmu, the same month during

which the kinunu rituals of the Lady-of-Uruk, Usur-amassu, and UrkayTtu, as well as

the kinunu ritual of all the gods, were performed in Uruk according to the ritual LKU 5

1

(Appendix 2; and compare §4.4.8.3, §5.4.6.3, and §5.5.6.3). Another correspondence

between ritual dates at Uruk and Udannu is suggested by YOS 17, 307, which records

« Ungrr 1931, p. 286, with photograph on pi. 56.
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the allotment of woven cloth and garments for dIGI.DU of Udannu on the 27th day of

the month Sabatu (§5.6.3); as proposed earlier this can be correlated with other texts

mentioning the clothing ceremony of the god dIGI.DU of Uruk on the 26th day of that

same month (§1.7.1; §1.12.1).

5.7. The Divine Chariot

The Divine Chariot (
dnarkabtu

y
written dGIGIR, eiSGIGIR, and d e isGIGIR) is mentioned

in several texts from the archive, mostly offering lists. NCBT 1 121 refers to a delivery

of gold to the goldsmiths to repair pomegranate-shaped beads for the Divine Chariot: 2.

(gold) a-na bat-qa Sd Su-kut-ti KU.GI 3. sd dGASAN Sa UNUG ki u bat-qa 4. sd mt-ur-u

Sd dGIGIR "(gold) to repair the gold jewelry of the Lady-of-Uruk and to repair the

pomegranate-shaped beads of the Divine Chariot." Offerings of sesame for the (Divine)

Chariot occur in NCBT 1132:53 rev. 16'. [o o o]
r
x x

n
ITI §E a-na e igGIGIR; and of

barley, allotted to the brewers, in SWU 46: rev. 7\ [o o E].KISAL dza-qip-(tu4 )
dGIGIR

// E dBE Id[o o o]. An unspecified substance is mentioned in connection with the Divine

Chariot in the offering list YBC 9932: 15. 1
dGIGIR. According to the offering lists of

Group A, the following sacrificial animals were offered to the Divine Chariot: sheep,

lambs, turtledoves, ducks, and geese. The basic allowance on any particular day seems

to have been one of each animal for the regular offerings (ginii). It is possible that these

sacrifices were increased to reach those quantities during the middle years of the reign

of Nebuchadnezzar II (§2.1.3). Offerings of sacrificial animals to the Divine Chariot

are also probably recorded in the following texts from Group B: SWU 160: rev. 5'; SWU
161: 9'; and SWU 162: 10'. Calves (GU4.NInDA) are mentioned in YOS 17, 346: 5,

also from Group B. A kid for the fjitpu ceremony occurs in YBC 3976: 32. 1 MAS.TUR
\}i-it-pi ana E sisGIGIR "1 kid, fjitpu sacrifice, for the temple of the (Divine) Chariot,"

although it is possible that this bit narkabii was a structure different from the one where

the Divine Chariot was worshiped.

5.8. Nergal and EreSkigal

The god Nergal, whose name is always spelled dU.GUR in texts of the Eanna archive,

must be kept distinct from the god dIGI.DU since they occur side by side as separate

deities in the offering lists of Group A. The earliest evidence for a cult of Nergal at

Uruk dates from the Old Babylonian period. 54 The latest evidence is found in PTS 2 1 80:

71, dated to the 29th year of Darius I. The nature of the relationship between Nergal

and Uruk is expressed in a Sumerian erSemma hymn which calls him "the divine land

registrar of Uruk" (en-drSAG.DUN-unu 1ki-ga),55 while another hymn which van Dijk

53 Published by Brauuru 1993c, pp. 81-84.
54 Fai.krnstrin 1963, p. 32, n. 143, who mentions that Nergal {''nergal) is included among the gods who
receive si-dun offerings in text W 20256 {unpublished). On Nergal at Uruk in the Old Babylonian period

see Riceitrr 1999, pp. 268-269.
55 The text is CT 15, pi. 14, obv. 9. Edition by Cohen 1981, pp. 93-96, The passage is briefly discussed

by Van Dijk I960, p. 52, and Von Wrh-irr 1971, p. 22. The word SAG.DUN = Akkadian Sassukku means
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has characterized as an "Exaltation of Nergal" in Uruk depicts him exerting the power

of Enlil (nam-den-lil, Akkadian enlilutu) in the city of the "Lady" (i.e. Inanna), that is to

say, Uruk: 32. ki-nin ki-kal-kala nam-den-lil sa-ba-ak-e "In the city of the Lady, in the

exalted ground, you exert the power of Enlil." 56

5.8.1. Offerings

5.8.1.1. Salt

Three documents mention withdrawals of salt as offerings for Nergal by Nabu-nadin-

sumi, pontiff (sangii) of the god:

NCBT 277: 7-9 ('36 1
minas, Nabu-nadin-sumi, the pontiff of Nergal).

NCBT 779: 20-21 ([x+] 16 minas for the ginu of Nergal for the 4 1st year, Nabu-nadin-

sumi).

YOS 19, 193: 2-3 (18 minas for the temple of Nergal, Nabu-nadin-Sumi).

5.8.1.2. Barley

Allotments of barley to the bakers for the regular (ginu) and occasional (guqqu) offerings

in the temple of Nergal appear in the following SWU texts; SWU 65: rev. 3.' set E
dU[GUR] "(barley) for the temple of Nergal;" SWU 67: rev. 7.' u E dUGUR i-q[ar-ru-

bu] "(barley) is offered [for o o] and the temple of Nergal;" and SWU 75: rev. 5. [oo]
r

l

BAN 1
3 SlLA Sa E dU.GUR Sa LUGAL "DU-[/fl] "[o o], 1 siltu, (and) 3 qus (of barley)

for the temple of Nergal, (offering days) of the king, Bani[ya]. "Allotments of barley to

the bakers as maSSartu for the temple of Nergal are mentioned in PTS 2180: 71.
r
2 (PI)

1

3 BAN 4 SlLA E dU.GUR "2 pdnus, 3 sdtus, (and) 4 qus (of barley for) the temple of

Nergal."

5.8.1.3. Flour

Deliveries of flour in the temple of Nergal occur in NCBT 123: 3. 1 PI (ZJD.DA) a-na

E 4. dU.GUR "I pclmi (of flour) for the temple of Nergal

"

5.8.1.4. Meat

Offering lists of sacrificial animals belonging to Group A inform us that Nergal received

a basic allowance for his regular (gym?) offerings of sheep, lambs, turtledoves, ducks, and

geese, at a ratio not exceeding one of each animal for a normal cultie day. It is possible

that these sacrifices to the god were increased, if not created in the middle of the reign

of Nebuchadnezzar II (§2.1.3). Offerings of sacrificial animals for the temple of Nergal

are also probably recorded in SWU 160: 4, belonging to Group B of offering lists.

"land registrar, recorder."

* The hymn in question is TCL 15, no. 26 (pis. LX1V LXV). Edition with collations by Van Dijk I960,

pp. 35 56. For this text as an "exaltation of Nergal in Uruk" see Van Dijk 1966-67, p. 61.
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5.8.1.5. Varia

NCBT 183 mentions quantities of various grains for Nergal: 5. 2 (PI) 3 BAN a-na
rd,U.GUR "Ipanus (and) 3 sdtus (of grain) for Nergal." SWU 104 mentions allocations

of unspecified foodstuffs for the temple of Nergal: rev. 4'. [o o] SlLA sa E dUGUR sa

LUGAL 'DU-za "[o o] qus for the temple of Nergal, (offerings) of the king, Baniya."57

Delivery ofan unspecified substance to the temple ofNergal is mentioned in the offering

list YBC 9932: 1 1 . 1/2 E dUGUR, which belongs to Group B of offering lists.

5.8.2. Temple

The temple of Nergal (E dUGUR) was one of the small independent sanctuaries

(ekurratu) of Uruk. In addition to the references given in the preceding and following

sections, it also occurs in NBC 4866, which records the storage of barley in the temple of

Nergal: 1 1. [oo]+78GUR/^E dUGUR <,

78^M/7-wsinthetempleofNergal."58Inthe01d

Babylonian period the temple of Nergal at Uruk may have been called E.ME.TE.IR9.RA
"House, Worthy of the Mighty One," but the evidence is inconclusive. 59 AnOr 9, 17

mentions a house located near the bridge of Nergal, but we do not know whether this

bridge belonged to the cultie complex of the god: 25. E ldNA-SE§.ME§-MU sa ina

ti-tur-ru 26. sa dU.GUR [<1si-ra-ku ina lib-bi a-Sa-ab "The house of Nabu-alj|)e-iddin,

located near the bridge of Nergal, in which a temple slave resides."

5.8.3. Prebends

The Eanna archive contains two interconnected documents drafted at Babylon which

record the sale of the prebendary office of pontiff (sangutu) of Nergal and EreSkigal of

Uruk. The first one is YBC 6927, dated to the 22nd day of the month Kisllmu in the 15th

year of Nebuchadnezzar II: 60 1 . tup-pi is-qu SANGA-ut-ti ina IGI 2. dUGUR u AereS-ki-

galSa qe-reb UNUG ki "Document (concerning the sale) of the prebend of pontiff before

Nergal and EreSkigal in Uruk." The buyers are IqTSa-Marduk and Ea-zer-iqTSa, sons of

Arda, descendants of RTmanu, and the seller is Nergal-Sarid, son of Nadin, descendant of

Anda|)ar. They reappear in YOS 17, 4, dated to the 25th day of the month Nisannu in the

16th year of Nebuchadnezzar II, a document which finalizes the transaction described

in YBC 6927: 10. IM.DUB is-qu ina IGI dUGUR 1 1. u *ereS-ki-gal ina SUMIN 12.

ldU.GUR-&7-nV/ A-Su Sa ]na-din 13. im-fjur-ru "They received the document (concerning

the sale) of the prebend (of pontiff) before Nergal and EreSkigal from Nergal-Sarid, son

of Nadin."

57 This Baniya is possibly identical with Baniya, pontiff (.frmgri) of Nergal, who is mentioned once in a text

from the archive (§5,8.4).
5,1 The heading of the document reads as follows: I. SE.BAR Sa ina ka-lak-ku"** ina t GUR 7.ME§ 2.

na-da-a-ta "the barley stored in the storerooms of the storehouse,"
5y See George 1993, no. 782. It is uncertain whether this temple was located in Uruk.
60 The year number might also be 16, but 15 is definitely more likely in consideration of the fact thai the

follow-up transaction YOS 17, 4 is dated Nisannu year 16.
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5.8.4. Personnel

The pontiff (sangu) of Nergal appears as recipient of barley in YBC 4159, an account of

massartu deliveries of barley for the brewer's and baker's prebend: 28. 3 (PI) 4 BAN 3

SJLA iba-ni-ia '"E.MAS dUGUR "3 panus, 4 satus, (and) 3 qus (of barley for) Baniya,

the pontiff of Nergal;" and in NCBT 277 as recipient of salt: 7.
r
36

n MA.NA 8. [WJnA-

na-clin-MV 8. ['"1SANGA dU.GUR "36 minas (of salt allocated to) NabQ-nadin-sumi,

the pontiff of Nergal."61 This last document is dated to the 39th year ofNebuchadnezzar

II. The same man appears in YOS 19, 14, dated to the 2nd year of Nabonidus: 3.

MNk-na-din-MU A wnA-TIN-jm-E 4. '"SANGA sa E drU.GURn "NabG-nadin-sumi,

son of Nabu-balassu-iqbi, the pontiff of Nergal." YOS 6, 148 mentions a temple slave

of Nergal of Egyptian origin: 2. idUGUR-w/-/7-' 3. ^sir-ki sd dU.GUR ^"™mi-sir-a-a

"Nergal-nurT, a temple slave of Nergal, an Egyptian."

5.8.5. Ceremonies

According to the ritual LKU 5 1 some deities were brought in procession to the temple

of Nergal on an unknown day of the month Tebetu: rev. 23'. [o o o]
TP -tib-bu-ma a-na E

dU.GUR i-tar-ra-as u V-[o o o] "They proceed and she/he goes to the temple of Nergal."

5.9. Ninurta

The god Ninurta appears under three different spellings in the archive: dMAS, dnin-

urta, and *nin-urta sa UNUG ki (AnOr 9, 2: 63). Another manifestation of Ninurta was

worshiped in the Eanna temple under the name Ninurta-of-the-Courtyard (§7.24). The

earliest evidence for a cult of Ninurta at Uruk dates from the Old Babylonian period.62

The latest mention is in PTS 2180: 70, dated to the 29th year of Darius I.

5.9.1. Paraphernalia

A libation bowl (maqqu) for the cult ofNinurta is mentioned in BIN 1 , 1 52: 4. ma-aq-qu-

u Xd dGA§AN-TIN d*dX*-ka-i-ti 5. E dMA§ "The maqqu libation bowl of Belet-balati,

Urkayltu, and the temple of Ninurta."

5.9.2. Offerings

5.9.2.1. Salt

Withdrawals of sail as offerings for the temple of Ninurta are mentioned in NCBT 903:

8. 30 MA.NA (MUN.HA) $d E dMA§ 9.
v
Sd ul-tiC ITI AB 10. a-

rcW ITI §E 10. ^u-la-a

<•' The same personage may appear without title in YOS 19, 193 as recipient of salt for the temple of Nergal

(§5.8.1.1).

« See Falkrnsiuin 1963. p. 47, n. 225, where a text (W 20472, 190, 1-3) is quoted which records an

allotment of 1/3 mina of gold lor the weapon of Ninurta («
|5TUKUL i-mi-fum). The text is now published
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A-su sa ]A-a 11. it-ta-si "Sula, son of Apia, has withdrawn 30 minas (of salt) for the

temple of Ninurta from the month Tebetu until the month Addaru."

5.9.2.2. Dates

Offerings of dates for Ninurta or the temple of Ninurta are mentioned in several texts.

AUWE 5, 90: 1-5 records a payment in silver in lieu of dates for the rikis lilissi ceremony

in the temple of Ninurta (5. E dMAS). NBC 4680 records a withdrawal of 2 satus of

dates for Ninurta, Gula, dIGI.DU, and the bTt-fjiisi: 4. 2 BAN ZULUM.MA a-na 5.

dMAS *gu-la 6. dIGI.DU u E fyi-il-su 7. i dNA-SES.MES-MU 8. A '»I.DU8 GIS "2 satus

of dates for Ninurta, Gula, dIGI.DU, and the bTt-fjilsi, withdrawn by NabG-abbe-iddin,

descendant of the doorkeeper." Allotments of dates to the bakers are recorded in SWU 3:

rev. 20'. [o o 4 (GUR) 2 (PI)] 3 BAN ZU.LUM.MA 4 (GUR) 2 (PI) 3 BAN §E.ZJZ.Am
sa E dMAS llu-[sa-ana-ZkLAG-d\JTU] "[o o 4 kurrus, 2 panus], (and) 3 satus of dates;

4 kurrus, 2 panus, (and) 3 satus of emmer for the temple of Ninurta, Lu[si-ana-nuri-

SamaS]." Allotments of dates to the bakers as massartu appear in YBC 3988: 33. 1 (PI) 4

BAN 'E
1 dMAS "[/miw (and) 4 satus (of dates for) the temple of Ninurta." Allotments

of dates makkasu to the bakers occur in YBC 402 1:33.1 (GUR) 2 (PI) 2 BAN 2 SlLA
E dMAS "1 (kitrru), 2 panus, 2 satus, (and) 2 qus (of dates makkasu for) the temple of

Ninurta;" in YBC 7437: 40. 1 (GUR) 2 (PI) 2 BAN 2 SJLA E *nin-ur!a "I (kurru), 2

panus, 2 satus, (and) 2 qus (of dates makkasu for) the temple of Ninurta;" and YOS 7,

197: 35.
r
x GUR 1

x 2 (PI) 3 BAN Sa 6 dnin-urta "x kurrus, x, 2 panus, (and) 3 satus (of

dates makkasu) for the temple of Ninurta."

5.9.2.3. Barley

Deliveries of barley to process beer for the offerings of Ninurta are mentioned in GCCI
1, 190: 1. 1 PI SE.BAR sd 2* BAN* KA§.yA 2. sa U4 17-KAM sd ITI GAN a-na 3.

dMA§ // £ (ji-il-su 4. u-qar-rib "1 pdnu of barley (to make) 2 satus of beer which he

offered on the 1 7th day of the month KislTmu to Ninurta and in the bTt-fjilsi" Allotments

of barley to the bakers as maXsartu for the temple of Ninurta are mentioned in PTS
2 1 80: 70.

r
3 (GUR) 1

3 (PI) 3 BAN sd E *nin-urta "3 (kurrus), 3 panus, (and) 3 .satus for

the temple of Ninurta."

A few SWU texts record allotments of barley to the brewers for the temple of

Ninurta. The same man, Lusi-ana-nuri-SamaS, appears as recipient of the barley in most

of the texts. He is also the main recipient of dates and emmer for Ninurta in the SWU
texts. The texts are SWU 26: rev. 18'. [o o o] ^nin-'urta x'[o o]

r
>dNA 1-SUM-§E§

"[o o o] (for) Ninurta, [o o] Nabu-nadin-abi;" 22'. 6 (GUR) sd E dMA§ Hu-sa-ana-

ZALAG-dUTU "6 kurrus for the temple of Ninurta, Lusi-ana-nuri-SamaS;" SWU 29:

rev. 14'. [o o X]d ITI GU4 ina E dMA§ i-qar-r[u-btt 000] "[(barley) fjor the month

Ayaru is offered in the temple of Ninurta;" SWU 35: rev. 8. [o o] 'E
1
^nin-urta '///-

.y<r/-<r/-/w-ZALAG-dUTU "[0 o for] the temple of Ninurta, Lusi-ana-nuri-§ama§;" SWU

by SANAri-MOi.i.r-R 1990, p. 152, no. 101: 1. 1/3 ma-na ku-sig l7 2. a-na n'Mtikul i-mi-ium 3. fa ^nin'-urta.

Discussion in RtctllRR 1999. p. 278.
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46: rev. 10'. [o o]V 1 GUR Sa E dMAS i/w-H5-fl^-ZALAG-
rdlU[TU o o] "[o o] 1

kurru for the temple of Ninurta, Lusi-ana-nuri-Samas;" and SWU 62: rev. 5. 6 GUR
sd E dMAS ilu-s[a-ana-ZkLhG-AVT\}] "6 kurrus for the temple of Ninurta, Lus[i-

ana-nuri-Samas]." Two more SWU texts mention allotments of barley to the bakers;

SWU 79: rev. 3'. [o o U4 ] 24-KAM sa ITI GU4 ina E dMAS i-qar-r[u-bu o o] "[o

o] is offe[red] on the 24th [day] of the month Ayaru in the temple of Ninurta;" and

SWU 88: rev. 7'. 5 GUR Sa dMAS iIu-sa-ana-ZA[LAG-d\JTU] "5 kurrus for Ninurta,

Lusi-ana-nuri-Samas."

5.9.2.4. Emmer

SWU 3 mentions allotments of emmer to the bakers for the offerings in the temple of

Ninurta: rev. 20'. [o o 4 (GUR) 2 (PI)] 3 BAN ZU.LUM.MA 4 (GUR) 2 (PI) 3 BAN
SE.ZfZ.AM Sa E dMAS ^Iu-[sa-ana-ZkLAG-dVT\J] "[o o 4 kurrus, 2 panus], (and) 3

sdtus of dates; 4 (kurrus), 2 panus, (and) 3 sdtus of emmer for the temple of Ninurta,

Lu[si-ana-nuri-Samas]."

5.9.2.5. Sesame

Offering of a libation bowl (maqqu) ofsesame oil for the temple ofNinurta is mentioned

in BIN 1, 152: 4. ma-aq-qu-u sa dGA§AN-TIN **ds*-ka-i-ti 5. E dMAS "The libation

bowl of Belet-balati, Urkayltu, and the temple of Ninurta."

5.9.2.6. Sweets and Cakes

NCBT 1172 enumerates ingredients withdrawn for the riksu offerings of IStar and

Ninurta. These ingredients may have entered in the preparation of the mersu cake

(§3.7.7). The text is dated to the 15th day of the month Ayaru:

NCBT 1172

1

.

3 BAN as-ne-e

2. 1 BAN 3 SlLA ^GESTIN.tlAD/A 1

3. ii BisPES.UAD.A

4. 1 SlLA LAL
5. 1 SlLA jji-me-ti

6. a-na ri-ik-si Sa U4 1 5-KAM
7. fl-wfl«<GASAN&iUNUGki

8. it U4 24-KAM a-na ''MAS

9. WU.GUR-PAP A la-qar-a GlS

3 sdtus of Telmun dates, 1 sunt (and) 3 qih of raisins and dried figs, 1 qu of honey, 1 qu of

butter, (all) for the riksu offering of the 15th day (of the month Ayaru) for the Lady-of-Uruk

and of the 24lh day for Ninurta, withdrawn by Nergal-nasir.

An allotment of takkasu confections for Ninurta on the same cultic date is recorded

in NCBT 1 178: 9. 1 BAN (takkasu) a-na dMA§ 10. ITI GU4 U4 24-KAM "1 sutu (of
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takkasu) for Ninurta, month Ayaru, 24th day." The purpose of the allotment was certainly

also to provide for the riksu offering of the god, although this is not specified in the text.

5.9.2.7. Meat

According to Group A of offering lists the following animals were sacrificed to Ninurta:

sheep, lambs, turtledoves, ducks, and geese. The maximum allowance for the god was
one of each of these animals on any given day. It is possible that sacrifices to Ninurta

were increased, or perhaps even instituted during the middle years of the reign of

Nebuchadnezzar II (§2.1.3). Offerings of sacrificial animals for the temple of Ninurta

are also probably recorded in SWU 160: rev. 7\ belonging to Group B of offering lists,

and possibly in ARRIM 7, 47: 14. 1 a-na dr
/i/V-[///7flr?]. Sacrificial animals for Ninurta

are also mentioned in YBC 9338: 1. [1 U]DU.NITA \-en UDU.SILA4 2. a-na E dMAS
"[1 sh]eep, 1 lamb, for the temple of Ninurta." This text has the following subscription:

l.pa-ras sa ITI GAN U4 18-KAM 8. MU 22-KAM "Ritual selection of the month
KislTmu, 18th day, 22nd year." It is clearly related to the same operations mentioned in

the offering lists of Group A and is consistent with the numbers of one sheep and one

lamb they record as the maximum daily allowance for the temple of Ninurta.

5.9.2.8. Varia

Two texts mention delivery of unspecified or unknown commodities for Ninurta and the

temple of Ninurta; NCBT 999: 5. 1 (GUR) .ft/ ^MAS 1 "! {kurru) for Ninurta;" and SWU
104: rev. 3*. 5 GUR 5 BAN Sa E dMAS 'E-a^-ZALAG-'qUTU 0] "5 kurrus (and) 5

sdtus for the temple of Ninurta, Lusi-ana-nuri-Marduk."

5.9.3. Temple

The temple of Ninurta (E dMA§/d/i//i-///7rt) was one of the small independent sanctuaries

(ekurrdtu) of Uruk. AnOr 9, 2 (collated) records a donation of land to Ninurta of Uruk
by king Assurbanipal of Assyria. Most of this land was located in the vicinity of the

deity's temple:63

53. 1 Mil US 2 Mil SAG.Kl U-ba-a A u*ir-ra-sn-tip-pi ina ktil-tal I-
dMA§ DA* BAD

54. 2 MR US 2 ME SAG.Kl Ui-lwr "«t.MA§ l,MA§ ina kul-tal H '"MAS

55. 2 ML 10 US I Ml< 24 SAG.Kl hnu-u-ru A 'NiG.DU ina UGU ^(jar-ri sd *dS*-ka-i-tu

56. 1 ME 50 (erasure)* ^Nk-u-sai-li A 'SeS.MES-<?/74-/w

57. I ME 50 (erasure)* ^na-na-a-DU-uS A >SeS.MES-SU
58. I ME50'SeS.MES-/k-//w/A< iINA-MU*-//w//

59. 1 ME50ic-/77;-.-f//A'SES.MES-SU

60.
rPAP+1

8 ME SAG.Kl GU ^a-ri-si DA BAD ku-tal E JMA§ a-na EDIN (erasure*)

61.3 « i5KIRI<,.MES ina qa-bal-ti URU u 4 a-na na-hat-kat-ti Sd DAD GU ID jja-ri-su

62. // M(jar-ri llMAS Sd AN.SAR-DU-IDILA LUGAL ^ raS-Sur ina mas-naq-ti Sd UNUG k '

63. ina SU.MIN l,

'

1UNUG ki -r/-« u-ter-rain-ma a-na linin-ur(a Sd UNUG ki kl-di-nu

',1 On Ihe circumstances surrounding this land grant see Braui.ie^u 2000b.
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53. 100 (cubits) on the long side, 200 (cubits) on the short side: Iba, son of Erra-suppi, behind

the temple of Ninurta alongside the fortification wall;

54. 200 (cubits) on the long side, 200 (cubits) on the short side: Ubar, the pontiff of Ninurta,

behind the temple of Ninurta;

55. 210 (cubits) on the long side, 124 (cubits) on the short side: Mum, son of Kudurru, in

front of the rjarru-Canal-of-Urkayltu;

56. 150 (cubits): Nabu-usalli, son of Ahhe-eriba;

57. 150 (cubits): Nanaya-Tpus, son of Ahhe-erTba;

58. 150 (cubits): Ahhe-lumur, son of Nabu-sum-ibni;

59. 150 (cubits): ErTbsu, son of Ahhe-erTba;

60-63: Total:
1 800 (cubits) on the short side along the bank of the ditch (and) adjoining the

rear wall of the temple of Ninurta towards the countryside; 3 gardens inside the city and 4

toward the ramp of the wall (located) on the bank of the ditch and of the canal of Ninurta,

which Assurbanipal, king of Assyria, after checking (the cadastre of properties) in Uruk,

returned to the people of Uruk and gave to the god Ninurta-of-Uruk.

The same subscription is quoted verbatim in PTS 2076, a list of gardens located in

various areas of Uruk and probably written in the second half of the 6th century: 64

60'. [g*KI]
rRI6.MES So

1 'AN.sAR-DU-IBILA LUGAL ^as-sw& inama-as-[naq-ti]

61\ sa U[NUG ki ina S]U.MIN '"UNUG ki -fl-tf tt-ter-ram-ma a-na dMAS sa
rUNUG n

[
ki

icl-cli-nu]. In the same text is preserved a notation that some of the gardens listed were

located on the left side of the temple of Ninurta: 74'. [o o] a-na MIN.ES sa E ^nin-urta

[o o]. This land had perhaps been confiscated from institutional or private landowners

during the period of political instability in the 8th century.65 Returning this land to its

previous owners would be cogent with the general Assyrian policy towards Uruk, which

appears to have been rather conciliatory, seeking to create in the south a power base

supportive of Assyrian hegemony.

Land belonging to the temple of Ninurta is also mentioned in PTS 3175:

1

.

[o o]+2 GUR ZU.LUM.MA SAG.DU rZAG n

2.
r
.va

n [A].SA sa ina E WAS NfGI.GA

3. ^INNIN 1 UNUG" ina mufj-lji

4. '^EN-DA A-Xt'i sa Unu-i'i-ru

[o o] and 2 kumis of dates, the principal of the rent [of] a field located on (he (estates of) the

temple of Ninurta, the property of Ifilar-of-Uruk, owed by Bcl-le'i, son of Mum.

This field, although it belonged to the temple of Ninurta, is described as "the properly

of ISlar-of-Unik." This suggests that the temple of Ninurta as an institutional landowner

was still under the general supervision of the Eanna administration. Land belonging to

the temple of Ninurta of Uruk is further mentioned in a text found at Ur, UET 4, 15:

2. KI-/I E *nin-urta Sa q[e-reb UNUG ki
] "(in) the domain of the temple of Ninurta i[n

m The text is not dated, but contains a reference to a field donated to an individual in the 15th year of

Nabonidus.
M Cocqueuillat 1984, pp. 69-70, gives another interpretation of this episode. She apparently assumes that

the fields were taken from Uruk landowners and allotted to outsiders, perhaps residents of Nippur in view ol

the mention of Ninurta. The expression ina (((Hi lurru, however, is belter understood as "to return to" rather

than as "to take away from."
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Uruk]." The restoration of Uruk in this line is ensured by the facts that the text was

drafted there (46. UNUG ki
) and that the transaction was concluded in the presence of

the governor of Uruk and the satammu of the Eanna temple: 26. ina GUB-zi/ sa IdNA-
GAL-£i i*GAR-[US4 ]

rUNUG",

l
ki

] 27. it mk-Rk-sa i"SA.TAM E/AN.NA"1

"in the

(official) presence of Nabu-uSabSi, the governor of Uruk, and Nabu-iqlsa, the satammu

of Eanna."66 The presence of the satammu of the Eanna temple in this transaction seems

again to underscore the subordinate status of the temple of Ninurta.67

5.9.4. Personnel

The pontiff (sangu) of Ninurta appears in AnOr 9, 2: 54. 2 ME US 2 ME SAG.KI *u-bar

ll,E.MAS dMAS ina kid-tal E dMA§ "200 (cubits) on the long side, 200 (cubits) on the

short side: Ubar, the pontiff of Ninurta, behind the temple of Ninurta."

5.9.5. Ceremonies

AUWE 5, 90 mentions the ceremony for the preparation of the ritual kettledrum (rikis

lilissi) in the temple of Ninurta: 4. riksu li-lisu 5. sa E dMAS "the ceremony of the

preparation of the ritual kettledrum of the temple of Ninurta." This text is dated to the

27th day of the month Ayaru. Other texts discussed above which are dated to the same

period of the month Ayaru or refer to cultic dates falling around that time are SWU
79, which mentions allotments of barley to the bakers for the offerings in the temple of

Ninurta on the 24th day of Ayaru, and NCBT 1 172 and 1 178, which record allotments

oftakkasu confections as well as ingredients for the preparation of the menu cake for

the riksu offering of Ninurta, also on the 24th day of Ayaru. It is therefore probable that

the riksu offering of Ninurta and the rikis lilissi ceremony in his temple belonged to the

same stream of cultic activities.

5.9.6. Toponyms

There is one occurrence of a hydronym from Uruk named after the god Ninurta. AnOr
9, 2 mentions a watercourse named tfarri-Ninurta: 62. idfjar-ri dMA§.

5.10. Nusku

There is no evidence for a cult of this deity at Uruk before the Neo-Babylonian period.

The name Nusku is consistently written with the logogram dPA.TUG (= dNUSKU) in

texts of the archive. The latest mention of the god at Uruk is in PTS 2180: 68, dated to

the 29lh year of Darius I.

fi6 On these two officials of Eanna sec KCmmel 1 979, pp. 1 39 and 141. They were in office during (he reign

of Samas-Sum-ukTn, to which UET IV, 15 is also dated.
fi7 However, since the word ersetu means both "domain" and "district," one should also consider the possibility

that the designation erseii bli Ninurla found in UET 4, 15 refers to a district of Ninurta in Uruk, and that the

land mentioned in that document did not necessarily belong to (be temple of Ninurta.
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5.10.1. Offerings

5.10.1.1. Salt

Quantities of salt as offerings for Nusku are mentioned in no fewer than 12 texts. In

several cases these quantities of salt are withdrawn by one Nabu-mukTn-apli and one

Baniya.

AUWE 5, 88: 4-6(10 minas for Nusku, withdrawn by Nabu-mukTn-apli and Baniya).

AUWE 5, 89: 9 (10 minas for Nusku, withdrawn by Baniya).

GCCI 2, 287: 5-7 (30 minas, ginu of the month Duzu, for Gula and Nusku, withdrawn

by Nabu-mukTn-apli).

NCBT 74: 9-10 (20 minas for Nusku for the months Tebetu and Sabatu, withdrawn by

Nabu-mukTn-apli).

NCBT 155:8-11 (40 minas for Nusku and the Divine Vrtlimmus, from the month Tasritu

until the month Tebetu; Baniya).

NCBT 277: 3-6 (2 talents for Gula and Nusku, Eanna-lTp-usur).

NCBT 779: 8-10 (30 minas for Nusku and the Divine Urclimmus for the months Nisannu,

Ayaru, and Simanu).

PTS 31 12: 6-7 (10 minas for Nusku, withdrawn by Nabu-mukTn-apli).

YBC 9296: 6(10 minas for Nusku, Nabu-balassu-iqbi).

YOS 19, 188: 1^4 (40 minas, ginu of Nusku for the months Sabatu and Addaru).

YOS 19, 192: 5-7 (I talent, ginu of Nusku for the months Duzu, Abu, and Ululu,

withdrawn by Baniya).

YOS 19, 284: 20 (10 minas for Nusku, Nabu-mukTn-apli).

5.10.1.2. Dates

Allotments of dates and Telmun dates to the bakers as masSarlu deliveries for the

offerings of Nusku or the temple of Nusku are mentioned in five texts; SWV 2: rev. 18.

[ooo d]NUSKU bia-clin A 'JR-dNUSKU u PAP.MES-.fr/ "[o o o for] Nusku, Nadin, son

of Arad-Nusku, and his brothers;" UCP 9/1, 63: 1. [o o Z]U.LUM.MA NI.TUK ki 2. [o

01
r
x x

1
// eiSGE§TIN.yAD!.<A) 3. [a-n]a gi-ne-e Sa ''NUSKU 4. I'RJTU-MU-MU it 5.

]}b]a-ni-ia "[o] Telmun dates [o o]
r
x x

1
and raisins for the regular offerings of Nusku,

SamaS-Sum-ukm and Baniya;" YBC 3988: 31. 1 GUR £ dNUSKU"l kutru (of dates) for

the temple of Nusku;" YOS 6, 39: 33. 5 BAN Sa ''NUSKU 'dUTU-MU-MU GlS "5 stilus

(of Telmun dates for the month Tebetu) for Nusku, withdrawn by SamaS-Sum-iddin;"

and YOS 19, 138: 32. 5 BAN! Sa dNUSKU "''UTU-MU-MU u '[o o] "5 stilus (ofTelmun

dates) for Nusku, SamaS-Sum-iddin and [o o]." YOS 17, 113 records the same type of

delivery to both brewers and bakers, entrusted to the pontiff (Sttngu) of Nusku: 34. 4

(GUR) 4 (PI) 2 BAN 4 SlLA 35. '"6.MA3 dNUSKU "4 kurrus, 4 pamts, 2 stilus, (and)

4 (/ils (to) the pontiff of Nusku."

Three texts record allotments ofdates makkasu to the bakers for the temple ofNusku;

YBC 402 1:34. 1 (GUR) 2 (PI) 2 BAN 2 SlLA E dNUSKU "1 {kumt),2 paints,! stilus,

(and) 2 qus (of dates makkasu) for the temple ofNusku;" YBC 7437: 41.1 (GUR) 2 (PI)

2 BAN 2 SlLA E dNUSKU "1 (kurru), 2 panus, 2 stilus, (and) 2 qus (of dates makkasu)
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for the temple of Nusku;" and YOS 7, 197: 34.
r
l GUR1

sa E dNUSKU "1 kurru (of

dates makkasu) for the temple of Nusku."

5.10.1.3. Barley

An allotment of barley to the brewers for the temple of Nusku is mentioned in SWV 26:

rev. 22'. [ka-ni-ka]-a-ta sa E dNUSKU iNIM // PAP.ME-.fr/ "[sealed storage] jars(?) (of

barley) for the temple of Nusku, Zumbu and his brothers." An allotment of barley to

the bakers, with the same recipients, is recorded in SWV 72: rev. 1 1\ [o o o d]NUSKU
hu-um-bu u SE3.MES-.fr/ "[o o o (of barley) for] Nusku, Zumbu and his brothers." PTS
2180 is an allotment of barley to the bakers as inassartu: 68. [o o] 3 BAN sa E dNUSKU
"[o o] 3 stilus (of barley) for the temple of Nusku." SWV 124 records an allotment

of barley, probably to both brewers and bakers: rev. 9'. 12 (masT/jus) sa dNUSKU it

rd1UR.IDIM.MES [o o] "12 (masT/jus of barley) for Nusku and the Divine Vrcliminus"

and YBC 4 1 59 records the remainders of the barley allotted as massartu for the brewer's

and baker's prebends: 27. 1 1 GUR 2 PI (3E.BAR) E dNUSKU "1
1 kurrus (and) 2panus

(of barley) for the temple of Nusku." UCP 9/1, 8 mentions withdrawals of barley for

Nusku to prepare pastries (§ 5.10.1 .6).

5.10.1.4. Flour

Offerings of flour for the (flour) sprinkling ritual (sardqu) in the temple of Nusku are

mentioned in GCCI 1, 89: 4. 4 BAN (ZiD.DA) a-na sa-ra-qu 5. sa E dNUSKU 6.

'NfG.DU-tf// 7. ma-fje-er "4 stilus (of flour) for the (flour) sprinkling ritual in the temple

of Nusku, received by Kudurru."

5.10.1.5. Sesame

Disbursements of sesame for Nusku or the temple of Nusku are mentioned in the

following texts; TCL 13, 232: 25. 1 GUR (SE.GlS.l) Sa t dNUSKU 'JR-dNUSKU it

PARME-.fr/ " 1 kurru (ofsesame) for the temple ofNusku, Arad-Nusku and his brothers;"

YBC 4160: 28. [o o] GiN KUBABBAR 5 BAN SE.GlS.l i-na ma&-$ar-ii 29. Sa E
dNUSKU ]zu-uiihbtt "[o o] shekels of silver (for?) 5 stilus of sesame, from the maSSartu

deliveries for the temple of Nusku, Zumbu;" YBC 7436: 49. I (PI) 4 BAN i-na SE.GlS.l

Sa 6 dNUSKU '§E§.ME§-^/-r/ "1 pantt (and) 4 stilus from the sesame (allowance) for

the temple of Nusku, AbbeSa;" and YBC 9299: 6. 5-.fr/ Sa &*ma-Sa(} ina SE.GlS.l 7.

r
Sc'C t dNUSKU >dUTU-MU-[MU] 8.

rA n
'dNA-TIN-.v//-/Y/-/;/ GI[§] "1/5 maST(ju from

the sesame (allowance) for the temple of Nusku, withdrawn by SamaS-Sum-iddin, son

of Nabu-balassu-iqbi."

NCBT 1080 stipulates that a quantity of sesame disbursed for the cult of Nusku is to

be used for lighting (Sa nuri). The sesame was therefore processed into oil for the lamps

providing light in the temple of the god. 68

',K Many examples of lexis recording allocations of oil for lamps in the chapels of various gods are quoted

in CAD N/II, p. 350, s.v. man A 2.
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NCBT 1080

5. 3 (PI) 2 BAN (SE.GlS.I) sd ZALAG a-na <>NUSK[U]

6. sd 6 ITI.ME sd ITI APIN

7. ITI GAN ITI AB ITI ZIZ r
ITI SE 1

8. « ITI BARA mnA-TIN-'sh-E 1

9. e-Ve/'
1

3 panus (and) 2 sa/hs (of sesame) for lighting for Nusku for 6 months, (namely) for the months

Arabsamnu, KislTmu, Tebetu, Sabatu, Addaru, and Nisannu, paid to Nabu-balassu-iqbi."

The purpose of the delivery of sesame to Nusku in UCP 9/1,4 must be identical, as the

format of the text and the recipient are the same as in NCBT 1080:

UCP 9/1, 4

1. [oo]§E.GlS.lifl 6 ITI.ME

2. sd ITI NE ITI KIN ITI DU6

3. ITI APIN ITI GAN ITI AB
4. IGI dNUSKU wnA-TIN-w-E

5. A WNA-SUR a-pii

[o o] of sesame for 6 months, (namely) for the months Abu, Ululu, TaSrTlu, Arahsamnu,

KislTmu, and Tebetu, before Nusku, paid to Nabu-balassu-iqbi, son of Nabu-eUr.

5.10.1.6. Sweets and Cakes

UCP 9/1, 8 mentions withdrawals of barley for Nusku to prepare pastries: 5. 1 (PI) 3

BAN Sd dNUSKU Sd (2) ITI.ME 6. ITI GAN it ITI AB 7. wnA-TIN-at/-(E) a ld]EN -

SUR 8. GlS 9, Sd mut-ta-qu "1 panu (and) 3 satus (of barley) for Nusku for (2) months,

the months KislTmu and Tebetu, withdrawn by Nabu-balassu-(iqbi), son of Bel-etir, for

pastries." Offerings oUakkasit confections to Nusku are mentioned in NCBT 1 178: 7. 3

SlLA (takkasu) a-na <*NUSKU 8. ITI SIG 4 U4 20-KAM "3 qtis (of takkasu confections)

for Nusku, month Simanu, 20th day;" and offerings of raisins in UCP 9/1, 63: 1. [o

o Z]ULUM.MA NI.TUKki 2. [o o]
r
x x

n
it «i5GE§TIN.yAD!.{A) 3. [a-n]a gi-ne-e Sd

dNUSKU 4. ['MUTU-MU-MU it 5. \}b\a-ni-ia "[o] Telmun dates [o o]
r
x x

1 and raisins

for the regular offerings of Nusku, SarnaS-Sum-ukm and Baniya."

5.10.1.7. Meat

Offering lists of Group A mention the following sacrificial animals for Nusku: sheep,

lambs, turtledoves, ducks, and geese. The basic allowance for the regular offerings (ginii)

of the god on a normal cullic day was one of each animal. It is possible that the offerings

of Nusku were instituted, or at least increased to that level, during the middle years of

the reign of Nebuchadnezzar II (§2.1.3). Offerings of sacrificial animals for the temple

of Nusku are also probably recorded in SWU 160: rev. 8*, and offerings of sheep are

mentioned in YOS 17, 345: 5, both belonging to Group B of offering lists.
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5.10.1.8. Varia

Unknown or unspecified commodities as offerings ofNusku or his temple are mentioned

in NCBT 999: 6. 1 (GUR) Sd ^NUSKU 1 "1 kurru for Nusku;" and VS 20, 105: T. [o o

o] Sd E dNUSKU iIR-d[NUSKU? o o] "[o o o] for the temple of Nusku, Arad-[Nusku?

oo]."

5.10.2. Temple

The temple of Nusku (E dNUSKU), one of the small independent sanctuaries of Uruk

(ekurratit), is mentioned in several of the texts quoted in the present section.

5.10.3. Personnel

The pontiff (Sangii) of Nusku is mentioned in three documents. Nabu-usallim, son of

Balatu, and pontiff of Nusku, appears as scribe of the Nikolskij tablet, dated to the 2nd

year of Sama§-§um-ukTn: 47. it 1HJMBISAG sd-tir IM.DUB >dNA-GI A *ba-la-tu 48.

'"E.MAS dNUSKU "and the scribe who wrote the tablet is Nabu-u§allim, son of Balatu,

the pontiff of Nusku." This is probably the same personage who appears as scribe of

AnOr 9, 3, dated to the 2nd year of Kandalanu: 62. ^Nk-it-Sal-lim A W30-TI-A.RA.ZU

63. ""GALA dINNIN UNUG^i '"DUB.SAR E.AN.NA 64. '"E.MAS ^NUSKU eS-Sis iS~

tur-ma 65. [ina E].AN.NA it^kin
1 u

Nabu-u§allim, descendant of Sin-leqi-unninni, cultic

singer of I5tar-of-Uruk, scribe of Eanna, and pontiffofNusku, wrote (it) anew and placed

(it) in Eanna." The same function occurs in YOS 17, 1 13 in an account of allotments of

foodstuffs for offerings (35. i«E.MA§ dNUSKU), but the holder of the function is not

named.

5.10.4. Rituals

As seen above, GCCI 1, 89 mentions offerings of flour for the (flour) sprinkling ritual

(saraqu) in the temple of Nusku (§5.10.1.4).

5.11. SamaS and Aya of Larsa

These two deities appear in the offering lists of Group A and B and in many other texts

from the archive. Considering the importance of the Eanna source material relating to

Santas' and Aya and the administration of Ebabbar, their temple in Larsa, a separate

study will be devoted to the subject. 69

"> See provisionally BnAUUEU 199 lb and 1993b.
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6. MINOR GODDESSES

This chapter is devoted to all the goddesses who do not appear in Group A of offering

lists. Their relative importance in the pantheon of Uruk cannot be ascertained, as no

fixed hierarchy among them can be perceived in the texts which have survived. Two

of them resided in Larsa (Marat-Ebabbar and perhaps Antu), one possibly in Kullab

(Sarrat-Kullab), and one probably in the vicinity of Uruk (Gula of BTt-Gula). The cultic

location of Serua cannot be determined, while AssurTtu is known solely from toponyms.

The other goddesses included here are all assumed to have been minor residents of the

Eanna temple, although firm evidence to prove this is lacking in most cases. Gula-of-

the-Courtyard was certainly a resident of Eanna because of her designation as deity of

the Courtyard. Nin-zizli is known only from the name of a gate. None of the remaining

goddesses (AblamayTtu, Anunftu, BanTtu, Belet-balati, Kanisurra, Kassltu, Killlu and

BarirTtu, and Kurunnltu) are known to have been worshiped in a distinct temple or

chapel, while several of them appear to have had connections with the Eanna temple.

It is therefore probable that they resided in Uruk's main sanctuary and belonged to

Istar and Nanaya's immediate retinue. Some of them may have been included under the

collective designation "the Goddesses" (
dbelelu) discussed earlier (§4.1).

6.1. Ahlamayltu

This goddess, whose name means "the Aramean " was also worshiped in Sippar in

the Neo-BabyIonian period. 1 She occurs four times in texts from the Eanna archive.

TCL 12, 39 mentions a receipt of gold for her tarkTsu ornaments: 3. 2 'taS-kis
1

set ^af)-

/«-''ma-a-a-ti'i
1

"(gold for) 2 tarkTsu ornaments belonging to AblamayTtu." YBC 9030

mentions the sashes (fjusannu) of AblamayTtu: 6. ,l,sNiG.lB.LA.ME sa ^afj-la-ma-a-

ft't. Articles of her wardrobe are also mentioned in PTS 2881: 4. 1 MA.NA tt-mu so

s'gyfc.ME.DA 5. 1 1/2 MA.NA 3-to ^sGU.k.MES 6. it 3 '«eNfG.fB.LA.ME&i da()-la-

ma-a-tu "1 mina of thread of red-colored wool, 1 1/2 mina (for) 3 outer garments and 3

sashes for AblamayTlu;
,,
2 and IB1C 8, 165: 1 WBkRVUU^ M* r

ab-la-a\-ma*-[a-tii\ "I

kusTiu garment for AblamayTtu." She might still be mentioned in the Seleucid period in

two poorly preserved passages of the "Fete d' I Star" under the following designation: 3

Aafy-la-mat?

1 See JOANNfes 1992, p. 161; Bonglnaar 1997, pp. 231 and 332; and RGTC 8, p. 3. The name of this

goddess is wrillen ^afj-la-mi-tUA and ^afj-la-mi-tm in lexis from Sippar, in which she occurs twice {Nbii. 1 17:

3; and VS 6, 77: 5).

2 The total reads: 7. PAP 17 1/2 MA.NA ^mi-i(j-su 8. Sa ^O^.ME.DA B i4UAB "Total: 17 1/2 minus of

woven cloth of rcd-eolored wool dyed with (jfiraiu."

i Lackrnbaciier 1977, pp. 40-41, obv. 8' and rev. 2'.
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This chapter is devoted to all the goddesses who do not appear in Group A of offering

lists. Their relative importance in the pantheon of Uruk cannot be ascertained, as no

fixed hierarchy among them can be perceived in the texts which have survived. Two

of them resided in Larsa (Marat-Ebabbar and perhaps Antu), one possibly in Kullab

(Sarrat-Kullab), and one probably in the vicinity of Uruk (Gula of BTt-Gula). The cultic

location of Serua cannot be determined, while AsSuritu is known solely from toponyms.

The other goddesses included here are all assumed to have been minor residents of the

Eanna temple, although firm evidence to prove this is lacking in most cases. Gula-of-

the-Courtyard was certainly a resident of Eanna because of her designation as deity of

the Courtyard. Nin-zizli is known only from the name of a gate. None of the remaining

goddesses (AljlamayTtu, AnunTtu, BanTtu, Belet-balati, Kanisurra, KassTtu, KilTlu and

Barirltu, and KurunnTtu) are known to have been worshiped in a distinct temple or

chapel, while several of them appear to have had connections with the Eanna temple.

It is therefore probable that they resided in Uruk's main sanctuary and belonged to

Istar and Nanaya's immediate retinue. Some of them may have been included under the

collective designation "the Goddesses" {^beletu) discussed earlier (§4.1).

6.1. AljlamayTtu

This goddess, whose name means "the Aramean " was also worshiped in Sippar in

the Neo-Babylonian period. 1 She occurs four times in texts from the Eanna archive.

TCL 12, 39 mentions a receipt of gold for her tarklsu ornaments: 3. 2
r
taS-kis

x

Sa ^afj-

la-
T
ma-a-a-tiV "(gold for) 2 tarklsu ornaments belonging to AblamayTtu." YBC 9030

mentions the sashes (fjusannu) of AblamayTtu: 6. '"knIGJB.lA.ME Sa dafj-la-ma-a-

tu. Articles of her wardrobe are also mentioned in PTS 2881: 4. 1 MA.NA ti-mu sa

^Ut.ME.DA 5. 1 1/2 MA.NA 2>-ia '"bGU.E.MES 6. m 3 "teNfG.lB.LA.ME&i dab-la-

ma-a-tu "1 mina of thread of red-colored wool, 1 1/2 mina (for) 3 outer garments and 3

sashes for AblamayTtu;"* and IBK 8, 165: 1 «»tJ
rBAR.DUL8

1
Sa ^ab-la-a\-ma'

x

-[a-tu] "1

kusilu garment for AblamayTtu." She might still be mentioned in the Seleucid period in

two poorly preserved passages of the "Fete d'lStar" under the following designation: 3

ll<7#-/<7-W<//. 3

i Sec Joannas 1992, p. 161; Bongrnaar 1997, pp. 231 and 332; and RGTC 8, p. 3. The name of this

goddess is wrillcn Mjj-ta-mi-tu* and Aal}-ta-mi-tu* in texts from Sippar, in which she occurs twice (Nbn. 1 17:

3; and VS 6, 77: 5).

* The total reads: 7. PAP 17 1/2 MA.NA <««//w-/7j-.vh 8. Sa ^Ufc.ME.DA « i5UAB "Total: 17 1/2 minus of

woven cloth of red-colored wool dyed with fjuralu"
i Lackenbaciigr 1977, pp. 40-4 1, obv. 8' and rev. 2\
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6.2. Antu

There is no mention ofthe goddess Antu in texts from Uruk prior to the first millennium.

In the Neo-Babylonian period she occurs only in YOS 3, 62, a letter sent to the Satammu

of Eanna. It mentions the kusliu garment of Antu and the offerings of Antu, Bel-aliya,

and Mar-biti, as well as pieces of their attire:

YOS 3, 62

1. IM WUTU-SE$-MU a-na

2. Wa-tam-rmi EN-ia u^-mu-us-sit

3

.

dEN u <*NA a-na TIN ZI.MES

4. a-rak u^-mu Sa EN-/a u-sal-la

5. a-mur 500 'b^NU.UR.MA
6. a-na gi-ne-e Sa <<GA§AN Sa UNUG ki

7. (erasure?) a-na EH-ia

8. ul-te-bi-la ^ku-si-ti

9. a-na an-tu* ul-tu 6.AN.NA
10. ta-al-la-ka ul-tu

11. MU 13-KAM ku-si-ti

12. ul dS-Suina UD.UNUG*
13. uz-nu Sa EN-/a a-na mu(}-(}i

14. ap-te-hi4 ^Sd-pi-re-e

15. u ^(up-Sar-re-e

16. EN li-ifa-ru-su

17. a-di mu()-l)i Sa al-la-kam-ma

18. DINGIR.MES a-na muj}-bi

19. EN-/fl u-sal-lu-u

20. SlM.UA^ £ ^GAL-ba-ne-e

2 1

.

bu-ra-Su ki-si-it-tu^ a-na

22. gi-ne-e Sa an-tu4 dEN-URU-/a

23. u dDUMU-£ EN lu-Se-bi-la

24. pi-in-gu u tw-kid-la-Su-nu UD.KA.BAR-.ft/-w/

25. a-na e-re-bi ina mu()~l)i-ia

26. qi-bi-ma 5 MA.NA DU^xAL
27. ul-tu fc.AN.NA lu-Se-bi-lu-ni

28. f}i-Si(}-ti Sa i-ba-dS-Su-u

29. a-na 6.AN.NA a-na ku-u-mu

30. lu-Se-bi-il (e-e-mu

31. t/ Su-lum Sd EN-/V/ lu-uS-mu

Letter of 5ama§-ab-iddin to the Satammu, my lord. Daily do I pray to Bel and Nabu for the

health (and) longevity of my lord. Now, I have sent 500 pomegranates to my lord for the

regular offerings of the Lady-of-Uruk. The kusTtu garment shall come out of Eanna for Antu.

I have not withdrawn the kusTtu garment since the 13th year. I notified my lord concerning

this question at Larsa. May the overseers and the scribes clarify this matter, (my) lord. Until I

come I will pray to the gods on behalf ofmy lord. May (my) lord send me the aromatics of the

house of the rab-bane and juniper cuttings for the regular offerings of Antu, Bel-aliya, and

Mar-bTti. Give orders on my behalf concerning their knobs and tarkullus of bronze for (the
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ceremony of) entering (the temple?) and send me 5 minas of honey from Eanna. In exchange
let me send to Eanna (supplies for) whatever needs will arise. Let me hear a reply and news
from my lord.

This letter was sent from a cult center partly dependent on Eanna for its offering system
and religious ceremonies. This center might be Larsa since the sender of the letter

bears a theophoric name honoring &ama§ and mentions meeting with the Satammu of
Eanna in that city. On the other hand, the letter mentions the god Bel-aliya "the Divine

Mayor." Such deities are attested in connection with several cities, but not with Larsa.

According to the Nippur Compendium the god Pi/Mesangunuk was the "Divine Mayor"
of Kullab (§ 7.7). Therefore the letter might have been sent from Kullab, which was
perhaps the seat of the temple of Anu and Antu in the Neo-Babylonian period. This,

however, remains very hypothetical, and the probability that the deities mentioned in

the letter were worshiped at Larsa seems more serious. After the theological reform
of the 5th century Anu and Antu became the main gods of the local pantheon of
UruM

6.3. Anunltu

Anunltu was worshiped at Uruk during the time of the 3rd dynasty of Ur,5 after which
there is no local mention of the goddess until the first millennium. A letter from the

Neo-Assyrian period, PARPOLA 1993, 349, mentions the repair work to be done in the

temple workshop of Uruk for the deities [Kurunn]Itu, Anunltu, and dIGI.DU: 19. dul-lu

[Sd dKAS.DJIN-/-// 20. <*a-nu-ni-tu4 ii ^IGI.DU [Sd E d]mu-i<m-muS The NabO-apla-

iddina tablet specifies that a daily cut of meat was the privilege of the pontiff (Sangu)

ofAnunltu: 60. [o o o o] '^.MA^ da-nu-ni-t[u4 ].
7 The goddess Anunltu was apparently

still worshiped at Uruk during the Seleucid period, ifwe accept the following restoration

of a damaged passage of the "Fete d'IStar:" rev. 12. EGIR-Su ^a-nutf-m-tu^

6.4. ASSurltu

This deity, whose name means "the Assyrian," was a form of IStar worshiped in Assyria.

She was identified with Mullissu (
dNIN.LiL) and venerated as the consort of the god

A§§ur. The goddess ASSurltu is not mentioned in texts from the archive. However, several

texts mention a village and a watercourse named ASsurltu.9 It is possible that these were
named in honor of that goddess, who may have come to Uruk in the 7th century as

the consort of AN.SAR/ASsur. Since the goddess Serua, the original wife of ASsur, is

* Beaulieu 1992a, pp. 53-60.
5 See Sallaberger 1993, vol. 1, p. 198, n. 942, and p. 218.
6 For the reading of the broken divine name see below § 6. 1 2.
i McEwan 1983, p. 190.
8 Lackenbaciier 1977, p. 45.
9 RGTC 8, pp. 35-36, s.v. Assunlu; and p. 365, s.v. Nfir-AsSurTtu.
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also mentioned once in the archive, the name AssurTtu could also be an epithet of that

goddess. This seems in fact more probable, as the name AsSurTtu in these toponyms is

not prefixed with the divine determinative. 10

6.5. Banitu

This goddess might be mentioned in an offering list of Group B, ARRIM 7, 47: 8. 2

a-na ^DI.KUD? 1
9. u dba-n[il-tii4?]. The items offered are not specified, but sacrificial

animals are probably involved. She is also mentioned in the hydronym Nar-BanTtu, 11

also called tfarru-Sa-BanTtu in SpTU II, 55: 2. idfjar-riSd dba-n[i-tm].

6.6. Belet-balati

The goddess Mistress-of-Life, whose name is spelled dGA§AN-TIN, <iGA$AN-TIN-//\

dbe-let-Tl.LA, and dbe-let-TYN
t
appears in conjunction with KurunnTtu in the list ofgods

captured during the sack of Uruk by Sennacherib in 693 B.C.: OIP 2, p. 87, 32. dbe-lit-

TI.LA <"KAS.DIN.NAM. The same two deities occur in NBC 4976: 3. u 2 (UDU.NiTA)

ina UGU na-te-e [o o] 4. IGI <<GASAN-TIN it ^KAS.DIN.TSIAM^o o] "and 2 (sheep)

for the nalu ritual [o o] before Belet-balati and KurunnTtu." 12 They are also paired in

an inscription of Esarftaddon which relates how they were returned to their cult places

in Der. 13 According to the Nippur Compendium, Belet-balati was worshiped at Nippur

in three separate cultic locations: the Outer Court of the Scepter, the temple of Adad,

and the temple of Ninimma. 14 She may have been a form of the netherworld goddess

Manungal, and she indeed appears under this name in a late literary letter purportedly

sent by Belet-balati to one Nusku-taqlsa-bullit. This text associates the goddess with the

city of Borsippa and the cult of Nabu. 15 She was also worshiped in Babylon according

to BM 78076, a late ritual for the month KislTmu which describes activities taking place

mostly in Esabad, the temple of Gula in Babylon. 16 The goddess KurunnTtu appears in

the same ritual (§6. 1 2).

Five texts from the archive mention vessels and implements used in the cult of Belet-

balati. The Sappalu container occurs in UCP 9/1, 16: (silver) 2. a\-na Sap-pa-[a-lu4]

3. Sd dGA$AN-TIN-// "(silver) for the Sappatu container of Belet-balati;" the libation

6.7. GulaofBTt-Gula

bowl (maqqu) in BIN 1, 152: 4. ma-aq-qu-u sd dGASAN-TIN d*ds*-ka-i-li 5. E dMAS
"a libation bowl for Belet-balati, UrkayTtu, and the temple of Ninurta;" the drinking

vessel (maSqu) in NCBT 528: 16. 1 PI §E.BAR U4 26-KAM sd ITI APIN maS-Sd-qu-u

a-na dGA§AN-TIN "1 panu of barley, on the 26th day of the month Arahsamnu, (for

beer for) the drinking vessel of Belet-balati;" the kallu bowl and Sulpu vessel in NCBT
795: 1. 4 MA.NA 1/3 GIN KU.BABBAR kal-lu u Sul-[p]u KU.BABBAR 2. sd IGI
dGA§AN-TIN a-ri-du 3. ina SUMIN ldUTU-DU-§ES '"SANGA E.BABBAR.RA 4.

a-na dUTU su-bu-u[l] "4 minas and 1/3 shekel of silver (for) the removed kallu bowl
and sulpu vessel of silver which are before Belet-balati, taken to Larsa for Samas by

Sama§-bani-abi, the Sangu of Ebabbar;" the vat (dannu) in NCBT 528: 1 1.
r
2

n
dan-nu-

tu e-du-tu U4 25-KAM Sd ITI APIN 12. a-na dbe-lel-T\N "2 single vats, on the 25th

day of the month Arabsamnu, for Belet-balati;" and finally the grate (kiSukku) in YBC
9178: 1. 4 MA.TSIA 54 1 GJN KU.BABBAR la-a-nu Sd ki-suk-ku KU.BABBAR 2. sd

IGI dGASAN-TIN (also line 12:
r
k?-Suk

r
Sd dGA§AN-TIN n

)
"4 minas and 54 shekels

of silver (for the entire?) configuration of the silver grate which is before Belet-balati."

NCBT 528 records the offering ofbeer in vats and drinking vessels for Belet-balati on
the 25th and 26th days ofArabsamnu. This is perhaps related to the clothing ceremony of
the goddess Gula on the 24th and 25th days of that same month (§ 5.4.6.2). Belet-balati

was considered to be a form of Gula and therefore probably belonged to the retinue

of that goddess. 17 NCBT 795, dated a few days later (1st day of the month KislTmu),

mentions the removal of the kallu bowl and the Sulpu vessel of Belet-balati to the city

of Larsa for the god SamaS, presumably after these implements had been used for the

rituals of the goddess during the last days of the month Arabsamnu.

6.7. Gula of BTt-GuIa

The letter NCBT 19 mentions the Satammu of the temple of Gula, one Sin-aplu-iddin,

and a woman named Ba'u-aqrat, a temple slave inscribed on the register of the Lady-of-

Uruk but who is also privately owned by one RTmOt, designated as a "denizen" of the

temple of Gula.

'° In theophoric toponyms and hydronyms (e.g. NflMInnin, NaMBanTlu), the divine name is almost always

preceded by the divine determinative.

" See RGTC 8, p. 367, s.v. Nar-BanTtu, (0 which add PTS 2076: 3'. GU fD JDU-/M "the bank of the

NSr-BSnTtu."
12 Probably to relate to the Neo-Assyrian word 118(11, which denotes a ritual according to CAD N/Il, p. 133,

s.v. na(ti.

• J BoRGnR 1956, p. 84, line 42. *be-lel-T\.LA Aku-nt-m-tm.
• 4 George 1992, pp. 156-157, bottom line 3; and pp. 158-159, lines 9 and 12. Her name is written

••GASAN-TI.LA.
IS Grayson 1983, pp. 143- 1 45. The goddess Belet-balaji is also mentioned together with a number of astral

deities and celestial bodies in the Neo-Assyrian letter ABL 648, edited by Cole, Machinist 1998, no. 72,

rev. line l.m«"/>e-fe/-TI.LA.

"6 George 2000, p. 282, line 2, and p. 283, line 47.

17 This is exemplified by the Babylon ritual BM 78076 (George 2000, pp. 280-289), in which Belet-bala|i

belongs to the retinue of the temple of Gula in Babylon, the Esabad.
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Plate 29. NCBT 19

NCBT 19 (plate 29)

IM "30-A-MU
to&a-tam-mu Sa E dME.ME
a-na mnA-DU-ENDURU
^Sa-tam-mu u ldNA-§E§-MU
ENp/-?//A*£.AN.NA

EN-/A aKA-a-qar-mt
]iM]qal-la-tii4 Sa lri-mul

A-Su Sd ht-bar-ra-Wk

E-<*ME.ME-M-fl

"'SlM-Jfor-W

ft'-i i7ia B'SD[A]

Jrf««GA§AN^UN[UGW]

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13. a-mur-Su [o]

14. fl-inwi
,|4r

x x x
1

15. a-na KU.BABBAR ina li-mi-tm

16. in-nam-di-nu

17. kap-du Si-pir-ta-ka

18. a-namuf}-(}i

19. lu-'mur
1

[two impressions of stomp seals]

20. fl-iMi/r im nn4KI§IB-a 1/-/1 £[/-/?//]-

2 1

.

/h4 ul-ie-H-ig

Letter ofSin-aplu-iddin, the Satammu ofthe temple ofGula, to Nabu-mukTn-apli, the Satammu,

and Nabu-ajj-iddin, the bel piqitti of Eanna, my lords. Ba'u-aqrat, the slave of RTmflt, son

6.8. Gula-of-the-Courtyard

of Ubar-Nabu, a denizen of BIt-Gula, is a temple slave. Check her on the register of the

Lady-of-Umk [o]. Now, a
r
x x x

1
will be sold for silver in the neighborhood. Let me promptly

see your message concerning this matter. Now, I have forwarded to you my seals with the

message.

It is unlikely that the temple of Gula mentioned in this letter is one and the same with

the sanctuary of Gula located in the Eanna temple. The designation E-dME.ME-w-a
is a substantive denoting ethnic or geographic affiliation, with the ending lu'al rather

than the expected Neo-Babylonian form layul. The ending lu 'a/ also appears in the

Neo-Babylonian word for Larsaite, written [iila-ar-su-a-a, liila-ar-su-u-a, ^la-ar-su-u-a,

and ideographically UD.UNUG ki-w-a. 18 Therefore the term Blt-Gulu 'a should point to

the existence of a town named BIt-Gula. Although this locality is otherwise unattested,

a few settlements named after gods are known from contemporary documents. In the

region of Uruk there was a town Blt-Belti named in honor of IStar-of-Uruk, and a town

Blt-Nabu where the temple ofNabu of Uruk may have been located. In the Nippur area

we know of a town Blt-Ea and a town BTt-§ama§. 19 Therefore it seems more reasonable

to posit the existence of a town BIt-Gula in the vicinity of Uruk than to assume that the

substantive BTt-Gulu'a refers to individuals connected with the sanctuary of Gula in the

Eanna temple. The fact that the temple of Gula mentioned in NCBT 1 9 was headed by

its own Satammu adds even more weight to the view that it was a separate, independent

sanctuary, instead of a chapel in the Eanna temple. Therefore this incarnation of the

goddess Gula was probably distinct from the goddess Gula worshiped in Eanna. It is

also possible that she was identical with the incarnation of Gula paired with the god

Bel-SA-nasru in a text from the archive (§ 7.8), but this cannot be proven at present.

The letter confirms that temple slaves could also be privately owned: Ba'u-aqrat

was the slave of RTmut in addition to being a temple slave inscribed on the register of

the Lady-of-Uruk. The "register of temple slaves of the Lady-of-Uruk" is mentioned

in a few texts from the archive.20 An item of particular interest is the mention of seals

forwarded with the message, evidently referring to the two stamp seal impressions on

the tablet intended to provide the recipient with models for future authentication of

documents.

6.8. Gula-of-the-Courtyard

The goddess Gula Sa kisalli is mentioned in a few offering lists. PTS 2180, dated in the

29th year of Darius I, records allotments of barley to the bakers as maSSartu deliveries

for the offerings of that goddess: 74. 1 (GUR) 4 (PI) 1 (BAN) Sa *gu~la Sa E.KISAL
"1 (kurru), 4 panus, (and) 1 sutu (of bailey) for Gula-of-the-Courtyard." YBC 3846

18 References are collected in RGTC 8, p. 21 1, s.v. Larsa.

'9 RGTC 8, p. 84, s.v. BTt-Bellu; p. 87, s.v. BTt-Ea; p. 96, s.v. BTl-NabQ; and p. 105, s.v. BIt-Sama§; and for

BTt-NabO see also §7.22.
20 SeeYOS3,59: 1 6. ina UGU »isDA n.tffHGASAN&JUNUG 1" l8.o-//fl'"PA.(KAB).DU^/r 19. U-ti-Su

la (o-clab-bn-ub 20. '"PA.(KAB).DU Sa <>GASaN Sa UNUG" 2 1 . Su-A "He is inscribed as temple slave on the

register of the Lady-of-Uruk; do not litigate with him, he is a temple slave of the Lady-of-Uruk"; and YOS
6, 1 16: 13. ina 8*DA Sa JGA§AN Sa UNUG" //-// 14. ^PA.KAB.DU.MES Sa dGA$AN Sa UNUG" Sa{-ru

"they are inscribed on the register of the Lady-of-Uruk with the temple slaves of the Lady-of-Uruk."
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records allotments of emmer to the bakers as masSartw. 18. 1 (PI) 4 BAN sa dgu-la sa

E.KISAL "1 panu (and) 4 sdtus (of emmer) for Gula-of-the-Courtyard;" and SWU 35,

allotments of barley to the brewers: rev. 7. [o o] 3 BAN sa dgu-la sa E.KISAL lna-di-

nu "[o o] 3 panus (of barley) for Gula-of-the-Courtyard, Nadinu ." Offerings, probably

of sacrificial animals, to Gula-of-the-Courtyard are recorded in SWU 163: rev. 2 and

ARRIM 7, 47: 15-16, which both belong to Group B ofoffering lists. Finally, NCBT 755

records the repair of a silver censer for the cult of the goddess: 4. PAP 1/3 4 1/2 GfN
bit-qa KU.BABBAR 5. a-na bat-qa Sa NiG.NA KU.BABBAR 6. Sa Agu-la sa KISAL
7. sa-bit "Total: 1/3 (mina and) 4 1/2 and 1/8 shekels of silver taken for fashioning

(or repairing) the silver censer of Gula-of-the-Courtyard." Gula-of-the-Courtyard was
probably the consort of Ninurta-of-the-Courtyard and a resident of his chapel in the

Eanna temple, although the two deities are never associated with one another in the

extant sources (§ 5.4).

6.9. Kanisurra

The etymology of the name Kanisurra and the function of that goddess in the Mesopota-

mian pantheon are still obscure. 21 One of the few aspects of the goddess which is

reasonably well known is that she belonged to the circle of Nanaya. 22 Old Babylonian

manuscripts of the series Dili from Nippur contain important information pertaining to

the personality of Kanisurra: 23

138. ga-an-z£-er

139.

140.

IGI.KUR.ZA = da-ni-n[a]

ka-ni-sitr-[ra]

ba-ab er-s[e-tim]

The word kanisurra is listed here as an Akkadian reading ofthe diri-compound IGI.KUR.

ZA, which corresponds to the Sumerian cosmic location ganzer, a name for the nether-

world or its entrance. This is quite significant for several reasons. Since many Akkadian

designations for the netherworld are loanwords from Sumerian (e.g. i/
afcz//u<uru-gal;

kiik/di <ku\o-ku\o) t
it is conceivable that the substantive kanisurra represents an Akka-

dian, dialectal, or barbaric pronunciation of ganzer, notwithstanding the fact that ganzer

also appears uncorrupted as a loanword in Akkadian texts. This hypothesis is supported

by the fact that the earliest texts mentioning the goddess spell her name Gansurra,24 which

appears to represent an intermediate stage between the forms ganzer and Kanisurra.

These texts all date to the time of the 3rd dynasty of Ur. 25 In Old Babylonian documents

2' Edzard 1976-1980.
22 Biggs 1967, p. 22, commenlary to no. 5.

2i Reference courtesy of M. Civil. The line numbering follows his edition to be published in MSL 15.

Apparently the equation IGI.KUR.ZA= kanisunv was abandoned in (he later versions of Diri. It is not

attested in the Middle Babylonian manuscripts from Ugarit, nor in the canonical version, whose entry

IGI.KUR.ZA is fully preserved.
24 This was recognized only recently by Ctiarpin 1992.
25 On (he cull of Gansurra at Uruk during the Ur III period, see Sallaberger 1993, vol. 2, p. 191, Index,

s.v. dga-an-sur-ra (Uruk). There was a sanctuary of the goddess at Uruk, as can be inferred from text Orient

16, 40: 3 sfzkur lugal e dga-an-sur-ra (quoted in vol. 2, Table 69b). Sallaberger also accepts (he derivation of

the form Kanisurra prevails, with the notable exception of an inscription of Anam of

Uruk with the spelling Ga-ni-sur-ra,26 arguably an intermediate stage between the forms

Gansurra and Kanisurra.27 All this evidence is suggestive that the goddess was origi-

nally a deified infernal location, or a synecdoche for the netherworld. 28 The etymology

of ganzer is uncertain, although a Sumerian verbal precative form has been proposed:

*ga-n-ze.r "Let me destroy him."29

In the light of the hypothesis of a derivation kanisurra < ganzer we might expect to

find corroborative evidence that Kanisurra was a netherworld deity. Sigrist has shown
that Gansurra occurs as recipient of offerings in texts related to the mourning rituals for

king Su-STn of the 3rd dynasty of Ur,30 although her presence in these documents can

also be explained by the fact that the rituals were performed at Uruk, her home city.

Also, another divine name written dIGI.KUR or dIGI.ZA.KUR occurs in these texts as

well as in other texts from the Ur III period related to the offering system at Uruk. 31 The
question arises as to whether this compound should be read dganzer or considered to be

a logogram for Gansurra. Yet the latter option presents difficulties since diGI.ZA.KUR
occurs once alongside dga-an-sur-ra on the same tablet.32 The character ofdIGI.ZA.KUR
as a netherworld deity is without question, and even if the name must be read dganzer,

the hypothesis of a derivation ganzer > gansurra > kanisurra should still be considered

since the existence of two deities, Ganzer and Gansurra, the latter having originated as

a doublet of the former, cannot be excluded.

The earliest attestations of Gansurra/Kanisurra are from the Ur III period and in

all cases the goddess is connected with the city of Uruk. During the Old Babylonian

period king Anam of Uruk rebuilt her temple. 33 The cult of the goddess later migrated to

Kish with those of IStar and Nanaya after the abandonment of southern sites during the

reign of Samsuiluna. 34 The earliest mention of Kanisurra in first millennium texts from

Uruk is in the kudurru of Ibni-Igtar, dated to the reign of Marduk-zakir-gumi I in the

9th century. Kanisurra was worshiped in Uruk until the Seleucid period, as she appears

among the deities participating in the "Fete d'Igtar."35 Kanisurra is mentioned in several

texts from the Eanna archive. The spelling of her name is invariably dka-ni-sur-ra. She

Kanisurra from Gansurra (vol. I, p. 213, n. 1008).
2 <* Edition in Frayne 1990, E4 .4.3.2002, line 1.

27 See Steinkeller 1982, for the shift in spelling from Gaga, the Old Akkadian form of the divine name
Kakka.
28 Some parts of the netherworld are listed with the divine determinative in Diri. See Horowitz 1998,

pp. 269 and 287-288.
29 This was first proposed by Van Dijk 1960, p. 139. It is discussed most recently by Selz 1993, p. 40,

example no. 28.

*> Sigrist 1989.

> See Sallaberger 1993, vol. 2, p. 191, Index, s.v. «<IGI.KUR and DIGI.ZA.KUR. He doesn't raise (he

possibility of a relation between this deity and Gansurra.

" The text is PDT I 563, quoted in Sallaberger 1993, vol. 2, p. 121, Table 70b. It is also discussed by
Sigrist 1989, p. 503.

" Frayne 1990, E4.4.3.2002. The inscription was written before Anam succeeded Stn-garnil to the throne.

In the inscription Kanisurra appears with the epithet nin-i 7-turun-gal "lady of the Ilurungal canal."
m For Kanisurra in the Old Babylonian period see CIIARPIN, 1986, pp. 41 1-414; Pientka 1998, pp. 179-

180, 183, 376, 384; and Richter 1999, pp. 261-262.
35 Lackenbaciier 1977, p. 45, rev. 12*. ^ka-ni-sur-ra.
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also appears in the female personal name Kanisurra-ri§at, a temple slave mentioned in

two documents from Umk; AnOr 8, 53: 3. ^ka-ni-sur-ra-ri-sat, and GCCI 2, 142: 2,

with identical spelling.

Outside Uruk, Kanisurra occurs sporadically in canonical texts from the second and

first millennia, mostly in association with Nanaya.36 She also appears in BM 41239,

a late Babylonian ritual which mentions Eturkalamma, the temple of IStar-of-Babylon

in Babylon, and describes the procession of various deities to Kish to accompany the

god Bel/Marduk.37 According to late theology she and Gazbaba were the "daughters

of Ezida" (marat Ezida) and "hairdressers" of Nanaya.38 Her association with Nanaya

very probably stems from the local theology of Uruk elaborated during the Ur III and

Old Babylonian periods, and later exported to Borsippa and Babylon when the goddess

Nanaya rose to prominence and became a mistress and consort of Nabu.

6.9.1. Offerings

Offerings to Kanisurra are mentioned solely in the kudurru of Ibni-I5tar of the ftunzu

family, a cultic singer (kalu) of IStar-of-Uruk, erib biti of Nanaya, pontiff (Sangu) of

Usur-amassu, and scribe of Eanna. Included among the perquisites bestowed upon Ibni-

IStar are 1 qu of bread and 1 qu of beer from the offerings presented to Kanisurra. 39

Significantly, perhaps, this income is listed just after an identical one connected with

the cult of Nanaya: col. I. 19. 1 SiLA NINDA.tfA 1 SiLA KAS.SAG 20. IGI *na-na-a

21.1 SiLA NINDA.tfA 1 SlLA KA$.SAG 22. IGI *ka-ni-sur-ra "1 qu of bread, 1 qu of

beer, before Nanaya; 1 qu of bread, 1 qu of beer, before Kanisurra."

6.9.2. Prebends

Four texts from the Nabu-uSallim archive and one from the archive of the sons of

Bel-ugallim record transactions involving the prebend of baker (nufjatimmutu) before

Kanisurra. One ofthese transactions is a sale of that prebend (NU 4: 1 .
l"MU-((nu))-w-/H

2. pa-an 6ka-ni-sur-ra). In the other texts the prebend is held as security to guarantee a

loan (NU 19, 20, 25 and AUWE 8, 87). AnOr 8, 48 records legal proceedings relating

to the prebend of erib-biti before Kanisurra.40 In this document a certain Nabu-bani-abi

renounces his prebend of erib-biti before the goddess (19. GlS.SUB.BA-.fci lliKU4-£-w-/H

pa-(an) Aka-ni-sur-ra) in favour of his nephew Dayan-Marduk, whom he had previously

adopted. Approval of the transfer by the priestly collegium of Eanna was apparently

obtained upon evidence that Dayan-Marduk belonged to the old priesthood of IStar-

of-Uruk since his own brother was consecrated as erib-biti before that goddess. This

may indicate that prebendary duties before Kanisurra were ancillary to priestly offices

connected with the cult of IStar and Nanaya. It may be relevant to note in this connection

* In addition to the references provided by Edzard 1976-1980, see Biggs 1967, p. 22, commentary to

no. 5.

31 George 2000, p. 293, line 23, where the goddess is associated with Nanaya and Gazbaba, who are

sometimes mentioned with her in other texts: *na-na-a &gaz-ba*-ba *ka-ni-sur-m.
18 See the evidence detailed in Georgg 2000, p. 295.

» Thureau-Dangin 1919, p. 125.

40 Edition and discussion by San Nicol6 1934, pp. 191-194.
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that Nabu-uSallim and the sons of Bel-usallim, who owned a baker's prebend before

Kanisurra, held most of their other prebends before Istar-of-Uruk and Nanaya, and also

that Ibni-IStar, the holder of a prebend before Kanisurra, was a cultic singer (kalu) of

IStar-of-Uruk and an erib-biti of Nanaya (§ 6.9. 1).

6.9.3. Personnel

The colophon of a Neo-Babylonian copy of an inscription of Simbar-Sipak was written

by a scribe of the STn-leqi-unninni family who claimed the titles of cultic singer (kalu) of

IStar-of-Uruk and Nanaya and erib-biti of Kanisurra: 32. '"KU4-E 6ka-ni-sur-ra.4[ This

provides more evidence that priestly duties before Kanisurra were connected with the

priesthood of IStar-of-Uruk and Nanaya.

6.9.4. Toponyms

A gate of Kanisurra is mentioned in two texts; YOS 17, 2: 2. KA.GAL dka-ni-sur-ra;

and YBC 7420: 3 and 7, with identical spelling. A street, a road, and a city quarter were

named after that gate; YOS 19, 242: 5. su-ii-'qu
1

6. 'Sd
1 KA.GAL Aka-m-sur-r[a] "the

street of the gate of Kanisurra;" PTS 2076: 21'. KASKAL.MIN Sa KA.GAL dka-ni-sur-

ra "the road of the gate of Kanisurra;" and YBC 7432: 1 . Kl-ti KA.GAL ^ka-ni-sur-ra

"the district of the gate of Kanisurra." There is also a city quarter named after the canal of

Kanisurra in the Nikolskij text: 3. Kl-ti ID *ka-ni-sur-ra $a qe-reb UNUGki "the district

of the canal of Kanisurra." Finally mention must be made of a garden in the ubulht of

Kanisurra in PTS 2713: 9. b'sKIRI6 ina u-bul-lum 10. *ka-ni-sur-ra. This designation

is unclear unless one sees ubulht as an irregular spelling for abullu "gate," normally

written KA.GAL in these texts.42

6.10. KaSSitu

This goddess, whose name means "the Kassite ," appears in the list of gods of Uruk

carried off by Sennacherib in the fall of 693 B.C.: OIP 2, p. 87, 32. AkaS-Si-tu
t
but she is

not mentioned in texts from the Eanna archive. KaSSItu was also worshiped at Babylon

in the temple of Belet-Ninua.43

6.1 1. KilTlu and BarirTtu (AbbaSuSu and Nunnirdudu)

According to apotropaic texts, KilTlu is a female creature who penetrates in the house of

its victim through windows: [
dki]-li-li Sar-ra-tm [Set aty-pa-a-ti^ki-li-li mu-Si-ir-tu^Sa a-

» Recent edition of the inscription and the colophon by Frame 1995, B.3.1.1, lines 28-33. This colophon

was inadvertently listed among Seleucid colophons by Hunger 1968, no. 102, but is is evident that it should

be assigned to the Neo-Babylonian period because the owner of the tablet claims to be a kalu of IStar-of-Uruk

and Nanaya. A kalu of the Seleucid period would claim to be in the service of Ami and Antu.

« This text is published by Stolper 1986, who considers the various possible interpretations of ubuflu.

" See George 1992, p. 325. For a discussion of the goddess KaSSItu see Balkan 1955, p. 108.
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pa-ti "Killlu, the queen ofthe windows, Killlu, who leans into the windows."44 She is also

portrayed in that role in the Hymn to the Queen-of-Nippur: II, 19. dab.ba.Su.Su tya-i-ta-at

qe-reb ur-sd-a-ti 20. lem-nis ap-ti-is it-sir su-a-ti is-mi "KilTlu, who peers into bedcham-

bers, leaned malevolently out of the window, heard him."45 In a late conjuratory prayer

Istar is assimilated to KilTlu, which may account for the existence of her cult at Uruk.46

YBC 1 1900 records an allotment of dates to the bakers for KilTlu: 17. 6 (ma-§i-tyii

Sd ZU.LUM.MA) Sd dki-li-U 'EN-£w-m* "6 (maSTfrus of dates) for KilTlu, Belsunu." UCP
9/2, 5 mentions a sappu container in a broken context: 1 . [o oj'x

1
sap-pi KU.BABBAR

a-ri-du sd 2. [o o o] dki-li-li "[o o] a removed sappu container of silver belonging to [o

o o] KilTlu [o o]." AnOr 9, 6 mentions pieces of jewelry in the shape of door-locking

mechanisms belonging to KilTlu, AbbasuSu, and Nunnirdudu, and lists similar items for

IStar-of-Uruk, Nanaya, Beltu-Sa-ReS, and Adapa. They may have been used in a ritual

involving these deities during the early part of the month Addaru (§ 3.5.4); AnOr 9, 6: 7.
T
pp-in-gu KU.BABBAR 4 frar-gul-lum KU.BABBAR 17 sa-an-la-(nu) KU.BABBAR
Sd dki-li\-

r
liV 8. %pi-in-gu KU.BABBAR 6 far-gul-Ium KU.BABBAR 40 fja-an-

1

r

duf
KU.BABBAR 9. Sd dab-ba-Su-Su and dnun-nir-du-du "7 knobs of silver, 4 locks of

silver, 17 rings of silver, (all) belonging to KilTlu; 8 knobs of silver, 6 locks of silver, 40

bandufrus of silver, (all) belonging to AbbasuSu and Nunnirdudu" One of these items

is also mentioned in YOS 19, 267: 29. 1 ba-an-dub\-
r
&u KU.BABBAR Sd" dki-Ii-li "1

(jandufju of silver belonging to KilTlu."

The mention of KilTlu alongside AbbaSuSu and Nunnirdudu in AnOr 9, 6 poses a

slight problem, as AbbaSuSu and Nunnirdudu are the Sumerian names of KilTlu and

BarirTtu according to lexical texts. 47 KilTlu may be further mentioned in YOS 3, 149: 8.

2* kan-kan-na-a*-ta* 9. Sd te-bi-ib-tu4 10. 7 &Su-ub-ba-a- rnT 1 1.
r

7(?)
n
W-li-li [o o o]

"2 potstands for purification rituals, 7 Subbarus, (and) 7(?)48 KilTlus [o o o] ." Unless one

reads Sd\ instead of a numeral, the mention of 7 KilTlus, in a context where various cult

objects are mentioned in connection with a ritual, suggests that the word refers here to

a figurine in the shape of KilTlu. KilTlu and BarirTtu are mentioned in the "Fete d'lStar,"

showing their continued association with the main goddess of Uruk until Hellenistic

times: obv. 9'.
[
dki-l]i-li it

dba-ri-ri-i-lu4 .

6.12. Kurunnitu

This rarely encountered deity, whom Sennacherib claims to have carried offwith the other

gods ofUruk when he plundered the city in 693 B.C. (OIP 2, p. 87, 32. <IKAS.DIN.NAM),

occurs with the following spellings in texts from the archive:

« ABRT I, 57: 32 (a lipSur litany), quoted in CAD K, p. 357, s.v. kilili. See also Lambert 1976-1980.
4* Lambert 1982, pp. 194-195.
46 KAR 42: obv. 32-37+ and duplicates. Translation and commentary, with list of the manuscripts, in Seux
1976, pp. 459-461. On the role of Ifitar-Killlu as inflicter of diseases see the comments by Maul 1992,

pp. 164-165, who suggests that this incarnation of I§lar represents the goddess as she comes back from the

netherworld and seeks a substitute for her to send there.

47 See CAD K, p. 357, s.v. kilili, lex. section, and Reiner 1958, p. 56b.
48 Although Clay's copy suggests the numbers 6 or 7 here, collation indicates that 5 is more likely, and that

there is a slight possibility for.fr}.
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6.12. Kurunnitu

<JKAS.DIN.NAM (YBC 6923: 11; NCBT 988: 2, with metathesis NAM:DIN)
dKA§.DIN.NU (UCP 9/2, 41:4)

oKAS.DIN.NAM-i-// (NBC 4510: 6)

••KAS.DIN-/-// (Knopf, SC-47: 2)

The reading of the Diri-compound KA$.DIN is kurun, which refers to a high quality

type of beer and is borrowed into Akkadian as kurunnu. The forms KA&DIN.NAM and

KAS.DIN.NU may contain phonetic indicators (kurun-na7 and kurun-nu). The spellings

with phonetic complement /Tti/ indicate that the goddess was known under her Akka-

dianized name Kurunnitu, which is spelled syllabically in an inscription of Esarhaddon

mentioning the return of her statue to Der ^ku-ru-ni-tu^).49 Since '"KAS.DIN-na and
sall(iKA§.DIN-na (kurunna) are equated in Akkadian with sabu and sabitu "male and

female innkeeper"50 one cannot exclude that the spellings dKAS.DIN.NAM-/-// and
dKA§.DIN-/-// were secondarily understood as Sabitu. Kurunnitu was the innkeeper

goddess, the goddess of beer and drinking. 51 In the canonical lamentations Mutin Nunuz
Dima and Elum Gusun she is equated with the Sumerian beer goddess Ninkasi. 52

The goddess Kurunnitu is also mentioned in a kudurru from the time ofMarduk-apla-

iddina I53 and in BM 78076, a late Babylonian ritual for the month Kisllmu centered on

Esabad, the temple ofGula in Babylon.54 At Nippur she was also a resident of the temple

of Gula according to the Divine Directory of that city. 55 She is attested in the female

personal names Kurunnltu-Sarrat and Kurunnltu-tabni in Neo-Babylonian texts from

Babylon.56 Kurunnitu is perhaps also mentioned in the 7th century letter PARPOLA
1993, 349, which reports on the work performed on the statues of various deities of

Uruk in the temple workshop: 19. dul-lu [Sd dKA§.D]IN -/-// 20. da-nu-ni-tu4 u dIGI.DU

[Sd £ d]mu-um-mu "the work [of Kurun]nltu, AnunTtu, and dIGI.DU [in the temple]

workshop."57

There are a few references to Kurunnitu in texts from the archive. Three of the texts

(Knopf, SC-47; NCBT 988; NBC 4510) are clustered over a period of a few months

during the 8th year of Nabopolassar and record the assignment of gold to Rlmut, son

49 See Borger 1956, p. 84, where the following two deities are returned to D5r: line 42. ^be-let-Tl.LA
dku-ru-iv-tuA . These two deities are also mentioned side by side in Sennacherib's account of their capture

during the sack of Uruk (OIP 2, p. 87, line 32. *be-lH-7LLA JKA$.DIN.NAM), and in NBC 4976.
so CAD S, p. 5, s.v. sdbu, lex. section.

Sl On those deities see the recent discussion by Michalowski 1994.

« Cohen 1988, p. 237 c+301, and p. 306 c+175: JKAS.DnM.NAM ga3an-ka-si-ra JKA§.DIN.NAM «<nin-

ka-si.

" Originally published by Scheil in MDP 6, pp. 31-39. The goddess appears in the list of deities who
guarantee the transaction: p. 37, col. V 28. ^da-nut dKA§.DIN.NAM. On the correct reading of that line see

Borger 1970, p. 25b.
M George 2000, p. 283, lines 12, 18, and 43, with discussion of the name JKA§.DIN.NAM on p. 288. The
syllabic spelling found in Esarhaddon's inscription and those with phonetic complements in texts from Uruk
suggest that at Babylon too the name JKA§.DIN.NAM should probably be read KuriinnTtu.
iS Edition in George 1992, pp. 158-159, line 14. Ada-mu dKA§.DIN.NAM; the deity Damu is also paired

with Kurunnitu and other Nippurite deities in the kudurru MDP 6, p. 37, col. V On the temple of Gula at

Nippur, Eurusagga, see Beaulieu 1995, p. 91.

» Nbk. 350: 5. WKA§.DIN.NAM-Ai/--ra/; and Rutten 1947, p. 101, line 6. WKAS.DIN.NAM-/o6-m (also

lines 7, 10, 15, 18). References in Roth 1989-1990, p. 45b.
57 Parpola 1993, no. 349, restores this passage as

[
dUNUG l']' ,-i-/«

l
but the copy in ABL 476 is more

compatible with the reading [
t,KAS.D]IN-;-/;.
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of Bel-ahhe-iddin, a goldsmith, to fashion various parts of the attire of KurunnTtu,58

namely the crown, the breast ornament, and some pieces of jewelry; Knopf, SC-47: 1.

1/2 MA.NA KU.GI SA5 a-na GABA 2. u ku-lu-lu Sd dKAS.DIN-/- r
//

n "1/2 mina of red

gold for the breast ornament and crown of KurunnTru;" NCBT 988: 1. 79 su-u-ta-a-ta
rKU.Gr 2. Sd GABA sd dKA§. rNAM n:DIN 3. a-na Sd-pe-e Sd GABA.ME "79 sum of

gold belonging to the breast ornament of KurunnTru for fastening the breast ornaments;"

and in YBC 6923: 10. 56 na4GUG a-na in-be-e 11. Sd GABA Sd dKA§.DIN.NAM
"56 beads of carnelian to (fashion) fruit-shaped ornaments for the breast ornament of

KurunnTru." NBC 45 1 mentions a quantity ofgold to make gold jewelry for KurunnTru:

5. a-na Su-kut kO.GI.MES 6. sd dKA§.DIN.NAM-/-//. A piece of textile, the canvas

iparuktu) of KurunnTru, occurs in UCP 9/2, 41: 1. 1 MA.NA ^{ja-sa-dS-ti 2. it-ti 2

MA.NA 15 GfN 3. ana pa-ru-uk-ti 4. sd dKAS.DIN.NU "1 mina of green-colored(?)

wool, together with 2 minas and 15 shekels,59 for the canvas of KurunnTtu." Finally

offerings of sheep to the goddess are mentioned in NBC 4976: 3. u 2 (UDUNiTA) ina

UGU na-te-e [o o] 4. IGI dGA§AN-TIN u dKAS.DIN.TsfAM^o o] "and 2 (sheep) for

the natu ritual [o ol before Belet-balati and KurunnTtu."

6.13. Marat-Ebabbar

The Daughters of Ebabbar are mentioned in GCCI 1, 386: 9. dDUMUMf.ME 10.

6.BABBAR.RA; and in YOS 6, 53: 4. DUMU.Mf.ME§ £.BABBAR.RA and 7. dDUMU.
Mi 6.BABBAR.RA. These goddesses, worshiped at Larsa, will be discussed in a study

on Larsa during the late periods.

6.14. Nin-zizli

This deity appears in the name of a gate of the Eanna temple precinct mentioned in YOS
19, 1 15: 18. KA dnin-TAG.TAG h

. The presence of a phonetic complement /li/ ensures

the reading of the compound TAG.TAG as zil-zil (probably pronounced /zizli/). This is

the same deity known as dnin-zfl-zil, who is equated with Nanaya in the late explanatory

god list CT 25, pi. 49, rev. 7. dnin-zfl-zil =tW-na-fl DUMU.Mf [o o] Sd man-za-as-su

Sd-qu-u be-lit tak-ne^e 1
[o o] "Nin-zizli (is) Nanaya, the daughter [o o], whose station

is lofty, the mistress of loving care [o o]." She also appears in the Emesal god-list MSL
4, p. 9, 90. [

dga§an-zil-zil]= dnin-zfl-zil= dw7-rtfl-fl.60 The association of Nin-zizli with

Nanaya goes back to the early periods. In the Genouillac god list Nanaya is followed by

the goddess Zizli (
dzll-zil), very probably identical with Nin-zizli. In the Weidner god

list she is followed by the goddess dbi-zil-la, who is also associated with her in Ur III

archival texts related to the offering system at Uruk.61

58 Both Knopf SC-47 and NBC 45 10 bear similar drawings on the reverse which may represent one of the

pieces ofjewelry mentioned in the texts.

s* The material weighed here cannot be identified.

60 New edition by Boroer 1998.
61 For the early material see Westene-iolz 1997, pp. 58-60; and Lambert 1966, p. 44.
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6.16. Serua

In the late periods the goddess Nin-zizli is associated with Borsippa and the cults of

Nabu and Nanaya. In the colophon of the series SA.GIG detailing the editorial work of

Esagil-kln-apli, this prominent scholar who was active during the reign of Adad-apla-

iddina claims to be a denizen of Borsippa, an ummatu of Nanaya, a zabardabbu of the

Ezida temple, apaSISu priest ofNabu, as well as an "iSippu and ramku priest ofNin-zizli,

the mistress ofloving care" (B rev 23'. i-Sip-pu ram-kusd dnin-zfl-zil 11 be-let tak-ne-e).62

The epithet belet takne, already encountered in the god list CT 25, pi. 49, recurs in the

late syncretistic hymn KAR 109: 22. BARA.SIPAki dnin-zil-zil 1 ' be-let tak-ne-e zi-kir-Sd

"(In) Borsippa her (Nanaya 's) name is Nin-zizli, the mistress of loving care." This hymn
has generally been ascribed to the goddess Ba'u. 63 It is uncertain whether Nin-zizli was
the object of a cult at Uruk in the Neo-Babylonian period, or was known only from

this temple gate. Her presence in Uruk was probably based on her connection with

Nanaya. She is indeed fully syncretized with that goddess in the bilingual incantation

Rm. 97: 12. nin-zu nin-me-§ar-ra §u-du7 dnin-zil-zII 14. be-let-ka be-el-tu* Sd kul-lat

par-si Suk-lu-lat dna-n[a-a] "your mistress, the mistress who carries out all the rites,

Nin-zizli/Nanaya."64

6.15. Sarrat-Kullab

The goddess Queen-of-Kullab is mentioned is two texts from the archive. 65 She appears

in the address formula of the letter BIN 1, 28: 3. d '

Sar-raC-kul-la-bu\ and pieces of her

jewelry are listed in GCCI 2, 238: 1.1/3 3 GiN KU.GI 2. a-na rjAR KU.GI.MES 3.

Sd vSa^-rat-kul-aba^ "23 shekels of gold for the gold bracelets of Sarrat-Kullab" In

the late periods there were two localities named Kullab in southern Babylonia. One was
the well-known district of Uruk, the other an independent locality whose governor is

mentioned in the Hofkalender of Nebuchadnezzar II.66 It is possible that Sarrat-Kullab

was the goddess of this city, although one cannot exclude that she was the patron deity

of the homonymous district of Uruk.67

6.16. Serua

The goddess Serua (
dEDIN) was known in Assyria as the original consort of A§§ur. She

was later replaced with Mullissu (
dNIN.LlL) and IStar. Serua may have come to Uruk

with AN.SAR/ASsiir in the 7th century. She is mentioned in one text of the archive, YOS
1 9, 7

1 , which informs us that the goddess possessed her own domain: 68
1 8. wu^u-ri-za-ti

"2 FiNKELl988,pp. 148-149.

« See Lambert 1967, p. 1 12, n. 1; and Reiner 1974, p. 221, n. 4.

M Published in OECT 6, pp. 27-28 (edition), and pi. XVII (copy). Duplicate ofCT 13, pis. 35-38.
64 The reference to this deity listed in RGTC 8, p. 202, s.v. Kullabi: dGASAN Sa ku-iabl (UCP 9/1, 73: 3),

should be removed. This is obviously an erroneous copy for JGASAN Sa SAG.
66 SeeBEAULiEU 1993a.
67 There was also a district of Babylon named Kullab, for which see George 1992, pp. 485-486 (index).
68 The only internal clue that this text is from Uruk is the name of one of the parlies to the transaction,

Nanaya-ereS (line I).
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§a i
r
ta-qW-[*gu-ld\ 19. si-i-fa sa dEDIN "Cattle sheds(?)69 of TaqTs-[Gula], domain of

the goddess Serua " and that a man named Ibna was in charge of collecting the field

rent from the tenant farmers of the goddess: 2. lib-n[a-a] 3. A-su sa xba-la-tu Sa mufj-fji

su-ut-
T
tC 4. sa dEDIN "Ibna, son of Balatu, the man in charge of the field rents of the

goddess Serua."

69 This word is allested several times in Nuzi texts, where it designates a shed for callle {CAD rj , pp. 25 1 -252,

s.v. fjunzn).
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7. MINOR GODS

In this chapter are discussed all the gods who do not appear in Group A of offering

lists. Their relative importance in the pantheon of Uruk is unknown, as the sources

are silent on their respective positions in the local divine hierarchy. Some of these

gods were worshiped in other cities, and the fact that they are mentioned in the Eanna

archive is in many cases purely coincidental (Amurru and Innin-galga-sud, Bel of

Babylon, Bel-aliya, Bunene, Ea of Eridu, Ea of Nemed-Laguda, GaSru, Ilu-§a-mat-

tamti, Lugal-Marada, Mar-blti, Sin of Ur). Some others were the resident gods of the

small sanctuaries of Uruk and its immediate vicinity, the ekurratu (Adad, Anu, A§§ur,

Ea, Enlil, dBE, Lugalbanda, Lugalirra, Nabu, Zababa, and possibly Bel-SA-nasru). The

remaining gods included here probably resided in the Eanna temple. This is certain for

the deities of the Courtyard (Marduk-of-the-Courtyard, Ninurta-of-the-Courtyard, and

STn-of-the-Courtyard) and for Ningiszida. Separate sanctuaries are not attested for the

gods Adapa, Dumuzi, Madanu, Sin-of-Heaven, and Usmu, while some ofthem appear to

have had cultic connections with the deities ofEanna; we can therefore assume that they

were all residents of that temple. It is probable that the Dais of Mannas' also belonged to

the Eanna temple. GilgameS and Meslamtaea are known only from topographic features.

7.1. Adad

The earliest evidence for the presence of Adad at Uruk dates to the Ur III period. 1

The god is also mentioned in the building inscriptions of the Old Babylonian kings of

Uruk. 2 Adad was still worshiped in Uruk during the Hellenistic period, occupying the

7th position in the hierarchy of gods residing in the ReS and Irigal temples. 3

The name of the god Adad is always written with the logogram dIM. Three SWU
texts mention his temple (fc dIM); SWU 62 records that the goddess UrkayTtu traveled

to the temple ofAdad on the 10th day of the month Tebetu and received offerings there,

probably of beer (§4.5.7.4): rev. 16. [o o]
rU4

n 10-KAM Sa ITI AB a-na *aS-ka-a-a-i-ti

ina t dIM i-qar-vu-bu [o o] "[o o] offered to UrkayTtu in the temple of Adad on the

10th day of the month Tebetu [o o];" this visit to the temple of Adad in the month

Tebetu is also mentioned in the ritual LKU 5 1, which further specifies that the offerings

presented there to UrkayTtu were part of the second sacred meal (tardennu): rev. 20*.

"U4
1 10-KAM ina UGU tar-den-nu ddS-ka-a-a-i-ti a-na £

[
dIM ir-ru-ub] "On the 10th

day (of the month Tebetu) UrkayTtu [enters] the temple of [Adad] for the second sacred

meal" (Appendix 2); SWU 105 mentions the offering days of the king in the temple of

Adad and the name of the prebendary in charge of the office: rev. 3.' [o o o]
rGUR' 2 (PI)

1 Salladergbr 1993, vol. 2, p. 127, table 73: a text mentions d I§kur in connection with a religious festival

held at Uruk at the beginning of the I llh month.
2 The deity is known from the building inscriptions of the local rulers Sin-ka3id and Ilum-gamil (Frayne

1990, E4.4.I.I2; and Riciiter 1999, p. 277).

3 See Beaulieu 1992a, p. 55.
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3 BAN sd E dIM &i LUGAL ^E-a-na-ZAhAG-[dUTl] o o o] "[o o o] kurrus, 2 (panws),

(and) 3 sdtus for the temple of Adad, (offering days) of the king, Lusa-ana-nuri-Sama§;"

the temple of Adad is also mentioned in SWU 67, rev. 3'. Allotments of barley to the

brewers as maSsartu deliveries for the temple of Adad are mentioned in PTS 2180: 72.
r
l (PI)

1
3 BAN 4 S1LA E dIM "1 panu, 3 sdtus, (and) 4 qiis (of barley for) the temple

of Adad." Offerings of sacrificial animals for the temple of Adad are probably recorded

in SWU 160: 5, belonging to Group B of offering lists. An unspecified substance is

mentioned in the Group B offering list YBC 9932 in connection with the temple of

Adad: 10. 1/2E^IM.

The temple of Adad, one of the small independent sanctuaries (ekurratu) of Uruk,

may also be mentioned in YBC 4016, a deed of sale with the following heading: 1.

'

tup-pi
1 A.SA ki-Sub-bu-u

T
K\-tV 2. UNUGki Sd qe-reb E d r

IM(?)
1 "Deed (of sale) of

fallow land located in the district of the temple of Adad(?) in Uruk,"4 but the reading of
the divine name is quite uncertain. This might be the same area known from contracts of

the Seleucid period as erseti bit Adad "district of the temple of Adad."5 Evidence from

Hellenistic times gives E.tfE.NUN.NA "House of Plenty" as the name of Adad 's temple

in Uruk. 6 During the Old Babylonian period, however, the temple of Adad was named
E.U4.GAL.GIN7.KI.yU§.[A.DU.A], "House Like a Great Storm, [Built in a] Fearsome

Place."7 An inscription of Sin-kaSid commemorates its rebuilding. 8 Which of these two
temples must be identified as the temple of Adad of Neo-BabyIonian documents cannot

be determined. Old Babylonian sources mention another temple located in Uruk and

dedicated to Adad: £.SAG.GI4.A.NI.DU|o "House, its(!) closing is Pleasant "9 but this

could have also been the name of a cella in the god's temple.

The god Adad is also mentioned in a letter which refers to deliveries of wool for him,

YBC 3561: 10. Wta'-bar-ru 11. s'bZA.GJN.KUR.RA r
x x

1 ^^al-(ju 12.
r
a-na" *\M

Su-bi-la-na-a-Sii "Bring us red- and blue-colored wool r
x x

n
a Mfyu cloth(?) for the god

Adad." Finally mention must be made of the Gate of Adad (abui Adad, always written

KA.GAL <UM), which occurs in the following texts: GCCI 1, 268: 2; GCCI 1, 317: 2;

YOS 17, 41: 14; YOS 17, 274: 5; AnOr 9, 2: 31; and FRAME 1995, B.4.0.2001, line

2. 10 The city quarter named after the gate of Adad is mentioned in VS 20, 82: 3. [Kl-t]i

KA.GAL diM Sd qe-reb UNUG^ "[The district of the gate of Adad in Uruk."

7.2. Adapa

The name of this deity is spelled ^a-da-pd, da-da-pi, and de-da-pi in texts from the

archive. This is the deified sage who is the protagonist of the "Story of Adapa," which

retells how the god Ea tricked him into refusing the gift of immortality bestowed upon

* The scribe evidently meant to write
rKUP E jr

IM(?) n Sa qe-reb UNUG".
s Falkenstein 1941, p. 51 g.
6 George 1993, no. 456, and Falkenstein 1941, pp. 15 and 17.
> George 1993, no. 1133.
8 Frayne1990,E4.4.I.12.
9 George 1993.no. 966.

i° Line 2 of the inscription edited in Frame 1995 should probably be read as follows: KA*.[GA]L*-dIM
UNUG k

'. For (his reading see Beaulieu 2000b.
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7.3. Amurru and Innin-galga-sud

him by Anu. 11 Adapa became in the first millennium an archetypal figure of wisdom

and an antediluvian culture hero, sometimes invoked in magic and incantations, 12 and

during the Sargonid period Assyrian courtiers flattered the king by attributing to him

a wisdom equal to Adapa 's.
13 The nature of his connection with Uruk is not entirely

clear. However, a fragmentary literary text, of which one duplicate was found in Uruk

(SpTU 1, 4), associates him with the legendary king of Uruk, Enmerkar. 14 Adapa is also

assimilated to the antediluvian sage Oannes (U4-AN), and appears in some sources,

including a building inscription for the Res' temple at Uruk dated to the 1 10th year of

the Seleucid era, as Oannes-Adapa (U4-AN~da-da-pd). 15 He is mentioned in the "Fete

d'IStar" in a broken context: obv. 3'. Wa-da-pd
t
suggesting his continued link with the

cult of IStar well into the Hellenistic period. 16

Offerings of sacrificial animals to Adapa are probably recorded in SWU 1 63: obv. 2',

belonging to Group B ofoffering lists. Three texts mention pieces ofjewelry in the shape

of door-locking devices belonging to Adapa. These ornaments were probably used in a

ritual involving IStar, Nanaya, and other deities in the early part of the month Addaru

(§ 3.5.4). References for Adapa are as follows; AnOr 9, 6: 10. 4 pi-in-gu KU.BABBAR
4 (jar-gul-lum KU.BABBAR 11. 16 (ja-an-dub KU.BABBAR Sd da-da-pd "4 knobs

of silver, 4 locks of silver, 16 fyandufrus of silver, belonging to Adapa;" NCBT 357:

14. 4 pi-in-gu KU.BABBAR 15.
r
4

1
(jar-gul-lum KU.BABBAR 16.

r
16

n
fya-an-du-ufj

KU.BABBAR 1 7. Sd da-da-pi "4 knobs of silver, 4 locks of silver, 16#afl<#7#wsofsilver,

belonging to Adapa;" and Stigers 19: 13. [4] pi-in-gu KU.BABBAR 14. [4] bar-gul

KU.BABBAR 15. [16] fja-an-dub KU.BABBAR 16. Sd de-da-pi "[4] knobs of silver, [4]

locks of silver, [16] fyandufyus of silver, belonging to Adapa."

7.3. Amurru and Innin-galga-sud

The name of the god Amurru is always written dKUR.GAL in texts from the archive.

The evidence from such texts as YBC 4038, YBC 4871 , and Nbk. 109 seems to associate

the god Amurru and the city where he was worshiped with towns located in the south,

in the Sealand province. 17 According to the greeting formulas of the letters YOS 3,

11 Editions by PiccniONi 1981 and Izre'el 2001. Translation with commentary and references to previous

discussions in Foster 1993, pp. 429-434.
12 The references to Adapa are collected by Picchioni 1981, pp. 82-101.
13 On this motif see Pongratz-Leisten 1999, pp. 309-320.
14 Translation in Foster 1993, pp. 434-436, with references to previous treatments. Adapa and Enmerkar

are also associated with one another in the "Weidner Chronicle," now almost complete with the addition of

the duplicate found at Sippar: translation and commentary by Glassner 1993a, pp. 215-218.
15 In the Verse Account orNabonidus, published by Smith 1924, pi. VI, BM 38299, obv. col. II, 3. uA

~

ma-*a-mt-a-da-pa\ in the "Catalogue of texts and authors" published by Lambert 1962, p. 60, K 2248: 6.

] U4-an-na-a-(io-p[a]; and perhaps in the building inscription of Anu-uballit (Kephalon) for the RC5 temple

at Uruk, reconstructed as follows by Van Duk 1962, p. 47: 6. E SAG fa i-na nia(i-ri 'U4 -d60-[a-d]a-p[a]

i-pu-u£-Jtu "The ReS temple, built at the time of Oannes-Adapa." For discussion of this inscription see Doty
1988, p. 97.

16 Lackendacmer 1977, p. 39.

17 Thai the god Amurru was worshiped somewhere in the south of Iraq is further suggested by the evidence

from the Neo-Assyrian period letter CT 53, 1 4
1
, in which Amurru (written dMAR.TU) is mentioned among

several gods from the south, including Marat-STn of Eridu, Marat-Sin of Nemed-Lagiida, and Marat-Eridu.

Recent edition by Cole, Machinist 1998, no. 190.
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193 and NCBT 11 the consort of this god was the goddess Innin-galga-sud; NCBT
11:1. a-na i"SA.TAM be-li-id 2. dKUR.GAL w dinnin-galga-sud Su-lum 3. u TIN Sd

EN-/d liq-bu-u "To the Satammu my lord, may Amurru and Innin-galga-sud decree the

well-being and. health of my lord;" and YOS 3, 193: 1. IM Id30-AD-URI 2. a-na ^mu-

&7/-//W-MMAR.UD EN--™ 3 -
dEN w dNA dKUR.GAL it

rdinnin-galga
n
-sud 4. Su-lum

u TIN sd SES-/a liq-bu-u "Letter of Stn-ab-usur to MuSallim-Marduk, his lord; may
Bel and Nabu, Amurru and Innin-galga-sud decree the well-being and health of my
brother (sic!) " The goddess Innin-galga-sud occurs in the list of hypostases of IStar

in An=Anum IV 127: dinnin-galga-
r
sud

1 = r
waV//d-/ra-[/w]; 18 and in the god list CT

25, 49 she is equated with I5tar-of-Babylon (Belet-Babili): 2. [
dinnin]-galga-sud = MIN

(Belet-Babili) [ma]-li-[ka-tu]. The series Nabnltu also explains her name with the word
malkatu: IV 203. dinnin-galga-sud=ma-a/-/:a-/M/M. The epithet malkatu (or malikatu) is

presumably based on the equation galga, galga-sud =milku "counsel," found in lexical

lists. 19 The Sumerian word galga is probably an allophone of malga, a loanword into

Sumerian from the Semitic root MLK "to counsel." It is uncertain, however, whether

the equation dinnin-galga-sud=/Ha//cato was based on etymology. According to the CAD
the epithet malkatu is derived from the male demon malku.20 George, on the other hand,

posits that this is the common word malkaiu "queen ," attested in other contexts as an

epithet of IStar. 21 The possibility that dinnin-galga-sud is a back translation into Sumerian

of the Akkadian War malkatu should therefore be considered. In the Canonical Temple

List the temple of dinnin-galga-sud is named e-galga-sud, but we do not know whether

this is the same goddess as the one appearing as the consort of Amurru in YOS 3, 193

and NCBT 11.22

The temple of Amurru doesn't seem to have been dependent on Eanna for its cultic

supplies, as there is no mention in the archive of offerings and other supplies for the cult

of Amurru and his consort. The town where their temple was located appears to have

been largely independent from the Uruk administration. Here follows a description of

the principal texts in which the temple of Amurru is mentioned.

NCBT 1
1 ; a letter sent by officials of the temple of Amurru to the authorities of

Eanna concerning a quantity of wool stored in the temple of Amurru: 6. KU.BABBAR
Sd SiG.tfA Sd ina £ dKUR.GAL "the silver (equivalent) of the wool which is (stored)

in the temple of Amurru."

NBC 4871; list of quantities of bricks and bitumen at the disposal of various

individuals, in some cases high officials. One of them is the Sangu of Eridu (7.

lllE.MA§ NUN ki
). The temple of Amurru is mentioned in a broken context (17. t

dKUR.GA[L]), followed on the last line by the following note: 20.
r
120

n (GUN) ku-pur

ina IGI 'dKUR.GAL-NUMUN-DU "™j)a-la-[o o o] "120 (talents) of bitumen are at the

disposal of Amurru-zer-ibni, (in?) the city rjala[o o]."23

' Litke 1998, p. 157.

"» See CAD M/II, pp. 66-67, s.v. milku, lex. section.
20 See CAD M/I, p. 166, s.v. malkatu B (malikatu).
2 ' George 1992, p. 471.
22 George 1993, p. 16, line 324, [6-galga-siid]=6 Jinnin-galga-[sud] in the Canonical Temple List; see also

the gazetteer, nos. 333-335, where three temples of this name are listed, the first two being temples of the

goddess Ba'u.
2i There were two cities named llallalu in the vicinity of Babylon and Borsippa (RGTC 8, pp. 147-148,
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Nbk. 1 09; record ofa legal dispute before officials ofthe Sealand province concerning

ownership of a house. The text is drafted at Babylon and is witnessed by the qJpu and

sanu officials of the Sealand, the governor of Uruk, the Sangu of Ur, the (head) scribe

of the temple of Amurru, and the pontiff {Sangu) of the god Amurru. This text probably

doesn't belong to the Eanna archive.

YBC 4038;24 list ofquantities of barley used for various purposes. The heading ofthe

document gives the provenance ofthe barley as the treasury of the temple ofAmurru, and

further specifies that it was delivered from the Sealand province: 1 . 400 GUR SE.BAR

Sd E dKUR.GAL Sd 'dKUR.GAL-LUGAL-u-sur 2. '"SA.TAM Sd E dKUR.GAL a-na

SiG.yA a-na ITI GU4 3. MU 1-KAM LLMAMAR.UD LUGAL TIN/TIR" ina KUR
tam-ti a-na 4. E.AN.NA id-di-nu-ma a-na Su-pel-ti a-na UNUG ki 5. a-na IdAMAR.UD-
MU-MU A-Su Sd IdNA-TIN-.sH-E A ^V-dna-na-a 6. SUM-rta-/«4 "400 kurrus of barley

belonging to the temple ofAmurru, which Amurru-Sar-usur, the Satammu of the temple

of Amurru, delivered in the Sealand province to the Eanna temple (as equivalent) for

wool, for the month Ayaru (in) the 1st year ofAmel-Marduk, king ofBabylon, and which

were given for exchange to Marduk-Sum-iddin, son of Nabu-balassu-iqbi, descendant

ofGimil-Nanaya."

YBC 4124; promissory note to repay a quantity of silver, the property of IStar-of-

Uruk and Nanaya, loaned through the intermediary of PNi, the taskmaster (rab dulli)

of Eanna, to PN2 , the taskmaster of the temple of Amurru. The silver will be used for

the "work obligation" (dullu) of the temple of Amurru. The text contains an oath by Bel

and Amurru as well as many personal names formed with the god Amurru. Drafted at

Babylon.

We know the names of the following Satammus of the temple of Amurru; YBC
4038: 1 .

idKUR.GAL-LUGAL-w-w 2. '*SA.TAM Sd £ dKUR.GAL "Amurru-Sar-usur,

the Satammu of the temple ofAmurru"; and possibly PTS 3245: 1 1 . ^ENME^pi-iq-ne-

tuA Sd MNA-DU-TMUMUN 1 ['u§A.TA]M \2.SdE dKUR.GAL "the commissioners of

Nabu-mukTn-zeri, the Satammu of the temple of Amurru." The function ofSatammu also

appears in YOS 3, 87: 5. '"A.KIN.MES Sd '"SA.TAM 6. Sd £ dKUR.GAL "the messengers

of the Satammu of the temple of Amurru." The pontiff (Sangii) of Amurru and the (head)

scribe of his temple appear in Nbk. 109: 28. ]ba-ni-ia A-Su Sd lA-a 29. '"UMBISAG Sd

£ dKUR.GAL 30. >dUTU-DU '"£.MA§ dKUR.GAL "Baniya, son of Apia, the (head)

scribe of the temple of Amurru; SamaS-ibni, the pontiff of Amurru." Finally the charge

of taskmaster (rab dulli) of the temple of Amurru occurs in YBC 4 124: 3. ldKUR.GAL-
I 4. A-Su Sd hm-iir-gu-me-e ll'GAL dul-lu 5. Sd £ dKUR.GAL "Amurru-na'id, son of

Nurgume, the taskmaster of the temple ofAmurru." This is probably the same individual

who appears in YBC 4032: 38. 'dKUR.GAL-I Sd £ dKUR.GAL "Amurru-na'id, the man

in charge in the temple of Amurru." The god Amurru also occurs in the hydronym fD

dKUR.GAL (Nar Amurru) "the canal/river of Amurru" in the following texts; AnOr

9, 3: 58; YBC 6937: 3, 8; YOS 6, 46: 4; and YOS 17, 153: 2.25 One of the gates of

s.v. yallalu), but it is uncertain whether they should be identified with (he city tJala[o o] mentioned in NBC
4871.
24 Published in transliteration by Sack 1977, pp. 43-45.
25 On this watercourse see also RGTC 8, p. 364, s.v. Nar-Amurru.
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Uruk was named the "Gate of Amurru" (YBC 6937: 2. KA dKUR.GAL).26 Finally YBC
9448 contains many theophoric personal names with Amurru, but gives no additional

information concerning the deity or its temple.

7.4. Anu

The position of Anu in the pantheon of Uruk during the early periods has already been

discussed (§ 3. 1 . 1 to § 3. 1 .5). Offerings in the temple ofAnu during the Neo-Babylonian

period are mentioned in a few SWU texts. Deliveries of barley for the brewers are

mentioned in SWU 26: rev. 1 8'. [o o] 3 BAN Sd E da-nu E den-l[il o o] "[o o] 3 sdtus (of

barley) for the temple of Anu, the temple of Enl[il o o];" and in SWU 43: rev. 6'. [Sal]

"E
1 da-nu E den-li[l) "[(barley) for?] the temple of Anu, the temple of Enlil." Deliveries

of barley to the bakers appear in SWU 64: rev. 13'. 5 GUR Sd E da~nu E den-[lit) "5

kurrus (of barley) for the temple of Anu, the temple of En[lil];" SWU 72: rev. 12'. [o

o]
r
Sd E V-m/ E den-lil E AN.SAR E dza-ba4-ba4 V[o o o ] "[o o o (of barley)] for

the temple of Anu, the temple of Enlil, the temple of ASSur, the temple of Zababa [o o

o];" and SWU 75: rev. 3\ [o o o] 2 BAN? 10 GUR Sd E da-nu E den-li[l o o o] "[o o

01 2 sd(us(l)
t
10 kurrus (of barley) for the temple of Anu, the temple of Enlil." Animal

offerings are probably recorded in SWU 160: 2, belonging to Group B of offering lists.

The pairing of the gods Anu and Enlil at Uruk occurs as early as the 9th century in the

kudurru of Ibni-I§tar, in which this prebendary of Eanna receives the privilege of the

offerings of bread and beer before the two gods: col. I. 23. 1 SlLA NINDA.yA 1 SiLA
KAS.SAG 24. IGI da-nu u den-lil "1 qu of bread, 1 qu of beer, before Anu and Enlil."27

The temple ofAnu was one of the small independent sanctuaries of Uruk (ekurratu).

The district (erseti) of the temple ofAnu is mentioned in BIN 1 , 127: 2. Kl-ti 3. £ da-m)

Sd qe-reb UNUG ki "The district of the temple of Anu in Uruk." Although the writing

E da-nu/nu could also be a playful orthography for the word bitanu, as is the case in

contemporary texts from Sippar,28 it is definitely more likely that in all the texts just

discussed the sanctuary of Anu is meant.29 Outside these texts the god Anu appears

mostly in personal names and in the salutation formulas of letters.30 This creates the

impression that Anu was not a very important deity in Neo-Babylonian Uruk, a situation

which was dramatically reversed by the theological reforms of the 5th and 4th centuries.

26 See edition of lliis (exl below in §8.2.1.6. According to this text the Gale of Amurru was located near or
at the bank of the Canal of Amurru.
" Thureau-Dangin 1919, p. 125.

28 See Joannes 1992, pp. 168-169, where the following spellings of the word are listed: bi-ia-nu, k-ta-nu,

£-a-nu t
£-da-nt), £-J60.

29 The only mention of a biianu in a text from the Eanna archive is in Geller 1995, p. 532, Cleveland
Public Library, White Collection 036422, obv. 14. a-na k-a-nu [Sa E.AN.NA (?)].
30 Anu is invoked together with Igtar in the following letters: GCCI 2, 400: 2; BIN I, 63: 3; 64: 5-6 (also

with Nanaya); TCL 9, 95: 3, 5; YBC 1 1346: 3; 1 1396: 2, 5; YOS 3, 39; 3; 1 19: 3-4; 150: 3; 159: 3; 178: 3;

199: 4-5. Anu occurs alone once in the blessing formula of a letter (YOS 3, 1 : 7). Anu also occurs with Istar

in curse formulas (YOS 7, 17: l6;AnOr8, 18: 7) and in an oath (AnOr 8, 14: 16-17).
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7.5. ASSur (AnSar)

A deity named AN.SAR was worshiped at Uruk during the Neo-Babylonian period. 31

This logogram may be interpreted in three different ways. One possibility is to read it

dSdr
y
which is a rare spelling ofthe divine name ISSar (= IStar) in the first millennium. The

main reason to reject this interpretation is that the name I§§ar usually appears in a variety

of spellings wherever it is attested, such as far, dSdr, is-Sar, is-Sdr, diS-sar, and dis-sdi\

whereas the sole spelling we find in the Eanna archive is dsdr. Therefore the deity must be

AN.SAR, but this does not by itselfsolve the question ofthe identity ofthis god. AN.SAR
could be the primeval deity AnSar, known from god lists and various scholarly and

religious texts and sometimes equated with Anu and Antu (An=Anum 1, 8: an-§ar=MIN
da-nu-um u an-lum). 32 It seems more likely, however, that AN.SAR ofUruk is ASSur, the

supreme god ofAssyria, whose name was almost always written AN.&AR in official texts

after the theological reforms of Sennacherib, who promoted the identification of ASSur

with the primordial god AnSar. This appears indeed to be the most probable interpretation

in consideration of the following text from the Eanna archive, UCP 9/2, 57: 33

1

.

[o o o]
rME§ 1 [ooooooooooooooooooooo]

2. LUGAL AN ""NA
1 AB^[ooooooooooooooo]

3. ^ap-la-a A-Su ia'fooooooooooooooooooo]
4.

,rMU 1-w A-^m Set [o o o o o o] ina IGI &na-[na-a o o o]

5. '«
rBAPPIR!\[MES Sa £ AN].SAll '§E§-/w-

r
#/iMi-

1 A-Su Sd ^ina-qi-bi-[o o o]

6. A-&/M 'AN.SAR-NUMUN-DU ['o o\-Su-
Tma A*-5u* sd* >*AD-[o o o]

7. h-e-man-ni-AN.&AR A-Su Sd iman-nu-a-ki-i-£-AK&AR 'MU-[o o o]

8. iIGI-AN.SAR-/a-/m/r W-W-AN.SAR an-mhtu '"GIR.lA.[MES o o]

9. iAN.SAR-<fa-0-/fw i«UGULA Sd AN.SAR 'AN.SAR-IBILA-MU [o o o]

10. hnu-Sai-lhn-AN.&AR an-nu-lu
(

1"GAL)- rDU 1.ME§ Sd £ <AN).$AR [o o o]

11. '"DUGI.QAI.BUR %a-la-tu u hnat-duk DUMU.MES Sd lna-[o o o]

12. 1AN.SAR-TIN-// u hw-din DUMU.M[E§]* Sd MNA-NUMUN*-e-«fo-DU [o o o]

13. lAN.SAR-e/vV/w A-Su Sd '^AMAR.UD-KAL Hd-di-ia A-Su Sd 'IGI-[o o o]

14. A-Su Sd Ugu-la-MU-DU an-mt-tu ""GAL-DU.MES Sd AN.S[Ar Sd ina qaq-qa-ri Sd

AN.SAR]
15. dS-ba ipa-ni-AEN-la-mur A-Su Sd [gu-ri-ia wEN-V-[o o o]

16. w/to-6i-URU
,K* ,-«K* '"DAMGAr.MES Sd [o o o]

17. [o ooooooooo o]m[o ooooooooooooo o]

1. [oooooooooooooooooooo]
2. the king, xxx[oooooooooooo]
3. Apia, son of [o o o o o o o o o o o o o]

4. Sumiya, son of [o o o o] before Na[naya? o o o]

5. the brewer[s of (he temple of AS]Sur; Ah,u-lumur, son of Ina-qTbi-[o o o],

6. son of ASSur-zer-ibni; [o o]-5umi, son of Abu-[o o o];

7. Remanni-ASSiir, son of Mannu-aki-bTt-A55ur, Icldin-[o o o];

Jl The questions raised by the presence of the god ASSur in Uruk are investigated in detail in Beauliku

1997a.

" Litkr 1998, p. 21.

" The text was collated by Dr. Laurie Pearce. The tablet is now housed in the Lowic Museum and bears the

new museum number UCLM 9/2532. The former number was UCBC 406.
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8. PanI-A§§ur-lamur; Ribi-AS§ur; these are the butchers [o o o];

9. A§§ur-dayan, the overseer of Aggur; Aggur-apla-iddin [o o o];

10. Mugallim-AgSur; these are the rab-banP4 of the temple35 of Aggur [o o o];

11. the potter; Balatu and Marduk, sons of Na-[o o o];

12. Aggur-uballit and Nadin, sons of Nabu-zer-edi-ibni [o o o];

13. Aggur-eriba, son of Marduk-mudammiq; Iddiya, son of Pan7-[o o o];

14. son of Gula-§um-ibni; these are the rab-bam of A§[§ur who, on the estates of Aggur,]

15. live;36 PanT-Bel-lamur, son of Guriya; Bel-[o o o];

16. the natives of the city Assur; the merchants of [o o o];

17. [oooooooooooooooooooo]

The presence in this text of such unmistakably Assyrian personal names as PanT-Aggur-

lamur (8. 'IGI-AN.§kR-la-mur) and PanT-Bel-lamur (15. lpa-ni-dEN-la-mur), as well

as the mention of residents of the city Assur (16. lli/*7>-&'-URU rki * 1nieS
), indicate that the

logogram AN.SAR must denote the god Aggur. This evidence not only shows that the god

Aggur was officially worshiped at Uruk during the Neo-Babylonian period, but also that

a colony of Assyrians was transplanted there, very probably to organize and carry on the

cult ofthe god. The most likely period for the arrival ofAggur and his cultic functionaries

is the 7th century, when that region fell in the Assyrian orbit. Since Assyrian rulers were

generally reluctant to impose worship of Aggur in conquered territories,37 one presumes

that the god was introduced to Uruk without coercion. This scenario seems not at all

unlikely, considering the existence of a strong pro-Assyrian faction at Uruk at the time

of Nabopolassar's rebellion.38 The main justification for importing the cult of Aggur

to Uruk was probably the equation of Anu, the old god of Uruk, with the primeval

deity An§ar, officially identified with Aggur under the Sargonid kings of Assyria. The
identity of AnSar and Anu is proclaimed in CT 24, pi. 49, K 4349E, in which the divine

name AnSar is provided with a gloss recommending a reading da-nu
y and which further

equates the god with Enlil: 7. and »-nu-ga>: den-lfl. Some evidence indicates that a god

list with the incipit An§ar=Anu was known in the first millennium.39 The existence of

a canal named AggurTtu at Uruk in the Neo-Babylonian period (RGTC 8, p. 365, s.v.

Nar-AggurTtu), as well as a town of the same name (RGTC 8, pp. 35-36, s.v. AggurTtu),

also hints at Assyrian influence, although it is not certain whether they were named in

honor of the goddess AggurTtu, the Assyrian form of Igtar, as the word is never prefixed

with the divine determinative (§6.4).

M The copy suggests Ihe reading
f'"x-DU\ME5. This could be restored '"GAL-DU.MjiS or '"DUMU-

DU.MES. Dr. Pearce's collation, however, confirms (hat there is nothing between tit and rDU\ Therefore the

text must be emended to {'"DUMU) or (H3AL).
M E {AN).SAR [o o] could also be read E.SAR.[RA], (he name of the temple of ASSur in the city Assur.

« As in line 10, '"KjAL-DO.MES might also be read "*DUMU!-DU.MES. The missing passage in line 14 is

tentatively restored on the basis of NBC 4913 which enumerates various households with the formula PN|
apHSit Sa PN2 ina qaqqariSa Nanaya aSib "PN |, son ofPN 2 , lives on the estates of Nanaya," and ends with the

following summary: line 27. TAP 1 26 E.MES Sa *na-na-a Sa ^DUMIT-DU.MES ina lib-bi 'aS-ba
1
"Total:

26 houses of Nanaya in which the mar-banis live." NBC 491 3 will be discussed in a separate study.

" These are the conclusions reached by Cooan 1974, pp. 1 1 1-1 13. Further discussions of this question can
be found in Cogan 1993, McKay 1973, Spieckermann 1982, and Holloway 1992.
38 On this faction see Beaulieu 1997b, pp. 378-383.
19 On this god list see Reiner 1996; and Lambert 1976, p. 314, K 14067 + Rm 150, line 4. AN.SAR
da-[nu-ttm].
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The temple ofAN.SAR, one ofthe small independent sanctuaries ofUruk (ekurratu),

is mentioned in several SWU texts. The king held some of the offering days before

AN.SAR. These offerings were performed by the local prebendaries Bazuzu and Samas-

mukln-apli, the latter to be identified as the chief of the brewers (sapir sirase) of the

Eanna temple, a function he inherited from his father Madanu-ahhe-iddin.40 Four texts

are allotments of barley to the brewers or bakers; SWU 26: rev. 23'. [o o] sd ITI NE ina

E AN.SAR i-qar-ru-b[u] IdUTU-DU-IBILA "[o o] for the month Abu is offered in the

temple of Aggur, Samag-mukTn-apli;" SWU 46: obv. 9\ [E d]lugal-ir9-ra u E AN.SAR
Sa LUGAL ldUTU-DU-A u 'V-[o o] "[o o for the temple of] Lugalirra and the temple

of Aggur, (offering days) of the king, Samag-mukln-apli and
r
x

n
[o o];" SWU 65: rev. 4'.

E AN.SAR E [o o o] "[for] the temple of Aggur (and) the temple of [o o o];" and SWU
72: rev. 12'. [o o]

r
sd E V-m/ E *en-lil E AN.SAR E ^za-ba4 - rba4 x

1
[o o o] "[o o] for

the temple of Anu, the temple of Enlil, the temple of Aggur, the temple of Zababa, [o o

o] ." SWU 88 is an allotment of barley to the bakers to make takkasu confections: rev. 8.'

[o o]
rE 1

Viigal-ir9-ra E AN.SAR E.IG.rjAL.AN.KI "[o o for] the temple of Lugalirra,

the temple of Aggur, the Eigbalanki." Two texts are deliveries of unknown commodities;

SWU 104: rev. 5'. [E d<?«-//]/(?) E AN.SAR E *lugal-ir9-m "[for the temple of Enli]l(?),

the temple of Aggur, the temple of Lugalirra;" and SWU 105: rev. 4'. r
x En AN.SAR 5a

LUGAL lba-zu-zu "(for) the temple of Aggur, (offering days) of the king, Bazuzu." An
unspecified substance is also mentioned in the Group B offering list YBC 9932 (7. 1/2 6

AN.SAR). Finally YOS 7, 78 is a record of a criminal investigation which mentions that

wool is stored in the temple of Aggur: 7. um-ma a-mur SlG.rjA iS-Si-ni ina 6 AN.SAR
Sak-na-a' "Now, this wool is stored in the temple of Aggur."

7.6. Bel (of Babylon)

References to the god Bel in texts from the archive pose some difficulties. While it

appears that in most cases they involve the god Marduk worshiped in the Esagil temple

in Babylon, it is still possible that some references are in fact to the symbol of Bel

worshiped in the Eanna temple. GCCI 2, 371, an account of sacrificial sheep offered

in Eanna during a 6-year period, mentions such sacrifices to the god Bel in a broken

context: 12. [o o o] ^ Sd a-na dEN. NCBT 183 mentions the allocation of 1 kurni of

various grains for the god Bel: 1 . 1 (GUR) a-na dEN; since it is followed on line 2 by the

same allocation to Nabu, one could argue that the delivery was intended for the altars

surmounted with the symbols of the two gods (§5.1). Texts from the archive contain a

few references to the temple slaves {Sirku) of Bel (GCCI 1, 235: 3^; GCCI 1, 401: 2;

GCCI 2 179: 2; TCL 9, 146: 17'; YBC 1 1598: 1). However, it is probable that the god

Bel of Esagil is involved in all these cases. 41 The god Bel also appears in two toponyms,

the canal of Bel (Nar Bel) in GCCI 2, 398: 17'. fD dEN; and the Tamirtu-ga-Bel in

1,0 The genealogical tree of that family is reconstructed by KOmmel 1979, p. 133.

41 This seems certain for GCCI 1 , 235: 3. 1 dan-tut 3 BAN a-na to&i-rak™* 4. Set JEN Sa Si-piMlSa '"SA.TAM

5. Sa E.SAG.fL a-na UGU 6. '"BAN.ME a-na IGI u>qi-i-pu iS-Su-ni "A vat of 3 sains (of beer) for the temple

slaves of Bel who brought the message of the Satammtt of Esagil to the qtpu (of Eanna) concerning Ihe

archers."
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TEBR 36: 3. GARIN $d dEN. The many texts related to date palm cultivation which

mention the "tithe for Bel ," probably instituted by Belshazzar, almost certainly relate to

the god Bel of Babylon. NCBT 1245 records allotments of tliBKUR.RA garments for the

workmen in charge of the wall and processional way of Bel: 12. 2 '"ERIN.ME Sd ina

UGU BAD u ma-la-ku set dEN, but here again it must refer to the god Bel of Babylon.

The same remark applies to TCL 13, 132: 1 and 133: 10-11, which mention sheep and

cattle branded with the spade {marru), the symbol of Marduk. As discussed earlier the

legal deposition recorded in YOS 7, 20 contains evidence that the gods of Babylon and

Borsippa may occasionally have traveled to Uruk to participate in rituals (§4.5.7.3).

This leaves open the possibility that some mentions of the god Bel in the Eanna archive

refer to the manifestation of Bel/Marduk residing in the Esagil temple in Babylon.

7.7. Bel-aliya

This is the generic name, usually translated "mayor," of many Babylonian deities. A
deity dEN-URU-/« appears twice in texts from the archive. TCL 9, 114 mentions its

offerings of mersu cakes: 20. g'SGlSlMMAR mi-ir-si 21. so dEN-URU-/Vi 22. it-ta-si

"(Ibni-IStar) has withdrawn the date palms (which will supply dates for) the mersu

cakes of Bel-aliya." YOS 3, 62 mentions the offerings of Bel-aliya and other deities as

well as pieces of their attire: 22. gi-ne-e Sd an-tit* dEN-URU-/'d 23. u dDUMU-£ EN
lu-se-bi-la 24. pi-in-gu u tur-kul-la-Su-nu UD.KA.BAR-.fr/-rtH 25. a-na e-re-bi ina muty-

ti-ia 26. qi-bi-ma 5 MA.NA DUtf.LAL 27. ul-tu £.AN.NA lu-$e-bi-lu-ni "May (my)

lord send me the regular offerings of Antu, Bel-aliya, and Mar-bTti; give orders on my
behalf concerning their knobs and tarkullus of bronze for the ceremony of entering (the

temple?) and send me 5 minas of honey from Eanna" (§6.2). These two letters probably

stem from the administration of a cult center which was partly dependent on the Eanna

temple for its offerings and religious ceremonies. Since YOS 3, 62 mentions Larsa it is

possible that the letter originates from there. This is also supported by the theophoric

name in §ama§ of the sender. We do not know, however, if Larsa had a divine mayor.

Another possible place of origin for the letter is Kullab, whose divine mayor according

to the 'Nippur Compendium' was the god Pisangunuk (or Mesangunuk):42 dpisansa8-

unug ki = dEN-URU-/[a Sa u
]
rukul-

r
aba4

ki1 "Pi/Mesangunuk (is) the Divine Mayor of

Kullab."43 This divine mayor could be the one mentioned in TCL 9,114 and YOS 3, 62.44

7.8. Bel-SA-nasru and Gula

This god appears in only one text, YOS 6, 145, which mentions the temple of Bel-

SA-nasru (5. £ dEN-SA-(«fl)-o5-/-w), the capacity standard of the god (4. ma-Si-tyu §d
dEN-SA-/jfl-fl5-/'H), and his qipu official, named Nabu-Sar-usur (20. ,dNA-LUGAL-URI

42 On the reading of this divine name see Biggs 1 974, p. 54; Solz 1 995, p. 2 1 7; and Krebernik 1 993- 1 997,

« Latest edition or this text in George 1 992, pp. 1 50- 1 5 1

.

4A The loponym Kullab could be either the district of Uruk named Kullab, or another town named Kullab

located in the Sealand province (RGTC 8, p. 202, s.v. Kullabi; and §6.15).
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Mqi-i-pi sd dEN-SA-na-as-ru). The same text also mentions the property of the god
Be\-SA-nasru and the goddess Gula: 1. 136 GUR §E.BAR NIG.GA 4EN-SA-na-as-ru

2. u dgu-la "136 kurrus of barley, the property of Bel-SA-nasru and Gula." The fact that

the goddess Gula appears in this text to be his spouse could mean that Bel-SA-nasru

was only a name for dIGI.DU of Uruk, since this god was also closely associated with

Gula. As noted earlier, however, the identity of the couples Gula/dIGI.DU and Bel-SA-

nasru/Gula is compromised by the fact that in the former case the goddess Gula always

take precedence over dIGI.DU, while the opposite is true of Bel-SA-nasru and Gula

(§5.4). Another possibility is to identify this manifestation of Gula as the one residing

in BIt-Gula (§ 6.7), but no conclusive evidence points in that direction.

The divine name Bel-SA-nasru is otherwise unknown. SA might be the Sumerogram
for Ser'anu "muscle, blood-vessel" and na-as-ru a form of the verb nasaru "to keep,

preserve, watch," perhaps the attributive verbal adjective. Ifwe follow this interpretation

the name Bel-SA-nasru would be a deified epithet celebrating the medicinal powers of

a deity. This would indeed seem appropriate for the consort of the goddess Gula.45 If

we accept the equation Bel-SA-nasru

=

dIGI.DU of Uruk, then the god dIGI.DU might

be a form of Ninurta, but since Nergal and Ninurta are often assimilated to one another

in late theology, it is equally possible that dIGI.DU is a local form of Nergal identified

with Ninurta. This seems indeed a better interpretation given the common reading of
dIGI.DU as Nergal in that period, although the question cannot be decided at present.

7.9. Bunene

The god Bunene, worshiped in Larsa, is mentioned in GCCI 2, 343: 13. dbu-ne-ne; and

in SWV 1 17: obv. 13' and 19'. dbu~ne-ne. He is also invoked in the address formulas of

a number of letters sent from Larsa: BIN 1, 1:4; BIN 1, 10: 5; NCBT 58: 3; PTS 2005:

3;
4 <> W 18904a: 4;4? YOS 3, 56: 3; YOS 3, 78: 4; and YOS 3, 82: 4. This material will

be discussed in a study of Larsa in the late periods.

7.10. Dumuzi

The Sumerian King List mentions two divine Dumuzis. One is known as "the shep-

herd," lived before the flood, and was king in Bad-tibira. The other is known as "the

fisherman," lived after the flood, and reigned as king of Uruk after Lugalbanda and

before Gilgamesh.48 Unlike Gilgamesh, Lugalbanda, and Enmerkar, this latter Dumuzi
did not become the subject of an epic cycle. The rich Sumerian literary tradition which

developed around the figure of the god Dumuzi appears to relate to the first Dumuzi,

the shepherd, although there is evidence that the two figures may have been conflated.49

" s On Ninurta as a healer god in association with his consort Gula, see Ritter 1965, pp. 300-301.
1,6 Published by Zadok 1997, who posits a Sippar origin.
41 Published by Gehlken 1995, pp. 1 72- 1 74, text no. 5.

«» Jacodsen 1939, pp. 72-73 and 88-89. See also the latest translation and commentary or the list by
Glassner 1993, pp. 137-142, who calls it "la chronique de la monarchic une."
*• Edzard 1965, pp. 51-53. This is also the opinion of Alster 1972, pp. 14-15. It is important to note,
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During the Old Babylonian period the god Dumuzi is mentioned as "Dumuzi ofUmk"

(
ddumu-zi unugki

) in a document from the palace of STn-kasid, perhaps an offering list.
50

Duzu, the 4th month of the Babylonian calendar, was named after Dumuzi. The text

known as Astrolabe B reflects this tradition, referring to the month Duzu as "the month

in which the shepherd, Dumuzi, was captured" (ITI SIPA ddumu-zi ik-ka-mu-it).51 The

ritual, cyclical death ofDumuzi coincided with the beginning ofthe harsh Mesopotamian

summer. Therefore it is not surprising that the ritual LKU 51 mentions Dumuzi in

connection with ritual activities beginning on the 27th day of Diizu: 29. ALAM ddumu-

zi us-sa-am-ma ina KA.GAL-/ in-na-an-b[i o o o] "The image of Dumuzi comes out

and [o o] x x at the gate." This image (salmu) ofDumuzi was probably an unconsecrated

representation of the god, since cult statues were normally designated only by the divine

name in order to emphasize the identity of image and divine substance. This makes it

probable that the cultic activities surrounding this image of Dumuzi were analogous

to the taklimtu festival celebrated in Assyria during the first millennium, and which

involved the ritual lying-in-state ofa representation of the god during the month Duzu. 52

Not surprisingly, all dated texts which refer to cultic activities involving the god

Dumuzi in the Eanna archive fall at the end of the month Duzu and the beginning of

the month Abu, and it is highly probable that they all relate to the ritual celebration of

his death. SWU 88 records an allotment of takkasu confections for the cult of Dumuzi

on the 27th day of DQzu, which according to LKU 5 1 is precisely the day when the

rituals centered on Dumuzi began: rev. 9*. [o o]
r
2 BAN 1

tak-ka-su-u Sd U4 27-KAM
Sd ITI §U ina E [0 0] 10*. [0 0] a-na ddumu-zi i-qar-ru-bu "[0 0] 2 satus of takkasu

confections which are offered to Dumuzi in the temple of [o 0] on the 27th day of

Duzu." According to FLP 1564, two days later necklaces were taken from the chest of

the goddess Usur-amassu and put on Dumuzi (§ 4.4.2.4): 1 . ["la4GU.ME Sd TA g'SPISAN

Sd dURI-INIM-™ 2. a-na UGU ddumu-zi i-lu-u ITI SU 3. U4 29-KAM MU 5-KAM
dNA-I LUGAL Eki "Necklaces from the chest of Usur-amassu which went on Dumuzi.

Month Duzu, the 29th day, the 5th year of Nabonidus, king of Babylon." The clothing

of Dumuzi is listed in GCCI 2, 108, which is also dated to the 29th day of Duzu: 1.

1/2 MA.NA ^mni-ifj-si BABBAR-w 2. 1 ^UR 3. 3 GiN ti-mu Sd pi-i-si 4. 3 GfN ti-mu

Sd sigtf£.ME.DA «is*yAB* 5. 2 GfN li-mu Sa s'gZA.GlN.KUR.RA 6. PAP Sd ddumu-zi

"1/2 mina of white woven cloth (for) 1 loincloth, 3 shekels of white thread, 3 shekels of

red-colored thread (dyed) with fjilralu, 2 shekels of blue-colored thread. Total (for the

clothing) of Dumuzi." His loincloths are also mentioned in PTS 3257: 53
1 . [0 M]A.NA

^mi-ib-su BABBAR-w ... 3. 9 ^UR.ME ina lib-bi 1 Sa ddumu-zi "[0] minas of white

woven cloth . . . (for) 9 loincloths, including 1 for Dumuzi." This disbursement was made

however, that in Sumerian laments for Dumuzi dating to the second and first millennia, various names of

antediluvian kings ofLarak and Bad-tibira are given as epithets of Dumuzi (Alstrr 1985). This should

indicate that the tradition crystallized mainly around the antediluvian Dumuzi, the shepherd, as recently noted

by Hallo 1996, pp. 228-229.
50 Mauer 1987, p. 157, no. 38, obv. 3'. [0 0] ddumu-zi unugkl

. Discussion of Dumuzi at Uruk during the

Old Babylonian period by Riciiter 1999, pp. 262-264.
51 Edition in Reiner, Pingree 1981, pp. 151-152.

« See Dalley 1 99 1 , p. 1 54, and Dalley 1 997, p. 38 1 , with references to previous discussions.

» The subscription of this text reads as follows: 11. a-na "WiG.LAM Sa U4 1-KAM .fci ITI NE "for the

clothing ceremony of the 1st day of the month Abu," but it is uncertain whether this note refers to all the

items mentioned in the text or only to the one which immediately precedes it.
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for the clothing ceremony of the 1st day of the month Abu (11. a-na rtgNIG.LAM Sd

U4 1-KAM sd ITI NE ). Since this text is dated to the 28th day of Duzu, it is probable

that the items listed in FLP 1564 and GCCI 2, 108 were allotted for that same clothing

ceremony, which is also mentioned in the ritual LKU 5 1 : obv. 32. i-na ITI NE U4 1 -KAM
lu-bu-us-tU4 "In the month Abu, on the 1st day, (there is a) clothing ceremony." Probably

related to this same stream of ritual activities for Dumuzi is NCBT 1 1 78, dated to the 6th

day of the month Abu: 11.2 SILA tak-ka-su-u 12. 1 SILA Ica-ma-nu 13. a-na ddumu-zi
"2 qus of takkasu confections (and) 1 qu of sweetened cake for Dumuzi." Dumuzi also

appears in SWU 26, an allotment of barley to the brewers dated to the month Duzu (day

broken): rev. 1 9'. [0 o] u U4 [o]-KAM sd ITI SU a-na ddumu-z[i o 0] "[o o 0] and on the

[o]th day of the month Duzu [is offered] to Dumuzi;" SWU 124 is an allotment of barley,

probably to both brewers and bakers: rev. 1 1*. [o o]
r
x x a-na

1 ddumu-zi i-qar-ru-bu "[0

o] x x are offered to Dumuzi" (month unknown). A further text of the same type is

VS 20, 91 : rev. 4\ [0 o]
rdl
dumu-zi i-qar-r[u-bu] "[0 o] are offered to Dumuzi," but the

commodity allotted and the month in which the allotment took place are unknown.

7.11. Ea, Enlil, dBE

There is evidence that both Ea and Enlil were worshiped at Uruk during the Neo-
Babylonian period. Study of the material related to the two gods presents some problems

because of the frequent use of the logogram dBE, which may refer to either Ea or Enlil.

Therefore the two deities can be confidently identified only when the scribes wrote their

names syllabically. In addition there are some mentions in the archive of the gods Ea of

Eridu and Ea of Nemed-Laguda, two cities located in the Sealand.

7.11.1. The God Ea

The earliest evidence for a cult of Ea/Enki at Uruk dates to the reign of king Sin-ka5id,

who left an inscription recording the rebuilding of the sanctuary of Enki in Uruk. 54

Syllabic spellings of this divine name are rare in the Eanna archive. Offerings in the

temple of Ea, one ofthe small independent sanctuaries ofUruk (ekurratu), are mentioned

in SWU 26: rev. 17*. [o 0] u fe de-a [0 0], a text dealing with deliveries of barley

to the brewers; and in SWU 72: rev. 10'. [0 0] £ de-a *la-ba-Si-dAMAR.\JD '"UGULA
"[o 0] for the temple of Ea, LabaSi-Marduk, the supervisor," a text listing deliveries

of barley to the bakers. YBC 9932, belonging to Group B of offering lists, mentions

deliveries of an unspecified substance for the temple of Ea: 16. 1

r£ de-a\ The gardens

of the temple of Ea are mentioned in AnOr 9, 3: 42. PAP 9 8isKIRI6.ME§ £ de-a "Total:

9 gardens belonging to the temple of Ea;" and AnOr 9, 2: 52. PAP 8 8"SKIRI6.ME§ 7 ME
20 SAG.KI (erasure) qaq-qa-ru Sd b'$KIRI6.MES t de-a "Total: 8 gardens, (measuring)

720 cubits on the short side, domain of the gardens belonging to the temple of Ea ." This

appears to confirm that the bit Ea was a separate temple. Finally a canal (or river) of Ea

54 Frayne 1990, E4.4.I.I0. Discussion of Ea/Enki at Uruk during the Old Babylonian period in Riciiter
1999, pp. 264-265.
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might be mentioned in the inscription of KaSsu-bel-zeri: 7. ID dreV-[cft].55 The cult of

Ea flourished at Uruk until the Seleucid period. At that time the god rose in importance

considerably because of the theological reforms of the 5th and 4th centuries. In the

sales of prebends in the ReS and Irigal temples Ea occupies the 4th place in the divine

hierarchy, just after Anu, Antu, and Enlil. This reflects the rank claimed by the god in

the national pantheon.

7.11.2. The God Enlil

The cult of Enlil at Uruk goes back to the Old Babylonian period, when two forms of the

deity were worshiped locally: Enlil-from-Nippur, and Enlil-from-the-City. 56 In the first

millennium Enlil is usually paired with Anu. Their earliest occurrence is in the kudurru

of Ibni-IStar, in which this prebendary of Eanna receives the privilege of the offerings

of bread and beer before the gods Anu and Enlil: col. I. 23. 1 SlLA NINDA.tfA 1 SlLA

KAS.SAG 24. IGI da-nu u den-lil "1 qu of bread, 1 qu of beer, before Anu and Enlil."57

Deliveries of barley to the temples ofAnu and Enlil are listed together in five SWU texts

discussed earlier (§7.4). Two additional SWU texts which record deliveries of unknown

commodities contain references to that temple; SWU 101: rev. 3\ [o o o £ Aen-l\il\ and

perhaps SWU 104: rev. 5'. [o o £ den-li]l?. The temple of Enlil was one of the small

sanctuaries of Uruk (ekurratu). Offerings of dates to Enlil are mentioned in an unclear

context in NCBT 120: 9. PAP 8 ma-Sab (Z0.LUM.MA) a-na KA§.[tfA SU]M.NA 10.

Sa B'sURUxGU! Sd U4-
rmuV den-lil "Total, 8 maSTfjus (of dates) allotted for beer, for the

offering table of the offering days(?) before Enlil." A gate of Enlil (KA.GAL den-lil) is

mentioned in NBC 4586: 2 and AUWE 5, 1 30: 10. In Seleucid Uruk Enlil was worshiped

as the 3rd deity in importance after Anu and Antu.

7.11.3. The God <*BE

Since the scribes of Eanna may have employed the logogram dBE to write the names of

either Ea or Enlil, or even the names of both gods indifferently, the following references

may be to either of them. NCBT 144 records a disbursement of flour for the workmen

who carried barley in the temple of dBE: 3. a-na '"ERfN.MES Sa SE.BAR 4. ina £
dBE iz-bi-lu-u* "for the workmen who carried barley in the temple of dBE ," but it is

uncertain whether this barley was intended as offering material. Additional offerings

might be mentioned in the fragmentary text VS 20, 103: 5/ ul-tu £ dBE. SWU 46 also

mentions deliveries of barley to the brewers for that temple: rev. 7'. [o o £].KISAL

*za-qip-{m) dGIGIR u £ dBE Id [o o]. Offerings of sacrificial animals in that temple are

probably recorded in SWU 160: 3, belonging to Group B of offering lists. YBC 9442

mentions the delivery of a bronze bowl for the sacred meal in the temple of dBE: 1. \-et

qa-bu-ut-iu UD.KA.BAR 2. a-na nap-ta-nu 3. Sa £ dBE "
1 bowl of bronze for the sacred

meal in the temple of dBE "

" Frame I995.B.4.0.2001.

» See Sanati-Muller 1995, p. 72, offering lisl W 20208,3: line

(gur) Jen-Ill Sa-nibru". See also Riciiter 1999, pp. 276-277.

« THUREAU-DANGIN 1919, p. 125.

(gur) ''en-Ill Sa-uru ki
; and line 2'. 1
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YBC 4134 is a list of fields located in the domains of the temple of dBE: 1. A.SA
Sa A.ME Sd i\R-dinnin-na [o o] 2. ina E dBE ina A.SA Sa ^kal-ba-a "The field of the

sons of Arad-Innin [o o] in the (estates of the) temple of dBE, from the field of Kalba;"

and 23. A.SA Set *ba-la-tu A Mab-ne-e-a 24. ina A.SA Sa ^kal-ba-a ina E dBE "The field

of Balatu, son of Tabnea, from the field of Kalba in the (estates of the) temple of dBE."

YBC 7415 records the sale of a house located on the same domains: 1. tup-pi E ep-Su

sip-pu rak-su 2. £ rug-gu-bu\ 8isIG 8'
5rSAG4\KUL 3. ku-un-nu Kl-ti E dBE Sa qe-reb

UNUG ki "Tablet (recording the sale) of a house in good repair condition, (with) door

frames in place, an attic, a door (and) the locks installed, (located) on the domains of

the temple of dBE in Uruk," and the document further states that this piece of real estate

adjoined a house owned by a daughter of Nebuchadnezzar II named Ba'u-asltu. 58 The

temple and its estates were still in existence during the late Achaemenid period. NCBT
1029, a private transaction from Uruk dated to the 41st year of Artaxerxes, records a

division of inheritance which includes a piece of land in the district of that temple: 7.

Kl-ti E dBE Sa UNUGk
' "the district of the temple of dBE in Uruk."59

7. 1 1 .4. The Gods Ea ofEridu and Ea ofNemed-Lagitda

Ea appears in the salutation formulas of three letters which were presumably sent from

Eridu. In all these cases it is evident that dBE must be read Ea because of his association

with the goddess Damkina; BIN 1, 47: 6. dBE u ddam-ld-an- r
na^; TCL 9, 135: 3. dBE w

ddam-ki-na\ and YOS 3, 122: 3. dBE 4. u ddam-ki-an-na. Another letter, sent from the

king (probably Nebuchadnezzar II) to high officials of Eanna (Ninurta-Sar-usur, Nabu-

nadin-Sumi, and Marduk-etir), mentions the seal belonging to the god Ea of Eridu or

Ea of Nemed-LagOda; SMITH 1926, p. 442, 1 1. ™4KlSlB Su-u 12. lu-u Sa de-a 13. Sa

NUN ki 14. lu-u de-a 15. Sa wune-med-dla-gu-da "this seal, whether (it belongs) to Ea of

Eridu or to Ea of Nemed-Laguda."

7.12, GaSru

The god GaSru, who is known as a form of Lugalirra,60 appears in GCCI 2, 337: 1. 2

MA.NA KU.BABBAR&i inapa-ni 2. i§E§-SI.SA ^qi-i-pi 3. Sd £ ZUAB ina "™ii-pi-id

4. SUM.NA-iw ina £ dgaS-ru 5. \G\-er "2 minas of silver which are at the disposal of

Ab-u5allim, the qlpu of Eabzu, given to him in Opis (and) received in the temple of

GaSru." This deity was evidently not worshiped at Uruk, however, but at Opis, whose

patron god was Nergal. Another mention of GaSru occurs in YOS 17, 256, which is a

small fragment of a list of craftsmen summed up as follows: 8'. Sd £ dgaS-ru "for/of the

temple of GaSru," but it is uncertain whether this text belongs to the Eanna archive. This

temple was possibly the one located at Opis. The god GaSru is also attested at Emar,

Mari, and Ugarit. At Ugarit he was known as a god of the netherworld. 61

58 This (ext is published and discussed in Beaulieu 1998a, pp. 174-181.
59 This (ext is published by Beaulieu, Stolper 1995.
ftf Lambert 1987- 1990, p. 143.

61 Steinkeller 1987a, pp. 165-166, who also discusses the equation of the word gaSru with the god Erra
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7.13. Gilgameg

The legendary hero and king of Uruk, Gilgames, became a deity of the netherworld in

the Mesopotamian pantheon. 62 Surprisingly, however, there is only scanty evidence for

a cult of Gilgameg at Uruk. He is mentioned in an Ur III document in connection with

rituals taking place at Uruk.63 An Old Babylonian inscription of king Anam of Uruk

commemorates the restoration of the city wall, which he claims to have originally been

built by the divine GilgameS.64 Three Neo-Babylonian texts from the Eanna archive

mention a garden of Gilgameg; AnOr 9, 2: 22. PAP 7 g'SKIRI6.MES 1 IGI 8 ME
mi-Si-ilj-ti qaq-qa-ru

rei§KIRI6
n dGlS.BIL.KAI/MES* 1 "7 gardens, measuring 1,800

cubits, land of the garden of Gilgameg;" AnOr 9, 3: 20. PAP 7 ei5KIRI6.ME§ giSKIRI6

dGlS.BIL.KAI.MES* "Total: 7 gardens, (in) the garden of Gilgameg;" and YOS 19, 97:

4.
r8i5KIRI6

IdGl£.GiN"\MAS. A garden of Gilgameg in the city of Der is mentioned in

SpTU IV 185, rev. 7\ g*KIRI 6 WGI§.GiN.MA§, a text from Uruk dated to the Seleucid

period.

7.14. llu-Sa-mat-tamti

A group ofgods named "the gods ofthe Sealand" (ilu $a mat tdmti) appears in PTS 3 1 92:

4. DINGIR.ME Sa KUR tam-ti, which records that billatu beer and takkasu confections

were brought to these deities. We do not know if these gods resided in Uruk. They are

also mentioned in the Babylonian Chronicle Series, which report that in the 1 5th year

of Merodach-Baladan II "the gods of the Sealand returned to their shrines;"65 and in the

text relating the crimes and sacrileges of Nabu-§uma-i§kun, which claims that this king

"installed the gods of the Sealand, the Chaldeans, and Arameans in the Esagil temple."66

7.15. Lugalbanda

Lugalbanda belongs, with Enmerkar and Gilgameg, to a group of early rulers of Uruk

whose legendary lives became a favorite subject of epic poetry. Lugalbanda was the main

protagonist of two Sumerian epics.67 The Sumerian King List calls him "the shepherd"

and ascribes to him a reign of 1 ,200 years.68 Lugalbanda was already worshiped as a god

in Uruk during the Old Babylonian period.69 An inscription of Sin-ka§id commemorates

the rebuilding of Ekankal, the sanctuary of Lugalbanda and Ninsun in Uruk, possibly

in the lexical tradition.

62 On Gilgnmesh as a god see Tournay, Shaffer 1998, pp. 7-10.

« See Sallaberger 1993, vol. I, p. 212, n. 1003.

« Frayne 1990, E4.4.6.4, line 7. <>bll-ga-mes\

« Grayson 1975, Chronicle I, p. 76.

« Frame 1995, B.6. 14.1, col. Ill, 42'-43\
67 On Lugalbanda sec the detailed study by Wilcke 1 987- 1 990, who discusses the literary tradition centered

on Lugalbanda the king, as well as the references to Lugalbanda the god.
68 Jacobsen 1939, pp. 88-89; and Glassner 1993a, p. 139.

69 See Richter 1999, pp. 270-275.
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located in Eanna.70 Another inscription ofSTn-kasid commemorates the rebuilding ofthe

giparu ofthe nin-dingir priestess ofLugalbanda, an office occupied by his own daughter

NTgi-Inlgu. 71 In late theology Lugalbanda was considered to belong, like Gilgames, to

the deities of the netherworld. He appears at their head in the 5th tablet ofAn=Anum,72

and a god list from Hellenistic Uruk devoted to the gods of the netherworld also begins

with his wife, their viziers, and their counselors. 73

There is evidence for a cult of Lugalbanda at Uruk during the Neo-Babylonian

period. Four SWU texts mention the temple of the deity, which was one of the small

independent sanctuaries of Uruk (ekurratu). Three of them are deliveries of barley to

the brewers or bakers; SWU 35: rev. 5. [o o o] E dza^-za^-ba E Hugai-bdn-da E d[o o

o]; SWU 38: rev. 3'. [o o o E Huga\l-ban-da E.IG.tfAL.AN.KI u E rd,
[o o o]; and SWU

86: rev. 8'. [o o E? UJIUUR^ E Mugal-ban-d[a o o o]. SWU 101 records the delivery

of an unknown commodity: rev. 4'. [o o E dlugal]-bdn-da E a-ki-tu^ sa LUGAL Hi-si-m

"[o o for the temple of Lugal]banda, the bit-akiti, (offering days) of the king, LlSiru."

An unspecified substance is also mentioned in YBC 9932: 5. 1/2 E WlugaP-bdn- v
da^

y

belonging to Group B of offering lists. Since YOS 6, 137 mentions a toponym named

after the temple of Lugalbanda: 6. URU E-^lugal-
1

ban-dcT "the town of the temple of

Lugalbanda" (also line 16), it is possible that this temple was not located in Uruk, but

in that locality. The god Lugalbanda also appears in a Neo-Assyrian letter to the king

which further mentions Nergal, Amurru, and various gods of Eridu and Nemed-Laguda,

but it is unlikely that this is the same manifestation of the god as the one mentioned in

the Eanna archive. 74

7.16. Lugalirra

The twin gods Lugalirra and Meslamtaea were hypostases of Nergal.75 In the Old

Babylonian period an inscription of Sin-ka§id records the rebuilding of EnibuSil, the

temple ofLugalirra in Durum, a town located near Uruk.76 In the Neo-Babylonian period

there was a cult of Lugalirra in Uruk. TCL 12, 33 mentions a district of the temple of

Lugalirra, probably located in Uruk: 1. tup-pi £ ki-Sub-ba-a [KI-/i] 2. £ dlugal-irg-ra

$d qe-reb [UNUG ki
] "Tablet (recording the sale) of a house with fallow land [located

in the district] of the temple of Lugalirra in [Uruk]," and a street named after that

temple: 10. E.SfR Sa £ dlugal-ir<)~ra "the street of the temple of Lugalirra." Offerings

of sacrificial animals for the temple of Lugalirra are probably recorded in SWU 160: 7,

™ Frayne 1990, E4.4. 1.8.

7 ' Frayne 1990, E4.4. 1.9.

72 Litke 1998, pp. 168-170, An = Anum Tablet V begins with a 22-line section devoted to the family and

household of Lugalbanda and his wife Ninsun; the manuscripts are SLT 121: 1. [
Jlu]gal-bAn-da = r§U 1

2.

dnin-sun = da[m-bi-mi]; and YBC 2401, col. VII: 135. Ml 'lugal'-ban-da^SU 136. [
dni]n-sun=dam-bi-mi.

" SpTU III, 109: I. [<"n]in-sun dam-bi-mi 2. [«>N]IN-e-gu-la be-let E.G[ULA] 3. Mlugal-he-en-g61 <*sukkal

d (lugal)-ban-d[a-ke^] 4. NIlugal-OUR-ra-nu dsukkal dnin-sun-[ke4] 5. Mkur-gul-gul Jad-gi4-gi 4
Jlugal-bnn-da-

k[e4 ] 6. Mab-ar-h^-en-gal dad-gi4-gi 4
dnin-sun-ke4 .

74 Cole, Machinist 1998, no. 190: 13. Alugal-ban-da. The letter specifies that all these deities reside in the

same temple.
75 On these gods see Lambert 1987-1990.
*» Frayne 1990, E4.4. 1.1 3.
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belonging to Group B of offering lists. Four SWU texts record allotments of barley to

the brewers and bakers, as well as deliveries ofunknown commodities for the cult of that

deity; SWU 46: rev. 9'. [ooE *]lugal-ir9-ra u E AN.SAR Sd LUGAL WUTU-GIN-A u

Vfo o] "[o o (for) the temple of] Lugalirra and the temple of AS§ur, (offering days)

of the king, Sama§-mukTn-apli and (o o o];" SWU 88: rev. 8'. [o o]
rEn dlugal-ir9-ra E

AN.SAR E.IG.tfAL.AN.KI E r
x

1
[o o]; SWU 104: rev. 5'. [o o E *en-li\n E AN.SAR

E *lugal-ir9-ra E.SIG.UR^^ E [o o o]; and SWU 107: rev. 7'. [oooE Hugal\-ir9-ra

ITI G[AN? o o]. The temple of Lugalirra was one of the small independent sanctuaries

of Uruk (ekurrdtu).

7.17. Lugal-Marada

Lugal-Marada, the patron god of the city of Marad, 77 appears once in a text from the

archive; PTS 2992: 1. 15 GUR ZULUM.MA ma-ak-ka-su 2. Sd Alugai-marad-da "15

kurrus of dates makkasu belonging to Lugal-Marada." The text is a promissory note

in which ErTba-Marduk, the Satammu of Eigikalamma, the temple of Lugal-Marada in

Marad, promises to deliver these dates in Marad for the makkasu offerings ofthe Lady-of-

Uruk: 6. ina ITI GAN a-na 7. ma-ak-ka-su Sd <*GA§AN Sd UNUGki ina AMAR.D[A^]
8. i-nam-din "He will deliver the (dates) in Marad in the month KislTmu for the makkasu
(offerings) of the Lady-of-Uruk." It is unclear why the dates are designated as belonging

to Lugal-Marada. It seems, at any rate, that this god was not a form of Lugal-Marada

worshiped at Uruk, but the patron god ofMarad. 78 However, Lugal-Marada is mentioned

in a ritual from Uruk dated to the Seleucid period as taking part in processions and ritual

meals in the temple of Anu.79

7.18. Madanu

Offerings of sacrificial animals to this deity are probably recorded in ARRIM 7, 47,

belonging to Group B of offering lists: 8. 2 a-na drDI.KUD(?) n
9. u %*-n[/?-/w4?].

7.19. Mar-bltl

This god is mentioned in TCL 9, 1 17: 49. ^DUMU-^ a-na UGU EN-/a a-Sd-lu "I beseech

Mar-bTti on behalf of my lord;" and YOS 3, 62: 22. gi-ne-e Sd an-tm <JEN-URU-/d 23.

u dDUMU-£ "The regular offerings of Anu, Bel-aliya, and Mar-bTti." It is not clear

whether the first text refers to a form of Mar-bTti worshiped in Uruk, while the second

text might refer to a form of the god worshiped in Larsa, Kullab, or another cult center

located in the region of Uruk (§7.7).

" On this god see Stol 1987-1 990.

™ The text is published by Joannes 1987, pp. 157-158.
79 T^ureau-Dangin 1921, pp. 66-67, AO 6459, obv. 6, and rev. 20 and 22 (translation pp. 94 and 99).
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7.22. Nabii

7.20. Marduk-of-the-Courtyard

This deity, who was worshiped in a small chapel accessible from the courtyard of the

Eanna temple, is attested in three SWU texts. SWU 32 records an allotment of beer for

the temple ofMarduk-of-the-Courtyard: rev. 1 0. [o o K]A§.yAid 4 SlLA KAS.tfA a-na

E <«AMAR.UD Sd E.KI[SAL o o] "[o o] beer, of 4 qus of beer for the temple ofMarduk-

of-the-Court[yard]." Two other texts record deliveries of unknown commodities; SWU
101 : rev. 3\ E dAMAR.UD Sd E.KISAL; and SWU 107: rev. 3\ [o o E] ^AMAR.UD Sd

KISAL. An unspecified substance is mentioned in YBC 9932, an offering list of Group

B, in connection with that deity: 12. 1/2 E dAMAR.UD Sd KISAL.

7.21. Meslamtaea

An inscription of STn-kaSid records the rebuilding ofEmeslam, the temple ofMeslamtaea

in Durum, near Uruk.80 It is uncertain whether this deity was worshiped at Uruk during

the Neo-Babylonian period, as it is mentioned only in the name of a city gate. AnOr 8,

70 is a sale of a piece of land in the district of the gate of Meslamtaea: 1. KI-/i ICA.GAL
dmes-lam-ta-e-a "the district of the gate of Meslamtaea;" and PTS 2076 mentions a

garden located to the left of the same gate: 46'. eisKIRl6 Sd a-na Su-me- r
lu Sd

1 ICA.GAL
Ames-lam-ta-e-a "a garden on the left side of the gate of Meslamtaea."

7.22. NabQ

The god Nabii was worshiped under two different forms in Neo-Babylonian Uruk. The

form worshiped in the temple ofNabCi {bit Nabu) was probably a full-size representation

ofthe god. The other form ofNabQ was his symbol placed on an altar (Subat Nabu) which

probably stood in Efoilianna, the cella of the goddess Nanaya in the Eanna temple (§ 5.1).

We do not know when the god Nabu was introduced to Uruk. The earliest mentions of

the god at Uruk do not antedate the Neo-Babylonian period. His presence there may
be connected with the cult of the goddess Nanaya, with whom NabQ was associated in

his home city of Borsippa at least since the end of the second millennium. His name

is always spelled with either of the two logograms commonly encountered in late texts:

dNA and dPA. Certain references to the god NabQ in texts from the Eanna archive may
be to NabQ of Borsippa rather than NabQ of Uruk. The consort of the god NabQ of Uruk

is not mentioned in the extant documentation, although TaSmetu is the more probable

candidate.

The silver shoe(s) ofNabu are mentioned in YOS 19,212: 1.6 1/2 GtN KU.BABBAR
te-Sir-tu 2. Sd ^E.SIR KU.BABBAR&S dNA "6 1/2 shekels of silver, additional delivery

(obtained) from the silver shoe(s) of NabQ." The fact that silver shoes are specifically

connected with the god Nabu and with no other deity may be more than coincidental. In

late theology NabQ was identified with Ninurta, whose astral incarnation was the planet

80 Frayne 1990, E4.4.1.14. On this god see Lambert 1987-1990.
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Mercury. Because of his role as herald of the gods, Nabu was worshiped in Sargonid

Assyria as a swift deity. He is called Nabu Sa lismi "Nabu of the footrace" in the takultu

ritual, and in a prayer for the city ASsur a day of the month Ayaru is called the urn lismi

sa Nabu "day of the footrace ofNabu," a property probably related to the swift motion of

the planet Mercury, and indeed an attribute of the messenger gods Hermes and Mercury

in classical mythology.81 Therefore there is a possibility that the silver shoes of Nabu

symbolized his quick astral motion, in the same manner as the winged sandals of the

gods Hermes and Mercury embodied their ability to run swiftly. NCBT 377 mentions

tassels(?) (aclllu) and nasbatu garments for the blt-fjilsi of Nabu and Nanaya: 1 . 2 ^a-
di-i[l-a-nu] 2. 2-ta ^na-as-sa-ba-'a-ta'

1

3. Sa sf8SAG 4. a-na £ fri-il-su 5. 5a dNA w
dna-na-a "2 tass[els](?) (and) 2 nasbatu garments of red purple wool for the bit-fyilsi of

Nabu and Nanaya."

The annual offering of a bull for the fyaru festival of Nabu on the 6th day of the

month Nisannu is mentioned in TEBR 58: 29. ul-tu MU 16-KAM a-di MU 19-KAM
ina MUAN.NA \-en AMAR v

suk-lu-hP 30. Sa ba-re-e sa dNA Sa U4 6-KAM Sa ITI

BARA "From the 16th until the 19th years, yearly, one unblemished bull for the fjaru

festival ofNabu on the 6th day of the month Nisannu." NCBT 1 83 mentions offerings of

various grains, including 1 kurru to Nabu: 2. 1 (GUR) a-na dNA; since this is preceded

by offerings to Bel (
dEN), it is possible that the symbols of Bel and Nabu are involved

(§5.1). An allotment of an unknown commodity is recorded inSWU 104:rev.4\ 1 GUR
1 (PI) 1 BAN 3 SiLA Sa £ dN[A?] "1 kurru, 1 panu, 1 sutu, (and) 3 qus for the temple

ofNa[bu?]."

The temple of Nabu, one of the small independent sanctuaries of Uruk (ekurratu), is

mentioned in several more texts. YBC 4165 mentions the delivery ofemmer and barley

to the temple of Nabu, although these were not necessarily intended for the offerings

of the god: 7. 2 (GUR) SE.BAR 4 (GUR) §E.ZlZ.AM ^ba-la-tu A-Su 8. Sa idEN- rSlT

ina £ dPA 9. 18 (GUR) Sa da-lu Ua-ri-bi ina £ dNA "2 (kurrus) of barley, 4 (kurrus)

of emmer, Balatu, son of Bel-erTba, in the temple of Nabu; 18 (kurrus) from the land

irrigated with well-water, Tarlbu, in the temple of Nabu;" and 32. 18 (GUR) Ha-ri-bi Sa

da-lu ina £ dNA "18 (kurrus of barley), Tartbu, from the land irrigated with well-water,

in the temple of Nabu." AnOr 9, 19 mentions arable land on the domains of the temple

of Nabu: 45. SE.NUMUN Sa £ dNA "The arable land of the temple of Nabu." The fact

that two toponyms were named after the temple of Nabu: Tamirat Bit Nabu (YOS 6, 84:

2.GARIN£ dNA[oo]),andthetownBTtNabu(YOS7, 124: 17. "™£ dNA; YOS 7, 135:

17. urur£ t'NA* 1

), could indicate that this town, not Uruk, was the seat of the temple of

Nabu, although this could also be another temple of Nabu located outside Uruk. The

temple of Nabu is also mentioned in the following texts; YOS 6, 43: 2. 6 dNA; YBC
371 1: 16. dul-lu ina£*Hk\ YOS 3, 107: 22. £ dNA; and TEBR 36: 27. £ dPA (also lines

29 and 30). NCBT 377 mentions the bTt-bilsi of Nabu and Nanaya: 4. E fyi-il-su 5. Sa

dNA it
dna-na-a.

81 Parpola 1983, pp. 55-56. References are collected in CAD L, p. 208, s.v. lismu. The epithet NabiiSa lismi

is also briefly discussed by Weidner 1952-1953. A different interpretation of the epithet is put forward by

West 1997, p. 146, n. 193, who claims it refers to a race contest in honor of Nabu during one of his festivals.

One intepretation does not exlude the other, however. The term is also discussed by Pongratz-Leisten

1994, pp. 100-101.
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7.24. Ninurta-of-the-Courtyard

A few texts mention the herdsmen (naqiduf2 and the temple slaves (Sirkuf1 ofNabu;

in most, if not all these cases it is probable that the god Nabu of Borsippa is meant.

TCL 13, 132: 1 and 133: 10-11 mention sheep branded with the stylus (qan tuppi), the

symbol of Nabu, but these texts might again refer to Nabu of Borsippa. As discussed

earlier the legal deposition YOS 7, 20 contains evidence that the gods of Babylon and

Borsippa occasionally traveled to Uruk to participate in rituals (§4.5.7.3). This leaves

open the possibility that some mentions of the god Nabu in the Eanna archive relate to

Nabu of Borsippa.

7.23. NingiSzida

The god NingiSzida was already worshiped in Uruk in the time ofthe 3rd dynasty ofUr. 84

He is known in the first millennium at Uruk solely from an inscription of Merodach-

Baladan II recording the restoration of his shrine (4. E dnin-giS-zi-da) in the Eanna

temple. 85 A god Ningigzida of Kamada, possibly a locality in the vicinity of Uruk, is

mentioned in an Old Babylonian archival text from the palace of Sin-kaSid. 86 Ningigzida

is paired with Dumuzi as one of the deities met by GilgameS in the netherworld and as

one of the doorkeepers of the god Anu in the story of Adapa. 87 These associations with

GilgameS, Dumuzi, Anu, and the netherworld account for his connection with Uruk and

his presence in the Eanna temple.

7.24. Ninurta-of-the-Courtyard

The sanctuary of this deity (Ninurta Sa kisalli) was probably a chapel with direct access

from the courtyard of the Eanna temple. It is mentioned in three SWU texts recording

allotments of barley to the brewers and bakers; SWU 26: rev. 17'. [o o] £ dnin-urta Sa

£.KISAL *za-qip~tm\ SWU 64: rev. 12'. £ dMA$ Sa fc.KISAL *za-qip-tm [o o]; and

SWU 75: rev. 1. [o o £ dM]A$ Sa 6.KISAL dza-qip-tu[4 o o]. SWU 105 records the

allotment of an unknown commodity: rev. 5'. [o o]
rdlugal-ir^-ra £ dMA§ Sa £.KISAL

Sa V[o o o]. Offerings of sacrificial animals to Ninurta-of-the-Courtyard are probably

recorded in SWU 163: rev. 3, and an unspecified substance in YBC 9932 (13. 1/2

£ dMA§ Sa KISAL), both belonging to Group B of offering lists. Text IBK 8, 164

records a dispute before the high officials of Eanna concerning a bowl (ruqqu) used

for the offerings of Ninurta-of-the-Courtyard: 8. §ENudka bar Sa gi-ne-e Sa dMA§ Sa

" TCL 1 3, 1 32: 2, 6, 7. PN i«NA.GADA Sa «PA/NA; and TCL 13,133: 8-9. PN '"NA.GADA Sa dNA.
m YOS 19, 18l:2.i^/-/w-*«3.^ JNA;NCBT488:4.PN'^V-^/ifl'fNA;YBC 1 1598: l.PN2.'«PA.KAB.DU

Sa JNA.
84 Sallaberger 1993, vol. II, p. 193, s.v. dNin-gis-zi-da (Uruk).

« Frame 1995, B.6.2 1.1.

86 Sanati-Muller 1993, pp. 145-146, no. 200: 16. nl-ga dnin-giS-zi-da 17. Sa Ka-a-ma-da* "the property

or Ningigzida in KSmada." The location of this place is unknown. On the god NingiSzida at Uruk during the

Old Babylonian period see Richter 1999, p. 270.
87 Edzard 1965, pp. 1 12-1 13, s.v. Ningizzida, and Black, Green 1992, pp. 138-140. On this god see

also Krumholz McDonald 1993, the three Sumerian hymns to Ningigzida edited by Sjoberg 1975b, and

the Sumerian literary composition edited by Jacodsen, Alster 2000.
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rKISALn
9. a-na >dUTU -fra-' tin

1
-en-Su ina E.AN.NA ap-te-

T
qitP "I entrusted the bowl

for the regular offerings of Ninurta-of-the-Courtyard to Sama§-hatin-en§i in the Eanna

temple." If Ninurta-of-the-Courtyard was the consort of Gula-of-the-Courtyard, then

she probably resided in his chapel (§ 5.4).

7.25. STn-of-Heaven

This deity (Sin Sa same), who also appears in Neo-Babylonian texts from Sippar,88 is

attested five times in the Eanna archive. In three texts the god Sin is mentioned alongside

STn-of-Heaven, indicating that they were distinct deities. The designation of a particular

god as Sa Same "ofheaven" is attested as early as the Old Babylonian period.89 The god

SamaS-Sa-Same appears in the pantheon of Mari,90 and in an Old Assyrian treaty found

at Tell Leilan oaths are sworn by Adad-Sa-Same, Sin-Sa-Same, and SamaS-Sa-Same. 91

A text from Mari similarly mentions SamaS-Sa-Same and Adad-Sa-Same as guarantors

of a treaty of alliance between Hammurabi of Babylon and Zimri-Lim of Mari against

Siwepalarhuhpak of Elam.92 Sin-Sa-Same is further mentioned in a kispu ritual from

Mari. 93 Not surprisingly the epithet Sa Same occurs mostly in connection with astral

deities (Sin, &ama§, IStar), but its precise significance is unknown. The god Anu himself

is sometimes characterized, somewhat redundantly, as Anu-of-Heaven is late texts.94

The latest mention of STn-of-Heaven in Uruk is recorded in YBC 7437, dated to the 28th

year of Darius I.

The offering table of STn-of-Heaven is mentioned in YOS 7, 185: 20. 1 g'sBAN§UR
KU.BABBAR &i d30 Sa AN-e "1 offering table of silver belonging to Sin-of-Heaven;"

and 26. 3 me-e KU.BABBAR ina g'MJRUxGA* Sa d30 LA-// "3 water stream-shaped

ss Always writlen <30 Sa AN-e, in Cyr. 40: 6; Cyr. 256: 8; and CT 57, 1 17: 8.

89 On deities qualified as "of heaven" see CAD S/I, p. 341, s.v. Sannl.
90 Several examples quoted in CAD §/I, p. 34 1 a, s.v. Samu. Sin-balflssu-iqbi, the governor of Ur in the middle

of the 7th century, left inscriptions dedicated to JEN.ZU AN.NA, the Sumerian equivalent of Sin-Sa-Same,

but there is no evidence from these inscriptions that this deity is distinct from Nanna-STn, the patron deity of

Ur (Frame 1995, pp. 231-233).
*' Eidem 1991, pp. 194-195, col. I, 5. pI]M Sa URA§ ta-ma 6. MEN.ZU Sa URA§ la-ma 7. N1UTU Sa

URA§ ta-ma "Swear by Adad-of-Heaven, swear by STn-of-Heaven, swear by Sama5-of-Heaven!" As pointed

out by Eidem (p. 205), (he interpretation of the sign IB as URA§=Samii is sustained by line 18 of the treaty:

DINGIR KI A [UR]AS-e ta-'ma
1 "Swear by the god(s) of earth and sky."

92 Durand 1986, p. Ill, \.*UTUSaSa-me-e[E]Nma-[lim]2.*\MSaSa-me-e[E]Np[tMU-us-se]"SamaS-
of-Heaven, lord of the land, Adad-of-Heaven, lord of the decision."
91 Birot 1980, p. 142, col. II, 2. ma-fja-ar Sin Sa Sa-me-e "before Sin-of-I leaven."
94 The name appears in the 3rd tablet of the series MaqlO, Meier 1937, p. 23, lines 31-32, to which add

the following duplicate from Hellenistic Uruk, SpTU III, p. 76, lines 31. 2-ta Si-na DUMU.Mf.MES *a-nu

Sa AN-e 32. 3-ia Si-na DUMU.Mf.MES *a-nu 5a AN-e "two are the daughters of Anu-of-Heaven, three

are the daughters of Anu-of-Heaven;" and in an incantation against LamaSlu published by Farber 1997,

p. 120, line 10. DUMU.Mf *a-nu Sd AN-e "the daughter of Anu-of-Heaven." In both cases, however, it can

be argued that Sa Same does not qualify Anu, but refers to the origins of his daughters ("from heaven"). The
name also appears in rituals for the R5S temple at Uruk during the Hellenistic period in Ttiureau-Dangin
1921, p. 65, AO 6451, rev. 33. (offerings) a-na J60 u an-tm Sa AN-e; according to Thureau-Dangin (ibid.

p. 85, n. 2), these were the short names of the astral incarnations of the two deities, who appear in another

ritual from Hellenistic Uruk, AO 6460, ibid. p. 68, obv. 15. MUL ^60 GAL-ii Sa AN-e it-iap-ba an-im
GAL-///4 Sd AN-e 16. ina mulMAR.GiD.DA it-tap-^a "(when) the great star of Anu-of-Heaven shines and

the great Antu-of-Heaven shines in the constellation of the Chariot." The god Sin is sometimes acclaimed as

Anu-of-Heaven in Akkadian hymns and prayers: see Seux 1976, p. 67, n. 9, and p. 279, line 3.
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7.27. Sin (ofUr)

ornaments95 of silver are missing from the offering table of Sin(-of-Heaven);"96 and

the inventory of cultic vessels PTS 3315: 13'. 1 gi§URUxGU KU.BABBAR Sa d30 Sa

AN-e "1 offering table of silver belonging to STn-of-Heaven."97 Deliveries of dates are

recorded in YBC 4021, an allotment of dates to the bakers for makkasu: 36. 4 BAN 5!

SILA d30 Sa AN-e ... 42. 4 BAN 3 SILA re-fr Sd ITI APIN 43. Sd d30 Sd AN-e "4

sdtus (and) 5! qus (for) STn-of-Heaven ... 4 sdtus and 3 <?ws, remainder of the month

Arabsamnu, for STn-of-Heaven;" and YBC 7437, listing remainders of allotments of

dates makkasu to the bakers: 43. 4 BAN 2 SiLA d30 Sd AN-e u
4 sdtus (and) 2 qus (for)

STn-of-Heaven ." SWU 35 records allotments of barley to the brewers: rev. 6. 1 (GUR) 2

(PI) 3 BAN Sd d30&z AN-e 'd[o o o] "1 {kurru), 2panus, (and) 3 sdtus for STn-of-Heaven,

[o o o]." An offering of a sacrificial animal to STn-of-Heaven is probably recorded in

ARRIM 7, 47: 7. 1 a-na d30 (Sd) AN-V.

7.26. STn-of-the-Courtyard

In his kudurru Ibni-I§tar is granted the entitlement to the offering of bread and beer

before STn-of-the-Courtyard: col. II, 10. 1 SlLA NINDA.rjA 1 SiLA KAS.SAG 11. ina

E dEN.ZU Sd KISAL "1 qu of bread (and) 1 qu of beer in the temple of Sin-of-the-

Courtyard."98 As the sole mention of this god dates to the 9th century, it is not certain

that his cult survived into later times.

7.27. Stn(ofUr)

The god Sin appears in four letters from the archive which, to judge from the names

of the senders and the deities invoked in the salutation formulas, were all probably sent

from Ur. Therefore the god Sin mentioned in these letters must be STn of Ur. This is

certain for BIN 1, 30, sent by Nabfl-etir-nap§ati and STn-muqqu-elip to the Satammu of

Eanna, since it quotes the Sangu of Ur (§3.7.10); the letter mentions the fish presented

for the regular offerings of STn: 26. nu-
r
u*^-nu* 27. bab-ba-nu-u lib-bu-u 28. gi-nu-u Sd

d30 "first quality fish in the same proportion as for the regular offerings of STn." YOS

3, 72, sent by Sfn-nadin-sumi and NabO-bel-usur to the Satammu and qtpu of Eanna,

mentions the barley belonging to STn which is stored in Eanna: 12. §E.BARa4 13. 1 Urn

GUR Sd d30 14. Sd ina k.AN.NA "The barley, 1,000 kn/s, belonging to STn, which is

in Eanna." BIN 1, 37 and 80 mention STn in their salutation formulas.

95 A similar ornament, though of much smaller size, may occur in ARM XXV, 30 (new edition in Durand
1 990a, pp. 1 36-1 37, no. 38), which refers to a sun-disk ornament decorated with labmu monsters and "rivers"

(4. Sa la-ajj-mi 5. // na-ra-tim).

96
It is possible in this case that the second mention of Sin also relates to the offering table of Sin-of-Heaven,

which is mentioned a few lines earlier.

" The same text mentions 2 BiiURUxGU K.U.GI on line 21 '.

98 Thureau Dangin 1919, p. 125.
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7.28. DaisofSamas

There are frequent mentions of the god Santas' in the Eanna archive, but in all cases it

seems assured that this deity is Sama§ of Larsa. There is one instance, however, where
a text might refer to a cultic location of Samas in Uruk; offerings of sacrificial animals

to the cultic dais of SamaS are recorded in SWU 163: obv. 3'. BARA dUTU. Another
cultic site of Sama§ in Uruk is mentioned in the Hellenistic shrine list SpTU I, 136:

10\ £.ME.LA[M].AN.NAAi-toi/ dUTU [S\a KISAL E.ZALAG.GA "Emelamanna, the

seat of SarnaS in the courtyard of Ezalagga."99 These sites were perhaps intended as

temporary residence for the god Santas' of Larsa, who may have visited the gods ofUruk
on certain ritual occasions. There is as yet no conclusive evidence for a cult of SamaS at

Uruk during the early periods. 100

7.29. Usmu

Usmu (or Isimu), known as the Janus-faced vizier of Ea, may appear in the ritual LKU
51: 16. d§A-/a; and in YOS 15, 10: 30. sa d§A-we, but the interpretation of these two
passages is uncertain. 101

7.30. Zababa

Zababa, the patron god of Kish, was worshiped at Uruk during the Neo-Babylonian
period in his own temple {£ dza-ba4-ba4), which was one of the small independent

sanctuaries of Uruk (ekiirratu). Allotments of barley to the brewers and bakers in

connection with this sanctuary are attested in SWU 35: rev. 5'. [o o] "61
*za-ba4-ba4 £

MugaUban-da £ d[o o o]; SWU 42: rev. 5'. £ dza-b\a4-ba4 o o o]; and SWU 72: rev. 12'.

[o o]
r
$a £ W-nu £ den-lil £ AN.SAR £ dza-ba4-

rba4 x"[o o o]. SWU 101 mentions
the sanctuary of Zababa, but the nature of the delivery is unknown: rev. 3'. [o o £ da-nu

£ den-l]il £ dAMAR.UD Sa fc.KISAL £ dza-ba4-ba4 [o o o]. Offerings of sacrificial

animals for the temple of Zababa are recorded in SWU 160: 6. In the letter TCL 9, 139

the king orders the administrators of Eanna to deliver barley for the offerings ofZababa
(12. gi-ne-e 13. Sa dza-ba4-ba4 ), but this need not be Zababa of Uruk. 102 YBC 3853
mentions one Ana-ili-taklak, pontiff {Sangu)m of Zababa: 6. 10 GUR (ZU.LUM.MA)
h-na-D\NG\R-tak~lak M£|.MA§ *za-ba4-ba4 "10 kurrus (of dates), Ana-ili-taklak, the

99 Edition in George 1992, pp. 198-201.
100 Discussion in Riciiter 1999, pp. 275-276.
101 The Old Babylonian version of the series Diri from Nippur has the following entry in section 10, line 28,
manuscripts K| and L\: <i&A=it$-mu-u (courtesy ofM. Civil). For other references to dSA (

JAra) = UsmA see
Borger 1978, p. 145, no. 353.
102 The name of the sender is lost, but the style of the address formula indicates (hat the letter emanates from
the king. Since the names of the recipients can be restored as officials of the Eanna temple during the reign

of Nebuchadnezzar II, it is almost certain that he should be identified as the sender: 1'. ['
JMA§]-LUGAL-

URI 2\ uN[\-na]-cliri-MU 3'. u 'JAMAR.UD-SUR "Ninurla-Sar-usur, Nabu-nadin-gumi, and Marduk-5|ir."
Another royal letter, Smith 1926, p. 442, is addressed to the same officials (§7.11 .4).

103 The scribe wrote '"SANGA.MAS *za-ba4-baAi evidently a mistake for '"E.MAS.
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pontiff ofZababa." Finally one text mentions the tiara or another piece of paraphernalia

belonging to the god Zababa of Kullab, UCP 9/2, 53: 2. 30 ar-za-la-a-nu 3. sa
rAGA?

KU7.GI? &7
1 dza-ba4-ba4 4. sa kul*-a[ba4ki

]
"30 arzallujewels belonging to the golden(?)

tiara(?) of the god Zababa of Kullab." 104
It is uncertain whether all these references are

to the same god. There is no evidence for a cult of Zababa at Uruk before or after the

Neo-Babylonian period.

km Oppenheim 1 949, p. 1 78, n. 1 7, discusses this passage. The tablet was collated by Dr. Laurie Pearce, who

confirmed (he reading kul*-a[ba4
ki

]. The reading of the object on line 3, however, must remain hypothetical

since the tablet is quite damaged at that point. It should be noted that a large number of ai-zallu jewels are

also recorded in the text describing the tiara of the goddess Usur-amassu (§4.4.2. 1, YBC 1 1390).
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8. NON-ANTHROPOMORPHIC DEITIES

In spite of the fact that the ancient Mesopotamians conceptualized their gods on the

human model, they also accorded divine status to a number of beings which were partly

or completely non-anthropomorphic. In Neo-BabyIonian Uruk there is evidence for the

existence of deified pieces of cultic paraphernalia, as well as of deified composite

creatures {Mischweseri) which were partly theriomorphic, partly anthropomorphic. 1

Given their close cultic and symbolic connection with IStar and the Eanna temple it

is probable that these minor numinous beings all resided in Uruk's main sanctuary.

8.1. Deified Paraphernalia

The Divine Chariot (
dnarkabta), a deified item of cultic paraphernalia which appears in

the offering lists of Group A, has been discussed earlier (§5.7). Five more such deities

appear in the archive: tyutaru, the Divine Staff, &i&patu
t
the Divine Quiver, ^kakkabtu,

the Divine Star-Shaped Branding Iron, durigallu
t
the Divine Urigallu Standards, and

6zaqiptu, the Divine Zaqiptu Standards. Deification ofcult objects and divine emblems is

attested in all periods ofMesopotamian history,2 and their importance in late Babylonian

temple ritual has recently become better documented with the publication of a ritual for

the month Sabatu in Babylon, which lists a number of deified weapons, scepters, and

emblems taking part in processions. 3 As expected, in Neo-Babylonian Uruk it is mostly

symbols and paraphernalia of the goddess I§tar which attain divine status.

8.1.1. Jjutaru, the Divine Staff

The word jjutaru is known from late editions of lexical texts, where it is equated with

various terms for "staff" and "scepter."4 In the Eanna archive the Divine Staff (
djju(aru)

appears in a few texts, notably in the following records of legal proceedings:

YOS7, 15

1

.

[
lki]-rib-ti A-SiiM MKA-URlU-rf &a a-na

2. [in]hclin-ii-WN "*SA.TAM 6.AN.NA A-MM
3. '"'"NA-DU-NUMUN A Va-bi-bi u ldNA-5E$-MU
4. LU SAG LUGAL MEN pi-qit-ti S.AN.NA iq-bu-u

5. um-ma "UTU-MU ASu M ^k-na-din-MU
6. a-na i-di-ia il-ti-Sii* ki i-bu-ka-an-ni

7. tyu-fa-ri it-ti-Su u
rU8\UA er-bi

1
I am excluding from the present discussion the symbols (kakku) of BEl and Nabfl (§5.1), which were

substitutes for the anthropomorphic image.
2 The deification of paraphernalia in the 3rd millennium is discussed by Selz 1997, pp. 167-179.

^ BM 32516 and BM 41239, published by George 2000, pp. 292-299.
4 CAD U, p. 265, s.v. ()u(aru A, lex. section.
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8. Sa dGA§AN sa lTNUG ki i-te-si-ir u ina E-sii

9. ig-da-za-az u si-in-du sa Ug.HA-iw

10. ina* sa*-ar\(m)-ti il-te-mit

(Concerning) Kiribtu, son of Ba'u-ereS, who declared to Nidintu-Bel, the satammu of Eanna,

son of Nabu-mukTn-zeri, descendant of Dabibi, and Nabu-al)-iddin, a royal servant, the

commissioner of Eanna, as follows: "When SamaS-iddin, son of Nabu-nadin-Sumi, took

me away with him as hired man, he had the Divine Staff with him, and he collected the ewes

(which are) the income ofthe Lady-of-Uruk but sheared them in his own house and unlawfully

branded them with the ownership mark (used) for his own ewes."

YOS 7, 146

1

.

ld<7-m/-LUGAL-URI A-su Sa 'd/'/i-w/7/-MU-MU '"NA.GADA sa dINNIN UNUG ki

2. sa se-e-nu qa-bu-tu NfG.GA dINNlN UNUG ki i-na pa-ni-Su i-kit-lu it i\}-li-iq

3. u ba-al wnA-DU-IBILA "»§A.TAM E.AN.NA A-su sa ha-din A hla-bi-bi

4. WNA-$E$-MU LU SAG LUGAL '"EN SIG5 E.AN.NA w '"DUB.SAR.MES sa E.AN.NA
5. '^jju-tu-ru is-Su-u'-ma se-e-nu muS-su-re-e-ti ul-tu EDIN
6.

T
i-na SU.MIN 1 '»DUMU-DU-/meS i-bu-ku-

rma" a-na NiG.GA E.AN.NA la id-di-ni

Concerning Anu-sar-usur, son of Innin-sum-iddin, the herdsman of Igtar-of-Uruk, who took

for himselfsheep and goats from the fold, the property of IStar-of-Uruk, which were under his

responsibility, and then disappeared, and who carried the Divine Staffwithout the authorization

of Nabu-mukTn-apli, the Satammu of Eanna, son of Nadin, descendant of Dabibi, of NabO-

alj-iddin, a royal servant, the commissioner of Eanna, and of the scribes of Eanna, and took

away from the countryside, from the mar-banis, sheep and goats which had been released (for

grazing) and did not deliver them back to the properly of Eanna.

In these two texts the Divine Staffappears as a symbol with which representatives of the

temple assert their authority in the countryside of Uruk, specifically in connection with

the gathering ofsheep and goats for grazing and shearing. 5 In both cases the Divine Staff

had been misappropriated by dishonest individuals in order to embezzle sheep belonging

to the Eanna temple. Considering the function of the Divine Staff, it is not surprising to

find that it sometimes traveled by boat, as we learn from the following letters; BIN 1,19:

7. tyu-ta-ri qal-la KU.GI 8. Sa it-ti ^u-ta-ri GAL-tJ 9. Sa ina E GUR7.ME$ 10. Sak-na

a-na xA-a \\. u ]gi-mil-lu 12. in-na-a-ma it-ti-Si't*-nu 13. ina ttb-bi &*Mk*-Su*-nu* 14.

US-Sit-u "(As for) the small Divine Staff of gold which is deposited in the storehouses

together with the large Divine Staff, give it to Apia and Gimillu so that they will carry

it with them in their boat;" and YOS 3,71: 27. dbu-ta-ri it-ti 28. Si-pir-tm Sa EN-w 29.

lil-li-kam-ma 30. ina eisMA lu-Si-ib "Let the Divine Staffcome with the message of my
lord and let it be set up in the boat."

PTS 3230 records the receipt of woven cloth to make a garment named talbuStu

for the Divine Staff: 4. 1 MA.NA 52 GiN ^mi-ifj-su 5. Sa sigtfE.ME.DA B i5rJAB w
sfeZA.GlN Sa-pi-i ruq-qu 6. 6 ^a-di-lu Set ^u-za-ra-a-tu 7. Sa dUR.IDIM.ME§ 2 ^tal-

bu-uS-tu 8. Sa d(jihta-ru "1 mina and 52 shekels of woven cloth of red-colored wool

(dyed) with (jilratu, and of blue-colored wool, (of both) thick (and) thin (fabric, for) 6

One is reminded of the journey of the Divine Weapon to administer oalhs, studied by Harris 1965.
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tassels(?) for the uzaru garments of the Divine Urdimmus, (and for) 2 talbuStu garments

for the Divine Staff." The Divine Staff is also mentioned in the letter YOS 3, 8: 21 , but

in an uninformative context.

8. 1 .2. ISpatu, the Divine Quiver

There are two uncertain mentions of the Divine Quiver in the ritual LKU 51: obv. 15.

6iS-pa-
r
tU4

l

and 16. [
6i\S-pa*-

r
tU4*'

1

. The quiver was an emblem of Igtar as goddess of

warfare, and therefore its presence as a deified piece of paraphernalia in the Eanna

temple would not be surprising.

8.1.3. Kakkabtu, the Divine Star-Shaped Branding Iron

The word kakkabtu refers to a branding iron in the shape of a star, the symbol of IStar.

Texts from the archive frequently mention the branding of slaves and domestic animals

with the kakkabtu iron. The Divine Star-Shaped Branding Iron is attested only once with

the determinative for gods in the offering list YOS 17, 345, where it is granted the honor

of a sacrificial sheep together with the Divine Urdimmus: 6. 1 a-na dur-dimme** 1, u
dkak-kab-ti "1 (sheep) for the Divine Urdimmus and the Divine Star-Shaped Branding

Iron." This document is dated to the 3rd day of the month Addaru, which was the cultic

date with the largest yearly increase in sheep offerings in the Eanna temple.6 On that day

95 sheep were sacrificed, a figure more than ten times larger than that of the basic ginu

offerings of 9 sheep on a normal cultic day. Therefore it is not a coincidence that the

only text recording an offering to the Divine Star-Shaped Branding Iron should be dated

to that day, for only on cultic dates with such huge increases can we expect offerings to

have been directed to the minor numinous beings residing in the temple.

8. 1 .4. The Divine Urigallu Standards

Standards in Mesopotamia are attested in all periods as symbols of the divine or royal

presence.7 In Uruk there is evidence for a cult of various Divine Standards designated by

the word urigallu and preceded with the divine determinative. 1\vo discrete standards are

known: the Divine Urigallu Standard of IStar, and the Divine Urigallu Standard ofUsur-

amassu. A Divine Urigallu Standard not connected with a specific deity is mentioned

in ARRIM 7, 47: 17. ditri-gal-[lum], an offering list of sacrificial animals belonging

to Group B. The ritual selection of animals for the Divine Urigallu Standard of Usur-

amassu is mentioned in NCBT 625: 1.
r
x x SAf.MArJ a-na 6 UDUNf[TA.ME§] 2.

[Sa]
r
pa-ra-su ScT WitrP-gal-lum 3. [Sa]

r
*\JR\-a-mar-su 'GI-dAM[AR.UD] 4. [A-Su

Sa l

]

r
IR-dNA(?) 1

i-ta-bak
" r
x x x x"

1

for 6 sh[eep, belonging to] the ritual selection for

the Divine Urigallu Standard of Usur-amassu, brought by Mu§allim-Mar[duk, son of]

Arad-NabQ(?)."

6 Robbins 1996, p. 70.
7 See Ponoratz-Leisten, Deller, Bleibtreu 1992. On the earliest evidence for the use of standards in

the cult see Szarzy^ska 1996.
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Representations of standards in Neo-Assyrian art often depict them as a staff

surmounted with a circular piece of openwork. One of the most common decorative

motifs depicted within the circle is a horned animal in jumping posture. 8 Such a motif

appears to be mentioned in YOS 17, 245, which records the receipt of a quantity of

gold for the buck (daSSu) of the Divine Urigallu Standard of IStar: 1.8 1/2 GYHgi-ru-u

KU.GI 2. \-en da-dS-Su KU.GI Sd VurV-gal-lum 3. Sd dINNIN UNUGki "8 1/2 (and)

1/24 shekels of gold for a gold buck for the Divine Urigallu Standard of I§tar-of-Uruk."9

Two texts record disbursements of wool for the turbans (parSIgu) of the Divine

Urigallu Standards; YOS 7, 1 83: 32. 2 MA.NA ^mi-ifj-si Sd s(gyE.ME.DA Sd in-za-jju-

re-V-li 1 ^par-si-gu sd *uri-gal-lum 33. Sd <>GA3AN sd UNUG^ 34. 1 2/3 MA.NA
KI.MIN Sd diiri-gal-lum Sd dURI-INIM-5W "2 minas of woven cloth of red-colored

wool (dyed) with inzafjuretu (for) one turban for the Divine Urigallu Standard of the

Lady-of-Uruk (and) 1 2/3 minas of the same for the Divine Urigallu Standard of Usur-

amassu;" and PTS 2282: 18. 1 par-Si-gu Sd ^uri-gal-lum Sd dGA3AN Sd UNUGki
...

23. 1 par-Si-gu Sd ditri-gal-lum Sd dURI-INIM-^w "1 turban (of red-colored wool dyed

with inzafjuretu) for the Divine Urigallu Standard of the Lady-of-Uruk ... 1 turban (of

the same) for the Divine Urigallu Standard of Usur-amassu." 10 As noted by Pongratz-

Leisten, these "turbans" must be identified as the tassels tied at the base of the circular

piece of metalwork which tops the standard. 11 Such turbaned standards appear to have

had a long history in Mesopotamia. Steinkeller recently argued that the archaic symbol

of the goddess Inanna, depicted on cylinder seals and other works of art of the late 4th

millennium, represents a standard topped with a similar turban (bar-si) tied to form a

loop ending in two streamers. 12

A standard depicting a pair of curved lion-headed protomes with an eight-pointed

star rising between them appears on several seal impressions found on Eanna archive

tablets dated to the last seven years of the reign of Nebuchadnezzar II. 13 This standard

probably symbolizes I§tar, although it does not correspond to the textual descriptions of

the Divine Urigallu Standard of the goddess and appears to belong to a different type of

object than the Urigallu standards depicted in Neo-Assyrian art.

8.1.5. The Divine Zaqiptu Standards

This word is attested in the meaning "standard" only in late texts from Uruk. A ritual

from the Seleucid period mentions three zaqiplus, without the divine determinative,

among the vestments and paraphernalia to be worn and exhibited during the ritual of

"grasping the hands of the gods." 14 In Neo-Babylonian texts from the Eanna archive

» SceBLEiBTREU 1992, especially pis. 5 1-53.
9 CAD D, p. 120, lists Ihrce words da.lfu. The first one, da.fStt A "buck," is attested in lexical texts and Saziga

prayers. The second one, daSSu B "a small metal implement," is attested in Neo-Babylonian archival texts

but not in lexicography. It is not excluded that daSSu B refers to an ornament in the shape of a buck. The
word daS&u C is attested only in lexicography and refers to a leather armor.
10 This occurs in a list of {en parSigus for which are disbursed, line 15:9 1/3 MA.NA ml-l(j-sl.M SHJE.ME.DA
Sa in-za-ffu-re-e-lii.

" Pongratz-Leisten 1992, p. 329.
12 Steinkeller 1998 and Beaulieu 1998b.
13 Discussion by Enrenderg 1999, pp. 14-15.
14 The Uruk excavation number of this text is W 18728. It is published in Falkenstein 1959, pp. 40-44,
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the Divine Zaqiptu Standards are mentioned as recipients of various offerings. Two
SWU texts record allotments of barley to the brewers for the Divine Zaqiptus; SWU 26:

rev. 17'. [o o o] E dnin-urta sd E.KISAL dza-qip-tm [o o o] it E de-a [o o]; and SWU
46: rev. 7\ [o o E].KISAL dza-qip-{tu4 ) dGIGIR u E <*BE Id[o o o]. Two more SWU texts

record allotments of barley to the bakers; SWU 64: rev. 12'. E <*MAS Sd E.KISAL dza-

qip-m [ooo]; SWU 75: rev. 1 . [o o E <*M]A§ Sd E.KISAL *za-qip-tu[4 o o o]. Offerings,

probably of sacrificial animals, to the Divine Zaqiptu Standards are recorded in SWU
163: obv. 3', and an unspecified substance presented to them appears in the offering list

YBC 9932: 14. 1
dza-qip-tu4> both belonging to Group B of offering lists. According to

CAD the word zaqiptu is only a designation for the Divine Urigallu Standards, but there

is no conclusive evidence that the two words refer to one and the same object. 15

8.2. Deified Mischwesen

In the last phases of its history Mesopotamian religion accorded an increasingly impor-

tant place to a variety of demons and genii which, owing to their composite nature, part

animal and part human, are often referred to as Mischwesen. The iconographic identifi-

cation of these Mischwesen has been assessed with great precision by Wiggermann on

the basis of correlations between the ritual texts which describe them and their pictorial

representations in Assyrian and Babylonian art. 16 In Neo-Babylonian Uruk two Mis-

chwesen appear with the determinative for gods: the Divine Urdimmus and the Divine

Urmafjlulus.

8.2. 1 . The Divine Urdimmus

One of the Mischwesen discussed by Wiggermann in his study of Mesopotamian
protective spirits is the Urdimmu, identified by him as a "Lion-man," and by Black and

Green as a "Lion-humanoid." 17 The Urdimmu is a composite benevolent monster, with

the upper body of a man and possibly the lower body of a lion, standing on its hind legs,

wearing a horned tiara, and carrying a staff topped with a symbol in the shape of a lunar

crescent. This latter emblem appears to have been optional. Artistic representations of

the creature are rare. Two are found on monumental reliefs from Assurbanipal's North

Palace at Nineveh. 18 Another one is found on a seal impression, also from Nineveh,

and pis. 29 and 34: rev. 10', za-qip-tuA Si-i()-(u za-qip-tm pe-si-tu 1
1'. za-qip-tm ur-qit "a standard with a

hide(?), a while standard, a green standard."
15 CAD Z, pp. 57-58, s.v. zaqiptu. Tadmor 1998, p. 353, n. 2, suggests that the word zaqiptu refers to the

upright, cylindrical turban of late Babylonian rulers, in which case the urigallu and the zaqiptu might be two
different types of standards, the former decorated with a scarf-like turban, the latter topped with a cylindrical

turban.

16 For a comprehensive survey of these creatures see Wiggermann 1993-1997, and especially Green
1993-1997 for the iconography.
17 Wiggermann 1992, pp. 172-174. See also Black, Green 1992, p. 122.
18 Barnett 1976, pi. XXVI (Room I, Entrance A, Slab 1): Urdimmu with curled (ail, wearing a horned tiara

and carrying a staff topped with a crescent; and pi. LIV (Room S, Entrance A): Urdimmu with curled tail,

without staff, following a mufyuttu walking on its hind legs. See also Kolbe 1981, pp. 132-136, and pi.

XIV, I and 2.
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which bears a depiction of two Urdimmus facing each other. 19 A seal impression from

Hellenistic Uruk has also recently been assessed as a representation of the Urdimmu.20

There is possibly one additional depiction of the Urdimmu dating to the Kassite period.21

Ehrenberg has recently identified a representation ofan Urdimmu in a seal impression on

a text from the Eanna archive, thus providing iconographic correlation to the epigraphic

evidence for their presence at Uruk during the Neo-Babylonian period.22

Textual references are almost as scarce. One of the earliest appearances of the

Urdimmu is in Enuma eli§, where it belongs to the army of monsters launched by Tiamat

in her conflict against Marduk.23 After defeating these monsters Marduk sets them up

at the gate of Apsu as trophies and eventually guardians, turning them from malevolent

into benevolent protective creatures. 24 According to the inscription of Agum-kakrime

Urdimmus were depicted on the gates of the Esagil temple in Babylon. 25 This has been

confirmed by a recently published inscription of Nebuchadnezzar II. 26 Since the Esagil

temple was considered, according to Enuma eliS, to be the terrestrial counterpart of

Apsu,27 it appears that the poem provides an etiology for the depiction of the creatures at

the gates ofthe temple. Sennacherib adorned the gateways of the temple of the god A§§ur

with representations of similar creatures, including Urdimmus.29 The usurpation of the

mythology of Enuma eliS by the god ASSur was an important aspect of his theological

reforms.

The role of Urdimmus as door guardians is emphasized in the apotropaic rituals which

prescribe the fashioning of figurines depicting them and their burial under thresholds

and gateways to ensure the protection of buildings. In other rituals the Urdimmu appears

as intercessor with Marduk and ZarpanTtu on behalf of the sick, a role possibly derived

from his function as their gatekeeper. He is also invoked in the litanies of absolution of

various apotropaic rituals.29 Urdimmus are mentioned in an acrostic hymn to Marduk

19 Herbordt 1992, pp. 90-91, seal impression Ninive 94 (pi. 5, no. 2 for a drawing; pi. 22, no. 4 for a

photo). This impression represents two Urdimmus facing each other. They have human upper bodies, and

animal, perhaps leonine lower bodies. They both carry a staff surmounted with a moon-crescent and ending

with a spade at (he bottom. They both wear a tiara and their tail is curled.

20 Wallenfels 1994, p. 41, contains one seal impression depicting an Urdimmu (no. 191) which has a

curled tail but carries no staff.

21 Seidl 1989, pp. 41-42, fig. 10, on the left side in the middle register. The interpretation of the figure is

uncertain: it could also be a scorpion-man, depending on the interpretation of the tail, which is only partly

visible.

22 The tablet is PTS 2567, dated to the 25th year of Nebuchadnezzar II. Discussion in Ehrenberg 1995.

The impression is also published in Ehrenberg 1999, p. 100, and pi. 27, no. 212.
2 > Tablets I, 14 1-43; II, 27-29; and III, 3 1-33, 89-9 1.

« Tablet V, 73-76.
25 V R 33, col. IV, 53; latest translation and discussion in Foster 1993, pp. 273-277. Brief discussion and

further references in Horowitz 1998, p. 108, n. 2.

" George 1988, p. 143, line 39' (BM 45619 col. I), and pp. 150-151 for discussion.

" Tablet VI, 62.

28 Engel 1987, pp. 89-90 for discussion of Urdimmu, and pp. 174-177 for edition of the relevant passages

of the Prism of Sennacherib: 21. ZAG u GUB &a KA UR.IDIM u GfR.TAB.LUU lg.LU kul-lu Si-ga-ri KA
Su-nu-t[u] "Right and left of the gate an Urdimmu and a Scorpion-Man hold the locks of the gate."

29 The attestations are collected by Wiggermann 1992, pp. 173-174, and by George 1988, p. 151. To

these should be added a ritual to avert the hostility of an enemy published by Mayer 1990, pp. 15-16, line

1 1. ina APIN 15 ina mu(j-(ji UR.IDIM SlNIG rA\[ME5 T]U5 "In the month Arabsamnu, on the 15th (day),

he washes himself on an Urdimmu of tamarisk." See also Mayer 1999, p. 151, line 46, where the fashioning

of an Urdimmu figurine of cedar wood is prescribed in a ritual against the "hands" of various gods, demons,

and spirits.
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and ZarpanTtu attributed to Assurbanipal, but this material is obviously derivative of

Enuma elis.30 The creature also gave its name to a constellation, the MUL UR.IDIM. 31

Texts from the Eanna archive contain a substantial number ofreferences to the Divine

Urdimmus. The latest mention of the creature in the archive occurs in PTS 2180: 69,

dated to the 29th year ofDarius I. Analysis of the Eanna material confirms the role of the

creature as door guardian, and also underscores the important place held by the Divine

Urdimmus and other Mischwesen in late Babylonian religion.32

8.2.1.1. Writing and Etymology

In texts from Uruk the various spellings of the word fall into two broad categories:

logographic and syllabic. The former group includes spellings with the signs UR
and IDIM, also attested in the plural (with ME or MES). The group with syllabic

spellings includes all forms with the signs UR and DIM pronounced phonetically /urdim/

and sometimes provided with the nominative ending /u/ or with the Sumerian plural

indicators ME and ME§, such as ur-dimmei or ur-dim-mumQl . The anomalous spelling

nu-ur-dim-mu in one text is probably a scribal mistake. 33 These phonetic spellings

corroborate Lambert's hypothesis, based at the time on the single occurrence of the

spelling ur-dim™ in a ritual text, that the pronunciation of the word was /urdimmu/ rather

than /uridimmu/.34 One last and important observation must be made: with only one

exception, the word is always prefixed with the divine determinative in Neo-Babylonian

Uruk. This was not the case in earlier texts. Examples of the various spellings found in

the archive are as follows.

1 . Logographic Spellings

^UR.IDIM (AnOr 9, 8: 63*; PTS 3 1 17: 2)

dUR.IDIM.ME (NCBT 245: 10; YBC 7436: 43)

<MJR.IDIM.MES (NCBT 155: 9; NCBT 779: 9)

2. Syllabic Spellings

dur-dim (YBC 7409: 15)

Aur-dim-mu (NCBT 543: 1;TCL 13,

dur-dim-mum(* (Cincinnati 20: 2)

dnu-ur-dim-mu (YOS 6, 240: 16)

67: 4; YBC 6937: 12)

,0 Livingstone 1989, no. 2, verse 16.

»' GttssMAN 1950, pp. 67-68.
J2 Preliminary study by Beaui.iru 1990b. Some of my conclusions in this note are modified here. A recent

study incorporating additional material and giving new insights into previously published material is Kessler
1997. As noted by Kessler, Freydank reads the three attestations in the SWU texts as UDU.IDIM.MES,
although he copied the initial sign as a clear UR in two cases {SWU 44 and 124), while in the third case

the sign is copied as UDU but is shaded. KOmmel 1979, p. 47, interpreted the divine element in the name
Ina-silli-Urdimmu as a form of TaSmelu: dur-idim= d/a£-wn7, «,ur-dim= d

/ff.?-///M, and diir-dim-mu= J/fl£-f/'/M-

mu, hence his reading of the name as Ina-silli-Ta5melu. This doesn't seem very convincing as it would imply

an unusual form of metathesis.

,J The proposal by Zadok 1981, who explains it as a form oflhe divine name Ninurla, seems too contrived.

m Lambert 1957-1958, p. 112.
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An ancient explanation of the word UR.IDIM is preserved in Har-ra= fyubullu XIV,

95. ur.idim= kal-bu Se-gu-u, which means "mad dog."35 In spite of this gloss most

scholars have preferred to identify the Urdimmu as a lion-man rather than a dog-man.

This opinion is not unreasonable in view of the fact that in Sumerian taxonomy lions

belonged to the general category ofcanines, as evidenced by the main Sumerian name of

the lion, ur.mab, which literally means "big dog" (cf. rjar-ra=#w6w//w XIV: 61 . ur= kal-

6w "dog" 62. ur=/a/?-/w"lion, lion-serpent" 63. \ir=ne-e-su"\\on" 64. ur.[m]a\}= ne-e-Su

"lion"). However, the Akkadian language does draw a sharp distinction between dogs

{kalbu) and lions (nesu, labbu). Therefore, unless one is willing to see in the equation

UR.IDIM

=

kal-bu Se-gu-u a mindless literal translation, it is more likely that UR.IDIM
means "mad dog," not "mad lion." This is one of the arguments which prompt Ellis,

in a future publication, to question the current interpretation of Urdimmu as "lion-

man." While accepting the iconographic identification of the Urdimmu proposed by

Wiggermann, he argues that the supposed leonine features of the creature could also

be those of a dog. Therefore the Urdimmu could just as easily be a dog-man, and the

equation UR.IDIM =kalbuSegu be literally exact.

8.2. 1 .2. The Divine Urdimmu in Personal Names

The Divine Urdimmu appears in two personal names: Urdimmu-ilu'a "the Divine

Urdimmu is my personal god" and Ina-silli-Urdimmu "Under the protection of the

Divine Urdimmu? The personal name Urdimmu-ilu'a appears in the following texts,

but it is uncertain whether they all refer to the same individual. This seems assured only

for PTS 2182 and YBC 7409, where the man named Urdimmu-ilu'a is in both cases

designated as a leather worker.

PTS 2182: 23. W|/iw//w-DINGIR-i/-fl it
ldUTU-a-a »A§GAB.ME

PTS 2190: 45. Hur-dim-D\NGlR-u-a '^[o o]

PTS3263:l. IDINGIR-^/7-m/-§E§.ME-iw-DU2.w'JUR.IDIM-DINGIR-M-a3.DUMU

ME Sd {ana-ma-ka-ni-Su 4. saiza-ki-tit4

YBC 7409: 15. ^ur-dim-
rD\NG\R-ir-a >«A§[GAB]

YOS 6, 184: 2. ^ur-dim-D\NG\R-ii-a (also line 5)

YOS6,240: 16. ]dnu-ur-dim-mu-DlNG\R-u-a

YOS 7, 120: 9. [WUR].IDIM-DINGIR-w-fl A WUTU-DU

Individuals named Ina-silli-Urdimmu appear in GCCI 2, 366: 1 1. ^ina-GlSSUAtr-dim

(no filiation or occupation), in YOS 19, 297: 2. i/7ifl-GISSU-dUR.IDIM ""tfUN.GA (no

filiation), and SpTU V, 29 1 : 8. ]ni-din-tu4 A-Su Sd ]ina-GlSSUAtr-dim-mu A [o o o] 9.

it hu-rin-ni-tm DAM-&/ "Nidintu, son of Ina-silli-Urdimmu, descendant of [o o o], and

his wife TurinnTtu" (also line 13). Another Ina-silli-Urdimmu, son of Nabu-bani-a|)i,

descendant of the doorkeeper, appears in the following texts:

!

35 MSL 8/2, p. 14, line 94, ur-idim = SU-;«» (ur-idim-mu) 95. ur-idim= kal-bu Se-gu-u.
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AnOr 8, 56: 20. !//7a-GISSU-dUR.IDIM DUMU-Susd 2 1 . 'dNA-DU-SES DUMU '"I.DU8

GCCI 2, 97: 8. Hna-GlSSU-*ur-dim 9. A-Su Sa 'dNA-DU-SE§ A ""I.DUg

TCL 12, 1 17: 13. Ima-GISSU-dUR.IDIM A-su Sd unA-DU-SES A "«I.DU8

YOS 7, 178: 1. Una-GlSSU-^ur-dim-mu DUMU-Susd 2. wnA-DU-SeS A '"i.DU 8

YOS 19, 65: 1 . im<z-GISSU-dUR.IDIM A-su sd idNA-DU-§ES 2. A '*i.DU 8

Dar. 77: 3. iKI-da-««-TIN A-SuSd 4. [Hna]-G\SSU-ur-dim A '"i.DU8

Bar. 524: 4. 'KI-d60-TIN A-Su sd 5. ((Sd)) Jma-GISSU-dUR.IDIM 6. A '»i.DU8

The name pattern Ina-silli-DN "Under the protection of (such and such) god" is

not infrequent in Neo-BabyIonian onomastics. It suggests that the Divine Urdimmu
could, like any deity, extend his protection to the newborn. Perhaps this name was
given to a child who escaped a grievous disease at birth and was saved because of

the intercession of the creature. As seen above, this is one of the functions of the

Urdimmu in some rituals to cure the sick. Ina-silli-Urdimmu, father of Itti-Anu-balatu

and son of Nabu-bani-a()i, presents an interesting case. His ancestral name derived

from a professional occupation, that of doorkeeper (atu). This might furnish another

possible explanation for the choice of the name Ina-silli-Urdimmu. Because of his role

as guardian of the gate, the Divine Urdimmu possessed the ideal attribute to become
a patron deity of temple doorkeepers, and indeed it appears that Ina-silli-Urdimmu

and his family still engaged in the professional activity of their ancestor. In text Dar.

77, dated to the 3rd year of Darius the Great, the son of Ina-silli-Urdimmu takes a

loan of silver and puts as collateral a share in his prebend of doorkeeper, the office of

atutu:*6

Dar. 77

1

.

11/3 MA.NA KU.BABBAR sd *ba-ba-a

2. DUMUMf-tti Sd 1%-dEN A W-gu-ti-a

3

.

ina UGU 'KI-^-/u/-TIN A-Su Sd

4. [i/7w]-GISSU-i/r-<////i A '«1.DU8

5. [o o]V GlS.SUB.BA-^w i«l.DU8-w-/w

6. [Sa kA.GJAL!-; maS-ka-mt Sd \ba-ba]- T
a^

1 1/3 minas of silver, belonging lo Baba, the daughter of Arad-Bel, descendant of Sigu'a,

credited against Itti-Anu-balatu, son of Ina-silli-Urdimmu, descendant of the doorkeeper, [o

o] of his prebend of doorkeeper [at the g]ale! is the security held by Baba.

8.2.1.3. Offerings

Several texts mention offerings for the Divine Urdimmus of Uruk. These lists record

offerings of sheep, and possibly other sacrificial animals as well, in addition to offerings

of salt, sesame, and barley. In many cases the offerings of the Divine Urdimmus are

delivered in conjunction with those of the god Nusku. Ifwe are to judge only from these

36 This, however, is nol (he mandatory explanation, since he is the only doorkeeper bearing a Iheophoric

name with Urdimmu and since such names are borne by individuals who were not necessarily doorkeepers.
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documents, the treatment accorded to the Divine Urdimmus is no different from the care

fostered on the other gods of Uruk. It is probable, however, that offerings were made to

them only sporadically.

8.2.1.3.1. Salt

Offerings of salt to the Divine Urdimmus are mentioned in two texts. In both cases a

man named Baniya is in charge of the offerings; NCBT 155: 8-1 1 (40 minas for Nusku

and the Divine Urdimmus, from the month TaSrTtu until the month Tebetu, Baniya),

and NCBT 779: 8-10 (30 minas for Nusku and the Divine Urdimmus for the months

Nisannu, Ayaru, and Simanu, Baniya).

8.2.1.3.2. Barley

Three SWU texts record allotments of barley for the offerings of the Divine Urdimmus.

SWU 44 is an allotment of barley to the brewers: rev. 6'. [o o]+3 GUR sd dUR.IDIM.ME
,dUTU-MU-MU "[o o] + 3 kurrus (of barley) for the Divine Urdimmus, SamaS-sum-

iddin;" SWU 72 is an allotment to the bakers: rev. IT. [oo sd d]NUSKU hu-um-bu u

SES.MES-&/ 5 (GUR) 2 (PI) <<
rUR.IDIM.ME$n

>[o o o] "[o o for] Nusku, Zumbu and

his brothers, 5 {kurrus and) 2 panus (of barley) for the Divine Urdimmus, [o o o];" and

SWU 124 records an allotment to both: rev. 9'. 12 Sa dNUSKU u dUR.IDIM.ME§ "12

(masifjus of barley) for Nusku and the Divine Urdimmus" PTS 2180, dated in the 29th

year of Darius I, records an allotment of barley to the bakers as maSsartu: 69. [o] 3 (PI)

3 BAN sd dur-dimmci "[o] 3 panus (and) 3 sdtus (of barley) for the Divine Urdimmus"

Kessler quotes an unpublished text which mentions allotments of barley for the Divine

Urdimmus, W 20000,202: 5-6. 16 GUR SE.BAR&i E dNUSKU u dUR.I[DIM].ME "16

kurrus of barley for the temple of Nusku and the Divine Urdimmus'," the text probably

dates to the later years of the reign of Darius I.
37

8.2.1.3.3. Oil

An allotment of oil for the Divine Urdimmus is mentioned in NCBT 245: 10. 1 SlLA

(l.GlS) o-na dUR.IDIM.ME ldEN-DA "
1 qu (of oil) for the Divine Urdimmus, Bel-le'i."

There is no indication as to the purpose for which the oil was disbursed, whether to

prepare food offerings or for ritual use.

8.2.1.3.4. Meat

Some of the offering lists of Group B record allocations of sacrificial animals for the

Divine Urdimmus. Sacrificial sheep are mentioned in YOS 1 7, 345 : 6. 1 a-na dA//'-d/wme5 *.

One other list is probably concerned with sacrificial animals, SWU 160: obv.(?) 1. [o o]

IGI
<|rUR"\IDIM.ME. As seen above the offerings listed in YOS 17, 345 were presented

on the 3rd day ofthe month Addaru, which witnessed the largest annual increase in sheep

sacrifices in the Eanna temple (§ 8. 1 .3). Only during such days of sacrificial bounty were

sheep offered to minor deities like the Divine Urdimmus.

37 Kessler 1997, pp. 155-156.
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8.2.1.4. Garments

The following texts refer to textiles and articles of clothing for the Divine Urdimmus:^

Cincinnati 20

1

.

8 GiN KU.BABBAR 2 ^BABBAR.RA/MES 1

2. Sd qab-ht Sd ^ur-dim-mu'™^

3. Sd\ KA.GAL-w SUM-hw

8 shekels of silver has been allotted (for) two light-colored waistbands for the Divine

Urdimmus (stationed) at the gate.39

YBC 7436

33. 1 1/2 MA.NA ^mi-ib-si Sd BABBAR-w s'eyE.ME.DfA o o]

34. sigZA.GiN.KUR.RA Sd SEN ^tu-ma-nu-u *'g[o o]

35. ana *sa-di-i-U it
si&Si-pi Sd <>UR.ID[IM.ME$]

36. 'SUM.NA-$E$ '"US.BAR bir-mu ma-be-[er] ...

42. [o l]"BKUR.RA.ME it
r9

1 ^ir-a-am [o o o]

43. [o] a-na '^NfG.lB.LA.ME Sd <<UR.IDIM.ME V [o o]

33. 1 1/2 minas of white woven cloth, red wool [oo],

34. blue-colored wool, waistband, linen, wool [o o],

35. for a tassel(?), and STpu wool for the Divine Urd[immus];

36. received] by Nadin-at)i, the weaver of colored fabrics ...

42. [o] KUR.RA garments and 9 jackets [o o o]

43. [o] for the sashes of the Divine Urdimmus x [o o]

PTS 3230

4. 1 MA.NA 52 GlN ^tm-i(j-su

5. Sd s'gUfc.ME.DA gisyAB u si«ZA.GlN Sa-pN ruq-qu

6. 6 t{i&a-di-lu Sd l{i&ii-za-ra-a-tu

7. Sd dUR.IDIM.ME§ 2 ^tal-bu-uS-tii

8. Sa dfju-(a-ru m/w-wm-MU-ORI

9. A iDUG.GA-UNUGki ma-lje-er . .

.

16. 2 MA.NA 5 GiN 6 ^a-di-iu sistffc.ME.DA Bi*£fAB u ^ZA.GlN.KUR.RA
17. Sd Wt-za-ra-a-tu Sd dUR.IDIM.ME
18. Wfo-w/w-NUMUN-GAL-tf

19.
rma 1

-(je-er

38 One may add NCBT 543 : 1 . [o o o R]A Sd *ur-dlm-mu, which can perhaps be restored as [>"uKUR.R]A. The

context of the document, however, is uninformalive.
39 The word '"bBABBAR.RA is a hapnx and could therefore be an error for '^KUR.RA, although the garment

'^KUR.RA Sa qabli is otherwise unknown (see CAD Q, p. 12, s.v. qablu A in Sa qabli). At the beginning of

line 3 the copy has the number 7, but this is probably a scribal error for Sd since only two waistbands are

mentioned in the text, presumably one for each Urdimnm posted at either side of the gate.
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1 mina (and) 52 shekels of woven cloth of red-colored wool (dyed) with fjuralu, and of blue-

colored wool, (of both) thick (and) thin (fabric, for) 6 tassels(?) for the uzaru garments of

the Divine Urdimmus, (and for) 2 ialbuslu garments for the Divine Staff, received by Innin-

sum-usur, son ofTab-Uruk ... 2 minas (and) 5 shekels of red-colored wool dyed with fjuratu,

and of blue-colored wool, (for) 6 tassels(?) for the uzaru garments of the Divine Urdimmus,

received by Innin-zer-u§abSi.

The allocation of garments for the clothing of the Divine Urdimmus took place on days

which coincided with the clothing ceremony ofvarious other deities in the Eanna temple.

These correlations were discussed in chapter 1 (§ 1.7.1; § 1.7.2; § 1.12.1). We must also

conclude that the Divine Urdimmus of Uruk were represented as gate guardians in round

sculpture, not in relief, otherwise one can hardly see the purpose of delivering articles

of clothing to them.40 The garments allocated for the Divine Urdimmus of Uruk consist

mostly of waistbands and sashes, and this accords perfectly well with iconographic

representations of Urdimmus which show them almost naked, wearing only a thin belt

around the waist.

8.2. 1 .5. The Gate with a Divine Urdimmu

TCL 13, 167, dated to the 5th year of Cambyses, records a legal prohibition issued by

the satammu of the Eanna temple to an oblate of the goddess IStar in which he orders

him not to stand at the gate of the temple flanked with a Divine Urdimmu and disturb

public peace:

TCL 13, 167

1

.

WNA-DU-IBILA WSA.TAM E.AN.NA DUMU-Su
2. Sa hia-din DUMU Wa-bi-bi ina <<EN <<nA

3. // a-di-i Sa LUGAL a-na [e-rib-Su DUMU-Su Set lre-fje-e-li

4. ^Si-rik JINNIN UNUGki T
iT-te-me ki-i ina KA E *ur-

rdin?-mu

5. ia-at-ta-Si-iz it tj-ru-tu

6. ina lib-bi te-te-ep-Su

Nabu-mukTn-apli, the Satammu of Eanna, son of Nadin, descendant of Dabibi, has sworn by

Bel, Nabu, and the majesty of the king to ErTbfiu, son of Reheti, an oblate of IStar-of-Uruk,

thus: "(Malediction upon you) if you sland (again) at the temple gale (flanked with) a Divine

Urdimmu and cause mayhem!"

Texts from Uruk frequently mention a cash-box ofthe gate, the quppu 5a babi. These were

collection boxes placed at the gates of the temple to receive the offerings of worshipers,

or perhaps to collect a compulsory tariff from those entering the temple precinct. 41 Two

40 One could of course argue Ilia! Ihe lexis discussed here refer to minialure garments iniended to clothe

figurines of Urdimmus to be buried under the thresholds of gates, but the quantities recorded seem definitely

more in accordance with larger statues. One text from Nimrud (CTN III, no. 95, B, 4-8) might contain a

description of a large statue of an Urdimmu, but the reading ofthe word is uncertain: UR.IDflM], The same
text describes statues of a merman (kululltt) and a mermaid (kulil(u) which are also full-size.

41 SeeOppENiiciM 1947.
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texts mention the official in charge ofthe "cash-box ofthe Divine Urdimmu," the quppu

sa Urdimmu. Kessler has proposed to see in the quppu sa Urdimmu a cash-box for the

needs ofthe cult ofthe Divine Urdimmu*2
1 am not convinced that the evidence presently

available bears this out. More probably these were regular collection boxes placed at

gates flanked with statues of Divine Urdimmus. In view ofthe fact that representations

of door guardian deities holding offering boxes were found at Hadatu (Arslantash) in

Syria, it is even possible that some ofthe Divine Urdimmus standing at the gates ofUruk
might have held such boxes in their hands.43 The denomination quppu 5a Urdimmu might

therefore just be a functional equivalent of quppu sa babi. Such cash-boxes occur in

PTS 3 1 1 7: 1 . 1/3 5 GIN KU.BABBAR er-bi 2. sa &*qu-up-pi sa dUR.IDIM 3. sa TA U4

21-KAM r
sd ITI

1 SU 4. a-di U4 1-KAM Sa ITI KIN "1/3 (mina and) 5 shekels of silver,

the income ofthe cash-box ofthe Divine Urdimmu, from the 21st day of Dflzu until the

1st day of Ululu;" AnOr 9, 8 (collated): 63. PN Sa ina UGU qu-up-pu sa ^URMDIM
"PN, the man in charge of the cash-box of the Divine Urdimmu? and YBC 954 1:10.

PN 1 1. [Sa UG]U *qi?-up-pu 5d dUR.IDIM.44 The official called sa {ina) muW quppi

sa babi (or Urdimmu) was probably in charge of collecting this income.

YOS 1 7, 255 mentions personnel stationed at a gate flanked with a Divine Urdimmu.

The text records a withdrawal of a KUR.RA garment for a man named IStar-resu'a who
is posted "before" the Divine Urdimmu. It is certain from the context that the garment

was for the personal use of I§tar-resu'a, not for the Divine Urdimmu.

YOS 17, 255

1. \-en <*bKUR.RA Sa ina "'sKUR/RA.MES* 1

2. sa ina IGI '{/>w)-E*.AN*.NA*-6H-V/1
-/a

3. a-na XAXNN\\A-re-su-u-a

4. Sa ina IGI ^ur-dim-mu

5. ku-mu '"BKUR.RA-i/J

6. it-la-Si

One KUR.RA garment, withdrawn from the KUR.RA garments which are at the disposal

of (Ina)-Eanna-bQdiya, for Istar-resu'a, who is stationed before the Divine Urdimmu, in

replacement for his (old) KUR.RA garment.

8.2. 1 .6. Donation of a Field to a Divine Urdimmu

YBC 6937, dated to the 4 1 st year ofNebuchadnezzar II, records the donation ofa portion

of a field located at one ofthe gates of Uruk, the gate of Amurru. The beneficiary ofthe

donation is none other than a Divine Urdimmu, who is referred to as "his lord" by the

donor.

42 Kessler 1997, p. 156, "dieser Kult wie atidere einc eigene 'Kasse' besafoV

•» See Weiss 1985, p. 352.
44 The personal name is lost in both texts.
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>(3m
Iff £K >gf fe ££.

Plate 30. YBC 6937 (obverse)
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^ ^

Plate 31. YBC 6937 (reverse)
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YBC 6937 (plate 30, 31)

1

.

wDI.KUD-SeS-MU A-5u Sa WAMAR.UD-SUR A ""SANGA BARA
2. i-na h£k-su 5a KA ^KUR-GAL
3. 30 1/2 KUS SAG.KI GU Id «»KUR.GAL

4. US.SA.DU AN.TA mDI.KUD-SeS-MU

5. A-su Sa ^AMAR.UD-SUR A >a£.MA§ BARA
6. US.SA.DU KI.TA 'NUMUN-/« A-Sii 5a WAMAR.UD-A-URI
7. A tyu-un-zu-u SAG.KI AN.TA
8. GU ID dKUR.GAL SAG.KI KI.TA

9. a-di mu(j-fji ma-kal-le-e

10. sa i««DI.KUD-§ES.ME§-MU na-di-na-mt A.5A

1 1

.

a-na ba-la-tu ZlME§-5t'i a-na

12. dur-dim-nui be-li-Su i-qi-iS

1 3. a-a-mu-u ar-ku-u 5a il-la-am-ma

14. mim-ma ni-si-is-ti ina lib-bi

15. i-§ak-ka-na*\S GA$AN ra-bi-tu

16. zi-ki-ru-us-su lu-ti-ir

17. a-na si-ni-iS

18. ina ka-nak IM.DUB MUMES

19. IGI M[/#Mt]fo-
rMU-URT A-iw^fl Wl-la-a

20. 'A
1 le-kw-za-kir

21. 'i'[DU?-DINGIR? ooo o]-
r
x

n-NUMUN A ie-kur-za-kir

22. '''[SUM7.NA? oooooo ']MU-dKUR.GAL
23.

r|,

[o oooooooo //]a-NUMUN-DU A 'SUM.NA-a

24. u ''"'[UMBISAG o o o o o]
r
A*-5u 5a 'NiG.DU A le-kur-za-kir

25. UNUG ki rITP §E U4 14-KAM MU 41-KAM
26. <«NA-NlG.DU-ORILUGALTIN.TIR ki

Madanu-ab(be)-iddin, son of Marduk-elir, descendant of the ponlilTof the dais, has donated to

the Divine Urdimmu, his lord, for the preservation of his life, a portion of his field (located) at

the gate of Amurru, (which measures) 30 1/2 cubits'' 5 (on its longest side, which is) the upper

front46 along the banks of the canal of Amurru; (whose) upper flank (adjoins the properly

of) Madanu-ah(be)-iddin, son of Marduk-elir, descendant of the pontiff of the dais; (whose)

lower flank (adjoins the property of) Zeriya, son of Marduk-aplu-usur, descendant of rjunzu;

(whose) upper front (adjoins) the banks of the canal of Amurru; (and whose) lower front

(adjoins the land) up to the mooring place of Madanu-abbe-iddin, the donor of the field.

Whoever in the future comes up and brings about any reduction47 in size (of the land), may

IStar, (he great lady, turn his manhood into the slate of a woman.48 (Witnesses, scribe, date

formula).

« It is not clear whether one should read, on line 3, 30 l/2KUS(30 1/2 cubits), or 30 ina I KU$ (30 cubits).

46 The word putii (SAG.KI) normally denotes (he short side in Neo-BabyIonian land sales, but there are

exceptions to this, as noted by CAD S/II, p. 407, s.v. Siddu A. In this ease, however, the field may have been

perfectly square since they give the measurements of only one side. It is not clear whether US must be read

Siddu or UCi.

41 The word is m'Sirlit, here with /s7 instead ofhi.

48 Compare the hymn to Inanna, Innin-Sagurra, edited by Sjoberg 1975a, pp. 190-191, verse 120: [nita]

munus-ra munus nita-ra ku^-ku^de ''inanna za-kam zi-ka-m-am a-na si-ni\-i&rtini si-ni\-i&i a-na zi-ka\-ri-im

(u-ru-tan ku-um-ma eSlar "To turn a man into a woman and a woman into a man are yours, O Inanna."
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The purpose of donating the field was presumably to provide for the cult of this Divine

Urdimmu, which is to say, the offerings and other care fostered on the creature. It may
not be accidental that the parcel donated was located at one of the city gates, the gate of

Amurru; perhaps the Divine Urdimmu in question was the guardian spirit of that gate.

8.2. 1 .7. The Divine Urdimmu: A Full-Fledged Deity

The evidence just discussed demonstrates the importance acquired in late Babylonian

religion by the Divine Urdimmu, who is treated like a god. This is clearly emphasized by

the scribes, who consistently write his name with the divine determinative. This, however,

was not the case before the Neo-Babylonian period, although the divine character of the

Urdimmu and other Mischwesen is already clearly expressed in Enuma eliS, which states

that Tiamat "clothed them with fearsomeness, made them wear radiance, (and thus) made

them like gods" (Tablet I, 137
'. pul-}}a-ta u-Sal-biS-ma 138. me-lam-ma u5-ta5-§a-a i-li-

is um-ta5-5il). The personal name Urdimmu-ilu*a "the Divine Urdimmu is my personal

god," confirms the full divine status of the creature in Neo-Babylonian Uruk. Moreover,

in an unpublished letter from the archive, YBC 1 1322, the Divine Urdimmu is invoked

as divine intercessor in a position which is usually occupied, in similar epistles, by IStar,

Nanaya, or another deity. The name of the sender of this letter is lost and the recipients

are Nadin, Muranu, and Balatu, who are well-documented high officials of Eanna. They

are referred to as "my fathers" (ADME&-e-a) by the sender, who concludes his letter

with the following formula: "Now, daily do I pray to the Divine Urdimmu on behalf of

my fathers" (rev. 4*. a-mur u^-mu-us-su 5'. dur-dim-mu 6\ a-na UGU ADME§-e-a 7\

u-sal-li). This document provides the first textual correlation to a scene found in the

glyptic art of the Neo-Babylonian and Achaemenid periods which typically represents

a worshiper raising his hand in the gesture of prayer to a Mischwesen. No depiction of

the Urdimmu in that iconographic setting has survived, but we have such depictions of

the Merman (or Fish-Man: kuhdhi) and the Bird-Man with scorpion tail.49

8.2.2. 77ic Divine Urmajjlulus

The Urmafjlulu has been identified as a "Lion-centaur," a Mischwesen with the full body

of a lion and the torso and head of a man, and crowned with a horned tiara. 50 There

are four attestations of this Lion-centaur in texts from the archive, all prefixed with

the divine determinative. Two texts record deliveries of gold to the goldsmiths Bel-ibni

and I§tar-sum-ibni for work to be performed on the Divine UrmafjUVus. In YOS 6, 3

the reference could be to a figurine made of gold (3.
Aur-maj)-lu-u\%-lu). In CDCPP 6,

however, the mention of a balustrade (tallu) flanked with a Divine Urmafjlulu suggests

a more imposing, perhaps full-size representation: 1. [o o o] 9 GfN r
4

1
-/rf KU.GI 2.

[o o]-
rsr ^tal-lu 3. Sa <*ur-mal)-lu-u\%-hi. The offering list of Group B ARRIM 7, 47,

49 Examples from iconography: Wunsch 1995-1996, p. 60, no. 10, copy of BM 33932 (Babylon, Egibi

archive, year 32 of Darius I), left edge, seal of RTmflt-Bel, bearded man praying to fish-man (kulullu)', p. 63,

no, 12, copy of BM 33933 ([Babylon], Egibi archive, year 33 of Darius I), upper edge, man praying lo

scorpion bird-man.

5° Black, Green 1992, pp. 1 19-120, and Wiggerman 1992, pp. 181-182 and 186-188.
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probably a list of sacrificial animals, records offerings to a Divine Urmafjlulu: 18. 1 a-na

dur-mah-lu-{u\8-lu). Finally NBC 4598, dated to the 5th year ofCyrus, possibly contains

references to a gate flanked with representations of Divine Urmafjlulus. It is a list of

temple slaves and craftsmen assigned to the watch at various gates of Eanna,51 including

two cleaners standing next to the Divine Urmal)[lulus]: 35. l\K-ia A ldrUTU-MU"1

36.

u i(l«fl-«fl-fl-MU
rPAP 2 tipu-sa-a-a1

37. ina DA Aw- r
malp-[lu-u\%-lu\ "Ardiya, son of

Sama§-iddin, and Nanaya-iddin; total: 2 cleaners next to the Divine Urma(][lulus]"52

During the Seleucid period Urmabliilus are mentioned in the "Fete d'IStar" as taking

part in a procession: 4\ 4 ur-ma\}-lu-u\%Au "4 Urmafylulus" but here the word is no

longer prefixed with the divine determinative.

51 See for instance, KA pa-pa-fja Sa dGASAN Sa UNUG ki (lines 7, also perhaps 1 1 , and probably 15).

52 The word urmajjluhi is only partly legible in Ihis text. The sign ma(j is not fully preserved and its rending

is not entirely certain, but traces seem better for ma(] than for dim, which is the only other possibility.
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APPENDIX 1. SYNTHETIC LIST OF THE GODS

Here all the deities appearing in the Eanna archive are listed according to their cultic

location or place of residence. First ate listed the residents of the Eanna temple, second

the gods residing in the small sanctuaries {ekurratu) of Uruk and its immediate vicinity,

then other deities residing in Uruk and its vicinity but with uncertain cultic locations,

and finally the residents of other cities.

1. Residents of the Eanna Temple

1.1. Deities of Group A
Symbol of Bel (probably Enirgalanna)

IStar-of-Utuk, the lady of Uruk (Enirgalanna, papafju sa DN; bft-akfti sa DN)
Symbol of Nabu (probably E|)ilianna)

Nanaya, the queen of Uruk {E\}i\imm, papafyu Sa DN; bit-fyilsi sa DN)
Beltu-Sa-Re§

Usur-amassu {bit DN,papa()u sa DN; bit-akiti Sa DN; bTt-jjUsi Sa DN)
UrkayTtu (worshiped together with Usur-amassu)

Gula {bit DN)
JIGI.DU {bit DN)

1.2. Minor Goddesses

The Goddesses (might refer to Goddesses of Group A)

AblamayTtu

AnunTtu

BanTtu

Belet-balati

Gula-of-the-Courtyard (probably worshiped in temple of Ninurta-of-the-Courtyard)

Kanisurra

KaSSItu

KilTlu and BarirTtu

KurunnTtu

Nin-zizli (known only from name of a gate)

1.3. Minor Gods

Adapa

Dumuzi

Madanu

Marduk-of-the-Courtyard {bit DN)
Ningiszida {bit DN)
Ninurta-of-the-Courlyard {bit DN)
Stn-of-Heaven

STn-of-the-Courtyard {bit DN)
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Dais of Sama§ {parakki DN)
Usmu

1 .4. Non-Anthropomorphic Deities

tfutaru, the Divine Staff

ISpatu
y
the Divine Quiver

Kakkabtu
y
the Divine Branding Iron

The Divine Urigallu Standards

The Divine Zaqiptu Standards

The Divine Urdimmus

The Divine Urmafylulus

2. Patron Deities of the Small Sanctuaries of Uruk and its Immediate Vicinity

2.1. Deities of Group A
Marduk {bit DN)
Sin {bit DN)
The Divine Chariot (perhaps bit DN)
Nergal and EreSkigal {bit DN)
Ninurta {bit DN)
Nusku {bit DN)

2.2. Minor Goddesses

Gula of BIt-Gula {bit DN)

2.3. Minor Gods

Adad {bit DN)
Anu {bit DN)
ASsur {bit DN)
Bel-SA-nasru and Gula {bit DN)
Ea {bit DN)
Enlil {bit DN)
<>BE {bit DN)
Lugalbanda {bit DN)
Lugalirra {bit DN)
Nabu {bit DN; bit falsi Sci DN)
Zababa {bit DN)

3. Residents of Uruk and its Immediate Vicinity, but with Uncertain Cultic

Locations

3.1. Minor Goddesses

A5§urTtu (known only from toponyms)

Sarrat-Kullab

Serua

3.2. Minor Gods

GilgameS (known only from name of a garden)

Meslamtaea (known only from name of a gate)

4. Residents of Other Cities

4. 1 . Deities of Group A
Belet-Eanna and dIGI.DU (Eanna and bit DN, respectively; Udannu)

§ama§ and Aya (Larsa)

4.2. Minor Goddesses

Antu (probably Larsa)

Marat-Ebabbar (Larsa)

4.3. Minor Gods

Amurru and Innin-galga-sud {bit DN; Sealand)

Bel (of BabyIon)

Bel-aliya (probably Larsa)

Bunene (Larsa)

Ea of Eridu, Ea of Nemed-Laguda

GaSru {bit DN; probably Opis)

Ilu-sa-mat-tamti (probably in the Sealand)

Lugal-Marada (Marad)

Mar-bTti (probably Larsa)

Sin(ofUr)
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APPENDIX 2. LKU 51

The following ritual, originally copied by Falkenstein and published as Literarische

Keilschrifttexte aus Uruk, no. 5 1 , is the only ritual that has survived from Neo-Babylonian

Uruk. The tablet is preserved in Berlin's Vorderasiatisches Museum as VAT 14524. I

collated it on 12 March 1997, but Falkenstein's copy has proven to be nearly impeccable.

Because ofthe numerous breaks at the beginnings and ends oflines it is almost impossible

to make continuous sense of most of the cultic episodes described in this ritual. Dividing

lines were incised on the tablet to separate each month.

LKU 51

obv.

0\

r.

2'.

y.
4'.

5'.

6'.

7'.

8'.

9*.

10*.

ir
12',

[i-na ITI SIG4 0000000000000000]
[0000000000 dYUR\-a-mat-sif[o 000]
[000 dd]$-ka-a-a-i-tit4 /-V-fo 0000000]
[000 <HJRI-INI]M-

r™n
uS-Sa-

rab *i)VLV-a-mat-su kii-tal-la (E).AN.NA at V [0 o 0]

[0 0] par-rat ina lib-bi dURl-a-mat-su a-na E.AN.NA ir-ru-ub-ma [0 0]

[
daS-ka]-a-a-i-tm ul-tu E ffi-il-si a-na s'SKIR^ u(-[o o 0]

[0 0]
r
x

n
Sa ba ina UGU »pa-(i-ri nap-ta-nu i-qar-ru-ub ina ku-ku-[bil 0]

[0 0] Si U4 9-KAM ina be-ri uA-mu ul-tu E fji-il-si us-sa-a[m-ma 000]
[000 nap]-ta-nu i-qar-ru-ub Sa na-pi-Sii ina UGU si%4ga-ra-ak-ka V [0 0]

[0 0] V ma-a' 8 UDUSIZKUR ina KA.MES Sa E.AN.NA ina IGl-Su ut-tak-k[a-su

00]

[0 o]-si a-na si*4ga-rak-ka U4 15-KAM ^kar-pa-ta na-[o 0]

[0 o oj V eS-Su "fapu-ba-du u na-an-sa-bu a-na dGA§AN Sa UN[UG ki 000]
[000 U,] M5-ICAM 1

il-kiSa "«MA§ ""GALA u >"N[AR 000]

13*. [i-na ITI §U] U4 1-KAM U4 l+[x KA]M 'U,
1 1-KAM 8*GU.ZA a-na E [faya-sP [o o

I4\ [0 0] ut-ter-ri '^[(}R\-a-ma]t-su u daS-ka-a-
r
a''-[i-tm 000]

15'. [000 dGASA]N Sa UNUG* r
/7

n
-[o §]U.MIN ^iS-pa-'tu^ [0 0]

16'. [00 o]
r#w? n U4.ME i-tib-ba-'a-ma

1
[<

ii]S-pa*-
r
tuA

*~> d§A-/fl a-na [o 0]

17'. [o 0] i-lam-ma-a-ni 8 UDU. rSIZKUR.ME§ ina KA\ME5 Sa E.AN.NA V [o o o]

18'. [0 oya'-ma '"KUR.GAR.RA SAG-™ i-rak-ka-as ki-na-a-a-ta ina V[o o]

19'. [000] rik-su ul-tu E fyi-il-si a-na BARA ki-na-a-a-ta [0 0]

20'. [000] ina UGU BARA-fl//-zw-M a-na dna-na-a i-ma^a-as- Tma 1

[0 o o]

21'. [il-k]i Sa '"GALA u lllNAR a-ki-i Sa \T\-ut-su i-na bi-ri W-[ww 000]
22'. '^na-na-a i-tib-bi-ma a-na E te-rit ir-ru-ub-ma il-lak-kiP [0 0]

23'. rE 1 .GE6 .

rPAR1 .IMIN.BI i-lam-ma-am-ma a-na MIN.E§ Sa dGA$AN Sa UNUG ki uS-

[Sa-ab li-li-si]

24'. iS-Sak-kan li-li-si UD.KA.BAR i-tib-bi-ma i-Si-ru TAR A.MES V[o 0]

25'. li-li-si ina UGU Su-uf)-(fu ina \G\-Su iS-Sak-kan nap-ta-nu i-qar-r[u-ub 000]
26'. ra-bu-u Sa bi-ri 114-mu ina sl&za-ra-tuA i-qar-ru-ub i-Si-ru TAR rA\[ME§ 000]
27'. //-// tar-den-mt ina tipa-pa-fr i-qar-ru-ub \JA 17-KAM dIGI.DU i-[o o]

28'. li-li-si iS-Sak-kan U 4 27-KAM daS-ka-a-a-i-ti a-na
rE n

[o o o]
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29'. i-ni-ifj-fji-su ALAM Adumu-zi us-sa-am-ma ina KA.GAL-/ in-na-an-
r
bP-[o o o]

30'. a-na IGI dGA§AN sd UNUG ki ul-ler-rib ina UGU &p[a-d]S-ka in-na-an-[o o o]

31'. ""GALA IM.SU.lL.TUG a-na GESTU.MiN ZkG-su a-na GESTU.MiN yUB-iw u-
r
la-

aff-[f)aS ooo]

'

32'. i-na ITI NE U4 1-KAM lu-bu-uS-tu4 U4 1-KAM U4 2-KAM U4 6-KAM U4 7-[KAM o

oo]

33'. [i-na] ITI KrN U4 1-KAM lu-bu-uS-tu4 U4 1-KAM U4 2-KAM U4 6-KAM U4
r
7

n-[KAM
ooo]

34'. [o o o] V U4 2-KAM UDU rSIZKUR wfa-za-an URU ^edan-nu tar-b[a ooo]
35'. [ooo i/u]-mdl-li

rU4 20-KAM 1
&URl-a-mal-

r
su x x x

1
[o o o]

rev.

T. [ooo]V[ooo]
2'. [o o o]

r
x x x

1
[o]

r
x-lap^-pa-a[t ooo]

3'. [i-na ITI DU6] U4 1 -KAM U4 2-KAM il-ki sa
r'"GALA n

[o o o]

4'. [o o o]
r
x sir

1
ina UGU &pa-dS-ka '"§U.I ina IGI <K3A$AN Sd U[NUG ki ooo]

5'. [o o o]-
r
sP-i i-na du&kal-lu it

dusSu-ul-pu Sd-niS* V [o o o]

6'. r
nap*-ta-nu i-qar-ru-bu '"NAR ba-(i-il li-li-s[i ooo]

T. rik-si i-rak-ka-as 3 nig-na-qu KU.BABBAR i-tar-ra-as UDU.NiTA.ME [o o o]

8'. [I]i-li-si iS-Sak-kan U4 8-KAM lu-bu-uS-ti ina bu-un-[o o o]

9'. a-na dEN i-tar-ra-sa nap-ta-nu i-qar-ru-ub mNAR [o o o]

10'. i-na °E Sd KISAL T
uS-S&-ab

l

° U4 9-KAM AdS-ka-a-a-i-t[u4 ooo] 00 readings uncertain

11 '. "7 x x
n
[o o o]

r
a-na qa-ti-Su iP-l[i ooo]

12'. [i-na ITI APIN] U4 1-KAM U4 2-KAM U4 6-KAM U4 [o o o] V [o o o]

13'. [i-na ITI GAN] U4 1-KAM U4 2-KAM U4 6-KAM U4 7-KAM [o o o]W 15-KAM
il-ki 'So* [o o o]

14'. [KI.NEJ/NE1
Sd dGA§AN Sd UNUGk

*
AUR\-a-mat-su WdS-ka-a-a-i-ti ;-

r
x

n
[o o o]

15'. [o o o S]d ina KISAL a-naZAG Sd dGA§AN Sd UNUGk
' uS-W-ba nap-ta-nu i-qar-ru-ub

[ooo]
16'. [o o o]

r
P-Sd-ti a-na KI.NE.NE i-nam-

TdP dVRl-a-mat-su it
AdS-k[a-a-a-i-titA ooo]

17'. [ooo nig-n]aq-qu E r
x x

1 KI.NE.NE Sd ^VRV-a-inat-su u AdS-ka-a-a-[i-tu4 ooo]
18'. [o o o]-a-la a-na

'

d'[GA§AN Sd UN]UG" it-ti KI.NE.NE.MES Sd DINGIR.MES ka-la-

[tna o o]

19'. [i-na ITI AB U4 1-KA]M U4 2 KAM U4 [o o o U] 4 7-KAM U4 14-KAM U4 15-KAM
//-*/ Sd '"[o o o]

20'. [o o o] V uS-Sa-ab
rUJ 10-KAM ina UGU lar-den-nu *dS-ka-a-a-i-ti a-na E [<<IM

ir-rit-ub]

21'. [ooo]
T
i-nam-SP i-ni-j]i-sa-am-ma a-na Su-ub-ti-Sii il-l[i o o]

22'. [o o o] V-iJ uS-Sd-ba GU4.ME§ it UDUNiTA ina pa-ni-Si-na ib-ta-at-[o o o]

23'. [o o o]
f
r-tib-bu-ma a-na E dU.GUR i-tar-ra-as u V [o o o]

24'. [/-™lTIzf] r
Z'"

4Su*.I*U4 P-KAMU4 2-KAM U4 6-KAM U4
r
8?

n-KAMU4 14-KAM
U4 15-KAM il-ki Sd ""GALA u '"[NAR]
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25'. r
w*

n
\-en la ba-ds-lu ina KA.GAL-/ ina IGI ^URi-a^-mat-su i-fje-ep-pu-u-ni iq-bi V[o

oo]

26'. i-na ITI §E U4 1-KAM U4 2-KAM U4 6-KAM [o o o] U4 14-KAM U4 15-KAM il-ki sd

'"G[ALA u '«NAR]

27'. T
e*-du-tu i-mdl-lu-u U4 2-KAM UDUSIZKUR [o o]-bu-u li-li-si is-sak-kan [o o o]

28'. it-ba-bu U4 3-KAM ^GASaN Sd UNUG" i-tib-bi-m[a] bi-rit Sid-du uS-sab [o o o]

29'. [o] Sab '"GUB.BA 3-Su it-ti-Su i-lam-ma-aV AJ/MES 1 [SUMIN] T
i-nanP-Si i-tib-bi [o

oo]
30'. [o o o] 3-Su '"GUB.BA it-ti-Su i-lam-[ma-a\ A.ME§ Su.MIN i-

r
nam-si i-tibV-[o o o]

31'. [li-li-si]
rUD.KA\BAR iS-'Sak-kan" [nap-t]a-nu i-qar-ru-ub-bu UDU.SIZ[KUR ooo]

32'. [o o o]
r
lP-li-si iS-Sak*-kan u ri-iq-d[u ooo]

33'. [ooo] r
nig^-naq-qu '"NAR uS^Satf-ma i-rag-[gu-um o]

34'. [o o o]-az-zu U4 5-KAM nap-ta-nu i-qar-ru-ub [o o o]

35'. [ooo] V-flz li-li-si UD.KA.BAR is-Sak-kan ri-[iq-du ooo]
36'. [ooo] "x

1
iz-za-az-zu ina bi-ri

u

4-mu ina UGU T
lP[o o o]

37'. [oo oYmC-tm-'ma kan-kan^na u AN.DUL? ina U[GU ooo]
38'. [ooo] 'uP-Sd-abV [ooo]

obv.

0'. [In the month Simanu o o o o o o o o o o]

1'. [o ooooooo o] Usur-amassu [o o o o]

2'. [o o o U]rkayltu x [ooooooo ooo]
3'. [ooo Usur-amas]su takes a seat; Usur-amassu x [o o o] behind the (E)anna temple

4'. [o o o] a female lamb from it; Usur-amSssu (re)enters Eanna and [o o o]

5'. [Urka]yltu x [o o o] from the bit-fjilsi to the garden;

6'. [o o o] x x the sacred meal is offered on the presentation altar, in a kukku[bu containerf?)

oo]

7'. [o o o] x. On the 9th day, on the (first double)-hour of the day she comes [out] of the

bTt-fjilsi [and o]

8'. [o o the sacred me]al is offered; the censer on the brazier x [o o o]

9'. [o o o] x x x 8 sacrificial sheep are slaughtered] at the gates of Eanna in her presence

[and o]

10'. [o o o] x to the brazier. On the 1 5th day a pot x [o o o]

1

1

'. [o o o] x new, a lamb and a nassabu to the Lady-of-Ur[uk ooo]
12'. [oo o] On the 15th [day], duties of the exorcist, the cultic singer, and the musfician o o

o]

13'. [In the month DOzu], on the 1st day and the
r
xth

1
day. On the 1st day the throne to the

btt-f}ilsi [o o o]

14'. [ooo] is returned(?); [Usur-ama]ssu and Urkayfltu ooo]
15'. [o o o the Lad]y-of-Uruk x [o o o ha]nds, the Divine Quiver [o o o]

16'. [o o o] x days they proceed and the [Divine Q]uiver (and) Usmu(?) to [o o o]

17'. [o o o] they circumambulate^); 8 sacrificial sheep at the gates of Eanna x [o o o]

18'. [o o o] x x the kurgarru binds his head; the fdnaydtu offerings in x [o o o]

19'. [ooo] the riksu offering; from the bit-fjilsi to the dais the kinayatu offerings [o o o]

20'. [o o o] on the Dais of Anzu for Nanaya he strikes/kills(?) and [o o o];

21*. [dutijes of the cultic singer and musician according to the monthly custom on the (first

double)-hour of the day [o o o]
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22'. Nanaya proceeds and enters the temple of omens and goes [o o o];

23'. she circumambulates the Egipariminbi and tak[es a seat] to the left of the Lady-of-Uruk;

[the kettledrum]

24'. is played; the copper kettledrum proceeds and they go directly, TAR A.ME§ [o o o];

25'. the copper kettledrum is played/placed in her presence on the Sufyfyu stand and the sacred

meal is offered ooo];
26'. the main sacred meal of the (first double)-hour of the day is offered in the tent; they go

directly, TAR A.[ME§ ooo]
27'. and she goes up; the second sacred meal is offered in the inner cella. On the 17th day

dIGI.DU x [o o o]

28'. the kettledrum is played. On the 27th day UrkayTtu [o o o] to the temple;

29*. they return; the image of Dumuzi comes out and x x [o] at the gate [o o]

30'. and is introduced into the presence of the Lady-of-Uruk; he x x [o] on a log of wood [o

o];

31'. the cultic singer murmu[rs] the incantation Imsu-iltug into his right ear and into his left

ear [o o].

32'. In the month Abu, on the 1st day, clothing ceremony. On the 1st, 2nd, 6th, 7[th days o o

o].

33'. [In] the month Ululu, on the 1st day, clothing ceremony. On the 1st, 2nd, 6th, 7[th days

ooo];
34'. [o o o] x. On the 2nd day, offering; the mayor of the city x x [o o o] a vat

35'. [ooo f]ills/is filled. On the 20th day Usur-amassu x x x [o o o]

rev.

1'. [o o o] x [o o o]

2'. [o o o] x x x [o] he/she touchfes ooo]

3'. [In the month TaSritu], on the 1st (and) 2nd days, duties of the cultic singer [o o o]

4\ [o o o] x x on a log of wood the barber [o o o] before the Lady-of~U[ruk ooo]
5'. [o o o] x x in the bowl and the Sulpu vessel a second time x [o o o]

6'. the sacred meals are offered; the musician remains silent; the kettledr[um ooo]
T . he prepares the riksu offerings; he sets up 3 silver censers; sheep [o o o]

8'. the kettledrum is played. On the 8th day, clothing ceremony; in the [o o o]

9'. they come to Bel; the sacred meal is offered; the musician [o o o]

10*. °takes a seat in the temple of the courtyard . On the 9lh day UrkayTt[u ooo] °uncertain°

11 '.
r
x x x

1
[o o o] to his hand x [o o o]

12'. [In the month Arabsamnu], on the 1st, 2nd, 6th, [o]th [ooo days ooo]

13'. [In the month KislTmu], on the 1st, 2nd, 6lh, 7th [o o o] (and) 15lh days, duties of the [o

o o]

14'. [kiml]nu ritual of the Lady-of-Uruk, Usur-amassu, UrkayTtu, x [o o o]

15'. [ooo] they take a seal in the courtyard to the right of the Lady-of-Uruk; the sacred

meal is offered; [o o o]

16'. [o o o] he throws fire on the kiln; Usur-amassu and Urk[ayTtu ooo]
17'. [o o cen]sers (in) the temple x x; kimimt ritual of Usur-amassu and Urkay[Tru ooo]
18'. [o o o] x x to the [Lady-of-Ur]uk with the kimmu rituals of all the gods [o o].
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19'. [In the month Tebetu, on the ls]t, 2nd, [o]th, 7th, 14th, (and) 15th days, duties of the [o

oo]
20'. [ooo] takes a seat. On the 10th day UrkayTtu [enters] the temple of [Adad] for the second

sacred meal;

21 '. [ooo] she/he carries; she returns and x x [o o] to her seat;

22'. [o o o] x they take a seat; oxen and sheep are slaughtered o o] in their presence;

23'. [ooo] they proceed and she goes to the temple of Nergal, and [o o o]

24'. [In the month Sabatu], (of?) the barber, on the 1st, 2nd, 6th, 8th(?), 14th, (and) 15th days,

duties of the cultic singer and [musician],

25'. and 1 uncooked (sheep?) is cut in half in the presence of Usur-amassu; he has said (?) [o

oo].

26'. In the month Addaru, on the 1st, 2nd, 6th, [o o o], 14th, (and) 15th days, duties of the

cultic [singer and the musician];

27'. the edutus are filled. On the 2nd day an offering [o o] x x; the kettledrum is played; [o o

o]

28'. they purify. On the 3rd day the Lady-of-Uruk proceeds and takes a seat between the

dividing curtains [o o o]

29'. [o] x; the ecstatic circumambulates three times with(?) her, carries the water basin (and)

proceeds [o o o]

30'. [o o o] three times the ecstatic circumambulates with(?) her, carries the water basin (and)

pro[ceeds ooo]
31'. the copper [kettledrum] is played; [the sacred mjeals are offered; an off[ering ooo]
32'. [o o o] the kettledrum is played and the dancing platformf?) [o o o]

33'. [ooo] censer; the musician takes a seat and sho[uts ooo]
34'. [o o o] x x. On the 5th day the sacred meal is offered [o o o]

35'. [ooojxx; the copper kettledrum is played; the dancing plat[form ooo]
36'. [o o o] they stand up; on the (first doub!e)-hour of the day on the [o o o]

37'. [o o o] x x and the pot stand and the canopy o[n ooo]
38'. [ooo] she/he takes a seat [o o o]
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ahanu "winged(?)" (syll.). This word describes a breast ornament of the goddess Usur-

amassu in NCBT 380: 6. GABA a-fra-nu KU.GI. It is a plural form in -anu derived from

the word afyu "arm, side, flank, wing, sleeve, handle," hence the tentative translation

"winged (breastplate)."

algame/iSu "steatite" (UD+SAL+tfUB =ALGAMES). The identification of this stone

followed here is the one proposed by DEGRAEVE 1996.

apsasfi "sphinx" (syll.). This word appears in irtu Sa apsasi "breastplate with a

representation of a sphinx." The apsasulapsasdtu has been identified by Russell as

the human-headed winged lion colossi found in the royal palaces at Nineveh. 1

argamannu "red purple wool" (SlG SAG). This is the reddish variety of purple

(burgundy). Normally, according to CAD A/II, p. 253, s.v. argamannu, the logogram for

this word is SfG ZA.G1N.SA5.

aspu "cleft" (syll.). This word qualifies the bracelet (semeru) and the neck-ring {semeru

ullu). The word aspu normally denotes the sling,2 but it is attested a few times from

the Middle Babylonian period onward as a type of bracelet (semeru aspu); PBS 13, 80,

rev. 6. 2 tfAR.SU KU.GI SA 5 as-pi "two aspu bracelets of red gold" (Nippur, reign

of Nazi-Marutta5); OIP 2, p. 45, col. V, 86. i-na tfAR.MES as-pi KU.GI ru-uS-Si-i

87. ruk-ku-sa rit-ti-Su-un "whose wrists are bound with aspu bracelets of glowing red

gold" (Sennacherib); CT 55, 31 1: 9. 8 se-me-e-ri ina llb-bi 2 §a NA4 10. 2 Sa as-pi "8

bracelets, including 2 set with stones, 2 of the aspu type" (Neo-Babylonian Sippar);

NCBT 1066 (BEAULIEU 1989a, p. 62): 11. \-en se-me-ri 12. as-pu 13 1/2 GfN it 4

ma-fat KU.BABBAR "one aspu bracelet (weighing) 13 1/2 and 1/3 shekels of silver"

(Seleucid Uruk). The latter example indicates that aspu qualifies the bracelet, not a type

of gold. Therefore semeru aspu must be a cleft bracelet, and as such reminiscent of a

sling. Similarly semeru ullu aspu would denote a cleft neck-ring, i.e. a torque.

aSgiktt "turquoise" (™<»A$.Gi.Gi; ™4AS.Gl4.Gl4; na4UGUA$.Gi.Gi). The identifica-

tion of this stone as turquoise is proposed by VALLAT 1983. His identification is

supported by the foundation tablet of Darius I for the palace of Susa: the Old Persian

version gives, as equivalent of Akkadian aSgiku (
na4A$.Gi.Gl), the word axSaina, which

is cognate with the word for turquoise in some Indo-European languages. Vallat also

notes that Achaemenid sources insist that turquoise was imported from Khwarizm, which

included part of contemporary Uzbekistan, where rich mines of turquoise are found in

the Kyzyl Kumy. Vallat suggests that nn4A§.Gl.Gi and na4UGU.AS.Gl.Gt are just two

varieties of turquoise: blue and green. The latter is indeed compared with green obsidian

in the series abnu SikinSu (quoted in CAD A, p. 427, s.v. a&giku l.b). MOOREY 1999,

pp. 101-103, concurs with this identification. See also BEAULIEU 1999, pp. 149-150.

1 Russell 1991, pp. 99 and 181-183. Russell suggests that these sphinxes may derive from North Syrian

palace architecture.

2 On aspu and slings in general see Salonen 1965, pp. 133-137. Slings were made of wood or leather.

Yadin 1963, p. 364, depiction of a sling man on an relief from Tell Halaf.
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attaru "ceremonial wagon" (syll. with det. GIS). According to CAD A/II, p. 510, s.v.

attartu (also attaru), AHw, p. 1493a, s.v. wattartu, and SALONEN 1951, pp. 36-37,

this word designates a type of wagon or chariot. The word occurs in a Neo-Babylonian
marriage contract edited by JOANNES 1989, p. 237, text L 1634: 10. \-en 'at-ta^-ri

set l)i-le-pu "one wagon of willow wood " who expresses some reservations as to the

currently accepted meaning. The attaru wagon is sometimes attested as a piece of cultic

paraphernalia, for instance in SpTU II, 31 (votive tablet of Assurbanipal?): rev. 6. [e]-

nu-ma ^at-ta-ri Su-a-ti in-na-[}[u]-ma DU-ku la-ba-ri[s] 7. [an-(j]u-ut-su lu-ud-di-iS

"when that wagon falls into disrepair and grows old, may he restore its disrepair;" and
Nbn. 1012: 4. i^at-ta-ri 5. Sa dJR.RA.GAL "the wagon of the god Irragal."

ayaru panfi "frontal rosette" (syll. and a-a-ri IGI). These rosettes were fastened to the

frontal area of the tiara or the crown of the deity. Some iconographic representations

of them have survived (OPPENHEIM 1949, p. 182, fig. 1, and p. 183, fig. 11). For
a mention of a frontal rosette belonging to a crown in a text from Uruk dated to the

Seleucid period see BEAULIEU 1989a, pp. 62-63, NCBT 1066: 6. KU.GI Sa \-et a-a-ri

7. pa-ni "the gold for a frontal rosette."

binltu "fish-roe-shaped beads" (syll. and ZIZNA). This word means both "egg" and
"fish-roe." Since the "egg-shaped bead" is called erimmatu (™4NUNUZ) it is likely

that binltu denotes minuscule beads recalling the appearance of fish-roe. This seems
confirmed by the characterization of a necklace of binitus as Sa ZIZNA in YBC 4174.

The logogram ZIZNA (TUR+ZA over TUR+ZA) is equated with binltu and nimSulu
"fish roe" in various lexical texts and commentaries {CAD s.v., lex. sections), and with

such adjectives as daqqaqu "small" and duqququ "very small" in Diri I, 305-306 (CAD
s.v, lex. sections). See also BEAULIEU 1999, p. 150.

da'mu "dark-colored fabric" (MUD). The logogram MUD qualifies gufyalsu in YOS
7, 183: 7. 1 gu-jjat-sa Sa MUD it ti-nnr, 13. 1 gu-ffal-sa Sa MUD. The only reading

of this logogram which fits the context is M\JD=da 'mu "dark," hence the word might
refer to threads dyed with dark hues. The expression Sa da 'mu might therefore be the

functional antonym of Sa pesu and mean "of dark-colored fabric." According to CAD
D, pp. 74-75, s.v. da'mu "dark-colored, dark red" this word is written syllabically and
with the logograms MUD, SIG7.SIG7 and DARA4. It is said, among other things, of "a

dark red earth used as a dye" (fern. plur. only, da 'matu)\ and in Uar-ra=#wZ>«//w XIX of

a variety of wool: 92. s[g.6ara4 = da- '-ma-a-tum.

depu (or tepu) a weapon (syll. and DUN4). In the Eanna archive this word is attested

in NCBT 2338: 4. PAP 2 Sal-fa Sa it-ti 5. de-pu-u a-na AN-<? 6. Sa dGA§AN Sa SAG
na-safa and YOS 19, 245: 4. (gold to repair) DUN4 KU.GI 5. Sa ^URI-INIM-^/. A
de-e-pu AN.BAR is mentioned in UCP 9/3, pp. 269-277, line 9, a text from the Murasu
archive listing weaponry. Otherwise depu occurs only in hepatoscopic texts, where it

describes a "weapon" mark on the exta (e.g. STARR 1990, p. 130, rev. 14. g'$TUKUL
de-pi', and the Middle-Babylonian text CBS 10493, published in GOETZE 1957, p. 104,

6. e»STUKUL de-e-pu Sa-ki-in 7. e-li-tum il-li-ik "a depu weapon was placed and went
upward," also discussed by KRAUS 1985, pp. 145 and 194). Most interesting is the

hepatoscopic report found in the Nabonidus inscription 5 R 63, which explains depu
as the "weapon of IStar:" 29. BE ina MURUB4 EDIN Su.SI MURUB4-/ e isTUKUL
GAR-wtf KJ.TAIGI8*TUKUL<I15 30. A.DAtf.MUZI KUR su(j-far Sd-niS eiSTUKUL
de-e-pi M\J-Su "If in the middle of the back of the middle finger there is a weapon
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mark and it faces downward, this is the weapon of Istar, my helper: the onslaught of the

enemy is turned back. Furthermore: its name is the depu weapon." This is congruous

with the fact that in the Eanna archive the depu occurs as an insignia of Beltu-Sa-Reg and

Usur-amassu, two goddesses belonging to the immediate circle of Igtar. In YOS 19, 245:

4 the depu weapon is written with the sign DUN4 (VR-gunu-SeSSig). This is probably

by assonance with the verb depu "to shove" (MSL 3, 132: 9. du-un DUN4 de-e-pu),

although Von Soden considers the possibility that depu is simply derived from that verb

(hence the meaning "shoving weapon" tentatively suggested in AHw, p. 167, s.v. depu II

"eine Stoflwaffe?"). One could also argue that DUN4 must in this instance be read mru

(BORGER 1978, no. 348), usually written with the sign SUDUN (SU+DUN4), but this

seems incompatible with the occurrence of depu written syllabically in NCBT 2338:

5. The sign DUN4 sometimes denotes the mru in extispicy, a part of the liver (STARR

1990, p. LXXII,n. 159).

dudittu "fibula" (syll.). This word is attested since the third millennium. Since it

denotes an ornament worn on the chest, dudittu was ascribed the conventional meanings

of "pectoral" and "breast ornament" for a long time. KLEIN 1983 has argued for the

meaning "toggle-pin" (Verschlussnadel), a type of needle used to fasten garments and

widely used in the Near East during the third and second millennia B.C. In the first

millennium the word probably shifted its meaning to "fibula," which was introduced in

the Near East during the Iron Age. 3 Further references in SJOBERG 1996, p. 224; and

LYCZKOWSKA 1998, pp. 51-53. See also BEAULIEU 1999, p. 150.

ebbu "lustrous, pure, glowing" (DADAG). This adjective probably denotes a specific

type of gold, but its precise meaning is unknown. It is also known from Neo-Assyrian

inventories ofjewelry (FALES, POSTGATE 1992, p. 79, line 12, and p. 80, line 6).

elletu an ornament (syll.). This piece ofjewelry occurs only in NBC 4894: 68. l
sic-/a

el-lit; and 70. 2-ta el-lit NA4 KU.GI ™4GUG na4ZA.GlN NA4 [0 o o] "2 elletus made of

gold beads, carnelian beads, and lapis lazuli beads [o o o]." It might be a feminine form

of ellu "pure," often said of stones, gold, and other decorations. See also BEAULIEU

1999, p. 150.

gidlQ "door curtain" (syll., occ. with det. TUG). This word is read bulu (bu-lu-u) in

CAD B, p. 313, s.v. bulu, and AHw, pp. 137-138, s.v. bulu, but the spellings found in the

following unpublished texts indicate a reading gidlu: gid-da-lu-[u] (NBC 8350: 2, 5);

gUfo-lu-u (PTS 2038: \)\ gid-a-lu-u (PTS 2491: 1); and gi-da-la-ne-e (YBC 3715: 8).

The determinative is GADA, not GiS as suggested in AHw, although the two signs are

easily confused in this period and may have been allographs (see BEAULIEU 1998a,

pp. 187-188). This is probably the same word which also appears in CT 56, 10: 1.2

'^Sid-da-nu 2. a-na gi-di-il-' 3. Sa dLUGAL-A.TUGAB.LI§. The new attestations of

gidlu confirm the meaning "curtain" proposed by CAD. The meaning "door curtain"

proposed here is based on texts which clearly indicate that the gidlu hung at the gate

of the sanctuary (PTS 2038; PTS 2094; PTS 2491; and YBC 3715, where the curtain

stands at the KA pa-pa-fa or KA 6 pa-pa-fa "gate of the inner cella"), or in front of

the deity (UCP 9/1 , 68; NBC 8350; PTS 2522, where the curtain stands Set IGI DN or Sa

pa-ni DN "before DN"). It is probably identical with the ^gadalu {CAD G, p. 8, q.v.),

SeeFARDER 1987, pp. 96-99.
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which is also a curtain in front of the divine image, although a derivation from gidlu

"braid" is also possible, in which case the word might refer to a braided curtain (see

below under suppu).

halmad/tru a component of the tiara (syll.). This word appears only in YBC 1 1390: 5.

5/6 MA.NA 8 GIN (KU.GI) fyal-la-ma-ad-ri. It is perhaps the same word as fyalmadru,

which describes a component of the chariot at Nuzi and in lexical texts (CAD y, p. 48,

q.v.), but with a different meaning, possibly an object with the same shape or function

but of much smaller size.

fyasMrii "apple-colored dye for wool" (syll. with det. U). According to CAD ft, p. 140,

s.v. fyafyuru "apple" section c, this word also describes a dye for wool in the Neo-
Babylonian period. Since the lexical text LTBA 1, 91, rev., col. II, 10-1 1 lists si&fyaS-ma-

nu and s,sei5yA§yUR in succession and equates them with urtu, a yellowish hue, it is

probable that fyaSfyuru denotes, like fyaSmanu, a type or range of green. The word also

occurs in the Neo-Babylonian text VS 6, 16: 3. e-sip stefyaS-fyu-ru "a (twisted) cord of

apple-colored wool."

tiaSti a sequin (syll.). Since the word otherwise denotes "thyme" and "lung " OPPEN-
HEIM 1949 posited that for the use of IjaSu as a designation of a gold sequin we have to

assume a third homonymous expression, but the shape of the object remains unknown.

See also MATSUSHIMA 1995b, p. 177.

fyuddusu "to restore" (syll.). Presumably the West Semitic cognate ofAkkadian udduSu

"to renew, restore," Akkadianized as a D-stem infinitive.

(lj)ullu "neck-ring" (yAR.GU.GIL). This word means "neck-ring" according to Har-

ra=(}ubullu XII 1 12. [bar.gu.gil zabar] = [MIN (si-me-ru) ul-lu], which is restored from

Hh XVI 35. na4.bar.gu.gil.du8.§i.a=MIN (si-me-ru) ul-lu. Hh XII mentions neck-rings

of silver and gold: 206. bar.gu.gil ku.babbar, and 307. [bar.gu].gil [ku.gi] (restored from

context). The words ullu and frullu are allomorphs. The word appears in GCCI 2, 49:

1. 1 yAR.GU.GIL KU.GI as*-p[u*], and, as argued above (s.v. aspu), the word (fj)ullu

aspu probably denotes a cleft neck-ring, i.e. a torque.

Tn seri "snake-eye ornament" (IGI.MUS). There is a stone na4IGI.MU§ and a plant

"IGI.MUS (CAD I, p. 1 57, s.v. Tnu, section 2'), but this is the first occurrence of the word
to designate an ornament.

irtu Sa blrit qatl "breast ornament located between the hands" (GABA Sa bi-rit

§U.MIN.ME).As its name indicates, this breast ornament must have been set between
the hands of the goddess, which were therefore presumably placed close to her breast (in

a typical pose for holding symbols such as weapon and scepter) rather than stretching

out or hanging alongside her body.

iShc/anabe a garment (
s^S~ffa-be\ ^iS-fje-be). The fuller spelling of this word in Neo-

Babylonian Uruk occurs in NCBT 323: 3. 1 ^%iS-\}a-an-na-be. It is possibly a Hittite or

Hurrian loanword (AHw, p. 394, s.v iSfje/anabe/aS\ and CAD I/J, p. 241, s.v. iSfrenabe).

iS/ltuhhu "whip (as insignia), whip-(shaped counterpoise for necklace)" (syll.). The
meaning "counterpoise for necklace" is here deduced from context and possibly desig-

nates a counterpoise consisting of a handle fastening the wires of the necklace, and thus

reminiscent of a whip.

kitlnnu "linen towel" (syll.). This word is also attested with the water basin (me-qati)

in Neo-Babylonian Sippar (CT 22, 35: 40), and therefore must denote a towel used in

the hand washing ritual.
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kumaru "frame, framed ornament" (syll.). This word is also attested in contemporary

jewelry inventories from Sippar in connection with SamlnSu "sun disk ornament" (e.g.

CT 55, 309: 3. [o Sa]-an-sum^ Sa ku-mar-ra-a-tu). A similar meaning has generally been

accepted for the Old Babylonian form of the word, kawarum, which is well attested at

Mari as a component of ornaments.4 This meaning is compatible with the occurrence of

a kumaru with inlaid work in PTS 2950: 14. [o o] ku-'ma'-ru KU.GI Sd tam-le-e, which

may be translated as "framed ornament with inlaid work."

kunukku "cylinder-seal-shaped bead" (
na4KI§IB; ™4IM.KlSIB). This category of

beads may have included, besides true cylinders, bicones and elongated barrels. They

could be mounted with gold caps, as shown by BIN 1, 132: 1. 52 man-da-a-ta KU.GI

Sd ™4KlSlB.MES "52 gold caps for cylinder-seal-shaped beads." See also BEAULIEU

1999, p. 150.

kursfi "link" (syll.; plural in -dnu). YOS 6, 216 describes two necklaces belonging

to Nanaya, one of which has the same number of gold links and beads (71), and the

other one a little more than twice as many gold links (1 18) as beads (58). This seems

to confirm the meaning of kursit as a "link," a small gold bead inserted between larger

beads on a necklace.

kutallu "counterpoise" (syll.). The meaning is deduced from context and the common

meaning of kutallu as "rear part, back," which would apply well to a necklace provided

with a counterpoise falling on the nape.

la-asu an ornament or piece ofjewelry (syll.). Outside Uruk this word occurs only once

in a Neo-Babylonian jewelry inventory from Sippar (CAD A/II, p. 384, s.v. asu, section

3b).
, ,

lubaru a piece of clothing and type of garment (syll. with det. TUG; TUG.yA). The

word lubaru denotes either a general word for clothing, with the same semantic range

as lubuSUy or a specific piece of the apparel of male and female deities (CAD L, p. 231,

s.v. lubaru, which applies the latter meaning only to female deities), the lubaru garment

(e.g. YBC 9030, passim, as well as several other texts).

lubaru kululu "head scarf" (syll. with det. TUG). In Neo-Babylonian texts from Sippar

this garment is written TUG.yA kulidu, which could have the readings lubaru kululu or

kululu, depending on whether we interpret TUG.yA as a determinative (see also lubaru

metu).

lubaru metu a garment (TUG lu-bar me-tw, TUG.yA me-tu; TUG.yA dGI§.KU.AN;

TUG lu-bar GlS.KU.AN). CAD M/II, pp. 45^6, s.v. metu "a piece of apparel, part

of the divine wardrobe," with examples from Sippar where the word is preceded by

TUG.yA, TUG lubaru, lubaru, or TUG.UD.A. The word metu is a form of mittu

"mace," which is explained as a "divine weapon" is the series Proto-Diri 162: mi-

tum ei&TUKUL DINGIR (or G\$.K.U.AN)= ka-ak-ku Sa i-lim, and Did II 258: me-el-tu

eiSTUKUL D1NGIR=MIN (= kakku) Sa DINGIR (CAD M/II, p. 147, s.v. mittu, lex.

section). On this word see VELDHUIS 1997, pp. 98-100, with discussion of the lexical

evidence. What relation there is between this garment and the weapon mittu, if any,

seems elusive. The logographic writing dGI§.KU.AN for the garment metu could be

purely based on assonance.

* SeeDuRAND 1990a, pp. 145-146, and Joannas 1992, pp. 174-175: "cloture".
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maknaktu "seal" (syll. with det. NA4). This word is exclusively attested in Neo-
Babylonian and can be preceded by the determinative NA4 (CAD M/l, pp. 137-138,

q.v.). Injewelry inventories it possibly denotes the real cylinder or stamp seal, as opposed
to the word na4KJSIB (kunukku) which refers to cylindrical or barrel-shaped beads used
in jewelry (JOANNES 1992, p. 176). See also BEAULIEU 1999, pp. 150-151.

mitru a piece ofjewelry or ornament (syll.). This word is otherwise unknown. Perhaps

related to the Middle-Babylonian word mitru, which denotes a metal tool (CAD M/II,

p. 140, s.v. mitru).

musalu "cosmetic jar" (syll.). The word muSalu appears in three texts from Uruk; NBC
4894: 74. 1 mu-sd-lu1 K[UGI?]; TCL 12, 39: 2. 1 mu-sa-lu KU.GI; and NCBT 72: 1. 1

KA mu-Sd4u- r
u KU.GI 1

2. Sa <«GASAN sa UNUG^i 1

"a gold lid for the cosmeticjar ofthe
Lady-of-Uruk ." CAD M/II, pp. 256-257, s.v. muSalu A, proposes the meanings "mirror"

and "palette for cosmetics," but FARBER 1987 argued for the meaning "cosmetic jar"

already proposed by Durand for an occurrence in the Mari text ARM 2 1 , 222: 29. 1 GAL
mu-Sa-lum sa na4MU§ "un vase a onguent en serpentine." Since NBC 4894 mentions a

gold mirror (namaru fyurasi) together with the gold muSalu, the meaning "cosmetic jar'

seems indeed more appropriate. See also BEAULIEU 1999, p. 151.

muttabiltu a recipient (syll.). The word muttabiltu probably denotes a small recipient,

such as a cosmetic jar, since it could be made of glass according to PTS 3238: 1 1. [o]

mut-ta-bil-ti Sd na4za-ku-ku-u "[o] muttabiltu of glass." The same object made of gold

occurs in NBC 4894: 76. 1 mut-tab-bil-tu^ KU.GI; and one finds in the series Summa alu

many protases describing the finding of lizards and insects in a muttabiltu (CAD M/II,

p. 302, q.v.). See also BEAULIEU 1999, p. 151.

nabasu "red-colored wool" (syll. na-bal-su, possibly a scribal error). This word occurs

in YOS 17, 307: 1. 1 s'etffc.ME.DA na-bal-su 2. 4 '"sMAS.ME "One (mina?) of red-

colored wool (for) fouYsiblu garments" Since sisH£.ME.DA (= tabarru) denotes "red-

colored wool," it is possible that the word nabasu is redundant or indicates a further

nuance in color. The words tabarru and nabasu are generally synonymous, but nabasu
is almost never used in the Neo-Babylonian period, tabarru being the common word for

red-colored wool,

nurmO "pomegranate-shaped bead" (NU.UR.MA; nu-ur-mu; nu-ur-mu-w, nu-ur, mt-

ur-u\ m4nu-ur-mu-u). The word nurmu is normally written mt-ur-mu-u. The spellings

nu-ur and nu-ur-u, however, suggest the following stages in the phonological evolution

ofthe word in Neo-Babylonian: *nurumu > *nuruwii > *nuru > nur, with breaking of the

consonantal cluster, mutation of intervocalic /m/ to/w/, and loss of final vowel, processes

which are well documented in Neo- and late Babylonian. Thus in Greek transcriptions of
Akkadian the word umu "day" is denoted simply by the letter omega, representing /6/.5

palilu a component ofjewelry (syll.). Perhaps to be connected with palilu "watchman"
(AHw, p. 816, s.v. palilu), if it denotes a safeguard attachment.

pappardilfl "banded agate" (BABBAR.DIL; ™4BABBAR.DIL). The identification of
pappardilu as banded agate and any stone with the same appearance is discussed in

§1.6.4, and in BEAULIEU 1999, pp. 151-154.

5 Geller 1983. On Greek and Wcsl Semitic Iranscriplions or Akkadian words as evidence for the m > w
mulalion see also Mayer 1992, pp. 48-54, who lists analogous forms, such as kilmu written ku-u, and Sunm
written Su-u.
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paruktu "canvas" (syll.). This word also appears in NCBT 1069: 8. 2 z^sal-lju sa

pa-ru-uk-ti "two sallju cloths for a canvas."

paSSuru "offering table" (ei5BANSUR; ei5URUxGU; ei5URUxGA). The reading of the

logograms URUxGU and URUxGA as SAKIR and SAKIR is found in the series Aa
VI/4 (MSL 14, 442): 43. [sa-ki-ir] URUxGU =Sd-ki-ru-[u] 44. [MIN] URUxGA=sd-ki-

ru-[u]. In Neo-Babylonian texts from the archive these logograms obviously function as

allographs for BANSUR (URUxURUDU). Collations of the relevant passages indicate

that in all cases but one the previous readings URUxURUDU must be replaced by

URUxGU or URUxGA, while at the same time the mzamngpaSSuru must be maintained.

The collated passages are GCCI 1, 370: 1. (gold for) 2 me-e 2. Sa gisURUxGU* sa

<ina-na-a; and 5. (gold) a-na 6. bat-qa sa me-e Sa g'gURUxGU*; and YOS 7, 185:

20. 1 b^BANSUR KU.BABBAR sa <>30 sa AN-e; and 26. 3 me-e KU.BABBAR ina

g'SURUxGA* Sa ^30 hk-ti. The sign was correctly copied in VS 20, 2: 2. (gold) a-

na bat-qa 3. [Sa] grtURUxGA Sa *na-na-a. New texts are NCBT 120: 9. PAP 8 ma-sal}

(ZU.LUM.MA) a-na KA$.[tfA SU]M.NA 1 0. Sa b^URUxGU! Sa u^muT *en-lil "Total,

8 measures (of dates) allotted for beer, for the offering table of the offering days(?) of

Enlil;" NCBT 380: 2. (gold) Sa e'sURUxGA Sa ^GA§AN Sa SAG; and PTS 3315: 13'.

1 g^URUxGU KU.BABBAR Sa d30 Sa AN-e.<>

pazuzu "Pazuzu (head pendant)" (syll.). This word, which appears in NBC 4894: 65.
T
pa-zu-zu KU.GI 1

, refers probably to an amulet representing the head of the demon

Pazuzu. This piece ofjewelry is quite common in the first millennium, much more so

than full length figurines of the demon. Two Neo-Babylonian Pazuzu head pendants

of bronze were found at Uruk. 7 This seems to be the first instance of a Pazuzu head

made of gold. See also BEAULIEU 1999, p. 154, to which add CURTIS, READE
1995, p. Ill, fig. 64, for a Pazuzu head probably suspended close to a woman in

labor for protection against Lamastu; and BRAUN-HOLZINGER 1984, pp. 74-79,

pis. 53-55, who discusses Pazuzu head pendants made of bronze. Pazuzu incantations

are reconstructed by BORGER 1987.

pinnu "button" (syll.). This word ofunknown origin (AHw, p.864b, s.v. pinnu) probably

designates an attachment or button to fasten the components ofjewels. It is attested in

NBC 4894 in connection with necklaces (24.
r
pi-in-nC-Su KU.GI; 27. pi-in-ni-Su- nu

KU.GI 1

) and finger rings (67. pi-in-ni-Su-nu KU.GI). See also BEAULIEU 1 999, p. 1 54.

pukkuru "to fasten" (syll.). This is the D-stem of the verb pakaru, which Von Soden

derives from the Aramaic root PKR "to chain, fetter" (AHw
t p. 812a, s.v. pakaru). The

root PKR in Syriac means "to bind" (PAYNE-SMITH 1903, p. 445b).

qablu (in Sa qabli) "waistband" (syll. and SEN). This article of clothing is attested in

Cincinnati 20, 1. 8 GiN KU.BABBAR 2 TUG BABBAR.RA/MES 1
2. Sa qab-lu\ and

YBC 7436: 34. s,8ZA.GlN.KUR.RA Sa §EN. The logogram for qablu in the meaning

"waistband" is usually Sa MURUB4, while §EN is the logogram for qablu in the meaning

"combat." However, MURUB4 is also sometimes used for the latter. In YBC 7436: 34 we

have the converse case, where §EN denotes "waistband " On this garment see KESSLER
1999, p. 252.

6 The same text mentions 2 8iJURUxGU KU.GI on line 2
1

'.

7 See Limper 1988, p. 45, nos. F 480 and 481, and photographs on pi. 34, nos. 207 and 208.
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qilpu "piece of plating" (syll. and BAR). The logogram BAR (or MAS) can be read

either qilpu "piece of plating," or ispallurtulpallurtu "cross," which can denote a cross-

shaped object, and indeed corresponds to the shape ofthe sign. The reading qilpu seems

more likely because the word occurs written syllabically in another inventory ofjewelry

from the archive (YBC 7383: 3, 14 and 18, written qi-il-pi), while ispallurtulpallurtu is

not attested as a piece or component ofjewelry.

raqqatu a component of the necklace (syll.). In Neo-Babylonian texts from Sippar this

word occurs in inventories of sacred jewelry (CAD R, p. 170, s.v. raqqatu A, 2. "a metal

object"). At Uruk it is attested as a component of the necklace, or of the counterpoise of

the necklace, in PTS 2950: 34. 9-Si raq-qa-a-ta KU.GI Sa ku-tal-la\ and YOS 17, 246:

14. [o G]U sa raq-qa-a-ta KUG[I].

ruhhu meaning uncertain (syll.). The word rufjfru, which appears in NCBT 862,

qualifies animals in other Neo-Babylonian texts, but its precise meaning remains elusive.

The translation proposed by CAD R, p. 407, s.v. rufffyu "high quality, select," does not

really agree with the context of NCBT 862: 20.
r
2

1 GU4 NiNDA.MES KU.ME 21.

ana m-u\}-\}u 22. Sa IdSU-LUGAL-a-w 23. A ^BA-Sd-a 24. 1 KU ana ru-uff-bu 25. sa

•NiG.DU A {Su-ma-a "2 unblemished calves for the ru(jfju of Marduk-Sarrani, son of

IqTSa; 1 unblemished (calf) for the rufjfju of Kudurru, son of Suma." Therefore a D-stem

infinitive ofrefyu "to inseminate" (CAD R, p. 254, s.v. rejju 4.) seems more appropriate

here, with a possible translation "2 unblemished calves,^/' insemination, for Marduk-

Sarrani, son of IqTSa; 1 unblemished (cd\f),for insemination, for Kudurru, son ofSuma ,"

assuming that these "calves" were mature enough for reproduction.

sadu a gold alloy (syll.). The same word seems to occur in connection with silver in

JAS 1996, p. 32, no. 16, line 8. 1/2 MA.NA 5 GlN KV.BABBAR sa-du "1/2 mina (and)

5 shekels of sadu silver."

samafyalu a catch, hook, or attachment for jewelry (syll.). This word is not listed in

the dictionaries and is so far attested exclusively in Neo-Babylonian jewelry texts from

Uruk and Sippar. At Uruk it occurs in BIN 1, 132: 4; NCBT 1018: 4; PTS 2950: 12,

19, 23, and 31; NBC 4894: 71, 72, and 74; YBC 4174: 16, 18, 20, and 21; and YBC
1 1390: 3. At Sippar it is attested only in CT 55, 3 1 1 : obv. 4' and rev. 8\» The attestations

from Uruk ensure that the first sign is SA rather than GA, although the interpretation

of the second one as MA will be open to question until a satisfactory etymology of

the word is offered because of the allographic character of MA and BA is that period.

The spelling sa-ma-lja-H-Su-nu in NCBT 1018: 4 confirms that the sign fcJAL is to be

read /bal/ rather than as the plural indicator DIDLI. Contexts suggest that the samatjalu

was a small catch, hook, or attachment used to link or fasten a piece of decoration to a

wire or a larger ornament. According to YBC 4174 the samafjalu seems to have been

a small catch used to fasten the breastplate to its suspension siring. Actual breastplates

have been found with holes pierced along their edge. Rather than passing the suspension

string directly through these holes, it is possible that samafyalus were inserted in them

and then attached to the string. See also BEAULIEU 1999, p. 154.

samtu "carnelian" (
,lil4GUG; GUG). The logogram GUG must be an abbreviation for

iui4GUG=.sy/w/// "carnelian." In the Neo-Assyrian inventories published by FALES,

* CT 55, 311: obv 4'. [1 a]-gu-u 6 sti-ma-foal 6 ku-bu-uS\ rev. 8'. [o o o] 6 xn-ma-fjal-Sii-nu, edition by
JoANNfes 1992, p. 179.
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POSTGATE 1992 the logogram GUG is used more frequently than n*»GUG to denote

carnelian.

sutu an attachment, catch, or hook for jewelry (syll. and ei$BAN).The plural form

sutatu, spelled syllabically, indicates that this word is different from sutu "measuring

vessel," whose plural form is sdtu. Therefore the use of the logogram g^BAN to

write this word must be analogical. For a word sutu with plural sutatu, but with

probably different meaning, in Neo-Assyrian texts, see DELLER, FINKEL 1984,

p. 89.

sabitu "gazelle figurine" (MAS.DA; perhaps also MAS.TA). This word occurs in YBC
1 1649: 2. MAS.DA.MES, and possibly in PTS 2264: 11.11 MAS.TA.ME Sa ku-(Sd)-

ma-rat KU.GI, if we understand MAS.TA as an approximate phonetic spelling of the

logogram.

suppu "braided curtain" (syll. with det. GADA). CAD S, p. 249, s.v. suppu C suggests

the meaning "strip of carded wool." Textual evidence indicates that the suppu was used

as a curtain, hence the meaning "braided curtain" proposed here.

Salamu, Sal(l)im (Sal-Urn and GI). The logogram GI qualifies the samafyalu in YBC
4174: 16, 18, 20, and 21 (sa-ma-hal-Su GI). The reading salamu for the logogram

GI, attested mostly in Neo-Babylonian personal names, is ensured in this case by the

syllabic spelling in PTS 2950: 12. sa-ma-ljal-Su Sal-lim (also lines 19 and 23). The form

and meaning of the word present some problems. The D stative would be semantically

appropriate in the meaning "to repair, restore" (CAD S/I, p. 223, s.v. Salamu 8e), but the

expected form should be Sullim "repaired, restored." While the G stative Salim should

not be spelled with a doubled second radical, the meaning "in good condition" (CAD
S/I, s.v. Salamu, pp. 212-213, 2a3') seems the most appropriate one and is therefore

adopted here.

SamSu/SanSu "sun-disk ornament" (syll. with plur. in -anu and -atu; [aS\-mu\ AS.ME).

The complex history of this ornament, attested from the 3rd millennium until the Neo-

Babylonian period, and abundantly documented by inventories from Mari and Qatna,

has recently been studied by DURAND 1990a. He concludes that the ornament called

MUNSUB.ME orGUR7.ME in the Mari texts is probably one and the same with AS.ME,
although the meaning ofthese logograms still eludes us. At Sippar in the Neo-Babylonian

period SamlnSu is often written aS-mu, which represents the Akkadianized form of the

logogram AS.ME (JOANNES 1992, p. 174). This form also occurs at Uruk in PTS
2950: 15. [0 aS]-mu Sa zi-mu KU.GI. This ornament is listed in the jewelry sections of

Uar-ra=#w/w//w (CAD S/I, p. 335, s.v. SamSu lex. section).

Sapfl "thick (woven fabric)" (syll.). This word usually qualifies hides and textiles, but

is otherwise attested only in Old Assyrian, at Mari, at Boghazkoi, and in the lexical

tradition (CAD S/I, p. 487, s.v. SapCt A). The fact that Sapii is paired with ruqqu "thin"

in PTS 3250: 5 leaves little doubt, however, as to its meaning. In Har-ra =#«/«///»

XIX 106-107 Sapii is similarly paired with raqqatu, derived from the same root (106.

tug.bar.dul5.sal.la=;«<7-<7fl-/;///7, 107. tug.bar.duls.Sa.ba.tuk=ja-/7/-/(/m).

$a-sala'-me "water sprinkler" (syll.). A number of attestations of this previously

little known word have recently surfaced in published and unpublished texts from the

Neo-Babylonian period. Extensive discussion with references to texts in BEAULIEU,
MAYER 1997, p. 158, to which add the following new attestation: BONGENAAR et

al. 1993-94, p. 140, text 19, 3. Sa sa-la-'i KU.BABBAR. The word is composed of the
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particle Sa, the construct infinitive of the verb sala'u "to sprinkle," and the genitive of

mu "water," and means literally "that of sprinkling water."

Sihittu a plant-shaped ornament (?) (syll.). This word occurs in GCCI 2, 261: 4. 36

Su-la-pu KU.GI 5. Sd pu-uk-ku- 1

ru Sd* Si^-fji-it-ti 6. Sd AGA Sd <«UNUGW-/-//. It might

be the same word which occurs in VS 6, 314: 5. kan-kan-nu Si-fyi-it-tu*. Von Soden

relates it to the name of a garden plant which occurs in lexicographical texts only (AHw,

p. 1232, s.v. Sifjittu II), but CAD separates the two words (CAD S/II, p. 415, s.v. Sifjittu

and Sifjittu C). The present evidence is not decisive, but it is possible that Sifjittu refers

here to an ornament in the shape of the plant Sifjittu.

Sikaru "beer" (KA§, KAS.SAG). KAS is the basic logogram for Sikaru. The logogram

KAS.SAG, which originally denoted a premium quality of beer (Sikaru restu), became
interchangeable with KA$ after the Old Babylonian period. Thus KAS.SAG in the

late periods can mean both Sikaru and Sikaru reStu. Latest discussion by STOL 1994,

pp. 161-164.

Sipitu (syll.). Possibly the same word as SibTtu "suture, seam" (CAD S/II, p. 381, q.v.),

since it qualifies the sutu attachment in NBC 4503: 7. 9 8'SBAN.ME 8. Sd Si-pi-ti.

STpu a type of wool (
si&Si-pi). To be connected possibly with CAD 5/III, p. 72, s.v. Sippu

"(red) decoration ofgarments;" with ibid, p. 93, s.v. STpu A "orpiment(?)," in which case

the word would refer to a yellowish or gold color of wool; or with ibid., p. 94, s.v. STpu

C, a word of uncertain meaning qualifying a garment.

SisTtu a kind of attachment for jewelry (syll.). Perhaps same as the word SisTtu (CAD
S/III, p. 124, s.v. SisTtu B), which denotes a joint in the body, and by extension possibly

an attachment for jewelry.

Subbaru "a wooden object" (syll. with det. GlS). This is a hapax, and CAD S/III, p. 1 7
1

,

q.v, suggests to emend the word and read Subtu "altar" in the plural.

Sulapu an ornament (syll.). The meaning of this word is uncertain, although it usually

occurs in lists of sacred vessels from the Eanna temple (JOANNES 1981, pp. 143-50).

The word is spelled Sul-pu in a similar list, YOS 19, 267:
r
14

n
Sttl-pu KU.GI, hinting at a

possible occasional confusion with the vessel named Sttlpu (see below). OPPENHEIM
1949, p. 178, n. 17 proposed the meaning "handle," positing that the word describes,

pars pro toto, a vessel with a handle, but this does not agree with the following texts,

where Sulapu seems to denote either an ornament, which is the meaning proposed by

CAD S/III, p. 239, s.v. Sulapu, or an attachment; GCCI 2, 261: 4. 36 Su-la-pu KU.GI

5. Sdpu-uk-ku- r
ru Sd* Si^-fji-it-d 6. Sd AGA Sd dUNUG"*i-/-// "36 Sulapus of gold for

affixing the Si(jittu-p\ant ornament(?) of the tiara of UrkayTtu." See also BEAULIEU,
MAYER 1997, p. 163.

Sulpu a vessel (syll.). This vessel often occurs in conjunction with the kallu bowl. See

also BEAULIEU, MAYER 1997, p. 163.

Sussulu "fish-box" (syll.). CAD lists this word under sussullu, but in Neo-Babylonian

texts this word is almost always spelled with the initial grapheme (§). Discussion in

BEAULIEU, MAYER 1997, p. 164.

tabarru "red-colored wool" (syll., occ. with det. StG; s|8y£.ME.DA). The syllabic

spellings in NBC 4750: 9. 1 1 ^fju-sa-ne-e 10. ina SA 1 Sd ta-bar-ri; and YOS 17, 307:

3. ^(a-bar-ru suggest that slerjE.ME.DA must be read tabarru in the Neo-Babylonian

period, rather than nabasu, as suggested in AHw, p. 697, q.v. According to CAD N,

pp. 21-22, s.v. nabasu, the logogram s|firj£.ME.DA should be read tabarru from the
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Middle Babylonian period onwards. In YOS 19, 290: 1, however, s'gHE.ME.DA seems

to be glossed with nabasu (q.v. above).

takiltu "blue-colored wool" (syll. with det. SIG; sfeZA.GIN.KUR.RA). This is pos-

sibly the blue-colored variety of purple (French "violet"), as opposed to argamannu

(
s[gZA.GIN.SA5), which is burgundy, the red-colored variety (French "pourpre").

tariktu meaning uncertain (syll.). See AHw, p. 1329b, s.v. tariktu "a metal object." The

word is also attested in YOS 6, 175: 4. ta-rik-tu*, and in Nbn. 591 : 3. ta-ri-ka-iu^, in the

latter case in connection with the ornaments of the goddess Lady-of-Sippar.

tarklsu an ornament (syll.). This word is translated "ein Gebinde," in AHw, p. 1330,

but this seems to be based solely on the meaning of the root RKS "to bind." It occurs

also in a contemporary jewelry inventory from Sippar: CT 55, 31 1: obv. 14'. 2 taS-ki-su,

and rev. 3'. 1 taS-ki-su, and is tentatively translated "ornement de liaison" by JOANNES
1992, p. 179. The writing taskis reflects the sound shift hi > III before Ik/ and the loss

of the final vowel. See also BEAULIEU 1999, p. 154.

tenSfl a sequin (syll.). This sequin is made of gold. According to MATSUSHIMA
1 995b, pp. 1 75-1 76, lenSil possibly denotes a square ornament since rosettes and squares

frequently alternate on iconographic representations of sacred and royal garments, just

like ayaru and tensii in the texts. See also BEAULIEU 1999, p. 154.

t/dubk/qatu a stone or bead (
na4dub-ki-

r
tP; na4dub-kdt; na4dub-ka-a~ta; dub-qa-a-ta).

This word is attested once at Sippar in CT 55, 3 1 1 : obv. 11 '. 4 dub-qa-
r
a\-lP. Joannes

interprets it as a metathesis oUukpitu (JOANNES 1992, p. 175, n. 73). Such metathesis

definitely occurs in CT 55, 3 1 8: 10. 2-ta tup-ki-tu^. The forms dub-qa-a-ta, dub-ka-a-ta,

and dub-qa-
T

a\-tC', however, probably belong to another word.

tukpitu "kidney-shaped bead" (syll. with det. NA4; na4BIR). The commonly accepted

meaning has been challenged by Durand in ARM 21, pp. 226-228, who prefers to

translate it as "round bead." See BEAULIEU 1999, pp. 154-155.

turinnltu a component of the tiara (syll.). This is possibly a plural form of *titriltii or

*turintu. It could also be the same word as turunnu, a gold attachment which occurs

in the Qatna inventories (AHw, p. 1373b "eine Goldfassung," discussed by DURAND
1990, pp. 155-1 56), but then the Itl ending would pose a problem unless one explains it

as a feminine plural form. It is perhaps related to the Neo-Babylonian female personal

name Turinnltu (JOANNES 1989, p.425), which also occurs in a text from Uruk dated

to the 12th year of Darius I (SpTU V, 291 : 9. Hu-rin-ni-tm, also on lines 14, 20, and 45).

turru "string" (syll. and DUR). The reading of the logogram DUR as turrit rather than

riksu when denoting the siring on which the beads of the necklace are held is supported

by the two syllabic spellings found in PTS 2950: 13. [ina tu]r-ru GADA.yA sa-ab-ti;

30. [i]na tur-ru GADA.yA sa-ab-t[i].

uppctu an attachment forjewelry (syll.). Possibly a feminine plural form oUtppu "reed,

pipe," describing an attachment reminiscent of a small pipe (AHw, p. 1424, s.v. upptt I).

urat babi meaning unknown (u-rat KA). Since this word occurs in three texts it is

probably not a mistake for u-rak KA (GCCI 2,141:2; NCBT 324: 5; and YBC 1 1 504: 2).

zakukfi "glass" (syll. with det. NA4). The form zakuku is new, but it is obviously related

to zuku and zakakatulzakukutu, the common designations for frit and glass.

zaratu "tent" (syll., occ. with det. TUG). The door of a tent is mentioned in a text from

the archive, NBC 4652: 1. 9 MA.NA 2/3 5 GfN ^mi-ifj-su 2. 1 dal-ti Sd ^za-ra-ti "9

2/3 minas and 5 shekels of woven cloth (for) one door for a tent."
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Appendix 3. Philological Discussions

zer qiSSe "melon-seed-shaped bead" (NUMUN UKUS). Outside the Eanna archive the

same word is attested once in a description of a stone; OIP 2, p. 132: 72. ™4pindu §a

lama zer qisse sikinSu "pindu-stone, whose appearance is like cucumber seeds" (quoted

in CAD Z, p.92a, s.v. zeru).

zlmu "garment decoration" (syll.). The word occurs with that meaning in the Nabonidus

stela VAB IV, Nab. 8, col. VIII, 4.' [ni]-siq-ti NA4 u KU.GI 5'. nu-um-mu-ru zi-mu-su "its

appearance (of the garment) was made bright with choice stones and gold."9 A similar

usage is found at Mari, where zimu seems to denote the embroideries and decorations

affixed to a garment. 10

• SeeOppENHEiM 1949, pp. 172-173.
i° See ARM 23, 134: 1. 1/3 MA.NA ^ga-bi-i 2. a-na Sa-ka-an zi-ini 3. Sa 'U«UUS.A "one-third mina of

alum lo install the embroideries of a garment;" and Durand 1983, p. 137, n. 42.
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Indexes

YBC 9135 (NBK2. 15.06.16) 46-48 (plates 4-5), 80-87, 267

YBC 9238 (NBK2.23.03.20) 54-55 (plates 10-1 1), 80-87, 267

YBC 9445 (NBK2.36.xx. 16) 62-64 (plates 16-17), 80-87, 267

YBC 9932 (undated) 94-95 (plate 23), 280, 295, 297, 326, 333, 337, 341, 343, 345,

355

YBC 1 1390 (SSU.10.xx.xx) 232-235 (plates 24-25), 382

Texts Quoted and Discussed

This index includes all texts from the Eanna temple and related private archives which

are quoted or discussed in the book. Texts which appear only in tables and enumerations

are not included. Babylonian dates are provided between parentheses for each text.

A 4255 (NBK2. 17.08.26) 92

A 32097 (NBK2.10.il. 13) 122

AnOr 8, 2 (NBK2.02.12.18) 265

AnOr 8, 35 (NBN. 15.08.29) 225, 273

AnOr8, 39 (CYR.02.1 1.29) 123, 174

AnOr8
)
41(CYR.04.04.01)174

AnOr 8, 43 (CYR.04.08.01) 174

AnOr8,44(CYR.04.11.09) 173

AnOr 8, 48 (CYR.05.07. 1 5) 1 7 1
, 3 1

8

AnOr 8, 53 (CYR.06.09.22) 318

AnOr8,56(CYR.07.10.12)359

AnOr 8, 65 (CAM.00. 1 1 .xx) 293

AnOr 8, 70 (CAM.03.07.13) 343

AnOr 8, 75 (CAM.04.12.xx) 293

AnOr 9, 2 (undated) 236, 265, 301-302,

303, 326, 337, 340

AnOr 9, 3 (KAN.02.xx.xx) 173, 252,

307, 329, 337, 340

AnOr 9, 6 (NPL. 1 9.xx.02) 150-151,

200, 320, 327

AnOr 9, 8 (NBN.03.13.13) 363

AnOr 9, 1 7 (undated) 297

AnOr 9, 19 (undated) 344

ARNAUD 1973, p. 147 (NBN. 17.05.24)

173,215

ARRIM 7, 47 (undated) 91-92, 301,

312,342,347,353,367-368

AUWE 5, 74 (xx.xx.xx.xx) 169

AUWE5,77(NBK2.41.xx.xx) 169,213

AUWE 5, 78 (xx.xx.xx.xx) 169, 213,

224

AUWE 5, 79 (xx.xx.xx.xx) 169,251

AUWE 5, 80 (xx.xx.xx.xx) 169, 213,

224,251

AUWE 5, 81 (xx.xx.xx.xx) 139-140,

169,213,224,251

AUWE 5, 84 (NBK2.26.09.18) 278, 285

AUWE 5, 87 (NBK2.42.04.18) 245

AUWE 5, 88 (NBK2.42.12.14) 278,

285, 304

AUWE 5, 89 (AM.01. 10.02) 259, 278,

285, 304

AUWE 5, 90 (NBK2.09.02.27) 299, 303

AUWE 5, 130 (NBK2.xx.l 1.22?) 338

AUWE 8, 48 (xx.xx.xx.xx) 224

AUWE 8, 73 (xx.06.xx.xx) 224

AUWE 8, 80 (xx.xx.xx.xx) 224

AUWE 8, 81 (xx.xx.xx.xx) 213

AUWE 8, 84bb (xx.xx.xx.xx) 224

AUWE8,89(NBK2.03.10.28) 169,

213,224,251

AUWE 11, 162 (NPL?. 14.04. 12) 23,

204

AUWE 1 1, 179 (xx.xx.xx.xx) 250, 261

AUWE 11,213 (NBK2.36?.02? ( 1 8)

148

BIN1, 19 (undated) 352

BIN 1,28 (undated) 323

BIN 1, 30 (undated) 165-166, 347

BIN 1,37 (undated) 289

BIN 1,41 (undated) 123

BIN 1 ,47 (undated) 339

BIN 1, 127 (NBK2.15.1 1.10) 330

BIN 1, 132 (NPL. 15. 11.27) 192,383
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BIN 1, 152 (NPL.10.05.18) 163, 257,

260,262,298,300,313

BIN1, 157 (undated) 174

BIN 1, 167 (CYR.xx.xx.xx) 293

BIN 1, 170 (NER.03.06.07) 260, 264

BIN 2, 125(NBK2.32.11.24)24, 156

BIN 2, 126 (NBK2. 19.08.02) 198

CDCPP 6 (NBN.06.09.05) 367

Cincinnati 20 (NBK2.20.09.05) 19, 361,

385

Dar. 11 (DAR1.03.06.08) 359

Dar. 524 (DAR 1.2 1.04. 10) 359

FLP 1609 (undated) 257

FLP 1613(xx.09.12.xx)21,291

GCCI 1, 14 (NBK2. 12.07.22) 247

89 (NBK2.36.09.29) 305

135(NBK2.42.06.16)150

141 (NBK2.39*.04.11) 198

173(NBK2.34.02.29)245

190(NBK2.10+.09.20)299

203 (NBK2.4 1.0 1.07) 288

235 (NBK2.38.04.05) 333

238(NBK2.26.03.07)27

242(NBK2.22.06.12)36

251 (NBK2.39.02.02) 142,

GCCI 1

GCCI 1

GCCI 1

GCCI 1

GCCI 1

GCCI 1

GCCI 1

GCCI 1

GCCI 1

GCCI 1

198

GCCI 1

GCCI 1

GCCI 1

GCCI 1

GCCI 1

GCCI 1

GCCI 1

244

GCCI 2

GCCI 2

GCCI 2

267,

GCCI 2

GCCI 2

GCCI 2

223

GCCI 2

GCCI 2

GCCI 2

GCCI 2

268 (NBN.07.1 1.22) 326

317(NBN.07.12.23)326

337(NBN.03.03.04)272

370(NBN.05.05.09)190,385

379(NBN.10.01.15)288

386 (NBN.05. 12.06) 148,322

388(NBN.03.xx.xx)21,36,

25(NPL.18*.09.12) 192-193

45(NPL.09.01.17) 196

49(NPL.16.01.22)139, 150,

382

51 (NPL. 12.08. 18) 191

52 (NPL. 15.09.21) 193

63 (NPL. 14.01.07) 210-211,

69(NPL.08.04.22)23,204

81 (AM.0 1.03.06) 245

97 (CYR.01?*. 11.05) 359

105(CAM.05.09.27) 19,283

GCCI 2, 108 (CAM.07.04.29) 18, 336

GCCI 2, 121 (CAM.06. 11.24) 19, 180,

258-259, 283

GCCI 2, 133(KAN.17.05.01)23, 156,

204,221

GCCI 2, 141 (xx.15.07.01) 193-194

GCCI 2, 142 (undated) 3 18

GCCI 2, 166 (xx.xx.09.29) 249, 285

GCCI2,214(xx.xx.llJ7)236

GCCI 2, 233 (undated) 255

GCCI 2, 238 (xx.03.02.06*) 323

GCCI 2, 25 1 (undated) 211, 248

GCCI 2, 256 (undated) 251

GCCI 2, 261 (xx.10.06.12) 257, 276,

388

GCCI 2, 287 (xx.xx.03.30) 245, 278,

304

GCCI 2, 327 (xx. 19.03.09) 273

GCCI 2, 337 (NBK2.03.xx.xx) 339

GCCI 2, 343 (xx.02. 10.17) 335

GCCI 2, 359 (undated) 169, 213, 224,

251

GCCI 2, 360 (undated) 150, 170

GCCI2,365(xx.05.02.07) 17, 180,259,

284

GCCI 2, 366 (undated) 358

GCCI2,367(KAN.09.05.01)23, 156,

204,221

GCCI 2, 370 (undated) 170, 213, 224,

251

GCCI 2, 371 (xx.12.13.23) 333

GCCI 2, 372 (NPL.20.09.xx) 257

GCCI 2, 381 (xx.12.06.23) 190

GCCI 2, 398 (undated) 333

GELLER 1995 (CYR.05?.10.14) 330

IBK 8, 164 (CAM.xx.03.26+) 345-346

IBK 8, 165 (CYR.01.xx.xx) 21, 155,

220, 244, 284, 309

JURSA 1997, pp. 108-109, no. 14

(NBK2.00.09.26) 198

Knopf, SC-47 (NPL.08.02.13) 322

LKU 45 (undated) 164

LKU 5 1 (undated) 23 1 , 264, 268, 28 1

,

288, 294, 298, 325, 336, 337, 348,

353, 373-377

NBC 4502 (xx. 12.08.09) 209
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Indexes

NBC4503(NER.03.09.11) 179-180,

388

NBC 4504 (AM.0 1 . 1 0.08) 24, 1 56, 205

NBC4510(NPL.08.05.03)22,23, 192,

205, 322

NBC 4536 (CAM.00.12.16) 216

NBC 4560 (xx.06.1 1.23) 230

NBC 4577 (AM.xx. 12.0 1)25, 141, 157,

198

NBC 4586 (undated) 338

NBC 4597 (undated) 230

NBC 4598 (CYR.05.xx.xx) 170, 368

NBC 4631 (NER.0 1.04.29) 269

NBC4652(NBK2.25.02.15)389
NBC 4674 (xx. 15.07.22) 37

NBC 4680 (NBK2.24.09.07) 278, 285,

299

NBC4731 (NBK2.14.04.il) 163,212,

249, 279, 285

NBC 4750 (NBK2.3 1.02. 14) 17, 153,

388

NBC 4769 (undated) 176, 215, 254,

262,281,287

NBC 4773 (NBK2. 14.06.20) 170, 225

NBC 4796 (undated) 170, 213, 225, 251

NBC 4798 (undated) 162, 21 1, 223

NBC 4866 (CYR.05.06.06) 297

NBC 4870 (undated) 170, 213, 225, 251

NBC 4871 (NBK2.16.xx.xx) 328

NBC 4894 (undated) 140, 142-146,

381,384,385

NBC 4904 (nukurlUna-mati.OAMAA)

140

NBC 4913 (undated) 215, 332

NBC 4929 (xx.00.07.22) 247

NBC 4939 (NBK2.26.03.13) 251

NBC 4976 (xx.05.08.26) 312, 322

NBC 5037 (undated) 172, 214, 228,

253

NBC 8350 (xx. 14.01.01) 190,230

NBC 8363 (NBK2.27.01.15) 230

NBDUM 6 (NBK2A2A2.25) 170,211

NBDUM 62 (NBK2.xx.xx. 1 0) 26

1

Nbk. 109 (NBK2. 17.0 1.06?) 329

NCBT 1 1 (undated) 328

NCBT72(NER.03.08.08) 146,384

NCBT 74 (NBK2.42. 10.02) 259, 278,

285, 304

NCBT 91 (NBK2.23.06.29) 36

NCBT 120 (NBK2.22.10.01) 338, 385

NCBT 123 (NBK2.40.10.01) 288, 296

NCBT 144 (NBK2.40.08.22) 338

NCBT 155 (AM.0 1.09.04) 259, 278,

285, 304, 360

NCBT 175 (NBK2.37.01.21) 221

NCBT 183 (NPL.09.05.1 1) 170, 297,

333, 344

NCBT 200 (AM.0 1.07.07) 18, 154

NCBT 245 (NBK2.36.07.07) 248, 360

NCBT 251 (NBK2.36.13.16)254,265

NCBT 277 (NBK2.39. 12.30) 278, 296,

298, 304

NCBT 284 (NBK2.42.07.02) 245

NCBT 310 (NPL.06.1 1.30) 217

NCBT 321 (NPL.OO. 11.16) 189,267

NCBT 323 (NPL.10.02. 1 1) 382

NCBT 324 (NPL. 14.07.07) 190

NCBT 333 (NPL.xx.xx.08) 9, 194, 243

NCBT 357 (NBK2.3 1.1 2.02) 150-151,

200,218-219,327

NCBT 377 (NPL.01.05.02) 18, 203, 344

NCBT 380 (NPL.20. 1 2. 1 9) 2 1 7, 236,

258, 379, 385

NCBT 410 (xx.17.xx.22) 199

NCBT 421 (xx.xx.04.29)213

NCBT 442 (xx.12.06.01) 257

NCBT488(xx.06.09.12)345

NCBT489(xx.08.09.18) 181

NCBT 5 1 1 (edil-babi.06.06.xx) 217

NCBT 528 (undated) 23 1 , 270, 3 1

3

NCBT 543 (undated) 361

NCBT 557 (NPL.00.02.xx*) 25, 156,

205, 220

NCBT 589 (NPL.02. 13.03) 199

NCBT 592 (undated) 161

NCBT 605 (NBK2.4 1 . 1 0. 1 9) 259

NCBT 625 (NBK2.34.06. 1 9) 353

NCBT 648 (CAM.02.0 1 . 1
1
) 1 68

NCBT 7 1 3 (NBK2.42.06. 1 0) 22

1

NCBT 729 (NBK2.22.09.09) 285

NCBT 755 (NBK2.37.09.05) 316

NCBT 762 (NBK2.42.06.28) 249
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NCBT 767 (NBK2.06.05.27) 21

1

NCBT 779 (xx.40. 12.30) 159-160, 259,

278, 285, 296, 304, 360

NCBT 795 (NBK2.02.09.01) 313

NCBT 81 1 (NBK2.40.12.12) 289

NCBT 849 (undated) 162, 210, 223, 247

NCBT 869 (NBK2.27?.06.xx) 279

NCBT 903 (xx.32.1 1.14) 298

NCBT 910 (xx.Ol. 12.01) 161

NCBT 934 (NBK2.41.03.16) 221

NCBT 956 (NBK2.33.1 1.28) 196

NCBT987(CAM.01.01.05) 170

NCBT 988 (xx.08.07.21) 322

NCBT 990 (undated) 271

NCBT 999 (undated) 301, 307

NCBT 1008 (NBK2.38.02.14) 22, 157,

205

NCBT 1018(NER.02.02.13) 199,218

NCBT 1029 (ART.4 1.04.25) 339

NCBT 1053 (undated) 221, 246

NCBT 1069 (xx.09.12.xx) 267, 385

NCBT 1080 (xx. 16.07.20) 305-306

NCBT 1121 (NBK2.37. 11.07) 142,295

NCBT 1 132 (undated) 262-263, 281,

287, 295

NCBT 1172 (NBK2.23.02.15) 161, 164,

300, 303

NCBT 1176 (NBK2.18.02.10) 162-163

NCBT 1 178 (xx.22.05.06) 249, 261,

279, 285-286, 300, 303, 306, 337

NCBT 1227 (undated) 141

NCBT 1233 (AM.01.09.28) 288

NCBT 1245 (undated) 334

NCBT 1251 (AM.OO. 11.26) 24, 157,

220

NCBT 1297 (undated) 170,213

NCBT 2338 (NBK2.4 1 . 1 1 . 1 8) 217, 380

Nikolskij (§$U.02.04.10) 307, 319

NU4(SSU.xx.xx.23)318

NU5(ASB.18.02.15) 172

NU6(KAN.17.05.13) 172

NU 14(S§I.xx.09.xx) 172

NU29(NPL.xx.xx.xx)173

OECT 1, pis. 20-21 (reign of Nabu-

apla-iddina) 26-27, 167,250

PTS 2038 (NBN.00.03.28) 139, 170

PTS 2076 (undated) 265, 302, 312, 319,

343

PTS 2094 (NBN.04.08.23) 19, 153,

1 80-1 8 1 , 202, 220, 244, 258, 277,

284

PTS 2097 (NBN.0 1.03.02) 74, 100-101,

160, 162, 163, 208-21 1, 221-223,

245-248, 269

PTS 2162 (AM.00.07.06) 148

PTS 2174 (NBK2.40.04.19) 140

PTS 2175 (NBK2.3R.xx.xx) 149, 195

PTS 2180 (DARl.29.xx.xx) 270, 273,

296,299,305,315,326,360

PTS2182(CAM.07.01.19)358

PTS 2185 (NBK2.30+.02.19) 167-168

PTS 2190 (CAM.xx.xx.xx) 358

PTS 2264 (NPL. 19.1 1.29) 198, 242, 387

PTS 2282 (NBN. 13.1 1.25) 20, 155, 181,

220, 244, 259, 277, 284, 354

PTS 2391 (undated) 271

PTS 2438 (NBN.07.04.24) 149, 191

PTS 2491 (NBK2. 14.05.03) 139, 283,

286

PTS2522(xx.04?.12.12?)230

PTS 2539 (NBN.OO.xx.xx) 25, 157-158,

205-206

PTS 2559 (NBK2.08.03.24) 251

PTS 2660 (NBN.05. 12.20) 222

PTS 2674 (NBN.04. 12.01) 25, 158, 206

PTS 2684 (xx. 15.1 1.08) 149

PTS 2707 (xx.20.01.03) 222, 246

PTS 2708 (NBK2. 18.07.02) 160, 209,

222, 246

PTS 2713 (HalluSu.01.1 1.02) 319

PTS 2783 (NBK2.22.09.06) 176, 215,

226, 254, 262

PTS 281 1 (NBK2.27.05.28) 230

PTS 2813 (NPL. 18.02.01) 191

PTS 2881 (NBN.14.11.25)20, 154,

202-203, 309

PTS 2927 (NPL. 1 9?. 1 1 .27) 24, 1 56, 220

PTS 2950 (NER.02.02. 14) 9, 236-238,

383, 386, 387, 389

PTS 2992 (NBK2.40.05.14) 342

PTS 3067 (NBK2.22.05.30) 24, 158,

206
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PTS 3073 (NBN.05. 11.14) 140

PTS 3089 (NBK2. 12. 12.01) 150

PTS 3092 (NBK2.05.06.12) 189

PTS 3112 (NBK2.43.05.03) 160, 278,

285, 304

PTS 31 17 (NBN.07.06.02) 363

PTS 3136 (xx. 15.07.06) 193, 199

PTS 3175 (NBK2.21.6A.10+) 302

PTS 3190 (NBK2.35.1 1.29) 20, 155,

203, 220

PTS 3191 (NER.03 .09.23) 166, 212

PTS 3192 (NBK2.12.1 1.18) 340

PTS 321 1 (NBK2.03.06.02) 170, 213,

225,251

PTS 3230 (NBN.00.1 1.26) 20, 352-353,

361-362

PTS 3238 (xx. 15.04. 15) 197, 384

PTS3243(xx.07.06.18) 189

PTS 3245 (NBK2.xx.12.xx) 329

PTS 3256 (xx.02+.01.01) 6, 231

PTS 3257 (NBN.00.04.28) 18, 154,

176-177, 202, 215-216, 336-337

PTS 3263 (undated) 358

PTS 3315 (undated) 347, 385

PTS 3471 (NBK2.23. 10.27) 19, 154,

202

SCHEIL 1927 (NBK2. 14. 12.21) 122

SMITH 1926, p. 442 (undated) 339, 348

Spar 3 (CYR.07. 11.16) 173

S/>n/H, 55 (NPL.14+.09.1 1)312

SpTU IV,221 (NPL.00.09.05) 170, 171,

173

SpTU IV, 222 (DAR.16.xx.xx) 172

SpTU V, 291 (DAR. 12.09.05) 358

Stigers 15 (CAM.01.1 17.18) 174

Stigers 19 (AM.00.12.12) 150-151,200,

218,327

SWU 1 (NBN.15.xx.xx) 260, 272, 273

SWU 2 (xx.xx.xx.xx) 304

SWU 3 (xx.xx.xx.xx) 273, 299, 300

SWU 5 (xx.xx.xx.xx) 270

SWU 6 (xx.xx.xx.xx) 270

SWU 25 (xx.xx.xx.xx) 270

SWU 26 (CAM.06.xx.xx) 270, 273,

299, 305, 330, 333, 337, 345, 355

SWU 27 (xx.xx.xx.xx) 260, 279, 285

SWU 29 (xx.xx.xx.xx) 299

SWU 32 (xx.xx.xx.xx) 273, 343

SWU 33 (xx.xx.xx.xx) 270

SWU 35 (xx.xx.xx.xx) 273, 299, 316,

341,347,348

SWU 38 (xx.xx.xx.xx) 279, 341

SWU 42 (xx.xx.xx.xx) 348

SWU 43 (xx.xx.xx.xx) 330

SWU 44 (xx.xx.xx.xx) 270, 360

SWU 45 (xx.xx.xx.xx) 270, 292

SWU 46 (xx.xx.xx.xx) 270, 299-300,

333,338,342,355

SWU 62 (xx.xx.xx.xx) 264, 292, 300,

325

SWU 64 (xx.xx.xx.xx) 270, 330, 345,

355

SWU 65 (xx.xx.xx.xx) 296, 333

SWU 67 (xx.xx.xx.xx) 296

SWU 70 (xx.xx.xx.xx) 279

SWU 72 (xx.xx.xx.xx) 305, 330, 333,

337, 348, 360

SWU 75 (xx.xx.xx.xx) 260, 292, 296,

330, 345, 355

SWU 78 (xx.xx.xx.xx) 270

SWU 79 (xx.xx.xx.xx) 300, 303

SWU 86 (xx.xx.xx.xx) 341

SWU 87 (xx.xx.xx.xx) 273

SWU 88 (xx.xx.xx.xx) 300, 333, 336,

342

SWU 101 (xx.xx.xx.xx) 338, 341, 343,

348

SWU 102 (xx.xx.xx.xx) 273

SWU 104 (xx.xx.xx.xx) 273, 296-297,

301,333,338,342,344

SWU 105 (xx.xx.xx.xx) 271, 325-326,

333, 345

SWU 107 (xx.xx.xx.xx) 342, 343

SWU 1 17 (NPL.xx.xx.xx) 248-250,

253,260,261,335

SWU 118 (xx.xx.xx.xx) 292

SWU 124 (xx.xx.xx.xx) 260, 305, 337,

360

SWU 128 (xx.xx.xx.xx) 260

SWU 145 (xx.xx.xx.xx) 293

SWU 150 (xx.xx.xx.xx) 264

SWU 160 (undated) 88, 301, 360
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SWU 161 (undated) 89

SWU 162 (undated) 90, 267

SWU 163 (undated) 90-91, 327, 348

TCL9, 114 (undated) 174,334

TCL9, 117 (undated) 342

TCL9, 135 (undated) 339

TCL9, 139 (undated) 348

TCL 12, 33 (NBK2.12.06.il) 341

TCL 12, 39 (NBK2.22.07.24) 180, 309,

384

TCL 12, 73 (NBN.0 1.02.08) 174

TCL12,79(NBN.04.11.18)193

TCL 12, 106(NBN.12.05.23) 174

TCL 12, 107 (NBN.13.xx.06) 21, 244

TCL 12, 117(NBN.16.09.21)359

TCL 13, 132 (CYR.04.05.18) 345

TCL 13, 133 (CYR.04.05.22) 345

TCL 13, 134(CYR.04.08.25) 174

TCL 13, 147(CAM.01.03.30) 174

TCL 13, 156 (CAM.03.02.21) 225

TCL 13, 162 (CAM.03. 10.26) 169

TCL 13, 163 (CAM.03.xx.xx) 166, 173

TCL 13, 167 (CAM.05.03.24) 362

TCL 13, 182 (DAR 1.02.04. 13) 168,

173

TCL 13, 221 (undated) 170, 173-175

TCL 13, 232 (undated) 305

TEBR 36 (undated) 216, 334, 344

TEBR 58 (xx.xx.xx.xx) 167, 344

THUREAU-DANG1N 1919, pp. 125-

126 (MZS.02.0 1.20) 173,212,214,

253,318,330,338,347

Totten 32 (CYR.02.09.01) 19, 181, 259

UCP9/1,4(NPL.20.09.24)306

UCP9/1,8(NPL.17.01.18)306

UCP9/1, 16(NBK2.05.11.24)312

UCP9/1,46(NBK2.24.07.07) 139

UCP 9/1, 63 (NBN.06.04.28) 304, 306

UCP9/l,68(xx.04!.08.06)139

UCP 9/1, 73 (xx.l 1.06.10) 161, 163,

209, 21 1, 222, 223, 246, 248, 323

UCP 9/1, 81 (xx.20.04.28) 170, 225,

251

UCP9/2,5(NPL.14.11.15!)320

UCP9/2, 16(NBK2.24!.10.16) 161,

209-210

UCP 9/2, 31 (NER.0 1.09.29) 19, 284

UCP 9/2, 41 (xx.l 6.07.05) 322

UCP9/2,53(xx.20.01.15)349

UCP 9/2, 56 (xx.xx.xx.xx) 279

UCP 9/2, 57 (xx.xx.xx.xx) 331-332

UET4, 15 (SSU 18.08. 10) 302-303

VS 20, 1 (NBK2.43.02.09) 242

VS 20, 2 (AM.0 1.03.22) 190, 385

VS20, 19(xx.09.02.01)200

VS20, 51 (xx.xx. 13.0 1)251

VS 20, 60 (NBN.xx.02.09) 256

VS 20, 82 (xx.xx.xx.xx) 326

VS 20, 87 (undated) 165, 175

VS 20, 91 (xx.xx.xx.xx) 261, 337

VS 20, 93 (xx.xx.xx.xx) 170

VS 20, 96 (xx.xx.xx.xx) 242, 258

VS 20, 103 (xx.xx.xx.xx) 338

VS 20, 105 (xx.xx.xx.xx) 307

VS20, 126(xx.xx.6A.09)252

VS 20, 127 (xx.xx.xx.xx) 141, 194, 217,

218

VS20, 128 (xx.xx.xx.xx) 147-148

VS20, 136 (xx.xx.xx.xx) 217

W 20000,202 (undated) 360

YBC 3438 (NBK2.31.02.14) 23, 206

YBC 3441 (NBK2.33.05.01) 23,

206-207

YBC 3455 (NPL.07.13.xx) 193

YBC 3478 (xx.00.xx.02) 160, 209, 222,

246

YBC 3561 (undated) 326

YBC 371 1 (NER.00.06.25) 344

YBC 3715 (NBK2.40. 10.06) 139,

275-276, 283

YBC 3846 (BAR.01.03.xx) 315-316

YBC 3853 (NER.00.06.17) 348

YBC 3927 (undated) 36

YBC 3964 (CAM.01.04.xx) 293

YBC 3974 (CYR.05.09.xx) 293

YBC 3976 (CAM.01.08.xx) 293, 295

YBC 3988 (xx.01.xx.xx) 272, 299, 304

YBC 3997 (NER.0L08.xx) 160-161,

209, 222, 246

YBC 3998 (NPL. 18.05.26) 230

YBC 4002 (undated) 213, 225, 252

YBC 4016 (ASB.00.12.1 1)326
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YBC 4021 (xx.29.01.xx) 259-260, 263,

270, 272, 287, 299, 304, 347

YBC 4032 (NBK2.23.01.26) 329

YBC 4038 (AM.00.12.15) 270, 329

YBC 41 17 (NER.03.08.15) 230

YBC 4124 (NBK2.26. 10.04) 329

YBC 4134 (undated) 339

YBC 4149 (CAM.xx.08.24) 123

YBC 4159 (undated) 298, 305

YBC4160(xx.xx.08.17)305

YBC 4165 (undated) 253, 344

YBC 4174 (NER.02.12.01) 146-147,

191-192, 196-197, 218, 242, 387

YBC 6923 (xx.xx.09.23) 322

YBC 6927 (NBK2. 157.09.22) 297

YBC 6933 (NBK2.xx.04.24) 255

YBC 7383 (DAR1.xx. 13.06?) 25, 139,

147,199,207,267

YBC 7409 (undated) 358

YBC 7414 (NBK2.37.09.13) 174

YBC 7415 (NBK2.23?. 12.08) 339

YBC 7420 (NER.00.08.05) 319

YBC 7422 (MB2.08.08.01) 162, 210,

247

YBC 7432 (AM.0 1.03.24) 319

YBC 7436 (DAR1.00.12.01) 20, 293,

305,361,385

YBC 7437 (DARl.28.xx.xx) 260, 270,

272, 299, 304, 347

YBC 9030 (undated) 21, 155, 220, 277,

284, 309

YBC 9031 (xx.00.xx.08) 25, 220

YBC 9039 (NPL.20. 13.2 1)8, 148,252,

258

YBC 9063 (NER.03.xx.26) 230

YBC9155(NBK2.42.06.12)26, 175

YBC 9178 (NBK2.03.07.05) 140,313

YBC 9204 (NBK2.17.12.01) 149

YBC 9223 (NBK2.30+.09. 1 8) 252, 253

YBC 9237 (NBK2.33. 12.27) 276

YBC 9240 (NBK2.25. 11.27) 24, 158,

207

YBC 9280 (NBK2.24.047.il) 250-251

YBC 9285 (NBK2.20.07.22) 248, 278

YBC 9292 (NBK2.33.13.10) 269

YBC 9296 (NBK2.23. 10.09) 159, 208,

221,245,269,304

YBC 9299 (NBK2.20+.06.26) 305

YBC 9318 (undated) 213, 225, 252

YBC 9338 (NBK2.22.09.18) 301

YBC 9356 (NBK2.37.09.05) 167

YBC 9365 (NBK2.227.09.12) 254, 281,

288

YBC 9395 (NPL. 10.04. 12) 23, 207

YBC 9414 (NBK2.29.03.25) 286

YBC 9431 (NBK2.23.11.29)20, 155,

277

YBC 9434 (NBK2.xx.lO?.10+) 231,

276

YBC 9442 (NBK2.27.06.28) 338

YBC 9448 (NBK2I.31.10.22) 330

YBC 9452 (NBK2. 17.05.02) 160, 245,

278

YBC 9486 (NBK2.20.06.01) 36, 263,

281,287

YBC 9510 (NBK2.1 1.02.14) 18, 155,

176

YBC 9541 (NBK2.17.xx.xx) 363

YBC 9582 (NBK2.24.04.09) 189-190

YBC 9590 (NBK2.3 17.06.24) 243

YBC 9638 (NBK2.36.xx.+4) 25,

158-159,207-208

YBC 11311 (CAM.06.xx.08) 163,

211-212,224

YBC 11322 (undated) 367

YBC 11326 (undated) 292

YBC 1 1504 (NPL. 19.04.04) 243

YBC 1 1546 (MBZ.OO. 10.09) 289, 290,

294

YBC 1 1598 (CYR.05.03.02) 345

YBC 11649 (NER.02.xx. 15) 150,387

YBC 1 1900 (NER.02.02.xx) 320

YBC 11901 (NBK2.20.04.29) 162,210,

247, 270

YOS l,46(CYR.05.09.xx)293

YOS 3, 5 (undated) 129-130, 135

YOS 3, 8 (undated) 353

YOS 3, 59 (undated) 315

YOS 3, 62 (undated) 1 5
1

, 1 64, 3 1 0-3 1 1

,

334, 342

YOS 3, 67 (undated) 275

YOS 3, 71 (undated) 352

418
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YOS 3, 72 (undated) 347

YOS 3, 87 (undated) 329

YOS 3, 91 (undated) 290, 294

YOS 3, 106 (undated) 215

YOS 3, 107 (undated) 344

YOS 3, 122 (undated) 339

YOS 3, 149 (undated) 225, 320

YOS 3, 191 (undated) 290, 292, 293

YOS 3, 193 (undated) 328

YOS 3, 194 (undated) 140

YOS6,3(NBN.00.11.29)367

YOS6,29(NBN.06.04.12)194

YOS 6, 39 (NBN.03. 10.05) 161, 209,

222, 246, 272, 304

YOS 6, 43 (NBN.02.04.01) 344

YOS 6, 46 (NBN.03. 13.22) 329

YOS 6, 53 (NBN.04.02.04) 322

YOS6,67(NBN.04.11.14) 177

YOS 6, 71+72 (NBN.06.08.23) 123,

156,200

YOS 6, 84 (NBN.03.02.05) 344

YOS 6, 92 (NBN.07.09.17) 255

YOS 6, 116(NBN.10.04.23)315

YOS 6, 1 1 7 (NBN.08. 1 1 .24) 24, 1 59,

208

YOS 6, 122 (NBN.09.09.08) 167

YOS 6, 137 (NBN.07.04.30) 341

YOS 6, 145 (NBN.08.03.26) 274, 282,

334-335

YOS 6, 148 (NBN.09.09.08) 166-167,

298

YOS 6, 156 (NBN. 17.05.1 1)267-268

YOS 6, 170 (NBN. 11.10.23) 163-164,

212,224

YOS 6, 184 (NBN.l 1.09.29) 358

YOS 6, 192 (NBN. 15.09.07) 231

YOS 6, 201 (NBN.l 1.09.18) 256

YOS 6, 211 (NBN. 10. 11.22) 141

YOS 6, 216 (NBN. 10.06. 14) 146,

194-195,218,383

YOS6,219(NBN.15.12.15)256

YOS 6, 222 (NBN. 12.07.04) 171-172,

175-176,214,225

YOS 6, 235 (NBN.12.13.27) 252

YOS 6, 239 (NBN.12.xx.20) 174, 226,

253, 262, 286

YOS 6, 240 (NBN.l 1.1 l.xx) 357, 358

YOS 6, 241 (NBN. 12.1 1.25) 172, 225

YOS 7, 8 (CYR.0 1.02.30) 293

YOS 7, 15 (CYR.02.04.12) 351-352

YOS 7, 20 (xx.xx.xx.xx) 263-264, 334,

345

YOS 7, 71 (CYR.08.04.18) 173, 181

YOS 7, 74 (CYR.08.03.07) 293

YOS 7, 78 (CYR.08.01.17) 333

YOS 7, 79 (CYR.08.03.12) 164-165

YOS 7, 89 (xx.xx.xx.xx) 140, 170-171

YOS 7, 90 (CYR.05.03.09) 175

YOS 7, 1 10 (CAM.xx.xx.xx) 246

YOS 7, 120 (CAM.01.08.10) 358

YOS 7, 124 (CAM.02.1 1.05) 344

YOS 7, 135 (CAM.02.06.09) 344

YOS 7, 137 (CAM.03. 12.30) 294

YOS 7, 146 (CAM.03. 10.22) 352

YOS 7, 162 (CAM.03.08.24) 123

YOS 7, 163 (CAM.04.06.13) 168

YOS 7, 170 (CAM.04.09.21) 276

YOS 7, 178 (CAM.05.06.22) 359

YOS 7, 1 83 (CAM.06. 1 1 .25) 20, 1 52,

200-201, 219, 243-244, 277, 354,

380

YOS 7, 1 85 (CAM.06. 11.15) 346-347,

385

YOS 7, 197 (CAM.04.04.xx) 270, 272,

299, 305

YOS 15, 10 (xx.xx.xx.xx) 276, 280, 286,

348

YOS 15, 13(NBN.02.xx.28)245

YOS 17, 2 (NBK2. 17.08.24) 319

YOS 1 7, 4 (NBK2. 1 6.0 1 .25) 297

YOS 17,31 (NBK2.16.1 1.22) 265

YOS 17,41 (NBK2. 12.06.12) 326

YOS 17, 90 (NBK2.2 1.09.03) 293, 294

YOS 17, 1 13 (NBKU00.07.xx) 304,

307

YOS 17, 128 (NBK2. 13.08.22) 247-248

YOS 17, 153(NBK2.00.06.12)329

YOS 17, 166 (NBK2.15.1 1.26) 161,

209,215,222,226,246

YOS 17, 167 (NBK2.22.0 1.07) 246-247

YOS 17, 172(NBK2.07.08.09) 161,

209, 222, 246
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YOS 17, 173 (NBK2. 18.06.01) 161, YOS 19, 104

209,222,246 YOS 19, 115

YOS 17, 193 (NBK2.21.07.19) 280 YOS 19, 134

YOS 17, 194(NBK2.15*.01.11) 160, 222,246
245 YOS 19, 138

YOS 17, 245 (NBK2.0 1.077.25) 354 YOS 19, 172

YOS 17,246(NBK2.08.05.01)9, 195, YOS 19, 181

200,252,386 YOS 19, 188

YOS 17, 247 (NBK2.01.08.10) 257 YOS 19, 190

YOS 17, 248 (NBK2.2 1.02.26) 23, 159, 245

208 YOS 19, 191

YOS 17, 252 (NBK2.05.10.19) 19, 259 YOS 19, 192

YOS 17, 255 (NBK2. 18.07.26) 363 YOS 19, 193

YOS 17, 256 (undated) 339 296, 298
YOS 17, 274 (NBK2. 18.09.25) 326 YOS 19, 194

YOS 17,301 (NBK2.01.06.15) 18, 152, YOS 19,212

201,219,244,277 YOS 19,242
YOS 17, 305 (NBK2.03.07.05) 18, 190, YOS 19, 244

201,215 YOS 19, 245

YOS 17, 307 (xx.03.1 1.27) 20, 290, 294, YOS 19, 246

384,388 YOS 19, 266
YOS 17, 345 (NBK2. 12. 12.06*) 93, YOS 19, 267

353,360 YOS 19, 269
YOS 17, 346 (NBK2.1 0.1 2.20) 93-94 YOS 19, 270
YOS 17, 348 (NBK2. 13.1 1.25) 216 201, 220,

YOS 17, 350 (NBK2. 12.03.06) 278, YOS 19, 271

285 152-153,

YOS 19, 13 (NBN.01.08.18) 294 YOS 19, 277
YOS 19, 14 (NBN.02.1 1.05) 298 YOS 19, 284
YOS 19, 65 (xx.xx.13.xx) 359 285, 304
YOS 19,71 (NBN. 1 2.04. 1 0) 323-324 YOS 1 9, 290
YOS 1 9, 75 (NBN.0 1 .xx.xx) 216 29

1

YOS 19, 97 (NBN.04.08.03) 340 YOS 19, 297

Deities

(undated) 224, 257

(NBN.xx.xx.xx) 252, 322

(NBN.01.xx.xx)161,209,

(NBN.xx.06.xx) 272, 304

(NBN.01.09.16)248

(NBN.10.6A.28?)345

(NBN.02.1 1.24) 304

(NBN.03.06.26) 159,221,

(NBN.03. 10.23) 245

(NBN.05.03.30)208,304

(NBN.02.1 1.23) 221, 269,

(NBN.00

(NBN.08

(NBN.04

(NBN.05

(NBN.07

(NBN.03,

(NBN.0L
(NBN.02.

(NBN.00,

(NBN. 14.

244

(NBN. 14.

201,220,

(NBN. 14

(NBN.01,

07.29) 269

.06.26) 343

.05.09)319

.11.02) 139

.12.01)230,380

.02.22) 140,230

.07.08) 276

.12.06)320,388

,xx.xx)25, 159

.04.30) 18, 152,

xx.15)21,

244, 277

09.28) 19,284

11.05)245,278,

(NBN.03. 10.03) 290,

(NBN.15.10.16)358

Literary Compositions and Miscellaneous Texts

Donation of Kurigalzu 1 17

Enmerkar cycle 1 07, 114

Enuma eliS 356, 367

Erraand ISum 134

Exaltation of Igtar 115-116

FRAME 1995, B.3.1.1 (Simbar-Sipak

inscription) 173,215,319

FRAME 1995, B.4.0.2001 (Donation of

KaSSu-bel-zeri) 226, 326, 338

FRAME 1995, B.6.15.2001 (Nabonassar

inscription) 73

GilgameS Cycle 107-108

Inanna and Enki 104-105

InninSagurra 112

LKU 45, 164

NinmeSarra 1 12

SpTU] 54, 164

SpTU I 136 (Uruk Shrine List), 29

SpTU III, 58 (Crimes and Sacrileges of

Nabu-Suma-iskun) 132-133

SpTU IV 220, 29-30

Sumerian King List 1 14

Sumerian Temple Hymns 105

Deities

Uruk Prophecy (SpTU I 3) 131-132

VAT 7, 138-139

YBC 4665 ('Inanna raubt den grofien

HimmeP) 112-113

The following index is a complement to the Table ofContents which points to individual

discussions of each deity and all aspects of their cult. Rubrics found in that Table are

generally not repeated here. Lists of deities occurring in various sub-groups of texts

from the Eanna archive can also be found on pp. 32, 37, 73, 96-98.

AbbaSuSu 319-320

Adad 229, 264, 325-326

Adad-of-Heaven 346

Adapa 326-327

Ablamayltu 309

Amunu 327-330

An (see Anu)

An-%ianna 109-111

An-dInanna-Nanaya 1 1

1

An-dInanna-unugU 109, 120

AnSar 31 1,323, 331-333

Antu 310-3 1 1 ; relation to lnanna/IStar,

116

Anu (An) 74, 78, 186, 330-332, 345,

346; early role in Uruk and relation

to Inanna/IStar, 105-1 17; relation to

Nanaya, 182-183

AnunTtu 122, 31

1

Anu-of-Heaven 346

Anzu (in parakki Anzu) 23

1

AS3ur31 1,323, 331-333

ASsurTtu3Il-312, 332

Aya(ofLarsa)307

BanTtu312

BarirTtu 319-320
dBE 337-339

Bel (see also Marduk and Subat Bel)

267-269, 333-334

Bel-aliya 334

Belet-Akkad (see IStar-of-Akkad)

Belet-Babili (see IStar-of-Babylon)

Belet-balati 312-313

Belet-Eanna (Lady-of-Eanna) 1 17

Belet-Eanna of Udannu 289-294

Belet-Larsa (or Sarrat-Larsa) 292

Beletu 179-181, 309

Bel-SA-nasru 274-275, 282, 334-335

Beltiya (as name of I§tar-of-Uruk)

29-30, 123-128

beltu (as divine name and epithet)

75-76, 121

Beltu-Sa-ReS 74, 216-226, 381; lion as

symbol, 21,220

Beltu-Sa-Uruk (see Lady-of-Uruk)

Bizilla 322

Bunene 335

Damkina 339

Dumuzi 238-242, 335-337, 345

Ea 337-339

Enlil 337-338

EreSkigal 297

Gansurra 3 1 6-3 1

7

GaSru 339

Gazbaba318

GilgameS (see also Places and Persons)

340, 345

Gula 75, 274-282, 312-315, 334-335

Gula-of-the-Courtyard 274-275,

315-316

Uutaru 351-353

dIGl.DU 87, 274-275, 282-289, 294,

335

dIGl.DU of Udannu 282, 289-294

dIGI.KUR317
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dIGI.ZA.KUR 317

Ilu-Sa-mat-tamti 340

Inanna (see IStar)

Inanna-hud 104

Inanna-kur 104

Inanna-NUN 104-105

Inanna-sig 104
dInanna-unugk> 109, 120

Innin 116, 122-123

Innin-galga-sud 327-328

ISpatu 353

I§§ar 33

1

I§tar (= I$tar-of-Uruk, Lady-of-Uruk,

Inanna) 103-177, 267-268, 302,

320, 332, 353-354, 380-381; star

and lion as symbols, 21, 138—

139, 141, 156-159; relation to

Bel/Marduk, 75-79; family relation

to Nanna-Su'en/Sin, 111; family

relation to An, 111-112; general

relation to An, 105-1 17; relation to

Nanaya, 182-187; as astral deity,

21, 104, 136; as hierodule (nu-gig)

112; female and male aspects

136

IStar-of-Akkad 121

I§tar-of-Babylon 328; relation to

IStar-of-Uruk, 75-78, 117, 123,

135-136

IStar-of-Nineveh 136

Kakkabtu 353

Kakki Bel (see Subat Bel)

Kakki Nabu (see Subat NabO)

Kanisurra 316-319

KAS.DIN.NAM 320-322

Ka§§7tu

KilTlu 319-320

Kurunnltu 312, 320-322

Lady-of-Babylon (see I§tar-of-Babylon)

Lady-of-Uruk (see also IStar) 120-121

lamassu (as attribute of deities) 1 35—

138

Lugalbanda (see also Places and

Persons) 216, 340-341

Lugalirra 290, 339,341-342

Lugal-Marada 342

Madanu 342

Manungal 312

Marat-Ebabbar 322

Marat-Ezida318

Mar-bTti 342

Marduk (see also Bel) 87, 264,

268-272, 356; temple at Uruk,

74-75

Marduk-of-the-Courtyard 268-269, 343

Me/Pisangunuk 334

Meslamtaea 290, 341,343

Muati 186

Mullissu 31 1,323

Nabu (see also Subat Nabu) 87, 264,

267-268, 343-345; relation to

Nanaya, 77-79, 182-186

Nanaya 182-216, 267-268, 318, 322-

323, 343; rosette as symbol, 21

,

203-208; relation to Nabu, 77-79,

184-186; origin of name 182; early

relation to Uruk, 183-184; and

kingship, 184, 189; goddess of love

zmdkuzbu, 184-185; abduction

from Uruk and return, 185, 187-

189; queen of Uruk, 185, 187;

relation to Tasmetu, 184-186;

relation to Inanna/IStar, 182-187;

syncretized with other goddesses,

187

Narkabtu 295

Nergal 87, 282, 290, 295-298, 335

Ningirim 121

Ningiszida 345

Nin-irigal 121

Ninkasi 321

Nin-unug 120-121

Ninurta 87, 275, 282, 298-303, 335

Ninurta-of-the-Courtyard 275, 345-

346

Nin-zizli 322-323

Nunnirdudu 319-320

Nusku 87, 303-307, 359-360

Pazuzu 14, 385

SabTUi 321

Sin 271-274, 347; relation to

Inanna/IStar, 1 1

1

422

Places and Persons

Sin-of-Heaven 272, 346-347

Sin-of-the-Courtyard 272, 347

SamaS91,348
Samas-of-Heaven 346

SamaS (of Larsa) 190, 292, 307, 313,

348

Sarrat-Kullab 323

Sanat-Larsa (see Belet-Larsa)

Sarrat-Nippur 75

sarratu (as divine name and epithet)

75-77

sedu (as attribute of deities) 135-138

Serua 31 1,323-324

Subat Bel (Altar, Symbol of Bel) 75-79,

267-269

Subat Nabu (Altar, Symbol of Nabu)

75-79, 267-268

Tasmetu 137, 343; relation to Nanaya,

77-79, 184-186

Tiamat 136,356,367

Urdimmu 355-367

Urigallu 353-354

Urkayltu 75, 255-265, 268, 325;

meaning and form of name, 255-257

Urmafjlulu 367-368

Usmu 348

Usur-amassu 75, 226-255, 268, 353-
'

354, 381; relation to Adad, 228-229;

meaning of name, 228-229; gender,

228-229

Zababa 348-349

Zaqiptu 354-355

ZarpanTtu 75-78, 123, 135

Zizli 322

Places and Persons

Assur (city) 332

Assurbanipal 1 19, 188-189, 227, 232,

255-256; land return policy in Uruk,

301-302

Babylon (see Marduk, Bel, I§tar-of-

Babylon, ZarpanTtu), passim

Ba'u-asltu (daughter of Nebuchadnezzar

II) 339

Belshazzar 138,257

Borsippa (see Nabu, Nanaya, Tasmetu),

passim

Enmerkar 106-107, 327, 335, 340

ErTba-Marduk (king) 130, 132-134,

213

Eridu328,339,341

Esarhaddon 118-119, 187-188, 198,

213,227,232,312

GilgameS (see also Deities) 106-108,

335, 340
dIGI.DU-zer-ibni {Sangu of Udannu)

291,294

KaSSaya (daughter of Nebuchadnezzar

II) 197

KaSsu-bel-zeri (governor of the Sealand)

226, 236

Kish 109, 111

Kullab/Kulaba 107, 114-115,121,311,

323, 334, 342, 349

Larsa 6, 74, 292, 307, 3 1 1 , 3 1 3, 3 1 5,

322, 335, 342, 348

Lugalbanda (see also Deities) 106-107,

335

Marad 342

Marduk-belSunu (Satammu of Eanna),

chronology, 25

1

Marduk-Sapik-zeri {Satammu of Eanna),

chronology, 25

1

Nabonassar 227

Nabonidus74, 130-134

Nabopolassar 128

Nabu-guma-iSkun (king) 76-77,

132-134,340

Nebuchadnezzar II 27, 74, 76-77,

86-87, 128-138,339,354,356

Nemed-Laguda 339, 341

Nergal-zer-ibni (Sangii of Udannu) 292,

294

Nippur 74, 104

Oannes 327

Sealand 327-329, 340
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Sennacherib 1 19, 187, 198, 227, 312,

331,356

Sin-leqi-unninni (as ancestral name)

173, 181,307,319

Sippar 36, 39, 74, 309, 346

U-an-Adapa 327

Udannu 289-294

Ur 329, 347

Uruk, passim

Temples

Names of temples and cultic locations are studied on pp. 29-33; they also occur in the

lists found on pp. 96-98. All the gods of Uruk are listed with their residential and cultic

locations in Appendix 1

.

Words

Akkadian words occurring in the texts studied in this volume are listed by topic in

Chapter 1, pp. 6-16, 28-29, and 34-36 (cultic paraphernalia, ornaments and jewelry,

clothing, offerings, prebends, cultic personnel, ceremonies). Each word is listed with

the deities in connection with which it is attested. Individual attestations of these words
can be found in the relevant sections in the discussions of each deity in Chapters 3 to 8.

All philological discussions of individual words are assembled by alphabetical order in

Appendix 3.
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